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RURAL DEVELOPMENT

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 9, 1971

U.S. SENATE,
Streconntri-rEr: orr RURAL DEVELOPMENT y

()F THE COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY,
Stillwater, Okla.

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 2:20 p.m. at the student
union, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, Okla.,

p.m.,
Hubert H.

Humphrey presiding.
Present : Senatorsilumlphrey, Curtis, and Bell mon.
Also present : Representative Camp.

,STATVIENT OF HON. HUBERT H. HUMPHREY, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF MINNESOTA

Senator HUMPHREY. On behalf of the Senate Committee on Agri-
culture and Forestry and the Senate Subcommittee on Rural Devel-
opment, I wish to express our thanks and' appreciation to Oklahoma
StateNniversity and to members of the faculty, administration, and
student body, the people of this fine State of Oklahoma, for permitting
us to come here today and to listen to.some of the advice and counsel
that can be given to us by leaders of the people of Oklahoma, men
in government' and industry, in agriculture, and in many walks of
life.

Permit me to introdUce the members of our committee and, of eourse,
I am sure that at least two of them you know very very well. At
the end of the table is Congressman Camp ofwhat is your district,
Congressman?

Mr. C.131CP. I believe the sixth.
Senator HUMPHREY. You believe it is the sixth? [Laughter.]
Mr. CAMP. Maybe next January.
Senator HUMPHREY. He has a fortuitous name. They call him

"Happy" Camp and it iffgood to be, that way.
The next gentleman is the Senator from the State of Oklahoma,

a gentleman who has served you in many capacities, as Governor,
now Senator, Henry Bellmon, member of our committee.

Next to me is the distinguished Senator from the State of Nebraska.
11;:e shall he visiting his State tonight and tomorrow. Senator Carl
Curtis.

I should in icate to the Oklahomans that are here 'that Senator
Curtis hasphe n using a hit of,his time on Oklahoma to speak about
a football.te . [Laughter.] I do not knOw what this has to do with
rural devel ment, but I can tell you that he is an-expert on it. I
have not said too much yet because the Golden Gophers do not seem
to be doing as well as theyonce did. [Laughter.]

(1)



The Minnesota Twins need a slight amount of redevelopment, but
the Vikings show promise. [Laughter.]

We are not here to.discuss football, however. We are here to discuss
a very important matter of concern to this Nation and concern par-
tictilarly to young Americans, and I am very pleased to see this
auditorium so well filled with our young friends of the campus, the
university.

We are on a campus that has had great leadership and now has
great leadership. I knew Dr. Bennett, one of the truly great Americans
one who contributed so much not only -to our own country but tO
,people-all around the world. I have just had the opportunity to meet
the past president; I)r. Welharn, who came here to visit with us, and
I want to thank him.

Dr. Welham has a very good heritage. He received his doctorate
degree from the University of Vinnesota, which qualifies hitn
any position. [Laughter.]

I want to also, while I think about it, thank Oklahoma State for
sending us David Ward, whois a nienther of the Vikings. I was with
him the other day. gig parents, I lielieve, live in Tulsa. He had an
enviable record here in your athletic, in football. He is going to have
a p.eater one. Keep your eyes on him.

,I,-know how important some of these events are, but the Super Bowl
game with David Ward in the line will be very, very important.
So watch him.

Now, I have something to say which will be very brief relating
to this subject matter. I have introduced our colleagues. This is not
a partisan conclave. I think you know I am slightly outnumbered
if you want to look at the partisan persuasion. Howeverz this has
never caused me any fear or trepidation. It is what I consider to be
a challenge. But we are a committee, or make up a committee that
has a common purpose. Tho members of this committee have a com-
mon purnose and that is to try to learn and to try to find ways
and mean'of helping to bring about a national growth policy for our
Nation that will provide a richer life, better quality,pf life, for more-
and more of our people.

There are facts which this assembly knows. In the next 25 to 30
years, another 100 million Americang will live in this land of ours.
We will have anywhere from 290 to 300 million people. Where are they
going to live? What kind of a life will they live? What kind of a
life do they want?

Are we content with it as it is? I would hope not. I think we have
to recognize that decisions that we make today or fail to make today
guide our future. You do not make decisions about the future, in the
future. You make them now. And it is very important for ust,to
recognize that or great .metropolitad centers are in a state of crisis.
I cannot say through any fault of their own because we have experi-
enced in the last 25 to 30 years in this country o ours the greatest
mass migration of .humanity that any.natign has known in the last
thousand years. Thirty million Americans have literally left their
home towns gnd their farms and moved into th great metropolitan
areas of this Nation, and many of those 30 milli were elderly, poor,
and many of them are young, seeking the opport nity, adventure, jobs,
a new life, and we haye in a sense had a mast; emorrhage of people
from rural America.

8 0
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We now know that something has to be,. done abQut it. You cannot
havefor example, in your own State, I know, 13 of your counties
lost 10 percent or more of their population between 1960 and 197W.

In the United States,n thsausand of the 3,000 counties lest popula-
tion. We are facing the prospect in the next 25 years of having ap-
proximately 85 percent of our people liVing on 2 percent of our land.
We are facing the prospect in the next 20 years of seeing a city the
size of Philadelphia double. At the present titire, it is without many
of the municipal services that are vital. It is having to close up some
of,its extracurricular activities of school, cut out its athletic programs,
he unable to finance minimum services. So we are no trying to look
ahead, how can we attract people to the vast areas of this country ?

You might call it the great hinterland between the Appalachians
and the Rockies. Or are we going to end up as'some have predicted
where we will have four great metropolitan areas that will make up
one-half, of the total population of this Nation, a strip on the east
coast, the west coast, the gulf coast, and arouird the Great Lakes that
will comprise over 50 percent of the total population?

Now, we know that most Americans wink(' like to live in what
they call more living space; they say in rural America. Those of us
that are in politics do watch the polls fdr one reason or another, and
we see Ale Galltlp poll showing that 63 to 65 percent of the people
prefer to live someplace else; I mean, prefer to live in a smaller town,
to live in a community such as Stillwater,'Io live in a community such
fls Rochester, a community of 20,000, 15,000, 10,000, 50,000, or under
a hundred thousand.

Why do they not? Well, the answers I think are coming very clearly.
When you go to a graduating class of a high school, as we did in
Georgia, you may remember, there were 167 graduates in a high school
and less than 25 planned on staying in the town where they graduated,
or in the county. They were going to leave. And why ? When you
asked' them, they said, well, 'we nccd good jobs. We need economic
opportunity. We want to go to a place were there are good schools;
we want to go to a place where there are hospitah3 and medical care.

Well, we know this can be done. We just left McAllister this morn-
ing, and we helped dedicate the groundbreaking ceremony for' the
beginning of a great regional health center, a community mental
health center. It can be done.

We were not long ago in Alma, Ga., and saw a community that had
been literally rebuilt because of strong leadership on the part of local
people and the willingness to cooperate between governmentFed-
eral State, and localand the private sector. So that is what we are
talking about.

We do not know the answers. If we did, we would not need to be
out here. We are coming here to ask your Governor, we are coming
here to ask people from different parts of your State, to tell us some
of the things that haVe worked, to tell us some of the things that have
worked, to tell us some. of the things that hiCve not worked, to tell us
what might work, because we have to experiment. We cannot afford to
let things drift in America any longer. We need some pluming, some
allocation of resources, and we need to get on with the task of trying
to make this country a much more livable place, not only in terms of
its physical environment, but its social environment, to relieve our-
'selves of some of the tensions and the anxieties which are so evident
and present today.
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Now, that is the opening that I would like" to leave with you to give
you some idea of what we are thinking about. I want the students hereto keep in mind, this phrase, a national growth policy. We no longer
can just let this country drift. Even with the wealth ands the power
that we have, this will not suffice.

We once had a growth policy. We had ltiO acres of free land. We
gave railroads ei acres on each side of the Track to expand this conti-
nent. Rural free delivery, the land grant college. There were things
that encouraged people to populate what we call mid-America.

Since that time, since the -1920's and 1930's, I am afro' that what-
ever growth policy we have has been negative. You get more welfare
if you go to the city. There apparently were more jobs t be found in
the city, and all too often much of our rural area was left to stagnate.

Here is the place, I think, for the future of our Nation. I really
believe that the future of this country depends in large measure on
what we can do to give a better balance to urban and rural growth.

Might I say to those that are keenly interested in the cities, the
urbanists, I have been a mayor of a great city of a half million people.
There is no answer to urban problems until we find answers to rural
problems. They are one and inseparable. It is a question of which
comes first, the chicken or the egg, and I would suggest we look at
both because there is no other way to do it.

Senator Curtis, would you care to make some comment/

STATEMENT OF HON. CARL T. CURTIS, A 'U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE. STATE OF NEBRASKA

Senator Ctrirris. Well, thank you, Mr: Chairman.
We are delighted that we could be here. I, am sure the citizens of

Oklahoma will continue to present us with some very helpful ideas
on rural development. We have already received some excellent ones.
We are delighted that we have a chairman so much interested in rural
development, Senator Humphrey.

I might say to you Oklahomans that the contribution of Oklahoma
to this subcfmmittee is very fine indeed. Senator Bellmon is a most
helpful member to us.

I regard rural America as the land of opportunity. It is that part
of our country where the -future lies. It is that part of our country
that offers hope to the whole Republic, and I believe that the greatest
force for developing rural America is right in the communities them-
selves, the rural people.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HunininEY. Senator Bellmon, I am sorry Ias the host

Senator, I should have called on you first, but I am sure that people
here would like very much to hear from you.

Senator BELLMON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I supposed you were
going according to seniority.

Senator HUMPHREY. On that baths, I should be last. [Laughter.] You
let them know I am a freshman Senator.

16
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STATEMENT OY ON. HENRY BELLMON, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM ATE OF 'OKLAHOMA ,

Senator BELLMON. Mr. Chairman, I would only like to take a minute
to welcome the bommittee to Oklahoma, especially to the OSU campus.
As you probably know, this is my alita mater, and ram very proud
of OSU and very pleased that the committee chose to hold its formal

`hearings here Ai this fine student union.
I want also to add a word to what Senator Curtis said about the

fortunate position we are in to have you as chairman of this subcoin-
rnitte,e. For those of you who are not aware of it,4Senator Humphrey
was born in a small town in South Dakota, grew up under those con-
ditioiw, and then, as he said, later become mayor of one of our great
cities, so he has a very personal interest and a great depth of knowledge-
about problems of both rural America and of the urban centers. and
I believe that this knowledge is giving him the itsight he needs to do
the job that has to be 'done in helping to find ways of solving the
growth problems of the Nation.

Also, we are very fortunate today in our witness list. We have on
this list may individuals who are particularly qualified by experience,
knowledge, and by the ideastinit they have garnered throughout their
lives, and will be able, I gm sure, to give us many ideas that the
committee could use in drdwin_g FteceSary legislation to help bring
about a balanced policy for the Country. ,

Already the committee has visited McAlester and Perry; and we
will go from here today, as you probably know, to Nebraska, where
we will tour Senator CurtiskState tomorrow. .

As we came. frctffi Perry to Stillwater on the bus, We Fame through
an area that some of you know very well. At one time, thig tuyal,agri-
cultural area was populated with one fainilyon each 16(1 acres. As
we drove along today, you :could see there are practically no farm-
houses left.

Alf those people are now living gotnewhere, not in Oklahoma in
many cases. A. lot of them had to go to the urban centers knid the west
coast and other parts of the country in order to find jobs, arkd this is
the sort of thing I believe the,,committee is interested 14 and it has
contributed so mueli to our problems, and,it is the soft of thing we

' hope Will not continue but that, rather, will reverse th'e 'trend, so that
people who may wish to, will be able to come back.

We saw in Peru what I think is an ideal solution,I plant that does
provide off-the-farm opportunities for those who 'continue tO spend
part of their time in agricurture, mad we fbund there that these kinds
of workers are Itighly productive. They are able to compete with urban
plants and I believe provide an almost ideal solution to the problems
of outmigration_from theural areas.

And so, Mr. Chairman, I think we are fo4unate ,today toIiave the
chance to gain some additional ideas and some insights into this prob-
lem here ori the OSU campus, and I look forward to the witnesses '
and their testimony.

Senator HUMPHREY. Congressma;;Canap, would' you Care to say
sontething?.

z
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STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN 'N. HAPPY CAMP, REPRESENTATIVE
-IN, CONGRESS FROM THE SIXTH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT

c.

OF OICLAIII*A

Mr. CAMP. Senator, I, too, wish to weh;ome you g entlemen to the- gteat sixth district a the State. of Oklahoma in which, of course, th'efinest people in all of Oklahoma and the Whole Uniti:ThStates live, andI want to say to you that I appteciate very much that .you gave me,or showed me the courtesy and invited me io mine, even though I amnot connected in any way whatsoever with you committee. But it isa privilege for me to have this oppdtunity to be here and learn with
you from these people their ,ideas in regard to the problems we are
talking about. Welcome, and we thank you very much.

. (Representative Camp's prepared statement is as follows :)
Representative CAme. Mr. Chairman awl members-of the committee,I would like to bn1,it for the record my views regarding rural de-veloptribnL
Ever since the term "rural development" was first used by UnderSecretary of Agriculture, True Morse. back in .195, the problem of

stemming the outmignition of people to the cities has been Vith us.
Periodically, concern has been expressed by, citizen groups and politi-
cal leaders across the country.

In the past decade the position of rural America as viewed by each
succeeding 'administration and by congress, has been transfamed
from conce,rn to near-panic proportions. And %yell it might. .MI1101101
the Nation lice many :eriousproblem,i. none can exceed that of city
overpopulation and the draining of rural areas of the manpower and
brainpower that should be kept there.

The -fact that 7u percent of our people live on 2 percent of the land
is an unhealthy situation that fueled the 1942:s as a period of near-. `diSaster.

Attempts at solutions to th (a_d,Ta, ve situation have been made time
and again, but with little success. 'Solutions -14ave usually taken the
form of appropriating billions of dollars fpr temporary stopgap
These were dissipated almost as rapidly as t14-dollarA flowed into the

1,i States with only slWit lasting benefits.
We have failed:to realize that long-term planning is the onlyanswer

for rural America. .

Actually, rural development should not be coO,sidered as one tiro,
gram. It is .a Process which involves government at all levels, the
private sector, resources, and the people themselves. All of these must
be brought together to interact and be made to function in a way
that will bring renewed prosperity.and an environment of well-being
to thousands of rural communities throughout the Nation.

The most important component of the essential growth process is
the people-who lie in the communities. Unless they want something

. to happen, nothing can happen. However, oncA they decide what they
want for their communityAnd proceed to form an appropriate part-
hership with their government and/or the private sectorthey can
very 'well be on their way to achiexing their goals and objectives.

Rural development really means a process Wherepeople aremoti-
vated to.a point of action and work togetherwith their government for
better' Communitiecommunitiesthat contain the necessary amenities
to makethem,good places in which to live and earn a living.

_
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I am pleased that a reevaluation of our national policy is shaping
up into a process that should have greater impact upon the problem
within the next few years than those.of the haphazard decisions of
the past. In any event the,solution cannot come overnight. People can-
not be suddenly transplanted from the cities back to the better environ-
ment of rural America.

The U.S. Department of Agripilture in the past couple of yearslas
realined the thinking that 'must gd ,into any workable answer. A

NI; - separate branch has been developed to coordinate efforts of all other
°go vernmental agencies.. It has made use of the extension service based
ih every county of the Nation, the Farmerssi.Home Administration
offices in each State, the land-grant collegek the State planning depart- ,

meets, and the intergovernmental agency to bring together a realiza-
tion of the real needs needs of rural.'Vierica and what must be done

" to do more awn spend money with minimum accomplishments.
It would seem that we are now fulfilling the guidance which com-

munity lenders have clamored for. The basic concepts are being spelled
out. Now we must move into the next phasewith deliberation, but
also with all speed before we lose the enthusiasm that has been
engendered by the rising belief in. the new rural development plans
as the 'answer to major problems,.both rural and urban.

I am particularly. happy- that these plans are not being directed
from the top down as has been too often the case in the past and which
has been the cause for most of the fiilures. Federal programs should
be effectively delivered where the people want them. The initiative
fof. lluating local needs, assessing of local resources, and planning
for a ial developmeent must come from the States and local community
lea s.

I am confident that progress is accelerating in developing the process
of revitalizing rural Ametica. In coordination with all other planning,
cities %will benefit at the same time that the thousands of smaller
cbminhnities throughout the nation begin building for permanent
recovery by making use 'of local people determining their needs and
therf being supplied' with the resources to accomplish the desired end.

Congres must see that basic recommendations of the 'agencies and
Slate groups which have been shaping up plans to step up development
of rural Americalecome, a reality. We can rely upon Americans to
seize-The opportunity if we show the way and provide the financial
means to fire the momentum. '

Senator HUMPHREY.' Thank you very much.
We are going to have our first witness.
I should just mention that I want to thank the student. body here.

..Some of you' were ar und when I was here a couple of years ago,
liout 4' years ago. outvput up with me. I thank you for doing it
again...

Senator Beltmon reminds. die of it. when he said I grew up in
' a small town. My town Was 600 that I grew up in and I am back,

in a town of 600. I have been' to Oklahoma State. _I am back here.
, It just proves recycling works. [Laughter.]

Now, Governor, thank you. You have added mucll arready to our
visit and we thank you and we are looking forward to yo testimony.
We want you to proceed without, interruption and. if you will permit
us at the end, we would like if y9u have the timewe know you are
hard-pressed for timeto ask some questions.
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STATEMENT OF HON. DAVID HALL,WOVERNOil, STATE. OF
OKLAHOMA, OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.

..,

Governer HALL. Thank you Seniitor.
4..

I want to'add my welcome officially to you, Senatbt Curtis and,
o.f course, our Senator Bellmon, and, Congressman Happy, We are
glad you are with _them, today. I think this group is exciting the
kind of interest intilklahOhia that thrills our citizens and to come
to this great campui; Ofie of the great universities in the Nation, it is
appropriate that you should be here for yourinve4igation.

It is a greathonorto have, an opportunity to testify for our State
before the U.S senate SubCommittee on the Rural Development
Problems of Arniticit. We feel that rural Oklahoma provides some of
the great, strength that has gone into-buildingour State and perhaps
some of the -ea periences;that we have had are going to be important
and meaningtitim,the.,':NVork that you will do, in the Congress. ,

AftepAerisactoSatig-oui State gathering material for an article for
the August edgion of National Geographic, the .author of that article,
Robert Paul Jordan called Oklahoma "Tomorrow Country ".

Jordan wrote about our open ,expanses, He traveled the new
McClellan-Kerr Waterway, Jordan saw out\ nat4iral rich resources.
He praised the rugged and good Oklahoma people. Jordan admired
our "positife 'can do' attitude." ile said it marks Oklahomark.dedi-
cation to education and research.

Because National Geographic did such a comprehensive study of
our State, I submit copies to each of you gentlemen as solid preface

t to your consideration of strengthening rural Oklahoma.
The real answer to developing and revitalizing rural Atne, a is

almkst singular: more capital investment is needed. I know-Se ator
' Curn'OJ spoke on this subject earlier in our jonneys`through the State.

Strong labor forces in Oklahoma, willingJo work and adaptable
through training, are available. Oklahomans have a stiong,cbmmit-
ment to education. Within the past few months meaningful new
State money was injected into common schools nd higher edu ation.
Oklahomans believe the cost of quality educati n is worth the neces-
sary sacrifices. Oklahomans believe that education is a vital ey to
quality developitent of our people and of our properties.

Adequate land and rich natural resourcesincluding an abu dance
of good waterare realities in this State.

EntrepreneurshipManagement abilities and inventiveness --are
natural traits in a State just 64 years away from the pioneer 'etting
of the territory.

Senator, you arrfalking about opportunities. We consider 'we are
the last frontier of opportunities in the West.

Like emerging nationsOklahoma and other inland States' have
tha greatest need for investment capital. And if our' Nation would
achieve balanced grOwthretrench from the crowd problems of bur-
geoning urban areas; then that investment must be made, and it
must be made in the rural areas.

This is a time when suburban expansion is a glamorous investment,

T is is a time of the birth of new cities, yet existing small towns''-in
y t the urban scene, the center of the cities, are stark and unattractive.

many small areas are sick and dying.
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This a nation that believes in growth, yet we are without a definite
growth olicy; Senator, just as you so well stated.

We Oklahoma have viewed growth as expansion and bigness.
Growth ould, however, include increasing quality as well. This
should b structured into a national growth policy. Our directions
must be ed and pursued, not left to whims and happenchance.

) In the st, we have often abandoned what we considered valid old
methods t ward new ideas. This has sometimes been a mistake. Let
me give you a concrete example--our, railroads. The advent of air
travel, innumerable automobiles and motor transportation have caused
rails to diminish in,importance. A massive allotment of American land
spacelaced with railshas in this last 10-year period become largely
idle.

Some`4 years ago, the Oklahoma Legislature allocated $15,000 for
the Study of the utilization of tails leading to Tulsa and Oklahoma
City, our two largest urban areas, as a wagonwheel' system for com-
muters into our urban areas.

The Departra ,nt of Transportation was asked to assist. The legis-
lature was told DOT that theie were no matching funds available °
to determine the ea.sibility -of such a system. State representative Jim
Townsend has ampioned this ideavirtually single-handed. The
°State study retie that for an investment only in rolling stock and
labor -the State c uld open 27 counties and some 1.6 millibn perSons
to commuter opp unities. Both the Federal Government and the
railroads seem dis terested in this concept.

Such a rail system could serve the same 35,000 Oklahomans who
daily commute to Oklahoma City and Tulsa. It also could relieve
heavy traffic on freeways and other State roads. It would provide a
new opening by expansion of bedroom communities in smaller towns.

. Rail transportation in lesser detreloped regions should be studied,
I feel, and encouraged by this subcommittee. That is one of the recom-
mendatiOns I make today. It is a national need if we are to spur and
encourage rural development.

Another area, of investment need is building and maintaining State
and farm-to-market roa s. The Federal highway trust fund program
has been creative and ha been helpful in interstate highway building
and construction of secon ary roads.

Upon assuming office 1 st January, this administration identified
294 deathtraps across thi State, which largely failed to qualify for

iany Federal matching fun s. Because of our legislators', individually
and collectively, courage in enacting a new revenue program, we started
a drive to repair these deathtraps. This was almost exclusively an
unmatched money situation, but the work was critccally needed.

If the rural areas of America are to prosper, excellent transportation
isystems are vitally important. This includes imaginative use of rails

and better quality roads and highways, particularly in the farm-to-
market area. These are active building proyams which a responsive
government can enter, lead and produce withinBut the real key to
building the rural areasthat is investment capital.

Senator Humphrey's proposal to inject money into smalltOwn banks
is an innovative and progressive program of action, and that is the
key word, action.

1 5
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I agree with Senator McClellan who said, and I quote from him :
The availability of credit is one of the keys to rural revitalization. It can

open the door of opportunity and the promise of the good life in America's
heartland.

Through imaginative use credittechnical advice and _personal
encouragementour very fine Office of Economic Opportunity in Ohio.
this year will take 350 families fft,the welfare rolls and this year help
them elevate their incomes ab poverty level.

Oklahoma's OEO is using ree enterprise system and.$600,000
in poverty money to do this to . OEO is setting families up with
hothouse tomato operations, catfish farms, charcoal kilns and rabbit-
misinbusinesses to achieve this economic and humane goal.

Our experience with welfare is that most recipients contrary to some
pUblished reports, want off the rolls. They want the dignity of earning
and producing. EditOrial writers who deplore welfare could well learn
some new words of condemnation from,many of the families who are
forced because of their situa4ion to accept public assistance.

Oklahoma's OEO operation involves a self-liquidating loan from a
local banker which is underwritten by the State agency. Although we
are in the initial phases of this program, which is a one-on-one effort
and comes one fainily at a time, we are extremely optimistic.

Forty-five of those tomato hothouses are now in operation, earning t
that fain'ily better than $5.000 a year in those operations. But with all
the encouragement, comprehensive technical assistance, and marketing
help, these families would be powerless without that initial loan.

Every underdeveloped State in the Nation is seeking new industry.
Oklahoma is in constant hot pursuit of those interested in building
new plants. That competition is stiff, gentlemen, as well know.

Within the boundaries of Oklahoma, wg are battlin to strengthen
existing business and to encourage our 1061 people t. ' tart their own
enterprises.

.In 1963, Oklahoma" created a trust system wh h allowed industry
to move into our State and effectively-a,void local a+ alorem taxes for
long periods. This has resulted in some cases in an clue burden for
existing businesses in the support of local governm: t. While we un-
derstand the need for tax incentives to attract ew industry, this
administration feels that a 10-year exemption is perhaps more reason-
able and fair to those businesses already in existence.

The Federal Government, faced with the alternatives of rebuilding
the fallen inner cities around established industry; may find additional
tax incentives, as Senator Curtis mentioned last night; as an answer to
encourage businesses to move into rural areas.

Your recommendation, Senator, to expand from $5 million to $10
million the industrial development bonds, would mean a tremendous
amount to our State. Industrial development bonds at $10 million
would have attracted six more industries in the 'last 12 months if we
had had it. We lost on a competitive basis on that.

This would serve dually. It would alleviate urban congestion and,
provide development for rural regions. Congress, in its wisdom, can
best devise such incentives. The concept is certainly embraced In
Oklahoma.
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For six administrations of our State government and under biparti-
san leadership, Oklahoma has worked to-attract new industry, In our
own tenure, we have emphasized locations in rural areas when address-

'Mg prospective new businesses. Even in predominantly agricultural
Oklahoma, the problem of excessive urban growth is= a threat to two
of our citiesTulsa and Oklahoma City., Yet our smaller towns
are shrinking, as you so ably stated in the statistics given, from
outmigration.

Oklahoma's greatest leaders and many wondrous ideals have sprung
from our small towns. We believe in the ex?erience and spirit of small--
town and farm life. We share Chairman ralmadge's views, villich I
quote, when' he said :

the loss of the nation's small towns means a loss of balance with nature.
It has such ecological balance because in small towns there in still an element
of serenity, of neighborliness, and of closeness to the earth. In a small town one is
able to enjoy the benefits of open spaces and the advantages of air and water
that is relatively free of pollution. ,

Chairman Talmadge Aid yOur subcommittee is attempting to give
Americans a real,choice between living inurban congestion or in the
better life of small-town America.

Your pursuit of this goal is spirited. Your determination is sup-
ported. Your appearance in Oklahoma rekindles our belief that Con-
gress cares aboutorural America and supports our 4ve to rekindle
its life and, most of all, "cares about people as individUls.

Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you very much, GrOternor, fdr your
statement, for your cooperation.

Governor, one- of the phrases.-which We have used which I think will
get some acceptance is; referring to what Senator Talmadge *pointed
out, freedom of residence, the right of people to have an honest" free
choice of whether they want to live. Today they do not have that choice
in many ways. They are compelled either by economics or technology
to make choices that are not free. ,

You have mentioned here in your testimonyf and I marked a cipple
of places where I thought you had something to offer of great value
along with many others, you made several references to transporta-'
tion and its importance to the future development of the State. One
reference, of course,' was to the use of the rail beds for commuter
service into your metropolitan areas, which is a splendid suggestion;
one that I am sure we will want to give some more attention to,
and we will ask for some staff study.= it.

You have also 'indioated the importance of transportation to the
further development of the State.

Could you give us any indication of what studies you have made
have revealed with respect to transportation rates charged by common
carriers and the impact that those rates, rate structures, seem to
have on either encouragingor discouraging development of industry,
of jobs, in any part of your State?

Governor hut. Yes, a tremendqspuimpact. In fact, the visit that
you made today to the machine wat*U. in .Berry; one of the reasons
that that is such an ideal location is its adjacentness to a highway
in which Movement by truck is possible. The rail beds that move
there are excellent. And the future port development as the ArkansaS
begins to come into its own has made that one of the most com-
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petitive areas in the'courrtry for freight rates, which is l rail, bywater or by truck. But that is directly related to the oppktrtunity to
move, ground transportationwise, from the point where the .produet
is made to the distribution points.

.We have found that we have lost industries in certain parZof
this State because we could riot guarantee ground transportation from
the plant site to the areas of distribution. We think it is significant
that the failure of farm-to-maeket areas many times has cost us
industrial development, and We feel thai we could 4.irnish those

-statistics tdyou, Senator, and perhaps give 3fou the benefit of what
we found in our Own rural development.

Senator HUMPHREY. I think it would be very lielp4u1 to us. You
have a stafewide airport system for landing strips that will take smalljets as well as the propeller-driven planes. Do you find this of
im ortance to your development structure ?

'ov(rtior Mud.. Yes. Our Aeronautics Commissi has done anoutstanding job on a bipartisan basis through the p st three admin.-
istrations. We have been able to effectively put an airport of sub-
stance in all but six of our 77 counties. There are only -six counties
now which do not have an airport capable of handling the type of
transportation you are talking about. This is one of the needs that r '`
we have developed through the work of our Aeronautids Commission,
and' the 'Ozarks Regional Commission. In the eastern part of the
State, Ozarks has helped underdeveloped cities improve their airport
situations commercially and not just'for pleasure.

Senator Iimiterrasy. You see, we begin to put together the eleme .of a national growth policy when we start to talk about credit, av
it

-ability of credit, transportation, availability of good transportation
and communication, education, health services. These are elements in
what we call a national growth policy.

Also, another element is planning, and I wonder, Governor, couldyou tell us as to whether this State has a program to encourage
the creation of nomnetropolitan multicounty planning and develop-
ment agenries or commissions ?

GoVernor HALL. This is one of the things of which we are most
proud.. The Oklahoma legislature, two sessions ago, properly created
the Community Affair* and Planning Diyision of our State goven)-
ment. That has come into full being this year with the plan of a
chniprehensive statewide program divided into 11 developmental dis-
tricts in which the total aspects of economics, labor, education, voca-

_ tional education, and other areas are included. Transportation and
availability of flOire products also have been .integrated into a plan
which will be pre,:entecl scion at the national level.

This plan has been in the development stage for the last several
'months. It was developed through local effort more than it was devel-
oped by a State agency imposing a plan ppon the local district.

The local districts formed their own committees. Those committees
made suggestions. Those suggestions have been reviewedby the Depart-
ment and now, as a result of that mix, we will present our plan for
the whole State.

Senator HITMPITREY, I would just like to call to your attention that.
some of the legiFilation that we proposed for lack of a better name,
the rural development type'of bank structure, relies a good deal upon
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these ulticounty planning agencie, for the proper u eof credit and
capital. It is a way to tie the financial resources that might be avail-
able in terms of public ks well as private financing into a districtwide
or regional or areawide !drill', for ronaminity development. t

One of the- this will he my final (piestioli to Dal), Governor, The
President has recommended the investment tax credit. It is a subject
of some controversy. I do not hesitate to say that I have looked with
,Ofilf favor upon investment tax credit as a means of modernizing
American industry, making it competitive and building jobs because
jobs take investment.

There is a requirement under title 19 of the Agricultural Act as
well as title 7 of the Housing Act for us to have a national growth
policy, and under title 9 of the Agricultural Act there is encourage-
ment of Government policies to encourage (levelopment in rural areas.

What would you think of having in the investment tax credit;
whether it is 10 percent or 7.5 percent, 2 years, 3 years, what-
everh the duration of time, some extra little bonus or some direc-
tive that the investment tax credit go tc? those industries that diversify
or in a sense decentralize their operations and pit new plant, new
equipment, into areas that you might call developing 'areas, the non-
ietropolitrie or the inner city area on the one hand and the rural
levelopment aeton t he other

Governor HAL. Senator, I think that is a necessity. We are
thatgoing to be able to move to rural America and enjoy the life that

we suggest in this type of testimony given today unless we have
an incentive greater t hien what we have today.Because, as Senator
Curtis and you

have
where the 'jobs are; where the money is; is

where the people have to go to work.
I would be in favor of giving the majority of that credit to those

who will develop in rural America and I feel that whatever span
of years it is, it ought to he an equal amount in each year. In other
words, if it is 3'years, percent a year or 7.5 percent if it is 2
years, but it must come. It does not have that capital, a hardheaded
business approach to it will dictate that it will go where it is the
most profitable and if that profit is made sir it still remains in the
city. we will not be able to a fleet ourgrowth.

Senator numennev. I know tlrere will be those that say this looks
discriminatory, but my point in raising the question is,,simply this,
that if you are going to have incentives for population movement,
for economic growth, 3qm have to establish those incentive,. You
cannot rely upon the good luck of accident of the accidental good

This is what I referred to earlier. Ve have 1111(1 incentives in the
past for people who populate ai our country. The 10) 'iicres of
land which my grandfather got whoa he cruse from \orwav was
an incentive. He did not stop in Brooklyn. He went to Minnehaha
County, S. Pak., a long ways away from Oslo. but he calms because
it was 1(0 acres, and sonic of our great colleges and universities were
established, like our own rniveNity of Min»esota, a land-grant
college. This is a land-grant college ?

Governor HALL. Yes, sir.
Senator thamenur.Y. This vas a governmental program as a way

to encourage migration. Otherwise we would haVe ended up with
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Primarily the great colleges of the eastern seaboard but we started
a great land-grant system to be able to-entice people, encourage people' to move, to establish homes, to build, open up the frontier, as ajuatterof national policy.

Now, I am driviny, hard to get ihe Government once again. without
the Government doing everything, but to establish policies which are,real magnets; incentives to get people' to do things. I hope that someof the suggestion. that you have made will bear the fruit elsewhere
that theyhave here.

Senator Curtis?
Senator Claims. Just two or three questions. Governor. We aredelighted to save your staiement. It is very helpful.
What kind of vehicles would you suggest' be used on these,aban-

doned rail beds ?
GOVetnOr HALL. We think that a rail system first would be the5 most economical, using the rolling stock that is not now being used

because of the idleness of the use of rail facilities.
For example, our own passenger service in the State is 'almost

nonexistent. We have a couple of lines going through now qupared
with 10 or 15 in years past.

We are talking about now urban commuters in the particular testi-
mony that I gave.

Senator Cturris. You, probably follow a pattern of not having the
railroads do it, but some new entity leasing the use of the lines.

Governor HALL. Yes, sir. We suggest that as an alternative. We feel
that the concentrated effort to produce more money for mass transit
urban activity is not the entire answer. We are led to believe nationally
that that is the most serious transportation problem. We think' it isjust as serious that we move people back to the rural areas, from the
cities as to develop these mass tranit systems within the cities.

Senator CURTIS. One other thingyou touched on it Is it not true
that the competition to secure a branch plantt, or an extension of some
kind of a national concern, that the competition is just terrific; is thatright ?

!Governor HALL. Yes, sir. I have been over the country this past
summer competing with other Governors who are trying to do the
same thing we are trying to do.

Senator Curtis. Well. somebody has tabulated it, and if word leaks
out that here is a national company that is going to build a new
plant someplace, there are close to 50 States that start out after
it, with industrial commissions and Governors. Then there are prob-
ably several hundred local industrial development or area develop-
ment groups that go after it, and then, in turns quite a few individuals
within the State.

I cannot remember the figures, but I think every time the word
leaks out some concern is going to build, there are several hundred-L-
I believe it is in the neighborhood of 700 or 800 people that descends
on them. The result is, they have to shy away from it. They have to
have a third party to look the sites over.

Does it not follow that the real hope for industrial development.
for acquiring job-producing enterpriseS, would very often be found
right in the community, developing some idea that they have right
there 9 Is that not correct?'

2
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Governor HALL. Y s; either a natural 'resource that is present near
the community facil. y, or an available labor activity or a particular
item.

.Senator Currrts. es. To use the talents and the resources, the busi-
hess expansion pote tial that is rightthere.

Governor HAIL. Senator, there is one 'serious problem, though, in
rural America. A community that does. not have enough population
to have a chamber of commerce budget finds it is very difficult for
theta to ,put on the "show" that attracts. It is difficult for small
towns, to compete with large cities for industry.

Senator Ctrans. That is my point, that this competition in many
instances is unfair to 99 percent of the participants.

GovernorgALL: Right.
Senat* Challis. And their hope lies in some'course of action other

than conifrting. Everybody else is competing, but. some lire looking
around to see what they can do there better than any place in the world.

'Governor HALL. Yes, sir.
Senator ('umi'zs. NoW, much talk is made about credit.-I realize the.

term "soft loans," is a relative term, but dojou favor a program
of Government soft loans to industrialize rural America?

Governor HALL. Yes; I do, as lOng as it is clear that the intent is a
loan situation and not a grant to he put in competition with existing
business. Most business people I have ever dealt with would rather
take the opportunity tap as far as their ability will take them if they
just had .that first investment capital. That is where we into
trouble in the smaller communities. The hankers just do not think that
those are bankable loans, and the soft loan that you are mentioning
might not be bankable. Ordinarily, it is the kind that will develop
many businesses that would providerural jobi.

Senator Curnrs. That is all.
Senator HUMPHREY. Would you care to ask questions?
Mr. CAMP. No. You go right ahead. I will just listen.
Senator 11u-struE3r. You may, if you wish to.
Mr. CAMP. I have only one question, Governor. How do you feel

about tax exemptions?
Governor HALL. I think it is proper, and I would-carry on with the

previous six administrations who have felt we need tax exemptions
for new industry.

As I said in the testimony, my only exception would be that I think
it' ought to have a 10-year limit. The reason is that every State that
borders Oklahoma has an exemption that is not competitive with that.
In other words, ours would be the most competitive. I think the 10
years is lon enough. It will not take that much away from the localg
ad valorem base over the long period, but I think the 10-yeakexemption
is necessary in order to be able to compete.

Senator Iftrittruasy. Will you tell us, what was the overall cost of
your transportation study? Do you have that figure at'hand, Governor?

Governor HALL. You are going to be surprised. They tell me that if
you do not count in,kind cost, actually it is less than $25,000.

Senator HUMPHREY. Less than $25,000.1 think that is a very ingeni-
ous suggestion that you have made.

We have n situation at home where the railroads have abandoned
so much track and riot just passenger but actual freight, that a group
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of our businessmen are trying to take over a section of the track and
by rolling stock to be able to transport their own goods. Weare run-
ning into the problem of highways thab are too smallthat have too
weak a roadbed for the large truck also. This isanother 'problem. The
so-called farm-to-market road that was constructed 25 years ago,' it
may have been repaired, black topped, what have you, but it just
cannot take the 9-ton. 10-ton, 8-ton, 12-ton truck; and when we start
to move large pieces of equipment, even our dairy farmers in our part
of the count ry now run dairy tanks that carry anywhere from 8 to 1
tons of milk, and they try to put them on .a 6-ton highway and the
highway disintegrates, or what happens is the State patrol comes out
and says no go. And we have been compelled to move fluid milk al;
much as 120 miles extra run to get on highway to get it into a market.
That is neither good for the milk nor good for the dairy farmer.

Senator Hustenacr. I was waiting, see if Senator Bellmon is
coming, but I'ani afraid he is not. I understand you have to-catch a
plane to go to the Governors' conference.

Governor HALL. Yes, sir. We are going down, I might say, along
with what you suggested today, as a member of the Rural and Urban
Development Committee of the Governors' Conference. We will be
meeting Sunday mornings Governor PrgatorirSmith is chairman. We
hope to take some of the things you have discussed into that meeting
Sunday morning and perhaps add some meaning to that from the trip
you have made here. )

Senator Hmiteflary. Without asking your opinion on these matters
now, I would hope you might bring up at the Governors' Conference
the proposal for special revenue-sharing for rural developmEtnt which
has been advanced in the Congress. I think that is S. 1612 in the Senate,
and'our Rural Development Credit bill is S. 2223.

_Governor HALL. That is on the agenda. I know that is on the agenda.
Senator HUMPURET. Senator McClellan has legislation proposed

along this line.
Senator Pearson of Kansas has legislation along this line.
Senator Talmadge, myself, and other members of this subcommittee

have proposals: We are going to held hearings to consummate some
legislation, to complete some action

We would welcome the considered judgment of the Governors. It
will be very helpful if You will precipitate some conversation on that.
I charge you with that.

Governor HALL. I would be happy to.
j Senator IltimpaRET. I make yonratiip a little more difficult for you.

Thank you very much. Thank you for the excellAt:pieCe in National
Geographic, and next time if you see this author, The Land of Ten
Thousand flakes, we could Use a nice piece like that. [Laughter.]

Governor HALL. Thank you very much, Senator.
Senator H y. Thank you very much. Bon voyage. [Applause.]
Our neat wi ess is Dr. J. C. Evans. Dr. Evans is the vice president

for extension Oklahoma State frniversity. We surely welcome his
observations lid thoughts on this subject matter.

Dr. Evans, thank you for giving us of your time.
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STATEMENT OF DR. J. C. EVANS, VICE PRESIDENT FOR EXTEN-
SION, OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY, STILLWATER, OXLA

Dr. Ev Arts. Thank you, Senator, Senator Curtis, Representative
Happy Camp. We are delighted to have you lwre.,We are most pleased

0 that you chose Oklahoma, and particularly Oklahoma, State Emit er-
sky, to hold this hearing.

A copy of-my paper is sOniewhere in your materials th4e. It should
be in a folder similar to this one here if you want to follow along as
I proceed.

Senator HUMPHREY. Dr. Evans, may I say we are very happy that
we did choose Oklahoma State University, but with Henry Bellmon
on the committee, may ,I assure you .it was not only because of the
qualitie4 of the university but we really had no other elioieet
[Laughter.]

Dr. EVANS. Now, we know he is perfectly objective about that.
Senator HUMFHREX. Yes, I know that.

' Dr. EVANS. 1 might say that you askedme to address myself to the
Mace of a university in rural develo'pment. So my entire paper will
be in this direction.

I might say also, Senator Humphrey, that you made a comment last
night that I was particularly impressed with and I think falls on very
sympathetic ears here in Oklahoma. This is that the 'ederal Govern-
ment ,4,1ment caiot do ever ing for everybody and, if it could, it should
not, and I would sa t at a large proportion of Oklahomans would
fully agree with the phijjjosophy behind that statement. Leempliment
you for making it.

I wouldlike to pass along a few observations as a result of my
20-some years experience working with and for and serving six dif-
ferent land grant universities. So I want to make some observations
regarding the educational role of the university in rural development.

The first observation that I would Make, and these are made in the
light of making universities more efficient and more effective in help-
ing to accomplish some of the goals that people have in rural develop-
mentthe first observation, and I am going to stick quite closely
to my script because I do want to st?tik in the time frame; the first
observation : do your homework.

It seems to me that phonies.can be spotted very quickly and with
devastating results, both for the individual and for the institution
involved. .

To demonstrate the type of homework I am talking about, I would
like to share with you several facts about population movements of
the restless pioneers in Oklahoma. An understanding of these facts
and in this detail is highly desirable before any useful start can be
made in determining where to go from where we are. This same kind
of intensive and studious examination of the facts is highly desirable
about job opportunities, which Senator Curtis mentioned last night,
about health, housing, government services, nongovernmental services,
recreational facilities and programs, transportation, education, and
several other areas of concern in rural development. I am not half as

2,
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concerned about the accusation made about educators that we are af-
k flicted with paralysis of analysis as I am about those who are afflicted

with the disease I call "paralysis by promise" or those who attempt
,to get consen.stis by creating crises. i

Now to demonstrate the need for very careful analysis, and I do
this for two reamms: one. to indicate i he nature, the character and
the magnitude of 0 lahoma's problem with regard to population and,tTrit
second, to 111(lit'il the responsibilities that univtfrsities have in as-
sembling and analyzing facts for local people to make, decisions.

There are several interesting things about population shifts in Okla-
homa. Since Oklahoma became the 46th State in the United States in
1907, the people of the State have been restless, relentlessly moving,
primarily away from rural parts of the State and to more urban areas,
eitheY in or out Of the State. For the most part they have been. in

1 search of either jobs or better jobs. In so doing they have left many
evidences-of theit having been there and of having left.

Let's look at some of the evidences of these many moves., I was
interested last night in whichenator Curtis made a very good point,
I thought. This was that "people go where jobs are.- I do not think
there is any question about this-, particularly of the age group of 20
to 3:I.--tt gets less so as the average age level increases.

The first point I would make about Oklahoma population is that
there is great variation among Oklahoma counties in population den-
sity. It ranges all the way from 2.3 persons per square mile in Cimar-
ron County to 747/per square milt in Oklahoma County, where Okla-
homa City is toa.aed. That is a tremendous range of density.

The second point: Oklahoma is becoming more urban. I was in-
terested in the comments Senator Bellmon made last night, about-
Oklahonnt being basically rural. It probably depends a little bit
on how one defines what rural i. ,.

For example, cities of It) 5)O or more people continue to represent ' .

a larger 811(1 larger pant of Oklahoma's population. In 1950, for,
example, 23 cities represented 36.9 perm-lit of our population. In 1960,:
26 cities represented 47.9 percent ; 1970, 29 cities, 53.5 percent.

This is an interesting trend and I simply say that Oklahoma, despite
the fact that much of its geography is rural, most of the people are
living in cities and urban areas and this is a fact that many Okla-
homans r think have either not recognized or perhaps not wanted to':
recognize. I think the figures now are something like 77 or 78 percent.

\ of all people in the State are livinv in towns and cities, r>ven in an'area .

that is a part of the Great Plains area, which I think is a kind of
interesting fact.

One of the interesting facts also in talking about rural. is revekli,d-
by a quick look at the figures for Garfield Comity, this last ciiiiwL
They had 55,000 people; 44,000 of those are living in the city Of Enid.
This is considered to be a rural. county, so I think-it copes back to
whatever one's definition is of rural. .,

Here is a county where $0 percent of the population in an agricul-
tural

---,

area is living in one town in the county and I think that is an
interesting fact that needs to be observed, and studied.

In 1970 Oklahoma City and Tulsa County had a combined popula
tion of 928,000 people: or 36 percent of our entire population. This
exceeded the combined population of Oklahoma's 61 smallest coun-
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ties which I think indicates part of the character of our problem also.
The third point : in (kvel'y decade Sine(' 1910 011: 101I1/1 s population

has grown at a slower rate than the Nation's gm% II rate, For exain-
pTe, in that 60,year period we had a 54-percent in ease in population,
the Nation had 121. .

The fourth point : Oklahom'a's populat ion represented a considerably
smaller percent of the total U.S. population in 1970 than it did in
1910. In 1910 we had 1.8 percent of the Nation's population. In 1970
we had only 1.26 percent. So we have had a relative loss in population
in relation to the Nation. This is about a 30- percent loss.

The'next point : 49 of Oklahoma's 77 count4es had fewer people re-
corded in the 1970 census than they had in the 1910 census. That is
better than 60 percent of our counties have feNcer people today than
they had in 1910, which is only 3 years after the creation of state-
hood: I think that is a significant factor when we talk about rural
development. . -

Looking further at some of these same counties, of the 38 counties
that gained population in the last decade, 19 were a part of that 49
that had Jost all through this decade, so we have had a turning point,
fairly small, in most cases, 3.4, 5 percent, but I think itdoes represent
a turning point in rural Oklahoma.

I think there is a map attached to your publication. If you look
at that map you get an idea of where we have lost population
during the 60-ye period. It should he at the end of your paper.

Senator Iturm tEY. Yes; I have it right here. .
Dr. EvAxs. That is a fairly substantial loss picture, you see, but

as I say, I think it is turning. By 1970 the largest percentage and
absolute losses were recorded in the 42 counties that had from 10,000
to 19,000 people in 1910. Thirty-two of ,these 42 counties lost popula-
tion, with 19 of them dropping below the 10,000 figure. That is
fairly significant, I think, and you can look at the chart there and
see that most of the counties that were in the 10,000 to 20,000 bracket
in 1910 have dropped' to the 7,ero to 10,000 bracket, four or five have
gone in the other direction, and there are explanations for this.

The seventh point: 17 of Oklahoma's counties lost population in
five or more of the six decades of the past since 1910cand that is
a substantial Amber of consecutive Fears of loss. Of the 13 counties
which have gained in only one decade, in those ,six decades, four
of them gained in 1910 to 1920 and nine gained from 1920 to 1930.
This is, primarily boomtowns caused by gas or oil disegyeries or
mineral deposits) and you get a large influx of population.

I was noticing, Senator Bellmon, your own home county, Noble
County, has lost 32.8 percent of its population during this period
of time and has lost in five of the, six decade. and I think he is not
unfamiliar with the character of the populatWn changes in his own
county. '

I would like to skip the next three. points and say only that I
expose you gentlemen to these data in this detail simply to illustrate
the point that universities are dedicated tq, a careful inspection of
the facts as a first step in helping communities make decisions in
order to make their community the kind of ccontinnity in which people
want to live and work and play. They needqn know about their com-
munity and the general ballpark in which they have been operating.
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I think the evidence, and Senator BeeTmon I thihk mentioned someof the evidence, that you saw coining down on the bus: abandoned
farmsteads, and many of those that have been abandoned are to
longer even seeable. They are gone. The fields are there and the
buildings are gone.

Within 25 miles of here I could show you a church building builtin 1937 with a For Sale" sign hanging on it. This struck me as
somehow being significant and perhaps symbolic of the kind of prob-
lem that is facing rural communities at least in Oklahoma. You see
school buildings vatateil, gone, or being torn' down. This is a 'very
significant thing, it s ems to me.,

The second observation
Senator Cuirris. Could I ask you one question on the population ?
Dr. EvANs. Yes, Sir.
Senator Cuints. Have you made any study, not in reference to

total population but in reference to heads of fanifes?
Now, the reason for asking that is this: I- travel through my State

and I see every one of these small towns and cities growing immensely '7
geographically and more and more new houses and they tell me they
\Vant mew houses. I say, "*dry is your population down? The answer
is, many of those houses one person is living in, and iM many of
them jilt two people, li g there, and these are new houses; too,
and seldom a house with 4lore than four people living in it.

Now, it seems to me while these figures you have here are very
valuable, do you have any that have taken that factor in, the reduc-
tion of the size of families?

Dr. EvAxs. We have done some work on this, but I would say a \
fairly insignificant amount.

Senator Cmrris. It seems MY me that a very helpful fire would
be how many families, heads of families, are finding employment
opportunities now as compared to periods in the past. Very definitely
it is taking fewer people to produce our food, but, on the other hand,
these communities have a great many occupations they did not have
a few years ago.

Dr. EVANS. I think.this is correc6but I think probably the massive
losses we have had are perhaps saying to us, yes, there are more
job opportunities in some of these but when you have a total loss
like we are talking about here, this so overshadowed that we probably
have not looked at that particular factor.

Senator Clams. Of course the size of families would be a factor
throughout the United States' even in those areas where there is a
gain in population.

Dr. Evics. Second observation. All land-grant universities, such
as Oklahoma State University, are participating actively in the pro-
gram called rural development. The -extension components of the
land-grant universities are taking the active lead, both in this State
and in the United States.

I want to simply show you some evidence of this kind of activity
and. Senator Humphrey, you have a packet right there, I think,
and I have those numbered. I want to run down through these simply
as visual aids.

On the top there is a report called the ECOP report, community
resource development. This was published in the Federal Extension
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Office, put together by a series of representatives from States in which
it does a very good job of being a good tool for us to use in all the
50 States.

First, 2 years ago the Secretary of Agriculture asked the direq-
tors of extension in each of the 50 States to organize a TTSI)A Rural
Development Committee. This has been done in Oklahoma, and has
been done in all 50 States---I would simply say extension services
across the country have been -extremely active in this. Most of the
directors, including myself, are currently serving as chairmen of these
committees. This indicates the university's interest in rural develop-
ment.

Second; within Oklahomal we have held 'a series of conferences
here over the past several eiars and, Senator Humphrey, you have ,a

l population shift, a
program here, I think, National Terence we held here
that dealt with the problem of the rura
national problem.

A couple of years ago we had a conference of the American Country.
Life ASsoCifition. if you'look at the title of the cover of this publica-
tion, it says "Rural American, Graveyard, Hold,ing Pen, or Garden.
of Eden ?.Can 'von Make a Di fferet ?"

This comes back to the point y u made last night; Senator Hum-
phrey, regarding the participation of local people. This was directed at
local people. We had some 500 participants in this room talking about
that subject, and that raises some rather interesting questions.,

, Is it in fact a graveyard or siAply a holding pen, or does it really
represent a fuke opport unity insome county that has lost 75 percent
of its people in the last 50 years ?

We are doing A lot of work with regard to organization of local
community development coimcils. You have a publication here castled
Sequoyah County. This is one illustration of simply organizing locally.
We worked closely with Governor Hall on this and many other agen-
cies and organizations.

Next point. Here is a copy of a program. The Community Develop-
ment Society met in this room, in this building, a couple of months
ago. Dr. George Abshier, who is on My staff, it very able- person on
my staff, served as,chairmau of this group the- past year. This is a
newly forined organizition which has sortie 50.0 Members already.

Incidentally, to indicate further is and our interest in this, heo was
asked to serve as part of the board directors with the newly formed
coalition for this rural affairs w z bidh you met the other day.

Senator Huatriunry. Yes, rural con ition.
EVANS. Yes, and this indicates further our interest at OSIT in

this sort of thing.
Next observation: We haVe developed what we called a series of fact

sheets and there are ten of them listed in your materials. These are
simply one- or two-page 'sbeets,that deal with various aspects of the
community development. We worked with and distributed thousands
-ofeopies of these as part of our extension effort.

We devoted our entire annual extension conference a year ago with
some 300 of our staff members tti "you and your community;" and this
indicates further interest, I think. We are also one-of the five nilot
projects in the TTnited States under t)he Extension Service in USDA
trying out some special ideas in certain areas of the State.

1/4
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I bring these to yOu only to indicate the land-grant universities have
a tremendous investment and interest in rural development and aretrying desperately to make some useful contributions.

Third observation Academic jargon frequently amuses, confuses,and imitatesitates the practitioners in Any field: I see you smiling, so I
assume you agree with this, so attempts to define terms clearly andconcisely arid to develop, understanding and some level of consensus'
among .education practitioners are worthwhile. Those of us who arein extension consider ourselves pretty much practitioners. This does,not mean we do not agree, understand, or contrib46 to the develop-
ment of theory, but when we are winking face -to -face across the table
with local people, we have to be able to communicate with them. You
cannot do it on $75 words, as I think you indicated perhaps lastnight.

simply list four definitions that appear in this nationally dis-
tributed, nationally developed publication which has become kind of
a byword- to us in community developrhent, and I will not pursue that
ang further except to say that is our attempt to get some commonalityin language so we can communicate with one another among the 50,States.

Fourth observation : Nci\ organization or agency has now or is likely
in the future, near or far, to have a monopoly or even most of the
know-how in rural development, deSpite what some people say. LiteY-

Ally hundreds of institutions in soeiety have splendid opportunities tomake a useful contribution to a developing rural America. We in
Oklahoma enjoy an excellent working relationship with the Governor,
both with Governor Hall as we did with the previous Governor, and
his several department heads, many Federal agencies, and hundreds
of other organizations

I wmild like simply to offer a reminder to other universities that
universities represent only one type of institution among the hun-
dreds which can participate in this process productively. Sometimes
we forget this.

Governor all mentioned the Office of Community Affairs andPlanning. Whelped organize some of the multicounty districts several
years ago when we were involved in this and are delighted to have an
opportunity to have such a partnership relationship with our Gov-
ernor.

Next observation : It is possible, perhaps 'even probable, to hear
people in high-level .positions in vaiious institutions in Society ex-
pounding crystal-clear nonsense about rural development and its com-
ponent parts.

Next 'observation : "Rural development as an aggressively wanted'
communityvvide action program'cannot start unless local people want
it, and it cannot succeed unless local leaders' aggressively promote it.
If a community lacks leadership, if it lacks local concern, if it is not
convinced that it should become a better place to live, then perhaps
it shouldn't."

Thatt is a direct quotation from the publication Istw Life in the
Countty, with which I am sure you are familiar. I Wily subscribe-
to that philosophy. It, is not for us as part of a university to tell the
people in a community which way they ought to go. W6 can help-
them assemble the faetis to really study and identify accurately what
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those problems are. They need to make the decision. We help them
sort out the alternatives and figure we dcr not know what the best
alternatives are for them.

As a part of the same idea, a statement I 'wrote several years ago
seems releyant and apropos :

In a political democracy, it is 'true that people demand to be consulted and
exercise the right to pass Judgment, but they do expect to be led by the leaders

4of the institutions in society. -
Leadership for University Extension personnel here is/earned by the

development of factual material, assisting local people to analyze
what it means to them, and by helping them arrive at a decision on a
course of action where Ley want to go. -

Next observation : A responsible ristxtaking posture is, an absolute
must in terms of earning a vi leadership position.

Universities generally do nave a sterling track record in terms
of taking risks, especially in p lic affairs types of issues, but recent
improvements are encouraging and increasingly evident.

iThe philosophy expressed with our staff here s, and one has to be
careful how he exercises this, that if an idea or a program has a 51-per-
cent Chance of succeeding, try it, and that is a fairly long gamble
sometimes.

Observation No. 11: Developing a healthy respect fOr the ideas and
decisions of local people is a wise practice for thoge engaged in rural
development work, and it is not easy when you know they are making
a mistake, or are they ? Apathy, negative attitudes, low leyels of under-
standing,. and such other factors are part df what one often faces
as he works with communiey groups.

I am usually comforted by the fact that I learn at least as mach
from my mistakes as I do from my successes. I am also reminded by a
poem written several years ago by a wise black man who served on
the faculty of Langston University, the 1890 land-grant institution
located here, in Oklahoma. Incidentally, we have excellent working re-
lationships with them. As you know, we are now developing mutual
programs in both extension and research through the USDA. The idea
he had was thiS, and it makes a lot of sense :

There is nothing important in this world except man. There is nothing im-
portant about man except his mind, and there is nothing important about man's
mind except the ideas which emerge from it.

Those of us associated with universities, as you know, Senator
Humphrey? those of us in extension, are working with ideas and with
people trying to share ideas with them, trying to get ideas from
them.

Observation No. 12. The opportunity to succeed, and perhaps espe-
cially in this field, carries with it also the opportunity to fail. Not
infrequently the prdcess cif dicovery is more useful and more important
than the discovery itself.

Observation No. 13. Be a volunteerdo not sit demurely or aristo-..,-- cratically on the sidelines waiting to be asked or begged to get into
the game. The need is here, the time is now, and the player is you.

I would like very much lo see many more universities involved in
rural development. The land-grant universities are but many others
have a contribution to make, as I think you have a man to testify here
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shortly from the University of Oklahoma. They have many contribu-
tions to make, particularly' in the field of medicine, law, and subject
matter areas Of this character.

Finally, I would say getting understanding of some of these ob-
servations as well as the myriad of facts about a given community or
a group of communities is a key responsibility of the university, as it
proceeds to help develop more fully the rural part of any State. Again,
this in no way diminished the contributions or opportunities of hun-
dreds of other institutions in societyI want to divert here for a
momentthe Agriculture Censervation and Stabilization, Soil Con-
servation Service, the Farffers Home Administration, 'USDA. We
have worked very closely with all of them and several others during
the years and formed many productive relations *ps as a result of
working together. I have said nothing qbout th because my assign-
ment was to deal with the university, bit I wa t to give credit to not
only them, but many others who are doing a splendid job.

By your request, I simply focused on the university and only on a
small part of that. Time did not permit otherwise.

Gentlemen of the Senate, I hope my remarks have been helpful and
useful to you and I thank you very much for the opportunity to ap-
pear before you.

(Note. The exhibits supplied by Dr. Evans are on file with the
subcommittee.)

Senator Hymmamr. We want to thank you very much for your
very helpful testimony.

This poetry, that is Langston Hughes, it is not?
Dr. gvAxs. I simply cannot recall the man's name. It was several

years ago, that I heard him make it and I just simply do not recall
his name. t

Senator HUMPHREY. The great black poet.
You mentioned you are the chairman of the State USDA rural

development committee here in Oklahoma, is that correct?
Dr. EVANS. Yes. sir.
Senator HUMPHREY. After listening to your testimony, which has

ben very helpful and precise, I might add, what specifically do these
State committees do? Are they a somewhat familiar function to what
Secretary Freeman had, committees that he called TAP's, Technical
Assistance Panels, I believe, Technical Action Panels ?

Dr. EVANS. Right.
Senator HUMPHREY. What does your State committeehow does, it

operate?
Dr. EVANS. Our State committee meets monthly. We have developed

county development USDA committees and we are in the process of
developing the district committees. The county committees I think
are the key at this time. The State committees try to provide leader-
ship. The county committees are working with local people, and I
showed you Sequoyah County, trying to identify local leadership,
trying to help that leadership go through the process of analyitt and
really deciding where they want to go. If that group wants some elp
from the USDA agencies, we try to provide it.

Dr. EVANS. If they in fact want help from other agencies o do
not know where to get help, we try to find that help and whate er
agency is involved, State or Federal agency or, anything else.
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We frequently are able to bring to that community other agencies
about which they do not know. This is a far more serious problem in
the rural part, I am sure,,in your State and ours than the urban. They
simply do not have the public officials that have the time and money,
and so forth.

So we try very hard to get resources, to help them do the analysis
and then, once they decide where they want to go, to get the resources
to get there, whether it is, you know, technical help or whatever it is.
We try to put them in touch with the right institutions.

Senator HUMPHREY. Who is on th4 State Rural Development Com-
mittee?

Dr. Eve Ns. We have decided to keep ourselves strictly a USDA
Committee. This includes the Soil Conservation Service, Farmers
Home Administration. ASCS, Extension, Economic Research Service,
REA, the Forest Service, and the Agricultural Experiment Station.

Senator HurdPIIIIEY. And when you break that down to the,county
level, how does it work there ?

Dr. EVANS. With regard to the county, Farmers Home Administra-
tion, Soil Conservation, ASCS and the Extension are the bnes that
have field offices in the counties. In some situations in this State, the
Forest Service has, but not generally by counties. These are the ones
that are doing most of the work locally because.they are simply there.

Senator HUMPHREY. Do you find the REA's that cut across all the
different farm groups helpful in rural community development, rural
community planning ?

Dr. EVANS. Yes. In Oklahoma the REA's hai/e beennetive and con-
tinue to be active and we enjoy a fine working relationship with them
and they make good contributions.

Senator HUMPHREY. I would think sojo_ many of these Govern-
ment programswe talked about it bef when I was Vice Presi-
dent I served as the contact between the Executive branch of Govern-
ment and local governments. We would have these mayors come in.
I had beter than 50 meetings with mayors across the country. They
would come inthey did not know about the programs, I used to say
the Federal Government is like a supermarket with the lights turned
off and no labels on the products, and you put a blind man inside to
try and go shopping. The poor souls just did not know what to look
for.

If you come doWn there from Chicago or Minneapolis or St. Louis
or somewhere, you have a professional staff, they know the business
and how to get at it.

Part of the probleth in local areas is they do not have that profes-
sional staff, do not know about these programs. Your committee identi-
fies the programs for them, shows them how they operate ? Is that part
of their function ?

Dr. EVANS. That is part of it. I would say the first order of business,
and I want to make a point here, is really helping them decide what
they want to do and what they have a possibility of doing.

Senator HUMPHREY. And what resources the Federal Government
has to offer?

Dr. EVANS. Then if they decide to go in this direction, and a Federal
Government agency can help, and they do not know about this, we
try to get them in contact rather than trying to peddle a program to
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theft 'there is a very key point here I think and this is that those local
people need to decide themselves where to go. They are shopping for
help or something they want to do rather than shopping for programs
available.

There is a significant difference, it seems to me, in our deMocracy.
Senator HUMPHREY. I find an awful lot of my time as a Senator is

now spent when I am back homeI was back home all during the
month of August and I had community after, community leader come
to me to ask, can we not do this? We want to do this. Is there anything
in the Government that can help us to do this?

I have been around this Government a long timand I must confess
it is darn hard to find out what we can do an Viat we cannot do.

in. the Government that you do not ow about, trying to
I think Parker Game Co. could make a fortun in figuring out what
is hidden i
keep it clean but I think it could be a Very interesting thing.

Does the university provide any direct technical or professional
assistance to rural communities?

Now, you have indicated here a number of things that you do but,
for example, if a community wanted to engage upon a particular
type of rehabilitation program, let's say, of its main street or of
its parks or of its transportation or whatever it may be, do you
provide out of the university actual technical assistance or do you
just come in and visit with them ?

Dr. EVANS. Yes and no. I would say ifI may have missed one
point in here and I think probably I did skip over one page. When.
I talked abouthere on page 8 of my testimony, and I apparently

, skipped cOmpletely over this page, the point you raise here has to
do with obServaion No. 5.

I say there is no such person as "A" or "The" community develop-
ment worker, if that term is meant to represent all who assist leaders
of communities to make their communities a better place to live, and
I talk about two kinds of counselors.

One I call the "resident counselor." This is the field staff person
who lives with local people, goes to church with them, shops in the
same places. He'earns their respect. He has close rapport with them:
He is more likely to be the generalist vv.o can engage in the process
of analysis, et cetera.

Then, there is what I call the "yo-yo counselor," no derogatory
inflection here. He. is the subject matter person who may be an expert
in some phase of engineering or some phase of economics. He does
not know much about the process. He does not know those local people.
They have a problem and they need his technical help. We would
then invite him into that community at their request. The community
invites him in. He shares hiS technical know-how with that community
if that is what they want to know about.

Senator HUMPHREY. These are people that can come right from
-this university.

Dr. EVANS. Yes, and we are not the only university.
Senator HUMPHREY. No, but you mentioned, for example, the need

of more universities that are not land-grant colleges to move into
this field.
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Dr. EVANS. Yes, Sir.
Senator H'Crlit71111EY. I surely want to say that is such a very neces-

sayy development.
Well, Senator Curtis?
I want to thank you yery much, Dr. Evans, for helpful testimony.
Senator Currrus. Dr. Evanti, should this committee encourage every

village and small town in the country in the hope that they might
have a very substantial growth possibility ?

Dr. EVANS. I do not think so.
Senator CURTIS. I am glad to hear you say that because certainly

I think one of the cruelest things to be done and, of course, it would
be done unintentionally, is to hold out that hope.

We have in my State, for instance, some counties that just happen
to be situated where the principal town is the county seat and they
have a capacity there to do certain things. I can think of a few counties
where they may have, say, four towns, all of which are under a'
thousand.

What would you suggest, they they help each other or have a
county or regional effort, or what do you think the solution is?

Dr. EVANS. I will tell you what we-do in Oklahoma, and I do
not know whether it would work in Nebraska or not, but our feeling
is that, you know, if a project of some kind 'van be handled by that
community, there is not much point in' gRting other comm
involved, but if get involved in one that thkes a population b
of 10,000 people, a situation like you are talking about, you bet r
try to assemble in some fashion 10,000 people and get them to see t) at
it takes a population base like that to support, let's say, a hospital,
assuming that figure is anywhere near in the ball park.

There is no point in each community trying to provide its own
hospital if it has no chance of dding anything of significance and
of the kind that people want and need today. You say it is wrong,
it is very wrong.' We do not engage in it. We simply try to get
those communities to recognize what are the minimal requirements
to succeed with a school system or a hospital system or whatever
it

Senator &m'ns. By the'same token, no one in government should
every say to any one of them, you do not have the capacity to grow
because something might happen there tomorrow, with the genious
that is right in the community.

Dr. EVANS. Right. This is entirely possible.
I would simply say, for example, we have a number of counties

I pointed out that have lost 50, 60, 70 percent of their population,
4own to 4, 5, 6,000 now. I think there are some fundamental
questions to be raised here and these are not poplar questions to
be raised. I think we as educators and u ersity people 'teed to raise
those, to get people to thinking

Senator CTTRTIS. I am not quite ready to buy the concept of growth
centers because all that is is a little urban area that loses all of the
richness of the rural area.

A thought just came tome here. Could I throw out a suggestion, not
to OSU alone, but to land-grant colleges and educators all over the
lfuld V

70-116-71pt. 5-8
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Dr. Evens. Yes, indeed.
Senator Cuirris. We live in a day of commuting. People commute

20,4.30, 40, 50 .miles to work. It seems to me that our educators could
make a .great contribution if a professor would select a small com-
munity in which to live and he moves outside of the college community
or university community, and he selects one of those and he lives there
a few years and he comes up with the idea what to do after he is acitizen of that town. I am not putting anybody on the spot for an
answer, but it just seems to me that it would have great potential.

Dr. EVANS. There is some of that being done now as I am sure you
know. I would say in terms of our State, for example, we have long
distances here. IN e have 560-some communities. A fairly small per-
cent of them are within a reasonable distance of a higher educational
institution. This may represent an opportunity. Several OSU faculty
members live in small towns around Stillwater participating as cit-
izens. There is a temptation to go beyond participating as a citizen
once in a while.

I think you understand what I am saying.
Senator Humphrey, I would like to make one point about your

comment whether we send technical experts to communities. I said we
did and we do. This takes resources and many institutions have never
had an opportunity to have-resources for anything other than class-
room teaching and, perhaps, some research.

Now, if we are dead serious about working with communities, some-
body has to provide the resources to employ the people to do this.
The land-grant institutions have been especially favored in this versus
other State universities, and I would certainly encourage this com-
mittee to support those efforts,in COngress better than they have been.
supporting them to provide the institutions the wherewithal to em-
ploy people to do thug instead of stealing time and talent from the
classroom intruction staff and the research staff to do a little bit here
and a little bit there.

If you are going to do a job, you have to support it and I would hope
that you, sir, would support that kind of thing. Many universities
woul1 like to participate if they could.

Senator IIII3fPUREY. This is some of the commentary that I wanted
to elicit from you.

Dr. EVANS. Yes, sir.
Senator 11173fPIIREY. It is one thingto say that a university or col-

lege ought to offer technical assistance is one thing and to see how it
can do it and stildo its teaching job with its student body is another.

Land-grant colleges, as you have indicated, are equipped by unique
arrangements to do this.

I also think. that colleges'and universities can learn an awful lot
through their faculty and their junior faculty members and teaching
assistants, and so forth, by this kind of participation.

To follow up on what Senator Curtis said, I find at home in my
State a wonderful development taking place. I was commenting to
the Senators on the way over here.

We have in Minnesota the 3M Co.; Minnesota Mining, for exam-
ple, has decentralize(' a great deal. Likewise, Control Data has decen-
tralized a great deatNnd IBM, and they are out here in small towns
and all at once here is a little town like Maple Plain, Minn., a very

3,4
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small town, sort of a wide place in the road, maybe 800 or 900 people.
All at once it has two or three Ph. D.'s living out there. There is a
man, who is married to a woman that is a college graduate that was
possibly trained in music or the dramatic arts, and the next thing you
kntow, this couple has organized in the communityhere is the lead-
ership factor againa cultural group, a drama group.

I have participated this year as Senator just visiting in a half-dozen
communities that have put on extraordinary theatrical, musical. dra-
matic performances. remarkable.. and you know, I just stand there
and hear these magnificent voices which you know, you can understand
immediately, are well-trained. These are not accidents. And you say,
well, where did this how did this happen?

I-have been living around Minnesota a long time, and I go up and
meet with them afterwards and I say, wellI remember one young
lady who said, "I am from Ohio State University. I got my master's
degree there in music. I went to Juilliard School of Music.'

I said. "What are you doing out here?"
She said, "My husband is with such-and-such company" and she

Said "I decided I wanted to do something out here."
So you get this leadership factor. This is what happens nowadays

.with modern industry.
Look what happened to Huntsville, Ala. A sleepy little town of

20,000 people became a cultural center, an economic center, great trade
and industrial center, in less than 30 years simply because of that
Government contract. George Marshall' Space Center, 170 Ph. D.'s
and their families moved there.

I do not-happen to thing that Ph. D.'s all make for a good com-
munity, but they do riot hurt. They help. [Laughter.]

I just thought I would clarify that.
Dr. EVANS. If that applies, I think maybe I had better leave.
Senator Humermey. They knew I only had a

had
degree.

Henry ?
Senator BELL316N. Thanks, Senator, I want to ask a couple of

questions of Dr. Evans.
There are a couple of things about the present structure of the

USDA and about the efforts of universities to help in rural develop-
ment that sort of bother me. I wonder if Dr. Evans knows how many
USDA offices there are in the State of Oklahoma ? Have you ever
figured it out?

Dr. Evans. I have not figured it out.
Senator BELL3t0N. Do you know of any of these offices that are

really able to cope with the problem of rural development?
Dr. EVANS. Within the USDA Office itself?
Senator BetimoN. Yes.
Dr. EVANS. No, sir; and I want to reemphasize th. ,,oint. The USDA

agencies in total only are a minor part of the contri7I tions needed for
rural development.

Senator_ Beixstox. But are they organized toward rural develop-
ment?,

My point is this: We have thousands of people in this State working
for the USDA, none of them working on. ruratclevelopment as a total
concept in my judgment.
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Now, do you awe; with that or not?
Dr. EvANs. I think this is generally true and I think there is a ,goodexplanation for it, not to say that it ought to continue. Many of ourown staff, for example, have been trained in animal science, in agron-omy, engineering, et cetera. The have had little or no eraining inworking with pee le to develop leadership. They have been talkingabout technology. Many of them ave not had the experience within

sociology, anthropology, the politi 1 sciences, the kind of backgrounds
you need to make your best contribution in working with groups oflocal leaders. They were specialized in specific fields when they wentto school and have worked at that most of their lives and you can-not turn persons like these around easily or quickly.

I mentioned in my testimony that we-devoted our entire annual son --ference to "You and the community." This. was,a drop in the bucket.This did not train our people to do this job well,. I am not saying weought to continue that, Senator, but I am saying that probably ex-plains why we are where we are.
Senator BsuzioN. The point is that in the past I think we have hada very narrow concept. We wanted someone to go out and help thefarmer with a sick hen or sick hog or something like, that, but 'the

problem I think we are beginning to realize is that there is a very closerelationship between agriculture and rural development, and we havebeen neglecting that whole phase of our responsibility.
I think this gets right home to your responsibility. Oklahoma StateUniversity trains all extension agents for the State and, of course, forother States. Do you, as a part of their training, give them any classes,any training, in rural development or leadership?
Dr. EvANs. Some of our own staff we have in in-gervice training. I

want to go back a second to the statement you just made, that we train
our own extension agents. We employ graduates of this institution.They may or may not know very much about extension. They learn
about extension after they go to work for it.

Senator BET.T.moN. But does the university train them in communityleadership ?
Dr. EvANs. We have some courses. Some institutions have degree

programs in community development: The one from which I came toOklahoma has an excellent program. We do not have one here. We arediscussing it.
Senator BELL IRON. Well, does the ..Congress provide any support forthis kind of training?
Dr. EvANs. Nothing of any substantial_ consequence.
Senator B1.T.MON. So here may be one of the places where we arefalling down.
Dr. EvANs. There is a great need for this.
I would also say that probably we do not need more than six or eight

or 10 institutions doing this. We do not need 50 land-grant institutionsdoing this.'There are three or four Or five now doing it and doing anexcellent job. We need a feiv more.
I would just as soon employ graduates of the Michigan State 'Uni-

versity which does have a graduate program in the area as I wouldour own graduates.
Senator BisLiatoN. At the present time, what do you consider tho re-sponsibility of your extension agents to be, really
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.-- Dr. EVANS. In terms of rural development?
Senator Bi umwort. Well, if you were to have a new class of exten-

sion agents and you were going to make more or less their commence- .
wont address, what kind of a charge-woul you give them ?

Dr. EVANS. I would say the charge has been the same, and this is a
generality, as it has been since we started nearly 60 years ago. Our
smgle job in extension is helping people to learn more about some topic
of their choice. They tell us what they want to le.arnn some area they
want to- know more about. We attempt to develop educational pro-
grams to help them learn that.

Senator BELuitort. Well, do you feel that the extension service could,
and perhaps should, become more oriented towand 'rural development?

Dr. EVANS. I do not think there is any question about it ana all of
our actions in the last couple of y4ars have said that.

Senator BELLMON.po you have any suggestions as to what the Con-
gress can do to help you assume this new responsibilty ?

Dr. Evens. Yes, sir. I think there are a couple of things and I al- .
most hesitate to come back to, this point because it involves money and
everybody wants more money, and they say that is all I need to -solve
my problems, but. I simply say we face a very substantial size problem
in Oklahoma, I am sure in Minnesota, and. I know your people up there
very well, with a staff that has been trained principally in agricul-
ture or home economics.

To do the kind of thing we are talking about in rural development,
they have to be retrained and this is not a 1 week short course. This is
a substantial educational job.

Second, if we are going to try to employ people from'political sci-
ence or sociology or somewhere else, who are probably better quali-
fied to work in the organization phases and leadership phases than
somebody trained in agronomy, for example, which I think is your
field, we have to have rescairce$

Senator BELLMON. Let's say it is possible for an agronomist to learn
politics, too. [Laughter.]

Dr. EVANS. .1 cannorargie this point, but I would MI here that in
order for us to employ people, we have one or two choices, or some mix
of these. \

No. 1, We would have to release some of our present staff. This would
obviously mean releasing people to get the money to employ these other
kin& of people. This would tnean releasing people from animal sci-
ence, tiro nomy, home economics, et cetera.

There are several people in this audience that might object pretty
vigorously if we chose that route to get more community development
persorrnel.,

The second choice is to find some way to get additional resources to
employ those people. Last year the Congress cut a $10-million sug-
gested appropriation out of the President's budget to zero. This year
they found a way to put in $1 million for 50 States.

Senator HCMPITREY. In what field is that.?
Dr. EVANS. In community development. We have received $19,000

or some fikure like that. This is not enough to employ and support even
one person. How are we going to make any progress with any speed
with that kind of money?
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t seems to me these two options or somemix of these two is wharwe
talking about. If Congress wants to help us, that is one way to )

Senator Brir rotrox. It is your feeling that perhaps the traditional
esponsibility, traditional services of the Extension Service, have per-
aps changed now and that rather than create some new agency to

come in and proVide community development leadership training or
'services, that with the proper resource, an Extension Service cofild
assume this role? a

Dr. EVANS. Extension would be anxious to do so but I want to make
one point clear and that is this. They have changed by addition. I
think we do not want in any way to &emphasize our service of long
standing to commercial agricultfire or to agriculture generally. We
have these new dimensions which we were not concerned about 20
years ago and I would not want to be a party to suggesting we stop
our work with agriculture or *to reduce our work with 4H youth in
order to get the resources to do the other. SO, it is changing in the
sense that.we have added this new kind of concept and responsibility.

Senator, BELLMON. Mr. Chairman, just one additional question or
comment. We are going to hear in a moment from a representative
orthe Weyerhaeuser Co. a company that has come into southeastern
Oklahoma making a major investment. I am_ a little curious, if Dr.
Evans would like to comment, maybe Dr. Brown a little later, whether
the Extension Service or university has been able to help this major
investor in coping with some of the community problems that have
come as a result of the major influx of people that their investment
has brought.

Dr. EvANs. Well; I suppose it would be rather immodest if I said
yes, we have been able to he but I think we have.

For example, a couple of months ago our State USDA Comfilittee
was down there as the guest of. Weyerhaeuser. touring some of the
communities in that area, listening to them talk to us about the kinds

0
of problems they face.

For example, one community we are in that is directly affected by
Weyerhaeusel, said they had not built a school room in 25 years. This
past year they built 12 new ones and before they opened this fall they
needed three more.

Now, that is characteristic of what happens when a major company
like that moves into a community.

Now, you can say what could we do or what should we ,have done?
suspect we should have been active earlier in the process to help not

only that community but the on right next to it and we detected a very
dis 'net difference in feeling. One of those communities was delighted
to ha that company there. The other was not sure theY liked the idea
at all. hey' were both facing major disruptions. Why those two differ-
ent att tudes I do not know but I think we could have been in there
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earlier helping those people to see what it meant to them in terms of
taxes and roads and sewer systems and educational facilities, et cetera.
We were not in there early enough. We hope to be in early enough on
others.

Senator BELLMON. It seems to in that the Weyerhaeuser experience
and'the experience, of those communities is a kind of a classic example
Of what this committee hopes is going to happen nationwide. We are
hoping to get this kind of development. And yet I am of the opinion
that when it comes we are not really ready for it and a lot of problems
arise that should not arise.

Dr. EVANS. I think some of them could have been avoided. /
Senator BELLMON. I believe so, too, and I am curious to know if the

CongreSs perhaps. is negligent in failing to give, the land-grant colleges
and other education institutions the kind of aid you may need to help
cope, with thos6kindsof situations wh6h they arjse.

Dr. Ev Ass. I am not sure Congress has really detected the need for
this yet. I tii,ink it is probably just as important, perhaps more im,
portant, to prepare people for what happens as it is to prepare a site
to build a building.

Senator BELLmax. Who should do this?
Dr. Ev.t.)is. Now, as far as I am concerned, we as a land-grant insti-

tution. as an Extension Service. who have lived and worked with these
people.- are in an excellent position to help them learn what it is going
to mean.

Senator 13Emzto!r. Well, if you could esign a means of coping with
r this kind of a problem. what would you cant ? Would you want a fund

of money available to hire additional st ff to go into McCurtain County
and lay the groundwork for this kind of change?

What would you like to be able to do?
Dr. EVANS. I would like to be able to have enough staff of technical

experts here at Stillwater and enough field staff, probably working on
a multicounty basis, to be able to relate to people in the proper sequence
at the proper time.

Right now we have three community resource deiielopment agents in
this wholeState. They are wOking about 10. 12. 15 counties, something
of this order. We have a fevkf people around here that we steal a little
bit of time from because their major assignment is teaching and re-
search. We need some more people that are available, being paid to do
that kind of work, who do well at it. We simply need more horses to do
both jobs.

As I say; the resident counselor and the yo-yo counselor.
Senator BELLMON. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Cuirris (presiding). We thank you :very much, Dr. Evans.

[Applause.]
(The appendix to Dr. Evans' statement follows :)
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TABLE I.-POPULATION DENSITY' PEOPLE PER SQUARE MILE

lArrayed from Smallest to Largestl

'Number,and county

People
per

square
mile

People

sq
Number and county

per
uare
mile

1. Cimarron 111 2.3 40. Lincoln 20.0
2. Beaver 3.5 41. LeFloro 20.5, 3. Roger Mills..., 4.0 42. Marshall 21.34. Ellis 4.2 43. Custer 22.85. Harper 5.0 44. Caddo 22.9
6. DeWey_ 5.8 45. Oelaware 24.87. Puthmataha__ 6,.6 46. Murray 24.94. Grant 7.1 47. McClain 25.30. Major 8.0 48. Logan_ 26.34k 10. TOX43 .... 8.0 49 Adair 26.611. Alfalfa 8.3 50. Grady 26.9

12. Jefferson 9.4 51. Pittsburg 27.613. Woods 9.4 52. Bryan 28. 714. Harmon 9.7 53. Garvin 30.615. Coal 10.5 54. Cherokee ' 30.7
16. Cotkon -- 10.9 55. Sequoyah 33.5
17. Atoka 11.3 56. Mayes 34.518. Love 11.6 57. Canadian. 36.419. Latimer 11.7 58. Pontotoc 38.820. Washita 12.0 59. Wagoner__ 39.4
21. Kiowa -,- 12.1 60.,Jaskson 36.6
22. Johnston 12.4 61. Rogers 39,923. Greer 12. 5 62. Seminole 40.0
24. Woodward 12.6 63. Stephens 40.3
25. Blaine. 12. 9... 64. Carter 45.1
26. Osage , 13.0 65. Creek 47.1
27. Noble 13.5 66. Okmutgee 50.5
28. Kingfisher 14.4 67. Kay 51.7
29. Tillman 15.0 68. Garfield 53.5
30. McGurtain 15.5 69. Pottawatomle 51.1
31. Haskell 15.6 70. Ottawa 64.6
32. Hughes 16,3 71_ Muskogee . 72.6
33. Okfuskee 16.7 72. Payne 73.2
34. Nowata 16.9 73. Washington 941bfr
35. McIntosh 17.4 74. Comanche 99.8
36. Beckham 17.5 75. Cleveland 149.6
37. Pawnee 19.2 76. Tulsa 700.5
38. Craig 19.3 77. Oklahoma 747.2
39. Choctaw 19.6 State 37.2

4,Buraau of Census data for 1970.

S
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TABLE 11.-POPULATION STATISTICS IN OKLAHOMA CITIES OF 10,000 AND OVER, 1950, 1960, AND 1970 $

lArrayid from largartu smallest in 1950r
JP

City

, 1950 1960 1970

Population Rank Populatioir Rank' Population

(6)(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Oklahoma City ;
Tutsa,-, ,
Muskogee
Enid
Lawton ,

°Norman.
Shawnee 7

Stillwate ..
Ponca City .1
BartiesvitleTf,
Okmultle., ' .4
ArdmOre
McAlester...,
Ada
Chickasha
Duncan
Sapulpa
Seminole , A.
Miami
El Reno
Ourant
Midwest City
Guthrie

Total'
Altus
Del City
Bsthany
The Village '.

Total
Monte
Edmond
Sand Springs
Broken Arrow

' TclaLj
State total!

Percent cities ariof State

...

,

.

,.

r

243, 504
112, 740
37, 289
36, 017
34, 757
27,006
22, 948
20, 238
20,180
19,228
11, 317
17, 890 -
17,878
15, 995
15, 842
15, 325
13, 031
II, 863
II, 801
10, 991
10, 541
10, 166
10,113

1

2
3

14
5
6
7
8
9

III
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

324, 253
261,615
38, 059
38, 159
61, 697
33, 412
24, 326
23,965
24, 411

" 27,893
15, 951

20,184
17,419
14, 347
14,8.66

-20, 009
. 14, 282

11,464
12, 869
11, 015
10, 467
36, 058
9, 502

1

2
'5
4
3

7. 10
11
9
8

16
13
15
18
17
14 -ii
24
21'
25
26
6

($)

123,660

9, 735
2.504

. 5, 705

23

4

4:

21,225
12,934
12, 342
12, 118

s 12
a 20
h 22
s 23

6, MI-
6, 994
3, 262

(4)

{444}

1, 116, 110
I, 783

.' 1, 17574

26

4

823,660 23 I, 116, 110 26

2, 233, 391 2, 328,284

36.9 47.9

Rank

(7)
/

366,
331,620 2
37,331 7
44, 008 6
74,470 3

4
lk 0775 12
31, 126 8
25,940 11
29,683 9 .
15,180 20
20, Ill 15
18,802 17
14,859 22
14,194 24
19, 718 16
15, 159 21
'7,878 V

14, 510
13, 880 I

. 9, 575 4 .11,118
41,114

23, 320 $ 13
27,133 s 1

13, 695
21,785 $ 1

* 26

0

, 11, 519
' 1768,637637 19

S 18

II 28
11, 787 ` 6,27

1,361,899 29

2, 559, 229

53.5

$ Bureau of Census data for 1950, 1960, and 1970.
SentinoltdrOpped below 10,000 in the 1960 census, no wasbot ranked In 1960 or 1970.

*Guthrie dropped below 10,000 in the 1960 cinsus, no was not ranked in 1960 or 1970.
*Less than 10000. no not ranked at this time.
5 Altus, Del City, Bethany, and the Village increased in population beyond the 10,000 level, so were ranked in 1960 for

the first Gm, a continued in 1970. J
MOO* Ednloftd. Sand Springs, and 'Broken Arrow increased in population beyond the 10,000 level, so were rankid ifs

I97b for tha fIrd time.
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TABLE 4V.-PERCENTAGE INCREASE IN POPULATION BY COUNTIES, 1910 TO 1970, OKLAHOMA
1. Tulsa
2. Oklahoma
3. Cleveland
4. Comanche
5. Washington
6. Payne
7. Ottawa
8. Kay
9. Creek

10. Mayes
11. Garfield
12. Okmulgee
13. Stephens
14. Rogers
15. Delaware
16. Osage
17. Carter
18. Adair
19, McCurtain
20. Cherokee

1,047.3
518.1
334.3
331.4

, 141.8
113.4
89.7
80.7
73.6
71.4
67.5
67.5
61.3
60.3
54.9
48.0

.47.3
43.7
36..5
3& 1

21. Canadian
22. Jackson
23. Seminole
24. Texas
25. Pontotoc
26. Muskogee
27. Leflore
28. Wagoner

SUMMARY
1

Percentage range of gains:
I. 0 to 24.09 IFt
2. 25 to 49.99
3. 50 to 74.99
4. 75 to 99.99
5. 100 or more

Total

37.2
30.2
25.9
14.8
14.5
12.9
10.3

.3

Number of
counties

5
8
7
2
6

I 28

1 Oklahoma as a State gained 54.4 percent from 1910 to 1970.

TABLE V.-PERCENTAGE DECREASE IN POPULATION BY COUNTIES, 1910 TO 1970, OKLAHOMA

"1. Pottewatomie 1.1 30. Lincoln 44.02. Custer 2.4 31. Hughes 45.03. Grady 3.2 32. Okfuskee 46.64. Garvin 6.3 33. Love. 46.9'5. Woodward 6.4 34. Haskell . 49.36. Sequoyah 6. 5 35. Minor 50.67. Pushmataha 7.2 36. Washita 51.58. Cimarron 9.0 37. Greer 51.59. McClain 9.6 38. Johnston 53. 010. Craig_ ' 13.4 39. Beaver 53. 911. Bryan , 14.4 40. Klowe 54.512. Murray 16.3 41. Harmon.
13. Caddo. 19./ 42. Cotton. 58.414. Beckham al. 0 43. letter= 59.115. Atoka. 20.5 44. Dewey.

.
60. 016. Pittsburg. 21.3 45. Alfalfa 69. 212 Latimer 24.0 40. Grant.. 62.113. Choctaw ao, 7 47. Roger Milts 63.419. Tillman 3.7 43. Coal_ .. . ...... . 65.120. Noma.. 31.3 49. iiii3 66.621. Kingfisher 911.7a Woods 32.1 SUMMARY

23. Roble 22.8 Number24. Manitiatl 33.9 Percentagb e range Cl vanes: of esuntles
25. 13Ialrie 34.3 1 0 4.992993 17
26. Pawnee 34.6 2 Zto4 17
27. Ratter 37.1 3. SO to 74.99 115A 1011240
29. McIntosh ` 39.1

49. 5 Total. 49

I 6 counties last 69 percent or more of their population from 1910 b 1970, with Ellis County loving 66.G Percent.

Senator CURTIS. Our next witness is Mr. .T. C. Brown, Jr.
Mr. Brown, we welcome you to the witness stand. We know you will

have something worthwhile to say to us, so would you identify yourself
and the capacity in which you appear and then, do you have a pre-
pared statement ?

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH C. BROWN, JR., ViCE PRESIDENT AND
GENERAL MANAGER, DIERKS DIVISION, WEYERHAEUSER CO.,
HOT SPRINGS, ARK.

Mr. BROWN. Yes, sir.
Senator Cuirris. Then you may proceed.
Mr. BRowN. You have copies.
Senator Curtis, Senator Bellmon, I am Joseph C. Brown, Jr., a vice

president of Weyerhaeuser Co. which, as you may know, has opera-
tions in,over 30 States and a number of foreign countries, and I am also
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general manager of its Dierks division with timbland, forestry, saw=
mill, plywood, pulp and paper and other operations, about 10 locations
in southeastern Oklahoma and in western Arkansas.
I have heard many references today and last night to rural birth-

places. I grew up on a farm in a rural county 12 miles away froin a town
of 1$0 people in the Texas Panhandle, and I have spent my working
life in small communities as well as large ones.

First let me say that my company, Weyerhaenser Co., greatly ap-
predates the opportunity to have a voice before this group. It seems
to me quite apparent that you are very well informed already and many
of the points that I intend to make have been made, and'been made` in
same cases by you.

Hopefully, I can strengthen some of your convictions.
This is a subject we are vitally interestedin as a major forest prod-

ucts firm which must of ne essity place many of our operations in rural
areas near the forest resour

Because of this basic orient Lion, efforts to strengthen the rural sector
of society have our support an encouragement. While much of our at-

tention as a nation in recent ye has been directed to the manly com-
plex problems of the cities we el that it is incumbent upon us also as
a nation to heed those problems in our rural communities.

It seems apparent that people do not move to cities because of Of
perverse intention to add to the problems of their society. Their reasons,
as has been noted here and elsewhere, include convenience, economic,
necessity, or desire for what they hope will be more agreeable sur-
roundings.

If we grant the validity of this contention, it would seem that the
major population shifts which have contributed so painfully to urban
ills may be essentially the result of basic rural problems :.the absence
of convenience, economic opportunity, or agreeable surroundings. .

It has been our experience that of these,factors the economic factor
Ior the job factor is paramount. Evidence of this, feel, is the fact that

since we initiated our major expansion program in southeastern Okla-
homa less than 2 years ago, we have received an astounding number of .

employment applications from natives of that area that had moved
away, often to quite distant locations, who now want to come home with
the creation of job opportunities which were previously not there.

I suspect that similar circunistances have developed in dozens .of
instances across the South as a wave of forestry development over the
past 15 years has brought economic prosperity and opportunity to
many rural communities of the region.

In saying this, I do not mean to imply that rural industrialization
is a panacea in the South or in any other region. But it can play a
significant role by providing the economic underpinnings essential to
a viable smalltown society as agriculture continues to play a sharply
lessening role in this society.

Inevitably there are problems involved in rural industrialization : en-
vironmental considerations, the availability of 'a skilled or trainable
work force, the ability of small communities with limited tax bases to
re ond to needs created by industrial impaction.

e all, these.factors are significant, that of impaction is especially
sl). No technologically advanced industry can, easily afford to locate
significant developments in communities or areas which 1 ,a, the ca,
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pability or potential of providing, attracting, and holding not only
skilled employees and management personnel, which was mentioned
a few minutes ago, but physicians, teachers, lawyers, and all of the
other persons possessing the skills and leadership essential to the
building of strong and attractive communities.

Under normal conditions, something of a chicken-or-egg problem is
involved in rural industrialization. To attract industryf a community
needs to possess the capability of meeting certain basic needs, but,
quite often, it simply cannot afford to meet these needs prior to indus-
trialization.

There is no easy answer to the dilemma : #ow can a community "get
a leg up," as it were, in order to provide alnucleus of these facilities
to attract and hold community-leader types of people so that it can
grow and become self-supporting from a tax income point of *view?

Resolution of this problem will require the cooperation and under-
standing of the communities, of industry, and of load , State, and
Federal agencies.

In deciding upon our major expansiOn program in McCurtain Coun-
ty, Olda., which is the southeasternmost county in this State, which had
a 1970 population. of about 28,000 or a density of 15 per square mile,
we were concerned with the impact upon the environment, schools,
housing, recreational facilities, road systems, water supplies, sewerage
systems, health delivery facilitiei, and, in fact, almost every other
aspect of community' life. To put this in focus, I would say our expan-
sion program in Oklahoma involves construction, of a particle-board
plant near the town of Broken Bow, which has a population of just
under 3,000, a pulp and paper mill, the largest facility of its type ever
constructed as a single unit, at Valiant, with a population of about
850 people, and a plywood plant, log-processing center. and a small-
log sawmill at ther-town of Wright City, which has a population of
about 1,000.

Modernization and expansion of some existing facilities in the
country were also involved, as well as a subltantial increase in timber-
land operations.

We anticipate that these added facilitie will provide permanent
lobs with the company for about SOO new workers, in an area badly
in need of additional jobs and.paymlls. Of course, during the con-
struction phase that is going nn now, there are some 2,300 construc-
tion workers at tbis one town of Valliant.

Projections; of he benefits; in industrial payrolls, tax revenue, retail
sales, bankdeposits, new homes, and other employment over and above
the industrial p*rolls are, of course, quite exciting to a number of
the local leaders.But -what about the problems that come along with
the additions and changes'?

If I were to draw a single, broad conclusion from our experience,
I would say yes, there are avenues available through which most of
the problems of impaction can ultimately be resolved, but inevitably
there is a distinct time lag of up to 2 years or 10 years or 20 years,
which redounds to the considerable disadvantage of the community.

Governmental programs of community assistance are generally ade-
quate in concept, but funding is not always available and the involved
agencies sometimes seem to move slowly for the type of jobAhat seems
to be needed.
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It is not suffjeient simply to make a variety of programs available
to these commTinities; they understandably .lack necessary. expertise
in "grantsmanship," and the lack the financial resources to hire pro-
fessi nal consultants.

I general, we have been favorably impressed with the various
reg nal agency staffs, but they need to be bolstered, so that commu-
nities can be guided- through the maze of procedures involved in
obtaining grants, loans, and other assistance. And a body which could
cut across agency lines ip working with rural areas would be well
worth whilean overall coordinating unit which could examine total
community needs and assist in their resolution on a package basis. Per-
imps the newly formed Oklahoma State agency, Office of ommunity
Affairs and Planning, which Governor Hall described an hick Dr.
Evans referred to, could serve this role if it were properly au ented
and funded.

Certainly it is vital to strengthen and encourage the presently estab-
lished Oklahoma economic development districts, which the Governor
also described, and such interstate agencies as the Ozark Regional
Commissloon which can serve the purpose of fostering regional cooper-
ation and sorting out the desirable projects from the undersirable
projects at a more local level.

As for spei,ific- problems encountered in southeastern Oklahoma, we
and others were eonerned perhaps as much as anything with the effect
of our expansion program on the school system in this county.

Since our papermill, which is, the largest investment, would be
located at Valliant, that school district under or/iinofitcurnstances
would have received a disproportionate ad valoi,enfax advantage.
I use the word "disproportionate" advisedly, because it seemed likely
that the majority of employees at the plant wotild choose not to live
in Valliant, but instead in Idabel, Broken Bow, and other nearby,
larger. towns.

Schools in those communities would thus experience the impact of
greatly expanded student, bodies resulting from employment at Val-
liant, but they would not receive any help from the mill's ad valorem
tax.

Seeking a solution to this problem, we turned to the Oklahoma
public trust law, which Governor Hall mentioned. I might say if I
had been sixth on this program, I would not have any speech left.
The points I am making have been made before, but I hope at any
rate they reinforce sonic of the points.

The point of this Oklahoma public trust law was to provide tax-
exempt bond financing of plants, land, and buildings, as well as ad
valorem tax relief, as an inducement for industry to locate within
the State. We turned to this law not to gain relief from ad valorem
taxes nor to obtain tax-exempt bond financing, but rather to seek a
more effective response to the needs of the communities in which we
would be operating.

Toward this end, we assisted in establishing the Southeastern Okla-
homa Industries Authority, which as a duly authorized agency of
the State of Oklahoma would be tax exempt. But at the same time,
the authority, as owner of all new 'Weyerhaeuser facilities in Okla-
homa and the land upon which these facilities are being built, would
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receive from Weyerhaeuser annual rentals in an amount equal to or
greater than the ad valorem taxes which normally would be paid to
the county and school districts in which the facilities are located.

The authority would. in tprn apply this rent to such public purposes
as ad valorem taxes are not ally directed. It need not, however, apply
the rents in the same proportion nor to the same governmental entities
as would be required of ad valorem taxes. Rather, they may be applied
in the areas in the county of greatest need.

I would emphasize again that trust authorities are normally estab-
lished. to administer rentals from facilities constructed through indus-
trial development bond financing. But in our case, Weyerhaeuser Co.
has turned over all the facilities to the Southeastern Oklahoma Indus-
tries Authority,, even though we are financing and constructing the
project in its entirety.

I might mention as perspective reference here that in 19.69 we paid
25 percent, of all the ad valorem taxes in the county at the time that
our employees and their families made up' about 8 percent of the
population. Upon completion next year of our ne facilities, we ex- -
pest to number about 16 percent of the populatio of the county in ',..
our employees and their families, and will be cont buting more than
ne-half, of the revenues in the county.
.i. have gone into considerable detail on this point because I think

it is a little novel, but I feel that our experience in regtTh441to the school
situation in southeastern Oklahoma is a pretty common one. Quite
often an industry's facilities are located across school district or
county lines from the community or communities in which its em-
ployees live, thus impacting one school district while the ad valorem
taxes go to another. We had faced a similar situation at one of our
operations in North Carolina, where I was located for 6 or 7 years.
It was a painful problem.

Obviously, if optimum and equitable community development is.
to result, such situations must be corrected, and perhaps our use of the
trust arrangement in Oklahoma may offer some insight into a possible.
solution.

Another of our primary concerns in initiating our expansion pro-
gram in McCurtain County dealt with the impending need for several
hundred new homes, a circumstance that could tax the resources of
almost any predominantly rural area.

We sought to partially meet this need by having a subsidiary, Quad-
rant Corp., undertake housing developments in Idabel, Broken .Bow_,
and Wright City.. Quadrant's personnel have worked closely with
Federal agencies in arranging financing and setting up specifica-
tions, and we have found them in the main to be well staffed and
knowledgeable.

However, rural housing .programs of the Farmers Home Adminis-
tration have, in, our experience, fallen somewhat short in implemen-
tation. They do not adequately recognize that housing does not exist
in a vacuum, but it is inextricably linked with general community
.amenities which also must be considered in attracting and holding
people in a community.

Moreover, Farmers Home Administration guidelines for appraisal'
of rural or smalltown, housing for subsidized interest loan purposes

idiscourage the installation of air conditioning or partial carpeting,
-e

6

4b
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for example. HUD, on the other' hand, gives normal consideration
to these factors in making appraisals. These agencies can and do op-
erate side by side m communities under 10,000 which are not adjacent
to a larger urban area. We have ofzerved that their appraisals of the
same house for section 285 loan Rad interest subsidy purposes can
differ as much as $1,500 to $2,000.

We realize there are many factors that can contribute to this dif-
ferentiteit The point discount and higher closing cost required by
HUD, as an example. It is our experience, however, that the specula-
tive builder of houses for sale finds Farmers Home Administration
loans are not Wry appealing to buyers. If he, the builder, builds to.
Farmers Home Administration specifications, then the homds are not
appealing to a substantial segment of the market.

This is a quandary that we think a lot of people are caught in, in
the single-family home market these days.

Related housing problems which we have experienced in southeast-
ern Oklahoma have been the absence of suitable rental housing, the
hesitancy of private contractors to build on a speculative basis, and
in determining what types of developments best suit the life style of
prospective buyers.

A further concern was directed toward the adequacy of sewerage and
water systems to cope with increased community usage. Although some
progress has been made, there are still major problems.

If impaction problems are to be moderated, early action in regard
to water and sewerage facilities is essential. The various 'Fed-
eral assistance programs which are available should be made more
responsive.

, it is the old chicken-or-egg problem. We were determined
not to encourage development of "rural slums," and agreed whole-
heartedly with Federal regulatory agencies that planned and adequate
water and sewerage facilities, roads and streets, underground power-
lines, green areas, and other amenities should be a part of the package.
'Unfortwfately, these features add substantially to first costs and must
be absorbed by the buyer whether he wants them or not. en

What we are seeing, at least partially as a result of these costs and
delays, is a proliferation of clustered mobile homes which simply'
"hook on" to existing facilities or jerry-rig their own facilities to less
demanding specifications i thus the shared intent to do the job' right
and conform to specifications set up to meet commendable long-range
Federal lending agency requirements has produced relatively few new
home occupancies, bu has resulted in a substantial number of trailer
homes. These add v little to the ounty and school district tax rolls
and simply postpone e inevitable d y of reckoning with water, sewer-
age, and solid waste disposal proble in some of these communities.

The small town of Wright City wa unable to obtain a farmers home
loan to install a modern water and s erage system sufficient in scope
to allow for any growth cushion wh tever, since it could not demon-
strate financing of bonds on the basis f existinghouses and cash flow.

To enable the community to meet i expected needs, Weyerhaeuser
Co.from its own self- interest is en ring into a guarantors' agree-
ment with Farmers Home Administra on, with a contingent liability
to the company in excess of $800,000.

70-116-41-pt. 5-4
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Presumably, adequate financing support would ultimately haVe beenavailable to Wright Cityafter it had experienced population growth
and top late to meet the initial need. More latitude should be allowed
by governmental agencies when considering matters of this nature.,Long-rangeand coordinated planning is essential.

Another area where more flexibility would seem to be desirable isin regard to assistance for financing hospital and other medical servicefacilities. In Mc Curtain County a. new general hospitalfor which
we will provide the land=bas been in the planning stage- for sometime.

As I understand the situation, a cost of $3.5. million is presentlyprojected, of which $433,000 would come as a grant from Hill-Burtonfunds."The remanider must be obtained through private financing andcontributions, and this is very difficult for a small community with alimited tax base.
We are also painfully aware, of course, of the problems of adequatestaffing of health delivery facilities in rural areas.
Before concluding, I would like to touch on one other aspect ofrural industrialization whivli is understandably of concern to manyin the general public, the potential pollution of rural landscapes,streams, and air that,previously existed in a relatively "pure" state,at least in popular conception.
One of the decisive considerations in our decision to locate our Val-liant facility in Oklahoma was the availability of State income taxcredit provisions on investments in air and water pollution controls.It was simply a matter of economics: we were committed by corporatepolicy to install in this facility the very latest technology available inpollution. abatement control devices, to make it one of the world's"cleanest" pulp and paper mills. Controls we are in process of install-ing are rated at degrees of effectiveness ranging from a low of 95.4percent to a high of 99.9 percent. They are highly efficientbut theyare also highly expensive: total cost of the pollution control facilitieswill be more than $10 million.
We have developed a good working relationship with the air and

water pollution control commissions of the State, and have fully co-operated with them in a number of studies on pre-start-up air and
water quality parameters, in order to establish benchmarks wherebyour post-start-up performance can be evaluated. I make this statement
because we expect to 'meet the Barrie environmental standards as if weadjoined a major population center.

could argue about a point like that for a long time, but this is what
we are doing.

There are several problem areas which can result from rural indus-
trial impaction that I have not touched on : transportation, recreation,
needs, development of retail services, preemployment, or on-the-job
training programs for specific jobs,and others.

I would only say in conclusion that, to one degree or another, we
are working with various agencies in all of these areas. We will con-tinue to assist as we reasonably can because it is in our long-range best
interests to do so. In our judgment Federal and State governmental
leaders should recd ize that it is also in society's best interests tomake it attractive f its citizens to live and work in small towns. At

5;0
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this time, heavy Federal spending in U.S. cities seems only to have
brought a greater concentintion of underemployed or unemployable
into already overcrowded and confined areas.

Thank you. We appreciate the oppo'rt t y, Senator.
Senator Iltatrunr.r. Mr. Brown, I apologize for leaving the room

for a small moment.
Mr. Blum !=4. We all have to go once in a while.
Senator HUMPHREY. Yes; that watts part of it. I had another obliga-

tion as well. (Laughter.] But I _read your testimony and I want to
commend you firpt of all on not only saying the advantages of indus-
trialization, but the problems that it poses.

I think that is one of the areas where we tend to be a little weak in
our cross-examination. We presume that sometimes a community is
ready to absorb a major industrial enterprise when it is not, just as our
great cities were unprepared to absorb the influx of population. They
were not, and they ended up with very serious problems. .

I said last night that thought one of the big problems that faces
the rural community in the future was not only trying to modernize,
but how to plan for the immigration that is coming into the rural com-
munity, how to get ahead of the game, so to speak, rather than just
trying to re-habilitate somthing that had run down, and I note that
you have cited here a number of factors which bear very careful
examination.

You put the question about, under normal conditions, something of
the chicken-or-egg problems involved in rural industrialization. To at-
tract industry, a community needs to possess the capalaility of meeting
certain basic needs. Quite often it simply cannot atford,these prior to
industrialization.

That is true of a number of communities. I think it can be also said
that there are a number of rural communities that do have pretty
good schools, that they have an infrastructure' for it, that do have the
begimaings of a hospital and medical system, that do have the basic
infrasturcrure of a water system.

The fact is, however, that when you get any substantial amount of
industry, these community services are sorely pressed. I am so filled
with this because with this work of the committee, I have taken a much
more active interest in my home State on these problems and I just
met a week ago with the county seat, in the county where I live. They
have ,been waiting for years to get a waterplant, water and sewage
plant, and they cannot wait any longer. I mean they are up to their
ears in debt, but they had to do something if they were going to get
some industry that wants to come there.

We have the pollution control agency in my State that is just crack-
ing down real hard and we do not have any funds to help the local
communities meet the problem of waste, the disposal. So we are kind
of caught between two hammers.

This trust idea, this is the first time I have heard of this.
Am I correct that what you have done is to take your-tacilities and

put theminto a kind of an authority that is a tax-exempt authority, so
to speak, and then you pay in lieu of taxes to that authority ?

Mr. BROWN. Yes, sir.
Senator Ilimmturr. That would be equal to the ad valorem, equal

or more than the ad valorem tax V .

I



Mr. BnowN. Yu? sir. We look at a formula, the book value of theopesution, and arrive at an annual rental which in paid by Weyer-hastrer Co. to the authority.
Senator II um PRIM Y. Which in turn distributes the money ?Mr. Bilowri. Then disburses it, and I have heard the board memberstrying to figure out how to do this equitably and I can tell you this ina whole can of worms in itself, how to equitably d.,-tribute betweenemail towns, various school districts, counties. It in a sticky one, but Ithink we will do a much more equitable job than would the normalschool district ad valorem tax system which would put, I am going to

haveroughly
O percent of the new tax money in that county wouldhave gone into one school distr* which would have had maybe 15 or20 percent of the kids.

I felt personally thin wan intolerable because I spent many years.in a community where we struggled with that and I said there mustbe a way to avoid this.
The Governor's office pointed out this trust law which we were noteven aware of and we explored it and it looked like it would serve theneed, and it, to by knowledge, has not been used for that purposebefore. It has been used normally to attract some small -industry tocome in and help build a building and give _Orem a free ride on taxesfor several years and? as Governor Hall mentioned, these inducementshave brow ht industries into many small communities.We are financing the entire operation ourselves, but the device ofthe trust permits us to put the money where it seems it is more neededto meet the impaction that we created.
Senator HUMPH REY. What this really points up is that many ofour present governmental institutions do not relate to the type of in-dustrialization and comm t r development which modern societycalls for.. That is really w I it ils down to. A lot of the problemstoday in local governmentI try interest myself both as a studentand a practitioner in local gove entthe problems just do not re-late to the governmental structure.
I was mayor of the city of Minneapolis and France Avenue dividesMinneapolis from Edina and I saw one-half of that avenue paved andthe other halt gravel. How stupid can you get? You have got to reallybe an ignoramus to figure out something like that, but the reason was,it was governmental jurisdictions. One side was not going to pave itand the other side' did want to pave it, and you have parks split thesame way, where one side is taken care of and the other side is not.This is part of the problem of government today and surely it ispart of the problem of the metropolitan government. I mean when youget into the big tides, you really find these conflicting authorities arejust, well, they are to maze of trouble.
Now, when you get down, to industrial developnient, the schoolsituation is the big problem when you get a large number of 'peoplecoming into an iirea.
I noticed the California State Supreme Court decided financing ofpublic education was unconstitutionaL We have a serious problemabout it out in our community. We have the biggest tax base where'the richest people live, where they have the best schools, vhere^thekids would really need the least education because, they have moreof it at home and we have the poorest people where we have the lowest
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tax bace when the poorest people live where they need the best edu-
cation, and it io in those areas, by the way, whore the new industry
does not go either.

The reason they do not go is because the industrialist says, well,
there are not enough educated people around there and education is
not cagood. You have tried to overcome this with a device of what
you might call payments in lieu of taxes,

Mr. BnowN.
payments

Senator HUMPHREY (continuing). Which we have used at the Fed-
eral level sparingly.

Mr. BnowN. I would say candidly under the law the authority could
set that number ht almost any number they chose. We intend to be
in Oklahoma a long time and we want to live with our neighbors, so
we did our best to set this at wiled we perceived to be the tax valu-
ation in that-county based on that, and this has been run through the
Governor's office and IRS and everybody else.

Senator HUMPHREY. Is this development primarily in one county?
Mr. Bnowx. Yes, sir.

, Senator Hump Rimy. So you at least have one jurisdiction of gov-
erriment with which you can coordinate your activities?

Mr. BROWN. Yes, sir.
Senator HUMPHREY. Senator Curtis. ,
Senator awns. Well, Mr. Brown, you .gave a very fine statement.

In view of the lateness of the hour, and we are running behind sched-
ule, I will forego the temptation to aSk some qUestions.

Senator HUMPHREY. Senator Bellmon ?
Senator BELLMON. Mr. Chairman, I want to thank Mr. Brown for

liming here and giving us the, benefit of the experiences he has had
in connection with this development in southeastern Oklahoma. I
think the thing that has happened there is the sort of thing we hope
will happen in many, manyjural communities and hopefully we can
get some guidance from their experience.

I would like to ask him a couple of rather Specifitquestions.
As- I listened carefully to your testimony, I co 't gather that we

in the Federal Government seem to have a double standard as far as
financing housing. HUD allows financing of a higher quality type
housing unit than does Farmers Home Administration .You: men-
tioned here that .

Mr. BROWN. Senator, this is my understanding and I will say at.
the outset. I am not a housing expert. I drn not an expert with these
agencies. Our real estate people tell' me this, and I believe both these
agencies are operating out of the sameyou know-, against the same
section 235 loan gruhranteeo fupds and interest subsidy pool. This is
my understanding of it.

I presume that the Farmers Home Administration over a period of
years has said in effect these are farm homes, yowknow, and what the
heck, they do not need air-conditioning and they do not want car-
peting and these sort'of things.

I am presuming that this has been the evolution of that state of
mind. HUB then in effect comes in, from an urban area and
says in effect, well, gee, those comforts are sore of normal, and so here
are these two types of situations, which' is interesting, to say the least,
On basically the same dwelling, a honse built exactly to the same
spedfiCatiOns.

r
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Senator Hu- atimasr. But the valuations could beI was interestedin that. The valuation that is made is different by the two agencies?
Mr. BROWN. I am told it could be as much on houses that we are

personally well-acquainted' with, as much as $1,500 to $2,000 `different
appraisal on exactly the same dwelling because of different credit
gureif for different optional or nonessential features as judged bythe FHA..

Senator BELLMCYN. Mr. Brown, would it be to much of an imposi-tion to ask you to get onebf your hOuSing authorities, one of the
people who worked on this problemt give the committee a memo
giving us particulars so that we might go into this matter in a little
more depth?

Mr. BROWN. Yes, sir.
Senator BELLMON. I do no wish to push you on the matter since

you did not work with it pe sonally, but it seems to me here is an
area where the Government ought to have a single policy Since the
money all comes out of the Federal Treasury.

Also, I gather from what you said here that there seems to be a
deficiency that the authority of the Farmers Home Administration has
to provide community facilities that an expanding area may need
when these houses are built. Did I misunderstand ?

Mr. BROWN. This may have been overstated, Senator.
What I meant to say, and possibly did not say well; is that between

these too agencies, and Rani obviously not trying to start anything
between these two agencies because they are both doing a lot of real
good work; Farmers Home, as I hear it from our people. has had
some funds and this has been a great help, just the fact that agency
has some funds, as far as water and sewage and homes.

HIM: as I see it; is more sensitive to or,more sympathetic to the
fact that a community needs some amenities, you 'Blow. To my knowl-

'. edge, none of the communities we are talking about have made appli-
. cation for it because they have not figured Out how to do it yet, but
they are-411jD seems to be more sensitive to, you might say, other
things in life, such as playgrounds and this type df thing.

Senator BELLMON. So here again there is a double standard ?
Mr. BnowN. Possibly:
Senator BELLMAN. Could you have this matter covered also in any

memo vou may haveprepared?
Mr. BROWN. Yes, sir.
Senator BELLMON. ',think we ought to find out why it is that our

programs seem to be more fruitful as they apply to rural areas than
as they apply to the urban centers.

Also, I.notice on page 7 of your testimony you mention a need for
some system to guide rural leaders, rural communities through the
maze of procedures involved in obtaining grants, loans, and other as-
sistance, and that 4here needs to be some body which would cut across
agency lines in *orking with rural areas in situations siith as you have.

IsTow,,could you tell us a little more specifically what you have in

Mr. BROWN. I understand that under circular A-95, I believe it is,
of the Federal budget group, that the State of Oklahoma, along with
others, was asked to set up a clearing house at the State level through
which would flow requests from individual communities or people or
agencies within a State through that State before it went to the Fed-
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. .

so

era,1 Government, to make sure that this complied-with the State air it,f
, and water- qpality rules, that it complied with the plans which the
. State might have for some orderly development of the State;

to see that they complied with any other State rules or regnlatidns
which the Federal Goveimnent might not be that well-acquainted with. ,
And this in Oklahoma I believe is called the Office of Community
Affairs Pla,,nning. ,

have heard
that

a speech on this subject, It _sounded real good
Odd think if that function were used not just as a screerrto hold bank
requests, but also-as a eoordinaotor between people like EDA and }IUD .

an&Farmers Home and. FHA, and anybody else that is passing out the
possibility of loans or grants., Hill-Burton or whatever

3
else think

this could wilfully helpful to these little to s. ,.
,

,._ You knowle , think of the mayor. He has hob making.a living and
- he spends a couple.pf nights a 'week working on city problem's and he

does not have any professional help. He does not have the time and
somebody Says, well, yeu.have to see this agenCY. When is he going
to do it? He has a -living to make. And that agency says, we can take
you this far and then you have to go seethisone and then they send
you back and it gets to be-,I have been throligh this-,-a real cat-and-
mouse game almost, though not intenti;nallyI think. It just comes
out that way. s, -

,I am saying that ,these economic' districts that you are acquainted
, with, Henttcan serve a real good role there if they are used this way,
and I, think the State agencies, State officesthe papers have to go
through them anyway under the Federal Government rules as we
understand if, so Since they are going to be seeing all these papers and
pushing theth forward and backward, why not carry that one step
forward and say, okay, how about you being quite helpful to these
little towns, too? I do not know if this fits better in that role than the
State extension service that Dr. Evans talked about. I cannot ewer
that.

am just saying somebody-could serve a role that is not being played
and it should not always have to be some professional consultant who
comes in and takes a big bite and-then says, well, you know, to get my

kI ipercent I have to have .a big job out of it, and I question wity we have
tko o it the way we are doing it.

enator BELLMON. Mr. Chairman, I realize we are behind time and
I

u uiries.
will not ask further questions. I may, if it is agreeable, Mr.

Brown, write y a letter and pose scone additional inq
Senator HUMPHREY. I hope you shall, because the testimony was so

Ailed 'With thought-provoking statementsvery helpful. We are very
grateful to you..

By the way, I want the record to show that all testimony that isnot
given ogally is, of course, incorporated as partpf our testimony here.
.[Applause]

Mr. Lee, the first thing we want to do i s thank you for making us
honorary mayors of I3oley, Okla. You do sort of humiliate both Sena-
tor Curtis and Myself when you make us minority Members. You made
Senator Bellmon an honorary member earlier et-rid he has seniority.
I trust this card will give us free traffic. violations and a few other
things when we come to Boley.

My best to you and convey my thanks., will you, to the mayor, and
we will look fo'rward to visiting you one day.

5
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STATEMENT- OP MAURICE LEE, PRESIDENT, t.r.V.v.A.0
)KANUFACTURING CO., BO LEY, OKLA..

Mr. LEE. I certainly will, Senator.
I do not know which outranks which. I do not know whether toaddress you as Hon. mayor-Senator, or Senator-mayor.
Senator HumenaEv. Well, I will tell you, I. had more fun beingt.mayor.
Mr. LEE. Senators Humphrey, Curtis, Representative Camp, in theinterests of .breviey I am going to try to condense this testimony as-much as possible.
First let me say I am indeed honored by your invitation to give

testimony to you today. My testimony to you will be about LEEFAC
and a town called Boley. It consists of facts, studies, history and obser-vations on the deveropmea of a small black, rural town which was all; but dead. TOday, through tremendous efforts of its citizens and many
other private, local, State and Federal organizations, this town is aliveand its pulse is strong. It breathes the heady breath of a nonpolluted.
noncongested environment. Why t Because many people cared, and
they cared because, it is my belief, that development of towns such asBoley all over the United States of America provides the immediate
answers to many of the problems which face us today caused by over-
population, and you all know what those are.

I do not mean to imply that these problems will go away and dis-
appear overflight and all the programs that are presently geared to
solving these problems should be abandoned. I am saying that a lot
of the problems which exist in the cities today resulted from the Migra-tion of people from rural areas during the depression years to now
Movement back or cessation of this movement will alleviate these
problems while we learn better methods of coping with these prob-
lems. Certainly as the rural, areas develop, these methods will have to
be applied to prevent the same problems, that is, of pollutiqn, over-
population, which now exist in cities.

A TOWN CALLED BOLEY (HISTORY)

Boley's history parallels that of the old West. It was incorporated
as Boley Indian Territory in 1904. The organizers freedmen of the
Creek Indian, dreamed of a great future for the town. There was one
big difference ; that is, Boley was founded as a haven for the de-

, pressed blacks. It met with great favor with them and they chose to
settle, purchase property, build homes, schools, churches, and busi-
nesses. The population mushroomed and thrived until it reached an
all-time figure of 2,500, which is almost as big as Minden now, I be-
lieve, Senator, in the incorporated limits, and twice this figure in the
Boley trade area.

Boley boasted two banks, three cotton gins, ebrick factory, a neck-
ware factory, a broom factory, a college and a carbonated drink plant.
Bbley's population declined severely during the 1930 depression and
the 1940 war years.

These events affected Boley the sameas they did many other corn -
munitjes all dyer the Nation. A combination of the demise of the small
farmer caused by collapse'of the cotton economy, and the attraction of
the higher wages paid by the larger metropolitan and the highly in-
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dustrialized areas caused Bo ley's population to shift to larger cities
in the North, east coast, and the west coast. Boley barely held its own
in the 1950's and the population hit a new low in the 1960's.

Through an unofficial census taken by the Bo ley Chamber of Com,
merce'in 1965, it was determined that Bo ley-had a population of 476
people. This was Bo ley at its low point, which was some short 18 years
ago. We had handerank telephones, we had wood, propane and butane
systmis with exorbitant gas cost, no paved roads, no sewers, a dilapi-
dated water system from which you were lucky to get water 2 hours
a day during the hot summer months when you needed it most, no
employment other than the school system and the State schools for
boyp.

Unemployment rates ran as high as 60 percent. The people had to go'
from Boley, commute to Oklahoma City, some 60 miles away. The
median income was roughly around $1,300 per family. ighty-three
percent of the housing limits were substandard and deficient.

These are the statistics of a town in a gripping heart attack, but it
is more like a town after a gripping heart attack.

THE ROAD BACK

The Boley Chamber of Commerce was reorganized and the citizens
Of Boley rallied around this organization for its leadership.

As a town, we felt that in order. io bring the town to life we had to
provide the basic necessities, such as inexpensive sources of fuel, elec-
tricity, water, and good communications. Though, the diligent work
of the citizens of Boley and many other private, State and Federal
organizations over 13 years, the following resulted :,Incidentally, we
do now have direct dialing as of this year; National gas fuel in-
stallation, which has loviered the fuel cost considerably; paved main
street and school roads; school system second to none ; water improve-
ment and sewer system; improved street lighting; modern housing
project, and, expanded industry.

We felt that the above had to be done before we could even hope to
bring in industry from the outside or create one of our own from the
inside. After these improvements, the problem beCame how to stabilize
outflow of onr talent. The answer was to provide jobs.

Our agribusiness had undergone a change from cotton to cattle.
Where 80 to '160 acres once supported a family of eight, it now takes
1,000 acres to support a family of six. This is based on the formula of
3 acres to support one cow. Of course, this is a generalization, but it
quickly told us we needed industry of some sort which could provide
Many jobs per acre to help absorb those'whom the farms could not
support. For? using the above formula and the fact that less than
23,000 acres lies in Boley trade area, only 23 families could live in the
comfort and style of the 1970's.

LEE PAC, INC.

The formation of LeeFac Inc., was exorably intertwined with the
efforts to halt the decay of the town of Boley. M. W. Lee Manufactur-
ing Co. was founded in 1961 to manufacture a new unique barbecue
unit when M. W. Lee, Sr., operator of a small appliance store invented
a new process of barbecuing meat. This process was developed from
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his idea by placing an electric skillet into a pressure cooker along with
wood, and Meat and placing this into this unit. The wood then placed
on the skillet charred and created a-smoke. Then the pressure forced
the hickory. flavor all through the meat. It gives a flavor of the old -.
fashioned pit.

M. W. lee, Sr., has been granted several patents on his invention.
Shortly after starting the company, my brother, and we have reit-

erated the point that people go where jobs are, but sometimes we
have to go back and create jobs in order to hold the talent and the
young people in the town, and I would like to .charge, and I am. sure
that many of you students will go back to your hometowns and help
alleviate the conditionswhich you find there rather than going out to
the golden promises held in the cities for more pay. And I think the
golden promise will be in the rural towns because of people like the
Senators here who are interested in rural development.

In 1968, the cooker was becoming nationally known as a result of the
advertising in national trade 'journals and appearing in the national
restaurant shows several times.

At this time, tla; Lees decided to concentrate their efforts on chain
restaurants. In a demonstration to Bonanza International, a chain of
steakhouses, the officers of the company were so impressed with the
Smoka roma units; they wanted exclusive rights to it. Bonanza acquired
Lee Co. One of the provisions of the acquisition was that the manu
facturing operation remain in Boley. do Bonanza agreed to this, and
in this way we are able to enlist the active assistance of a substantial,
corporation on our war on poverty.

A few months after the Merger, it became apfutrent that we could
produce more cookers than Bonanza could use, so in order to utilize
the other talents in this company, Bonanza decided to build furniture
fur their stores. A factory was necessary., They enlisted the help of
Okfuskee County Industrial Foundation by getting them to finance
a $150,000 bond issue. This was 1 ater.increased to $175,000.

The Oklahoma Industrial Finance Co. also kicked in another $37,400
for fixed commitments, bringing the total commitment up to $212,500,.
with which we were able to build a new building and equip it for furni-
ture manufacture.

With'the new plant in sight, attention turned to supply, a labor force
for the company's expansion to furniture manufacturing. The State
of Oklahoma stepped forward to provide a training program at Okla-
homa State Tech in Okmulgee, Okla. The Federal Government also
granted an OJT program coupled Ni'itlrthe State program.

The Oklahoma State Employment Service also tested the applicants
and aided in selecting the best qualified for millmen and furniture up-
holsterers. TO school, these trainees did remarkably well. One instructor
remarked upon the completion of the 16-week course, "Most of them
did better than some students who have taken the 2-year course." One
of the most gratifying results is that of 15 hard-core unemployed,
many of them young adultsand almost everyone in Boley is a hard-
core unemployedmany of them adults who had never held a regular
job. and only one dropped. out of the training program.

Early in 1970, because of tight money and the change in Bonanza
International management, it was decided, With regret, that M. W. Lee
Manufacturing Co. 'S operations should be shut down. The new furni-
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ture operation had not had time to develop markets to keep afloat,
and since the cooker had been taken off the market, we were kind of
left high and dry

However, at this time, the Government began to focus its attention
on 8(a) contracts, with emphasis on supplying these contracts to-
minority companies. LeeFac, Inc., was organized to secure both an
8(a) contract and certain assets of the M1. W.:Lee Manufacturing Co.
In its organization the Lee brothers combined with two other stock-
holders, UCC Venture Corp. and Phillips Industrial Finance Co.
These are two minority enterprise small business investment corpora-
tions sponsored by University computing -Co. of Dallas and Phillips
Petroleum Co. of Bartlesville. They helped to provide equity capital,
and they, along with the Small Business Administration, also provided
loans to provide the other working.capital.

In October 1070, LeeFac did acquire that 8(a) contract for manu-
facturing 15,600 household crates over a period of 1 year, It was the
largest contract of this size that was ever granted by the General
Services Administration. LeeFac, Inc., acquired M. W. Lee Manu-
facturing Co. and moved into its recently completed plant and began
production of these boxes.

The company, pleased with the past performance of its trainees,
applied and received additional training from the Oklahoma State
Department of Vocational and Technical Education. It also received
additional training help through the National Alliance of Business-
men in the form of a Jobs 70 program. There were 10 trainees enrolled
in this program.

As a result of the qUality of this product that these employees pro-
duced, LeeFac, Inc., has been put on a quality assurance program. This
makes it unnecessary for Federal inspection of each shipment, which
was clone initially. It was reported by General Services Administration
that it believed that LeeFac was the first 8(a) contractor ever to
be placed on this program. LeeFac, Inc., has a perfect record in its
performance of the contract. It has, proven that it can produce a
quality product. It has proven it can do it iii quantities, and it has
proven it can deliver the product on schedule. It has also met all its
financial obligations with its suppliers and lending agencies. Thus,
LeeFa2,, Inc., has established an enviable credit rating of prompt and
discounting. _

ECONOMIC IMPACT ON THE COMMUNITY

LeeFac, Inc., now employs 35 people in the county. It contributes
directly in payroll approximately $150,000 per year. This, coupled
with -the other improvements, have made a tremendous change in the
community. Some of the cold statistics are: The unemployment rate in
1965 was 4o percent, now about 20 percent; the median income', $1,300.
now about $2,300, or roughly about 80 percent up; and substandard
housing is down to 50 percent.

,Now, these are the cold statistics, but translated into human values,
we see new cars, new homes. Where there. was despair, and resignation,
we now see hope and faith and enthusiasm, and a difference in the
sprit of the town and the people themselves.

Now, while these figUres show a dramatic increase, they are still
way below the State and the national norms and must 1oe ttibstantially
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improved. While the story of LeeFac, Inc., presents an optimisticview of its future, it would be naive to believe it is in a stable landsecure position. It still needs a great deal of help.For example, 'another 8(a) contract is needed now to permit it tosurvive another year while developing ouyAide markets. In spite' ofits almost perfect performance record,-no:contract seems to be in theoffing as of this writing.
ile we are enthusiaStic about the oley and its progress,we would be naive to believe that if the point of self-sufficiency. We still need a great dettOoft

We need new city buildings, new se boo facilities, parks and recrea-tional facilities, more industry, accessiAMIs.
Some of my recommendations are aA fo ws. And since our com-munity is predominantly black, lunch That I say will be blackoriented. These recommendations apply; to agribusiness problems inour area as well as industrial problems. :,First, I would recommend hiring more black technicia and fieldrepresentatives in all departments of the Goverm»ent an specially* in those pertinent to rural and small business Aevelopmen .Second, I think that bigger risks need to be taken, and when I sayrisks, I mean risks in quotation marks, most oftenwell, that is, theold conservative yardstick !feeds to be Changed to apply to people whocannot measure up. In your rural conuminity, the very people who needthe help are the ones who are rejected by these conservative measure-ments.

\ ..-It was noted with interest in the August 28 issue.of Business Week,larger businesses are finding that testing methods ofttimes promote agood worker to a position where lie inald,s a poor supervisor. A new sys-tem of assessment was instituted collect the assessment centers. In onecase, a person who had no college training and never worked in anoffice was promoted and made an excellent middle-management super-visor. A Department of Labor project was cited win4.e a group of 250blacks and Indian trainees were put through conventional writtentests and then put through an assessment center. The conventional testshowed promotion potential in only 15 percent of them. Assessmentfound it in 50 percent of them.
I am saying that we need to apply some sort of Assessment Center toour measurement of people in need of help. .Third, a . system to accelerate funds and other assistance to chtred tape. The sheer burden of filling out forms and the time consumedin waiting for the fulfillment often makes a' man despair of help.Many times it comes too late for the help applied to do any good by .thetime it comes.
Fourth, more money needs to be made available fo smaller towns inthe form of renewal programs, and here I bad in 'mind mote or lessrenewal of the downtowns, city hall, roads and things like that. Thereseems' to be plenty of money available for housing and this sort ofthing, but none for city complexes.
Fifth, I think more benefits, and -I thiiik this has already been cov-ered, need to be made to businesses to encourage them tellocrit in ruralareas. One thing that we have found is that our insurance rates areterrifically high because ofwell, our town is not able to'afford ,a4le-

quote fire equipment and we are in Class 10, which is the highest rate'
or highest class there is.
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Sixth, more on 8 (a) . Since the bulk of government business is
not let by competitive bidding, but is negotiated and is on a cost -plus
basie, it is recommended th t the prime contractor be required to set
aside a percentage of this usiness to 8(a) contractors. / .

Seventh, better methods f communications to make known to an
8 a contractor or potenti 1 8(a) contractor information regarding
8, a set-aside contracts. ,

One other thing, and I did not include this my written testimony.
I had not presented it to you, Senator I3ellmon, because this informa-
tion just came to me this morning, and I would like to read it.. This is
in regard to our attempt to well, first, to renew our existing contract
and then, second, after we were told we could not renew it, to try for
other contractors, and we had written our local SBA office and then one
of our directors wrote the regional office in Dallas and this informa-
tion was called back to me today, so I do not have a copy of the letter
really, but this is a direct quotation of a letteifrom SBA to our direc-
tor, which was Walter Durham of VCC Venture Corp. in Dallas.

Despite continued efforts, we have been unable to locate suitable requirements
for an additional contract for LeeFac. Our national once has been unable to ob-
tain the kind of cooperation from the procuring agency which is essential to the
8(a) program. We have actually done harm to some businesses In that follow-
ing an initial contract, follow-up support was not available. This resulted in the

4:,,financial ruin to those whom we were attempting to assist.
My recommendation No. 8 is in regard to this statement. I think it is

a sad, thing that agencies cannot cooperate. I think this program, this
8(a) program. could be a terrific program as applied not only to small
towns, but to minority contractors all over the United States in larger
metropolitan areas as it is being done now. But I would like to see the
program investigated and some method of eliminating petty jealous-
ies or interagency rivalry, or whatever exists.

I do not know what the cause is. I know that we have not been suc-
cessful in renegotiating another contract.

I think the basic aim of the 8 (a) program is good. I think it needs to
be kept and expanded. I think that the MESBIC concept is 'good and
needs to be kept and expanded. In general, I think that all the pro-
grams that you have for rural development and your present agency
programs should be kept.

I think if these recommendations are accepted and applied to these
existing programs, then they would be made much better.

That concludes my testimony.
Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you very much, Mr, Lee.
Mr. Lee, I want you to know that we will take this part of the testi-

mony that relates to the 8 (a) contract, your problems, and I am going
to ask the Senate Small Business Committee to look into it, if it is
agreeable with my colleagues here, because it is a matter that falls di-
rectly under their jurisdiction and they have staff that can give it per-
sonal attention.

rwould suggest further that you might want to write a letter to the
Senate Select Committee on Small Business, United States Senate just
send it to them, and you can send a copy of your letter to Senator Bell-
mon and the Congressman, and I am sure there will be a follow-up
on it. They have the professional staff that can really dig into this and
I am familiar very much with what you are talking about. .

GI
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I have a very personal friend in Minneapo s, Mr. Tom Tipton,
that works in this field and has been a rea help to a number of
the black enterprises, and it is very important that we follOw up. To
get a start on these things and then pull the ug out is terribly dis-
heartening, and may I say a great waste t the government as well
as to- those that are the investors. It is a loser that way. 'It needs to
be followed. We will help on that.

I want to thank you for your recommendations. I particularly ap-
preciate your candor on the recommendations about the number
about black technicians and field representatives. I do not think that
many of us are willing to appreciate the fact that what you have said
is true, that a number of people in the black community just do not
feel they get a fair shake at the dice, and they need people that can
work with them. Whether that is true or not, you know, in many
things' it is not what is true that counts, it is what people think is
true. And I would hope that we could press for this and get some
results on it.

You will have our cooperation on it. I ngp rPriate your testimony.
Senator Curtis?
Senator Currie. I would like to ask ou if the activity that resulted

from the invention, Smokarama, if ere had not been a sale of that
to this outside concern, do you think that the Prospects for it to have
continued as a manufacturing concern would have been good, or was
it something that was going to go out anyway?

Mr. LEE. Well, I guess I will answer your question backwards.
Number one, it is not out. We are redeveloping the markets that

we had. There is no question about it. We wduld have been further
along with that particular item. However, we are able to employ
more people at the present time with the furniture enterprise, too,
which gives us an expanded, more diversified industry, andwell, I
think the two can be developed right along.

Senator Clms. In other words, the sale to the outside group was
beneficial?

Mr. LEE. It was over-all beneficial. While it was harmful maybe to
the cooker production, it was beneficial as far as the community and
thewell, LeeFac in general as far as the furniture end of it is
concerned.

Senatoi Cums. That is all.
Senator HUMPHREY. Senator Bellmon?
Senator BELLMON. Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank Mr. Lee for

taking time out to come and offer his testimony and I would like to
askI believe you said you have 35 employees.

Mr. LEE. Yes, sir.
Senator BELLMON. And these are generally breadwinners. How

many people do you suppose are supported by your 'Payroll ?
Mr. Well, just a regular rule-of-thumb, I would say four times

35. However, there are some husband-and-wife teams in our organi-
zation. Just guessing, and off the top of my head, I would say direct
families, over 100.

Senator Bra.tatox: Now, these are 100 people who have stayed in
Boley and in Okfuskee County because you have a job available for

ithem, is this true?
Mr. LEE. Yes, sir.
Senator BIRLMON. And if it were not for LeeFac, where would they

probably be now?
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Mr. LEE. Well, they would-probablya great bulk of t m, if they
and many of them have stayed therewould be on some orm of gov-
ernmental assistance, welfare:. Some of them have been muting or
were commuting to Oklahoma City fora job, that is, bac and forth,
while trying to work a farm job at the same time. I wo' d say the
majority of them would be on some sort of assistance.

Senator BELLMON. So your plant located in Bo ley is ha g the ef-
fect, then, of saving the taxpayers a substantial amount of oney and
reducing congestion in your territory. Is that your conclu 'on?

Mr. LEE. Yes, sir.
. Senator BELLMON. Mr. Chairman, it seems to me that e fairly
feeble efforts that the Federal Government has put forth to elp this
small new company get off the ground is being very ric ly paid
through the contributions the plan is making and I feel we sh uld-pay
particular attention to the redommendations madp so that ape plants
may be able to do the same in other areas.

I thank Mr. Lee for his testimony.
Mr. LEE. Thank yoh, Senatqr.
Senator HumPmitY. Congressman, do you want to mare any

statement? ,

You can rest assured that we will look into the problem th t you
have outlined for us ands we thank you very much for your com-
mendations.

Mr. LEt. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you, Mr.-Lee.
'( Applause.)
We are very happy to have you here, Mr. Graham, and I waist to

thank you not only for coming, but for your 'patience.

STATEMENT OF ELMER GRAHAM, CHAIRMAN OF THE BO
GRAHAM DRILLING CO., TEMPLE, OKLA. .

Mr. GRAHAM. Thank you.
Senator HUMPHREY. Mr. Graham. is `chairman of the board pf

Graham Drilling Co., Temple, Okla.
Where is Temple? rl

Mr. GRAHAM. In the southwestern part down around Lawton. Yq`u

\17,

remember Lawton?
Senator HUMPHREY. Yes, indeed. How do you get along with tho

folks down in the southeastern part?
Mr: GRAHAM. We get along with them pretty good. In fact, °Mk

county now is over in Congressman Carl Albert's district.
Senatq Huntrriumr. We had a wonderful visit in Carl Albert's dial

trict in McAlester. Happy to have you here.
Mr. GRAHAM. I know yOu gentlemen are running late and if I may,t

I will just maybe talk about some of the things that are ri ht down in
my district, my area.

Chairman Humphrey and members of the Rural Develop ent Com-,,
mittee, welcome to the heartland of rural America. I live in one of
those counties that Dr. Evans was talking about, one of those 38
counties that lost population. In fact, our count is about half the
size it was in 1940, to use and I guess all Oklahomans are honestly
interested in rural America. If the Government really wanted to
why does not the Federal Government decentralize some of its activi%
ties out of the congested sea coast area ?
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Now, you are in-a State today that has the largest Indian population
in the Nation. Wliy could we not have the Bureau of IndianAffairs .

S ator HUMPHREY. By God, I am for you 100 percent. They ought
to t that out of Washingto now.

. r. GRAHAM. I would like to go into that a little bit later if I may.
But you are in a State also that last year had $1.2 billion in farming
income, second in the number of cattle, second in hard red minter
wheat, and there could be some of the Department of Agriculture
moved to Oklahoma. We would appreciate any of them ; Department
of Interior.

Senator IfuntrimEy. Do not take it all now.
[Laughter.] .

Mr. GRAHAM. Just any part of it.
Senator litrairthisv Carl Curtis just kicked me under the table.
[Laughter.] i

Senator Ctams. Can we pick out what we send ?
Mr. GRAHAM. We would be proud to have any of it.
Senator Cuirris. We have some in Washington who would be gladto be rid of it.
Mr. GRATTAN. Now, our Vo ech schools are good and I wish wehad one in the little county I e in, but I think we should think

about maybe teaching some of these trades in high school so our
people could learn this skill and by the time they graduate they could

because ey are of is no sign that they are not good people. They
participia4e. Not all our boys and girls are college material and just

would make good citizens if given a little help.
I think we have put too much emphasis on education and not enough

on hard work. You take also in these small counties, we have nodomestic help, no practical nurses. Why not set up a school that would
teach these people how to do domestic work, practical nursing, cook-ing? This is looked upon as downgraded work at this time.

Let these people graduate with some prestige and let them be paid
ia sufficient income.

Within the county itself, it would employ 2 percent of the peopleand' this 2 percent could come off the welfare rolls.
Our late Senator Bob Kerr, you know, he had great vision and one

of them was water, and we have a lot of water in eastern Oklahoma.
We,have enough water for the whole State of Oklahoma; if this water
was pipeliiied- or canaled over to western, Oklahoma it would increasethe population in western Oklahoma several times.

Our farm income, as I mentioned a while ago, was $1.2 billion last
year and this is twice what it was in 1947. Yet our net income Was
less during this inflationary time and land has gone up about four
times, and this was due to outside money, and when you put the pencil
to what the old farmer made percentagewise, you probably would have
to put a decimal point before you put a figure down.

As to our small farms, I think on those the Government should en-
courage industrial movements into small areas, on account of the
small farmers, the margin farmers. In that way he could devote enough
of his time, or his wife working in the factory, and he could have time
enough left to do this farming, and thiswould encourage the people
to move from the city back to the farm. .
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All the people I have visited with 'that I know that are living in
the city now that used to live ill the rural areas, and, a lot of thqi,1
that live in the city, seem to have one tiling in mind, they would like._
to move back to where they could work and have a small farm. They
always make this statement.

I a() not know how man of them would really hack it up, but it
seems that this is what everyl NVOIlld like to lave.

You know, alid'ost every t* ne you see some different groups identi-
fying the rural towns, it is t stud Ey 2,500 to .5o,000 populationAVIlen
you used a yardstick on this, in the upper group we just exRlude three
cities in Oklahoma, Lawton, Oklahoma City, and Tulsa, but on the
lower group we exclude 5th) towns in Oklahoma., and this is where
we have lost the population; because I know; I live in one of them, the
towns under 2,500 people. They are the towns that are hurting the
most.

I think we should encourage these counties to get togeth r and have
one industrial site for the whole county. There is no use n one little
old town in one area of the county bucking another one and if the
Government would just run interference, say, even with t e 500 For-
tune. businesses in the United States, the big ones, the plants, if they
would run interference with these little counties and try to locate
these plants Within them, we could get some plants. They have a way
of doing the:e things and thei' could sure encourage it.

Gentlemen, I think that ii,bout covers everything but maybe the
I might get back to the risk problem.

I have several banks and I do not believe that I have an SBA loan
that we have a payment on that is lagging, and this is only 25-75
percent, and if we go too heavy we get criticized by the banking de-
partments. So if we hadif this could be set up in these small towns,
it little bit more risk on a 10-90 basis, where the bank could participate
a little bit more, if the bank is just taking 10 percent, we would not
be criticized as much and we could take a whole lot more risk.

Getting back to this Indian Department again, I would like to give
you a little example just how far we are from ?Washington, and we
are not very. far either, but I live in a county where we have 50,000
acres of Indian land. All the rest of the landowners 'pay their portion
of the .taxes, keep up the local government and the schools. I have
never heard one landowner ever complain. But every time we have a
community project, such as rural water district, and/that is a, good
one, or an upstream control where the farmers participate at $2 an
acre, and we cannot locate the Indian or the land is tied up in estate
or 32 heirs, or tied tit) in the U.S. Supreme Court, the project after a
few nionths just dies and the county dies a little bit right along with it.

We go to the Bureau of Indian Affairs and they sa their hands are
tied. We have a smallwe have a house in a small t wn. The Indian
lives iil it-until it is not fit to live in. He moves out The town con-
(lends the house. What-does it do? It sits there. The epartment says
it cammt, touch it.

70- 116 -71- pt. .S-5
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1 knot's one of the nicest homes in mithwestern Oklahoma, there has
been an Indian house right next to it for 10 years. It has been con-
demned. It has been vacant. Wildcats and varmints, grass 'Ewe to
waist- high. The tow II cannot touch it and the Indian Department will
not do anything about it because they :ay the Supreme Court has not
sett led W ho t he heirs are yet.

1 do not think there is any sense in that. There ought to be a way
some way that the Bureau of Indian Affairs can handle these things
because it just makes these community projects die. And I do not mean
to be pickin on any part of the rovernment because 1 knowI have
had a lot of experience with the 'DIC am d the banking department
and they are run in district and they do good job and I think it is
because they hire responsible people, and hey put responsibilities on
their shoulders, but they do a good job, the istrict men. '

Senator Ilumplutor. Thank you, Mr. rtiham. I.do not have any
immediate response to your proposition o proposal. I do believe that
the decentralization of govern t fa itiesin fact,, this is one of
the things that is mandated in conaessional statute, that the agencies
of government are to consider in,ihe lochtion of new facilities the
whole question of rural development and the dispersal of facilities
into rural areas.

There is a constant tendency to keep these agencies in Washington.
I think it is because we are still thinking that we do not have closed
circuit television, computers, electronic means of communication.
There is no need at all of having a lot of these government depart-
ments in Washington, absolutely mine at all..

We moved the social security offices to Baltimore. It did not hurt it
It bit. Sonic of die Federal Government insurance programs, veterans,
are spread around the country and work very well. No reason at all
we could not do that.

I want to thank you very much.
Senator Curtis?
Senator Cruris. You have given us a very fine statement. I shall

not take time for any questions. You helped our record materially.
Senator BELLmox. Mr. Chairman, I would like to pursue one line

of questioning with Mr. Graham.
Cotton County is one of the counties that has been caught up in

this very serious drought we have had in Oklahoma during the past
few years, is that not true ?

Mr. GRAHAM. Right.
Senator BELLMON. I know in your bank you are able to observe what

this has done to the people in the area you serve. Could you give us a
couple of things?

First of -all, is the drought causing southwestern Oklahoma to
lose any population ?

Mr. GRAHAM. Well, since you mention it, I will ell you one thing
that happened, and you are familiar with it, and that is when you
sentyou and Congressman Carl Albert sent these letters out outlining
the different programs, we were very happy. We had an old boy
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come in there and he was a borderline case and we knew if we ex-
tended him credit to make another crop, we would probably be criti-
cized and maybe his loan would be classified. So we would show him
those letters, all the different programs you had, and some of them ,I am talking about a good man and he would take them ov.er to
Farm Home Administration. He would come back and want to'bor-
row those letters. On two occaiions I confronted Farm Home Admin,
istration with those letters. Yes, they knew all about them, but they
did not have that kind of program.

This old boy, he would come back, go to the city, get him a job.
The amazing thing about this guy, he gets a good job because this
kind of person, he has a reputation of really doing a good job at his
work, performing to hisbest ability, so he gets a good job. He comes
back, he sells out his farm, and he tells his friend, Joe or his neighbor
Harry, and he does the same thing.' He gets him job. So 'you lose a
few people like that.

Now, we would have been better off in our county if we never had
any drought disaster program at all, just on acount of that one thing.

There was some mix-up someplace in the Federal Home Adminis-
tration. The letters that you all sent out were just alike.

Senator .BELmox. You are saying that the present Federal drought
disaster program is not adequate for the needs of your area?

Mr. GRAHAM. Well, the letters you all sent &a have been real good,
but it did not turn out that way.

Senator BELLMON. What would you like to see. in the program thatis not p resen tly
Mr. GRAHAM. Well, when you have those borderline casesI haSe

lived in that county all my life and I know those people and I would
like to make them a loan to make another crop. They are the right
people. Maybe they are not the best managers in the world butt you
know, I know you understand banking. If you go too fax with an old
boy and he does not have collateral, you just get criticized and your
hands are tied.

Well, this is the kind of people that the Government can help. They
could sure help.

Senator BELLMON, Now, Mr. Graham, bere is the situation as I un-
derstand it. In Cotton County, for instance, you may go along with
4 or 5 good years and farmers get rain and everything is fairly pros-
perous and it is a stable community: Then you catch one of these bad
years which we have from time to time, which we will 6probably have
again in the future. It is during that time when there needs to be some-
thing in addition to the local financing institutions that can help get
these people through those periods of stress and keep them from mi-
grating to the cities.

Is this the way you have analyzed the situation ?
Mr. GRAHAM. Well, yes; of course, a lot of it goes back to the fact

of the net income they are making from the farm, and when they have
good years they are just barely getting by and then when they have a
bad ye,ay, that is when they think a about leaving the farm.

t
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Senator BELLMON. Do you have customers that your are going to
have to force out of business-this year, that you cannot finance again ?

Mr. GRAHAM. No. Luckily, we are not. We have some that we may
get criticized for, but we are not foreclosing on a one of them. So far
since I have been in the banking business, and that has not been but
8 years, I Ii've not foreclosed on anybody.

Senator IIIMPHREY. You are a kind-hearted banker. [Laughter.
Mr. GRAHAM. Na kind-hearted ; just have not done it.
Mr. CAMP. That is the kind of Oklahoma bankers we have, Senator.
(Applause.)
Senator Hiatmintr. Thank you.
Mr. CAMP. I wns in it 42 years and have not foreclosed on anybody.
Mr. GRAfIAM. Well, I hope I can say the same thing, Congressman,

because lenjoy every bit of it.
6 Senator HHMPHREY. Thank you,. Mr. Graham; we want to thank you

very much for your appearance.
Mr. GRAHAM. Thank you very much. I enjoyed it.

SenatorSenator Hultrinici. Again in this instance I want to make sure that
all the testimony in the prepared statement is included in the record.

(The prepared statement of Mr. Graham is as follows :)
Mr. GRAHAM. Welcome to the heartland of rural America.
According to the 1970 census, 38 counties in Oklahoma lost popula-

tion. The migration from farms and rural communities to our larger
cities and even out of State continues. This penalizes Oklahoma because
our Oklahoma educated citizens are leaving their home towns to find
gainful employment elsewhere.

There is one obvious, beneficial and, believe it or not, easy solution
to aid rural America. If the Federal Government is honestly interested
in rural- Ainerlea, then why doesn't the Federal Government decentral-
ize some of its activities and move them out of the congested and
problem riddled seacoast area.

You gentlemen sit today in a State with the highest Indian popula-
tion in the Nation. Why not transfer the Bureau of Indian Affairs to
Oklahoma. To a rural area. Start a whole new, modern community, if
necessary.

You gentlemen sit today in a State which last year had a cash farm
income of $1.2.billion. We are second in the numb of beef cattle and.
Hard Red winter wheat production. In minor crops, we are first in
mung bean production and second in broom corn production. Soy
beans will contribute over $10 million this year. Why not move some
activities of the Department of Agriculture or Department of Interior
to rural Oklahoma. Some activity of Department of Commerce such
as SBA could be relocated. In this day of instantaneous communica-
tfons, no area is remote from Washington.

9
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Rural areas should be assisted in planning and zoning on a county
basis to be attractive to industry. Industry's primary concern is avail-
ability of labor; 'then vality or trainability. On going reports are
published for large areas, defined as Standaid Metropolitan Statistical
Areas byttlie U.S. Bureau of Censult. This is justified to serve the needs
of industry, the changing pattern of the labor market p*i just the
sheer 'umbers of people. But no such information is avaNble for
rural areas. Nor can it beprovided economically on, a continuing basis.
Rural communities find it difficult if not almost impossible to know at
any given time the availability of the labor force. If funds have been
spent previously"` on a labor survey, chances are the figures are out:-
dated. Some way should be devised to cover the cost of a thorough labor
survey conducted for a specific prospect. Also, 'rural communities don't
have a reservoir of skilled labor. But with proper help and assistance,
area vo-tech schools can train industry's labor.

Additional vo-tech schools can train our young people and newly
Married couples .skilled in ,the fields of mechanics, Welding,) refrigera-
tion, carpentry, heavy 6.quipnient, and electronics Our ,high school

Prstudents
couldobe taught many of these skills in school along with,live-

stock, birds and fish, vegetable crops on a year round lasis on small
irrigation plot With this type of background, it would make our
young people able to participate upon graduation from high school.
We must .keep in mind that not all of our young people are 011ege
material. but because:they are not doesn't- mean they are not good cit-
izens who if given a little help can do good work and make a good
living. L honestly believe that toe'much, emphasis has been put on
education and .not enough on hard Work.

In the small rural counties, a large percent of thi. population are
elderly, there are no practical nurses or domestic help, it. is looked
upon as a downgraded work. Schools could be setaSip in each county

7 to teach practical nursing, cooking and domestic help. so people could
"graduate from this school with: some prestige and be paid a. sufficient
income. It would employ 2 percent of the population within the county
and most of these people are on welfare at this time.

The late Senator Bob Kerr, with his foresight for large lakes in
eastern' Oklahoma, was a great asset to the area. The eastern, part of
Okidlioma has enough water for the whole State. If transportation
was made available td transport this water through condi or large
pipes to western Oklahoma, it would be the greatest thing that ever
happened to the State. The large lakes in western Oklahoma have not
been full in years. The drainage, evaporation and seepage makes these
lakes not, as desirabli! over the area as lakes of 20 to 80 acre size and
I am talking about lakes that would cost between $10,000 to $20,000
with ,the farmer participating in the cost. Practically on every other
section are suitable darn sites for small lakes. These would serve two
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purposes, put three times as many ple bank on the farm aS 100
acres under irrigation would pro e as /1111611.as a section in south-
western Oklahoma. Also, there-would be truck 'farming as well as
more livestock raised:The other thing that the small lakes would do
is make the small towns in the area more desirable for the people to
live in. This would be brought about by plentY of water for the, town
as 'well as,boating, swimming, skiing and different kinds of recreation.
The wildlife program could be carried out more desirably.

The Government' should toteourage the establishment of small in-dustry in the small towns and rural areas of the Nation. This woad
enable the margin farmer or his wife to work in the factory and still
deYote,enough time to their small farm tooperate it. This kind of
program would .cause people ,to-move from over populated cities buckto the rural areas.
;Our farm income in Oklithomit in 1910 was $1.2 billion. ThiS was-twice as large as in 4941. Yet our net income was hIss in the most

inflationary time withthe land prices having scaled fourfold due tooutside. money. This makes the- farmer's return very small on hisinvestment.
Large, max ire expenditures of Federal hinds are not necessarily(..it

the. answer. But a flexible, fluid, fast moving mechanism is needed.
Governgnent funds are needed now to prepare the site just selected
by the industry. The process for grants and loans should be simplified
and speeded up. Government participation in providing municipal
services such as water and sewer should be speeded np.

Much confusion exists in defining rural Ann:ica. Many agencies of
Government use differerft criteria. Some people class a town of 2.500
population as rural even though it is a bedroom community to a metro-'
politan area. Some class s town rural strictly on a population basis:
2,500 to 50.000. By that definition: on the upper basis Oklahoma.6x-
chides only three cities: Oklahoma City. Tulsa. and Lawton. On the
lower basis. we would. exclude approximately' 500 communities that
happen to need assistance the most. We are vitally interested in assist-
ing our rural areas. To provide jobs where people are, sonic large
companies, such as Sears, put plants where people are. They take the
jobs to the people. In Oklahoma, when we talk of rural areas, we place
no population limit. We .are in fact talking about most of our 'State.

Senator HUMPHREY. Dr. Thomas Lynn. Dr:Lynn is professor and
chairman of Community Medicine of the University of Oklahoma
Medical School, Oklahoma Medical Center, Oklahoma City.

We welcome you, Dr. Lyfin. We look forward to your testimony.

STATEMENT OF DR. TAMAS N. LYNN, CHAIRMAN, DEPART-
MENT OF COMMUNITY HEALTH; UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA
MEDICAL CENTER, OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.

Dr.layNN. Thank you.
Again, in light of the time, let me be as brief as possible and, -with

your permission, I will simply abstract what' is in the -written, testi-
mony already prepared and expand on only a few points in this.

/'I
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Senator HUMPHREY. We will surely include all of it in the record.
Dri LYNN. Thank you.
Senator Ilt-mptraEy. We appreciate your observations.
Dr. LYNN. The University of Oklahoma Medical Center has as its

primary mission education and continues to have this. however, in
about 1964 the administration of the medical center felt-that it should
devote itself to the solution of some health problems other than just
by the educational route.

One of these that presented itself in a major way to Oklahoma'was,
"Why are there not doctors in rural Oklahoma"? "Why are they,,
leaving"?

We questioned some people who were returning to our residency
programs for specialty training who had been out in rural practice
and they would come back and say, "I cannot take it. I am on call 24
hoiirs a day, 7 days a week. There is nobody to relieve me. I am trapped
and T cannot stand it any longer."

They also tell us that they have no other professional colleagues to
talk with, nobody with whom to have day-to-day conversations about
whatever doctors talk about. This is why they return.

They also mention the community itself. They felt that the school,
system was not up to the quality which they would like to have their
children's education to be handled through and lack of other cultural
advantages.

Well, looking at this, the medical center felt that it could work with
a small community to see if some of these problems could bejoYercome
and get some medical care back to a community which did riot have it.
The community of Wakita presented itself and thereupon began a
partnership which continues to this date.

The citizens of Wakita, via a local corporation, floated a self-liq-
uidating bond issue and, with the help of the medical 'center, de,-
signed a facility to really be the kind a physician should like to prac-
tice. in. It had under one roof a nursing home. an extended care facility,
a nonsurgical hospital, a pharmacy and oilers space for three physi-
cians, offers space for people to extend the care of the facility out to
the community such as a public health nurse and social workers, a
small emergency room and a small obstetrical facility.

This happened. Things went along "reasonably smoothly. The facil-
ity was opened in 1968 and recruiting for physicians to man this was

'there
and the first physician was recruited to begin practice

there in 1969.
I might add that from the :time that the facility was opened, they

had round-the-clock medical coverage by faculty generally from the
University of Oklahoma Medical Center. *ho:drove 130 miles and
staved there for periods of time.

The future of Wakita now looks assured. It is functioning. It is
providing good health care. It has had however problems in its devel-
opment. Not the least of these has been Federal regulations regarding

A.
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.staffing patterns health facilities; that is, in hoOttals, nursing
homes and such as hat. 4.

For 'instance, we have to have two directors of Ag, one for the
musing home and one for the ho§pital, and they,inay broth be there at
the same time even t hough they*e 'Working oitt .ottiie same nursing
station.

Senator Criwrirs..11ay I askivmuest ion right there?
Dr. LYNN. Yes.
Senator Cuiris. Is that teq#kred by statute or is that by regulation?
Dr. LYNN. It is by regulatiO4
Senator (*cans. They oughtet:ear it up. That is just ridiculous.
Senator Ili:N[19mi% V have t*sanw problem at home.
Dr. LYNN. We feel like it is ridie'ulouS,
Senator Cirris. Congress liffS given them no authority to promul-

gate regulations like that..
Senator III-mem:Kr. I fold it doctor at home in a hospital, I said

throw that bum out when 1w comes in. I mean the inspector. Kick him
out. Do not pay any attention. He is just a guy who does not know what
to do. A young lawyer who wrote up some special regulations.

Dr. LYNN. I wish we could &that.
Senator I fi-xtrintEy. Well, my doctor did. I do not know what is

going to happen to him. but se r o us 1 y, that is a sad thing that you are
telling us.

Dr. LYNN. Other problems have been the initial location of Wakita,
the town itself, which is not on a transportation hub and, had we. to do
it over again; we either would have picked a different town to work
with or else moved Wakita, one or the other.

It is difficult for other people to get to. This has somewhat inhibited
its growth.

The intertown rivalry has been a problemThe populace of a town
12 miles away did.notreally wish to come to Wakita because Wakita
acquired soinethiwr they did not have. This is now breaking down and
I think is coming along very nicely.

The medical center is now, with the .new Federal legislation re-
garding interested in approaching a second area of the State
which presents a different sort of problem, that is, an area in which
there is considerable poverty, the southeastern area of the State into
which Weyerhaeuser is going. This is using the. I IMO approach, that
is, the health cam corporation, with physicians, physician assistants,
and the population or citizens of the community forming a copora-
tion, with financing on a prepaid basis.

We. feel like this presents an opportunity to demonstrate that this
can be carried out in a very poor part of the State.

Problems which we anticipate in that area hue, one, the management
expertis6 required to set up and manage. a health cam corporation
which physicians do not have, which by and large does not exist in the
community in which this was planned.

A. second problem in this area again is regulatory and this has to
do not only with State regulations, but also regulations from private
industry such as Blue Cross, Blue Shield. That is their current method
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of payment on a fee-for-service . basis emphasizing inpatient services.
This becomes a problem in designing the health maintenance organiza-
tion to begin with. This we feel can be overcome. Either legislation or
changes in.regulation could help such projects as this along.

Senator III:myna Ey: The emphasis is not WI outpatient care, bit
inpatient rare, fee for service

Dr. LYNN. Fee for service is what is encouraged now.
Also, the current way in which Blue Cross; Blue Shield operates,

encourages hospitalization of patients, which is really the most ex-
pensive part of health care, rather than doing this on an ambulatory
basis.

In summary, I would make the following recommendations to you
(1) That small rural medical centers be set up only on a regional

latsis; relying on transportation to bring the people to a center where
minimum of three physicians may practice together, and that reliance
on solo practitioners in very small towns bellOcouraged ;

('2) That increased attention be given to the role of other members
of the health team ( i.e., physician's assistants).- in the expansion of
physician services, particularly in tural arev ;

(3) That sonic sort of enticement be deAigited.for physicians who go
into rural practice, such as initial income augmentation, deferment
from the dra ft, et Cetera ;

(4) That university medical centers be encouraged to devote more
of their attention to rural health care; (a) regarding of primary care;
(b) regarding the augmentation of.continuing education programs for.
physicians in rural areas;

(5) That a careful look be taken at State and Federal regulations
which inhibit development of innovative local solutions to problems,
and that greater flexibility be allowed in this area.

Thank you very much.
( I)r. Lynn's prepared statement is as follows :)
I)r. LYNN. Wakita, Oklahoma is a community of 450 people, lct-

rated in northwestern Grant County in the State of Oklahoma, ap-
proximately 130 miles north of Oklahoma City. It lies in a wheat-
growing area, and is the center of a small trade area with apProxi-
mutely 8,000 people Within a radius of 15 niiles. Tlw population density
Of this area is approximately 12 persons per square mile. The sex dis-
tribution is estimated at 53 percent female and 47 percent male; ap-
proximately 31 percent of the popkthitino is under 19 years of .age with
18 percent of the popUlation being 65 years old or over. The per capita
income for`Grant Comity is repot:fed at $4,604.00.

In -1964, the town's only physician departed leaving the community
with no M.D. within 30 miles. They soon began searching for a new
physician, however, -they were unsuccessful in this effort. In 1965 the
plight of this area was made known to the ,University of Oklahoma
Medical Center, and a plan was formulated jointly by the -medical
center and by a group of citizens in Wakita. This pinti came to be
known. as "Project Responsibility." The people 'of Wakitn by means
of a $450,000 bond issue and with the planning assistance of the rhed-
ical center, designed and built a health facility embodying the latest
in concepts of health care. This health facility contains ender one roof
a model nursing home, extended care beds for those patients wlio have
recently been discharged from acute care hospitals, a small number of
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beds for more acute but nonsurgical illnesses, an emergency room, an
obstetrical delivery room, laboratory and X-ray facilities, physician
offices, an outpatient clinic facility and a pharmacy. It was designed to
be the physical structure for an outstanding and comprehensive
health care system for the people of that area. Not only was it designed
to meet the needs of those patients with chronic illness requiring care
in a nursing home or extended care facility, but also to provide for
uncomplicated obstetrical patients and patients with nonsurgical ill-
ness. It was also planned to be the center of an area of preventive med-
ical program, aimed at preserving the healthy state. It was planned to
have on the staff of the facility not only the usual hospital, nursing
home and extended care personnel, but also the services of a visiting
nurse and a social worker who would extend the services of health
facility to the homes in that area.

The Community Health Center of Wakita, Okla. opened its doors
in 1968, and within a year, a full-time physician was found and has
been there since that time. Staffing is complete except for additional
physicians and the full-time social worker and public health nurse to
extend the services to the community. The University Medical Center
has a great stake in this enterprise; aside from the obvious feature of
demonstrating that quality care can be provided in a somewhat sparsely
settled rural Oklahoma community, this type of medical facility pro-
vides fertile soil for farther research and demonstration in the field
of health care. The university maintains a close relationship with this
facility and indeed, for educational matters it is an extension of the
University of Oklahema Medical Centec. The physician in +he clinic
is a faculty member of the department of community health at the
medical center. It is planned in the future to have residents from the
family medicine elihie of the department of community health spend
periods of time at the Wakita Center as a portion of their residency
training, and it is planned that physicians at the Wakita facility will
return periodically to the medical center to partake in the educational
offerings of the various departments. Similarly it is planned that the
pharmacy will serve as an educational arm bf the school of pharmacy,
in which a, pharmacy intern may become skilled in both outpatient
dispensing and the dutie sof pharmacists who find themselves affiliated
with hospital facilities.

The school of health at the medical center uses thig facility as a
focus of investigation into many aspects of rural health problems.
The facility and its surrounding community should provide the pos-
sibility of experimentation with new and exciting methods of financ-
ing health care, including preventive services.

Although the future of the Community Health Center of Wakita
now seems assured; there have been problems in its development. These
problems are not unique to Wakita and can be used to represent the
problems in the acquisition and maintenance of health services experi-
enced by marry rural communities throughout the country.

It was felt that a minimum of two physicians and very possibly
three should sta. this facility, and that this should ameliorate the all
too frequent complaints which m:e hear from physicians who are leav-
ing rural practice, that they cannot tolerate being "on call" for 24
hours a day, 7 days a week. ft was hoped that with two or more physi-
cians, the physicians time could be arranged such that scheduled free
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time was available for all. A second complaint which is heard from
physicians leaving rural practice, is that they can not tolerate the iso-
lation from the remainder of the professional community. Again, it
was felt that having the eo to three physicians in a cluster would pro-
vide the necessary- professional stimulation which would make the
provision of health services in a rural area more palatable. Further,
it was hoped that the affiliation with a teaching medical center and the
provision of guaranteed free time to return to the medical center
would assist in overcoming this obstacle. Other complaints heard from
physicians returning front rural practice were related to the rural
community itself, thais, the lack of cultural advantages, and the in-
ferior itt VI) t the ahool system.

To date; the 11741tita roject has been a moderate success, the center
is o roing and is providing quality are to that rural area. It has, not,
howe er, built the population it sefves up to a point where a second.
physi an is needed and there is concern that because of this, the first
physic an may, at sometime in the future, depart. Although the center
is now fiscally self sustaining insofar as day-to-day operation goes% it
has no generated sufficient income to began retiring the bonded m-
debte ess, although this is predicted for the near future. Because of
the m ginal financial Situation, the services of the public health nurse
and social wor r which were largely to be preventive in nature have
not been acquire

As I see the sit ation at this time, the problems which have been en-
countered which ave inhibited the development of this center are as
follows :

(1) The loctitio t of the center off of a main highway thereby mak-
ing transportation to and front Wakita less convenient.
. (2) Certain Federal and State regulations conwriting staffing. pat-
erns for hospitals,' nursing homes, and extended care areas which in-
hibit innovating design.

(3) Intertown rivalry.
(4) The isolation of the community itself.

THE 11.11t.O. APPROACIT

There. is, at this time, active consideration of a second rural health
care facility in a different portion of the Stite, that is, the far south-
east which is an area of insular poverty. Current consideration would
indicate that there should he formed a health care corporation com-
posed of physicians, physician's assistants, and members oethe com-
munity which would form a small medical center located at a trans-
portation hub which would provide comprehensive primary health
care services with referral of complicatml diagnostic and therapeutic
problems elsewhere on a contract basis. It is planned that the center
would also contract with the state health department for delivery
of health depaTtment services in that area. and with the Vetertins

. Administration for the provision of outpatient care for veterans in
that portion of the St:te who would normally have to travel approx-
imately 100-150 miles for the outpatient services.

Although this center is now only in a speculative stage, two prob-
lems appear; one having to do with accounting and business manag,e-
ment expertise needed to develop a "prepay" system, and second,. the

a
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lack of flexibility in the numiwr in which many third-party agencies
and companies pay for medical services, that is, on a fee-for-service
basis only and then only for inpatient services. It is apparent to us
that further study of the management systems must be done before
such a project can be started, and that payment study of the man-
agement systeins must be done before such a project-can be started,
and that payment for medical care must be done using a prepay
mechanism.

RURAL HEALTH CARE

I would make the following recommendations to you :
( 1 ) That small rural medical centers'be set up only on a regional

basis. relying on transport at ion to bring the people to a center where
minimum of three physicians may practice together, and that reliance
on solo vractitioners in very small towns be diseottraged.

(:2) 'I hat increased attention be given to the role of other members
of the health team, (i.e., physician's assistants) in the expansion of
physician services, particularly in rural areas.

(3) That some sort of enticement be designed for physicians who
go into rural practice, such as initial income augmentation, deferment
from the draft, et cetera.

(4) That university medical centers be encouraged to devote more
of their attention to rural health care; (a) regarding teaching of
primary care; (b) regarding the augumentation of continuing edu-
cation programs for physicians in rural areas.

(Z) That a careful look be taken at State and Fet1tral regulations
which inhibit development of innovative local solutions to problems,
and that greater flexibility he allowed in this area.

Senator Humminnv. W thank you, 1)r. Lynn, and I want to par-
ticularly thank you for your recommendations at the end of your
testimony. I am sure that all of us here as Senators are aware, of the
different efforts that are being made by our respective university med-
ical schools. I am .familiar with the one that is being made in the
University of Minnesota with a great deal of attention to rural health
care in small towns.

I just visited about 2 weeks ago a center similar to the one that you
have discussed in which you had a nursing home, in which you had an
emergency ward, some obstetrical services, public health .officer, and
so on, an excellent center where there were three doctors, just the pat-
terrkyon are talking about. But that center had the very same problem
you are talking about in terms of Federal regulations and the doctors
met with me as did the director of the health facilities. This not
the one T was referring to. The one that I referred to was out. ere in
S nth Dakota.

y mother is in a nursing home out there where there ik a doctor
tha lives here. He is a wonderful doctor and he is in constant 4tention.
He lives right there. The government had some kind of a dizzy regula-
tion, that they ought to have another doctor or two around, and this
old doctor, John Chedder, lived there all the time,does more work than
five _doctors do anyway. Since my mother was there, I just told the
agent of the government to get out, take care of my motherthat I
knew more about her than he did.

It worked for a while. I do not know how long it will work.
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I think together we will he able to do something about that, but
these recominendathms are very important.

I want to ask you about the use of the new technologies.
Dr. LYNN. Yes, sir.
Senator II t mnintry. For example, one of the proposals that we have

had is to use the pharmacy, for example, as a health -what they call
a health center, where YOU can use closed circuit television, computer
technologies, where there can he some basic inst ruct !Mks C011ik. out of a
regional center to that pharmacist, who is the primary health officer,
and then by rapid transportation hr able to get this patient hack into
a health facility.

Also, the use of computer terminal links with it small town dot or's
office and university medical staff.

Have you given thought to that ?
Dr. IWNN. We have given considerable thought to this. As a matter

of fact, I\ve were looking very hard at it for the Wakita area. That is,
a comps to link coming both out of Wakita and another small town.

We feH that,lirst it was too expensive. It looked to us like ona fee-
fo'r-service basis one could not possibly just ify ehag;% what it would
cost to establish this kind of thing. It would never pay for itself.

Second, people in rural areas am just like people in the city and
they like to gave a health person there who knows them and who is at
least around and available on a 24-hour basis, not soniebodv'' who drives
out, from someplace to an office 20 or 30 miles away. And I do not think
that u felcher system, that is, ht ing somebody less than a physician -
doing other than let's say prevehtive medicine or screening kinds of
operations, triage, perhaps, is a good answer to the problem. I think
lie may go out there and do these things. I think that is fine. But as far
as getting primary medical care, attention to illness problems, I think
probably the best solution for the rural areas is a regionalization. I
really do.

Senator HUMPHREY. What I was directing my attention at was
really much more limited than that. My father was a pharmacist, for
example. Frankly, Dad -took care of more patients than most doctors
did. Ife was pretty good, too, but I do riot think we would ask him to
do any surgery or any major medical consultancy, but most people

.

are not sick anyway when they come in. They Just need to talk to some-
body. When you are a druggist, you find that out,

But there is a chance. it seems to roes to use pal11111(110,11
of gt type for a very limited. function, but not for very real medical
attention.

Dr. 1,1 NN. Yes; sir not for disease care.
Senator ta.y.
)r. LYNN. That is. sophist icated disease care.

Let are say one other thing. Although it is said I think frequently
that 1`.(' do 110l haver enough doctors. I doubt seriously that this is really
Ite. I think thole a tremendous maldistribution of physician man-
power, and also the use, that people put physicians tis not Some
public education needs to he done in this area to know what to use a

.

physician for and what you use somebody else for.
Senator III-MNIREY. Senator Curtis?
Senator Cratris. Just briefly. I have a situation laid before me from

a town in Nebraska, very nice little town, probably less than a thou-

it
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sand. They have a very dedicated doctor there. Ire is willing to stay
there and serve the people 24 hours a day, seven days a week, but he is
70 years old. He would love to serve out his years there taking care of
the people that he knows and loves. but he says he will not at the end
of the day spend 3 or 4 hours making out Governmeht reports and
that he is going to take retirement.

Now, I am for him. I think he is a much more valuable citizen curing
people than making out reports that nobody reads. I think one of the
greatest, services that ever happened to the people is to get Washingtpn
off their necks. Most of their regulations are no good.

Dr. LYNN. Frere is one way in. which computer technology could
help. I think if each patient's visit, physician-patient encounter, office
visit. call it what you want to, could be logged in on a. computer, that
is, diagnosis, medication, bill and who to bill to and this go into a
central computer terminal, that could do the billing for medicare to
the State people.

Senator Cr rms. No. It is not the billing.'It is the reports for the
Government. .

Dr. LYNN. I know, but
'enator CtIrris. Medicare wants to know
Dr. LYNN. But this could also serve medicare.
Senator CURTIS. Time for the patient is the important thing.
Dr. Lyx.N. But if this could be put into a computer terminal out in

his office, done centrally on a computer bank. all these reports could be
filed automatically. plus if this sana patient showed up in an emvr-
gencv room in Lincoln and he had his little number with him, that
could be plugged into the computer and .

Senator i-Irris. I realize it would be helpful if he goes to another
doctor, but if he getawell, what difference does it make what is in the
computer.

Senator HrTmeintEr. The problem is a lot of the. people are not as
honest as the nice doctor you had on medicare. They cheat a bit.

Senator Ctrang. We lave some communities that do not do quite the
right thing in keeping a doctor. The Chamber of Commerce under a
business promotion ideaseeks a doctor, to bring more business to the
town, to keep the drugstore, and so on. They prOvide,some induce-
ments for a young doctor to come there, and evervtime they have,
bruise or a scratch they go to him but the same individuals *10 pro-
moted getting the doctor in, go out of town for more; important
matters.

Dr. LYNN. They use the specialist 5Q miles off.
Senator CURTIS. Yes, and it is not just the loss of his fee. It

breaks
Dr. LYNN. It breaks the relationship.
Senator Curtis. Self-confidence.
We have a number of very fine communities that are served by

one doctor. I would hate to see that
Dr. LYNN. I think this is going, though. I think it is an inefficient

wait to take care of people really.
Senator Cans: Well, I would hate to have everything run effi-

ciently. There is a human element.
Senator HUMPHREY. Carl, we are getting closer together all the time.
[Laughter.]
Senator Bellmon?
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SenatoriI3ELL3toN. Doctor, just one quick question.
Based on your testimony, you appear to be recommending that some-

thing similar to what was done with the establishment ofthe vocational
technical school districts in Oklahoma be established as far as setting
up rural health clinics. You know, when we put together the plan for
the VoTech schools, we required that the area have at least 40,000
people, and I believe a $40 million valuation.

Are you suggesting that there be some kind of a Eederal matching
fund for a rural clinic if it will serve a population large enough to
justify three doctors and the paraniedicalTeoplethat it requires?

Dr. LYNN. I am not sure I would make the exact parallel, but some
kitld of encouragement should be given toward this. I would say a
minimum of three physicians serving a population of ten thousand
people, or seven thousand might be more accurate. that sort of thing
be encouraged rather than what Hill-Burton has done in the past, and
that is go out and help with the financing of hospitals in communities
of 1,000 population where there is no doctor or the doctor is 70 years
old or something.

We have monuments all over Oklahoma that Hill-Burton built that
are empty.

Senator I3ELL3toN. Would you put together a reasonable set of
\ specifications that you think would help identify a viable community

for the creation of one of these Federal
Dr. LYNN. A viable health district ?
Senator BELIAINN. Yes.
Dr. Iffs.s. Okay.
Senator BELLmoN. Would you do this ?
Dr. LYNN. Yes, sir.
(The information is as follows :)

RiTBAL 1154.1.TH . CABE

Thal the quantity And frequently the quality of health services available
to vast reaches of rural Americans insufficient, appears at this time to be ac-
cepted 'by most. At least some of the reasons for the inadequacies also appear
equally obvious. Although, I shall lie. referring for the most part to physicians, the
statements can he applied to a somewhat lesser extent to other members of the
health professions.

I. The physician-patient ratio in rural areas is significantly less than in urban-
suburban areas of the United States: This is occasioned not only by failure of
young physicians or receat graduates of educational programs to go into rural
areas to begin their practice!, but also due to physicians already in practice in
rural areas leaving to return either to various educational programs leading to
stecialty careers or turban areas where association with other physicians, etc.
are available. This sort of physician and health personnel behavior regarding
practice in rural areas.appears to be strongly related to a pattern of solo practice
which has developed in rural areas over many years and which has not changed
toward group practice to the extent that it has in urban areas. The phenomenon
of group practice relieves the physician of the burden of being continuously on
call 24 hours a day, seven days a week, and makes life generally more pleasant
while providing for a continuity of medical care for the patients of the "group."
The group practice also makes available to the physician easy consultation with
his colleagues, which is considered a distinct plus by most who practice medicine.
Other reasons for phyrticians t returning to rural areas include the real or
imagined difference in quell of life that he perceives between the urban and
rural setting. In small town he notes an inferior education for his children and
a paucity of recreational fea ures such as theater, symphony, museums, evening
entertainment, etc., to which e has become accustopied during his training which
by and large has occurred in rel tively large cities.

7!)
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II. There has been a general trend of population migration trout rural to urban
areaa leaving many health facIlltlea partially vacant With an Inadequate popu
lation to support an already existing facility, Ito continued operation becomes
uneconolulca I.

A suggested coluthm fur this would be a rural program, for medically under
developed areas.

1. Rural Health districts Monthl be formed In areas its a Idyll vermin thifiltra could
happen that do not happen in the rentia tinier of the country reganlIng the pro
vision of health services. The Katinev,i'ermanente tirgartInatIon found that at
proximately one. physician per 1.1149 inapuiration in D13111(.1cat, to proaaide colapc:e
hensiye rare. In thin situation, however, vac are a.aalicrsted with primary care with
referral of specialty problem,a tat() a urban area it would, therefore, appi.or
that an approximate physician population ratio should hr one physician pmr 2,11111)
population. Itellattly on tranaportation of the patient to the.phs,atclan should lie
nought rather than putting lava via Iona' Cnt till an Malatc-al mad disperm-Ill pat
tern/. These phonic' be arranged an that the center of practice for a group of

no more than appronlitiatel!, :to minutes by ground tranaportation
fro the furthest patient that It rervea

20, In rural beniii, districts, cacaoragetnent could hr al vent odomiciana to !dun])
practice by : Ka

I sl )efezlovilt f rule dna ft ti wag an tiles, continue to practice in thin din-
trier.

tn An Income tan write off A
3. Physiciatta, In order to quality for I her:e Mattel-Ha for returning to rural prac-

tice, should, if potAble, develop an a r.::a,=1tathin with n infournum of two other
physaeinmi such tluat easy al- )11h to pa hie, and 1.1/111111g, taighttinte'and
vacation coverage can be old allied

4. In this rural health Iliad rtt, ataIing patterns In health facilities, I.e., I nurs-
lug' homea, horapitalti and extended care facilItlea) should he nufficientlyflealhie
so that maximum advantage may Lim taken of available hOalth pertanuteL Them fa-
cilities should not be rrquired to cue4.t all of the criteria generally required regard-
ing personnel staffing patterns.

5. Also, In the rural health district, special provisions should be made for
continuing professional and general education of the health personnel, via exteUr
Dion divitilona front universities fur the general education and from university
medical centers for t he runt I MUM: health eft tti'n t Ion

6. More extensive 11,:P 1411(101(1 la, allowed for other helping personnel such as
the phynician assintant. It in quite pamaible that intelligent lice of these people
will dicrerive somewhat the aba,olute number of physiriann needed in any par-
ticular area.

7. AA it part of thin general pro3rant, Increased encouragement should be given
to university meilicalcontern to develop educational programa which emphasize
primary health care delivery, rather than education which, per ce, leads toward
an ultimate specialty choice.

Senator lIratunrY. ThasalI you very much. We are so grateful to
all of you for taking tht time that you have today. As you can see, we
have our own points of view around here. We all enjoy our own preju-
dices. It is one of the delights of life. lint we also enjoy listening and
-hearing good eonst ruct lye thought which we have had aplenty today.
I think we have had ninny innovative ideas.

I want to thank you, octo, and other wit ilet4Seti.
This is our final witnes9. -
We have a statement from Dr. Lloyd E. Church, Latimer County,

Wilburton, Okla., which we will include in the record.
We also have a statement frony-George Stone, president, Oklahoma

Farmers Union, which will he made a part of the record.
In addition, we have a Gt raternont from the Cherokee Hills res urce

conservation and development project, and a statement by the Fa ers
Home Administration.

(The documents are ao follows:)



STATEMENT OW Dn. LLOYD E. (111111( 11, WIILIMITOV, ()NIA.

Mr. Chairman, dintingulnhed coimaitte member° and frlentlii: I am 1.1034 E.
Lurcli. den, Imt, 1,i11,1/11 ")11111 1, H.4.1

On llama of tr people of (ntlittimina J cunt to Multi ion illhtmt.',111Nliell
gentlemen fur colonic; to Ohlallonia to )1,10 the all important owl 11dr,1
ilea rim

I 1,01, t, =.1.3 na1 octive advmnic of r tarn! devulopinnt for more tki fi fiats fr5,

and for the pant tv,enty can Vt crt er '1.? 1,
linntrict l4ttprc,'_or Ill both ciectertt and PCIr`ttfil 1)L1.01.alla I L.14o 11,11 :1
Iraq' of the I JLIallo:,t1 iVater her-Amt.-en fto.aril rim, 11 ,10.1.1Hri .11111 1,1%

C.VOKIrli Mc. four otate area a ti,, It garti itc,t;101,11 t 1,1111111,,11 li
Water Itezmurreu Development, therefore niy knot% tedg4. rorol pt./Nemo iiif
ac & In liruttannd.

in C.., , ;.,) oil I 5. 1 b,g.in 1,. 4),.1), l Mit ;1)1, {%/./', MS 1!
and acquaintance° in limey County, fielling, (Minimum, tore beginning to
migrate to the larger cltien and townn In Oklahoma ami surrounding' states
for better opportunitlea To thin day the migration of our youth from the small
tom.rin and rural areas have emitinued.

It In my feeling that rural America hati helped make these inited"States
great Nation. Today we continue to depend upon rural Atnericit to produce the
food and fiber that we need.

My observations throughout these years have been that private capital and
Industry, and even our federal government, was reluctant to invest capitol iii
smajl towns and rural communities. Today the complexities of our larger centers
alm*t deem 1t necessary that we give some consideration to the development
of otIK small towns and meal areas whereby the aforernention financing could
make ractive these areas wherein people would like to Hire.

More recently the federal government has begun to realize that the develop
meat of rural America with the resulting, redistribution of the population is a
workable solUtiOn to many of the problems within our inner cities. The migra-
tion pattern from rural to urban areas can be reversed by providing jobs and

' opportunities cvil6iu the underpopulated but attractive rural areas. It bus been
my experience that the majority of the smaller communities are actively encour-
aging the industrial growth which would provide the needed opportunities and
incentives.

There are three basic needs in the development 1pf our rural areas which are
prerequisites to the growth of any communitythese are roads, streets and an
adequate water supply.

We have an excellent highway system in Oklahoma but we do not have'enough
exits onto hard-surfaced county roads. A county road program could be developed
by the county commissioners with the assistance of the State Highway
Department.

If more of our natural resources had been developed heretofore we would
still have country schools and small, progressive towns and cities, and the large
centers of population of these United States would not be as complex as they
are today.

No community can develop and grow any more than its water supply will
permit. An adequate water supply would provide for the present needs but
should also include surplus waters tut accommodate and allow for expansion.

The larger cities of our state grew and prospered because of an adequate
water supply. Many of our towns stay small because, to this day, they do not
have access to sufficient water.

The Oklahoma Water Resources Board, with the assistance of the Corps of
Engineers, Bureau of Reclamation and the Soil Conservation Service, is develop-
ing a plan to move water from eastern Oklahoma, an area of abundant supply,
to the water short areas of western Oklahoma. The plan considers transporting.
only the surplus waters above the one hundred-3 ear projected needs of the area
of origin to western Oklahoma to meet, present and future deficits. he.projects
required for development would also serve the needs within the atea of origin.

The poor geographical distribution is only one of the problems providing
adequate water supplies throughout the state. The second problem is the linen-

' cial inability of small communities to develop a long-range future water supply.
The impoundments of water in farm ponds with greater "surfave area a ml depth,

plus multiple-purpose detention reservoirs could be developed by the State Soil
Conservation Commission Districts for the water supply in these communities.

711-11t1--71 --pt. 5(1
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Tlie Partners Home 'Ad intotrat/ca and the Agricultural Iltabilizatina andCorxtrvatiou tIervic4 tngclItyr ulth tho unatakmee of the Or,tarba Ittional Com
1.3.015.,:tan attd Forentry Iftltzrtinnal, all bout) zit oLtratua u filch could help InIto piutliItql or dot f-,b,g,niteut taNgoi 0 cvori.

c hairtnan, v,-,Nat I um (Mc-Tut:lino to coy in YOU stud Pow' comtalitycq' la that
070 Dt-Ot,C) (Al of the rat'1%-':-..7-3171) OL3C'Crivn Iu,th stab and federal, Including our uni
ticvnilicto and emic,con, to flovaop 70101 %Mc...14 13 I um aware of thin treinentiountadi 01141 the g mot noon/gni mot, and our federal government cannot nOnli111111,
to oupyls7 ail of the money that we need. but ?undo could be appropriated for a re-
volving fund whereby we could complete the needed improvements and pay backthe money, with interest, that woo loatml to ua by our government. Perhaps
It nhould I'm, I he reaponnlifillty of the state. The State of Texan, for Instance, with
their larger financial capability, does ha a successful program of this nature.Oklahoma Sind the other surrounding states. however, do not have this legis-
lative authority arutprohably do not feel they have the financial ubtlity to pro-vide an adequate revolving fund.

Bin Chalrmaii, we need your support in this program, either financially orthrough legislation which would encourage the states to develop their ownprogram.

GEbnclz STONE, PIIEFTIDENT, OKLAHOMA FARMERS UNION, OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.

Mr. Chairman, Members of the romrnittee : I am George Stone, President of
Oklahoma FarrnTrs Union. I am-pleased to have the opportunity to testify todayon rural problems and rural development.

Senator Humphrey, I want to express my appreciation to you and your Rural
Development Subcommittee for.scheduling this field hearing in Oklahoma. The
State of Oklahoma increased in population by almost 10 percent from 1960 to
1970, anti in thIs'''sense did somewhat better than our neighboring states to the
North. Nevertheless,, the rural people of Oklahomamaking up almost IA of-the
State's total t)opulatlen of 2.56 milliondid not fare well during the decade of
the 1960's, As in other areas of the Nation, there is.a clear need for bolder meas-
ures for rural revitalization In Oklahoma.

Mr. Chairman, at the' (offset I would like tu,assocriate myself with the testi-
mony presented to your Subcommittee by Tony Dechant, President ot National
Farmers Union, in Washington on June 16.

Among other recornmendations. Tony Dechant called for the establishment of
a Rural Deyeloptnent Credit Bank to -help to supply capital financing, for rural
development. Up to this point, we have relied upon the Farmers Home Adminis-
tration and other ,basically agricultural credit institutions fig-the source of loans
,and grants for non-farm rural development programs. A separate Rural De-
ivelopment Credit Bank could take some of the load off farm credit institutions.

:"st> that these agencies can concentrate on supplying badly-needed credit to
farmers.

This need for a separate financing Unit for rural development is particularly
necessary as the government seeks to encourage industrial development to pro-
vide non-farm jobs for rural people. Payment of incentives to industries to locate
in rural areas is expensive.

Furthermore, this approach to rural development clearly serves the interest
of u*an, as well as rural areas, by relieving population pressures on the cities.
Consequently. financing of induStrial development should be supplied by general
credit sourcetsuch as a Rural Development Bank would draw uponrather
than by farm credit institutions.

The Consolidated Farm and Rural Development Act, introduced in the Senate
on July 7 by Senator Humphrey and 43 co-sponsors, would establish a new system
for financing rural development essentially algng the lines recommended by Tony
Dechant. Mr. Chairman, we appreciate yon' initiative in introducing 8..2223,
and we pledge our support for this important legislation.

We support enactment of S. 2223 not only because it will bring "new" money
and credit into rural development. We also support the bill because it is de-
signed to strengthen the T.I.S. Department of Agriculture as the Cabinet-level
agency primarily responsible for rural and farm well being. In a real sense,
we look upon your bill as an alternative to the President's proposal to abolish
the USDA and scatter its functions among four departments of the national
government.

With the farm parity index now standing at 70, the lowest level of farm
prices since the Great Depressionfarm programs deserve representation in the
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President's Cabinet. Certaiikly this is not the time to relegate farming to a sub-',
Cabinet stotus.

Oklahoma Farmers Union urges enattrnent of S. 2223 by the Congress, in order,
to gear up the Department 1)f Agrfeulture for a more effective attack on both
farm and non-fa rut rural problems.

If the Farmers Ilona. Administration is relieved of soon. of its non-farm rural
development responsibilities by the new unita established by S. 2223, the new
Farm Development Administration can then concentrate on helping small and
,young farmers to improve their operations .and stay on the farm. The iielegates
to ()Mailmn Farmers Union's most recent annual convention adopted the fol-
lowing policy statement on houis to young farmers :

-Farmers Union urges that the Vu mien+ I loow Adniink.+ration provide reason-
able long-Iertn loan rates; to ?Hung fart who want to start farming."

In this way, FNMA ( or the new-Farm Do% elopment Administration to be es-
tablished by S. 2223 I can help to strengthen family farm agriculture.

If rural development is to be truly effective and lasting, it must be based upon
a foundation of a strong and viable family farm agriculture. Farming is the
number one business in rural America, and farming is the number one activity
for generating the income of bankers, grocers, Implement dealers, and others in
rural communities and smaiLtowns. ,

. The delegates to Oklahoma Farmers Union's state convention adopted the
following resolution on family farm income :

"We favor the enactment o gislation that will provide 100% parity income
protection on all farm commo ales produced by family size farmers."

Such legislation. itenacte , could indeed be a giant step forward toward sus -'
lainable rural revitalization? If this was combined with stronger credit, bargain
ing, and other.legislation to strengthen family farm agriculture, we would truly
see a blooming (tr the rural countryside. '

ChairMan, I know that your Subcommittee doeS not have direct jurisdic-
tion over farm credit, price support, credit and related policies. How-ever, I also
know that you and your Subcommittee want to develop and enact a prog'ram of.

,.- rural renewal that will be more than a short-run showcase. We all Want a true
mening of rural areas; we want viable rural economies in Oklahoma and
Other states.

-Wedirmly believe a prosperous Kamily farm pattern of agriculture is essential
to this kind of rural. renewal. That is why I have Placed such emphasis on the
agricultural component of rural development today.

auk you.

STATXMENT FILED RY ILIE ('HER0KEE HILLS AND QUACIIINt MouNTAA
RESOURCE CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS

o Honorable Senators Humphrey and Belimon, Ladies' and Gentlemen : the
Cherokee Hills arc] the Ouachita Moontsins RC &D Project's, incorporated, ap-
preciate the geportuntty-to. testify before this important, committee on rural
development.

The two Resource Conservation and Development (hereafter referred to as
'.RC &D ") Projects have,,combined efforts and have asked me to present this
statement of position. representing both RCM) Projects.

The RC &I) Projects recognize and are devoted to acceleration of the natural
and human resource development in 13 counties in eastern Oklahoma. The
counties are primarily rural. The.projeets cover approximately 8 million acres of
land and encompass some 257,000 76ople.

The RC -D projects are s nsored by Conservanon Districts, incorporated
towns, county commissioners, and several other local entities of county and
state government. We are ass ted by various committees which are appointed
by sponsoring organizations. lieFle committee members are non-paid volunteer
citizens representing variou community and county organizationS. Federal and
state agencies have been epresented at any. of our various meetings and
lended valuable assistance.

In our st(atethent regarding position, we feel ' rather strongly about the
following:

We cia not feel a need for new agencies. We do feel to elirdinate overlap
of existing agencies.

We do not believe that a host of new programs are. needed. Rather, we feel
the existing programs should be better gear to fit the needs of 'the grass-root
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citizens and smaller communities. We do feel that additional financing of existing
programs is needed and that such financing should not be in the administrative
areait should be in the application area.

We desire the revision' of Public Law 566 to better meet the needs of our
people and reduce the timetable involved and broaden the objectives of the pro-
grain. Additional Nods are needed for this program.

We do need the Ozarks Long-Term Conservation Contract Program enacted
as law and funded. We do need acceleration of funds for tick control. We do
need acceleration of funds for RC&D project measures. We do need accelera-
tion of cost-sharing for conservation praCtices through ASCS. We do need ac-
celeration of loans at the government, borrowing rate through FHA to match
cost-sharing programs.

We need an ,improved delivery system so that money from various federal
sources will reach the grass-roots rather than be absorbed in various agency
administration costs.

Poor counties or individuals can not match federal funds where 20 per)cent
or more local money is required. The 20 percent is hard money at the local level.
Most towns and counties are indebted to their maximum limits by state laws,
already. County government has been by-passed far too long and too often with
federal sPehdings. We have been studied and planned and re-stud%d and re-
plannN1 without the desired action. Additional surveys and planning are not
needed.

Grants-inlaid money has been mostly wasted because it has not reached the
people 9r smaller communities that need the help. Federal money cannot reach
the grass-roots in rural areas and small towns until it comes to the county
general fund. The County Commissioners are elected by the people. Federal agency

. per:4°11nel are not. Our people can not afford to vote mills and pay additional
taxes end in most eases are taxed to the law limits already. Current thinking
is opPISsed to additional new taxes.

Millions of dollars have been poured by the federal government through vari-
ous departments into counties without the desired effects, mainly due to admin-
istrative costs'andlnadequate delivery system.

The federal gov'ernment can noksupersede local government and reach the grass
roots. 'Chas been proven and Rifts not worked, and is not working now.

-USDA agencies have helped, but we need additional tools. funds, and an im-
proVed delivery system through local government. Conservation Districts, county
commissioners. and RC&D committees can and are reaching the grass roots. We
feel strongly that' the RC&D concept and approach should be strengthened and
enlarged because # is designed to reach the people.

We have for the record the following: A copy of our by-laws, constitution.
articles of incorporation. concept, work plan, etc. that we desire to file with this
committee in addition to. the presentation I have just made.

Thank you very kindly for the privilege you have -extendedended to me to testify
before this 'very, important committee today. I am certainly hopeful the ma-
terial- T presented' to you will be helpful in guiding decisions and shaping the
rural 'development policies of our great nation for the coming years.

STATEMENT OF SPUDDS WIDENER, STATE DIRECTOR, FARMERS HOME ADMINISTRATION,
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, STILLWikTER, OKLA.

RURAL DEVELOPMENT IN OTLLAHOM JIIFT 1, 1970 TO JUNE 30, 1974

During this year assistance to rural families, of Oklahoma was greatly in-
creased. The total volume of loans, and grants' increased from $55.075,000 .durinq
the ,previous year to $83.912,294 for this year. Flouslng.assistance has increased
50% during the past year.

A major drouth occurred in the western half of Oklahoma during the past year.
This created heavy demands upon our personnel and made it necessary for several
temporary changes in personnel assignments to meet this added tleinand for
credit. Despite it shortage of pers,ounel to meet' the extra' demands for'eredit
caused by the drouth, we have been able to keep current with these demaftds
without undue reflection on the other phases of the Farmers HomeAdministratibn
program in Oklahoma.

Au active public relations program has been Maintained in order to make
k'armers Home Administration programs known to the people who need the
services and to the geteral public. MeMbers of the State Office staff .conducted

8 ,1
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thirteen meetings with homebuilders associations, twelve statewide meetings'
with the State Lumbermen's Association, and eight statewide meetings with other
creditors. The Farmers Home Administration assisted in the 'formation, of a
statewide association of rural water users. This organizhtion was chartered
during the past year and IS Making steady progress in meeting its goals. Statewide
meeting were Also, held with the Federal Land Bank and State School Land Com-
mission regarding their participation in farm ownership loans.

One of the first youth loans in the nation was made in Oklahoma. Efforts are
being made to eipand, the interests at the grass roots level with the "Beautify
our American Community",program in conjunction with the Future Farmers of
America.

I feel .the. Farmers Home Administration program in Oklahoma is one of the
most aggiessiVe programs available today .in building a better rural America.

0t))
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(The tables on rural housing, farmer program, and community pro-
gram assistance attached to Mr. Widener's statement are on file with
the subcommittee.)

Senator IIUMPILREY. This concludes our hearing. Thank you very
much.

( Whereupon, at 6 p.m., the hearing recessed, to reconvene at 1 p.m.,
Friday, September 10, 1971, at the Kellogg Center, University of
Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebr.)

(Additional statements filed for the record are as follows :)

STATEMENT Or R. K. JoliNsoN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, OKLAHOMA RURAL
WATER ASSOCIATION, COMANCHE, OKLA.

Unless rural areas are rebuilt and modernized to take the pressure off big
cities, "We're through," Senator Hubert H. Humphrey recently stated.

Surveys indicate that a majority of Americans prefer to live in rural.areas if
they can have the economic opportunities afid community service cif cities.

The Oklahoma Rural Water Association, Inc. whole-heartedly concurs and
has based it's rural development program on this premise. 'Thanks to accomplish-
ments of agencies such as the Ozarks Regional Commission, Farmers Home Ad-
ministration and Oklahoma's rural electrification coops., this pilot program of
the Oklahoma Rural Water Association, Inc. is no longer speculative in nature.

The Oklahoma Rural Water Association respectfully submits a series of ques-
tions and,answers to those questions, designed to clearify the rural development
plans of the Oklahoma Rural Water Association, Inc.

Question: What to the Oklahoma Rural Water Association, Inc.?'
Answer : The, Oklahoma Rural Water Association, Inc. is a nonprofit 'associa-

tion of rural water districts, non-profit water companies, public trusts and
towns of less than 5,500 people. It helps rural Oklahoma communities achieve
their economic dPvelopment goals. 4

Question: flow will the Oklahoma Rural Water Association; Ind ,rural develop-
ment work?

Answer : Step number one, now underway, is to help the. rural water people
Manager their local business more efficiently. Rural water rates are usually
at least double the city rates, and often more.

The ORWA, Inc., will inform 101 water users of the new housing programs
available and help start these programs -if desired. This new housing will not
only allow residents to remain comfortably in their own communities, it .wilt
help others to decide to live in the country.

With the availability of water, homes and people, the Oklahoma Rural Water
Association, Inc. can help attract industry into rural areas. There are several
ways to accomplish this. For one approach. several of the directors of the ORWA,
Inc. are also directors of their bounty inddstrial authorities. They have money
availa*.

TliiMrrorgarn will not he to simply obtain blue-chip firms wishing to relocate. 4,

There is a great need to help local talent industrialize.
In sequence, the Rural Water Association's. rural Gevelopment prograpi is:

WaterMoines- People .Jobs.
' Industry and Government plants have moved into cities where workers may
be obtained. This brings in more workers seeking employment, These additional
wo ers attract' more industry, et cetera. We refer to this confusion 'as the\
whi 1 -poor theory. The 300 Oklahoma rural communities affliiated' with the
Okla otna Rural Water Asaociation, Inc. can reverse this theory by bringing
the jobs into the country and allow the people. especially the younger people,
remain in their own domain, if they so desire. .

Question: What do your atudies indieafr should he done?
Answer : The ailment is not one a dose of Federal assistance will Nig., though

it is absolutely necessary. The medicine must he applied by those on a grass-root
leA,1 with programs designed for self-help. Rural Americans only need a start.--
initial momentum.

Since most wide open spaces of this great Nation remain in it's mid-section.
it might seem almost automatic that small communities in the belt extending
from the Dakotas, through the Ozarks into West Texas might expect growth,
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as regional planaers and experts on population distribution plot ways to lightenthe load and burden of crowded urban areas. Unfortunately, this is not thecase.'
Population trends in rural middle America indicate no real sign that themigration from the mid-continent area Is being stopped. In fact, the conclutdon

is to be reached that most rural cities in rural mid-America will have to he
alert and aggressive opportunitists to so much as hold their own for some time
to come. Only a few of them showed appreciable growth during the 1050's and
some people brand that growth an "largely artificial".

Almost to the city, the growth centers adjoin military bases or haye expanding
colleges which enjoy soaring enrollment, or they are a seat of state government.
There does seem to be cases of fairly rapid growth of towns with easy access to
inter-state highwayswhich also happens to be an attraction for industry:

The studies definitely indicate that rural communities and small towns; inorder to flourish, see an infusion of public aid to supply initial momentum. We
are talking about highways, public works and indirect subsidies. But most im-
portant of all, after this initial momentum made possible by federal assistance,the true burden of 4rural development rests in the hands of local community
actions. With this knowledge in mind, organizations such tis the Oklahoma Rural
Water Association, Ine. must coordinate and offer behind-the-scene leadership torural communities during, tjeir self- improvement projects.

As long as America has*er 50 percent of it's populatiOn living within 50 /lilies
of it's coast lines,'....hillietts,can be. spent on urban development, model cities and
similar programs bit the only lasting solution to urban problems rests in rural
development. One*.iipLeur. federal government must realize this fact and startpriming the pump :Of -rural America, particularly mid-continent America. Only
then will everyone 'realize this nation's strife, dissension, riots, etc. have been
needless.

Question: Is rural America 'geared' for federaieniiromal
Answer : No. Ioa's representative Culver sums this problem up pretty well

while telling aboutla small-Iowa town who heeded help \obtaining a federal grantfor a sanitary sew*.
Early in 1970 this town filed the usual form 101. The town was told to

complete it's application and submit it for review. The review was held in July
1970. Things were not right so a new application was drawn up and submitted
again in August 1910. After reviewing and correcting another 17 page form, plusthe form for assurance of job opportunity for the unemployed, 11 8-page certifi-
cates of non-relocation, writing 6 letters from the town council to the EDA,
letters to the U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, 6 letters to the U.S. Department of Com-
merce, received, 20 months later a grant of $86,000.

We know of many cases more difficult than this one, but the point is one ttnl-
- versa! problem always presents itself. The problem of getting the paper work

done properly. Cities do not have this problem. There are enough assistance pro-
grams- available to them that they each employ a specialist. Therefore, it is .little wonder the cream goee to urban America. The fact that this starts thewhirl-pool is ignored.

Farmers home is very cooperative and efficient in processing paper work for.
rural America, but Farmers Home Administration is inn personnel freeze.
Their people are over loaded and over worked. Often in fit fls it possible tohelp Mr. Rural America.

An absolute need is Federal assistance for wide ranged, gr seraetifganizations
such as the Oklahoma Rural Water Association, Inc. To pr assistancef4 rural communities who can't chi these things for themselve

Question: How is the non-profit Oklahoma Rural Watt' Association, Inc.financed?
Answer : Actually it isn't. Our members are also non-profl r and have no funds

available. When the rural development plans were instiga d in the spring of
1971. it was assumed the OklahOma Rural Water Association. e. could qualify for
assistance within the economic development structure. This 'has not- been the ease
this far. Rural America has no lobby and up to this point, the Federal programs
are net all-inclusive. Thanks to the Rural Development Sub-Committee of the
.U.S. Senate Agriculture Committee, this trend is about to be changed.

Question: Can the Nation's economy afford this rural developinent?
Answer : Our Federal Government has never shown reluctance-to bet on it's

future. It's future no doubt rests in rural development.
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The first year pilot program of rural development of the Oklahoma Rural Wa-
ter Association, Inc. will only cost $80,000. This $80,000 must come in the form
of Federal assistance. There is no other source.

Let us compare this $80,000 rural development need with one of Oklahoma's
smaller model cities. This city has a 83 million urban renewal program going to
clear a part of the downtown area plus a few residences. That $5 million would
start 62% rural development programs Qtha ular to that of the Oklahoma Rural
Water Association, Inc.

Vie same city received a law enforcement grant amounting to enough to finance
the Orwa, Inc. rural development program for the entire State next year.

Tulsa, Okla. has enjoyed great growth. Now it's transit authority has received .

a $1.69 million grant to help move the congestion around. That amount would
flnanee the Orwa, Ine, for the next 20 years.

The Vice-President recently completed a 10 nation, 82,000 mile, 7 airplane, 2
cart 40 person visit of an estimated cost of $1.2 million. This amount would
start klahoma on its way to rural development-along with 14 other States.

enty selected model cities just, received another $79:1 million to enhance
their whirl-pool. This amount would fund a rural development program simular
to the Oklahoma Rural Water Assn., Inc. in every State of the Union for the next
20 yearn.

Our efforts in Southeast Asia costs a reported $10 million per day. 'Eleven
minutes of the war cost would start rural development on its way in OkIghema.

We ,might well remember that every expenditure mentioned here isPaidAty
Fedefal taxes. Mr. Rural America pays the same per capita rate as Mr. ItriZn
America. That is fine, except that when Mr. Rural America wishes to improve hie
rural area, he must borrow the money and pay it back, plus interest. He is re-
paying his rural improvement loan while paying taxes to help repay the urban
improvement grant. Is this double taxation?

Question: Has a rural development such as yours been tried
Ahswer : Ozarks regional commission was instrumental in helping the Lake Win-

ter area in Lenore County, Oklahoma turn the whirlpool around.
Farmers Home Administration has done likewise in the Perry, Morrison, Still-

water, Oklahoma area. They have helped rural people help themselves.
Question: What do you feel the rural development sub-committee could do to

bring about the solution to the problems?
Answer : Instigate one program for improving all Amerlhr, with the loan/

grant ratio being the same whether urban or rural. Stop th tble taxation.
Prime the rural American pump so it can catch up with progitsa. sk the Presi-
dent to avoid any further freeze of Farmers Home Administration funds. Work
with rural America through grass-root, person-to-person organizations and
avoid the fancy-dans who claim to speak for rural America. Give initial
momentum to Mr. Rural America, Help him to ,help himself. Give him
an even break. BO is eager to help himself, his government and his city cousin.
' Get Mr. Rural Anierica involved in rural development immediately by financing'
pilot progranis such the Oklahoma Rural Water Association. Inc. and keep parti-
san politics out of the rural development program.

Rural development deserves the best. We thank you for your efforts in solving
this problem. And remember, where water flowsprogress goes!

STATEMENT OF TED R. SAVAGE, MANAGER, ADA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,
ADA, QKI.A.

Mr,. Chairman: I have been engaged in community Aevelopment work In small
communities since 1947 serving as an agriculture teacher and a chamber of com-
merce manager in communities from 7.000 to 15,000 population. I have watched
the out-migration of our hest educated and poorest equipped to the metro areas.

I have watched our job opportunities in rural communities erode until, in
some instances, our communities are stagnateti. Bear in mind that all of these
rural communities have sustained churches, schools. lodges and streets and are
capable of continuing to contribute to a good life for people who reside there.
The obvious goal is to structure our system in such a way so that more people
can have a good life in rural communities. This would take the pressures off of
Denver, Dallas, Detroit and other metro areas. The one thing that keeps the
rural community from creating job opportunities is the lack of desirable indus-
trial sites with a sophisticated public works facility required by modern pro-
gressive industries.
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If growth centers,las designatiml by EDA, were encouraged to establish indus-
trial parks with sophisticated looped water systems that would provide tire -pro-
jection., and other industrial needs, such as quality hard surfaced internal
streets, modern storm and sewer system, and with adequate street lights this
would serve as a catalyst to loot ivmte Imaginative minds working for alt oppor-
tunity to establish plants and service facilities in these growth centers:

This iNtould crelite job opportunities and would produce the, same economic
eff as the exploitation of a natural resource with sum effect being that the
gen population would get the maximum advantage of tax doilitrs invested in
evi g facilities. It is au impossibility in a rural community to create an Indus-
trial park with all the public facilities available since there Is no way that such
a facility can be structured from local funds, it would be interesting to see how
many years it would take for the Federal Government to recover their coat of the
puhlir facilitiefi from added income tax collected from the direct jobs created in
such an industrial park. '1'0 be a valid project the Federal Govermntont should
copstruct twenty or twenty-five of these demonstration parks in rural America
restricting such a prOject to a community of not over 50,0(N) population, with
each of these projects located gettgraphically over the States in rural sections.
Each park could not cost more ihan five million dollars with the land to be pro-
vided loy the local industrial development authority.

The management of the park would be handled by a ,non profit group whose
primary purpose Is to attract and promote Industrial developtnent. I know this
sounds like a strong-departure from our past procedures except our communities
have a tremendous investment in churches, schools and businesses and people
who need an opportunity.. The only way to protect this investment is to do those
things that wilPtimulate substantial economic growth in our rural area.

Thank you Wry much.
WILRUEITON, OKLA., September 9, 1971.

lion. HuttEirr H. HUMPHREY,
ehair;nan, Rural Development Committee,
r.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
Subject : proposal for Department of Labor Discretionary Funds.

DEAR. Sot: On behalf of the cooperating agencies, this is to request your per-
sonal assistance in obtaining Department of Labor Discretionary funds, as out-
lined in the follOwing pages of the proposal. Copies of this proposal as of this
date, are being forwarded to the Regional Offices of the Department of Labor,
Dallas, Texas.

A personal inquiry by you to the Department of Labor, Dallas offices as to the
possibility of probable approval and /or status of said proposal kill certainly ite

ppiocia Nod.
It is suggested that communications relative to same can he' made to the

following:
Mr. L. V. Watkins, Director, Eastern Oklahoma Development District (E() )D),

Post Office Box 1367, Muskogee, Oklahoma 74401, (9M) 982-7891.
Mr. Bill G. Powers, Superintendent. Kiamlehi Vocational-Techoical School,

Post Office Box 490, Wilburton. Oklahonut (018) 405-2323.
Thank you most kindly fox your personal assistance in this matter.

Sincerely.
-BILL O. owiais.0 erint('ndent,

Kiamiehi .1 rya Vocational-Tee 'eat S r )1 District No.

At:P111AM'

A. Submitted by: Applicant AgencyThe Eastern Oklahhma Development Dis-
trict ( EODI) ). L. V. Watkins, Director.

B. Cooperating Agencies :
1. Eastern Oklahoina Development District (EODD).
2. Northeast Counties of Oklahoma Development District (NECO).
3. Kiamichi Economic Development District Organization (KEDDO).
4. Oklahoma Employment Security Servtice.
5. Indian Capital Area Vo-TeehMuskogee.
8, Kin michi Area Vo- Tech Hugo. McAlester, and Potent].

V

ty,
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k 7. Northeastern Oklahoma Vo-TechAfton and Pryor.
8. Tri-County Area Vo-TechBartlesville.

C. Objectives :
1. To obtain Department of Labor Discretionary Funds for the purpose of

expediting manpower training programs for meeting changing employment
needs in Eastern Oklahoma.

2. To provide training for employment in areas presently having 11 to 12,4,
percent unemployment where trained indifi uals are not now available.

3. To provide slot -in training, cluster t ining, formal training coupled
with 01.I.T., and other arrangements assuring flexibility as needed in indi-
vidual programs and situations.

D. Characteristics of Area to be Served : The area to be served comprises
twenty-one (21) counties in Eastern Oklahoma which is the largest and most
critically economically, culturally, and educationally disadvantaged in Oklahoma,
with areas having 11 to 12 percent unemployment.

Per capita income in this area in 1970 was *2,332.
E. Federal Projects Cause High Unemployment : Increased unemployment and

underemployment continues in this area because of the discontinuance, non-
completion, or curtailment of government projects and employment such as the

'scaling down of the Operations and laying off the employees at the U.S. Naval
Ammunition Depot at McAlester.

New job categories and the acquisition of training and skills will be necessary
if individuals in this deprived area are to partake in the benefits accruing from
such proposed projects as the Arkansas River Navigation System, Upstream
Flood Control, Industrial Parks Development, etc.

F. Uniqueness of Need : Critical to the present problems of this area is the
sparse density of population in these three economic districts. MDTA funds have
been most difficult torrdbtain for the rural areas in Oklahoma. Assistance as herein
requested is an absolute must if the problem of matching resources with oppor-
tunities is adequately accomplished to assure economic development of the ex-
tremely economically/ disadvantaged twenty-one (21) counties of Eastern
Oklahoma.

G. Time Schedule : September 9, 1971 through June 30, 1,972.
H. Budget : Total Cost$1,500,000 from Department df Labor Discretionary

Funds fo be allocated and/or awarded to applicant agency for contracting train-
ing with local area vo-tech schools in the three Economic Development Districts
of Eastern Oklabonat.

PROPOSAL FOR DEPARTMENT OF LABOR DISCRETIONARY' FUNDS

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

In accordance with the Administration's policy 'of decentralization of man-
power programs, it is recommended that $1,500,000 be granted to, or set aside for
use by, three development districts, in cooperation with area vo-tech schools and
the Oklahoma Employment Service, to expedite manpower programs for meeting
changing employment needs in Eastern Oklahoma. The programs will be estuh-
lished in accordance with guidelines of the Department of Labor.

APPLICANT AGENCY

,The Eastern Oklahoma Develciment District (EODD) is designated as the
applicant agency by cooperative Agreement. Funds will be sub-delegated to North-
east Counties of Oklahoma Development District (SECO) and Kiamichi Eco-
nomic Development District Organization (KEDDO), in accordance with identi-
fied needs, with reallocation authority among the three districts.

DESCRIPTION OF AREA

The project area includes twenty -one cOunties In 1.14istern Oklahoma, bordered
on the south by Texas. on the east by Arkansas, and on the north by Missouri and
Kansas. The total population of the area in 1970 was 498,291.

The area had a total labor force of 15.3.27k persons in 1970. of which 141.163
were employed. The unemployment rate for the area was 7.9 percent.

. The average median number of school years completed by 1960 was 8.8 years.
Average family size in 1960 was,3.84 persons. In 1960, 45.6 percent of all famine!!
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in the area received less than $3,600 income. Per capita income in 1970 in the area
was $2,332, as compared to Oklahoma's per capita income of $3,394.

The project area had an underemployment rate of 28.2 percent in 1967. The rate
of underemployment varied from a minimum of 22 percent in Muskogee County
to a minimum of 63.7 perc9at in Cherokee County (except for Washington County
Which had an average annual wage in excess of the average national annual- wage).

In recent decades, the area has relied on Department of Defense and other
Federal Government created or supported jobs, with a token supplement of agri-
cultural and manufacturing jobs.

The discontinuance, completion, or curtailment of government employment have
drastically increased the rate ,of unemployment and underemployment in fate area'.
The future of the area, howelier, is greatly influenced by recent Federal invest-
ments such as the Arkanbas River Navigation System, Upstream Flood Control.
Industrial Parks Development, etc. These influences have contributed more towarda new quality of life than would traditional industrial development. Therefore,
creating new job categories appears to provide the best means for increasing
employment opportunities the area

DESCRIPTION Or THE AGENgES

PrimargencleFf within the area that can collectively address the manpower
needs of the area include the three Substrate Planning and Development Districts
(designated MD's) with their manpower planning councils; four area voca-
tional-technical schpol districts with their seven training facilities; and the Okla-
homa Employment Seriice with its eight local area offices.

The agencies- mentioned above are coordinating and cooperating In the man-
power planning development of facilities, development of jobs, identification of
training needs, the implementation of training programs, and placement of man-
power in public and private jobs.

TRAINING NEEDS AND TECHNIQUES

Available research and employment possibilities within the project area indicate
jobs presently exist in the following major cluster nof occupations. TheselncIntle
Recreation Occupation" such as marine engine technicians, park an playground
attendants, diner clerk, landscape and architect, hospitality ; 0 Occupations
such as general office clerks, secretaries, keypunch operations, medical office as-.
sistants ; Health Occupations such as nurses, LPN, ward clerks, medical office
assistant, operating room technicians, nurse aides, and emergency vehicle oper-
ators; Maintenance Occupations such as building engineers, custodians, air con-
ditioning and refrigeration. TV and appliance repairmen, plumbers. electricians
and retail sales occupations. Specific occupations within these clusters are de-
scribed in more detail in the proposal.

The area vocational-technical schools within the area are presently providing on-
going training of themore traditionally accepted ckeupational training programs
which are definitely needed. However; because of lack of funds, they are unable to
meet the needs in new jobs or careers training, especially those which are related
to Recreational-Tourism Occupations, Water-Ways Occupations, Health Occupa-
tions, etc.

Ap of the area vocational-technical schoolS have agreed that if this proposal
is accented and approved, they will offer flexible and innovative programs which
will meet the current manpower needs not now being met. They have also agreed
togive priority to adultsdn such training.

If financing were available, flexible and innovative programs could be imple-
Mented. These programs may include :

1. Slot-ins to existing pro7rams nn a cost-per-Qtmlent basis!.
2. Full-time programs in job-clusters necessitate extension enphbility to pro-

vide supervision and coordination with illhose students who can manage the
coupling of classroom and on-the-job train g. The extension personnel could also
work with the local Emp'ovment Securities Office in the stale:Moll and placement
of students. .

The employment demands of the projec4 area requite flexibility in training
programs to meet the local manpower needs. Courses and techniques can he
implemented if funding sources allow adequate flexibility. This training capa-
bility, coupled with an adequately financed: student recruitment and placement

9 2
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progra 0 ran do much to improve the economy of the area and reduce its high
rate of unemployment. Opportunities are now becoming available. The problem
is one of matching resources with opportunities an integrated shop.

3. OJT- post-secondary-athilt with financing for coordinator and tenehing sup-
plies.

The slot-in procedure would enable secondary and adn't students to begin
training at any time during the school year and complete :,,!tning unooraequir-
ing a salable skill and find employment,

Full-time (duster programs in integrated shop would enable three or four
qations for each type of related training. This type of training would include
electrical, mechanical, plumbing, air-conditioning, tuttehine tool operation, split!l
engine repair, commercial art, etc. A core instructional staff with broad experi-
Nlees would supervise training. for a combination of areas. The training could
vary from 26 to 52 weeks and provide entry job level capability for a majority
of the employment needs, In Eastern Oklahoma. This type of training would
complement the employment needs which are widely scattered and little can
b., accomplished in traditional class training.

There are numerous opportunities for OJT throughout the project area. Their
scattered locations, however, neei:ssitnte extension, capability to provide super-
vision and coordination with those students who can manage( the coupling of
classroom and on-the-job training. The extension personnel eoulil also work with
the local Employment Security Office in the selection and placenamt of students.

The employment demands of the project area require flexibility in training
programs to meet the local manpower needs. Courses and techniques can be
implemented' if funding sources allow adequate flexibility. This training capa-
bility, coupled with an adequately financed student and placement program can
do much to improve the economy of the area and reduce its high rate of unem-
ployment. Opportunities are now becoming available. The problem is one of
matching resources with opportunities.

STATEMENT OF ROBEIIT S. GEE, MIAMI, OKEA.

Senator Humphrey and Gentlemen of the sub-Committee, we are grateful that
you have come to Oklahoma to listen to uS.

We In Oklahoma are experiencing the same festering problems that have
plagued many of our rural areas tnronghout the U.S. These conditions in the
past have been magnified by what appears to be an unawareness on the part
of the federal government.

For example, the Interstate Highway System, which is financed on a 90-10
basis has been keyed to facilitate transportation between metropolitan areas.
Unconsciously ignored has been the fact that the survival of our rural areas
also requires the presence of every form of modern transportation. Efficient,
expedient and readily available transportation is just as much of a lifeline
for rural areas us it is for metropolitan areas, and yet the farm to inaPlint
'system has been relegated to a priority of 0- 50 funding.

In other areas the general emphasis and prioritie4 have been to concentrate
on the problems inherent in large, sprawling metropolitan areas without any
apparent recognition that the problems of metropolitan am l rural areas are irre-
vocably intertwined and mutual in the sense that they are only different faces
o the same coin.

Mass migration from rural areas to cities have produced problems in both
areas. In metropolitan centers, these migrations have created crowding, over -

ec edifies and staggering transportation snarls.
In ru areas, it has brO*ught unevonomical use, of lands, declining human

resources and scarcity of jolt opportunities. Rural areas have passed the point
oaf worryinatamt how to keep folks down on the farm'. we are now con-
(yelled with hew to keep tbe'farms. Rural communities are indeed fighting for
their very survival.

Some business and industrial lenders. and all too few political leaders, are
finally recognizing that the constant push to make metropolitan areas larger
and larger has been counter-productive. There is a trickle of businesses and
people who now are fleeing the cramped metro centers and returning to' less
crowded areas, even thoughlthese a reasanany times lack adequate governmental
cervices, goal transportation, quality education, mifleal facilities and cultural
and recreational opp t es.

9 3



Efforto must be made by gotevtinicont at all levels, in cooperation with busi-
ness and industry, to 111/21,11 lids tooth to rural ureus. To accomplish this, I rec-
otuntend that a cooptath va0t 1.:tureil business, industry and government
be undertaken to Institute a tixutam of tan Wreathes that would encourage
bushiesrAs and Industry to plc. etotalily of metropolitan areas.

Guidelines should Is, eat.iblinti4.1 for iironlIng Jul training in rural areas
where labor skids an la. 1418ILL Ito should be prodded to encourage
burinenal'a 1110V ilia II/ rural areal, hire a priaiortIon of their employees from
areas outside of that in bordnenn in tieing located.

The federal govettonciit should work in partnership with state and local
governments to itoroiri .t onlilr iii o. a to,sical nyrillinti for children of rural area
employees. This name partnet,hil wont also I:441 ways to make available med-
Seal, cultural and ro rrational twneilin to inople in rural areas.

There are spine bright qt1013 un the horizon WIPare detecting at the federal
level an awareness that iiirdlual failiificm and menders mum be made available
to all peoples of thin county!, and not jiant thus within the metropolitan centers.
There seems to 1w an tmareacm, that handouts and public projects in rural
areas trelltZ only the nymptomn and not the bank problem. The very presence
ofithin tufbcomniltte in Obtatioma and the logintatlon upon which you are-work-
ing indicate that filially a truce arartinorstalpi Involving private enterprise and
government may he develop:11 tt',:.creby a sound and working foundation for
development Of Our rural art -an Ina oonnibillty.

To delay In to run the rink og allowing the problems to degenerate into a
stage where nolutIonn will trr etterhltautly coatly and extremely dehumanizing.

Thin committee moat liefrodnuelte II In our hopes and prayers that you
will be successful.

c
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RURAL DEVELOPMES;T

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 9, 1971

17.5. SENATE,
SCIWOmmirrEE OY 1? I ',HA I, DEVEI,o PM E

COMMITTEE ON Aioncri.TITIM A ND FoRESTRY,
En lepute to Stillwater, Okla.

The subcommittee heard the following presentations while touring
redevelopment projects and rural areas by bus at McAlester and en
rout e from Perry, Okla., to Still water. )kla,et

Present : Senators Humphrey, Curtis, aud 11so present :
Representative ( 'amp.

STATEMENT OF CARL B. HAMM, PRESIDENT, FIRST NATIONAL
BANK, PERRY, OKLA.

Mr. ItAmm. I mu president .of the -First National Bank in Perry
and'ufi until I hippy Camp got on the bus, I was the only honest banker
on it. [Laughter. J rk

In my opinion, the development- of .rural America requires three
elements to be successful, a firm or individual that has a sound and
feasible product or idea, a community that has Illequate labor supply
and a progressive at titude,,and availahle capital..

I will-confine my remarks to the third element. capital, since being
a country banker, this i§ the element with Avhich I am most familiar.

In rural America the banks were usually the only sour e of capital
available. Naturally,..an individual or small industry s king to re-
locate or expand does not have adequate capital or tl esources...with
which-to raise this capital. This is. where the country hanker enters
the picture.

Being a civic-minded individual, wanting his community to grow
and prosper, he is always willing to explore .financing possibilities' for
a potential source of new or existing industry for his town. At times
he will loan on a basis which is disproportionate in relation to the
collateral available Agreed, Happy

Mr. CA:str. Yes.
Mr. IIAmm. This is frowned upon by supervisory forces. I woad

like to use an actual case history to illustrate him- judicioUs use of
bank credit can help rural. America and in the same study how the
attitudes of supervisory authorities at times might influence the
banker's thinking.

In 1958 I was contacted by a local concern that was not a customer
of our hank. This concern was in need of more space. more eqUipment
and more credit..They had made application to the bank with which

(89)



they were doing business for additional credit and had beenvleclined.
Briefly, their financial statement showed a 110-. worth of tfi13u,00u and
notes payable, $:-):-,,o40. 'rho amount of money requested was S.15,00.
Needless to say, based upon the financial information available, thisIi as not prime credit.

This firm had three things, t 110041, that had not been possible to
t ranstate into <lollars and cents to put oil the financial statement. Govd,
ea ;table, energetic mangentent, a good product idea; and good market-ing potential.

Instead of loaning this firm $4-5,000 as requested, after looking of
their sales projections aild otlun. pe,tinent data, we recommended that
they 1,orroWt7;l80,0o0 to he used as follows:

tst5,000 for now plant, $5:1,000 for debt consolidation, and tIst),00on new equipment.
The loan was made with the 75 percent SBA guarantee. After thisloan was made it' was criticized by bank evininers in the next threeexaminations.
This was 11 :)-yea loan. It was repaid by the company out of earnings

at the end of 3 years.
.

At the time the loan was made this firm employed 60 people. Today\
this home -grown industry employs over 300 people with sales in ex-cess of $1.4-million *annually and the amount of Federal income taxpaid each year is sizable.

To sum up, I would like to say that country hankers should he en-couraged by supervisory agencies to be more aggressive in helping
their community to develop instead of discouraging them as they _noware.

Thank you for permitting me to present my thoughts to you.
[Applause] ..o

Senator III'MPITREY. Can we get both of these statements in ourrecord ? Give them to .Tim Thornton.
Mr. TnouNTox. We also have it on tape.
Senator I II'M PIT REY. Good.
Vorry. Mr. Hamm.
Senator If i'MPUREY. I want to be sure we get/his. I would like the

" statement of this company in the record.
Senator Btf.r,noN. Before .y( Al turn it over, would you mind stating,

for the record, you' fide ; abort -.let ting a bank make a loan up to itslimit '..
`Mr., Hvww. I m Ithl the suggestion to Senators Humolirev and1411tnon-thk t»orni no- that if each country hank were permitted to setaside. a.,13,:unount equal to their legal loan limit, which is 10 percent ofcapital,

of- rural America and these
mills, and undivided profits, for nfitional hank', to he usedas ri.-1( co ital to further the development-

loans sit t esionnted as rural development loans, and not be criticized
or appraised by the usual credit standards of the examittors, thismight be t ne solution.

Vow . Do you have any idea how many dollais this ,would make
ova lin]) e nationwide ?

__ ,::

Mr. ITAIrm. 'The question was how many dollaH.-Ayonlil this make
a-vnilable nationwide. Tt would run into hundret-Wd. Millions.

Senator Bw.moN. ITow much would it he in Noble!Countv?
Mr. TTANrm. Noble County has four hanks. Roughly it would be about

half a million dollars for Noble County. ,

t;
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1.8enator Cuirrts. i th a poPnla t ion of 10,000
Senator Ill311'11RM'. Mighty good.
Mr. Congressman Camp being a banker, I would like to ask

him Weaction to that.
Mr. CAMP. Well, I am sure you are aware that in the 'Oklahoma

Bankers Association, over a period of the last 4 or :1 years, they have
tried to bring about a plan of thiscskind in the State of Oklahoma. It
is my understanding, Carl, ,that. it has been 'introduced. in he State
legislatig-e.,When I was Still- here thi;; was one of the phmthat was
brought lip and I tried to support it through the Oklahoma legisla-
ture at that time'and I did not t any belp"actUally frinu the bankers
themselves or any support from them.

I think that this is one way that you could take care of that risk for
venture"money at the risk loan which you could classify in a bank. I
do not think there is any question in my mind that this would be one
of the finest things that could happen for rural areas of Oklahoma and

.everywhere else.
H I understand it right, what he is talking-about is 10 percent of

his surplus and undivided profit and also his capital, and invest it in
a corporation. right ?

STATEMENT OF GENE LEACH, OKLAHOMA YOUNG FARMERS'
A SOCIATION, ORLANDO, OKLA,

Mr. LEAcu: I and ne Leach and I represent the Oklahoma Young
Farmers Association. I'really de not lane any printed-paper, because
I was not told of what probletts would like to hear about, or any-
thing, 'but I would like to talk 63 you for` a few moments about our
organization which might be of interest to the Senators.

First of all, I think, like Senator Curtis, we like ()air State. We are
very proud of it. We think it is a State where opportunity still lies,
where you can bring your chiktrft up to believe in (hod, see the sun
rise, see the sun set, to ride an,614 pony. gather the cows, see wheat ,
grow, and we sincerely believe inthis.

We believe there are opportunities or industry such as Ditch Witch
that you just came from, and many of these boys working up there are
buddies of mine and are farmers also. With this kind of opportunity
I think it is a real opportunity and also helps the urban renewal situa-
tion, an opportunity for families tfi get out in the clean air, so to speak.
I never really lived in the east, in Washington back in the big cities,
but I did visit them and the best thing about visiting them to me is
getting back home. But this would be about allt1 would have to say.

Senator BEI.I.MON. You might tell us a little bit about why people
leave the rural areas.

Mr. LEACH. The question was what is my feeling why people.leave
the rural areas. Since I, like anybody, likes to better themselves I can
dtive a new car, live in a new.bome, have the finer things inlife and the
opportunity for the larger wages are not in the rural community.

As far as the farmiqg operation is concerned, it is getting more small

-because one man is able to take care of much more land with the larger
machinery to be able to take care of a whole, lot more area.

There used to be a family living on about every 161) if not every 180

acres in this area right here As a matter of fact, my dadlives about a
mile right down there and that is -Where I grew up.

70-116 0-:11-pt. 5-7
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There` used' to be it family on about every 160 acres. One startedschool in a one room schoolhouse of aboutthat was full. Before I gotout of grade school, it had dwindled.to about, half and by the time Iwas in high schbol they had consolidated to a small town and this hascontinued in this area ,because the job Opportunities are not there.When I lease another quarterof land or buy another quarter of landto operate, the family that has been operating this land'has, to movesomewhere else or to look for other eniployukent. The employmentthen is in the larger cities. This is where you get your congestion ofpeople in the larger cities. .
HoWever, due to the transportation and the roads that we have now,J believe it is very feasible -for people to drive as much as 50 miles onthese dirt roads to work, to and from work. Also one of the things con-cerning the people building in this area,is water a whole lot and Ithink we are doing a good job on this water project.
VOICE. Have you any questions?
Senator IlymennEy. You mentioned your water system: Isthis thearea where that is being found?
Mr. LEAcii. We do, yes. It has not gotten to 'my home place yet butI think maybe we will get to the place I live in along the highway orat least it was a few weeks ago.
.Senator BELLMON. You mentioned that people like better houses.How do you feel as far as Farm Home Administration? Do you feeltheir programs are not adequate ?
Mr. LEACH. Do I feel the Farm Home Administration is not ade-quate?
Senator BELLMON. For housing.
Mr. LEACH. For housing? Yes. Whether it should be made' moreliberal, easier to obtain these loans, I am not in this sort of field,Senator. I would not make that statement.
Senator HUMPHREY. But you have
Mr. ,LEACHe I think it ought to be easier to obtain the money forfarms.
VOICE. I am sure this will not answer the question butdoes some-body have a question ?
Senator HtmennEY. What do you raise on your farm ?
Mr. LEACH. What do I raise ? Primarily cattle, small grain, wheat,rye. green pastures. Wheat is a cash crop. Rye, oats, barley,. beans.And use, for green pasture. My operation is mostly cow calves opera-tion. We raise registered Herford cows.
Senator ITUMPIIIIISY., Do you sell calves?
Mr. LEACH'. We sell breed Stock and calves, bigger calves.
Senator HUMPHREY. Tell us about your organization.

, 'Mr. LEACH. The Young Farmers Organization is a xtewtt,oxanizedorganization that is a big brother to the FFA or the Future ;armersof America. It is primarily for the Purpose pfieduation, or almoststrictly for the purpose of educating some; farmers ig the newer, ideasthat come out. If you have been away from farmlOrg a little. while_ ; yodsoon lose out because of the rapid change in variety, different wheats,fertilizers, and so forth and so on, and we could 'go on tiut it wouldnot interest you too much.
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STATEMENT OF MILO WATSON, EDITOR, PERRY '01JRNAL,

PERRY, OKLA
..,

Mr. WAsoN. I am Milo Watson, pubisher of a newspaper in Perry.
The remarks that I have to (mike are a few hours stale since they

were prepared for. delivery when 'this group first arrived this morn-

ing. Since the bus did not show 'up then; we will try to give you some

facts and figures that might be of interest to you:
One of the things that 1 want to mention first, among you is Senator

Ilenry liellnon, who belongs in this'county and he is much more quali-

fied than I am to discuss all phases of the area..Ilis family was among

the earliest settlers and the Senator himself has played a`great part in

Much of the activity which has made us a great part of Oklahoma.
Perry was fmded on a windy, dusty fall on September 16,

1593, when he last of the great land runs was ie . It was arranged
to open he Cherokee Strip to sett lenient. Rift fired at high noon
by soldiers stationed at predesignated poin)s set a mad race for
lands with settlers using every type of convyance possible to .imagine,

By nightfall' It was estimated Perry had a population of 15,000, all

'of theM camping outdoors or occuping hastily erected tents.
Not since that day has the towns population reached that point.
Since the local economy has been dictated by the trends of agricul-

ture, the. (1\61(1141g population in Noble County los been a natural
consequence, of mechanization in farming.

In 1940 the county had a population of 14,826 and it har moved
downward each decade since. By 1950, the movement away from the
farm was well underway and many of tlese who went awity,to work I

or fight during .the war did not come back. The 1950 figure was

12,156 while by 1960 it had dropped to 10,376, and in 1970 we ate

barely able to stay above,10,000, 10,043 to he exact. ,

Not that farming and ranthing are ndt profitable undertakings.
The population problem is founded in the trend toward big acreages -,

under operation by fewer and fewer people. The county harvests 13 to

31::2 million bushels of wheat in good years and there have been many
good years. It is not uncommon for a rich pasture land in alfalfa to
y-ld 20,00 tons of hay. Grain sorghums have a growing imprtance,
especially to those who are in livestock production and yields of 30

bushels to the acre show up during good years. .

Barley and oats add a million dollars m income to the county's farm

economy. Cotton has almost disappeared. in this part of the State.
We are not in the corn belt but there is sonic corn grown in this area.
Livestock is really big business. The cattle and calf census sometimes
runs from 40,000 to 50,000 head in values totaling upwards of $6 mil- '
lion depending on market conditions. .

Although agriculture will continue to be the dominating' force of

the local economy, the successful establishment of 'the Charles Ma-
chine Works, which you have just visited, has provided the important
balance so badly needed in our tura as.

The payroll
families

by this h
4

e-grown industry feeds impor-Th
tant dollars to families who spend the cash among those who make up

ottr retail structure.

I,'
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Transportation has always been a strong point in Perry,. Santa Feoperates-between Chicago and Houston and we have retained one pas-senger train in.each dire-ction daily under Railpax. Frisco betweenEnid and Tulsa provides means of moving farm products from thegreat grain terminals at Enid and communities along the way. Theinterstate highway system has provided both benefits aild disadvan-tages to the area depending on who you are talking to. only 11/2.miles away from downtown Perry, caused great disturbance, amongretailers when it was. built. Some panicked, closed up shop and movedaway. Others stayed put and took advantage of the opportunities to bederived from the four-lane artvry.
On'e of the principal benefits has been the spending by transients inthe community. These are new dollars as opposed to expenditures bypeople in our owncommunitli trading among themselves. .Severalmajor businesses hall. sprung tip along I---35, including a 68-unit hotel,four restaurants and several service stations.
At this time our four lane has a traffic jam of 8,500 automobiles aday, which is roughly 250,000 a montli,or 3 million a year. Broken dwynthis is about 354 cars an hour. If we can assume each car carries anaverage of three people, that is 9 million individuals passing throughour immediate area each year. If only 10 percent of the vehicles stop,and each individual spends a dollar, that is another million dollars forour economy.
I cool(} go on by telling you about our stable, conservative citizenry

and skit over the statistics by the police and sheriff's departments. Itwould be easier to dwell on the solid church denoniinations, many ofwhich have erected new air-conditioned buildings in the last few years.There are more Catholic:8 in our community than any single denomina-tion, -with Vaptists and Methodists in second and third in thatorder.
A majority of our people register as Democrats and vote, Republican.[Laughter.]
It might also be ofinterest that by the time Perry, was ri days old,there were 110 saloons in operation among the carhps and temporary

structures. As late as 10 years ago, a profes;sor at Oklahoma State Uni-
versity told his sociology class that Perry had th'e greatest number ofbeer joints per capita of any town in the State. However, in the final
analysis, Perry in Noble County lives up to the traditions for conserva-.tism, which is the hallmark of north central Oklahoma. Generally
speaking, our people rear well-disciplined children who do not gethooked on drugs and engage in crimes of violence. We pay taxes. will-ingly to support our schools. `'l'' may have some kind of record in thatthe Perry School District his never turned down a bond issue sincethe dist riq was founded nearly 80 years ago.

W,,ith this brief background. I am hopeful that I have answered someof the questions that may come to your mind. With Senator Bellmon's
help and with Carl Hand's help, if there are additional questions, wemay be able to answer them.

Thanic you. [Applause.]
Senator Humphrey .askeki about oil production. There have beentimes in the last 40 years when there have been.some very importantfields in this part of the country. Many of them are still producing but

the quantity of oil has gone down all along. At one time we had seven
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major oil fields servicing industries-aul stores, retail establishments,
in our area but most of these moved away with the dwindling oil
production.

.Senator ItNtektavv. Your soiltis very red, I. notice. IS thatare
there any i Non deposits here!

Senator IVI.I.MON. Setwor Ilumphrey asked about the red soil aml
since I ant a farmer and V'gronontist I will try to explain very briea.

Our soil here derives froth the sandstones and flier have been built
up under conditions of high temperature which has kept the soil from
accumlating the organic materials and also under those-high
temperatures, the iron in the soil does take on a red (dol. rather than
the darker color that you get in your low temperature zones. The
fact that these soils are red does not mean that whey are not productive
because then are very good soils and with fertit izer tlo very well.

Senator I ItatenuEr. l'p in the iron range of M ininlsot a, when YOM
tie(' Phis along the embankments, like that red,"t Hat means we have
got iron ore.

Senator IIELLNioN. There are, as far as I know, no commerciiil tie
posits of irogi here at all.

STATEMENT OF COL. LEONARD H. FULLER, DIRECTOR,
MODEL CITIES, McALESTER, OICLA

Colonel Frii.ta. We are giving von a fact sheet of all the things
that we are going to see, so that I. am going to spend most of my time
in narration on the philosophy of the prbgrams that we are trying
here.

One of the major problems we have /A housing, of souse, as is true,
in all rural and small communities.

:rig. first thing that we are going PI see is the housing area which
is in this area right here. In this community we have most of the
town-in "ht. Model Cities program so that we'tan plan Model Cities
programing for most of the community. The only part that is not in
it is a newer section marked here in yellow on the map.

As we go along the route, you will see on the right-hand side a
shopping center, Howard Shopping ('enter. Back of that shopping
center is a portion of the second ward, which shows the kind of
affluent housing that we have in this one portion.

When w' Coilw to this other area, we will see some conditions in
housing that are caused by two things. Pne,*the fact that we have
a low economic base here in this area and have had for a long time.
The second thing is that many' of the people, even if we had* good
industries. are unskilled, elderly, or for some reason woad not be
able to make a gooenough living to keesp their houses up. . .

We are trying to attack this in two ways. First, we are hopeful
of getting all of our vo-tech training, for industries that we are try-.
ing to attract to the area, raise the incomes of the people that are
here. a

Secondly, v(e are trying to`use all of the low housing programs to
lower the cost of the housing.

Now, there is a third method -which we are working on, which is,
to have some incentive for local contractors and realtors to build low-
income housing in preference to building the more affluent houses,

101 r.
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-which, of courseb bring bigger prolit-?! WI' art' MA (Wit It far nng

programing, lindittg hese 'intent ives, we a IT iu working with
the Federal programs in section. 23;),236 and 23:)( d ) (3)."

The luousing aura that. we will 14, going thaough is typical of dIttis
%%lath. community. We bade spots of poor housing and lot of good

Amusing which causes a very part alibi!. problem fur en ie'S of this size.
loti have to cover such a large geographic area that Many of the

-programs are not tailored for thikkind of thing. [Throe renewal pro-
grams are tailored for onentaftd ghettos, for example, in which
you have ,all had hulling. Yon'yould clean out irH area and y'ou come
.111) wit h a solut a

We have to cover the entire town and get little groups of houses in
every place and the program does not. really lend itself to our I/-
gr:killing. We need a new program basically fort. he rural and'smail
conuntinit io int t his area,

The second thing that makes a problem is that most of the houses
(if you will look back as we 14ass this point here, and vou can set'
through the trees the kind 01 *housing in the second %Yard develop
'ileitis, much different from what .vosti w ill see in the other parts of
town).

, 'The other thing that makes n problem in housing in theseldnds of
communities, is that many of the people .have moved here from rural
areas, from the fafins 'and .whatnot, sharecroppers, and these liouse
are,milich better (111111 anythung they have ever lived ni."Alt hough they
are substandard and below the standard of what we call good housing
Many of (lain are Inn pi:rcent better than they Nava been used to. So,
we have a people problem. They out not want Government housing..
They do not want people to mess with their houses, and yet they are
forced to live in what is considered basically low-grade and substand-

, aril housing,
It hurt; the community in the development of the community, but it

isa.person problem. amhit causes t»any of the problems that %Ye have
with the housing sit turf ion.

1Ve are going to turn to the left here, and as you go to this area, you
will are about three things that are problems. One is .ou streets and
sewers and drainage. - \o do not have curbs: we do not have gutters

This causes an 'urban, renewal -type program, because the cities at
this point time do not have tax bases to do this Yet, von have to
upgAlle t he housing and t he streets and sewers.

On the left, you see a fairly good house. Next to it .vou Call begin to
see whathat we are talking about in ubstandard.1)ver on the right is

. very substandard house, and here on the left are two very had
bouse.

1Ve are moving here. This street which is very bad for drainage and
curbs-- look on your left over here. Now, you will see one or two houses
that have been kept up. Yet, by the standards of substandard housing,
thege houses an' still below the standard of what you would see in
many communit.ies.'and which we would like to do iti this connminity,
upgrade them.

Now, we will go up the hill and turn bark and begin to hit the down,
town again, but as we traverse the street on top of the hill, there is
another problem. A Cot of these people people, too, who

I 0
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-homeowtiers, and this again poses a problem. nottwowners just Ao not

want people messing- with their- honAes, and we cannot blame then a
Wt.. .. .

Now, as we turn back to the right on Ottaw Street, w(: will see a
whole row of houses that. are fairly st audit NI i Id ill good shape, :ld
this is the problem that causes this geograph woblen that 1 was talk-
ing about, all over the community. We will see ft again in the northern
part of the community when we approach the site of the ground-
breaking.

Now, you .can see that these people here have Olrbti and gutteV, ana
this is true. Your streets are spotted through a community such as this
in many of the rural towns and in many of the rural areas. but sod
have been able the more affluent people have been able to get streets
and gutters On a participation basis, and the other people have not, so
you get this kind of a scattering in these sizes of towns because of the
economic base that you have to work with.

You will notice that not of these houses are in fair shape.
Now, as lwe turn back to the left, we will be approaching the urban

renewal or downtown area. Now, we think that in rural development,
you need a growth center city, some place in the region, and we think
that McAlester is the closest to this with some upgrading. You need

a growth center city that can take an area Of 1.)0,1101) to 200,0,011

people and furnish t flew the things that they cannot hope to have i.a
much smaller community' without going thousands of miles to reach

a center for health, education. business, and these kinds of things. So
McAlester fact:I3 the problem in becoming a growth center, of doing

something to its downtown.
As we approach the urban renewal section, which also itNuries a

neighborhood developtutont program beginning about the cant, and
extending completely east and west through the townsome time

when you are looking at your chart, you will see where our urban re-
newal area is. There i!-, a 1110 in your packet that shows it.

Now, this is all scheduled for some time in the near future, and it

is part of an urban renewal plan to take care-of all these dilapidated
buildings kuch as you see. which now are nontax base. They furnish
nothing. They are vacant. And hopefully, we can get businesses in here

by demolishing the old and building t fie new. That will begin to ar- ,

range our tax base so that we will become ;4(.1f-sufficient and move away

from the Federal subsidy, whit+ is the hope of this town.
You will see -over on the left, where we have just completed a demo-

lition program on this part of the urban renewal for South Main

Note the buildings on the right, and you care see what we have torn

down on the left. 'Ellis same kind of a situation.
We will go into another- -this is a new urban renewal area. We will

go into another urban renewal area which is older, which is one of

our original ones, and you will see there quite a bit of improvement.
We have widened the streets. We have demolished buildings in,prepa-
ration for new buildings. And we have upgraded ninny of the buildings

in the area. The owners have upgraded many of the buildings in the

area. ,

This is another situation peculiar fo most small towns in tl 's area..10

We have railroads, because they were built around railroads. I e rail-
1 - Acl

. .
b
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the bypass, so that the regional people can have more ways than one
of getting into the downtown area and relieving the congestion that
might. happen on highways.

We are now turning into Vo-Tech. We Fill let you out of the bus
again at the back of the Vo-Tech building and we will let you see three
classrooms. One on health aids, one on cosmetology, and one on elec-
t ron irs.

I will speak to the Vo-Tech program as we. get back on the bus
again; so that if you have any questions w can answer themthere.

There will be guides along the way to answer queStions as you go
along. We would like to not stop again Ix use we are on a real tight
schedule, as I say. We have about 10 or 5 minutes here, and kind of
ask on the way any questions and if you-have any more, I will try.to
answer them when we get'back on the bus.

One of the problems, of course, of upgrading a community is voca-
tional technical training. As you have just seen, we have what we think
iastart of both a local and regional technical training system. This is
one of three schools, one in Hugo, one here, and one in Poteau. They
are scheduled in such a way that we can change the curriculum from
one school to the other where the need arises in some of the minor
schools. Of course, some of the heavier machinery schools would have
to be pretty, much for the schools oriented to heavy nwhinery. We
cannot move it.

We work in two ways. One is we work on future planning for train-
ing for industries that may come in, and train in ways-that will be
future jobs. We also, as you notice from the health program and
from the cosmetology program, have schools going which are imme-
diate-type jobs that may become available tomorow when the person
gets out. This does two thing. \'o-Tech motivates the worker which
upgrades his attitude. It also gives him an incentive to train because, it is readily available, and it tends to keep industry oriented in the
direct ionoof building. industries close to places that you have training
facilities because we work very closely with the industries that are4 here or expect to come here.

I think this is a key to your rural and regional development, the
afact that we have to have training facilities in order t4) keep the

people in the area in a sophisticated 'frame so that industry will accept
the community as a place for getting people to work and'also it will
Bice incentives to people who -have never had skills to becbme skill
trained, particularly agricultural and those kinds of people who do
not accept skills that they are not exposed to. I mean, there just has
to be some incentive value.

We ar6 going to take a trip through what we hope to he the future
industrial development area, whitt we call light industry. We have
a heavy industry develprn,ent out of town about 4 miles to the west,
We would like to see thisshighway develop into such areas as you will
see after we pass under the viaduct.

Lockheed is on our left, one of our newer Industries. We wool
hope that we could tour both of these. Lockheed employs about 78
people. It started at the Navy depot with a small group and built its
own plant here with the aid of our XicAlester Industrial Development
Group, not the industrial foundation. but a city-oriented industrial
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group wot the property for them and helped them to begin this
building.

Now, we would hope that on both sides of the highway as home
of yd'u are familiar with some oldie communities in this area such
as Sherman, Denison, and these areas, that things like IBM and a
diversified light industry, 30) to 400 people, .would settle in these

tylekrc:.

Iburton has a. carpet plant, Poteau has a carpet plant,
regional- areas, here and in many of the smaller communal

haueser in the south part of the region. But we need to scatte and
we need to diversify so that our people in the rural areas hay place
to work if they wgnt to actually work at a job and they also -have
a place that they can live if they want to live in a rural community,
which many of us want to do.

At the bottom of the hill we are going'to turp iito the North Amer-
ican Rockwell area. The North .Thierican Rockwell area has Oite
extensive grounds which is another attractive thing to these light
industries because with these, attractive grounds, well maintained, you
can build even affluent honves..right up adjacent in juxtaposition to
their property, and this then, does not leave you a lot of wasted space
that pin have td clear away from an area that people will not want to
build right upyto.

As you can see, this is well maintained and a credit to any corn-
.

«Imlay. and gives an incentive to other people who come into your
area who want to live here.

Now, this plant has doubled its capacity since it starte about, oh,
5 or fi years ago. It built an area on the back of the plant as we will
go q you will see itwhich increased the capacity about 0 percent-iv
Their average is about '200. Of course, both of these plan are par-
tially defense oriented and it goes up and down but they ave been
able to maintain about a 2001rverage.

Now, the part that you see at the rear, on this side of le, back
square Wilding is 'the ,part that increased this capacity a daut 50
percent.

.
Senator IIUMPIIREY. What are they manufacturing?
Colonel FULLER. They are manufacturing mostly electronic parts.

We Itave had some of the splice stuff and mostly electronsmall elec-
tronic parts. It is not very heavy stuff.

Lockheed works on Lodestar, parts of Lodestar.
As we go down and approach the highway again, on your imme-

diate right. you will see where the McAlester Foundation, a local in-
dustrial development group, is clearing a space in our front here that
they are clearing out, getting it ready to prepare it as an industrial
site. Now, one of- the things, that the region needs in all of the areas'
that we are talking about is commitment from EDA to further this
kind of clearance where you can put sewer, water, roads and these
kinds of things in after the local community can purchase the land
tilW partially complete it. They have reached a limit in the present. ,

tax base. As .I say, as time goes on and we see these areas begin to in-
crease the tax base, then we move further away from the subsidies that
we are talking about. I think we are-Olking about something that we
would not want to do forever, nut we jest have to have these kinds of
help to begin with.
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On the left is other areas that could be developed into programs of
this sort.

'We are approaching it unique industry, Mecco, Marinas Construc-
tion people. They started here about 1903 or 1964,, with the first ARA, .

loan in this area. This is the forerunner of EDA. It started with five
people and a $0,000, payroll. ,Today it has 100 people and a $500,000
payroll and it services marinas all over the United States.

Now, this is what Mtn be done in the development of small to medium
concerns in these kinds of areas. We are not limited to a geographical
location. We can ino.ve industry to people. I think this is the direction
that we have to think in terms of.

We are now going through another part of the town. We are right
here (map) and we are moving down into this area, which is another,
ward in tlw community and which you will see is still the same kind
of housing situation -that we had befOre, although it is not quite as
appatcent as the one we picked to show you. But you will see that you
have good to bad houses, you still have the streets without curbs and
gutters, you still have back top 'which goes to pieces which we are
trying to turn into cement. And as I say, we are not thinking in terms
of this being a mrtopolitan area. What we are thinking of is that the
growth centers in -these regions need to be from 40,000 to 50,000 with
all the niceties of..a community that can be reached readily by good
roads from the smaller communities such as in our area, Talihina, the
lingo wren, Wilbur6m and all of these smaller communities that
could never approach city size but which are entitled to the niceties of
city living.

Now, we are rapidly approaching the groundbreaking ceremony
and the area that we are going to make into our mental andI mean,
our health and social services complex. In this complex, we hope,
to build a great number of things, pull together the mental; the

,physical healththe rehabilitation, sheltered work shops, the intake
,center the shelter for homeless children, day care, social security,
all of the things that we give in the way of services, service-oriented,
people-oriented things: We ate trying to pull -then' into an area
where. a person can make a one-time visit. If he, has problems, if
he KS a problem and lie just wants help, he can make a one-time
visit and by us being able to program him into the system, he can
get all of the things he needs to send him away happy, contented,
healthy to be a complete and working citizen.

As It is now, many of these services take much time and 'much
wasted effort in order to provide them and we think this is going
to be a time saver, a money saver, and will serve the entire region.

Now, you see here we are going down another street which has
been developed into a, better part, of the community by local effort
in this particular couple or three blocks. They 'still need streets. We
still have drainage problems. %As we cross the ditch down here at
the bottom of a hill, this is part of a massive drainage problem
that urban renewal and model cities in the community are work-
ing on right now which will assist these people uplift' or further
uplift the homes that they are trying to build and maintain here in
this area.

When we come to the far end of this street we will *turn to the
right and you will see a new concrete section. We will approach a
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new ennerete section. As we approach the first curve in This Keition
we are entering the coihRlex area. It is four blocks deep as you face
it from the curveIt goes four blocks ,south, about two blocks ou the
left of the -road, as we travel that new curved road, and oboe four
blockS on the' iight. It is about' 87 acres in size; mostly rectangular
ip show: and this is the area where all of the complex that we are
.talking-a'botit NVi b6Constrficted. ' r

.

We are well' on thcOcay;to completing all the acquisition and
ning. We are beginning to.thove in,on financing, which is a very major
problem and we hope that everyone appreciates. our probleSn and
we have been able to show you some of the needs so that you can
think in terms of progromiup wh&ii this occurs. '

This is goin0 to be a beautiful area.. We- are going to relive it as
it is with the:hills-4'nd the. woods and this' complex will be not,
institutional in coneept At will be something that when you come
into it you will not feel that, you .know, you are leaving your hoe

.'environment and going spine- place for4n. Ve hope that the feel
- of this cmmnunity when we once establisTi it will be a parklike corn
Alex something that people 'can feel at home in who have been
reared in this region.. And the plans as they look now, seem to be
pointed in that -directidn. Hopeful they will conic out that way.

Now, -e will turn wind go about two or three blocks down the way.
It loo s li e we have got a crowd: Will you please stay on the bus until
we (re ked and most of the people. here have named seats. The
two front rows. on.the podium have names. We would like for 6-very-

, body to sit in their right seat becOuse we have of some introduction
problems. The back row is for local people and th two middle rows are
for catch -as- catch -can of the agencies that have been marked. Welitive
hostesses to litlp you get -seated and hopefully we will get on with the
grotindbreakin,g ceremony. At this point when you dismount the bus,.
I Will.turn you over to your genial host, Don Phelps, and he will be
the master of ceremoniesand I will pick you up when the program is
over and take you to the airport.
. Colonel Fur-LER. Ladies and gentlemen, welcome back to the-bus
tour; we are tioing to go from here to the airpdrt but we are going to
follow through by,taking you through an undeveloped urban renewal
Project: This is the northern part of a new urban renewal project
called 149 idthis-area, It will inclUde this complex and all of the area
that we wilbtraverse until we reach the highway. It will complete the
real bad blight in.this eastern part of the city. But I would.like you to
note as we go down the dirt roNd thatwe will traverse, on both the
right and the left, look down thK-roads and the streets to see what the
other urban renewal area that you left a few minutes ago, over around
the public housing, looked like before urban renewal attacked it. This
will complete the most dilapidated section of McAlester, which as I
said, was our blaek community.

Once we have completed that; which was a major undertaking, we
hope with neighborhood devment programing, we will be able to
do the things that need to beTtillne in the other housing area.

I am .sorry, we ordered up a cloud cover but when we got the report,
they were afraid if they brought a cloud cover in, we would get 7
inches of rain. So, we called it off. And we will just have to make do
with *tat we have.

10
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On our right is a typical: shack in this area. Thatis all you can call
it. People live ih them but we certainly want to ukrade those hduses.
Another one up here on this corner across from the church. People live
in that house.. People have lived over here well on to 45 years, so we
think we nee() a little bit of work in these areas.

) This is another widening of a road paralleling the highway that
conies through town which will again take us to the downtown area.
We are trying, to get at least twomajor arterials going east, and-west
and two rnator arterials going north and south, to take our own peo-
ple "out to the industries and to bring shoppers and people into" this
community who will be taking advantage of better shopping.'

-Now; as we turn and go under the viaduct, going b ck toward the
', highway, you will see on the right. another develo ment which is
necessary for communities of this type and this is peripheral type
shopping, shopping centers. This is, ogr first one of what we figure
will probably end up by being two tir'three. This, again, reaches the
regional people who live in the area siirrounding gowth and trade
centers iin,.kis a 'necessaioy adjunct to the proper shopping facilities
for a trade Antes of what we hope this will be.

Jerry specifically asked me to have you notice, you people from
the Washington area, the little sign just as we come toward the Sir-
loin Steak House. He says these prices do not compare to, thp one
that we have in Washington. I do not know wh6ther they are cheaper
or higher. I think you will find them a little bit Cheaper.

Senator HUMPHREY. I would not be a bitsurprised. '
Colonel FULLER. Steak and lobster here is about $2.99. I think you

said it was about $7 iyii your area. So, we would be hopeful somedax
you will come back and enjoy some of the other things that we hav,e
to show you, and that your tour will not be quite as short.

Senator Crwrrs. Is it run by a cattle rustler? -Colonel FULLER. It is run by a" cattleman, I expect, yes, but you
always have to have them suspect. r

This boy is from the Ponca City area. ''
VOICE. Red Rock? ..

Colonel Fur.T.ER. Yes. Red Udck. That is where he is from.
We are moving now toward the airport on the south. We have the

sairie kind of situation. You will see development along here in what
we call highway businesses. We hope these will be a highway industry
as time goes on. And backed 'up to it will be affluent housing, as you
can see on the hill to our right front.

We are going to the airport that you came in last night a little
bit too late to see or a little bit too late to even feel, I think, but this
is a development that is necessary for a regional area, a regional type
airport, one that can carry on the modern business schemes that we
have, executive crafty in and out freight, and all of the things that

-are going out in the fast, pace of businesslhat needs to be done by air.
And this airport will handle all 'of the executive jets. It will handle
most of the big craft that the Navy has to use, C-120's. They have a
lot of in and out traffic. Incidentally, you know we have a naval base
here which is one of the major bases in the United States, McAlester
Naval Ammunition Depot, and it is a big factor you know, when it
is in full operation. It is down a little now. Butthey have a need for

1
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an airport as do atmost all of the small industries in this part of the
State.

This airport is about 5,600 feet long. We just added a little over a
thousand fee't to it this past year. We have got something like, oh, I
would say half a million dollars, $300,000 of that in bonds, $200,000
of it from EDA. We have got some Qzarkamoney and we feel like
we Rave a facility that we can handle the regional air traffic, that will
see us, oh, maybe 10, 15, 20 years in ate future at least.

Now; at tilt airport, there will be available coffee awl cold drinks.
Take whatever time you 'need. I think you were scheduled for take-
off at 10:15 and then 10:30, Onr original time leas 11. You are trying
to make up time. We are a little bit We arenot too far be-
hind. If you have tiny last minute, things that you think about that
you wOuld&like to leave a message for us to transmit or if you would
lily to mitifie a phone, call, we have got a phone avMable there. You
can leave a message with us-. Anything you forgot, tell us about it, we
will go get "it and.see that you get it. I think we have gotten every-
thng out of your hotel rooms,, including the people that were left
th re, and [laughter]. Aiid they are down at the airport. along with
th airplane.

we have missed anything,- we are going to be here and just give
.us a 'all.

ral 'arl Albert. [Lat*hter.]
'C«>nel FULLER. Right, call Carl Albert and tell him to (*me back.
W invite you back any time. I will leave von as official navator at

the bus. It has been a real pleasure talking to you, visiting with von.
I hope that we have given you some little food for thought that will
help you in your deliberations when you get back into your committee
meetings. I hope-that you will remember us, not asMcAlester per se,
but as a community ,whiCh has problems, and when you are helpilhg
us, you will be helping most of the regional areas at this time in the
United States, I can assure you. It has been a pleasure again. If you
have any questions I will try to answer them before we get to the air-
port. We have got a few minutes.,If yr have rtny questions I will an-
swer them now. If not, I will see you at the airport and hopefully, see
you some Cher time when you have more time to spend in our com-

Thank yo i very much. .1pptause.
(Stateme t tiled for the record is as follows:),,

MCALESTER,- OKLA.,
September 2, 1971.

GENTLEMEN : On behalf of the Citizens of McAlester, I wish to extend to each
. of you a cordial welcome to our City. In the hope your visit to McAlester-will be
both informative and enjoyable. enclosed is a packet of materials on our com-
munity, our region and current development activities you will be viewing.

To start the tour, you are invited to be the guest of the City of McAlester at
an informal breakfast, beginning at 7 :00 a.m., on September 9, 1971, at the Holi-
day Inn.

Sincerely,
HARRY W. OWEN s, Mayor
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JACKING BACK

The present sotheast Oklahoma was first claimed by the French as part of
the territorebf Louisiana. Ceded to Spain in 1763, it again became the
property of France in 1800. In 1803 it was sold to the United States. By
the Treaty of Dancing Rabbit Creek signed %a 1830, the Choctaw Indians agreed
to aell all t ¢w .s east of the Missiasippito the Government god move .the Choctaw pe., an area. now bounded by the Canadian and Arkansas Rivers
to the north Red River on the south. The Treaty of Pontotoc, signed
in 1832 and effect -d in 1837, gave to the Chickasaws the western pOrtion of
this land,'leaving to the Choctaw Nation what today is essentially the seven
counties of lciamichi Country.

The of of McAlestbr was founded in 1870 by John J. McAlester as a tent
store located at the intersection of two important wagon trails, the California
Trail and the Texas Road. The original townaite was incorporated as NorthM ester in 1899. The natural growth was southward to the junction of two

or railroads, the Chicago, Rock Island, and Pacific, and the Missouri,
games and Tessa Line, where in 1890 a secOnd town was foUnded. As the area
continued toIrow the two towmates were consolidated into one city.in 19060
Coal mining, agriculture, and trade had created a thriving community by 1907
When Oklahoma became a state. The year following statehood Pittsburg County
was incorporated with McAlester its county seat. .

In the year mince, the hilly, forrested southeast Oklahoma counties have
undergone great change. The wagon trails way to roads and hiipeays
for automobiles; towns, farms, and ranches have dotted the countriside;lovern-
mental cervices have been eetabliahed; and Mal eter has grown to a population
of 18,802. As the transportation and communication networks developed in the
area, the pattern tended to Correspond with McAlester ae the trade center.
Major highways passed through McAlester; and the regional airport and largest
library, newspapers, and radio stations located in the city.

However, the natural scenic beauty masks and is in part responsible for other
Changes which have tended to 19wer the quali of life for the residents.
The highways that were built dlld not overto the rough terrain; thseconosic
activities to which the people were on were.of a declining nature;
geographical isolation and economic d adventagement led to further problems
of undesirable environmental conditio poor health, and low educational
attainment; and other political and ec c forces at the same time were
creating large metropolitan areas, parti ly Oklahoma City and Tulsa, which
were attracting the younger workforce and r eulting in a steadily decreasing
population in southeast Oklahoma and a st increasing proportion of.
aging persons in the population left.

The basic economic problem in southeast Oklahoma is lack of diversity.
Traditionally, the economy of the area has been tied to agriculture and mining.
The small agricultural operator without capital to expand, typical of the south-
ealitern portion of Oklahoma, has been left under-employed or forced out of
business by the'price..cost squeeze. Many economic factors, particularly the
limited uses for the typa'of coal available and high transportation costa,
combined to make extraction of the remaining coal reserves unprofitable.
An excessive labor supply resulting from lack of job opportunities has depressed
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wage rates to extremely low levels. These conditions have resulted in out

migration, particularly of the ind technically'and professionally trained.

(Charts 1,2 and 6)

McAlester, having continued as th(; trade center of the area, has had \kore

diversified economy. McAlester also hat had several longstanding sustaining

industries, including two government installations. One governmental industry,

the Oklahoma ;;tale Penitentiary, has been ::table. The other, the Naval Am
munition Depot, has fluctuated, tut was; principallx responsible for growth of

the City subsequent to 1910. The population of McAlesten, remained fairly

constant "roe 1)10 until 1940. During World War II, howe0er, the establish
ment of the Depot with a peak employment of over 1u,000 brought a booming econ,
ony and sudden growth to the community. Following the war and reduction of

employment at the Depot, McAlester again wen through a static period with

a small decline in population until about 1960. (Chart 5)

However, the problems of the surrounding area have impacted on McAlester in

two ways. First, the volume of trade in McAlester has related to economic

4conditionsrin the trade area. secondly, the economy of McAlester has been
attractive to surplus workers from the area, particularly the unskilled, who
have moved to the community hoping to find jobs and created the same cycle
,oPunemployment and underemployment.

The general economic dis:dvantagement led to a low tax base And deprived the
area of funds needed to do puhlic facility improvements and build and repair

roads and highways. Also impossible was adellipte provision of the educational,
health, and sociaZ dVices made even more nettl,sary by the economic conditions.
As already presented, 62% of persons 25 years of age and older living in the

seven southeast Oklahoma counties in 1960 had completed eighth grade or less;

only 10% had received any college education. (Chart 6) There is one two

year college in the area, Eastern Oklahoma State College at Wilburton.

Statistics on economic ilisadvantagement also correlate with public health
.statistics which verify high incidence rates for tuberculosis and other in
fectious diseases in southeast Oklahoma. For example, the tuberculosis cage

rate for the state from 2965 to 1968 shows a state rate of 21.4 new cases per

' 100,000 people. In comparison, the tea for southeast Oklahoma during the

. same period were considerably higher in 11 t one.pounty than the state rate.

(Chart 7) Only two counties in the area recorded lower ii ant death rates

than the state rate in 1968. (Chart 8)

McAlester, as the trade center, has also become the natural center for health
services which cannot economically he provided in the smaller communities or
reasonably passed to htalth centers in metropolitan areas. McAlester has

developed an approximately 200 bed capacity in two general hospitals, which

have provided services to the six smaller general hospitals in the area.
However, both McAlester hospitals have becqme obsolete by current standards
and cannot be modernized to meet the advancements in medical knowledge and
methods at any justifiable cost. Moreover, the existence of two hospitals

has created inefficient duplication of facilities, while preventing either
hospital from having enough income to provide new and sophisticated health

services. It has been increasingly difficult to recruit toAsuch facilities
physicians who have trained to practice under Conditions of the latest facilities,

75-116 0 71 - pt. 5 --
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auxilliary oorvices, and equipment. Only 3.4% of the total health manpower
in Oklahoma in 1969 woo located in tho Kiamichi area; yet the area had 5.0
of the state populatioq in 1970.

Chart 1: POPULATION OF SOUTHEAST OKLAHOMA - 1910 to 1970

1910 159,634

1920 216,161

1930 194,719

1940 213,697

1950 163,301,

1960 130,901

1970 141,005

(1-

Chart 2: AGE GROUPS IN SOUTHEAST

19 and under

20 - 34

35 - 54

55 and over

Not reporting

OKLAHOMA - 1930 and 1960

1930

.11%

48.694

22.50

19.81%

847%

.05%

37.38%

13.10A

23.65%

25.474

Chart 3: RACIAL COMPOSITION IN SOUTHEAST OKLAHOMA - 1970

White 86.6%

Non - Whito 13.4%
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4: INCOME IN SOUTHEAST OKLAHOMA 1960

Undor $1,000 per year 12.4%

$1,0EC to $2,999 44.8;

3 ,000 to $4,999

$5,000 to $6,999 11.34

$7,000 to $8,999 a 4.9%

$9,,X1) and over 4.P4

Modian Inc=a $2,602.00

Chart 5: POPULATION OF McAlester 1910 to .,70

1910 11,774_

1920 10,632

1930 11,804

1940 12,401

1950 171878

1960 17,417

1970 18,802

Chart EDUCATIONAL LEVELS IN SOUTHEAST OKLAHOMA 1960

8th grade or below 61.6%

1 3 years high school 15.4%

High school graduates 13.3

Any coriVge 9.75

Chart 7: TUBERCUIOSIS CASE RATES*IN SOUTHEAST OKLAHOMA COUNTIES 1965 1967

Gboctaw 29.2 McCurtain 50.0

Haskell 19.9 Pittsburg 38.9

Latimer 38.8 Pushmataha 77.4

LeFlore .42.5 * New cases per 100,000 people
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Chart Ot WANT MORTALITY RATES IS SOUTHEAST OKLAHOMA -SOUNTIES -1.968

." Choctaw 25.8 McCu!rtoin 14.2

Haskell 40.0 Pittsburg 26.5

Latimer 23.5 Puohmataha 21.4

LeFlore le 19.5 Hato por 1,000 live births

In the loot decade, a combination of factoro has bogus to footer new era of
growth in the Kiamichi area. A number of federal programs oriented toward the
needb of ouch aroao became available; the State began a Concerted effort to de-
velop a otronger industrial boocuand growing local awarenoso a area problem
generated local loaderohip for Choir colution.

Recognition of the need for new inchintry to provide 'a more diversified econeMY
was the impetus foe the organization of the seven-county area, in 1966, into'the
Kiamichi EconemSc Development District of Oklahoma with the board of this
association composed'of reproeentativeb from each :articipant'esiunty. After
deeignation of the Wtrict in 1967,,a etaff was formed whichin presently en-
gaged in economic development, law enforcement, and health planning.

Two major induotrieo end a number of ;mailer ones have oince located in the
KEDDO area. Congoluem Carpets opened a plant in Wilburton in 1969, with employ- .

pent of 500. Capitalization on the natural foroot reeourcee'of the extreme south-
eaet brought Weyerhannor into McCurtaln and Choctaw Countioo in 1969, with an
expected employment of 1,500 at capacity. The main plant io at Valliant, with
Quadrmotp,manufdituring modular home, located at Hugo. Perdue Industries,
custom home- building firm, located in Stigler in Haskell County in 1969, pro-
viding 100 jobo. A oecond Perdue plant °clawing 50 persona was built in Idabel
in McCurtain County in 1970. Poultry procenoing plantohave focated at Idabel
and at Heavener in LeFlore County, each employing 256 persons. A garment plant,
Kellwood Manufacturing Company, located in Idabel in 1968. New methods of pro-
ceeeing have' enabled the opening of new mining operations, particularly the Howe
Coal Company in operation near Hoavonor and the Kerr -McGee in at Stigler.
Enlargements of two long -tics induotrioo, Hello Lamont, a glove manufacturing
concern at Hygo, and Graphics, Inc. at Poteau in LoFlorc County, Which menu.
facture° panel boardo and regulation centers for automatic climate control eye -

tome, have expanded Well° Latent by approximltely one-third to a present em-
ployment of 300 and Graphics to an expected doubling of the present employment
of 120 in the next two yours.

A 102,000 acre body of water, LORD Eufaula, was constructed north of McAlester
from 1956 to 1965 ao a ronevoir. Ito primary purpooeo of flood control, water
for industrial WO and a potential source of electrical energy are expected to
impact heavily On future induntriel growth. Initially, however, the Lake and
the recreational area° and two Stato lodges built along ito ohores have ;sparked
interest in utilization of the natural sconic beauty and Indian history of the
area ao an attraction for tourioto. A nonprofit organization to promote tourism,
Kiamichi Country Inc., was organized thio year. With consultive Immietance Oro-
vided by a *30,000.00 grant Smith OZA4KA, plena are being laid for publicity to
be built around a theme of Indian heritage, p000ibly utilizing a self-guided
Indian Trail. Ground has been broken for one link in the tour, a 5288,230.00
Choctaw Indian Cultural Center being constructed in Hugo.
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Manpower training progrom have boon utilized to otimulato industrial dovolopment.

Threo Vocational-Technical Frheele wero_funded in 1968, by a 1325,000.00 build-

ing bond lama and.a 3.5 mill levy for oporatienal purp0000 voted by tho citizen°

ofoChootaw, Latimer, LeFloro, and Pittoburg Countioo which compote Vocational.

Technical Diotrict # 7 and matched by 31,375,000.00 in EDA fund° and $325,000.00

from Ozarka. All throe ochoolo, located in Hugo, Monlootor, and Potoau, are now

open and provide o wide range of training capabilitioo. Tho ochoolo are complement-

ed by a technical education progran,cmtablinhed at Eastern Oklahoma State College

in 1968 and offering zero advanced program in a rusher of fieldo. A Career

Planning Service oponeored by the State Department of Vocational and Technical

Education and the Counseling Section of the State Department of Education was

-initiated thin year in the KEDDO area to oupply information concerning, available

jobo, job ohortagoo, job otimulatian activitieo, and training opportunitiee with-

in the home area td pre-job aarket mtudento, dr4outo, and unemployed

A mobile unit will bo,utilizod td roach perPonn in remote arean. Another ed-

ucational oorvieo using mobilo unite in the Choctaw Nation Multi-County Library

Which provide° bookmobile oorvico to Haokoll, Letimor, LeFloro, and Pittoburg

Countiop. This entity wan funded in 1970 by a 2 mill levy voted by citizens in

the countioo carved and also provide° through Oklahoma Tolotypo Inter - Library

Syotem a courco of books not owned by area librorios.

The Indian Nation TItnpiko, constructed with bond maw and completed in 1970,

internocto(U.S. 69 four miles South of McAlocter and travel-memo the tEUDO area.

It hen leecened the iodation of rcoidonto and improved market trenaportation.

Another trenaportation link is the Arican000-Vordigrio Navigation System, under

conotruction in Arkonno° and Oklahoma. The 436 -silo long inland waterway

follow° the Arkanmo River and its tributary to the Miooisoippi River. This

waterway can be dipocted to moon begin to have/oignificant impact on arba industry,

particUlarly coal miffing-which has boon partially destroyed by high tranoportatian

coott out of inland Oklahoma. The firot barge° loaded with coal left the Port

of Koote in Haokoll County in July of thin year. Coal mining oporationo In

Haskell County are occootible to the Arkennea River Waterway by the Channel of San

Edo Creek, Which Jo part of the Robert S. Kerr R000rvoir.

A variety 9f program have been utilized to provide onvironmental improvemento,

mainly funded to complacent industrial dovolopuont. EDA hao expended approximately

13 million an reddontial water improvomento; FHA hao funded cl000 to $2 million

in loans and grant° for residential water improvomontm. Exponditureo for maiden-

tial cower improvemonto have included approximately 3400,000.00 from EDA; over

$600,000.00 in 1090 and grant° from FHA; and about $300,000400 from Ozarka, DOA,

EPA, and the Federal Motor Pollution Control Administration. Public housing

condtruction hen included 16 unite at Clayton, 20 unite at Hartchorno, 36 unite

at WilburtanL,and 126 unite at Hugo. Mutual help housing constructed in all Doyen

countieo in the KEDDO area through the Choctaw Nation Housing Authority totals 364

comploted; 274 'under conotruction; 300 approved; and an additional 1,200 requaoted

during the next three yearn. 116 unite of low -rent homing have been completed by

the Authority in five of the seven KEDDO counties.
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The commercial and industrial orientation of the McAlester ()cc has cteadily
increased. In the laot decadv, theccamnity has, utilizing the rban Renewal
Program, nearly coa7pleted the rtplaccAeot of blighted areas of the tontral
hueiness district. New industries have been attracted through thoefforte of
the Chamber of Commerce and the McAlester Industrial Foundation/a nan.nrofit
organization established for the purpose of itcentive funding. The City
has one of the first Comunity Coordinated Child Care Programs in the nation to
be recognized. In 1967, McAlester embarked upon program to concentrate frag-a
mented and obsolete resources aimed at physical, mental, and eocial health into Ono
modern center projected to service the entire region, providing the facilities and
drawing patients from a wide enough area to attract to the center the specialitieo
now mieeing or in short supply in eoutheast Oklahoma and increading training and
employment opportunities for the unskilled and semi ckilled. Community reel/dente
donated land for the McAlester area ympetionah.Techmical School and have supported
the school each year with additional MFerating funds through the Model Cities
iprogram. Also in the field of eddcation, new McAlester Public Library was
completed in 1969 with offices and service area° included for the headquarters
of the Choctaw Nation Multi-County Library system. Principally through Urban
Renewal and Model Cities, problem of poor housing, otreete, and sewers have
been attacked. Planning ham been initiated by the Model Cities Crime and Dello-
quency Task Force for regional corrections program. Acceee routee to industriee
and the commercial trade area have been upgraded, and the capability for air trans-
portmtion.has been enhanced by airport iLprovemente.

The people of McAlester have aocumd a leadership role in the region andundertaken
activities which are a force for progrees.
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AREA 1

115

This aroa lies athin the Model Neighborhood. The population is composed of
35.9% persons 19 years of age and under, 31.4% from 20 to 49, and 3217% 5C

years and over. There are 94.8% white and 5.2% American Indian. 17.4% of the

population receives some type of welfare assistance; 46.3% of households re-
ceive annual income of $3,000 or less. The educational attainment of 45.0

of the population is Jr. hi r less. 90.2% of the housing is substandard or

dilapidated. Most houses e on city sewer, but sewer lines are very old.

Streets are primarily asphal is or dust cover, without curbs and gutters. ,

AREA 2

Thin is an NDP Area, Okla All, Area C, funded in October, 1969, a including

54 square blocko, 16.7% commercial and 83.3% residential. In the rat year,

12 houses were rohabilitatcd. Second year activities included the habilitating

of 14 homes, the purchaso of 16 commercial structures, and the reloc ion of

20 bunines000. Demolition has begun in tho area, and plans this year c for

the paving of two otroots and the acquisition of eight more parcel() of land.

Thio io,tho downtown Urban Donswal Aroa, Ttla. R-19, funded in Dsoczbor, 1964,

and now CO% coaploto. 42 otructuroo have boon purchased and dczoliohedi 02

buointoeso have been relocated. Acquioition coots total $1,359,936.651 dtmelltdom
cooto to dat8 aro $79,C97.721 and relocation cooto aro $2120.01.00. 21 parcels

have boon sold and redovolorcep. Thoro aro four iota procoritly for pale. Tho ac-

quiaition and demolition of ono more structuro, tho Co-Mar Hotel, io planned.
It io eotimated $7.8 million hao boon invootod by priFato capital in thin area
otnco the project began, including $269,181.00 for the purchaoo of land from

Urban Renewal. Tho moat notable investment by private enterprioe hao been`the
building constructed by the First National Bank at a cost, of $111,000.00 for land
and $1,197,000.00 in construction and now housing the bank, a mall for small
businesseo and offices, and an S.C. Kress store. Increased employment in bank

personnel-is from 50 to 58 or 15%. Also in the same block is a new City parking °
lot, built with Revenue Bonds at a coat of $127,000.00 on land purchased from
Urban Renewal for $23,000.00. Two blocks of street were widened in the downtown

area by the downtown merchants at a cost of $17,000.00. Other expansions are the

National Bank, being remodeled and doubled in size, and a third bank recently
ned, the American Bank of Commerce.d

kREA 4

This Urban Renewal Area, Okla. R-31, Was funded fol$#;1,800,000.00 in 1967 and

io 50% complete. To date 70 houses have been acquired for a cost of $698,573.66;
70 households have been relocated into standard structures at a cost of $115,471.60;

and 59 houses have been rehabilitated for an expenditure of $421,044.00 (loans

and grants). Site clearance has accounted for $16,000.00. Improvements of

sewers, storm drainage, and 4.5 miles,of streets total $754,213.75. The 80 units

of public housing in this area, built for $890,517.00 and designed primarily for
families, were completed in March, 1970. .The neighborhood facility in the housing

area Rost $84,032.00 and is servinithe housing units and the surrounding area 16

ea a peeting place and as the location of a Neighborhood Health Station , funded

by the, Health Department and Modbl Cities.
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AREA 5

This io another portion, Aroa B - South, of the NOP Area, Okla. A-1, covqring
29 square blocks and noW 25% complete. In the first yoar tho pl;oject allowpd
for the acquisition of the Vo-Tech School site; the paving of Wyandotte Avchuo
from 11th Street to 69 By-Paso; the installation of storm sowero and part of the
street paving, the providing o, oanitary oewers to serve tho Vo-Toch ochool and
oorvice tho surrounding rooidehtial area. 'Eight structured i tho ochool site
wort acokired and demolished; those.eiGht families wore valocated into otandard
houiling. Three housoo wore also rehabilitated in thio area in tho first yoar.
During tho'second yoar, Wyandotte is boing povod from llth'Strect soot po 3rd "

Strdot, and storm drainage and oeworo aro being lootalled. Pour hoodoo havo
boon rehabilitated. No farthor UNpon Renowal work in plannod in this area.
Total conotructian coot of tho 32,000 oquaro foot KiamichidAroa Vocational Tech-
nical School located at McAlootor was $5`{9,6C0.00; and odliivent coot was
$392,612.00 including $42,625.00 recoivcd from tho Modal Citioo Program.
McAlootor citioons.raiscd Punic; frolplenations in the amount of $40,000.00 to
purrh000 the McAlootor pito whioh was given to the Vo-Tech District. 358 students,,
approximtely 50% cdulto, have revolved training in regular clas000 in the schdol
from its epervirq t,Ireugh tho loot ocmOoter. Another 304 have taken :Mort courses.
Loot oc:::eotor in the nine-claooroem building and four of tho five trailors fur-

cj niohti by Nad61 Cities Pb clasoos were taught botwoon 8 and 4 daily. The fifth
troilor ir utiliLed 33 a learning lab for improvement of basic skills in reading,
language and math. course offerings included: Machine ;hop; Air Conditioning,
110MgoratPen, and Heatino; Child-rare and Guidan:e; cosmetology; Graphic Com-
munication; Auto Mechanico; Health 0,upations; Drafting and Design; Carpentry and
Construction; Elertrefiiro; Buoinosb and Office Education; Practical Nersingi.and
Ward Clerk. 143 adults and 378 youth completed training in these clauses. Evening
offerings included: Ceginning and Advanced Air Conditioning, Refr oration, and
Heating; Auto Mochanics; Beginning Typing; Advanced Typing; Shortha and
Shorthand II ;-Beginning AcCountIng; Advanced Accounting; Carpentry and abinet-
making; Child-Care and Guidance I; Drafting and Design; Electronics II; Commercial
Art; and two classes of Nursing Assistant. 270 students, all adults, completed
training in thee classes and four short courses. ° There is a teaching staff of
16 day teachers, 14 night instructors, and threesounselors. Child-Care Co-
ordinators also work part-time in 4-C Committee Child-Care Centers providing
training for staff. Operational cost of the school is $422,609.99, $281,609.99
50% from the mileage and 50% from the State and the remaining $141,0001.00 from
Model Cities.

AREA 6

This is a prime industrial area in McAlester. Industries already located here are
Lockheed-California Co., North American - Rockwall Corp., and MEECO Marinas, Inc.
Lockheed came to McAlester in 1962 and now employs 78. people for an annual pay..,
roll of $750,000.00, a 67% increase over the first payroll of $450,000.00. Ori-
ginally housed at the United States Naval Ammunition Depot the tompany built
this plant in 1967. North-American located here in 1964 and, after an expansion in
1967, presently employe 214 persons at an annual payroll of $2,000,000.00, double
the filist annual payroll of $1,000,000.00. MEECO Marinas has expanded twice since
building, of the original plant in 1961 to a present employment of 97 from 5
and payroll of $500,000.00 annually, a twenty fold increase over the initial
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payroll of $25,000.00. Also in this area is one of the four industrial sites
owned by the'McAlester Industrial Foundation. This site does not yet have

sewer and water or other improvements. An industrial park study is in poo-
gress with funding of $20,500.00 from EDA and $12,500.00 from Model Cities.

AREA 7

This is the area in, which the Health and Social Services Center will be construct-

ed. Three blocks north of the site land has been purchased by the School system
"for a $1,000,000.00 middle school to be funded 540 by Model Cities and 5096 by a

school bond issue. Two streets have been paved leading to the site at a cost b

of $441,000.00, 40nroe Avenue on the south and 13th Street., four-lane, on the

west. This is I:Mended to be used asthe match for an Urban Renewal Area to the,
south, Okla. R-49, for which $61,51, has been expended to date in planning&

This can provide the drainage and on of the site and pave 13th Street

0 to curve to meet llth Street lead arl'Alhert Parkway, as well as rehab-

ilitating a residential area of so blocks. The population of.the area of
the Model Neighborhood surrounding She center is composed of 38.4%.peranns 19 *
years of age and under, 33% from 20'to 49, end 28.6% 50 years and,4wer. There

are 85.9% white, l2. .black, and 1.6%.American Indban. 18.290 of,'the people

receive some form of welfare assistance; 38.0 of households recd ve annual in-
come of $3,000.00 or less. The educational attainment of 30.4% of the population

is Jr. high or less. 76.2% of the housing is substandard or dilapidated. Most

houses are on City water, but water lines are very old and too small for the

load. There is oily one sewer line running through the area. Streets are pri-

marily dirt or &Mt cover. The site for the Health and Social Services Center

Consists of 86 acres. 87.5% of the land has been purchased at a cost of

$361,736.52 in Model Ci4ies funds. This includes $29,000.00 for a modern house
which is being used as a Youth Shelter and $23,400.00,for a church which is 70%

complete and will be used as a Child-Care Center. A nine-member trust appointed

by the City Council is operating the program, and A hag-time Director and sup-
,portive staff and consultants have been hired from Model Cities Hinds in the

amount of 857,038:81. The Youth Shelter was opened in March of this year and

has cared for a total of 94 children- Operational 'hinds in tie amount of

$12,500.00 annually are 60% provided by the Oklahoma State Department of Insti-
tutions, Social and Rehabilitative Services and 40% by local donations. Fur-

nishings were also provided by local contributions. The Child-Care Center will

be operated by the McAlester 4-C Committee, Inc. which began in May of 1970
with four children in one ,:enter and now administers three centers for 193

children. Initial funding was $6,711.00, Local; $14,000.00, Model Cities;
$30;000.00 HEW Title IV-A, State; $10,34300, 004; $1,184.00, CAA; $11,067.00,

DOL; and $2,617.00, OJT. This year a $72,000.00 grant was received from the

State Department of Institutions, Social1and Rehabilitative Services, matched

by $24,000.00 in Model Cities funds. Other installations planning to locate in

theCenter are the Pittsburg County Health Department; Pittsburg CoUnty Depart-

ment of Institutions, So 1 and Rehabilitative Services; a general hospital and

continuing care center; unity Mental Health Center; Vocational-Rehabilita-

tion Center, including p red' workshop and dormatories.

AREA 8

Airport improvements were completed between 1969 and 1971. Included were: land

acquisition; extension of the runway 1,600 feet from 4,000 feet to 5,600 feet;

building of a new road from ehe highway to the terminal and a (parking aVea in

frofit; construction of taxi-way turnaround; additio'hs to taxi aprons; addition
of extra tie-down area; rehabilitation of hangers; remodeling and air condition-

ing of terminal; fencing; rehabilitation and extension of medium intensity

runway lighting; rechanneling of creek. Total cost was $960,000.00 with sources

of FAA, $400,000.00; Ozarka, $120,000.00;
State Aeronautics, $10,000.00; and

local $430,000.00 from $400,000.00 from bonds and $30,000.00 in-kind
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(Note : 'The plan for health and social services, for southetistern
Oklahonia is on file with thsubcommittee.)

L/
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RURAL DEVELOpEENT

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 10, 1971

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON RURAL DEVELOPMENT,

MITITE ON AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY,
Lincoln, Nebr.

The subcommit met, pursuant to recess, at 1 :15 p.m., at the ICel-
logg Center, Univerkity of Nebraska, Hon. Hubert .H. Humphrey
(chairman of the subcommittee), presiding.

Present : Senators Humphrey, Curtis, and Bellmon.
Senator HUMPHREY. I wish to call to order the Subcommittee of the

Senate Committee on Agriculture and Forestry, the Subcommittee on
Rural Development.

STATEMENT OF HON. HUBERT H. HUMPHREY, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF MINNESOTA

Senator HUMPHREY. Just for a word of background as to the pur-
pose of this visit, the work of the subcommittee : the subcommittee was
established this spring, in the month of April, as a result of legislation
which was adopted the year before, title IX of the AgriCultural Act of
1970. That title directed the Government of the United States, both ex-
ecutive and legislative branches, to design and execute policies of gov-
ernment directed toward a better urban-rural balance or, to put it
in simpler language, to encourage and promote the development of the
rural areas of our country.

When we use the term "rural" we are not merely talking only about
the family farm, even though that serves as the basic economic struc-
ture of rural Americawe also are talking about communities of
50,000 or less in size, a figure which is generally accepted as being non
metropolitan. And we are talking about those areas that surround
those communities. So rural development includes the farm, the agri-
cultural producer; it includes the trade center, the community center,
the village, the town, and the small city.

It is the judgment of many of us that these parts of America have
been neglected and as a result of that neglect we have part con-
tributed to what we term the urban crisis.

We are here at a university campus. I think it is fair to say that
those of us who have been privileged, to attend universities or teach at
universities hear a great deal about our urban crisis. In fact, our
Nation is urban oriented even though it depends in a large measure
for its prosperity and its security upon agriculture and rural life.

(119)
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''I find in Washington, for example, that when we have a hearingbefore the Joint Committee on the Economic Report, which is one ofthe prestigious e iruittees dealing with the economy, that it is almostimpossible . to get testimony about rural America. Our economists

speak seldom of r trill economics. Our sociologists are primarily con-cerned with urban life.
We seem to forget that most of the poverty in America is not in ourcities but it is in the rural ,countryside. We seem to forget' that the

poorest housing in America is not in our- cities but in rural America.
And we seernito forget that we have experienced in this Nation in the
last 30 years the greatest migration of people that modern recorded
history has ever known. Thirty million Americans have left our Na-
tion's farms to move into the lar cities. Many of these Americanswise
havp been unprepared for urba ife and most cities have been totally
unprepared to receive such an influx of population.

So today we see the paradoxical situation, and yet it is also tragic,
of cities incapable of meeting the needs of people to provide the social
services, cities congested, noisy, dirty, crime-ridden, obsolete facilities,
slums, bankrupt in many instances or close to it, and we see a rural
countryside depopulated, small towns dying, other towns fighting for
their existence, and many of our young people who are desperately
needed for future leadership in our smaller communities moving from
the rural countryside to the city because that is where they think op-
portunity is to be found.

Now we have been trying to examine the why's and the where's of
this. We have been trying to learn. This subcommittee does not have.
all the answers. If we did, we would be back in Washington trying to
legislate. tWe think we are picking up some information. There is no one spe-
Cialist in this field and there is no one agency of Government or of
community that has the answers or knows exactly what to do.

I think we can staft out by saying that nothing will happen unless
there is community leadership. It won't be done from the topop
down; it has to come from the bottom up. And I believe it is fair to
say that our purpose as we'have traveled in South Dakota, in Iowa,
Alabama, Georgia, Oklahoma, and now Nebraskaand we will go to
many more States in the next 6 or 7 monthsthat our purpose is to
learn, to hear from Governors, officers of government, to hear from
farmers, hear from doctors, as we did last night in McCoolc, to hear
from people who are merchants, to hear from bankers, to hear from
young people, students and nonstudents, black and white,, to hear from
peoplesin community action programs and chambers of commerce, and
I think we have heard from most of them.,

We will have several hundred witnesses before we are through with
our hearings and might I say most respectfully it is impossible for us
in any one day to hear all the witnesses that would like to testify.
Therefore, we solicit your memorandums; we it your statements.

.

-They will be, made a part of our record and we s udy that record. We
have a staff that analyzes it. We seek to find sug e,stions from it that
might be of help.

This morning we were in McCook in the.west part of your State.
We were there and visited with the widow of t a late Senator George
Norris, Mrs. Norris who is 97 years of age an who is remarkably
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bright, alert and articulate. We visited the home of the late George
Norris. Senator Curtis made an announcement there about the Govern-
ment establishing the George Norris Park as a historical monument.

Senator Norris was an inspiration to me all of my life. He was a
bold man. He was disenthralled with the past. He looked to the future.
He was a father in many ways of rural development. He was the
originator of the rural electrification concept. He was the first man to
understand in our time the mobilization of resources and planning
that was consummated in the Tennessee Valley Authority. I think he
was a great teacher and today.we are learning in the land that gave
him to us.

And with that, may I say that our hearing today will proceed.
We have with us as members of this committee your own distin-

guished Senator, Carl Curtis, the senior minority member of this
committee, and Senator Henry, Bellmon of Oklahoma. We also have
been in his State. .

I should say to you in jest as well as in good humor that I have
tried to be a moderator between these two protagonists

I Laughter.]
Senator Htr7dPIIREY (continuing). Since I come from the State of

Golden Gophers where we do not aspire this year to be No. 1 in
football. [Laughter.]

We would aspire if we thought we could make it.
I have done two things: At the request of Senator Bellmon, when

I have been here in Nebraska, I have waged psychological warfare
against Senator Curtis; and when I was in Oklahoma at the request
of Senator Curtis, I waged psychological warfare against Senator
Bellmon. In other words, I am willing to be a disrupter.

But in all honesty, we are not just interested in the fellowship
thatocomes from intercollegiate athletics; we are interested in some-
thing much more important, that is, the future of our country.

With this I want to turn the microphone over to Senator Curtis, then
Senator Bellmon, and then we are going to hear from your distin-
guished Governor and proceed with our hearing.

STATEMENT OF HON. CARL T. CURTIS, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF NEBRASKA

Senator CURTIS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am delighted that this
committee could come to Nebraska. I assure you that there is no in-
dividual in the U.S. Senate, that is more deeply interested in rural
America than our distinguished chairman, Senator Humphrey. He
has given a lot of time to this and has been very helpful in all parts of
the country.

We are also privileged that another mernter of the committee here
today is Senator'Bellmon, former Governor of the State of Oklahoma,
a farmer who livei on a farm. farming is his business other than his
public service.

Rtural development to my mind can be easily defined. It is the crea-
tion of job-producing enterprises in rural America. It does not take
as many people to produce our food as it did in days gone by and we
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d more jobs not only for young men and women but also for people
11 ages.
hese efforts should never be a substitute for adequate farm income

but the industrial development should be in addition thereto.
Mr. Chairman, I have a longer statement that I shall place in the

record but I understand our Governor has a rather rigid time schedule
and I thank you and we do appreciate the fart that the committee is
here.

(.The prepared statement of Senator Curtis is as follows:)
senator (Luria. I am delighted that this Subcommittee on Rural

Development has come to Nebrtisk%for a hearing. It is fitting that
Nebraska was chosen as a location for this hearing because it is an
important part of the agricultural heartland of America. I am grate-
ful to Senator Humphrey as chairman of the subcommittee for his
part in bringing this hearing to Nebraska and for coming himself to
give it a national significance that is much deserved by agriculture and
the people who labor in it, both on the farms and ranches and in the
small towns. I am equally grateful to Senator Be llmon of Oklahoma
for being here.

There are people who have said and pundits who have written in
recent years that agriculture is dead and that rural America is dead
politically. They have drawn this view from the declining popula-
tion of the rural areas and the big increase in population in metropoli-
tan centers of the east and west coast. They have said, in effect, that
the voting power of rural America has dwindled to the point where it
no longer means anything because it is so small in relation to the voting
power of the cities.

The presence of this subcommittee in Nebraska today is proof to
the contrary. There is a healthy 'spirit of competition between the
leaders of both of our great political parties to tackle and try to solve
the problems of rural America. It is the type ofcompetition that has
made our country great, economically as well as politically.

I have long said that the people get the best government when one
party is in power and the other party is almost in power. Senator
Humphrey comes here not only as a former Vice President but also as a
candidate for President Who came within relatively few votes of being
elected President in 1968, and who is very much talked about, albeit
by others, as a potential and promising candidate for President in ,
1972. I welcgme him to Nebraska.

Senator Bellmon is a promising new Member of the Senate from
Oklahoma. He is a former Governor. He couples the experience of
Governor with several productive years as a legislator specializing
agricultuial matters in the Senate. I was pleased to be with him at
similar hearing in Oklahoma yesterday, and I welcome him to Ne
braska today.

We are here as Members of the Senate today to listen. The purpose
of the su4committee is to findout from people at the State and local
level in Nebraska what steps they feel the Federal Government can
and should take to help spur economic development in this area. We
also want to know what restrictions the Federal Government by its
actions and policies has placed on the economic growth of our area
restrictions that very well may need to be removed or modified in
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order to allow rural A me ri elk to play its right ful part in bringing
about p more balanced growth throughout America in- the future.

I want to make it very clear that under no circumstances should
rural development be considered as something in lieu of, or os a sub-
stitute for, additional farm income. We need rural development in ad-
dition to increased farm income.

I feel very strongly that we need to increase the limit that has been
placed by Federal law on the amount of tax-exempt bonds that can be
issued by a State or local unit of government to help finance an indus-
trial development project. The present limit. is $5 million. It was
placed there by the Congress after the Treasury Department under
the previous national adniinist ration attempted to do away with such
bonds as a method of encouraging industrial growth in the rural areas.
The $5 million limit was the best we could save at the Hine. I am a
sponsor of pending legislation to increase the limit to $10 million. I s.
hope that the testimony before this subcommittee will help bring
;timid the passage of this legislation of importance to Nebraska's II)A

Industrial Development Amendment to the State Constitution) Bond
Pro!iram.

It may be necessary to provide new and expanded and different
types of credit to -help spurrura I economic development. The hearings
held by this Subcommittee' will help the Congress to make important
determinations in this area, too. My own personal feeling is that we
need more than anything else to increase incomes in rural America. We
must seek ways to raise the income of farmers and Ober residents of
rural America. With adequate income, the credit ptoblem will take

'care of itself. This is my sincere belief.
I am disappointed, as I know many of our Nebraska people are,

that the subcommitire cannot spend 2 or 3 days taking testi-
mony in Nebraska. Our time is too short, and thus our witness list is
not as long as I would like it to be. But I want to invite and encourage
anyone who wants to express views on this subject to give us a written
statement here today, or mail it to my office in Washington within the
next 2 or 3 days, and I will see that it is made a part of the hearing
reeord just as though you. testified here. I welcome all of you, and I
am eager to bear your ideas and suggestions.

Senator Ht-mpliftEY. Thank you, Senator Curtis.
Senator Bellmon? .

STATEMENT OF HON. HENRY BELLMON, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF OKLAHOMA

,

Senator I3EnnmoN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will not take much
time for my remarks. I only want to echo the things Sena Curtis
has said about thet interest of our chairman in this vitally impor
field and to add the fact that Senator Humphrey has the adyanta(
of having been born and raised in rural America and later having
served as the mayor of Minneapolis, one of our great Cities.

Ile knows the problems of rural development from both ends, from
the fact that out-migration from the rural areas is causing serious
problems there, and the in-migration into our cities is causing prob-
lents in urban, centers; and I think we are fortunate to have a man
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with Seriator Humphrey's understanding and his optimism in his
position during this time. .-.1 ,

I am very hopeful and I strongly believeathat some meaningful re-
sults are k,roing to come from the delil (nations of the coMmittee. Also,
Nebraska s own Senator Curtis has m 1de an outstanding cunt ribut ion
in many ways, not only in this lief but also in many others in the
service of the country. 1 can say to you lie is one of the most influen-
tial members of the Committee on Agriculture and he has been one
who has guided much of the legislation we have passed, and you are
verylorunate to have him represent you in the ('ongress.

It is very pleasant to be in your state.
Senator I I. r- m PI !REY. Thank you, Senator Bellmon.
Our first witness is Governor Exon. We welcome your testimony and

we know you have other co)imitments. Would you proceed. We are
pleased to have you with us.

STATEMENT OF HON. J. JAMES EKON, GOVERNOR, STATE OF
NEBRASKA, LINCOLN, NEBR.

Governor ExoN. I thank you. Senator, and I appreciate the brevity
of statements by U.S. Senators. I thought you all did very, very well
indeed.

Chairman Humphrey., Senator Curtis, and Senator Bellmon, it is in-
deed a privilege to have you in the State as a subcommittee of the
U.S. Senate and I am sure the testimony you will hear here this after-
noon will be helpful in the important deliberations of your subcom-
mittee in considering.rural America.

There is an urgency associated with the preservation of rural Amer-
ica that is unequaled in the history of this Nation. We do not have the
time to simply talk about the problems of rural America-,---we need
action. We need action now--programs that can filmiel assistance di-
redly into the lifeline of rural American families within the next 6
months. Procrastination is a luxury that we cannot afford.

While not yet available for public record, I have been informed
that 3:-) percent of the loans of one major rural finance source are in
some state of difficulty in Nebraska. Now I think if we delay our re-
sponse to these problems we will only accelerate the tragedy of the
situation I hat demands answerS and results.

We !wed a. program of immediate action, bold and innovative new
approaclies to respond to old and nagging problems.

The I lomestend Act of the last century u.ave tremendous incentive
to the development of the great heartland of this Nation. Today.
America must make a commitment to revitalize that concept with an
equally bolit concept. ,

What incentives must we consider? The prime salvation for rural
America depenrls upon an immediate improvement, in earnings. Not
only are we threatened with extensive migration from the rural areas
but be0ause of low earnings we have also endangered our future food
supply by failing to lirik agriculture and rural America with the
rest of our national economy.

I have proposed at two recent Governors' conferences a reformula-
tion of our approach to agriculture. This new approach could provide
an additional $15 billion annually in new income to rural America.

...,....
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must be made to itid in revitalizing and strengthening the heartlpid
of America.

May I make you aware of an urgent need and perhaps with the
assistance of this committee imiqediate help is possible. I have re-
quested on two occasions that Secretary Hardin-grant a 90-day mora-
torium on the October 1 call for 1997-6ri corn and sorghum from on-
the-farm storage. Such action, if it can be taken now, will offer the
farmer the option of delaying delivery at present depressed prices
and the possibility of realizing a just reward in some rise in feed grain
prices. We feel that prices have been depressed by overenthusiastic
USDA crop estimates that will not hold as a result of the Midwest,
drought. Please, please help us to gain a favorable response from th
Depa rt me nt of Agricult ure.

Increased capitalthere is a need, a desperate need for increased
commitment of funds available to rural America.

The Farm Home Administration is a sound and proven structure,
providing needed operating capital to farm families affected by
drought conditions and in places where they could not get regular
loans. We need to fortify, these efforts and to further encourage these
production resources.

The Small Business AdministrationSBAhas really been doing
an outstanding job here in Nebraska. However, I honestly feel that
more moneys for rural America managed through the SBA. must
be committed. This kind of working capital, loaned on a responsible
and businesslike basis, is in great demand; it certainly is in great needy

Tax incentives are needed for new industries and new economic en-
terprises to move into rural areas; tax incentives must be made
available.

The Rural Job Development Act presently before the Congress of
the United States certainly deserves strong consideration and may
contain some of the mechanics to which I am referring. With the
proper incentives, new jobs and new income as well as a new tax source
could be created, and this could be accomplished without a Federal
handout of any kind. Given this kind of incentive the private sector
could take on new vitality.

Once we have established the economic base to strengthen rural -
Americit even more comprehensive commitments are needed.

Roadswe must start planning now for new road improvement
providing adequate transportation into and from rural America. Im-
proved roads will provide economic arteries that will enhance all of
our efforts to revitalize rural America.

Transportation for our rural American production that we have
here, to be competitivetransportation costs and the availability of
transportation must be competitive. Rail and freight rates must be
at a level that will encourage our competitive situatio in the rural
areas. Our air service is presently of great concern to s in Nebraska
with one unwilling and financially troubled carrier r clueing service
to the pout of no return.

Housing will be an important matter to the future of rural Amer-
ica. There isno reason why rural housing cannot match the best of.

our cities. The Federal housing assistance programs adlninistered by
HUD should be changed in order to effectively respond to housing
conditions in rural America. We need to encourage and develop ad-
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ditional private financial institutions and their participation for rural
housing.

Recent reports received in the bovernor's office indicate that many
urban people would really like to move back to rural areas if given
the opportunity.

We could aid this transition to rural America by reorienting our
Federal employment offices to identify, individuals interested in rural
America opportunities and to identify. and computerize skills and sal-
aries of a potential labor force so that industries moving to rural
America have the necessary information for planning.

The committee, might consider a federally supported moving ex-
pense reimbursement to aid families interested' in returning to the
nation, outside the cities.

There is need for a rural development extension agency for imple- ,
menting programs in the rural areas which pertain to planning,
financing, housing, and social activities.

Tourismwe have not yet tappedthe potential of tourism or leisure-
type activities in our rural areas. Specific Federal funds available to
support the PAL program could aid and accelerate development- of
lakes, ponds, cabin sites, vacation facilities, and hunting reservoirs in
order to better utilize our natural resources.

With the tremendous natural resources available in rural America,
it is exciting to visualize the opportunities for nationwide development.

The economic strengthening- and planning for opportunity in rural
America provides the only logical-routes to solve many of the prob-
lems facing this Nation.

We thank you for the opportunity of sharing our thoughts with you
and I know you will be extremely interested in the suggestions of those
individuals following this testimony. 1

Thank you very much.
Senator ITuittrittum Governor, we want fn thank yon, and may I

say on behalf of the committee that your testimony is comprehensive.
It is filled with many constructive suggestions, some of which we have
had comment upon before, b it some o which are definitely new and
innovative: -

I want to add at this point that after a conversation with von I
joined in the request to Secretary Hardin on the 90-day moratorium
on the callup for the 1967 -6R corn-and grain sorghum in farm storage.
In my State, Minnesota, we are sorely pressed for what you might call
large storage facilities and we simply have to maintain on-the-farm
storage or there will be a catastrophic drop in the prices of feed grains
and corn. It could be a very serious economic matter.

On the matter of tax incentives, quickly, Governor, you, of course,
are familiar with the President's suggestion of the investment tax
credit.

Governor EXON. Yes.
Senator ITITMPTTREY. Would von feel that that investment tax credit

might well be directed toward the economic rehabilitation and eco-
nomic expaRsion in what we call rural America ?

Governor ExoN. Yes. I believe, the President has the right general
approach in this area and with some encouragement from your com-
mittee maybe we could even have more Of,those funds channeled in
for the encouragement of industry td move into our areas.
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Senator Humetrarv. Investment tax credit I have alw tys felt had
genuine merit to promoting the efficiency of American industry, its
productive efficiency, but at this time it has two other areas where it
could be helpful.

First, we could put a special incentive for investment, in rural Amer-
ica or in areas of high unemployment or ill areas of out-migration of
the population.

Second, we could apply it for ecological purposes, namely, en vi -.,
ronmental pNtection. We heard yesterdayy colleagues will recall
from one of the industrialists who testified about a $10 million invest-
met in a particular plant for environmental protection in a paper
and pulp plant. To expedite such new technology and its application,
I think the investment tax credit mild be well used.

A nv studies that you may make on transportation, Governor, .also
would be helpful to us. Every place we go we get the feeling that there
are negative forces working against rural America. We see this not
only in terms of the quality of roads which are necessary today
you need heavier roadbeds that will take bigger trucks-1)1i also with
respect to the rail service available in rural America which, of course,
is becoming extinct in some places. Also rail rates in many areas are
having a negative impact on the development of industry within
rural America.

Yesterday we had a discussion about rural development and the Ex-
tension Services. I think Senator liellmon will recall his questioning
one of the witnesses at Oklahoma State University from the Extension
Service about this.

Finally. Governor, I am particularly interested in what you had to
say about financing. I would appreciate your specific views at some
later time 011 a bill that is now before our committee that we call the
Rural Development Bank of. the Consolidated Farm and Rural De-
velopment Act. We now have 50 cosponsors of this bill in the Senate.
The bipartisan purpose behind it is to supplementnot to take over
private banking.

Everywhere we have been we find that this is one of the most serious
problems facing rural eommunities; namely, the shortage of capital

.which is needed- for any economic expansion.
-I a ti I not talking now of just farm credit. but of non farm or rural

credit. A young man met ale. when I arrived here today, Dr. David J.
Hitler of Unadilla, Nebr. Ile talked with me about the lending poll-.
cies of the `Lincoln area lending institutions for rural nonfarm pur-
poses. And I am going to ask that his written testimony be incorporated
into our hearing record. It tells how he has contacted banks. small and
large. including savings and loan associations. He also contacted the
Farmers Home Administration. And he has evidence here. letters
that indicate what he has to say has merit. He has found that the kind
of credit that he needs just doesn't seem to be available from any of
these lending institutions including from the Farmers Home
Administration.

We will look into this in more precise detail later. If you have any
further comments, Governor, on creditI would appreciate having
them.

Governor Exox. Yes, j would like to make a comment on this,
Senator. Certainly we touched On this and many of the areas that
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you have just addressed yourself to will be'edvered by other members
of my administration and others who will be testifying before this
committee and submitting material to you on 1jns.

It is great to till about loans for rural America. It is great to talk
about loans to fanners, andTertainly we need that. Let's not take our
eye off the ball, though. It really doesn't helt a man too much if you
give him loans and put him in debt and then not provide the return
for the products that he raises as a result of that capital, if he can't
market those products to make any nloney. [Applause.]

I think that is something that should be considered and I am sure
that the other testimony that will follow will help answer many of
the questions that you asked me.

Govenior ExoN. I am sure they haven't:
Senator Ilusimmy. Try to get them off the campus of Harvard

and a few other places. [Laughter.]
Get them out here to see how the rest of the folks live.
Senator Curtis?
Senator Cirns. Governor. we appreciate your statement here and

you have made a number of every important and valuable points.
I would like to ask you, do you regard the industrial development

bonds which are tax free so far as Federal taxes are concerned as a
tried and successful vehicle or weapon in which to bring industry to
rural areas?

Governor ExON. Senator Curtis: I certainly do and further testi-
mony that will follow here again will amplifywe are going to sug-
gest that the limit of that bond be raised. We think we should have
a higher maximum on those types of bonds which -are certainly going
to be helpful for us in attracting more industry to our section of the
Nation.

Senator Cuirris. I appreciate your support of that. Some 5 or 6 years
ago the Treasury Department made a ruling that really put an end
to tax-free industrial development bonds by holding that they were
not ordinary municipal bonds and therefore not tax free.

Senator HtmeunEy. I am snip you know that there isn't a member
of this committee who doesn't fully appreciate the need for better
farm prices and income. Everyone of us has worked his heart out-to
try to improve agricultural income. One of the shortcomings in the
country today is that too many of -our great institutions like my Uni-
versity of Minnesota, spend all too little time on the subject of agri-. culture. We are a highly sophisticated, industrialized, urban-oriented,
educated people and we have forgotten a great deal aliout theiproduc-
ion costs-and the needs of our farm producers.

Young farm people are faced with two major obstacles in getting
into agriculture: No. LA'a young man feels he cannot make a good
living on the farm and that the social environment may not be cul-
turally and educationally what he wants.

Second, be cannot get credit he needs. You cannot startwany farm
today with $15,000. When we talk about farming today we are talking
about really a rather big business. It runs $100,000. You need a mini-
mum of $50,000, $60,000, $70,000 to even get a start and where can a
young man just starting out get that? I mean, that is seldom available
And when you are talking about credit for rural communities, and
industry the need is even greater: We keep hearing repeatedly of the
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necessity of sharing between the private banking structure and the
governmental structure, but somehow or other the regulations that
pertain to governmental structures and banks provide little encourage-
ment for needed development. The guys who write them apparently
seldom visit rural America,.

In Congress we were able to overcome that but we had to settle for
a limit now of $5 million. And certainly that should be raised to $10
million.

We are delighted to have your testimony, Governor, and I won't
take more time.'

Governor ExoN. Thank you, Senator.
Senator HUMPHREY. Senator Bellmon ?
Senator Bewitcay. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I won't detain the

Governor but for a few moments. I appreciate your comments and
recommendations and I find them very helpful.

I would like to ask you to go a little further on the PAL program
you recommended. I know you say that many farmers are presently
underemployed. Is this an effort to have a farmer who has an opera-
tion too small to take up all his time and have him available on a part-
time basis for industrial employment? Is that what you are saying?

Governor EXON. 'That is one part of it, Senator, certainly. We have
that situation. We also have in many places in Nebraska today an
acute shortage of farm labor, plus we have a situation of some indus-
tries not wishing to go into an area because they are not convinced that
there is a labor pool available for that market. So the PAL program
would be an overall program that would allow members who enroll
in PALthis would have to be a Governmen-supported project, of
coursebut this would allow them to work on the farm, to work in
the factory, to work in Government, to work wherever there is a need
for them,

Again, Senator, this will be further explained to you in more detail
by the written reports we just didn't have time to include in the testi-
mony today.

Senator Mr-Atm:tam Just one quick question, Governor : You have
heard about the proposals to increase the power of the farmer in the
marketplace, bargaining for a better price for his commodity. Have
you expressed yourself on this in any testimony or public statements?

Governor-ExoN. Oh, yes, many, many times, in many, many ways,
all embodied in the national food and fiber board concept which we
also will make a part of the suggestions we will make to this commit-
tee, Senator.

Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you very much. It has always been my.
view when the farmer walks into a machine shop or garage or imple-
ment dealer, the man that is on the other side of the counter states
what the price of the tractor is. When the farmer walks in with his
commodity, he says, "What will You hive me? And when one man is
telling you what the price is and you are asking him what he will
give you, you are in trouble. And that has been the farmer's real prob-
lem. Mr. Farmer -has constantly been on what I would call the yo-yo
string; he generally is on the downbeat of the yo-yo when it comes to
the prices he gets for his products and on the upswing of the yo-yo
when it comes to the prices he must pay to produce his goods. The bank
rate is fixed; the utility ,rate is fixed; the transportation rate is fixed.
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There are often minimum wages for a worker under a union contract.
And Mr. Farmer ends eip wi h, "What will you give me?"

GOvernor Exox. Very basi lly, Senator, that is covered in my testi-
' mony that you can read there a out a parity of income for agriculture.

. Senator 11IIMPHREY. Fine.
Governor E2tox. That encompasses that whole area, of course.
Senator HumniREY. Thank you very much, Governor. Bon voyage.
Governor Exox. Thank you very much. [Applause.]
(The statement is as follows :)

. , i
STATEMENT OF DR. DAVID. 1. HIBLER, MANILA, NEBR.

Dr. Illuir,En. Honorable Senators : For the past 9 months I have been
informalinforal contacis with lending institutions in the Lincoln,

Nebr., area fol. refinancing needs on my home in rural Unadilla, Nebr.
What I at first thwht would be an easy task soon developed into a
formidable,chore, for -'I discovered very quickly that there are virtu-
ally no lending institutions101ich seem equipped to handle the needs
of home mortgages in the rural nonfarm market. On Wednesday,
Augu$t 25, I noticed in the newspaper that your subc mittee was
planning a tour of this area to investigate ways of slow or reversing
the rural out-migration of recent years. I. at that time'de ded to form-
alize my, father loose previous contacts, and would like to present. to
you today the results of letters of inquiry .directecr.to 20 lending in
stitutions in this area regarding rural financing. 1 ,

I contacted the large banks in the area, the:small banks in myim-.-, mediate Yieinity, al of the savings and loan It ociations in the area
and the Nebra a City office of the FarmeiC. cline Administi.ation.
To put it blun y : No one is very interested in financing in the country.
I have gone o the Farmer's Home Administration and been tOdl
was making t o much anoney to qualify fortheir prograrnsthq sug-
gested I see m ocal banks. I have gone to the small local banks and
been told that they do not have sufficient funds for such lending,
and that I should see the larger banks. I have gone to the larger banks
and been told that they do not loan out of the city, but that I should

0see the savings and loan-associations. I have gone to the savings and
loan. associations and been told that it is against their policies to o; outside of the city .(or county), but that I should seethe small ban

, in my area, or, perhaps, the Farmers' Home Administration. And so
the merrygo-round goes around and around and around.

I enclose (exhibit 1) a sample copy of the letter I mailed to the insti-
tutions on 'or around September 1. The box score on,the 20 letters I
sent ciut last week is as follows: (a) 14 direct refusals (exhibit 2) ; f (b)
three no response to date"; (c) three tentative requests for more infor-
mat ion. Let, me further qualify these.

(a) Of the 14 direct refusals three institutions stated that they
simply did not have any money for such loans; the other 11 refused
using. expressions as follows:

* * it has been our company policy not to become involved in financing any
properties in Unadilla or in the outlying areas.

1
* * * we are not making loans of this type outside the city limits of Lincoln.
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we do not mike loans on real estatmortgages located out of LancifstetCounty. .

our trade area doffs not extend as far west as Unadilla.
we have not been lending in Otoe County.
legally an insured savings and' loan association such as ours can lendwithin a radius of 100 miles. Our lending policy, set out by our board of direc-tors' has generally limited us to Omaha and Lincoln and in Scottsbluff, Nebr.,where we have an office.
we would not be interested in granting the loan as per your inquiry dueto the location of your property. Our association at the present time is grantingloans only on properties that are located within the city limits.

Your loan is first out of our territory.
our bank does not make any real estate mortgage loans outside tire citylimits of Lincoln.

-(1-0 The three no-response banks are all from rather small towns.,
one close by, one rather distant, and one in Nebraska City.

(c) Of the three requests for further information, it should be noted
that two of these requests are from institution which refused a simi-
lar request of mine approximately 5 mont ago on t e grounds- that
they did not lend'on such rural nonfar roperties. The third, while
asking for more information in the form of a financial statement. also
indicated through a telephone conversation that in the past it had not
been their policy to make loans of this type in outliving areas, for they
had more than enough business within the city limits of Lincoln.

The last comment is, I believe, a telling one. At the present time,
Senators, virtually every lending institution in this area, big or small.
seems unwilling, or unable to issue rural nonfarm mortgages. I know
of many people who would love to move out into the country, As I.
read the present market, unless they are independently wealthy and
able to pay cash for a home; or unless they buy a farm and start farm-
mg; or unless they use political muscle and pull to swing a favoi'
there seems little chalice of their even securing a cursory hearing, from
the lending institutions.

Perhaps the market in Lincoln is a strange one and not typical of cir-
cumstances elsewhere in the country. I don't knowbut I would at this
time like to ask you to try and find out. I am asking you; Senators, to
use the powers of your office and committee to make a full-scale na-
tional luvestigatithi of the 1(11(6110 policies and/or prejudices of banks
and savings and loan associations re rural properties, both farm and .
non farni. If your investigation reveals that there is indeed a need for
action in this area. I would like you, individually, or your -conunittee.
jointly. to consider sponsoring any or all of the following in the 'U.S.
Senate :

(a) Federal legislation which would provide incentives for rural
farm and nonfarm lending through special Government guarantees;

b) Federal legislation which would censure any lending institution
hole 0. and!or handling, Federal funds if that institution has an an-nounc or implicit policy of refusing to lend on rural farm or non-
farm properties. These censures could include, if necessary, withhold-

and/or withdrawal of any or all Federal moneys, including FILL
ft ids or guarantees.

(c) Federal legislation which would erect on a nationwide scale a
new system of lending institutions whose express purpose and policy

° would be the encouragement of lending for rural farm and nonfarm
properties.

13
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For over 10 years, Senators, I have listened to our Nation's lead-
ers, from the PiNident on down, as they raised a hue and a clamor
over the migration of population out of the country into the cities,
with all the consequent problems brought on by overdensity of pop-
ulation. Indeed, only last night, Senator Curtis, you were quoted
as suggesting that a new Statue of Liberty should be erected and
dedicated to "beckoning to rural America the congested, discouraged,
smoke-choked, and crime oppressed individuals and families from our
great cities." My only question, Senator, is have you checked with
the Nation's bankers to ses whether or not they are interested in
financing this transportation of America's "Great Lady."

In 14 27 years I have shared the concern over density of population,
Senators, for I have lived in or around such large metropolitan areas as
Cleveland, New York, (Incinnati, and Chicago, and I have seen enough

big city problems never to want to: return there. For 3 years my
family and I have enjoyed the pleasures of country livingall I
am asking for is the opporfunity to continue doing so. I admit .that
the above requests are partially motivated by my own personal and
selfish interestsfor unless I can, within the next 50 (lays. find
someone willing to lend in the country, I stand to lose shout $k,000
and some 3 years of hard work,. in improving ,pay property. Your
committee will not he able to help my individual case hut it might
be able to find out if my case is in any way typical. If it is. I would
trust that you and your committee would have both the courage
and the foresight to bring into existence such measures as would
rectify the economic and lending conditions which currently seem
to be keeping people from remaining in or moving into the rural
areas of this great country of ours. I thank you

Yesterday I notified all of the presidents of the institutions which
have refused me or not responded, and told them that-I would give
the above testimony (see exhibit 3). I urged them to be prepared
to give your committee their side of the story. If it is your 'com-
mittee's pleasure, you might consider giving them the opportunity
either 'to testify or to place on file rebuttals or qualifications of the
testimony I have given above.

(The exhibits are as foll6ws :)

EXHIBIT 1 '

UNADILLA. NEBR.. _4 typixt 30, 1971.
nomE MORTGAGF. OFFICER
First Federal Savings and Loan,
Lincoln, Nebr.

Dnan Sin: For reasons as outlined in the attached, I am in need of immediate
refinancing of the mortgage on my home in Unadilla, Nebraska. Besides the
mortgage. the home has a FHA home improvement loan and a construction
lien on it. Details are spelled'out' on one of the enclosed sheets. All told, the
total amount to be refinanced, including the mortgage and construction monies,
is about $13,100.

I am interested in a mOrtagge of approximately 7-10 years length, depending
on the interest rate.

Would you please respond at your earliest convenience as to whether or
not you are interested in talking further about this refinancing. I will be
happy to meet with you personally and will he pleased to show the home to
your appraiser at any convenient time.

If you are not interested, would you be so kind as to send me notification
in writing to this effect and, if possible, list your reason(s) for refusal.

3
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You may contact me at my office, as above, or at my home, R.R. 1, Unadilla,
Nebraska, 68454. I thank you in advance for your kind consideration in this
matter, and look to hear from you in the very near future.

Sincerely,
(Dr.) DAVID J. HIBLER.

LINCOLN, NEBR., August 12, 1971.
DEAR Mn. AND Mils. Mu Lau: We received your letter this morning in regard

to the loan we hold on yopr property.
The unpaid balance of principal is due on October tit)i 1971. I did not figure

it down to the last penny but atter the SOO. 1st an4 Oct. 1st, 1971 payments
are made, the unpaid balance will be approximately'$9,925.00.

Because of poor health, which you already know about, I do not wish to
renew this loan when it is due, but want the unpaid balance paid in full.
Because of the prime interest rate just being boosted, it may be easier for you
to get financing from a Savings.& Loan Association than a bank.

You have a very fine property, with low taxes, and should be an ideal place
to raise your family.

Sincerely,
MYRTLE O. GIBBS.

PROPERTY DESCRIPTION

The home IR situated two miles north of Unadilla, Nebraska, on old highway 2,
and is within commuting distance to Lincoln (24 tulles), Nebraska City ,(25
miles) and Omaha (45 miles). The home has an attached two car garage, living
room, dining room, kitchen, bath, three bedrooms, central air, fireplace and one
acre of ground.

MORTGAGE INFORMATION

1. Original mortgage held by Myrtle 0. Gibbs, 411 Cottonivood Drive, Lincoln,
Nebr., Issued October 30, 1966. Original Principal $14,500 at 6%% ; Current
Principal $10,092.62. Principal at due date will be about $9,925.00cf. attached.

2. FHA improvement loan held by First Federal Savings and Loan, Lincoln,
Nebr. Issued August 1970. Original Principal $3,000 at 91/2%. Current Principal
$2,729.54 as of September 20, 1971.

3. Construction lein held by Gartner Construction Co., Unadilla, Nebr. Issued
September 1970. Current Principal approximately $500exact figures were not
available at this writing.

$9, 92_5.00
2, 729.54

c. 500.00

e. 13, 154. 54

TOTAL MONEYS TO BE REFINANCED

EXHIBIT 2

FIRST NATIONAL BANK AND TRUST CO. OF LINCOLN,
Linisoln, Nebr., September 7, 1971.

Dr. DAVID J. HIBLER,
University of Nebraska, Department of English,
Lincoln, Nebr.

DEAR Dn. Human: Thank you for your recent letter in regard to obtaining a
mortgage loan.

Howe-ver, at the present time we are not making loans of this type outside the
city limits of Lincoln. You may wish to contact some of the savings and loan
associations around town to get their consideration on this matter.

If you have any additional questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.
Yours truly,

DEAN A, Gonnansus,
Mortgage Loan Department.

I1)
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STATE FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCUTION,
Lincoln, Nebr., September 8, 1971.

Dr. DAvID J. IIIRLkft,
University of Nebraska, Department of Engliah,
Lincoln, Nebr.

Thank you, Dr. Mb ler, . . . for your inquiry regarding the pbssibility to
finance your property in Unadilla, Nebraska.

It has been our company policy not to become involyed in financing- any
properties in Unadilla or in the outlying areas. Most of our mortgage' portfolio
consists of mortgages in the City of Lincoln or acreage developments surrounding
Lincoln.'

I am sorry that we cannot be of service to y9u at this time, however, if we
can be of service to you at a later date, please do not hesitate to fiontact our
office. We do appreciate your interest in contacting us with this matter.

Best regards,
WARREN K. HARDIN°,

Loan Officer.

GATEWAY BANK,
Lincoln, Nebr., September 7, 1971.

Dr. DAVID J.
Unadilla, Nebr.

DEAR DR. rheum: Thank you for your inquiry of September' 2, f97i, regarding
the financing of a real estate mortgage on your property located in Unadilla,
Nebraska.

I regret to inform you that we dd not make loans on reel estate mortgages
located out of Lancaster County. Secondly our maximum loan advance on real
estate mortgages is 50% of the appraised value with a maximum term of five
years.

We appreciate your interest in contacting our Bank and we are sorry we are
unable to assist you at this time.

Sincerely yours,
MERLYN MINDERMAN,

Vice President.

THE OTOE COUNTY NATIONAL BANK,
Nebraska City , .Vebr., September 8, 1971.

I)Avirr J. IIIDLER,
Unadilta, Nebr.

DEAR DR. HIBLER : Your request addressed to this bank concerning a real es-
tate loan has been referred to me.

At this time, we would not be interested in making a loan on the property
for the following reasons. Our trade fen does not extend as far west as Unadilla,
and we prefer not to make loans in areas that are served by other banking in-
stitutions. Secondly, we have no appraisers that operate in the Unadilln area
end we would, therefore, have to rely upon a professional appraisal, which
would probably be rather costly for you.

As you may be aware, in addition to the bank in Unadilin, there is ebank at
Syracuse, and there is a Savings and Loan Association in Tecumseh. which has
In the past been willing to make loans throughout the southeast Nebraska area.
It might be worth yZonr time to contact either of these institutions.

I regret that we can not be of service to you. at this time.
Very truly yours,

ItAMEY E. BEACHLY,e"7 Vice- President and Cashier.

LINCOLN FEDERAL SAVINGS Rc LOAN ASSOCIATION,
Lincoln, Nebr.; August 31, 1971.

Dr. DAVID J. Ilunm,
Unadilla, Nebr.

DEAR DR. Himmt : Thank you for your recent letter regarding the possibility
of refinancing your property.

We have not been lending in Otoe County, but I would like to suggest that you
contact Nebraska City Federal Savings and Loan about this refinancing.

Yours truly,
RICHARD D. IIrrz.

Secretary- Treasurer.

1 4



Dr. DAVID inntzn,
Unadilla, Nebr.

DEAR Int. Mau:a: We are unable to entertain your application for financingon your home in Nebraska. Legally an insured savings and loan nsso-elation such as ours eau' lend within a radius of WO miles. Our lending policy,set by our board of directors has generally limited us to Omaha and Lincolnand in Scottsbluff, Nebraska, Whffe we have an office.
Our basic reasons for not going into surrounding communities are :(a1 We are not familiar with local markets which inakes appraising more haz-ardous and less reliable.
( 1)1 Cost of originating out of town mortgages is higher because of remotenessof properkt location.
lc) The association feels risk actor could he greater because small town econ-omies may fluctuate more intens( ly.
We appreciate your Inquiry and regret our InabilitY to he of service to youat this time.

. Yours very truly,
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UNION LOAN & SAVINGS ASSOCIATION,
Lincoln, Nebr., September 1, 1971.

I: LEN HATTAN, Set-return.

NEBRASKA CITY FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN A ASOCI,ATION.
Nebraska City, Neb.. September 1, 1971.

Mr. Ittvin .1. 1 liatEit,
Unadilla, Nebr.

DEAR JIR. HIBLER : Thank you for your letter inquiring about a loan from our
IINSOehl

We would net he interested in granting the loan as per your inquiry due to the
10Ca th In of your property. -Our association at the present time is granting loans
only on properties-that an, located within the city limits.

Yours truly,
GARRY Aur,Es. N( tarp.'

NEllit., September 2, 1971.
HON( E MORTGAGE OFFICER,
Fartncrs slate Bank.
Dou p la s, Nebr.

DEAR SIR: For reasons as outlined in the attached, 1 am in need of immediate
refinancing of the mortgage on my home in Unadilla, Nebraska.gfiesides the mort-
gage, the home has a FFIA home improvemen r loan and a construction lein on it.
Details are spelled out on one 0. the enclosed sheets. All told; the-total amount
to be refinanced, including the nu rtgage and construction monies, is about $13,100.

I a 111 interested in a mortgap, of approximately 7-40 years length, depending
on the interest rate.

Would yott please respond at your earliest convenience as to whether or not you
are interested in tanking further about this- refinancing. I will he happy to meet
with you personally and will be pleased to show the honn2 to your appraiser at
any convenient time.

If -Pm are not interested, would you N. so kind as to send me notification in
writing to this effect and. if possible, list your reasons for refusal. ,

You may (.ontact me at ins office, as above, or at my home. 1141. 1. Unadilla,
Nebraska, 68454. I thank you in advance. for your kind consideration in thp

1,matter. and look to hear front you in the very near future. .,

Sincerely,
(Dr.) Dim .1. Ifunr,Ea.

Enclosure:
DEAR Ma. IlratEa: We would not he interested in your proposed loan. I suggest

you contact the bank you are now doing business 'with, or the First Natl Milli. in
Unadilla.

Your than is first out of our territory, secornd we do not ninke long time real
estate loans. third we would not be interested in a loan of this size to a total
stranger who we had had no previous experience, fourth the demand for money,
at this time is great so we are not anxious to make new loans outside our own.
Area.

Yours truly,
M. M. DrstoF.
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DAVID J. HuiLER,
l'nadilla, Nebr.

DEAu Ma. HIBLER : I am sorry to inform you our bank does not make any realestate mortgage loans outside the city limits of Lincoln. Thank you for yourinquiry.
Sincerely,

ROGER L. GO/IDE,
Executive Vice-President.

Memo: Phone conversation 9/8 with a Mr. Paulson from City National Bank.
He indicated that they were not interested because they have not done such loans
in the past, they (lid not go outside of the city Hulas, they did not have enough
tooney, and they were a relatively new hank. lie indicated that he was not willing
to put this In writing.

LINCOLN BANK SOUTH,
Lincoln, Nebr., September 4, 1971.

D.Vvin J. IIIBLER,
nadilla, Nebr.

DAVID J. IIIBLER.

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK,
Cnudilla, Nebr., September 9, 1971.

DicAu Da. Ihm.En: We are in receipt of your letter of September 2, 1971, and
are enclosing the materials that you sent, for your future use. Unfortunately, our
legal lending limits for National Banks of this size does not permit us to under-
take a haw of this nature. I would suggest that you contact a Savings and Loan
or possibly Farmers Home Administration who have recently undertaken rucni
area homes.

Thank you for your inquiry.
Yours very truly,

Geo. E. BRANDT, PreStA!V,

UNION BANK AND Titl7ST ('oMPANY,
Lincoln, Nebr., September' 7, 197)

DAVID J. IIIBLER,
Unadilla, Nebr.

DEAR Dn. IIIBLER: Thank you for your letter inquiring about whether we would
be interested in refinancing your real estate mortgage. Approximately three years
ago. our bank decided to discontinue making real estate loans excepting on very
short term arrangements. Because of the tight money situation that deveoiped
then and in fact still exists, we are restricting our credit advances to a maximum
of three years.

We recommend tour customers who apply for real estate loans to contact
either First Federal Savings and Loan, Union Loan & Savings, or State Federal
Savings & Loan. Ms°, perhaps the bank in Unadilia might be able to give you
some advice or perhaps they might make you a direct loan.

We hope you have success in securing your financing.
Sincerely,

L. M. NOVAK,
Executive Vice President.

THE NEBRASKA CENTRAL BUILDING & LOAN ARS0( IATION,
Lincoln, Nebr., August 31, 1971.

Dr. I)AvID J. IIIBLER,
Caudillo, Nebr.

DEAR tint: We have your letter dated August 30 inquiring about a loan of
$13,100 on your home located two miles north of Unadiila.

We are unable to give consideration to your request at this time, because we
do not have sufficient funds available to loan.

Sincerely Yours,
W. W. Focsoxt,

Chairman of the Board.

14 3
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NATIONAL BANK or COMMERCE TN LINCOLN,
Line. bin, Nebr., September 7, 1971.

Dr. DAVID J.
Department W English, The University of Nebraska-Lincoln,
Lincoln, Nebr.

DEAu Dn. Ilint.ga : We have received your letter of September 2nd inquiring
about the possibility of a loan on your home located near Unadilia, Nebraska.

I regret to inform you that we Will not be able to honor your request.
Although we have been in the mortgage market quite strongly in the past, our

present-shortage of funds does not allow us to be as COI11.11011iVe as we woultPlike.
I believe Mrs. Gibbs suggestion in regard to a savings and loan association is

probably your best bet at the present time. Since you have had smile experience
with First Federal Savings and Dian Association on your home improvement
loan, I would suggest that you contact theta since this would appear to be a good
source of funds and to,the best of our knowledgeFirst Federal is probably more
active in the home loan market at the present time, and on a larger scale than any
other lending Institution in the state.

Again, I am sorry we are unable to assist you, but do appreciate your inquiry.
Sincerely yours,

GEogog W. SIIREWHIlt'HY,
Assistant rice president, Mortgage Loan Department.

Exit tart' 3
SEerENtBER 9. 1971.

To Presidents, lAncoln-Area Banks InaTthuling Institut 1011S.
From : Dr. David A. Hibler, It.it. r, Unadilla, Nebr.
Re : Lending policies on rural non-farm properties.
DEAR Sin: As you are prqtbably aware, Senators Hubert Humphrey and Carl

Curtis are making 31 II appearance in Lincoln on Friday, September 10, 1971, to
hold a public hearing on rural development and the problem of rural out-migra-
tion. It is my intention to appear before this sub-committee and present evidence
on the difficulty of obtaining mortgage money on rural non - farm properties.

Your institution is one of about seventeen banka or savings and loan associa-
tions in the Lincoln/Nebraska City area which have refused to consider lending
on a property' in Unadilla primarily because of its rural location. It is only fair
to inform you that I intend to present evidence of these refusals to Senators
Curtis and Humphrey tomorrow. And. whereas such policies seen) in violation of
the spirit of lomlerat priorities urged by at least the present and past two.Presi-
dents, I intend to call upon theaSenators fOr U.S. Senate action on the following
two points:

(1 ) A thorough investigation by the appropriate Senate sub-committee of the
lending policies and/or prejudices of banks and savings and loan associations
re, rural non-farm properties;

12) The Senators' personal or joint sponsorship in the U.S. Senate of :
(a) federal Legislation which would provide incentives for rural non-farm

lending through government guarantees; and/or
(II) federal legislation which would censure any lending institution hold-

ing and/or handling federal funds which has an announced or implicit policy;
of refusing to lend on rural non-farm properties. These censures should in-
clude, if necessary, withholding and/or withdrawal of any or all Federal
monies, including FHA funds.

It is. further only fair to inform you that collies of this letter will be made
available to the appropriate news agencies in the Lincoln area, and that the
activity at tire committee hearing may result in publicity which might be poten-
tially detrimental to your institution, As it is not my intention to cause your
institution embarrassment, I would urge you to consider sending a representa-
tive to the hearing to explain in more detail your institution's position on such
lending.

Respectfully,
(I)r.) DAVID .7. Iitnr ;e.
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.(The ab,ove memo sent to the following:
Farmers Statellaak
Dotiglas,,,Nebraska
Bank of Palmyra
Palmyra, Nebraska
The Mirtell State Bank
Martell. Nebraska
Nebraska City Federal Savings & Loan
115 South 8th
Nebraska -City, Nebraska
Nebraska Central Building and Loan
1401) 0 St.
Lincoln, Nebraska
State Federal Savings and Loan
238 South 13th
Lincoln, Nebraska
Lincoln Federal Savings and Loan
126 South 11th
Lincoln, Nebraska
Union Loan and Savings
209 South 13th
Lincoln, Nebraska
First National Bank and Trust
13th and M
Lincoln, Nebraska

) S,

Lino On Bank South
3737 k;outh 27th
Lineol. Nebraska
City Nilitional Bank
14th and N
LincoinNebraska
Gateway, Bank
61and(1'
Lincoln. Nebraska
Union Ban* and Truk
48th and Rancroft
Lineoln, Nebraska
National Batik of (Commerce
13th and 0
Lincoln. Nebraska
First National, Bank

NeitAiska
OtoeConnty Ntitional Bnnk
911 Central
Xebrasica City. Nebraska
Farmers Bank
724 Central
Nebraska City, Nebraska

UNADILLA, NEBR., September 19, 1971.
Hon. HUBERT HUMPHREY,
U.S. Senate,
Waahington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR HUMPHREY : It is my understanding that the record on your
Subcommittee on Rural Development held in Lincoln, NebraSka, will be held
open until September 24, 1971. Would 3rOu please include the f(tilowing observa-
tion as an addendum to the report I filed with your committee 00 September 10:

I underStand from conversation I have had with Mrs. (liadyEil Forsyth, Presi-
dent of First Federal Savings and Loan Association of Lincoln,,Nebraska that
her institution, the second largest in the state, has been interested in trying to
find ways of channeling money back into rurA' development and rural lending.
If I understand Mrs. Forsyth properly, however, her institution 4as been frus-
trated in some of its attempts due to the policies of certain federal agencies.
Specifically she suggested that policies of the Federal Home Load. Bank might
be altered in order more readily to encourage or to allow such id ding.

I am not in a position to be knowledgable of the intricacies of financing in-
volved here, but it seems logical that if existing institutions can servkce this area
through changes in federal agency policy, then this would seem a pitch more
direct way of coping with the situation than through the construd)on of any
new agencies of financing, etc. I would encourage your committee tO look into
this aspect of rural credit, and to promote whatever liberalizing Of federal
policies is necessary to encourage existing institutions to enter this field.

Again, I thank you for your kindness and consideration both before abd during
the hearing. I remain.

Respectfully,
(Dr.) DAVID J. FLBLEs.

Senator HUMPHREY. Our next witness is the distinguished president
of the University of Nebraska, Dr. Durward Varner. We welcome you.

STATEMENT OF DR, D. B. VARNER, PRESIDENT, UNIVERSITY
OF NEBRASKA, LINCOLN, NEBR.

Dr. VARNER. Senator Humphrey, Senator Curtis, Senator Bellmon,
let me join Governor Eton and Senator Curtis in extending a genuine
welcome to you to the State of Nebraska. I am particularly pleased to
welcome you to the campus of the University of Nebraska. I should

70-116-11 5----710
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Say, Senator Humphrey. that as far as T can tell, we are making ratherextensive plans for a very warm welcome to your football team a weekfrom tomorrow.
Senator HumennEr. T have heard about that. [Laughter,'
I brought along a first aid kit which I am leaving here, Dr. Varner.j Laughter.]
Dr. VARNER. Senator Bellrnon, I would only hope that the welcome'which has been extended to you the State of Nebraska and par-ticularly on this campus, will cause you to go hack to Oklahoma andencourage compassion on the part of your football team when ourfrail group of scholars go down then.. [Laughter.
Senator II-cumin:Y. Would you repeat that statement, Doctor Var-ner? [Laughter."
Dr. VAnxt:n. Rural developMent is a term which has caught thepublic and political. fancy during recent years, and properly so. Thegrowing concern about the economic well -being of agriculture., theeffects of migration from rural to urban America, and the quality oflife for all Americansall of these factors have encouraged a positiveand sometimes creative approach to improving .a.nd strengtheningrural America.
With few exceptions the public has endorsed the concept of ruraldevelopment but does not generally understand precisely what thisexpression means. Let me offer my definition;
In simple but direct langinige,1 believe that any program concernedwith rural development must have as its objectives: (1) the establish-ment. and maintenance of a reasonable level of economic prosperityfor farmers; (.2) the creation of more employment opportunities intowns and small cities in rural America; and (3) the continued en-richment of the quality of life for rural America.
Working within this framework, let me-turn to the dual concernsof how these objectives could best be accomplished and, in particular,how the University of -Nebraska may make its maximum contribution

in achieving these goals.
It is my view that the overriding need is a clear statement of na-tional goals on rural development. We need an unequivocal commit-

ment., beyond the conversation stage, to an aggressive policy for rural
development as an integral part of our national policy, and we need
innovative action by our Congress which will result in the implemen-
tation.of this tiew policy.

If we are serious about moving on this target, it is my judgment
that as a minimum these steps need to he taken :

(1) A farm policy must be developed that will guarantee comcner-chi] farm operators a realistic return on their investment and labor-parity of income. Farmers are understandably distressed when cornis selling for $1 per bushel and they are getting $1- per hour for. their
labor while wage, rates in business and industry are commonly $5 to:.1() per hour. It is folly to talk about a program of rural devehipment
unless and until we can conic forth with a more equitable'level of itt-come guarantees for farmers. ,

(2) The agricultural experiment stations and the Agricultural Ex-
tension Service have a dramatic history of effective service to Ameri-
can agriculture. In order to keep farmers at their maximum point ofefficiency, these traditional program's must be continued andst rengthened.

1.4i;
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(31 Programs of soil and water resource conservation and manage-
nient must be reinforced in every possible way. These along with via-
ble citizens, are basic ingredients for a strong rural America.

.1 -I) A program directed at creating employment opportunities is a,
crucial part of any effort at rural development. This means that busi-
ness :tint industrial enterprises must be persuaded that it is in their
:merest to locate in rural areas.

It is my experience that nothing. is mitre persuasive than the pro-
mise Of profit. In order to improve the profit potential tif such relo-,.
cation. I would urge that serious consideration be given to these fac-
tors: (a) the extension of existing programs of federally subsidized
incentive loans to those businesses and industries wilhng to locate in
rural a reits ; (6) the development of a program of uniform tax incen-
tives which 1\ ill improve the attractiveness of rural investments for
business :Ind industry; (e) the establishment of a program of long-
term, low-interest loans to state and local governments to permit the
del elopment of essential public services in rural areas.

A Fifth point t hat I should like to.make is that specific programs
nut -t he designed to help enrich the quality of life in rural America.
Let me offer a specific recommendation. It is my judgment that the
most effective instrument in helping achieve this objective is the Na-
tional Endowment fur the' Arts, which during its brief histdry, has
made a significant contrilmtion to- improving the quality of life
t hroughout America. Working through the State councils for the arts,
this agency of our Federal Government hits the potential for making

\ more effective eontributions and with a particular emphasis on
improving the life-style of rural America.

Ilevond these broad concerns with national policy and the actions
hilt might he appropriate for Congress, let me comment on the

role of the University of Nebraska.
In a State like Nebraska, there are few programs in the university.

NN hich d p not have a direct or indirect involvement with rural-develop-
ment. The programs of e colleges of agriculture and luune economies
have been in the foref .ont historically and are today. Less well unde-
stood and certainly ess will funded have been contributions from
111111y other pans of the university. 'Flue programs of the teachers col-
lege and the colleges of enoineering and, architect lire, arts and sciences,
aml business administration have all made continuing and important
cont ributions to the well-being of rural Nebraskans.

The professional schools htw, (leftist ry, and pharmacy-----have each
made important contributions in both direct aml indirect ways. Our
medical center has a major and growing commitment to improving
health care in rural Nebraska. Through its newly established program
in family practice, through its experimental program in health care
delivery in the Broken Bow area, through the program in continuing
education and residents -in- training thrmighout the State, and through
a varieLy of other programs, the medical center is making invaluable
contilnYtions to health care throughout the State of Nebraska.

I should like to recommend some specific ways in which this uni-
versity can make a still greater contribution in the years immediately
ahead.

( ) It is Unperat ive that we improve the strength and the quality
of the agricultural-experiment station and the agricultural extension
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service. They must be both creative and flexible. Tliis is our best bet
for keeping Nebraska farmers and ranchers efficient and competitive.
There is no alternative to the development of new techniques, new
varieties, new breeds, all with the view to reducing unit cost of pro-
duction and providing the basis for more profitable agricultural en-
terprises. This is basic and any rural development program which does
not have a strong emphasis in this area cannot succeed.

(2) The college of .home economics, rich in its tradition of rural
people, must be given an opportunity for a renewed effort in improv-
ing family livin nutrition, and the life-style of rural Nebraska as
part of this largeflffort.

(3) The University of Nebraska has a major role to play in improv-
ing the quality of lire in rural Nebraska through its programs in the
arts. There is a natural relationship here which has never been fully
realized.

On the campuses of the University of Nebraska are assembled some
of the finest young artists in this part of the. country. They perform
well and they are eager for audiences. Yet, in altogether too few in-
stances has it been possible to make these special talents available to
rural Nebraskans. It is my opinion that the basic philosophy of the
land-grant institution carries over into the arts, certainly as well as
intoagriculture, and that we have not only the opportunity but the
obligation to move forward with more imagination and vigor.

Unhappily, the principal constraint has been kancial. A recent
experience illustrates my point. The National En&-wment for the
Arts, through a grant to the Nebraska Arts Council, has underwritten
a tour of the University of Nebraska Repertory Theater. The theater's
extraordinarily good production of "Macbeth" played in several of
our smaller communities, and I am told that in Cozard, Nebr., with a
population of 3,184, the audience for "Macbeth" for a single perform-
ance approached 1,000 people.

If this example could be multiplied, as indeed it can.with adequate
support, then the university has a great contribution to make in en-
riching the quality of life throughout rural Nebraska.

(4) I should point out again that, programs in the college of engi-
neering and architecture, in teachers college, in the school of Floc' al
work, in the fields of chemistry, geography, dentistry, law, computer
science, and other areas the university possess built-in resources which
could contribute significantly to Nebraska's rural development if a
national policy were clearly and positively enunciated and f the re-
soivces were made available.

(5) Rural development must have, as part of its thrust, i roved
health care services. The current eforts of our medical center are
encouraging; the potential is unlimited. But we need a positive di-
rection and we need adequate funding. We can and will, if given the
resource; provide leadership in the development of a program of
health care which is so vital to rural development in Nebraska and
other States.

(6) I have reserved for special reference the leadership potential
of the College of Business Administration in any such program. It
is my judgment that the Colle_ge of Business Administration should
be afi equal partner with the Colleges of Agriculture and Home Ec-
onomics in any new thrust in rural development2Strengtheni exist-
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ing businesses and the creation otnew job opportunities are keystones
to such a program, and it is in these areas that the College of Business
Administration has much to offer.

It hai; the resources for business research, for marketing studies and
for research in transportation systems and problems. It has expertise
in the areas of taxation, finance, personnel management, systems anal-
ysis and most of the other fields which are of great and growing
concern to modern business. There has not been enough emphasis on
the potential in the College of Business Administration in the land-
grant institutions in support of rural development.

Finally, I recommend that the Congress authorize and fund the
establishment of a system of institutes for rural development in the
land-grant universities and charge these institutes with the responsi-
-bility of marshaling the resources of the entire institution in an effort
to bring to reality the concept of rural development.

I propose that we borrow from our experience with the agricultural
experiment station-extension service model ind apply this concept
to the entire- university. I can visualise such an institute. properly
staffed and funded, drawing toget her the full cap:11).1141'es of the entire
university in directiiig these resources to developing rural Nebraska
aund rurai .knierica.

This institute rrsuld (.1vat, a variety of independent and coordinated
research projects dealing' with all the problems involved in rural
development. Utilizing talents both on and off campus. the research
could deal with cointwtitive advantages, labor supply, techniques of
productiOn, marketing, finance, industrial design and many other
facets of the problem.

Beyond the research function. I would propose that we borrow
again from the Agricultural Extension Service and establish a highly
selected and highly qualified corps of area bush(' s;-; and industrial
speciidists %vim %vould be ( 1) highly trained in the teclknical aspects
of economic development ; (2) competent to identify and interpret
national trends which might open the door fm. increased opportunity
in the rural areas; (3) actively involved in the local commumtiesand
with local people: (4) able to pinpoint regional strengths and weak-
nesses in such a manner as to assist rural coninrunities in pmsenting
their most attractive side to prospective investors: and (5) conversant
with specific ways in which rural conummities could -strengthen
their ionipetitive position in the race for increased employment
opportu nit les, ,

,inembers of mtiversity's staff, these 'specialists would not
be engaged in the traditional promotion %%.01.1:- as undertaken by the
chambers of commerce. Rather, they would 1w involved in the system
atie analysis of community strengths and weaknesses, with special
emphasis on ways in which rural communities could best improve their
economic lot.

One prerequisite for 'employment as such an irdviser would be an
expressed commitment to the economic and social betterment of rural
Nebraska and rural AntericA. The advisers would hold an advanced
degree, with principal strengths in economics and management ; they
would carry rank in the College of Business Administration: they
would 1w perceptive individuals with the ability to draw upon exiQting
resources of the State.
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Such a corps of specialists would draw upon the combined resources
of the university, the State Department of economic development, the
Fe.let:1 Government, and the local communities. All would be equal
partners in the drive for greater economic stability in rural areas.

The land-grant universities have the ability to perform this func-
tion. They have the tradition 5)f service to their communities. They
have thy strength, creativity, and potential. What they do not have
are the financial resources to develop and to implement a programof thisliind.

It is my hope that the Congress will move with a iirogram Of posi-tive action in de aing the objectives of the program in rural develop-inent, that a st ment of clear national policy be enunciated withoutdelay, that a lo g-range commitment of the necessary resources bemade to implement this poliq, and that the land-grant institutions
of this country, so long an integral part of the economic, social,
and cultural development of America, be given an opportunity to
assume a role of leadership.

I can assure you that the University of Nebraska is eager to become'a:partner in the enterprise.
Senator H173fruftEv. President Varner, I want to not only compli-

ment you but if you will permit me to indulge in a superlative, I think
that is the.fingiit testimony I have heard yet anyplace on the subject of
rural developmentits comprehen4on, its totality, its total sense
of vision and coordinated activity. Iiwally am impressed and I want
you to know how much I for one appreciate it.

.You ,have given us some new ideas, or at least you have outlined
some new directions. A system of institutes flu. rural development in
land-grant universities and colleges, I think, has great merit and you
have in a sense told us that the land-grant university needs to begin
a step forward as the leader. If ,given the tools if can step forward as
the leader in coordinating much of the technical services, the educa-
tional and cultiti.:11 services that would be so helpful in rural develop-
ment..Really, I am very ninch,impressed with it. ,

I am going to even put you to work a little more. I hope that--
Dr. VARNERI am through for the day, sir. I am sorry about that.

(Laughter.
Senator HumPuREY. Well, we will give you the weekend off, but

when you do find the timeeven though you have given us here the
concept on the nucleus of an ideawe would like for you to give us
any further information that you can on the Institutes for Rural De-
velopment. Such information would be helpful to us because we could
then translate it into a legislative proposal, which I think is needed.

How would you make the Agricultural Extension Service a more
effective partner in the whole Area of rural development? We received
some very good information. yesterday, may say, from the director
of the extension service at Oklahoma. I thought it was very well
done.

won't take any more of the time here. I want Senator Curtis and
others, Senator Bellmon, to inquire of you and then I will come back.

Your emphasis upon the arts, was the first we have had, Dr. Varner,
and it is necessary. I am so pleased with the information you have
given us yegarding your owrcrepertory threatre here at the university.
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I mentioned privafe.ty to Senators Curtis and Bellinortfas we were
driven along the 'highway and 'flying here, abqut some o the experi-
ences that Mrs. liuMphrey and I had this summer in Minnesota in
this regard where local arts councils; sometimes sponsored by a (limn-
ber ofcomerce, or headed up by a -principal of a school, (lave -been
putting on their own' performances, their own, theater, or their,
own musicals., And they have had the cooperation and assistance of ,
very, well trained people from the university or from some of our
State colleges. It is' a marvelous thing for a, ruralrommunity.

I think it is fair to say that rural 'America doesn't just want eco-
nomic oppotuni. ie,s. They wanta quality 'of life as well as a standard
of living, And what you haye.-been emphasizing here is the impOrtanee

. of improving their quality of 14e; and yon are asking, thatthe arts in
itsense be expanded so organizations can properly. assist a State arts
council at your own university.

I gather that was the thrust ofyour presentation,
I want tolhank you. I in never heard a president of a great rini21

Wersity before speak so fo.reefully and so effectively about a farm
policy that must be developed that will guarantee c.omercial farm
operators a realistic return on.their investment and labor, parity of
income. I think we are beginningoto really get at the nub of the:
p roble

Peopli haven't realized whatlas happened to the income of Ameri-
can agriculture:

ScnatOr Curtis?
'Senator Curlis Dr. Xarnirr, we hre del i ohted that van could he hero

and make a contribution to our hen rinos. I am sure everyone that is
interested ill,rural America appreciates- the policy goAl tliat you have..
stated in reference to farm income. We certainty welcome the spelling
out of detirileit steps that ouolit to 1w taken in that regard' iinytime
.yon wish to submit them. .

Now, in N'.ferele to VOM! Statement: On page3, you suggest consid-
eration of trerer- things for finadeveininnent of rural America nnd one
of them, the development of a program of uniform tax incentives
which will improYe the attractiveness of rural investments fm hairless
and industry, 1he you l'eferrin,o to State and local tax incentives

Dr. VARNER. Senator it Seems to M.P. that tho-No. 1 objective
is to get alterna,tive emplonent. opportunities create(1 in rural

. A ierion
usiness, and industry understandably and necessarily' nuist go

where they can make a profit; if we are going. to hire them .,from
where they are to Where therau not, but where we want them to be,
Wehave to make the move attractive to them. A combination of tax
incentives, Fefieral, State, or local. Would bedesirable.'

I think ft, is unfortunate, howeYer, if local communities begun to
bid thrmigh their. tax programs for business iilvestment ; this may he
a slinky policy in the long run. ' -

Senator CURTIS.. That is'what caused me to ask the question. Some
States have a provision of Taw, maybe in their constitutiono.'T do not
know, whereby industries coming in are granted tax exemption or a
substantial rediction of taxes for a period of years. We have recel'-ed
varying comments on it, The'point is made. that it places. an unfair
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burden on locally established businesses that are carrying a tax loadand are providing employment and they are sticking with the com-
munity through thick and thin.

There are questions also raised about the character of industry that
wants to come into a community and not pay their just share of the
load of local taxes.

Now, I am not the judge for the States on what they should do on
that, but our thchight was.that it should be considered both on- the
State and Federal level ?

'Dr/VAarrEit: I would dank so. Certainly I agme with the criticisms
that have been advanced by the existing local industry if competitive
industry comes into the market with a favored son status. This isunfair.

Senator Ctums. We are also, finding that if information betomes
available that one of our national industries is about to locate a'branch or a plant someplace, that if we add up all of the committees
and individuals that are seeking that location, we start out with 50
States and their industrial development commissions, then count the
cities and count the regional agencies besides individual business
operators who are suppliers otherwise, they ayebesieged by sometimes

, hundreds, 100 or 800 different people, petitioning them to locate their
.industry at h. particular place.

In the short while that this committeehas been gathering testimony,
we have found that some of the very flourishing industries that, have
come to a community have been developed right within the com-,
immity, the potential is there. We visited one yesterday that employs
350 that started out as a blacksmith shin).

So i share your view that we ought to do whatever we can to attract
industry from the outside, but the competition is very tough and some-
times the greater results will come from developing our own resources
with new and inyentive ideas.

Dr. VARNER. I might say, Senator Curtis, that in .discussing this
proposal for an institute for Rural Development with members of the
.staff, this point was made with some emphasis. We have a continuing
obligation not only to bring in new indUstry but also to work construc-
tively with existina small business and industry.

Senator Cuirris.'-in McCook, Nebr., this morning we were all given
samples of flavored toothpicks. which are flavored with cinnamon.
An ingenious man in McCook. Nebr., started that industry which is
now employing 40 people. if you count their families that is a sizable
contribution to the industrial development of Nebraska. And that
originated in the mind of one man.

One other question, Doctor. In reference to the College of Business
Administration, I am aware that you have recommendedan Institute
of Rural Development in land-grant colleges which would be in the
future sometime, even if it was acted on right. away.. But on page 6
you savlhe Collette of Administration has the expt,rtise in the
areas of taxation, finance, personnel management, systems analysis,
and most of the other fields which are of great and growing concern
to modern business.

Under existing setups, is the college of business administration able
to render service to a local community in Nebraska, which might call
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on them for some assistance in analyzing their potential and their
problems, and advising 'them on what sort of industrial development
they might involve themselves in

Dr. VAnxill. Senator, the College of Business Administration has the
expertise and can fender such service within limits. Manpower is the
limiting Our College of Business Administration is funded pri-
marily''for teaching functions. We do not have in that college, as we
do in agriculture, special funds for extensionWe have no such thing
as business extension. We cannot expect to call on a faculty member
who is already carrying a full workload, to gp out to a community to
provide this kind of service, except on an occasional consulting basis.
This. is why I would strongly recommend that there be a formal recog-
nition of this potential, and that we fund it so we can employ people
to db this job.

The expertise is there, and it many cases members of the faculty
of the college of business do this simply to contribute to the community.
But they were not hired for this. They do have full responsibilities in

, the teaching and research they do: Their enthusiasm, is great, though,%*
because they, too, realize they have something to offer.

Senator Cuirts. Has there ever become a teaching project involving
advanced, students!

Dr. VARNER. I cannot answer that definitely. I would assume in SOIIIV
instances; they do take"on projects, but it is not common.

Senator num s. That is all.
Senator I Manor. Senator Bellmon
Senator BELLMON. President Varner. I would like also to compli-

ment you On your statement. 011 V0111' approach, and upon your aware-
ness of the importance of rural development. I am afraid your feeling,
Your understanding, is not as general as it should be nationwide. and
I hope when you have an opportunity, you will alert other ethic:Mors I\
and administrators to the need.

I am particularly interested in your comments about one aspect of
rural ,development that I dou't believe is covered in your statement.
We noticed in our work that some communities seem to thrive and
grow anal prosper, whereas otheis seem to wither on the vine and when
you study the communities, you find that there is no obvious irert'll(P
in their natural endowments. They may each have t he same amount of
natiind, resources available. Location's may be similar as far as trans-
portation faeilities are concerned. There is no great difference -in the
energy supply or anything like this. The orie big difference seems to be
in the rurality of the localleade rship that is available.

I know your university,. the University of Nebraska, operates the
Extension ServiCe and does train the future leadership of the State
and of the Nation. I am curious to know if you have any ongoing
efforts to train community leaders in anything like extension eon es,
or in a way to keep them abreast of what is happening currently in
the world ?

Dr. VARNER. There is a variety of proUrams. Of course, the Agricul-
tural Extension Service has always had as its primary commitment,
People. It is a people-oriented program: but it also deals with improv-
ing efficiency. It is always geared to people.

Senator BELLMON. Now, geared to people in what way ?
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Dr. VARNER. In developing leadership, in developing the humanqualities, the potential of a person not only as an effective farmer, butalso as an effective citizen. There are other areas of the university in-volved in this also. We,have a very aggressive program in cooperationwith the State Department of Economic Development on Community4, Improvement. In November of this year, there will he a very largegathering here, where a panel of judges will make a determination ofwhich communities in the State in a certain population category madethe greatest improvement. in the course of the past year.I think this bears directly on your concern. Some communitieswither and die and others flourish; we, too, are concerned about this.We need to recognize strong community leadership. Through our gen-eral extension division here at the university, we do have an activeprogram in working with community leaders.
Senator 13Emmox. Now, you will have a program to recognize corn-munities that have done well. but my point is, do you have anythinggoing to help the community do well ?
Dr. VARNER. Well, I am not sure that I could answer that in termsof a speeific program that is geared up and staffed to work with com-munitws as such. There are fragments of programs throughout theuniversity. but I would have tosay that to my knowledge, we do nothave one that has development as its prime objective. I wish we did.Senator Iir.r.mitos. Would you answer my questionwould you feelthis to he a proper role of a land-grant college ?
Dr. VARNER. Yes; and I would likeito see that included in a programof rural development.
Senator BELL3rox. As Senator I fumphrey said, I am a farmer.- liveon a farm in a rural area, and I must say, and I am not talking aboutthe University of Nebraska or Nebraska Extension Service, but my ob-servat ion of the Extension Service. is till it isn't coming anywhere. closeto doing the job that needs to be done in rural America. It is still con-cerned primarily with agricultural production and, of course, workswith the youth groups, but so far as I am able to find out, there is verylittle work going on anywhere in the country with adult communityleaders, and to me this is the big place where rural America falls down.We just have not produced the leadership in rural America that we needto meet the challenge of the times.
I was hoping if you have something going in this area, you mightgive the committee copies of lectures or programs that perhaps would

guide its if we undertake to fund such an effort nationwide.
Dr. VARNER. Senator Bellmon. I must ask for an opportunity to get

better acquainted with our resources. 1 have only been here a year and
- a half. and there Ii1PVbe some things going on that -I am not aware of;

if so, we certainly will bring them to your attention. I agree with the
objective von have in mind. i would say only in defense of the agricul-
tural extension service which may not be doing that job quite as effec-
tively as you would like to see it dole. that it is a pretty heavily bur-
dened organization with a pretty thin line of troops.

Senator TIELLmos-. I- am not critical of the Extension Service. ram
not sure this has ever been their charge or responsibility, but it seeup
to nie they are ideally suited to assume this responsibility if they have
the resources.
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Dr. VARNER. I would agree. It is a natural organization to get this
job done.

Senator Iimu.lioN. That is all.
Senator I 1.1"NINIREY. President Vaner, you might want to-give con-

sideration at your university to the establishment of a clearinghouse
for all ,programsFederal, state, and localthat contribute to or
would a fleet rural development.

I find that so many people are just unaware of what is available. And
recognizing that what is available may be inadequate, it is still often
not known or is not used. This has been one of the things that we have
discovered as we have traveled around the country. We not only have
encountered this problem in rural areas but also in cities, small and
large. There are many programs but many of the smaller communities
are not staffed professiona-ly to take advantage of them. Their leader-
ship often onsAt of very busy people. Often it is a merchant or a man
that iS a part-time mayor; often, the community doesn't have a high
priced city attorney or a- legal office or doesn't have a city engineer
or planning office involving paid professional personnel.

It would seem to-me that a great laud-grant university particularly
with a continuing education program which this facility demonstrates
could establish a clearinghouse through which pet-Tie could be noti-
fied throughout the State abouf programs to assist in rural develop-
ment. It would be kind of a library service that would include techni-
cal services. Legal and information services could be provided..knd I
am convinced that this type of service is desperately needed in rural
America.

I don't think that it necessarily has to be done by a governmental
agency. First of all, governmental agencies are all jealous of each
other. They all think they are members of the United Nations; they
want their own autonomy, their own ambassador. T found that out
when I tried to coordinate some of the agencies of the Government
when I was in the Vice Presidency. It is not exactly a way to have a
happy life. Even being Vice President is not always a good way to
live a happy life.

[Laughter.]
Senator IIUMPABEY. But I would hope you might give consideration

to this. And on the matter of the Co llgge of Business Administration
which Senator Curtis was inquiring about, tlm Stria 11 Business Admin-
istration. and the Department of Commerce sponsor it voluntary pro-
gramnamed SCORE which taps the skills of executives that have
retired but who are in good health for management consultancy and
training. These executives provide a sort of in-service, training for
people who would need business management help.

Again, I think that we proliferate so much. Here is SBA with
SCORE and the chambers 4 commerce with their little groups. It
seems to me, the Institute fcfr Rural Development could bring these
forces together, not in a controlled, but in a coordinating way.

We take so many of these people today and send them all over the
world. We forget to use them at home. I am really hung up on this
whole business about financing. You find people who get angry when
you provide a Government-insured loan to an American company here
at home ; yet within the same week we will give 50 of them to foreign
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companies around the world. It doesn't even get in the paper. Nobody
knows about it. We have a World Bank that loans money ; an Inter-
American Development Bank that provides low-interest, long -term
loans and grace periods where no interest is paid. We have an Alictin
Development Bank, an Asian Development Bank ; and a Central
American Development Bank. We generally are quite generous. We
provide much of the capital from the American Treasury but most of
the private loans comb from the Anyerican money markets and if von
are .a foreign government or company you can get loans having 'low
interest rates and 40 years repayment schedules. Yotphave a soft win-
dow and a hard window in these money markets for everybody ex-
cept folks in Nebraska and Minnesota and Oklahoma_and the other
47 States in this Union.

I have become a little selfish. I think maybe it might be a good idea
now to try this out on ourselves.

[ Applause.]
Senator Humnranv. This is what I think 4 s meant by your long-

term, low-interest rate loans for public facilitie .

A question about your university students: Is the university devel-
oping any programs to involve students directly in working with and
studying the needs of or the plight of rural communities?

Dr. VARNER. Senator, you may know that we have been designated
as the first university in America to, develop a cooperative program
with the new action agency to get students, ova In the communities
working with the problems which are just out there, a whole variety
of problems.

Senator Humetiarr. God.
Dr. VARWER. We will have on the first of ,Octobet2 University of

Nebraska students from the Omaha campus the Lincoln campus, and
the Medical Center, out as the first wave of university students, largely
juniors, working in the areas where they have some-academic training
and competence with faculty and community supervision. This is
largely restrictetLat this time to working with those economically dis-
advantaged groups because this has been the framework tinder which
they are working.

There isn't any question in my mind but that this very approaith has
an enormous potentfil for working in a whole ranke of problems.
Rural development is one which I think is verycould very profitably
participate in this program.

Our faculty has been flexible enough to be willing to grant academic
credit for a year out in the field in service in working with real live
situations, so that up to 30 credits can be earned by students tinder the
supervision of faculty, doing term papers, reading, relating to what
they are learning, and my enthusiasm is very great.

Sure, we- are going to make some mistakes and occasionally we will
be embarrassed but we are embarrassed by others, too. And I think
this area has real promise in connection with what you are talking
about. g

Senator HUMPHREY. I hope you will pursue it.
We have kept you a long time, Doctor,, and we thank you very,

very much.
Dr. VAR:VER. Senator, I appreciate very much your asking me to

make this statement because you forced me to think harder about rural
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development than 1 have before. What I have said, and I appreciate
yofir generous comments. is a prothict of staff work. I (10 believe that
the concept of institutes for rural development is a very exciting one.
1 have today mailed a letter to a major foundation with a copy of this
statement as -ing if they would permit us to cow visit with them about
Hauling suqi a pilot program at the University of Nebraska. We would
like to see Ithw it works and how it can be useful.

Senat or 1 lumenuEv. Excellent. Thank you very. much. [Applause.]
( Note. FMor (liniment on the above subject, see page 403.)
Senator IlumplinEy. We are going to vary .our witness list a little

bit because we want to hear from sonie of our representativesof the
farm organizations and 1 am going to ask Mr. Elton Berck, Nebraska
Farmers Union; Mr. Albert T. ,Ebers, Nebraska State Grange and
former State master of the (1range; Mr. Roland Nelson, president of
the Nebraska Farm Bureau; and Mr. William Sellhorst, president of
the National FarllierS Organization, to now come before this com-
mittee. 1 want to say that this is a wonderful experience to see all four
organizations together at one time. I Applause.]

Ve are really grateful to vou for taking the time to come before us
and we are anxious to !war w[iat you have to say.

Mr. lierck, 1 believe we will just follow the witness list as I have
it here on the sheet before me.

Mr. Elton lierck, Fanners Union, will be our first witness.

STATEMENT OP ELTON L. BERCK, PRESIDENT, NEBRASKA
FARMERS UNION, LINCOLN, NEBR.

NI r. BERcii: Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the committee.
This is it wonderful opportunity. You may regret that you have us
all up here at the same time because we just may duplicate a bit,' but
the problem has been of long duration, it is historic, and we are going
to dwell with the %Try real problems of agriculture which we feel are
at the root of rural development, a very vital concern for the entire
Nation.

We are going to associate ourselves, by the way, with the position
established by the National FarillerS Union President Tony Dechant
who appeared before your distinguished committee June 16 this year.
We would also join in 'support of the viewpoint expressed by Presi-
dent Nixon when he established the national goals research staff in
July of 1969. President Nixon said these very important words: "We
can no longer afford to approach the long-range future haphazardly."

Menibers of the committee, we have contributed, either through
errors of commission or oniission, to a process of economic erosion
which has weakened the very foundations on which our freedoms rest.

'fly Farmers 1-nion believes that the problems of rural America and
the problems of urban America are blood !mothers.

This Nation and all its people must realize before it is forever too
late that we cannot continue to Shove farmers down the economic trap-
door into the brawling mass of metropolitan congestion and unem-
ployment without (lest roying much that we hold dear and which his-
tory has shown to he important.

We risk now. not tomorrow, but now. the destruction of the will to
make democracy work. we risk the destruction of the American dream
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of liberty and justice for all, we risk the destruction of faith in the
American system of government among the seething masses of the un-
employed, discontented and disillusioned both in urban and ruralAmerica.

We are proud of the quality of citizenship in our great agricultural
State Of Nebraska but we arc not proud of tlw fact that since 1901).
7 percent of our net ontmigration has been of those in the 15 to 14 age
bracket who have moved out of the State to find a more satisfactory
wage level and a more meaningful job elsewhere.

We export not only our farm crops and our industrial products in
quantity, we export also our underpaid, our underemployed and our
unemployed and the vital feedstock of the tomorrows.

This was stated in a treatise titled, 'Hie Nebraska Economy, His-tory and Prospects,'' by Loren E. Casement, prepared for the Ne-
braska Centennial Symposium in 1969: "Failure to provide .idequate
employment is reflected to a large degree in the substantial outtingra-tion figures for this State."

More to the point. nonfarm jobs and nonfarm jobseekers depend
on farm solvency and farm well-being in this agricultural State andelsewhere.

The August issue of "Business in Nebraska," a publication of the
Bureau of Business Research of the College of Business Administra-
tion,: University of Nebraska, and referred to a bit ago; presents sta-
tistieatpvidence to support this statement.

an oversimplification to say that $3 wheat and $2 corn will
solVe. all the economic and social problems of State and Nation.

it is no exaggeration, however, to say that continuing deterioration
in the farm cost-price relationship casts its reflection on the city coun-cil meetings of every metropolitan area of the Nation.

As reported in the August economic summary by the President's-
Coil/1(01 of Economic Advisers, farm production expenses have elimbed
154 percent since 1947 while farm gross income was advancing 66 per-
cent in the same period, creating a 1.3 percent drop in farm net income
while nonfarm groups were shilling substantially in the Nation's eco-
nomic growth.

Farmers Union believes it to he self- evident that this Nation must
develop a land use and population distribution policy and soots.

\%e believe that an integral part of such policy is a Federal farm
policy and Federal farm programs which will make it possible for the
young farm family to own a farm and realize an accepted American
standard of living through its operation.- Every citizen in this Nation
should realize, that he has a vested interest in the prosperity and well-being of the family farmer.

To this end Farmers Union strongly opposes any governmental re-
organization plan which woul.d.dismantle and fragment the U.S. De-
partment of Agriculture but we demand that the policies of that de-
partment come under close congressional scrutiny in order to see to it
that it is in fact a department for family farm agriculture.

Members of the committee, in summary, the Farmers Union believes
it to he self-evident that the first and most important step in rural
development is to elevate the family farmers to a position of full part-
nership in the Nation's economy.
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More than that, Farmers Union believes that the historic and con-
tinuing inequity in family farm income carries within it the seeds of
destruction for-the Nation.

The alternathe to the family farm is a corporation owned farm-
hand-operated agriculture.

History has"demonstrated and Farmers 'Union believes that a Corpo-
rate-farmhand agriculture and a free systell or government are not
compatible one with the other.

I will go further than this and say that is not a spectator activity.
For to long we have contended ourselves in areas of economics and in
areas of agriculture to pointing the finger at other people, to saying
this should be done, that should be done. The 'sal vation of the State
begins with the citizen himself in every walk of life. I am sore that
Bob Devaney would never have brought the Nebraska Cornhuskers
to the spot. pf No. 1 in the Nation had he put two men in the field and
the rest of teh squad on the bench discussing what should be done.

This.is not a spectator activity. The salvation of the State demands
the action of everyone of us.

Thank you very much.
Senator I Iumri rimy. Thank you very much.
[Appiausr.]
If it is agreeable with my colleagues we will just have each of the

gentlemen make his presentation and then we will come back for
questions.

Mr. Ebel's, former State master of the grangq,.

STATEMENT OF ALBERT' T. EBERS, NEBRASKA
STATE GRANGE, SEWARD, °NEBR.

Mr. EnEns. Senator Humphrey, Seantor Curtis, and Senator Bell-
mon, it is a real privilege to appear before you.

I am going to make my statement quite brief here. The written
statement vou have but I am going to try to enlarge a little more.

SenatorlIumeintEy. We will incorporate the entire statement in the
record.

Mr. EBERS. The prosperous agriculture made up of family-size farms
is the greatest asset to any rural. community. We recommend support
o the following items to bring rural development through a',,pros-
perous growing agriculture.

First, the 7 percent investment credit should be reinstated. \'
Second, marketing and reading of the past- legislation celarly gives

argicultural producers the right to organize and bargain with le
handlers and processors as to terms for selling their production.

Third, agricultural research, and especially there we ecommen
more research on nonchemical pest control and animal waste pollution.

Fourth, adequate credit to the Farmers Home Administration.
Fifth, Federal .agricultural program, a price support program tied

to parity and supported by at least 90 percent of parity is very necessary
to a thriving agriculture. American farmers should not be expected to
produce and sell at a world price with American production costs as
they are.

And then sixth, finally, new industry in our rural aeaq. New in-
dustry in rural communities Will also help in the development of rural
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America but a rural community that depends on one industry does
not have a balanced economy unleSs it also has a possible agriculture
surrounding it. Depending on one industry as the main source of
employment means the area suffers with the ups and downs,,of the
industry and rural Nebraska needs industry related to the developing,
processing, and packaging of the grain and livestock grown on the
farms ill Nebraska.

Our Federal Government can encourage small industry movement
to rural communities by special grants and tax incentives such as the
7 percent investment credit on a limited amount of investment each
year.

If you would allow in I would like to enlarge a little bit on the
family farm. I know you are all familiar with I)r. Walter Gold-
sclunides work in Califonia of two communities very similar, sur-
roundeQby irrigation, grape farming. Both communities produced a
total adticultural value of products of $21/2 million. This was back
in 1946. But Arvin, Calif., was surrounded by large-scale farming
diluted with family-size farms. The large-scale farms in Arvin gen-
erated $2,535,000 retail trade buying while the same volume of agricul-
tural poduc on n Dinuba generated $4,383,000 trad volume.

How can th 61-percent margin in favor of tl family farm?
Why ? Large-scale arms receive volume discounts on purchases
of fatn inputs and receive premiums on volume sales but most of these
transactions'are not in rural communities whereas family farm units
buy and sell mostly in the local community.

Tin; Arvin community supported 35 separate business establish-
ments while Dinuba had 62, almost a 2-to-1 ratio in favor of the
family-sized farm community. The I)inuba comunify, family sized,
supported 20 percent more local people than Arvin and they enjoyed
a higher standard of living.

In attributes associated with quality of living Dinuba excelled
greatly in physical facilities, providing services such as sewers, side-
walks; water, schools, parks, recreation, churches, civic organizations.
I am sorry to say I could not find more recent research on this but
I think this is significant.

After 25 years, if there was a balancing influence that cut down
these differences, we would certainly have had time to see it, but after
.25 years, we find that the difference is even greate. The Arvin com-
munity lost MOO population and a prosperous businessman in Arvin'
said himself Arvin has deteriorated. it is i,worse now than it was 25
years ago when I)r. Goldschmidt made the study, and I)inuba looked
prosperous. It was surrounded by neat, cared-fo homes in the coun-try, no empty stores, and its population increased. So you see the
percentages are even greater now than they were '25 years ago.

Now, what I am trying to say is wewould like to keep the family
type farm and how tiado it ? Now, I)r. Rex Daly, chief analyst, USDA,
thinks it is possible by 1980, only 10 years away, we may only have
200,000 farms in the United States and that is only if these farms
consolidate and merge to the size of the-large farms we have now. In
Nebraska 6.. percent of the largest farms produced 40 percent of the
total value of agricultural products in our 1964 census.

I dd not know how far we should go before we do anything about
stopping the trend.

1E3:+(
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Now, this is the trend. And let me just say, this gross income of
the family farm compared with the large-scale farming was spent
on a similar basis or ratio as in the Arvin, Calif., community\ and
Dinuba. Then in my own country, Seward 'County, we would have
$10,280,000 less spent locally than we have today, and that is about a
third of the total gross income in my county. In Nebraska we would
have $642.5 million going from the rural communities to cities;
less spent in the rural communities. In rural United States it would
mean $25,700 million leaving rural communities, being spent in the
cities.

Now, how can we develop rural America and furnish jobs and em-
ployment and `have people there if our resources are going out like
that, and what do you have to go in its stead ?

Of course, we can talk about new industry which is fine and we want
that, but this is the problem.

Now, just one more statement. Some say increase farm income and
it will solve the whole problem. I do not believe that. I do not believe
you are going to change the trend in agriculture, thsize of farms, by
doing that. Fortunately, we have a State law that as tested through
the U.S. Supreme Court that as far as I am, concerned, enabled us to
determine and ikeep the family-size system and that is the North
Dakota law. It prohibits any domestic and foreign corporations from
engaging in the businessoof farming or agriculture, but it exempts any
corporation who are active farmers or where 75 percent of the value
of the stock is held by stockholders who principally depend on farm -
ing ifor their livelihood.

'ow, all I have to say is before you listen to all the people that will
say what disastrous effect this will have on- agriculture, just go to
North Dakota and see for yourself. When I called the dean of agri-
culture, when I called the director of agriculture and asked him how
is the North Dakota farmer faring, he said we are increasing size, we
are keeping up with technology, with any farmers in the country.

Thank you.
Senator HUMPHREY. W)i. thank you very much, Mr. Ebers. We want

to come back to you fox.Oestions later.
(Mr. Ebers' prepared statement follows :)
Mr. ERERS. I want to preface my remarks with EC few statements. In

the first place, I wish I could say that the trend to larger and larger .
farming operations is progress toward the good life.

I do not believe making money is an infallible criterion that al4ays
leads to progress toward the good life. A case in point are the large
cities. As Chancellor Varner stated so well, the big cities did not plan
to have the problems they're facing today, it is rather that they just
drifted into their present dilemma or it was lack of planning and
foresight.

Therefore, I congratulate the Nebraska University Agriculture Eco-
nomics Department in attempting to look at where present trends in
agriculture will lead to, and whether there is anything that could be
done to direct it to better ends.

I do not believe big cities with crowded living conditions, traffic,
pollution, exhOrbitant costs, gross inefficiencies, and the many byprod-
ucts of such an environment is the quality of life that makes for s
strong healthy Nation.

70-110-T1-pt. 15-11
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I agree with Dr. Rex Daly that the trend today is toward larger
farms in agriculture. Note, however, Dr. Daly did nOt say that size
of farms would stabilize at 200,000 farms, and there is no valid reason
they would.

But when I tried to find how such a small number of farms (200,000
farms) would effect rural America, the number of people living. on
farms and in towns and in small cities they support, I had to go back
to a study in 1946 by Dr. Walter Goldschmidt, professor of anthro-
lology and sociology at the University of California at Los Angeles.
ie studied two communities, Arvin and Dinuba, Calif. Many sociol-

ogy professors in the state of Nebraska and in the Midwest, have no
interest in studying the effects that fewer and larger farms will have
on the economy and social life of rural Awrica. They say, because
number of farms and people on farms are declining, and because the
trend to larger farms is irrivesible, such a study is written off. Yet
agriculture is growing and expanding in every other category. Be-
cause an automobile company increases production by installing auto-
mation but employs fewer people it is not spoken of as declining,
neither is agriculture de,clining.

Back to Dr. Goldschmidt's study of the two similar communities of
Arvin and Dinuba, Calif. Arvin was in a large-scale farming com-
munity and Dinuba was in a family size, farming community. The value
of the agricultural production of both communities' in 1946 was the
same--$21/2 million.

Arvin generated a $2,5:15,000 retail trade volume, whereas Dinuba
generated $4,383.000 trade volume. A (i1- percent margin in favor of
the family -sized farm community. Why? Large scale farms receive,
volume discounts on large purc'hases of farm inputs, and receive
premiums on volume Oales. Itut most of these transactions are not in
the local community. Wherp(is' family farm units buy and sell mostly
in the local community. The Arvin community supported 35 separate
business establishments, whereas Dinuba had 62. Almost a 2-to-1 ratio
in favor of the family-size farm community.

The Dinuba community supported 20 percent more local people than
Arvin. and t hey enjoyed a higher standard of living.

In attributes associated with quality of living. Dinuba excelled
greatly in physical facilities providing services such as seWerS, water.
sidewalks and in number of schools. narks, recreation. churches. civic
orlon Liza ions, etcetera.

Alter 2.`i years it is very interesting to read Victor K. Rav's ap-
praisal of the two communities. A Mexican-American resident of Arvin
described it a.4. a town with n lot of stiacks and old cars with Texas
license plates. Even the rich irrigattid land and vineyards in the
country are dotted with poor houses and old cal.. A businessman with
an attractive office and owner of several businesses in Arvin said that
in the 17 years he was there, Arvin chant-red for the worse. Arvin's
population dropped ffom 6.200 to 5300, an ROO decrease.

Dinuba looked prosperous. surrounded by neat well-eared for homes
in the country. No empty stores. Its population increased from 7,400
to 8,000, a gain of 600.

Now, what will Dr. Daly's prediction of 200.000 farms probably
mean to Nebraska. Dividing the present 3 million farms in the United
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States by 200,000 equals 15. Approximately 75,000, farms in Nebraska
now divided by 15 would leave 5,000. My county in Nebraska is Seward
County. The census of 1964 cited the number of commercial farms as
1,208 divided by 15 leaves 80 farms in Seward County. Figuring the
gross income of 200,000 farms in the.United States at $60 billion,each
farm would average $300,000 gross. If this gross income were spent
on a similar basis or ratio as in the Arvin, Calif. community then about
$171,500 would be spent locally and $128,500 elsewheresome in Ne-
braska, some outside. In Seward County this would mean over '$19
million spent.outside the county and less for local businessmen.
Nebraska does not have very many factories making farm inputs so
most of this money would go outside of the State. For Nebraska rural
communities it would mean $642,500,000 leaving the State. For rural
America it would mean $25,700 million leaving rural communities
for cities.

In other words, large-scale farming develops 'cities, and by Arvin,
Calif. standards leaves the rural areas a slum. Large-scaleArming
employs labor, and agricultural labor is unionizing. now. Strikes at
harvesttime will be a part of future large-;3ca farming. IV* should
we exchange a family business enterprise system in agriculture where
its livelihood depends on harvesting its crops, for such a hazardous
system. And why should we exchange a small-business farming system
spending a gross income of $20,000 in the community, for a $6,000
yearly,wage?

I would like to see a gradual increase in family farm size to incor-
porate the latest techniques in order to achieve maximum productiVity,
but would like to see some kind of a ceiling on size such .as the North
Dakota law which restricts size to a family actively operating the
farm.

Today this would mean, again using Dr. Daly's projections of seven
to eight hired men per farm on the 200,000 farms, about Pk to 1I/2
million family farms.

There is no doubt that these family farms could produce all
food we need and export and more. There is no doubt they would har-
vest their crops. They would support communities of sufficient size
to have schools, churches, recreation, social life, and culture that would
attract people.

When one thinks of 200,000 farms still consolidating, merging, and
the actual farm operation being done by union labor, and migrant
labor in sparsely and ever more sparsely populated communities; who
would want to live in such hinterlands for any salary? Why have a
rural slum like Arvin, Calif. all over America? Why not have an at-
tractive, viable quality of life in rural America like Dinuba, Calif.?

Two presidential study committees, one on urban problems, the
other on rural affairs. both concluded that the migration of rural peo-
ple to large cities have greatly intensified the insurmountable dilemma
of the big city. Presidential Cabinet members and environmental au-
thorities are saying the next 101) million people in the United States
should find employment and live in rural America. But how cab they,
when ever larger and larger farms are destroying the largest and basic
indxistry ; namely, the family farm that provides and supports the
livelihood of millions of people in rural America. It is high time
policy be established whether the United States is to have a family-
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type agriculture or a corporate Fage-labor type. And we- had better
decide quickly, before large farms take over.

Dr. Goidsehmidt said: "The fitfully farm is the classic example of
American small business enterprise. For generations this institution
and the community it supports have held the esteem of all who have
known and understood the American heritage. Statesmen, historians,
economists, and sociologigts have generally agreed that the spread of
the family farm over the land has laid the economic base for the liber-
ties and the democratic institutions which this Nation counts as its
greatest assets.'"

For the sake of building a viable rural America on a solid founda-
tion let us preserve the family farm. And if, my extreme concern
about the disappearance of. the family farm is proven a false alarm
today, no one will be happier than I. But you will have to show how
the present trends to large-scale farming can effectively be stopped.

Senator HITAIPHIIEY. Mr. Roland Nelson, president of the Farm
Bureau.

STATEMENT OF ROLAND NELSON, PRESIDENT, NEBRASKA
FARM B'O'REA11 FEDERATION, LINCOLN, NEBR.

Mr. NELsma. Senator Humphrey, Senator Curtis, Senator Bellmon,
it is with real appreciation that I appear before the committee this
afternoon.

Now, I would call your attention to the fact that the Farm Bureau
has been represented before your committee on Previous occasions
in the person of Mrs. Havensmith, a. distinguished citizen of the
State of Nebraska, the western end of our State. And I would say as
president of the Nebraska Farm Bureau,.1 would certainly concur in
what she had to present to you.

It is my ,understanding that this committee is interested particu-
larly in rural development which is nonfarm, rural areas particularly.
I shall use' at least a part of my time dealing in this particular area
and only with certain broad facts because I am sure this committee,
also knows that the Farm Bureau goes to its people once a year to
determine its policies and it is at this time this year that our people
are currently considering the many problems specifically pointed up
with the emphasis on rural development at this tune.

Now, in this area fundamentally, of course, is the fact that we
must begin with the natural resources which we have. In the State
of Nebraska we are richly blessed with certain natural resources
which are best made use of through agriculture, through farming and
ranching. We must start where we are at. We would call attention
to the fact, however, that there have been many efforts in the past
to improve rural America and I 'Might cite several of the agencies
and the acts which have been enacted over the past many years begin-
ning with the one already mentioned tone time this afternoon, the.
Homestead Act, the Land Grant College Act, the 'REA, the various
farm-to-market road programs and the rural mail delivery, your
experimentations, extension service, et cetera.

Some of these are out of date, have been discontinued. Some of
them certainly we will want to continue.

v.
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So, we start where we are. Wise development, use, and preservation
of natukal resources will improve no faster than the education and
disciplines practiced by the people. I think here we would point out
that whatever we decide to do in the wit), of development of rural
Nebraska, and the riKal part of our Nation, certainly must be a partofwhat the rural pedple themselves want a develop and are able
to develop in their own rights.

Now, communities should be developed from within to the extent,
possible and any outside help should be directed toward strengthening
the self-reliance and independence of individuals, groups, and com-
munities. W see few things that are more pitiful than the discourage-
ment that comes from the building of false hopes and those whole
circumstances preclude fulfillment. Making individuals or whole com;,
munities dependent on outside help will not strengthen the individual,
the community, or the general welfare.

Now, the programs should be at a level that can be maintained.
Some problems in rural Poverty will not be solved in a year or in raspy
years. ..While trial and error.must of necessity 'be practiced under the
circumstanClls, confidence associated with major changes in program
administration requires stable, responsible, but flexible and locally
ointed prograins that must be considered.

We are dealing in many cases with poyerty and it should, not be-
necessary to remind those designing programs th at they should be
economically feasible. Congress does have tremendous responsibility
in areas'otlier than developing programs to overcome-rural nonfarm
poverty. And we call pzur attention to the very serious problem facing
rural America and all of America oVer. the past many year and
presently, the problem of inflation. .

Now, it is always harder to lose and fall 'and those that have been
defeated have fallen in many cases through circumstances beyond
their control-. Now they need inspiraeron. motivation, and confidence
before they will believe that trying again will be worthwhile. I am
sure these are the problems that this committee is dealing with,

, 'At the same time we can hardly help those who are unwilling to
make any investment in themselves unless we feel that some responsi-
bility; a great deal of responsibility, must lie with those people.

Thank you.
Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you. Mr. Nelson:
Our final witness of this panel is Mr. William Sellhorst. president,

National Farmers Organiaztion.
.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM SELLHOBST, PRESIDENT, NEBRASKA
NATIONAL FARMERS ORGANIZATION, DODGE, NEBR.

Mr. SELLITORST. Chairinan Humphrey, Senator Curtis, Senator °

Bellmon please, Senator Humphrey,' the last time you and I were
on the same -program was Louisville, Kv., some several -years ago.

It is appar(mt to everyone that rnral America is losing farm families
at a rate that.is accelerating each year. The out-migration of farm
families can only be traced to the depressed income situation which
has existed for some time and which has been getting increasingly
worse, under the Nixon' administration.
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Last December, the p level of agricultnre dropped to an all-
time low. An atoll cover this up was made Adjusting the
base years used as guru ig the parity forniula. This action did not

-acrid will not put money in the farmer's pocket and in the pockets of
rural businessmen.

In addition, this type of deception has left a very bad feeling among
farmers toward the present administration, The bnly real solution to
the rural problem can only' come about by: restoring, agricultural
income to the same level as business 'and lat41.7o bring about.this
increase in income, the National Farmers Orbnization, proposes the
following steps

1. That Secretary Hardin slityll immediately put into effect a 90-
day moratorium on delivery of 1967-and 1968 farm-stored feed grains
as asked for by Governor Facm,

2. We are not recommending, to all grain farmers to utiliZe the
Commodity Credit Corporation loan program as it was originally
intended; that is, to facilitate the orderly Movement of grain into
market channels and' establish for themselves ,a faVorable bargaining
position.
, 3.. We would ask the Secretary of Agriculture to raise the loan
rate on corn to at least $1.56 per bushel on the farm, $1.75 per bushel
loan rate on wheat on the farm, and $2.75 per bushel loan rate on
soybeans on the farm, these rates to go into effect at the earliest
possible date, and all other grains to be raised to comparable levels.

4. We propose that any steps to be taken regarding a wage-and-price
freeze, or an economic followup, to be taken in such a manner as to
bring farm prices to the same levels of business and labor.

5. We ask that a more attentive ear be given to bona fide farm orga-
nizations and that the nationwide collective bargaining program for
agriculture initiated and proven workable by the National Farmer
Organization, be given all the ,support that can be mustered by this
and future administrations.

6. We propose the USDA Would discontinue the practice of issuing
crop reports during the 'critical growing periods, as they do-tend to
drive prices down, and that a congressional investigation be held (4
the grain trades practices and USDA's part in them.

I 'have o'reat confidence the time has now come when the leaders and
people of'' the Nation now recognize the fact that rural America is

decaving rapidly. Immediate action is now imperative. It is with this
confidence and my confidence in you as a fighter for justice, Mr. Hum-
phrey-, that I appear before this committee. I trust you will fight for
the survival ot rural America and for the family farm and the farm
people who contribute to all of the bisic needs of people everywhere

world.
All We are' asking for is a fair shake. Give us the opportunity to

prosper from the fruits of our labor, and we will show all of you how
great this Nation can really become.

To substantiate what I am saying, on August 10 the, U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture issued a crop-report as of conditions on August 1.
It was a crop report that was totally unrealistic insofar as the amount.
And 30 days later we had a situation develop throw hout most of the
Middle West that would make that crop report loo rather sick. Yet,
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on advanced information today, USDA says that in the last 30 days,
crop conditions in these United States have only suffered to the extent
of 1 percent.

Now, you gentlemen drove around McCook, Nebr., and you came
across country, so I am sure you have had enough observation of farm
crops to know in the last 30 days we lost far more than 1 percent
throughotit Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Nebraska, the Dakotas, et cetera,
but just on the basis of the crop report ; I would like to point out that
when that crop report hit, we had a drop, an average drop, of 30 rents
per bushel in the price of corn, an immediate reflection. In the State
of Nebraska alone, based on the crop report that USDA issued, we loSt
1154 million of income to this one State, or an average of $3 million
per corn-producing county.

NoW, gentlemen, let us just reflect for a minute. Let us assume that
the factories that we talk about, and everything that we need for the
development of rural America, should be here, and let us say one of
those factories should have a $3 million loss. This would hit the news
media; it would hit everyone to the extent that everyone would be-
come alarmed. Yet in a matter of just a few days, through a crop
report that had to be erroneous, these farmers lost $3 million per
county, and really who is going to battle for them in this issue? T'his
is why I say the 'basis of solving rural problems is going to rest with
the _American farmer. When be has got money, so has everyone else.

There is an old saying that says as a farmer goes, so goes We Nation,
and this I firmly believe.

Senator Humeilarx. Mr. Sellhorst, I want to,thtnk you very much.
May I respectfully request that you convey my greetings to your mem-
bership. I understand you are holding your State convention here in
Lincoln.

Mr. SELLIIORST. Yes ; we are. We-triVve about a thousand farmers
hese.

Senator IIITYLPIIREY. T want to thank you very much for coming here
today to testify on their behalf and on behalf of others. I will just take
a very brief moment here. I have been terriblyconcerned about the
crop report. I traveled all through Minnesota thiS' month. I do not say
that facetiously. You need' to go home to talk to friends and people ..
where they live. As you know, the southern part of our,State, in our corn
and soybean belt, hawbeen suffering a serious drought. Besides that, we
have suffered the ravages of selective hailstorms that have knocked the
living daylights out of everything in sight. So I do not know where
they are producing all this corn, because we are not doiirg too well
at home.

Mr. SELLHORST. We are not doing so well in Nebraska, either.
Senator HumpftitEr. The crop report, we thought, would be down:,

considerably. I understand that this report was issued today, was it not ?
I am not the chairman of the particular subcommittee that would

look into this but we are all Members of the Senate. I am sure you
know that we also will want to look into this. This is why I said
earlier to Governor Exon that I asked some time ago for the 90-day
extension of the maturity dates for our people in Minnesota. We have
no excess storage space tight now. If you force that grain toff the
farm you are going to see the price of corn go down sharply. I
watched the Commodity Credit Corporation dump some corn on the
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market a few years ago, about 7 or 8 years ago, and the price of corn
went down right away.

I want to turn the questioning over here now for a moment to
Senator Curtis.

Senator Cmrris. On the subject of crop estimates, it is not only
this year but over a period of a number of years I have had many
farmers raise some questions about it. I have had many questions

' raised in reference to livestock estimates, the number of cattle on
feed also.

Are you recommending that the crop estimates be discontinued by
the Department of Agriculture ordure you suggesting some sort of
revamping?

Mr. SELLHORST. My recommendation would be that crop estimates
issued by the Department of Agriculture would be issued at a time
and on the basis when the total amount of that crop is assured. I
would recommend that under no conditions would any type of a crop
estimate on corn or soybeans or grain sorghums be issued previous to
September L and especially not during the months of June, July,
and August, because m this State and in many other States, and I have
traveled a good portion of the United States extensively, the critical
growing period is basically August 1 to August 30. In the State
of Nebraska especially, and everyone who has lived here all their
lives like I have, knows that those 30 days, and even from August
1 to August 15, generally make the difference.

.Now, it would be apparent to me that there is to some degree a
conspiracy at least on the basis of issuing crop reports at about the
same time the takeover date for seed grains comes about. It would
seem then that the idea is to depress the price of seed grains to the
extent the farmer cannot redeem them and turn them into ready cash.

On this basis we are saying that crop reports on those three crops
specifically should not be issued before September 1.

Senator HUMPIIREY. All right.
Senator awns. You just would change the time ?
Mr. SELLIIORST. That is right.
Senator CURTIS. That is the only suggestion you have?
Mr. Sra.i.irouttr. Yes, regarding that.
Senator CunTrs. 1)0 any of the other gentlemen have anything you

want to comment about on the crop estimates, the system ? Any sug-
gested changes or anything else any of you have ?

Mr. BERCK. Senator Curtis, they perform a very vital function in
our economy. However, we could desire a greater amount of accuracy
and less of "guesstimates" because this factor does injure the farm
producer. This is the thing that Mr. Sellhorst referred to, the fact
that the estimates were often faulty. And we know in Nebraska those
of us who have farmed a good many years, today's ?pod crop prospects
may fade with tomorrow's sunrise and Clrought in the area or hail
storm or what have you.

Senator CURTIS. In your opinion, in what way do they serve a use-
ful purpose to the farmer?

Mr. BERCK. The production of crops, the production of farm prod-
ucts in this Nation is a matter of vital concern, a matter of the---they
affect our national policy, our international trade relationships, our
projects for disposable amounts bf these products, a projection of the
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supply of vital foodstuffs that will be available in the future. We
cannot afford as a Nation to (mess about this very vital factor. The
Congress and the administration have a vital concern.

Senator BELLatom. Are not these crop reports guesses?
Mr. Buick. They are educated guesses.
Senator BELLMON. The information on how much is the harvest is 7

important but these guesses that somebody makes are of no value to
anyone so far as I can tell, because they adjust them every month.

Mr. BEneK. I maintain, Senator, they have in the past served a vital
function.

Senator BELLMON. To help keep the markets down if that is A;vital
function.

Mr. BERCK. They have done this, too, but I would not condemn
them out of hand.

{Applause.]
Senator Ctwris. I am interested in the matter because it has been

with us a long time but at the same time I am disturbed when things
happen that are not good for the agricultural economy and I am
impressed by what I hear, not just this year but over the years.

Mr. Nelson, do you have any comments that you care to make?
Mr. NrisoN. I would make a couple of comments.
In the first place, I know that a good many of my members are real

disturbed about crop reports as they come out and later prove to be
inaccurate, and so an I. I believe that the statistics indicate that in
the past, over a number of years, that the estimate on August first has
turnek,out to be lower than what was actually harvested and it was
over-estimated. Now it would appear to me in this year the opposite
is true.

Now, I would make one other comment, I think, and that is should
we then prohibit private crop reports from being made if Government
crop reports are not being made because in my particujar case, I un-
wisely chose to speculate on a little bit of corn that I raised last year
:Ind it was not the Government's crop report that caused the market
to go down and my elevator. It was a private report that came out
ahead of the Government's report.

Now, I am .of the opinion that we do have in the grain trade and
those we market will have the information and I am thus of the
opinion to -prohibit a Government crop report is probably not the
right answer. I am certainly for moreeccuracy, however.

Senator awns. Now, Mr. Ebers.
Mr: EBERS. I am glad Mr. Nelson said what he did. This was the

point I was going to bring up. We will have private crop reports any-
way and maybe they will come out, maybe they will not. But I would
rather rely on the Government report than I would the private. And
certainly, we can use the futures marketI know some of the farmers
that did, on these reports,

Senator HUMPHREY. I thipli the point that can be made, if I may
say, is that the report, without going into whether or not the Govern-
ment should be publishing such reports often has had a depressing
effect upon the stored product. In other words

Mr. Emits. Yes.
Senator HUMPHREY. In other words, if you get a Government re-

port that says a crop is going to be very big, the Government then
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says that because of this we have to start to clean out the bins. I have
seen this happen so many timesI served on this committee before
for almost 10 years. I used to be on the subcommittee that worked on
grain storage. We had a number of hearings years ago about the whole
subject of grain storage, and the grain storage program ties in very
closely with the crop report. When you have a crop report that may
be somewhat misleading later in terms of being too high you do not
have time to get rid of your grain in the bins. And such reports do not
have a depressing effect on the market. But when you get one that says
within a week you are going to have a bigger crop or it did not drop
as much as we anticipated and we want you to deliver your 1967-68
crop to the market, everything goes boom.

There is a lot of speculation in agriculture. Most people do not un-
derstand agricultural marketing, as you know. I do not think too many
of us in the Congress do. I do not claim to. I spend a lot Of time think-
ing about it. All I know is it is pretty hard to get ahead of it.

,Senator IismatoN. Mr. Chairman, I would like to just raise two
quick questions. I know there is a problem of time so I will hold them
down.

Mr. Sellhorst, the suggest ion that the loan rates be raised, as you
mentioned, I have forgotten the figure you said, $1.50 for corn, but at
any rate, those figures are substantially above tho world marketplace.
If we were to be able to do this, an realistically I doubt that an
urban-oriented, dominated Congress would go along with such figures,
but if we did, how would we fro about our export market ?

Mr. SELonsT. F;s: of all, from the stadiThint of being 'realistic,
an export market that does not return to the producers cost of produc-
tion plus reasonable profit. has no

Seliator li.mox. What happens to that :;(1 percent of our farm
plant that is used to grow these supports ?

Mr. SELnitoasT. The world market is a'market that can be likened
to a. great degree to what we have got domestically. It is a case of bar-
gaining powers getting together for the purpose Of arriving at a'mu-
tual ground.

I will give you an example of this. We do a (rood amount of railing
as an organization with Japan as an example. bargaining with it and
selling, too. We do some with Pakistan. We do some with England. In
all of these eases we have been able to make sales to these countries at
something somewhat abov.e what the domestic price return is to the
farmer. We have developed kind of a misconception as to the fact that
a world market is something, that should be a dumping ground for the
American product to get it out of here and the end result should he
that we should in return have less and, therefore, get n price'.

with a situation that has developed today on that basis, assuming
ybu go this route. then all you have to do is turn right,around and do
what Hardin did last winterlower the conversion from 40 to 20,
and you are back in the same soup.

The idea is if we are going to establish markets than let us estab-
litt them on a-bargaining position worldwide, not on the basis of a
giveaway, on the basis of a low market. We have got complaints from
the European CoMmon Market countries right now of the Vnited
States going into those countries at below their support for their farm-
ers and they are freezing us out. If we want part of that market it can
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be obtained very easily. Let us get our 'wive of grains up to their level
and we have got it.

Mr. EBERS. I would like to say the Grange has always said we need
a two-prict system. We do not mind soiling our sitrplus on the world
market and at a world price, but we hate to .produce everything we
have and sell it at the world market price which, the world market sets
except in wheat.

Senator lismmoN. The present farm program is in 'effect a two-
price system with the certificate payments for that production in
dottiest les.

Mr. EBERS. For wheat
Senator I I U NIPTIREY. For wheat, yes.
Mr. EBERS. But we hate to sell all of our produce, alkof our grain

and sell it on the basis of the world prices. If we have a tihq-price sys-
tem there that would help.

Senator IIUMPHREY. Gentlemen, this is most interesting. As far as
I am concerned, we could spend a lot of time here and learn a great
deal f kiln you. You know, we have jurisdictional probl6ms in Con-
gress. Since I am a freshman Senator I am against all theSe things like
seniority and jurisdictions and all that, but we have committees that go
into this. Some of us serve on those committees. We will look forward
to hearing from you about it again but I think the thrust of your tes-
timony is simply this:

Rural development does not depend substantially on outside eco-
nomic forces. It depends mostly upon what is generated within the
agricultural community itself. It is very difficult to get rural develop-
ment if you have a bankrupt countryside or depressed agriculture. I
want to tell you, Inv friends. having been horn above a drugstore,
raised in a rural community, I can tell you our prosperity in that (huff-
store depended upon the farmer. When he had it, we had it. When lie
had good prices, we had good income. When he had poor prices, we
had poor income. I did not have to'go to college, to learn that. I spent
a lot of time in college studying economics. It did not de.stroy all my
sense of valmes flbffilt economic!:. [Applause.]

Thank you very much.
Thank yougentlemen, very, very much.
I have the privilege of introducing the next witness. I take just this

moment to say I much regretfully leave this hearing. It is not my
desire but I have a commitment that compels me to do so. I must catch
a plane.

I have enjoyed immensely the privilege of being here at this uni-
versity, participating with Senator Curtis and Senator Bellmon in the
hearings in Oklahoma and Nebraska. I think the two senators know
that no one .enjoys it more than I do and we have lots of fun to-
gether and work hard at it.

This last week we had the privilege, in Washington of bearing
frotri the new organization, known as the Coalition for Rural America.
The Coalition for Rural America represents people from many
walks of life; labor, community action programs, farm organizations
and business. It represents church groups and it s elected

ffiocials including some former elected officials.
The two cochairmen, of the meeting held in Washi on which I

was privileged to attend, was the former Governor of Kentucky, Mr.
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Breathitt, and the former Governor of Nkbraska, Mr. Tiemann. That
meeting was also attended by the former Secretary of Agriculture,
Mr. Freeman, and the present Secretor)/ of Agriculture, Mr. Hardin.
Senator Pearson of Kansas and myself were there to represent the
Senate. Also present were at least eight or 10 former Governors of our
States.

Today we have with us former Governor of Nebraska, Norbert Tie-
mann, vice president of First Mid-America, Inc., Lincoln.

If my dear friend will forgive me, I must run and catch hold of a
'United Airlines jet somewhere along 'the line over in your sister city
of Omaha. I am going to turn you over to the tender hands and the
kindly influence and persuasive eloquence of the Senator from Ne-
braska, Senator Curtis, backed up by Senator Bellmon. I am sorry I
am not going to hear you but you were good when I heard you last
week.

STATEMENT OF NORBERT T. TIEMANN, VICE PRESIDENT, FIRST
MID-AMERICA, INC., LINCOLN, NEBR.

Mr. TIEMAnN. I should report to Senator Curtis and Senator Bell-
mon while you are still here, Senator Humphrey, that in discussing
football during this meeting the Senator refers to, I suggested to Sen-
ator Humphrey if he were a betting man he should bet on Nebraska
and if he is loyal to Minnesota, bet on the Vikings. [Laughter, ap-
plause.]

(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. TIEMANN. Senator Curtis, Senator Bellmon, I am pleased to

present my views regarding the growth of this Nation as it relates
specifically to rural America.

In my opinion, "balanced growth" is growth resulting from equal
economic and social opportunities in nonmetropolitan as well as metro-
politan areas of the Nation, in both quantity and quality, as fixed re-
sources and standards for quality of life permit. When we talk about
achieving "balanced growth," the underlying assumption is that
growth is "unbalanced," and that is true. In the Plains States, popula-
tion is now weighted to Older-people. Job opportunity is less available,
therefore, we have outmigration of OUP younger peopleparticularly
the trained ones. The relatively low average income proves that many
of the people in our area are unemployed and underemployed.

Total commitment is needed in, order to achieve "balanced growth".
I am pleased that President Nixon is calling for the development of a
national growth policy. His interest and the intere. of numerous gov-
ernmental agencies in this proposal is generating wide comment and
consideration in rural America. The total commit lent in formulating
and implementing a national growth policy mu, be at all levels of
government and particularly, the citizen niikt be committed. The
citizen is the key at all levels because he must) want and be willing
to pay for programs necessary to trigger a balanced growth movement.
Without his commitment, all efforts will fail.

Let us keep in mind that from the standpoint of the government,
"no policy" is a policy and from the standpoint of the citlizenf "no
commitment" is a commitment.

We must realize that, for one reason or another, all .persons in the
rural areas are not going to favor a reversal of the migration trend.
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Many envision that hordes of people will be moving into their areas,
polluting their air and water, competing for the services which are
already in short supply and placing the cost of developnient on peo-
ple who now make up the rural community. Most people live in rural
America today because of the clean air? stqice, room for wildlife rec-
reation, and generally aesthetic qualities. Also, there is always the
basic underlying fear that the neighboring etipimunities will receive
the economic development boost to the detriment of one's "home
town."

While we discuss the pros and cons of balanced gwowth here today,
I would like to point up a number of the prograrid at are not de-
signed to achieve the goal of balanced growth. While rking as vice
chairman of the National Governors Conference Com ttee on Ur-
ban-Rural Development, we put together a framework foNa national
community development policy. It is my feeling that the fiamework
embraces vital related policies which need to be developed, ach as
the national transportation policy, economic., development ,licy,
population distribution policy, national policy on agriculture et
cetera. The list goes on. As we got further into this program, it beca
obvious to us that there were many Federal programs which needed to`,
be modified or deleted if we were truly dedicated to balanced growth. \

These are just a few of the Federal programs which inhibit growth
in our smaller communities or that in fact discriminate against small
communities, -

First, is the Eco\iiomic Development Administration. The EDA
does not recognize substantialsoutinigration as a valid indicator of eco-
nomic problems. In Nebraska; and I feel we are like many other rural
States, we have a low eniployment percentage rate,,in our la ng
counties because the lack of jobs causes immediate outthigration. When
EDA uses unemployment percentages as criteria, it therefore, discrim-
inates against.rural America.

In the area of housing, the Farmers Home Administration has resi-
dency requirements for home loam applications. The applicant must
establish residency in a community of 5,500 or less population prior
to the application. It is impossible for persons moving from larger
cities to smaller communities to obtain such loans. If a person moves
from a community of 5,500 population or under to a larger city, he
does not have the residency requirements for loan assistance from
the Federal housing Administration.

Let us not writeoff small communities of 5,500 population and under
because, in the State of Nebraska, as in other Midwestern States, we
have many communities of this size which have a good sound base and
have the capability of absorbing population growth. The national goals
research staff report indicates that the size should be approximately
25,000. Well, that is too high. Most of the small communities in this
Nation have an extensive inventory of social overhead capital in fire
equipment, schools, hospitals, streets,. airports, et cetera, that are
underutilized because of low population. Sound investment practice
would be to make use of these existing facilities instead .olf the con-
tinual and impossible effort to match the social overhead capital re-
quired in metropolitan areas.

Inequities also exist in water and sewer programs. The Farmers
Home Administration makes loans and grants to communities under
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5,500 population for construction of water and sewer facilities. When
Wants are made by the Farmers Home Administration, they are not
encouraged to be at the 50 percentlevel as are HUD grants to larger
cities. The result is that the small communities receive the small per-
centage grant wbile large communities receive the maximum grants
of 50 percent.

Although it goes against instinctive business sense, immediate effi-
ciency and economic considerations cannot always b9 regarded as the
overwhelming decision factor in all national resource investment deci-
sions. Less than efficient institutions and service outlets may require
subsidies.

Each State must be give an opportunity to develop its own urban-
rural growth strategies, based on extensive citizen participation. Each
State now has the structure and knowledge of the people and areas
within its borders. But, we must' be sure that each State can see that
it will be receiving benefits from diverted resources going into a bal-
anced growth effort by the Federal agencies.

To achieve actual citizen, local, and State involvement.in develop-
ing a successful strategy forkalanced growth, it may be very neces-
sary to phase out all or most categorical grants and replace them with
revenue sharing. Otherwise, there will be very little opportunity for
meaningful citizen and partnership involvement aimed at balanced
growth.

On Tuesday of this week, September 7, an organization called Coali-
tion for Rural America, Inc., was formed. I am privileged to serve
first as cofounder and now as its president. For several years, advo-
cates of rural development have been increasingly aware of the need
for creating an active nationwide public interest group to promote
the interests of rural areas, including the agricultural communities
and small towns and cities lying outside the country's metropolitan
areas. Now there appears to be a high probability that such an orga-
nization can be successfully launched. The climate of national opinion
is extremely favorable for several reasons:

First, the plight of the cities. Efforts to "save our cities," so bravely
a begun in the mid-sixties, do not seem to be making great headway.

What is commonly referred to as the "urban crisis" is deepening.
Presidential interest : President Nixon has declared that a national

objective must be not only to "stem the migration to urban centers but
reverse it."

Congressional interest : The Congress last year formally committed
itself in a statutory declaration of policy to 41a sound balance between
rural and urban America" and declared "the highest priority must be
given to the revitalization and development of rural areas."

Developing national 'consensus: The National Governor's Confer-
ence, the National League of Cities, the National Tjrban Coalition,
and
rural
parties
for Ru
growth"
higher of
for all Am
side, can o

y other groups with broad Juitional..interests have endorsed
evelopment as part of their programs. Both major political

ndorsed the wilaketi'.6 in their 1968 platforms. The Coalition
1 America is eft.iiirtitted to the objective of "balanced national
'n the Unit4Sta:tek It recognizes that achievement of a

dard of living and an improvement in the quality of life
ricans, whether they live in our large cities or our country-
), be achieved through the pursuit of such a policy.
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)The coalition shall pursue its objectives by serving as a spokesman
for rural America in the nations councils. It is a public advocate and
public educator, and it seeks to mobilize in a common effort all the
many national, regional, State, and local organizations and individ-
uals that share its goal. .

The principal functions of the Coalition for Rural America are
iadvocacy of rural America's interests at several levels: (a) Before

congressional committees and in the halls of Congress, (b) to Federal
agencies and officials, including the President, Office of Management
and Budget, and individual agencies, (c) to regional, State, and local
governmental bodies of sufficient scope and importance, (d) to private
organizations, including foundations, corporations, and other groups
in a position to affect the interests of rural America, and (e) to candi-
dates for public office starting with the President. .

In the immediate support of our broad purpose of advocating legis-
lation of benefit to rural America, we have adopted three legislative
objectives:

1. In the consideration of President Nixon's proposal for establish-
ment of an investment tax credit, we will support amendments that
will provide a differtntial in favor of enterprises that are located in
rural areas that employ chronically underemployed and unemployed.
Tax legislation will be the central item on the agenda of Congress
this fall. For years those who have advocated nopmetropolitan devel-
opment have argued that the quickest and surest way to steer private
investment into those areas is through tax incentives. If ever there
was a time to establish the principle of a differential tax incentive for
investmentin nonmetropolitan areas, it is this fall when the Congress
will be considering the President's proposal for an investment credit
for industry in general.

2. We will support measures to improve the availability of credit
financing in rural areas for nonagricultural enterprises, publi facili-
ties and housing as well as agriculture. There are measures fore
Congress including S. 2223, sponsored by Senater Humphrey d
others with amendments by Senater Pearson of Kansas, on which
hearings will be held soon. This, too, is an area of consensus. Every
program for nonmetropolitan development that I have seen acknowl-
edges that development will not take place without an improvement in
the availability of credit. Nonagricultral enterprises in rural areas
arp at a disadvantage in tapping the money markets of the Nation.
This will provide the linkage between rural areas and those money
markets. The peed of agriculture was recognized a century ago when
the farm credit system was established. Now we should recognize the
corresponding need for nonagricultural credit.

3. During consideration of the extension$ of the Public Works and
Economic Development Act, we will support amendments to provide
for the establishment of economic detelopment districts throughout
rural America and to provide noncategorical funds for the execution
of approved development plans. We believe the act needs to be broad-
ened, strengthened, simplified, and some of the concept of President
Nixon's revenue-sharing program which would remove some of the
categorical restrictions on the, use of Federal funds worked in.

In the immediate future, we will be focusing on the three above
priorities. This does not mean that the other problems are not suffi-

'
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ciently important to warrant our attention. This includes transporta-
tion, farm programs, agricultural research, rural housing, education
at all levels, medical service, and the delivery system for those serv-
ices, welfare reform, and-the list goes on..

It is realistic to state that efforts toward rural 'development have
fallen far short of the intended goal, and for a variety of reasons. It
is my judgment that the major reason for failure is that we have
overlooked the basic fact that rural development will not succeed until
we have a prosperous, profitable agriculture. Then, and only then,
will rural development occur with any degree of success.

In order for this to happen, two things must occur.
1. Any farm program involving the use of support prices 'should

have those prices sufficiently high so as to be both profitable and
realistic and readjusted each year based on the cost-of-living index
or some other economic indicator that reflects increased cost of produc-
tion. The farmer is hit harder by inflation than any other segment of
our society and he is the only one who buys at retail and sells whole-
sale.

2. In Nebraska, as in many rural States, we see our feed grain
shipped out, feeder 'Stock follows it, and the process completed outside
our borders. This is both inefficient and self-defeating.

Our fanners should be encouraged to utilize feed grains where they
are raised and to increase that production. To accomplish this, long-
term low-cost credit should be made available for capital improvement
purposes_ By this, I mean irrigation equipment, land renovation, build-
ings. grain storage, et cetera. Fullest utilization of the existing credit
facilities should bs made and a link to the money centisrs established.
I propose a fully Government guaranteed loan to be extended by com-
mercial banks, investment banks, or private investors. The security to
be tax exempt and treated by the banks as an investment and not as
part of the loan portfolio. This concept could include the organizing
of larger irrigation districts and the securities sold to bankers. public
institutions and private investors. Or a single farmer could get irriga-
tion financing instead of belonging to some irrigation district. The
plan is flexible. efficient, low cost, and utilizes private enterprise. And
I should depart from my text and suggest that a couple of simple
amendments to the Industrial Development Bond Act would accom-
plish this same thing.

Finally, anyone who is genuinely interested in the agriculture prob-
lem and the farmer must also favor the removal of personal property
taxes from agricultural and business inventories.

There are arguments that can be made against my proposals but I
would remind those that take issue that the most important person in
our society is the food producer. If this country loses its ability to pro-
duce food, this Nation will turn "belly-up" and all of our grand
schemes for world leadership, social programs, and space exploration
will become hollow and useless and the great American dream will
vanish.

The case can be made that we are subsidizing inefficiency. Perhaps
so, but better that than add that person to the growing welfare roles
in our blighted cities. At the least we are selecting the minimum
problem.
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I offer this testimony in some hope of establishing a basis for profit-
able agriculture and rural development. These two are tied irrevoca-
bly and cannot be separated. Thank you for giving me this opportu-
nity to present this testimony.

Thank you very much. [Applause.]
Senator CuaTIs (now presiding). Governor Tiemann, we thank you

for a. very thorough and splendid statement. I shall have a few ques4
tions but first, I shall turn to Senator Bellmon.

Senator BELLIKON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to compliment you, Governor Tiemannt on the thought that

has obviously gone into your statement and also for the initiative you
have shown in-assuming the presidency of the Rural Coalition. I feel
rural America has very badly needed spokesmen and hopefully your
group will help fill this void.

I would like to ask a couple of specific questions. On page 8 you
make reference to President Nixon's revenue-sharing program which
would remove some of the categorical restrictions on the use of Fed-
eral funds. I am for this concept but I am a little bit at a loss to know,
and perhaps you can tell me, how the 'revenue- sharing program would
really help rural development.

The reason I ask the question is that most of the funds that go to
rural America presently go for such things as Soil, Conservation Serv-
ice, for the Extension Service, the so-called REEP program, used to
be ASCS, and programs like that. ,

Do you anticipate that this money which would come back as shared
revenue would still go for those programs and if you do, then how
would this really change anything?

Mr. TlExtpais. I think essentially what I am siVing here, and I
painted this with a sufficiently broad brush to be all- inclusive, that is
the matter of categorical grants has gotten us into substantial difficul-
ties as time goes on. Those particular program; Senator Bellmon; that
you indicate we have not been in difficulty on but we have some others.
It seems to me, as indicated in the third objective of our program for
the rural coalition, the amendments to the EDA program which would
include then, instead of categorical grants, the revenue-sharing pro-
grams would remove those restrictions and those funds extended by
those at the local level .would have the best knowledge of how
those funds, in my judgment, are to be spent _or utilized in that area.

As. to specific programs, at the moment the EDA programs are
pretty well spelled out. What I am saying here is that they should be
simplified and made a good deal more flexible and some of the provi-
sions of the Presides's revenue-sharing program whichin effect would
remove the categorical restrictions.'

Senator BELL3i0N. But there is also a need for additional funds.
Would you agree or not?

Mr. TIENANN. Yes; I would agree.
Senator BELLMON. Just the same amount of money maintaining

aenerally some of the same programs, I am afraid, would not get
much progress.

I am also very intrigued by your proposal that we have ayou men-
tion this on page 10a fully Government guaranteed loan to be ex-
tended by commercial banks, investment banks or private investors.
This is in connection with your recommendation that we have more

70-116-71pt. 5-12
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funds available, for irrigation equipment, land irrigation, buildings,
more long-range agricultural credits. This would be a loan program
in ghlit ion, of course, to PCA and FHA, among others.

Mr. TIEMANN. Right.
Senator Ilmi.431oN. Could you be a little more specific ? How would

such a program be administered?
Mr. TtEmANN. Well, what 1 am attempting to do here, as I indicated

earlier, Senator, is to provide this particular vehicle as the nkage
between the central money markets and rural areas which to some de-
gree exists yet but not sufficiently. What I have suggested here is that
banks now simply will not make a long-range loan for capital im-
provement because of the banking regulations or inflexible lending
policy. Nevertheless, they would be willing to take their investable
cash and put that in an investment, which is what this in effect would
be, so that they then would not circumvent the banking regulations
but at least they would be able to use their money as an investment
rather than a loan, so that they could go long term.

Now, necessarily for the sake of simplification, and talking only
about the banks, would not preclude, say, two orthree counties be-
coming an irrigation district as an example, those securities sold by
investment banking syndicates to anybody in the world who wanted
Pb buy those securities. They would ot necessity be lower rated and the
only way they could be lower rated is twofold. One, Government guar-
anteed, and second, tax exempt. Then we would be able to tap the
central money markets, the private investor, and that money flow
into the capital deficient. areas which now exist and hamper production
at least in most of the midw'stern areas.

We have got great areas in our State that only for the sake of some
water we would be able to increase our production and increase_our
livestock production, and processing of those livestock products would %
take place in those areas. Now, in Nebraska we ship out about half
our feed grains, about half our feeder livestock, and the processing is
done in some other States also and that is inefficient and simply is self-
defeating, as I indicated.

Now, in my side comments, I indicated that the IDA bonds, In-
dustrial Development Act, could be amended sufficiently to include
these, very provisions, which is .essentially what it is now, Senator
Curtis. I think there we would have to, of course, increase the maximum
which is now $5 millionwe talked about that earlierand I think
there is some legislation already introduced and also tax exempt pro-
visions must also be retained. That could be done very simply and
very easily.

I guess in essence when I was talking around in a circle, here and
I do not mean to, what am saying is that the.money centers are over
here and we are over here where the money is needed.

Senator BEr.t.moN. I also want to compliment you for your pointing
out that sort of ,double standard that the Federal .Goveornment has
in its treatment of loans by the Farmers Home Administration and
loans by IITTD. We were told yesterday that there is a very different
set of standards applied to rural housing as compared to urban hous-
ing, and I hope that the rural coalition you head will go into that
matter and help us see that rural people get at least a fair shake out

17 o
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of their *tiwn Government. To me it is ridiculous 'when we have this
4- kind of discrimination.

Again, Governor, I compliment you on your statemenl\and thank,
you for your appearance here. - , .

Mr. 7 inntArrrr: Thank you.
.

Senator alms. Governor, I would like to mention two or three
things about your statement. There are many .things which are ver$
helpful.

,

First, in your leadership in helping establish the Coalition for ,

Rural Amefica, this is no small contribution. When rural America,
alone speaks up for rural. America, it is apt to be regarded as a self-
serving or selfish statement. Whenever we can get a broad -basld or-
ganization representing many facets of our economy and many groups, .

then it takes on a position national in scope. I think it then attracts
a great deal more attention_not only in the eongress,,but with the
general pu,blic. I want to commend you for it.

I would like to ask you, Do you feel that the'private sector has
an important place in industrial development iri the rural areas?

TIEMr. TIE ANN, Without question. As I indicated earlier, this whole
matter of uralllevelopment will not get off the ground without the
private se tor's total commitment. It has to happen.

Now, I suppose that best can be categorized not only with the tax
incentive that I indicated, which would be a Government prod to
private iddlistry where, you utilize private funds for the bi,k1ding of
new trade but more importantly, industrx already in e:Mterice, is
spending. This is the great untapped resource ,we found in our drive,
in my administration, our drive for industrial development, that we
created all sortkof new jobs simply by expanding the existing business.

Senator CURTIS. Yes: and is it not true that in inany of our small
towns and cities, there have been successful efforts in creating a new
industry- that was brought abbut almost solely' because of the inge-
nuity of the local banker and other, lerRling citizens having faith in
an idea or faith in a man who had an idea. Is that not correct ?

. Mr. TIENANN. This is exactly righelTsually in all of our rurally, ,as,
having lived in one -practically all my life, a banker who is a leader
can make the whole community groxi and turn around if it is on its
way .to decay, or a cattle feederor farmer or lawyer. This is private
initiative. What we aresaying here is' with the rural coalition, we
want Whelp these people do this.very thing.

. Senator CURTIS. I think that is important, particularly if we ever
hope to reach a great number of rural areas, hecause Governmentpro-
grams at best have to be uniform throughout, our States, and that
means that they become sort of rigid and standardized. It is 'hard
for them to innovative.

I do not ant to overwork one illustration; but I mentioned a bit
ago about Nebraska city that has developed an industry of making
flavored othpicks, t i . is employing 40 peoplevand incidentally, they

. do quite an export bor. ess. I do not think that any Government re-
search, any Government programs, or any national growth planning,
probably would ever have come up with the idea that we ought to
make flavored toothpicks in McCook, Nebr. It resulted froth the in-
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genuity of an individual. And that is one thing th'at the private sector
is more flexiple to move in and help.

Mr. TIEMANN. This is right. Only one additional example to that
in which private initiative is helping solve a tremendous problem. That
is, I have been instrumental alon with others in going to several
States and changing the industriag l development bond law so that
induStrial developmenta bonds can be used for pollution abatement
control eqUipment. Here we are tapping the private sources for pol-
lution control, which a monumental problem instead of using Fed:
eral funds. It is being done and done successfully in many, States.

Senator Cuims: Now, I have had no knowledge or experience in the
banking business, but I was intrigued by the testim9ny offered fo us
yesterday in the State of Oklahoma, A country banke pointed out
that he oftentimes would like to make a loan to back some, small
industry in his community, but that under the banking regulations,
the loan would be regarded as substandard an% he would have prob-
lems. The examiner would not allow it. And he suggested that they,

, law be changed with respect to national banks, that would permit ..
a. small percentage. of their funds available for lending, be permitted
to be loaned as risk capital foi' industrial' development in the rural.
areas..

His point was not that they *Ould make bad loans, but that the.
bank would make loans and the banker would ,rive the necessary Su-
pervision and leadership, and it Would just inject enough liberality
so that they would not be .subject to the same rigid requirements of
other types of loans. tio.you think: that is worth exploring? .

Mr. Th.rm.A.N. We do hiLv.e a solution for that very thing in Ne-
braska. During my adthinistration, the legislature passed the Busi-
ness Development Corporation Act? Which in essence pools the funds
of banks, insurance companies, utilities, private industry of all, sorts,
into a loan fund, and this money then is loaned out to businesses that
are considered high risk, that any conventional lending organization
would not make a loan to. It is low interest,. long term:

This is just now underway, and we can get some additional infortnii--
tion to you on that. It has thus far worked aniazingly.well. Again,
these are loans that no bank would ever touch with anything. =.

The only other solution, in the absence of a business development'
corporation, is this thing that you talk about, being completely legal.
If I could draw on-iny own personal experiences as a country banker
for 15 years, we made" those same types of loans, and we disregarded
the comments of the examiner. Now, that is a. risky busings, but they
got used to it.

Senator CURTIS. But if it is a direct transaction between borrower
and bank, the bank is going to want the business to succeed.

Mr. TIptax.s. Without question.
Senator Crans. But that he should have some category of lending

capacity to meet that particular need as contrasted to the so- called
conventional.

TiEMANN. Right. I think thiS could be set up AS a separate part
of the loan portfolio. Those funds could be earmarked in the,account-
ing of that bank, and if they made money; line. if they did not, youwould then have this reserve to charge it off against.

180
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Senator ('t'i'ns. thyour experience as a country banker as well as
a public official. do you feel this State has gone as far as it can in using
its own agricultural production either for VI rther processing- sir in
the case of livestock, in further liveStoCk feeding ?

TIENLAN N. No. We have barely serap(5d the surface in Nebraska.,
I have said 1114111.,;, ninny times t he State of Nebraska has the greatest

. potential of focal production of any State in this Nation. We simply
havCnot taken advantage of it because. of a lack of leadership some-
where along the line.

We hav'e always said we have got to keep our young people at home,
keel) our cattle at home',..4eeP our grain at home; -and we see more
wing out at the same tinie....f-don't Mean to categorize them in the
same class but for the sake of argument here today I thnk it is all
right. If we could get,,the priiper financing for our irrigation acres
that 'we need; 'if we can get the proper financing for grain storage,
for land renovationthe' plan I suggested here would do thatthen
all of these fegd grains that we have could be utilized locally either
by milling ess orfeed to livestock and the livestock then processed
here, creation of jobs. We have been involved since I have been in
the investment banking business in financing seviTal.meatigocessing
firms. In fact, one of the, biggest cattle slaughterers in the world
is placed here in Nebraskit, and the big problem they have now, they
can find no cattle to kill in- their itnmediate area. We have got the
processing capacity here. All we need- is the increased grain produc-
ing capacity. None of this will happen without money.
... Senator 2i-irris. Do you think the private sector has gone as far as
it can

Mr. TIEMANN. No.
Senator Cuwris (continuing). Zeroing in right on the one specific

thing of cattlefeed ?
MT. TIE ANN. No. The private sector has not done as much its it can.

,We find also, and I guess I am going to have to be rather critical of
my friends, the commercial bankers, in which we find time time
in the country banks a completely inffexible loan policy where the
bank gets to a 35 or 40 or 45 percent loan deposit ratio and the banker
says I am not going to loan any more money. to any of my customers
because in 1932, remember the banks went down.

Well, we cannot bank or do business based on what happened in
1932. I think it is completely realistic Tor bankers, commercial bankers,
to readjust their thinking and I and pleased to report that *they have
readjusted their thinking to some degree. We see now the traditional
30 percent loan deposit ratio banks appear at maybe 45. It is still way
too low but it is a lot better than it was. I -guess in answer to your
question, definitely the private sector has much more to do.

Senator Ctitns. I have often stated that I am sorry we cannot spend
2 days in each one of these States. I have a stack of statements that are
going to be put in the record, of people who will not have the oppor=
tunity to testify at all. J

Anything you would like to say? Thank you very, very much for a
splendid contribution. [Applause.] '

Our next witness will be Mr. BennettMartin. But first, we will tako
a 5-minute recess.

(A recess wmtaken.)
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Senator Crams. The committee will come to order.
We are privileged to hear Mr: Bennett S. Martin, Chairman of the

statewide Advisory Committee to the Department of Economic De-
velopment, State of Nebraska.

Mr. Martin, we welcome you. We will be. delighted to hear your
statement.

STATEMENT. OF BEN/TETT S. MARTIN, CHAIRMAN, STATEWIDE
ADVISORY COMMITTEE TO THE NEBRASKA DEPARTMENT OF
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, LINCOLN,'NEBR.

Mr. MARTIN. Senator Curtis, Senator Bel lmon, I want address
my few remarks to the Subcommittee of the Industrial IY elopment
Revenue Boards.

Nebraska's industrial bond legislation was brought into being some
12 years ago when my good friend, the late Nathan Gold, was chair-
man of the Advisory Committee to what was then the division of re-
sources of the Nebraska Department of Agriculture. Through the
tireless efforts of Nate Gold who was keenly aware of the necessity
for balancing our predominantly agricultural economy with industry,
the Nebraska voters approved a constitutional amendment and the
legislature passed the enabling statute which permitted our cities and
counties to issue these bonds to provisle capital funds-for manufactur-
ing and industrial concerns.

We do not have substantial financial, resources in this State in com-
parison to more populous States wherein the large financial centers of
this country are located. Experience has taught us that it was esAitial
to attract investment capital from these financial centers in addition
to mobilizing our own capital resources within the State. Industrial
development revenue bonds have provided this vehicle and over the
last decade we have had Si issues of industrial development revenue
bonds in 32 municipalities of Nebraska which have provided a total
of $121,503,550 for new manufacturing and industrial plants and
equipment. These issues have resulted in the creation of 9,425 new jobs.

Industrial development revenue bonds, or IDA bonds as they are
popularly referred to, do not involve any commitment of tax -ers'.
dollars but are retired solely out of the lease rentals paid Ikv the lessee
company. Likewise, the municipalities are not encumbered with any
administrative headaches because the issues normally utilize 'banks

4, as trustees who handle collection of the rentals and payment of the
principal and interest on the bonds and see to the enforcement of-all
lease covenants. Even though title to the property financed is held by
the municipality for the duration of the bond issue, our 'Nebraska law
provides that the lessee company pays local property taxes the same
as any other industry.

The advantages to the lessee company are: (1) a lower effective cost
of financing because of the interest on the bonds is free from Federal
and State income taxes; (2) 100 percent financing of land, plant, and
equipment and financing costs; (3) lower Expense of financing by rea-
son of the fact that issuance of the bonds does not require registration
with the Securities and Exchange Commission or qualification under
State blue sky laws; (4) less time required to complete the financing
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because of the freedom. from burdensome and unnecessary govern-
mental regulations.

The cost to the Federal Government is the amount of Federal tax
revenues which would have been paid were the interest on the bonds
subject to taxation. However, I believe it can be demonstrated quite
convincingly that the overall economic stimulus which this financing
provides generates corporate and individual tax revenues to the Fed-
eral and State goveknments which are far in excess of the tax reve-
nues lost by reason atthe exemption of interest. But even more im-
portant, I think, is the fact that this is a proven financing tool, operat-
ing in the private sector without necessity of Government administra-
tion, which has provided this State with numerous new, expanded and
improved manufacturing,. and industrial facilities which, in turn,
have provided employment opportunities at home for our young peo-
ple and surplus farm labor.

It is a fact of life that modern mechanized agriculture requires
fewer and fewer people to achieve greater and greater productive
output. If there are not employment opportunities available this sur-
plus farm labor along with youth emerging from our high schools, col-
leges and universities, and the returning Vietnam veterans will turn
away from their home State of necessity and join the pattern of mi-
gration to the larger metropolitan areas of this country. 1Ve have dem-
onstrated in the last decade that we can stem this tide of outmigration-
and with increased economic opportunity I think it can be reversed.
0 About 3 years ago the U.S. Treasury Department sought to elimi-
nate the tax exemption on industrial development revenue bonds by
administrative ruling. Through the eflorts of many distinguished
Senators and Congressmen, including, our own Senator Carl T. Cur-
tis of Nebraska, this attempt was thwarted, but through legislative
compromise a $1 million limitition was placed on tax exempt IDA
bondS with the result that little moke than the principle of industrial
revenue financing was saved.

Knowing the importance of this proven investment vehicle to the
broadening of our economic base, Senator Curtis' and others suc-
ceeded in increasing this limitation to $5' million at the time the Reve-
nue and Expenditures Control Act was adopted in 1968.

However, in conference this $5 million limitation was effectively re-
duced by imposing a reqpirement that all capital expenditures within
the municipality by the lessee company for 3 years preceding the bond
issue and 3 years subsequent to the bond issue niust be included in de-
termining whether such limitation has 'been exceeded.

The consequence of exceeding the limitation is to subject the bonds
to taxatiqp. Due to the uncertaint4( :of future capital requirements
for a 3-yelr-period, companies utiliiiing industrial bonds must leave
themselves a substantial margin. The "3 years future" provision also
penalizes the successful company who finds it necessary to expand its
operations within this period.

Actually, the inflationary spiral, particularly in construction and
heavy equipment costs, has further reduced the effective scope of
availability of this financing for new plant and equipment.

There are several bills pending in the U.S. Senate and House of
Representatives which would increase the small issue exemption for
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industrial development revenue bonds from 4,:5 million to $10 million.
These include H.R. 4752, introduced by Congressman Shriver on
February 2, 1971; S. 1644,. introduced by Senator Dole on April 23,
1971; and II.R. 8346 introduced by Congressman Thone of the First
District of Nebraska on May 12, 1971.

I would urge this subcommittee to embrace, as part of its program
for the revitalization of rural America, this proposed increase in the
limitation of tax-exempt industrial development revenue bonds to
$10 million. I am certain that this move would substantially
strengthen not only the inventive for industrial and agribusiness ex-
pansion in rural America, but would also provide an influx of long-
term investment capital which is necessary to create the broader eco-
rumnic opportunities for our citizens which we all seek. This would
also complement the President's new economic program which empha-
sizes new plant construction and modernization of existing facilities.
If the 'experience of the last decade is any indicator, we can expect
that many of the new plants so financed would complemenrour agri-
cultural economy by providing processing plants for our agricultural
commodities, thus increasing the economic benefits derived in this
State from our own agricultural products.

I hilve attached to this statement a table showing the industrial
development revenue bond issues which have been concluded in
Nebraska since the inception of our enable' legislation. The informa-
tion contained in such table is proof, I believe, of the worth of this
program in social as well as economic terms.

(The table is as follows :)

NEBRASKA INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ACT BOND ISSUES

Issuing authority
Amount

of issue Date Lessee
Estimated

employ-
ment

1. City of Auburn ______ _

2. County of Lancaster_
3. County of Lancaster

$240, 000 Sept. 1, 1962 Magnolia Metal Co 50
1.750, 000 Dec. 1. 1962 Victor Comptometer Corp ___ ...... 450
3.000,000 Dec. 15, 1962 TN Wander Co.. a Delawaretorp. 300

(Dorsey Laboratories Div.).
4. County of Lancaster_ 750,000 Dec. 28, 1962 Brunswick Corp 175
-5_ City of Gordon 260.400 Feb. 15, 1963 Ideal Super Markets, Inc 10
6. City of Lincoln 1,750, 000 Mar, 1. 1963 The Ffeming Co 1407. City of Auburn 300,000 Apr. 1, 1963 WoodCarv, Inc_ (guaranteed by its 70

parent. Nutone, Inc).
8. City of Norfolk 500.000 Apr. 15, 1963 Henningsfm Foods, Inc 50
9. County of Gage 1,000, 000 Oct. I. 1963 Dempster Mill Manufacturing Co_ ___ 200

10. City of Blair__.___.______. 300, 000 Dec. 1, 1963 Blair Manufacturing Co 100
11. City of Norfolk 400, 000 Jan. 1, 1964 Nuclear Corp of America 150
12. City of Fremont 7, 000, 000 May 1 1964 Fel-Tex, Inc 50
13. City of Grand Island 3, 400.000 Apr. 1,1964 Swift & Co 125
14. County of Lancaster 650, 000, Sept 1,1964 Hy-Gain Electronics Corp 50
15. County of Douglas 5, 400,000 Dec. 1,1964 Fruehauf Corp 82516. City of Hastings 245, 000 _do Snyder Packing Co 20
17. County of Douglas 1, 800, 000 Jan. 1,1965 American Community Stores Corp. 275

(Kinky Dinky).
18. County of Lancaster 850, 000 do Pegler & Co 100
19 City of Gordon 150, 150 June 1.1965 Ideal Super Market, Inc 10
20. City of Columbus 360, 000 July. 15, 1965 Douglas & Lomason Co , 125
21. County of Dakota 8, 500,000 Aug. 1,1965 Iowa Beef Packers, Inc__ 950
22. City of Auburn 275.000 Sept. 15,1965 WoodCary, Inc. (Nutona, Inc.) 15
23. County of Douglas- 700,000 do. _ Table Supply Meat Co 75
24: County of Platte 1, 000, 000 Nov. 1, 1965 Bohlen Manufacturing Co .100
25. County of Douglas 1,000, 000 Dec. 1,1965 Lozier Corp , 100
26. City of °pilafs 307, 000 Jan. 1,1966 TRW, Inc 800
27. County-Wouglas 200, 000 Jan. 15, 1966 Electrified Pure Water 10
28. City of Alliance 700, 000 Mar. 1,1966 True Temper Corp 35
29. County of Douglas 800,000 May 1,1966 Omsteel Industries, Inc 500
30. County of Douglas 3,000, 000 June 1, 1966 J. L Brandeis 225
31 County of Douglas_., 3, 500, 000 do Nashua Corp 50
32 City of Ovartiart , 215, 000 July 1, 9166 Plectron, Inc 125
33 County of Ehluglas 525, 000 Aug 1, 1966 Tip-Top Products, Inc 50

1'i
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NEBRASKA INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ACT DDND ISSUES-Continued

Amount
of issuo Date Lessee

Estirhated
employ-

ment

34 County of Dakota . .. 900. 000 .do .. 0 A Cooper Co 25
35 City of Millard . 400. MO Sept 1,1966 Pamida Distributors, Inc ..... 150 x

36 City of David City. .. . . 300, 000 Oct 15, 1986 Nebraska Egg & Poultry . 25
37 County of Douglas. __. 750, 000 Nov I, 1966 Omaha Couch & Bedding . . 66
33 County of Colfax ._,. . 5, 000, 000 Mar 1, 1967 Spencer Pocking Co . 200 .
39 County of Douglas. . 3, 000. 000 Apr 1, 1967 Malnovo Specialty Box Co. _ 25
40 City of Columbus 256, 000 May 1, 1967 Douglas & lomasao Co . 25
41 County of Lancaster _. 5, 000, 000 lune 1,1967 Archer-Daniels-Midland 60
42 County of Douglas. . 12.500, 000 July 1,1967 Control Data Corp.__ 450
43 County of Lancaster .. _ 2, 000, 000 Nov I, 1967 Ralston-Purina Co_ . . RI
44 County of Lancaster 485,000 Nov 15,1967 Instrumentation Spocialtios, Inc ..__ 75

X

45 City of Columbus 225, 000 Dec 1, 1967 Douglas & Lomason Co.. .... . 20
46 City of West Point._ _ 4,500, 000 Mar 1,1968 Iowa Beef Packers, Inc._ . .. 250

City of Fremont i. 600,000 Mar 15, 1968 Farmers Regional Co-op 15
48 County of Douglas.... ..... . 225, 000 . ...do . Pamida Distributors, Inc ._ . 25
49 City of Grand Island-. .. 3, 000, 000 Apr 1, 1968 Swift & Co 125
50 County of Douglas. ...... 3, 000, 000 Juno 1, 1968 Nashua Corp 50
51 City of Gering. 1, 500, 000 Sept 1, 1968 Lockwood. Corp 25
52. City of Falls City 500.000 Oct. 15,1968 Commodore Corp 25
53. County of Douglas 200, 000 Nov. 1,1968 Farmhand Co 25
54. County of Douglas 1, 000, 000 do Needham Packing Co 75
55. County of Lancaster 5, 000, 000 do Archer-Daniels-Midland 35
56. County of Platte 1, 000, 000 _do.. Bohlen Manufacturing Co 30
57. City of Venango 400,000 Nov. 15,1968 Duddrin Corp 20
58. City of Columbus 120,000 Dec. 1,1968_ Douglas-Lomason Corp 25
59. County of Douglas 2, 000, 000 Dec. 15,1968 Loner Corp 300
60. County of Lancaster 500,000 Feb. 1,1969 Brunswick Corp 50
61. City cf Norflok_ 600, 000 June 1,1969 General Warehouse Corp 15

62. County of Douglas 500, 000 June 15,1969 Contrail States Tool & Die Works_-_- 10
63. County of Douglas 600, 000 Aug. 14,1969 Pacesettor Products, Inc 25
64. County of Douglas 450,000 Aug. 20,1969 Gamier Pet Products 20
65., City of Fremont 190,000 Nov. 1,1969 Jayhawk Boxes 15

_66. City West Point 325, 000 Dec. 15,1969 Wimmer Meat Products, Inc 20
-157, Cou of Douglas 1,700,000 Jan. 1,1970 Data Documonts, Inc 20

68. nty of Lancaster 2, 000,000 Jan. 15,1970 Republic Corp 70
69. City of Dverton 130, 000 Feb. 1,1970 Plectron Corp 15

70. County of Adams 400,000 Feb. 15,1970 Wostorn Plastics Corp 35
71. County of Lancaster 2, 500, 000 Apr. 15, 1970 Republic Corp 100
72. County of Sarpy 631,000 May 1,1970 Unoco, Inc 15
73. County of Douglas 350, 000 Sept. 15,1970 Data Documents, Inc __ 50
74. County of Gordon 425, 000 Nov. I, 1970 Midwoc Corp 55

75. County of Douglas SOO, 000 Mar. 15,1917 Pamida Distributors, Inc. 50
76. County of Douglas 1,000,000 Apr. 1,1971 American Community Stores 511

77. County of Douglas 1, 000,000 Ma 1,1971 Richman-Gordman Stores, Inc 50

78. County of Douglas.. 550, 000 do Builders Supply Co 50
79. County of Lancastor_____ ......... 1,000, 00J July 1,1971 Burlington Northern_ 50
80. City of McCook._ 1, 000, 000 do Electric Hose & Rubbor Co 100
81. City of Nebraska City 270,000 Aug. 16,1971 Nebraska Outerwear 75_-

Total 121, 503, 550 9,425

Note: When IDA bonds were used to imam an expansion, tho estimated employment indicates the numbor of new
obs created due to the expansion.

On behalf of the advisory committee to the Nebraska Department
of Economic Development, I wish to thank you for your thoughtful
consideration.

Senator CURTIS. Senator Belly-ion ?
Senator BELLMON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Martin
Mr. MARTIN. I apologize for rushing through this but I know you

are running late.
Senator BELLMON. Mr. Martin, this is a very fine statement you have

given us. You have outlined a program that is obviously very helpful.
We have a similar one in Oklahoma, as I am sure you know.

Mr. MARTIN. That ;S
Senator BELLMON. A d it has certainly helped many of Tr com-

munities to bring in ne plants andprovide riew jobs for people.
I would like to ask a c uple of questions more for the record than

anything else.
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The first one is, in your judgment 'and in your experience does this
industrial development bond approach give an unfaircompetitive ad-
vantage to a new company, as compared to an older, established
business?

Mr. MAirrix. No, I don't think it does. I think thatL-the gct of the
matter is that it keeps for the older companies -in many instances it
helps maintain their labor market because a lot of the employment in
these new industrial issues that are brought out, some of them are older
companies that are expanded, by'the way, home companies you might
call them, and there have been a lot Of those that have used this in the
State of Nebraska, not only the new ones coming in but the ones that
are wanting to Apand that are here. It gives them a better market for
labor and we do have good labor here as your -State has and others
surrounding us, and I am sure you will find in your State, Senator,
that when an industry expands or a new one comes in through these
industrial bonds, or YDA's as we call them, you will find that the
fanners and the working people oftentimes supplement to a large ex-
tent during drought periods end all their income with work in these
plants.

So we have not experienced in this any resentment or feeling any-
place along the line, local companies, to any great degree. 1n fact,
some of them as I have just mentioned have used it to expand their own
facilities.

We have felt that the limit has been too low. A great many of the
States do not agree with the Middle Western States such as yours,
Kansas, and all, because 'they would like a larger issue, much, much
larger, but when we got into checking it and your groups in Wash-
ington got to checkingit; they found that there weren't many people
employed it went up tb$50 or $100 million in some types of industry.
But I think as far as the groups that your committee is trying to
understand here in rural America, is the fact that these smaller in-
dustries under these can finance, themselyes easier with the loWer
rate and as ex-Governor Tiemann has jut mentioned, many banks
in these communities are not rested, or haven't been up to now,
and if they were they wouldn't know how to set them up so they
would have proper credit.

Ac you understand it, I am sure, and as.,I tried to explain it,
this is no obligation of any municipality as far as guaranteeing it is
concerned. You have to go on the credit of the companies issuing
the industrial development bonds.

Senator BELLMON. Would you favor, in case we were to succeed in
getting this'limit raised from $5 to $10 million, would you favor a
provision that would limit the use of these industrial development
bonds to communities of some size, say 50,000 'or down?

Mr. MAirrix. No; I think that the cities, I mean, if you go above
50.000. there are some ad-vantages in people increasing the operations
and ninny times T think it should he adapted, you know, as far as
the program itself is concerned, to the smaller comarrnities. That
is,wliat we are trying to help.

But there are a number ofyou take, for example, in some ,of our
industrial revennethonds, they have been extremely helpful, if you
Will notice on t14 last pages there, to cities the size of Omaha and -

coin, and going back to the Goverfior'sex-Governor's statement
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here, on this Iowa beef and these processing plants, of course, they
are out in the rurat areas, for storage and maybe some processing
on certain types of warehousing and all, because of connections into
the cities and their markets-- they like to be within the city.

We have studied this a long time. As Senator Carl Curtis here
knows, we have had probably dozens and dozens of discussions Witk.
Wilbur Mills and his committee and you name it, and we have' been
under it for a number of years trying to get where we are now.

I would think that the best help we could get for the small rural
areas, towns, so to speak, or smaller, that if the limit were raised
and We did not have the fact that they were handicapped by A 3-year
extension at times for anything above that amount, it would be
of most advantage to the. Middle Western States.

When I say Middle West, I am talking about all rural but I
think this was introduced mostly and promoted here to this extent
by, as you know, Carl, by the States here, and Kansas, Iowa, and
all that were having problems taking care of industries that are
moving away from the larger centers. .,

Senator limmuort. I notice in this list of issue authorities that
you have given us, and I have only gone over it quickly, that only
one issue has been made by the city Qf Lincoln and none by the
city of Omaha ?

Mr. 14.41arrts,. When you,see that you get into Douglas County. In
some issues Douglas' COUnty may have issued the bond for a situ-
ationthat was going into Omaha.

We made one slip-up in this report. I think to have its full effect on
the type of cities and where it wits used, we should have listed the
towns where these plants were located and probably the population of
the town.

Setuitor IIELLAtoN. It seems to me in the larger cities you already
have a concentration of capital. The bigger banks are there and it
strikes me that they should be able to handle the-financing for their
own industry. I really feel at least so far as this committee's work is
concerned that it would be helpful in helping to bring about a more
balanced growth if we could limit the use of this kind of financing to
the smaller areas which are at a great disadvantage since they do not
have the access to capital through the regular money markets, but that
is a difference of opinion. -

I have no further questions.
Senator Cutter s. Mr. Martin, we do feel that you have a very fine

statement and ecause of the pressure of time I am going to ask just.
one question.

This program has brought 9,425 new jobs to Nebraska. This has
been done without any Federal appropriation. It has been done with-
out creating any new agencies on the part of the Federal or State
oovernment.i, Do you think very many of these jobs would have come into being
if it had not been for this industrial bond program's?

Mr. MARTIN. I do not believe
Senator CURTIS. Probably some of them would but for the most part

they would not?
Mr. MARTIN. You take these jobs, of course, they are,-new jobs and,

of course, the income that comes into the farmers, and that is what.
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you are talking about here, where you find them in this area:As you
know, Carl, a lot of the farm population are working part time in
the industrial plants in the neighboring towns. I know of one town
here that.has got employment in a plant of about 1,200 to 1,400 at the
present time and the population I assume is around 10,000 or 12,000,
maybe a little larger than that, but they draw from 50 or 75 miles
radius and a great many on temporary roads;'you might say, not
even paved roads as far as the interstate type is concerned, that are
commutin back and fort.h. la,

Some o e plants employ women; some ofthe plants employ men.
In a fear of hese cities there is a plant that is mostly men and some
women and they join hands in their factories occupying jobs in order
to supplement the low farm income that they have had_, and we feel
in the towns that are represented in our department that knows the
type of industries that it has held not only good jobs for a lot of people
but it has held our population and it has made for very good manu-'

c, faeturing. Employment here as in other States is very satisfactory.
Senator Gowns. Thank you very much.
Senator CURTIS. We will now call Mr. Glen Soukup and the wit-

nesses that are with him.
Mr. Soukup, first if you will state for the record your official title

and then explain also for the record the group that is with you. \
STATEMENT OF GLEN SOUKUP, DIRECTOR, NEBRASKA TECH-

NICA.LISSISTANCE AGENCY, LINCOLN, NEBR.

Mr. SOUKUP. ram Glen Soukup, director of the Nebraska Technical
Assistance Agency, part of the Executive Of4ce of the Governor. It is
a charge of my agency t4 coordinate all the j ir.ograms of the State for

1
tie economically disadvantaged. The.eight people with me are repre-
s ntatives of eight rural community action agencies in the State of-ebraska. I will submit

Senator Cthms. You are a State employee?
Mr. Sorlcue. Yes.
Senator Gums. And the community action programs are pact of

the OEO, is that right.? q

Mr. Soritur. Well, they receive funds from several sources. OEO is
usually one. The Department of Labor, et cetera.

Senator Crims. Go ahead. How many of them will be making a "--------
statement ?

Mr. SorrkuP. Well. the agreement that was reached with the commit-
tee staff members is that I would make a statement and then u short
statement and then we would have an open discussion so that von could
ask some que,Otions. They are 'the people actually out on the firing line
in the State trying to deal with the local problems of rural Nebraska
on a day-by-day basis.

Senator Cuwrrii. Perhaps at this time it would be helpful to the re-
porter to start, over there one- at a time rtn,cli give your name and what
group you represent. As I understand it, you were selected by these

.agencies; is that correct ?
The first oneplease stand up and give the reporter your name and

tell her what you represent.
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Mr. Wan°. Fred We fao, Rushville, Nebr., representing the North-
west Nebraska Community Action Council at Chadron.

Mr. ADDINGDALE. Allen Arriugdale from the Nebraska Panhandle
Community Action Agency, Gering; executive director.

Mr. CATIIERALL. Robert Catherall, executive director, Blue Valley
Community Action, Fairbury.

Mrs. KENNEDY. Jacqueline Kennedy, and I am Secretary to the
board of directors of the Goldenrod Hills Community Action Council,
in Walthill, Nebr.

Mr. MESSER. I am Kenneth Mesn,er and I represent the boardf di-
rectors of the Platte Valley Community Action, Grand Island.

Mr. COLLINS. Ernest Collins, chairman of the board, Central Ne-
braska,Community Action, Loup City.

Mr. FIELD. I am Bradley Field, from Humboldt, Nebr., working
with the Southeast Nebraska Community Action Council.

Mr. ZIEBAETII. I am Wayne Ziebarth, State Senator, and also on the
board of the Mid-Nebraska Community Adtion, Kearney.

Senator Cum.'s. All right, Mr. Soukup, if you will proceed.
Mr. SOCKET. Yes. As I understand it, the intent of this hearing was

to determine what the Federal Government can do to help the rural
communities in solving their problems. Since many people have or
will testify to this problem generally, I will limit my remarks to
Federal programs, more specifically what I believe is wrong with
the way the Federal programs are run for ,rural Nebraska, and some
possible solutions.

Specifically, I am talking about programs for the economically dis-
advantaged and community development programs in the State.

First, I would like to say that the Federal programs that are now in
existence are inappropriate for rural areas. They are written only
with urban areas in mind and they then have to,be adapted to the
rural areas and they don't work well becausa they aren't designed to
work well in rural areas.

I guess I might best illustrate this with an example. I am sure that
both of you Senators are familiar with the Neighborhood Youth
Corps program of the Department of Labor. The Neighborhood
Youth Corps program"' has what they call a maximum enrollee figure,
in other words, a figure which you cannot exceed per enrollee you
have enrolled. This program works well in big cities where you can
have 200 or 300 enrollees. This program does not work in rural areas
where you have 20 or 30 enrollees.

It is next to impossible to eke out the kind of administrative costs
that are necessary to run the program and it is absolutely impossible
to get other services such as counseling that the youths need to be-
come active, contributing members of their communities.

My next point is that rural areas don't gettheir fair share of Federal
funds. Rural areas have 40 percent of the economically deprived peo-
ple resi ingin their areas and they get 28 percent of the funds.

Senator Guerre. Now, which funds are you speaking of V
Mr. SouruP. I am speaking' again of programs, 0E0 programs,

DQL programs, programs, for the economically deprived. There are
40 percent of the economically deprived people that use in rural
areas.

1
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Senator Currie. Are you including all the welfare appropriations.in that?
Mr. Sectime. No; I am including programs to help them better their

lives. I am not involved with welfare. Welfare is a program designed
to help people survive.

The aim of the programs that I am inolved with are those that are
aimed at turning tax-users into taxpayers.

Senator BELLmoN. Are you including BIA. funds?
Mr. SOUKUP. No; I am not including BIA funds.
Senator BELLMON. Do you include the Indians as part of the pal

poor?
Mr. Securre. Yes. The Indians are a part of the rural poor in Ne-

braska and they are included in coverage by one of our agencies, spe-
cifically the three Indian reservations are covered by the Goldenrod
Hills Community Action program.

Senator CURTIS. Proceed.
Mr. SOUKUP. We et 28 percent of the funds despite the fact that

we have higher need levels. That is, a large amount, for instance, of
elderly poor who get sick a lot more often, who don't have any trans-
portation, can't drive themselves, and so on and so forth, and despite
the fact that our costs of administration are necessarily higher, it is
a siinplP time p,nd distance problem.

We often have programs that cove? several hundred square miles..
It takes time to get to the different places within the confines of these
programs and it takes more people to administer the program because
of the time wasted in traveling and so on and so forth.

My next point is that the Federal bureaucrats who administer these
programs are unfamiliar with and unresponsive to the needs of the
rural poor. By theirwell, I might best illustrate this by two personal
examples, if I might.

At one time I was in the employ of the Goldenrod Hills Community
Action program and we submitted a grant proposal to the Adminis-
tration on Aging for funding. Several weeks later we received a call
from Washington and the lady at the other end of the phone said we
are reviewing your proposal; it appears to be an excellent proposal
but your travel budget is out of line.

We explained to her that this travel budget was based on experience
of other operating programs and we thought it reflected reality
rather well.

Well, after a few minutes of frustrated exchange, the woman finally
explained, if you are paying that kind of money for travel, you should
negotiate a special rata, with your local transit authority.

Gentlemen, I submit to you there is no transit authority in rural
Nebraska much less on the impoverished Indian reservations.

I will give one more example in this area. I was at one time on the
staff of the University of Missouri As a cAsilltant to Community Ac-
tion propams in,Nebraska and Kansas. I was instructed to go to a.
meeting in Washington, D.C. It was for an exchange of information
from the 'Federal Government people specifically in 014:0 and local
field people to exchange the problems that we were having.

was taking part in a discussion chaired by someone from the na-
tional office with AHD and I was making some basic points about

o
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the makeup of Nebraska' corrected me. Ile said that is not the
way it is in Nebraska.

I was somewhat astonished. I have lived and brown up in rural and
- urban Nebraska and worked here all in v life. 1 asked him what he

based his opinion on and he said, well, I have had field experience
t here.

Well, after a somewhat heated debate I discovered that he certainly
had had field experience in Nebraska. He was here 6 days one time.

They are the kind of people that are administering these programs.
I think what we need to do is either have special programs for the

rural amas or at least get people who are interested in rural areas
to administ er these progams.

The final point that I would like to make is that the federal prOgrams
are not coordinated and a refunded with the shotgun approach. This
can cause usconfusion on the national level, in the regional office at
the Federal Government level, and on the State level because we
often administer these pr9grams. Again, I might illustrate this by an
example:

Drug programs in Nebraska are funded through. the following
sources: rhe State department of welfare, the State department of
labor, the. State department of institutions, the State department
of health, the State department of veterans' affairs. the State
crime commission, the State comprehensive planning unit, the
Governor's office. In addition to this, there are funds available
through the OEO national office and OEO regional office to fund
local community action agencies for drug related programs. This
causes, I would say, the minimum of results vvitlii the maximum
expendit are.

PI I think the Federal Government should in some way try to coordi-r".
mate this program better.

I might suggest that if they are going to be funding programs in
the State of :Nebraska on drugs they show d fund this to the State of
Nebraska. If they like, earmark specific penditures in specific areas
such as education, curative measures, n,d let the State of Nebraska
coordinate these. programs. We would be operating programs for much
Jess money doing a lot more. .

My final example: I have recently been working on a report for the
'Governor on the problems of the impoverished Ihdians in northeast
Nebraska on the reservations and again I am just trying to illustrate
the shotgun Approach of funding: We were very concerned with the
fact that nothing .seems to be improving a lot of these people. 'So we
were investigating. And we discovered there are three Indian reserva-
tions in northeast. Nebraska. Santee Sioux. Wintiebo5y:I. and Omaha.
They have rgipprolOinately 2,200Inthans and the Federal funding
going infolliVEree approached $10 million in this fiscal year.

The unfOrtuotte'Part of this, gentleinen, is that the results, if it is
going lo:bea reflection of years past, are going to be negligible and
proba131:47 none.

I have taken enough of your time, I think what I will do is open this
to a discussion with the people here who are on the firing line who
every day are trying to solve the problems of the economically dis-

-)1
vantaged in rural Nebraska.
Tliank you:
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Senator Cram. The problem, that you deal with, multiplicity. of
Government programs, and the many people that they deal with, is a
.very important subject. I just can't underestimate it. We are indebted
to you for bringing it here.

Now, I am worried that we are faced with this hard fact: It is now
4 :SO and we haven't got even halfway down the list ofritnesses. Now,
I do want to hear from each one of these people who came in here but
I think if we have too much-of a disorganized general discussion that
we just cannot. reach many people, some of them-quite far removed
from, Lincoln, who also have been called on, been invited to come here.

So what I would like to-do if it meets with your approval, we will
call on these people in the order that they gave their names and if
they could just in a minute, perhaps, state that particular point that
they, would like to stress in this general areawill that be all right?

Start in over there.

STATEMENT OF FREDERICK C. WEFSO, NORTHWEST NEBRASKA
COMMUNITY ACTION comma, RUSHVILLE, NEBR.

Mr. WEvso. Senator Curtis, several things have been pointed out.
A town of 1,100 or 1z200 people in an agricultural area that adjoins
a large reservation tries to do something. You have got about one time
every 10 years that you can gather up enough capital to get something
going and if you fail, you are out for another 10 years. And this hap-
pened in my community and we are a little unique in that we had two
factories fail rather than one. But we run into some problems.

One thing that I don't think has been brought up, we do need some
expertise and advice. We got into an area where we were competing
with foreign imports and this.plas a ehoemaking businesS, and we
thought that we could take out minimum wage people, and they all
are minimum wage, and they are all unskilled, and train them and
compete with Italian shoes, and'that is impossible. So we failed in that
respect.

We were fortunate; we did find gut that the Small Business Admin-
istration is very gracious in loaning money for our brick and mortar
setup, our building. Then they stopped there. And then when you fail,.
here they come. And I do think that when you live 500 miles from the
home office of Small Business Administration, they coultilipossibly
hire some people, maybe some of these retired people who were men-
tioned earlier today, to come out and give you a hand.

A small town of 1,200 people doesn't have a great amount of knowl-
edge in big business management and productivity and in marketing.
So I think they should follow that up.

Somewhere along the line, and I don't know towmuch about this,
but it is very difficult foi- a company to come in and use their own
trucks. The trucking or transportation is a real problem in our area.
I don't believe that has been mentioned to much today.

Another thing we found out was that when you take a man who
hasn't worked for 3 or 4 years and you put him to work and he lives
45 miles away on an Indian reservation, he has two problems : One, at
$2 an hour he cannot pay $100 a month rent, so housing becomes an
extreme factor. And it is very difficult to get the people from Omaha
to look into your housing problems. And he also runs into a problem

1 2
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then: if he is going to live in a shack on the reservation, he has got to
get;there and five peopler in a car can do its until the car breaks down.
Then he is unemployed again.

One thing We could use from somewhere is some advice: If all these
$30,000-a-year people that are getting laid ofrcould 15e utilized to
come out and tell us what we are doing wrong, we, will-try again in 10
years and raise another $50,000 anctgo back at,it again if we are still
there.

Thank you.
Senator Cur& fiktll right. The next gentleman.

STATEMENT OF ALLEN I. ARRINGDALE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR;
'NEBRASKA PANHANDLE COMMUNITY ACTION AGENCY, GER-
ING, NEBR.

Mr. ARRINODALE. I think you, Senator Curtig, are Very much aware
of the problems we have had in western Nebraska community action
agencies, and so forth. I think from whet I:liave heard today here in
this testimony, the subjects have been very Well covered as far as rural
Nebraska.

However, there is one problem that hasn't been brought up and this
is the problem of migrants which is covered under several progranis
and, some of the scatter progra that Glen has mentioned here..ButIr
we are getting into the propositi n in the Scottsbluff area where the
migrants are coming in and there, s no work for them to go orr; there
is no work if they go back; and` many of them are desirous of staying
in the area rather than moving back and forth from Teicas to Scotts-
bluff, et cetera. 0 '

I think this is one area that our farm population is going CO have
to help solve. Certainly we are going to have to have rural prosperitY
but we are also going to have to go into manpower training programs
for people who are disadvantaged,-with no sign, no training except for
forking with their hands in the fields.

We don't know the answers. I am sure the Senate doesn't know the
answers. But if rural Nebraska is to prosper, then there must be
solutions found for these people, too. EvOn though many of them do
migrate into the State, they are still our problem. They are a national
pr2/blem and I hope .through the Senate's action, et cetera, we will
find some solution for these people, too.

Thank you. '
Senator CURTIS. The next gentleman.

,
STATEMENT OF ROBEir G. CATHERALL, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,

BLUE VALT.V.Y COMMUNITY ACTION, FAIRBURG, NEBR.

.0 Mr. CATHERALL. Thank you, Senator Curtis. It is my hope after
listening to the testimony today and afterit is reviewed that agencies
such as our communitriution agencies as we are private, nonprofit
corporation would be analyzed, take a look at it, as maybe a vehicle

% for some of the delivery of some of the new things that might come
out of these hearings.

I think we are in a positionwe have been 'established in Nebraska
for 5 to 6 years now. We have been working with people, grassroots

70-116 0-71pt. 5-13 ,n
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people, participatory democracy as NV(' call it. We've got prOblems.
I hope that you will give is a look, take into consideration our ca-
pabilities of-delivering some of the solutions that 1 hope will tome'out
of this hearing today:

Thank you.

STATEMENT 'QF MRS. JACQUELINE KENNEDY, SECRETARY,
BOARD OF DIRECTORS, GOLDENROD HILLS COMMUNITY ACTION
COUNCIL, WALTHILL, NEBR.

Senator Cuirris. Mrs. Kennedy
Mrs. KEN-smiy. Well, the pro)ilem of migration has been mentioned

and I would, tike to shy that any husband and I voluntarily relocated
from New York State, New York City to be exact, where he can earn
over $8 an hOur as an ironworker, tint out here w'Gre his mother's
people (lime from and where I would like to raise my children as
Indians on the reservation, he cannot get anywhere near that. He has
worked under.t he Operation trainstream program at, $1.60 an hour'
and the only alternative is for him to leave the area anywhere for
3 to 6 months every year which is one of the points Mr. Lassek, the
agency director, thought would he My contribution to this hearing,
the fart that isriy husband 'does leave his community.

There is'im industrial development there and there is no future in
farming, so there is no alternative but to leave the area. And the
Operltion.Mainstream program hasno future at all either, with no
formal training or recognition of the little bit that they do learn? in
that program. So there is just no future in it. And I see on the board
as a low-income representative of the boards, I see the difficulties,we
have in-handling these moneys from the Federal Government and try-
ing to work with their guidelines and regulations and as Mr. Soukup
said, there are millions poured into these areas but so little results can
be seen from it.

Thank you.
Senator Cuirris. The next gentleman.

STATEMENT OF KENNETH MESNER, PLATTE VALLEY
COMMUNITY ACTION, GRAND ISLAND, NEBR.

Mr. MiSN ER. As a farmer and a member of the board of community
Action for 3 years, my experience has been that as an agency we have
to run very fast in order to keep up with the decline in the general
economy, and having first hand knowledge of farming business, I rec-
ognize this, where some people haven't, and recognized it very early
in my association with the agency.

The agency as others have said, I think,--is capable of initiating a lot,
of the programs and helping the rural development. Our agency is
active in that now, but the farm economy is what it is. It is very hard
to keep upiVe live in a very .highly productive area and 1pparently
the productivity of the farniers and of the farm community as a whole
is pretty fairly adequate. When we talk of more production, it only
seems to depress prices further and we ne=ed some kind of a marketing
system which will enable the farmers in the area to get better prices.

Thank you.
Senator CURTIS. Next.
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STATEMENT OF ERNEST R. COLLINS, CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF
DIRECTORS, CENTRAL NEBRASKA COMMUNITY ACTION COUN-

CIL, LOUP CITY, NEBR. .

Mr. COW Ns. Senator Curtit-i, Senator Bel1111011, as clutirman of the
Board of Community .Action in .Loup City, it appears to me many of
our problems have been discussed but our main problem has been our
area runs across the State about 100miles wide and about 50 miles in.
irepth. We have talked to Federal people about transportation and
they don't seem to think it is such a wide area. So, in other words, I
would say one of the thing;.; we probably need'in ours is improved
roads. I think that was brought Out today. Then many of our commh-
nit ies have no transportation services at ail.

:"->enittot Cuirris. No public t ransportat ion I
Mr. Cord,' NS. NO public t 10t1, and we luti'e allot of elderly

people in Nebraska, in rural areas. Many of our"pvople are 60 years of
age, don't drive a stir, don't have a doom' in the codunintity, thing's
like that. But I think ourwIllole economy is somewhat based upon the
income of farmers and if-you might allow me, in 1950 corn was $1.'29;
today it is.: 1.01 and mild was $1.97 ; now is $1.44. *

Ttese are the things that I think are based upon our rural agricul-
ture. We have Mt industry and possibly our State--I think it wits
brought out here today, suggested I was hoping Senator Humphrey
would be think our State is very negligent in vocational edu-
cation. %%e have about three or four places and in Minnesota where.
I visited I think they have 33 vocational schools and they train people
for blue collar jobsr. And many of our rural areas need technicians
for plumbing, heating, all of those services. .

I thing if we had the training for them out in the States, instead of
locating them in thethey locate in the cities and then they never come,
back to our small communities. I think we have to 'change our
philosophy.

Another thing we have had in our priorities was housing. When we
talked to FHA, talk about housing, I think about S years, -we haven't
any housing in our small communities. It is it matter of money and
everything like that. It is very difficult to get those papers. We send
them in and ?send them in again and agars and gets higher and
higher and higher, the paperwork, and then we never get a report..

-They ,send back for more papers.
I would like to see the housing authority or someonethey don't

want to come out and talk. They go to larger places where they have
30, 40, 150 units. Maybe our community could stand 60. They don't
NVIIIIt to come Out there.

I think this is part of the probleni in a rural area. Talking about
rural housing, we don't have it mid many of our homes are inadequate,
without plumbing, t)tutdoor toilets, things like that. It doesn't seem
possible we have that. -They talk about the Indian areas in Nebraska
but we have it county which I represent, low income, where we have
many people below the economic gbidelines, free lunch, breakfast,
things like that ; and I think we have kind of lost track of those people.
The elderly in those communities are there 644, there is no one con-
cerned about the elderly on the economic issue.

Thank you for your consideration.
Senator Crirris. Mr. Field ?
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STATEMENT 017 BRADLEY FIELD, SOUTHEAST NEBRASKA CO-
MUNITY ACTION 'COUNCIL, HUMBOLDT, NEBR.

Mr. Ft Et.n. Gentlemen, I echo most of what I have heard today but
in order not to take too much time, I would like to Mention, a couple
of.things that I think haven't been stressed. One of them concerns the
availability of public health services. The area that I work in is the
extreme southeast corner of Nebraska, four counties. None of our
counties, none of our cities, have*-publi health services locally avail-
able. Thqre is a shortage of doctors, a shortage of nurses.

My aOncy just this last month tried to hire a registered nurse to
head a new program. It mis- impossible to find a nurse in our area who
wanted to work, who wasn't already working for the hospitals and
the hospitals need more people. *

I think it is wrong for us to come to Irbil iind say that the ills of rural
Nebraska can be solved by more money because I don't think this is the
only answer. But perhaps through the Department of Health, Educa-
tion, .and 1Velfare or some other appropriate rehicle it would be
possible for stress to be placed on th7 grater assistance for rural areas
to have health services for people who cannot afford to drive 60, 80, or
100 miles to urban areas such as Omaha and Lincoln.

The other item that I wanted to mention, I think is something that
may not respond to legislation but surely should be brought to the
attention of someohet We see the agencies that are providing assist-
ance particularly in manpower training and to the farmer, and so on,
being urged to provide 'more assistance to the extreme rural areas,
sometimes on a 1-to-1 baAis. You read this in the newspapers, an so
on. We think this is a step in the righfdirection but we find that nuiny
of the Federal agenciesoare so anxious, apparently at least, to achieve
their goals that they expend most of their effort in the larger areas
close to their bases of operation.

It is much easier apparently in Lincoln and Omaha, fosexample,
to fill one's quota for manpower trainees than it would be. to, -out
into the smaller areas and-recruit the people them Also, one would
have to put up with the transportation problem, and so on.

Now, I said that money might not necessarily be the answer, but
I suppose funds are important here because if people in rural areas
are to have the opportunities that they need in order to become ale
to support themselves, they are going to have to have the training
facilities

are
at hand and people who operate these programs in our

State are going to have to be urged to get out into the highways and
byways instead of working primarily in.their own backyards.

Thank you.
Senator CURTIS. Mr Ziebarth ?

STATEMENT OF WAYNE W. ZTEBARTH, MID-NEBRASKA COM-
MUNITY ACTION, KEARNEY, NEBR.

Mr. ZIEBARTIL Senator Curtis, Senator Bellmon, you put me in
the advantageous position of hearing 61 the comments, so what I have
to say I presented to you last night in prepared testimony.

I only would like to add in defense of our State and the vocational
schools that .Mr. Collins has mentioned, I personally sponsored the
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community college bill which pa'stscd and will be in effect in 1973,
which will -take care, I hope, Of Vie problem he brought fortil,and we
WO I have a comprehensive community college system thoughout.our
State.

1. would like 'CO add to my testimony on transportation. Senator
()tilt i.: you know that in our community. it lot of the railroads a'e now
thinkuw about dissolving bargeshipvthat serve towns and farms in
our arei7 or at least taking up their tracjcs..1. would like to urge coop-
eration on the Federal level. Maybe it would be possible if the rail-
roads would give, say, a 3- to 5-year notice so that our highway depart-
ment could come in and study, so that we could prepare adequate road
transportation in the areas that the railroads would bandon. /

That'concludes my statement.
Mr. ZIEBARTI. Chairman Humphrey., Senator Curtis and Senator

Ile ninon, it is a privilege for Inc ti have this opportunity to address
these remarks to you as distinguished members of the I T.S. *enate
Subcommittee on Kuril Dkelopment.

It is in a mood of pessimistic hopefulness or optimism, if you will,
paradoxical as that may spun, that I appear ? mte.

As a Nebraska State senator. I nun Tamil ar with the pressing prob-
lems of both federal and State government. I know that programs,
are sometimes inadvertently successful. There also have been blunders
of colossal proportions which have been seemingly well coordinated by
planners. q

At the Federal level in Washington; it seems that 2 plus -r
often adds to 5 and, at the State level. 2 phis 2 usually come Out 3.

It has Inn said that it about 11 times as easy to start something
AI,as it is to stop somethina

So, I'm starting s nettling in the hope that it will stoPa dread
disease.known as rural "gaposis.- Rural gaposis is a Malady affecting
a great body of Nebraska and America which lies outside the bound-
aries of big cities and their suburbs.

"Gaposis is defined as the vast imbalance between having too much
of sonic things and not aimmigh of others.

This galloping disintegration has attacked 90 percent of the coun-
tryside with

, TeKlniology on the farm doubling and trebling yields since 1935
thereby creating vast surpluses of low-cost nutritious food
Products. '.

Giant surpluses from agriculture "know-how" bringing lower
prices and creating a "gaposis- in parity income" with products

-made by industry and labor and an inequitable return on capital
investment.
Mechttnization on the farm has outdistanced progress in industry.

It has resulted in fewer, but larger farms; bigger machines and
fewer workers and production per limn is about Re times what it
was 30 years ago.

An outmigration of rural peopleyoung, edaated, talented
and appreciative of the quality of lifewho took flight to the
cities to seek employment in industries because there were no
jobs at ho'nle.

Creationof the cancerous 'conditions of the cities, overcrowding
the metropolitan centers making them insolvent and unmanage-
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able and infected with nearly every social ill known to mankind
garbage, ghettos, pollution, cime,.and theltesfruction of human a
and, natural resources.

Nebraska had tremendous population losses in nearly 75 percent
of its counties. The ratio of popula Ion declines to gains was '2.75

1 to 1 !luring the 1960-70 decade. .

In agriculture, you had to get bigger or get out over the last 30
years. The small farmer whose hallowed mode of life once en-
riched the earth is gone, a victim to the one-two punch of tech-
nology' and the realities of present day economics.

In shifting to the now 'near-bankrupt and !welly coimpactedondi--
tions of city life, the meal migrant helped compound the crisis tif the
cities. That crisis is.and has been created by Government in handing
out fat-cat contracts to industries centered in metropolitan areas. The
44overnment then engaged in the malpractice of population distribu-
tion, becoming the major offender in the critical overconcentration of
people and industry.

To ease the pain of the bursting seams of cities, the Federal Govern-
ment came forth with programs of many shapes Ind forms and still
the innercity problems multiplied like rabbits on an efficiently oper-
ated breeding farm.

These programs of- a magnitude never before conceived were ini-
tiated not to save, heal, and inject new life into rural 'America, but to
isolate the problems of the city, problems which could not be set apart.
The programs Were designed to divert attention from the deeply inter-
woven problems of the city and those affecting rural Americans. They
sought to cover the mistakes of the modern-day Solomons in govern-
ment. The programs wasted and dissipated billions of dollars bgcauso
they failed to cope with the real problem in !lira] America.

this gets me to the point that there is nothing fundamentally wrong
with this country except that Government hits too long operated on the
wrong assumptions. That's first-class gapolis when you don't see the
priorities and the seat of your troubles.

I would suggest the adoption and implementation of a national
policy which would achieve-these objectives :

(0 A rural development cediT bank which would provide credit
small towns and counties for construction of community facilities. The
rural credit bank would be an intensive and deliberate effort to dis-
perse new industrial development to towns and counties under 25,000
population. I

This rural development credit system would have regiorwl banks
with local lending offices which could be tied to planning and devel-
opmen regibns. The credit system would encourage rural bankers to
participate in the infusion's of Federal capital so loans could be made
to new industry. T.,Wrural development (*.edit system would be in the
great tradition of the free enterprise system.

This would help stem outmigrat ion, instill new vigor in the one-time
pioneer cities across the face of rural America, and bring new health
to already overcrowded cities and a forward !notion in the countryside.

(2) Transportation is a major concern of mine for our ever-increas-
ing population of senior citizens. The older people of the "horse and
buggy days" were better off than the elderly of today in an age of
sleek, air-conditioned cars.

.1-9 8
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Passenger train service has all but vanished, Bus service .has de-
clined, Thos dependent upon common carrier seaviee,are isolated. In
one area of Nebraska, :35 out of 160 towns have bias service but five
couities and §ix county seats have no service whatsoever, or most
of the residents of this 100 by 100 mile areava car is require to get to
the county seat or the State Capital in Lincoln.

A cooperative might well serve to provide common carrier bus serv-
ice in small passenger vans to places within planning and development
districts. The problem of the rural resident is no less vital than the
city dIveller for whom mgrs transit planning is taxing the bureau-
cratic taldn6 of Washington.

(3) .Medi,cal problems confront communities. Legislation before the
Congress granted scholarship incentives to studentA from areas that
are short of physicians. This is greatly needed in Nebraska and it
draws my support.

The- American Medical Association reports physicians raised in
small communities tend to praftice in small communities. Of those
physicians raised in small communities, 9 percent lyere praticing in
towns of -2,500 or less at the time of an /MA survey. Since 63 percent
of the doctors had remained in the same community during their entire
practice, small towns might seek doctors with rural or small town
backgrounds.

May. I ask that Government change it's 9-aditional view of rural
America, that it look to new legislation which will help industry lo-
cate and provide jobs in the countryside and thereby relieve the preS-
sures in the city and assure a better life for rural people.

Senator ("sans. Senator Bellmon?
.Senator finu,sioN. Mr. Chairman, because" of the shortage of time,

I doubt if I should ,ask questions. This has been a very helpful inter- '

lude in our testimony and I really appreciate the contribution that has
been made.

I would like to only say one thing. This, I think, was the point Mr.
Collins raised, about the difficulty in getting FHA housing projects
built in small towns. We are working, I believe, at a system where
REA will take this responsibility, actually go through all the redtape
and then administer the projects after they have been built. You might
want to check into this because I know from personal experience how
difficult it is to get these projects finalized and constructed and then
get them managed in a small town.

It seems to me. that the REA idea is suited to perform this service.
-It has been very helpful and I thank all the witnesses for their

testimony.
Senator CURTIS. I want to say that your complaint has not fallen

on deaf ears. I agree wholeheartedly.
I am particularly glad that you enumerated, Mr. Soukup, how many

different agencies are administering drugs for the Federal Govern-
ment in the State of Nebraska. We are reaching it point in Wash-
ington where the Government is so large there is a serious question
about management.

I also want to say to you, all of you, that if any or all of you wish
to elaborate on what you have said here today, this record. will be
held open for several days and you can submit a written statement in
addition to what you said. We thank you very much.
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Senator Br.u.stos. I want to 1w sure I understood you properly. You
say there,are 2;200 Indians ott the three- reservations, Omaha, Winne-
bago, South Sioux and Santee Sioux ?

The 2,2o Indians and the BI A is spending $1 million?
Mr. Sorki-r. No, I didn't say the 131A. I said all Federal Govern-

mart sources, through a lot of departments.
'Senator BELL:ito.N. If I figured right, tat,is $4,500 per Indian.
Mr. Somme. I think it is at least that, yes.
Mr. WE so. On the other hand, Senator, we have about 2000 Indians

in the Panhirndle and they get nothing from IVIA.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Soukup is as follows :)
Mr. Soukt'e. Poverty in Nebraska is a statewide problem. The poor

are not only found in the urban centers but also they live and work, or
are unemployed, in large numbers in the rural parts of the State. Non-

.ietropolitan Nebraska has aspersistent a poverty problem as do the
cities. The rural poor are the Me Xican American and American Indian
minority groups, the small farmers who are losing money on produc-
tion of, agricultural commodities, and the families engaged in service
and supportive occupations, whose incomes depend on prosperous
farming.

It is appropriate that the Rural Development Subcommittee in vest i-
-gate the trend of rural decline in the United States by selecting

Nebraska as a subject of this series of hearings. Nebraska is pre-
dominantly a rural State, and its economy is almost solely farm-
oriented. When rural America suffers economically, this means almost
automatically that Nebraskans will also feel the effects. Because -if the
agricultural dependence, residents of this State are vitally concerned
with Federal agriculture decisions and policies. We are therefore
pleased to testify before this hearing.

I. Primary assurance of improvement and positive growth in rural
America would be to assure a healthy and diverse economic base in the
nonmetropolitan areas. Thig would do more than any other goal to
encourage rural develbpinent. The need for positive action to secure

stable rural economy...is evidenced by a varietr of statistical data.
During the 1960's, rural Nebraska counties consistently lost popula-
tion. It is important to note that most of the residents who moved to
urban areas were wage-earning filTsons whose taxes and leadership
were vital for rural communities.

The outmigration has been so (constant) that:according to U.S.
Census statistics, only four 'Nebraska counties experienced an increase
in net inmigration during the 1960's (see ape. D). For the State as a
whole, net outmigration for the decade was r:3,291. A major cause of
outmigration is the lack of jobs and opportunities for advancsinenl.
Seyei'al predominantly rural counties have recorded agricultural joh
declines of up tq 20 percent during the same period. Also, average in-
come levels in.rural Nebraska counties are uniformly lower than those
of urban counties (see app. A, B. C, I), E)4

When the agriculture workers and farmown s leave the area, sup-
portive services in Nebraska towns suffer. Fam ies dependent on these
incomes eventually leave; profitable businesse

iare
impossible to main-

tain in this stagnant, undiversified economic tuation. Thus, not only
the unemployed, but also those with jobs, re unable to survive in-
dependently since the area industry prow es no stable economic se-,

2
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i mcurity. Blue Valley Comunity Action Agency (CAA) commented
on the outmigratio 1, noting that between 196 and 1966 agricultural
jobs declined 19 percent in that,CAA region.

Unfortunately, the young, mobile and ainbitious are the persons moving out
of our area, which reduces our work force to a great degree. As a result, it Is the
old and the immobile that remain *-* We estimate that 20 percent of our
remaining population is 65 years of age or older (111:(7A CAP? report, Pro-
gram year E, pp. 10-11).

This information contrasts with the other positive agricultural eco-
nomic indicators; the increased efficiency of farm operations, the great-
er prOductivity per acre and per man-hour. The key to this paradox is
that the increase in agricultural productivity and efficiency and the
resulting decrease in farm-connected jobs have not been accompanied
bY the introduction of replacement industries to provide the workers
alternative job opportnnities within the rural aria.,

Evidence of the trend toward stagnation and ecline is reinforced
by every rural Nebraska Community Action Agency. The central
Nebraska (.1.4A, noted that . ,

With the exception of one industry which employs about 400 people, aqicul-
ture and supportive services are the sole provisions for employment opportuni-
ties, and in this age of technological innovations farm labor is on a decline
This reduction is a reduction of low agricultural ifrOtits for the small farmer

Agriculture cannot provide enough jobs for the populace (Central Ne-
braska ('AP 81 report, Program Year E, p. 4)..

Southeast Nebraska CAA (SENelA) noted that the general decline
in farm prices, coupled with a rise in farm expenses hits caused the
small, farms to feel the pressure first. Also, SENCA said, industries
have been reticent about locating in rural Nebraska due to many fac-
tors associated with rural economic problems. These include lack of
skilled labor, poor transportation facilities, and lack of,reSources, corn-,
munity services, and community leadership that would-develop these.
essentials. Many rural comniunity aspects would benefit industrial
investment, such as tax breaks and less expensive, labor, should these-
other problems be solved.

Goldenrod hills CAA noted that the
Successful agricultural sector of this Nation's economy is Matted to corporate

sized farming or ranching, or to those utilizing farm and ranch land as a tax
shelter. The marginal or unsuccessful sector of this aspect of the economy,is
composed of the traditional, or family farm. It is those in the latter category
who reside in (our area), the family farmer who, living in a period of inflation,
realizes smaller profits and is (onfrouted with higher costs of production
(Goldenrod Hills CAA, letter. Sept. 1, 11)71).

As Platte .Valley CAA commented, by solving the bask economic
stability problem, much of the rural decline could be prevented.

Rural development should be a high priority, as it could be a major factor in
preventing (more) urban problems- through a balance of1/4population and economy
(Platte 'Valley CAA, letter. August 30, 1071).

Other effects of the declining rural economic base are numerous and
difficult to alleviate. These include low ,tax support of local. govern-
ment due to low incomes and disinterest among the populace, resulting
in the lack of public services. Also, antiquated local systeths of govern-
ment remain a burden due to the lack of local leadership, lack of pries-
sue for reform, and lack of a programmatic, need for government
sepvices revision.

201
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Two major community neeas MOM' consistently mentigned are hous-
ing and health. Tlw central Nebraska CAA specifies/that deteriorating
and diladated housing "poses a psychological disadvantage to our
efforts to alleviate poverty.- The Platte Valley .CA At i* concerned
about the large number of substandard housing units in its area, the
high interest rates, and the community tendency to try to solve housing
problems only with regard to the elderly. l'he northwest Nebraska
CAA recognized "the .ettect of ,these conditions 04 the social develop-
ment of the Poverty comintin.rty as well as the threat to the health of
the residents 1 NIVCAA, t, p. n).- It should be sited that the
general hick of construction and expansion denotes a general area

Health care.is consistently cited as a major area of concern. In all
rural Nebraska ('AA reports, it was noted that the lack of doctors in
the :ireas, combined with the difficulty of obtaining tanSportation,
nukes it nearly impossible for even middle inconie persons to receive
regidar medicall reatment. SENCA noted :

None of our counties haS a public health depn rtmenf or offers nursing services
to the poor or aged In their homes. none of,t1w towns nearby is large enough
to provide such services for IN residents SENCA ('Al' St Program Year 1.1,p.6).

Other problems named that stem from the lack of local supPort az
the nonsupport of pnhlir MI1(11'1011 and lack of local investment capital
due to conserve i ve local hank pilict ices.

II. It is apparent that positive, emphatic Federal aftion is essential
to prevent a nationwide, self perpetuating system of rural poverty.
It is ironic that a major source of the rural decline in the last 20 years
is U.S. agriculture policy. The Government has successfully improved
production methods and efficiency in agrividture, and the result has
been both, useful and disasterous. Farm technology has greatly im-
proved, allowing food prices to go down and production to increase.
Thus business aspect of agriculture has benefited. But at the stunw
time many Yorkers have been left jobless, and Wie Government did not
plan sufficiently to cope with this result of its efforts. Instead, 110
contingency plans were available for implementation until it was too
late to Preserve a strong economic basj in the rural areas. It was as-
sumed that job changes would be assimilated into the economy. 'Elms,
CAA's in rural areas are assisting in development of programs to.
combat 20 years of neglect of rural citizens' needs.

Major assistance to localities is needed for planning and prov;ram,
implementation, revision and reform for local governmental systems
and for Federal programs that administer nonmetropolitan programs.
An immediate need is support of farm income. An income floor for
marginal income farmers and farmworkers would postpone the out
migration of many families, and contribute money directly to the
rural economy. Also required for more long-range farm income im-
provement are innovative changes in transportation and distribution
of.Products. Also, credit and investment arramtements in rural areas
have not kept pace with needs of the-area residents and blisinesses.

Al Federal nonagricultural domestic policy, in areas such as educa-
host, transportation, health, and welfare, Must be carefully adapted
to meet the needs of non metropolitan areas as %Yell as those of urban
areas. Specific flistinctionA are essential for the rural success of Gov-
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,1,,,eminent efitirts. It II 1st be remembered,,that Mille the'needs of cities'
are immense, the needsnfinwrmetropolitan areas need separate yet co-
ordinated attention. .

Another specific 1111.111 need is for leadership to promote and plan.
The "lack of expertise" among residents *as mentioned repeatedly
as a major problem in the CAA localities. state and Federal assistance

...in this area is essential for the improvement of local programs. Along
with this ('AA's citnsistently mentioned the' lack of understanding
on the part of local residents about tithe problems within their own
areas. SENCA discussedthe outlook and life-style of Midwest rural
residents. Of major influence is the independence and "great conserv-
atism" of rural !cebriskans, which tends to hamper organized com-
munity activities. Residents alSo tend to mistrust government at all
levels, but especially national programs. The geographic and, philo-
sophic isolation is maintained, reflecting a deshre aiming residents to
avoid the problems of population growth and urbanization that often
result, from "development." There is also a widespread unwillingness
to face problems of area economy (outmigration, tuidEreniplOymenq
although positive action would preserve the rural environment that the
residents value. ..

This attitude seems to be a block to the elimination of poverty. The
Nebraska Panhandle CAAlidentifjed as one cause of poverty the "lack
of awareness. c' '' * as to the particular qualities and significance of low
income syndrome (Panhandle ('AA 81, Program Year E, p. 5)." A
similar lack of recognizance among the middle and upper classes was
a fairly common problem among the rural t'AA's. Federal statistics
show that pereenkages of the poor-in the rural population approximate
those in urban populations, yet the poverty problems are not recognized
due to the rural life-styles and en vironment,The Blue Valley CAA also
noted that approximately 40 percent ofithe Nation's poorare living
in rural areas, and in fiscal year 1969 only 28 percent of Office of
Economic Opportunity (0E0) funds were allocated to the rural areas
(Blue Valley CAP sr p. 15).

Awareness for all citizens regarding rural development is vital to
promote a long-range solution to the inequalities of economics and
social organizatio,s in this country. The information stuMbling block,
and the others mentioned above, portray ifablems that must be faced
in order to alleviate the inequitable situation in rural America and in
other American challenges.

Nevertheless, the lon -lived problems of rural America demand im-
mediate attention and iinperative solution. It is in the foremost inter-
est of this country to promote the development of the rural areas, thus
gainirt furthin. control aver the future growth of the Nation. Popula-
tion needs cannot be 'handled' only in ternis of urban centers versus
rural areas.. Nor can they be -viewed in terms of business rather than
human needs. Rather, methods must be developed to deal with wide-
ranging comprehensive planning for economic and demographic sta-
bility in 101 geographic areas, especially for the benefit of area resi-
dents. Implementation of long-range programs to promote rural
development are essential to improve the nonmetropolitan American .
situation, and they wij contribute in basic IN; L yis_tall ke well-being of
the entire Nation.
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APPENDIX D

Population
1970

Migration
1960-70

Population
1970

Migration
1960-70

Adams 30, 533 -313 Johnson 5, 743 -710
Antelope 9, 047 -1,553 Kearney 6,707 -96
A r Our , 606 -128 Keith 8,487 -503
Biriner
Blaine

1,934
847

-316 Keys Paha _
Kimball- -

1 AO
6, 009

-448
-3,090

Boone 8,190 -1, 466 Knox 11, 723 -2, 264
Box Butte 10, 094 -12, 355 Lancaster 147, 972 -9, 371

BrownBrown
.04ialo

752
4, 021

31, 222

-959
-568

+2, 615

Lincoln
Logan,
Loup

29, 538
991 ...
854f

-1,606
-160
-291

Mut 9,247 -1,188 Madison 27,402 -260
Butle r 9, 461 -1, 211 McPherson 623 -150
Cass 18, 076 -1, 529 Merrick ' 8, 751 -251
Cedar 12,192 -2, 609 Morrill 5, 813 -1,683
Chase .4,129 -373 Nance 5,142 -713
Cherry . __.
Cheyenne

6,846
10,778

-2, 201
-5,435

Nemaha
Nuckolls 9476443,, 0

-417
-1,038

Clay \ 8, 266 -669 Woe__ 15, 576 -1,616
Colfax_ 9, 498 -384 Pawnee 4, 473 4-721
Coming 12,034 -1, #22 Perkins 3, 423 -969
Custer 14, 092 -2,932 Phelps 9, 553 -724
Dakota 13,137 -828 pierce 8, 493 -805
Dwes
Daavison

9 7
. 19,

,
467

61 -355
-1,603

Platte
Polk

26, 508
6, 468

-932
-940

Deuel 2,717 -513 Red Willow 12,191 -1.979
Dixon 7,.543 -961 Richardson 12, 277 -1,710
Doe
Douglas

dg 34, 7
389, 45825

-1, as
-8,116

Rock ..

Saline
2, 231

12, 809
-507
+224

Dundy 2,926 -693 sirpy 65,007 +22.125
°Fillmore 8,137 -1, 435 Saunders 17, 018 -1,195
Franklin > -4, 566 -797 Scotts Bluff

4.
36,1.32 -1, 720

Frontier 3, 982 -484 Seward 44,_ 14,460 +153
Furnas_ 6,897 -795 Sheridan 7,285 -2, 263
Gage 25, 719 -1. 795 Sherman 4,725 -985
Garden 2. 929 -657 Sioux 2,034 -656
Garfield.. _ _ 2,411 -406 Stanton 5, 758 -426

,,Gosper " 2, 178 -389 Thayer 7,779 -4,330
Grant 1,019 -120 Thomas 954 -165
Greeley 4, 000 -187 Thurston. 6,942 -1.191
Hail 42, 851 +3,200 Valley 5,783 -939
Hamilton 8, 867 -288 Washington 13,310 +414

Harlan 4,357 -805 Wayne 10, 400 -334
Hayes 1, 530 -478, Wehlef 5,396 -746
Hitchcock 4, 051 -921 Wheeler 1, 054 -377
Holt 12,933 -2,--054 York 13,685 -647
Hooker , 939 ' 238

1, 483, 791 -7 3, 291Howard 6,807 -184 Total

JefferSon 10, 436 -1, 204

Source; 1970 U.S. census.

APPENDIX E

PRINCIPAL PROBLEMS AND C USES OF PROPERTY IN NEBRASKA-REPORT CUTLINI:
1

I. NEBRASKA' DECLINING AGRICULTURAL EcuNorav

A. Unemployment and underemployment.
B. Outmigration of young people from rural areas.
C. Depressed state of national economy.
D. Decline as it affects small farmers and businesses :

" 1' Farm price decline, rise In expenses.
, 2. Other Jobs not available in akea.

E. Traditional low wages in Nebraska.
F. Seasonal and migrant labor.

X0'1
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U. URBAN PROBLEMS IN NEBRASKA

A. Inadequacy of urban government :
1. Lack Of broadhaSed economic opportunity.2. Lack Of employment opportunity. '3. Lack of trahfing programs.

B. Declining quality of tuilin involvement :
1. Citizen*ba rticipation.

'2. Luck of Kochi! planning and coordination.,C. Crime and civil disorder :
1. Metropolitan cities.
2. Juvenile delinquency.
3. Drug abuse.

III. soctAL-('OM MUNITY VROBLEMS

A, !mix-income- bottling :
1. Lincoln actiki program.
2. Omaha problems.
3. Other areas.

B. Health care:
1, Lack of rural doctors, transportation.
2. Exhorbitant urban and rural costs.
3, Lack of public health services in rurarareas.

('. Information and organization among the poor :
1. Dbibellef in ability to affect community.
2. Liwk of understanding of antipoverty effoati.
3. 'tow-income participation in antipoverty decisions,

IV. PUBLIC ATTITUDES

A. Lack of awareness of general public.
II. Refusal to admit poverty conditions exist.

k

V. INDIVIDUAL PROBLEMS AMONG UM-INCOME PERSONS

A. Sources of personal problems.
B. Education:

1. Lack of impetus to obtain'education oo skill.
%. Need for adult basic education. ti
3. School system problems in Omaha.
4. Need for haproved vocational-technical tral

C. Alcoholism.
1). Malnutrition.

VI. CONCLUSION

Poverty in Nebraska is a statewide problem. About o e-half of the state lieswithin Community Action Agency areas, This territory includes nearly all
Nebraska's major communities and a balanced geographical distribution ofcounties. This report is based on the Community' Action Program (('AP) 8111)71 -1972 reports from the ten Nebraska agencies, especially questions Ila(What are the major causes and conditions of poverty in the community servedby the ('AA?) and' lIc ( What ,)t re the ('AA's priorities for the coming programyear?). Collation of these ('Al' reports has resulted in what appears to he a
representative statement of the problems and causes of poverty in Nebraska.Life in Nebraska generally has a calm, rural (leniently* even in the urban
centers. With the exception of the two major cities, hear traffic, loud noise.and frenetic activity are absent. Also absent in most of the state is a viable,
dynamic economic base. Poverty in Nebraska' stems in large part from this
socioeconomic system. Four other majgr causes of poverty are noted in the ('Al'reports:

Urban problems, specified by Greater Omaha Community Action (GOCA) andthe Lincoln Action Program (LAP) :

Social or community problems, such as housing, transix)ikation. health care;
Public attitudes, i.e.. negative perceptions about poverty 'Aid-its origins, nonrecognition of existing situations and
Individual problems among the poor education, malnutrition, alcoholism,physical disabilities.

2
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Although the above live pritm areas were not identified in each report, both
the specific and the general problems mentioned by the ten Nebraska CAA's can
be placed in these categories. ,

I. Nebraska's declining rural economy was mentioned in eight of the ten CAP
81 reports as the undeflying cause of poverty in the CAA area. The two not men-
tioning this were LAlf and GOCA, the two metropolitan CAP's in the state. The
reports also included rural isolation, lack of new industry, and the economic
unfeasibility of small agricultural operations as accompanying causes. Directly
related to this is unemployment, underemployment and seasonal employment, the
outmigration of workers, and a low wage scale.

The Central Nebraska CAP listed unemployment and underemployment as the
major causes of poverty in the area. "With the rxception of one industry which
employs about 400 people, rigricuiture and supportive services are the, ole pro-
visions for: employment opportunities, and in this age of technological innovations
farm labor Is on a decline ' .* . This reduction is a result of low agricultural
profits for the small farmer . Agriculture cannot provide enough jobs for
the populace (Central Nebraska CAP 81, p. 9-10).

The Mid-Nebraska CAP cited similar economic situations. It nut the decline
of the rural economic base, and the resulting "serious oetmigration o the younger
generation in many areas. (The decline) may als2 be noted in th general de-
terioration of tpe smaller communities" (Mid - Nebraska CAP 81, p. 4). The Ne-
braska Panliandle CAP cited the depressed state of the national economy as it
affects the quality and quantity of industry and agriculture, and the inability
of the low-income(people to provide a satisfactory response to those demands due
to n lack of resources. The Southeast Nebraska Community Action Council
(SENCA) also identified the rural decline as the principal source of poverty.
Noting a general decline in farm prices, coupled with a rise in farm expenses,
SENCA said that the smaller farms have felt the pressure most. When displaced
.farmOrs and farm-dependent workers look for other jobs inane area, the oppor-
tunities are scarce due to the lack of diversified industrial development. To com-
plete the cycle, industries have been reticent about locating in rural Nebraska,
due to many factors associated with rural economic problems. The falltfre of
rural Nebraska to participate in economic development and diversification is an
outstanding concern for the state and the CAA's. If measures are not undertaken
to involve the rural communities in the development shared by technologically

i advanced areas,. and if the natural population decrease in many areas of Nebraska
continues, the result may be near abandonment of several regions of Nebralrka in
'three or four decades. Urban economic development, also a problem, will be
discussed later.

A major proportion of the decline in rural economy in the last 20 years can be
traced to an unlikely sourcethe U.S. agricultural policy. The Governmint has
worked hard and successfully for the last 20 years to improve methods of agricul-
ture, and the-end result has been both useful and disastrous. Farm, technology
has greatly improved, allowing food prices to go down and production to greatly
increase. The business aspect of agriculture has thus benefited greatly. But at
the same, time, people formerly employed by small farmers, and the people in
farm towns dependent on (other residents) for business, have been left jobless
by the increased technology in farming. No replacement industries or services
have alleviated 'the job loss suffered by these rural citizens ; thus thy y have been
forced to leave their areas in order to support themselves a ' ' I eir families.
One might argue that the Government should have foreseen , results, the
spinoff and side effects of these efforts. But instead, as happens i any efforts,
no notice was taken until it was too late to maintain a strong economic base.
Thus, 20 years later, community action projects in rural areas are attempting to
repair the damage unintentionally inflicted in the name of progress. The small
rural communities, dependent on farmers for livelihood, are drying up for want
of business. The 'farmers sell but and leave for other jobs, and the smalltown
supportive services are left behind, the last to depart from the rural area.

SENCA also noted that low wages have been a tradition in Nebraska, contrib-
uting to the serious underemployment situation. Farm labor-is not covered in
theirederal minimum wage laws. Also, rural farm and ranch employers often rely
on payment in food and lodging as well as salary for employees. As a result,
many 'residbnts are unable to save money and be contributors in the local economy.
Every CAA mentioned low wages as a cause of poverty. ,

The Blue Valley CAA also put rural decline first among causes of poverty, noting
that between 1962 and 1966 there was a decline of 19. percent in agricultural jobs

70-116 0-71pt. 5---,---14 '
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in the Blue Valley rekion. "Unfortunately, the young, mobile, and iimbitio are
the persons moving out of our area,area, which reduces our work .force to a rent
degree. As a result, it 113 the oicl oand the immobile that remain *. We est ate
that 20 percent of our remaining population is 65 years of age or older" (B e
Valley Community Action CAP 81, p. 10-11). While the unemployment rate in the
four-county arei was only 2.2 percent in 1970, the underemployment rate was
estimated at 25 percent by the ,Nehrasita Department of Labor. "Most of the
underemployed have rural and agricultural backgrounds., Due to the decline in
farms, many of these workers are forced out of the agricultural employment and
end upin unskilled and cemiskilledmonfarin jobs that pay minimum salaries, and
as a resuityithe breadwinner cannot support his family" (BVCA CAP 81, p. 12).

Anotheprconsequential employment problem is seasonal labor. At certain Hines
ot the year there is a need for an increased labor force, a situation that does
not contrihute to a stable economy. As a' result, the earning power of the season-
ally employed family head is Waited. All the OAP's based in agricultural areas
mentioned this factor as an economic contributor to poverty. Associated with
thin IN the prohiem of migrant agricultural workers, whose seasonal labor is
used by the farm operations and seasonal farm industries, such as alfalfa mills
and sugar beet processing plants. While the migrant prohlem in ,Nehrasita is not
as prevalent as in other parts or the U.S.. the consistent poverty of till. migrants
and the Government's inability to cope with migrant assistance is a perplexing
problem in Nebraska.

II. Urban problems were named by LAP and GOCA as the outstanding causes
of poverty in the two largest cities in the state. The Omaha CAP named the
first cwitributory cause "inadequacy of urban government," which included
employment and training. Economic development, GOCA wrote, and participation
in it, cannot be achieved iiniem its practitioners build one step at a time.

"The tragedy of our citizens that live in the ghetto of poterty area is that
they have no chance to save money. They are barely able to subsist on their low
incomes sod high prices, for what they get. Since saving is the basis for accumu-
lating capital, area residents simply cannot be expected to be in a position to
provide any but the smallest part of the financial resources needed to enter
business (GOCA CAP 81, p. 20)." _

The GOCA report named several conditions orlmverty resulting from lack
of economic development : insufficient investment and operating capital, lack of
management skills and training, lack of knowledge of capitalism as a concept,
and lack of coordination among economic development programs. "The major
problem in terms of economic development is lack of commitment on the city's
part in attacking this problem," GOCA wrote (GOCA, p. 21). Unemployment
resulting from the decrease in traditional employers of semiskilled and unskilled,
workers was cited (the closing of meat packingplants is the prime example),
as.was the concentration of unemployment among nonwhites, the disadvantaged,
unskilled, undereducated, and the young. Accompanying this is the lack of
relevant training programs, and insufficient outreach concerning the manpower
training programs now-available. The influx pf rural workers to the urban area*
can create complicated problems in the urbankemployment market. Rural workers
tend to beat out the urban population in Nebrakka in finding jobs. The newly
arrived rural worker appears to be "motivated," higher educated, knows more
about his prospective job, and is generally "more desirable" than his urhan
counterpart. The urban johseekerm have been generally unemployed for a. long
period, have,littl*Yi no job skills, and, incidentally, are often of a minority
group. r.

The second major Omaha problem, GOCA called the "declining quality of
urban involvement."

"A field as broad as this is still a vital element in the discussion of causes and
conditions of poverty because it is the citizens of the community who must make
the decisions which will eliminate poverty, and it is the people who lite with the
problems that are best qualfied to analyze them." (GOCA, p. 25.)

GOCA emphasized the following as points included in this area : lack of under-
standing of 0E0 programs, lack of coordination and cooperation among social
planning and social services organizations, lack of adequate direction fortgroups
who wish to get involved but do not know how, and lack of emphasis on social
planning by agencies that should be involved. "Our greatest problem is to develop
avenues of participation which are at once meaningful and yet do not present
barriers to effective action" (GOCA, p. 26.) Sepcifically, the need for improved
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police-community relations was emphasized as the present major point of con-
tention in this area.

Crime and civil disorder that have plagued urban areas was listed as the third
cause or condition of poverty in Omaha. Only Omaha and Lincoln are classified
as Nebraska metropolitan cities, with populations over 150,000 (Omaha's popu-
lation in 1970 is 389,455, Lincoln's 167,721. Lincoln has not reached the point
of massive urbanization, and its population is not diverse enough, that it has
been forced to face the facts di urban conflict, the human and environmental
pollution that are being fought in many other parts of the country. Omaha is
in the nildnt of these problems, however. As the only true urban area in Nebraska,
the city has the sprawl, the sectional conflict, and is even reputed to have the
organized crime that depicts other major U.S. cities. GOCA emphasized the
following points an paramount In this area o4, poverty problems: First, juvenile
delinquency rgaults largely from the myriad of di:vial, political and economic
problems that exist in cities. For example, wrote GOCA, "the extremely high
unemployment rate (especially among minority youth), employment discrimina-
tion, low status, and low-paying jobs lead to heightened frustrations and crime
as an emotional and economic response" (GOCA, p. 27). Second, drug abuse is
an increasingly threatening problem In Omaha. While the use of "soft" drugs
like marihuana can be found throughout Nebraska, Omaha is faced with a
growing problem of hard-drug abuse. Heroin and opium are said to be easily
available In the city. The direct efitct of drug abuse on the rising crime rate
in Omaha has not been adequately documented, but preliminary studies have
shown very close parallels. GOCA further noted that the conditions of poverty
related to drug abuse include the,following deficiencies: Lack of strict enforce-
ment of drug laws, lack of useful drug education programs, need for additional
inpatient treatment, especially psychiatric treatment, need for outpatient treat-
ment an part of a ,rehabilitation program, and refusal by the general public to
recognize, drug abuse as a critical problem in the community.

Lincoln action prdgran (LAP) was in general agreement with the summaries
provided by GOCA. LAP nvestigated the more specific problems in Lincoln, and.
its findings revealed need 'that are typical of urban areas. These included in-
adequate housing, deteriorating. housing, widespread need for vdcational and
technical training With folloWnp placement and prior surveys to determine need
for the skill, computation of correct and vital information regarding numbers

. and needs of low-income persons in the city, and the other problems, insufficient
education, low wages, lack of neighborhood services. -

III. The category "social-community problems" Includes-the services, activities
or assistance provided by urban and rural governments for its citizens. Such
items as public transportation, housing, and legal services, thought to be standard
for U.S. citizens, are often denied to low-Income groupq. Nebraska has Its share
of this problem, according to the CAA reports.

Social-community problems might be cla.ssified as.causes or as conditions of
poverty. For instance public transportation service is denied because of a per-
son's inabill=9ay, or the simple lack of the service, and in turn, it promotes
poverty prob lem among the poor, as by contributing to his inability to find
and go to work or find community services. Discussion of the distinctions in
definition would be difficult, rather it should be sufficient to recognize the prob-
lem as It has been outlined; that is, as a contributory factor in the poverty
cycle.

Lack of sufficient low-income housing and low rent properties was mentioned
in every report as a poverty problem. The LAP report, based on a Lincoln city-
wide survey, states that housing is the number one concern in that CAP area.
"The major housing problems found in these surveys were high rent, lack of
low-rent housing, and dilapidated housing." To alleviate the situation LAP plans
to take "every step" to assist with a minimum housing code implementation, and
the agency will lend all possible assistance to the Lincoln Housing authority and
other organizations concerned with housing problems in the community (LAP
CAP 81, pp. 3, 7 ).

The GOCA- report accused the city of ignoring the problem of housing in
Omaha. Symptoms Include the lack of planning, lack of enforcement of existing
codes (which has resulted in an increase in the nuMbirof substandard homes
from t15,000 to 43,000 in Omaha in ten years), economic limitations for reloca-
tion of low-income residents, and lack of environmental services such as com-
munity facilities, street lights, sidewalks, and sanitation services. The lack of
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an adequate transportation system, which means no available transportation
to community services or jobs, was also noted.

The Central Nebraska ('Al' has placed housingas its number two priority after
employment. The problem in the five-county area it, that of deteriorating and
dilapidated housing, which, the CAP noted, "poses a psychological tisadvantage
toward our efforts to alltviate poverty" (Central Nebraska CAP 81, p. 18). The
Mid-Nebraska ('Al' found the low income housing to be "a definite arta of needwithin this ('AA area" (Mid-Nebraska ('Al' 81, p. 13). Likewise, The Platte
Valley CAA is concerned about the large number of substandard units in its area,
the high interest rates, and the community tendency to try to solve housing
problems only with regard to the elderly. The Northwest Nebraska CAP findshousing to be an important issue for planning.'"We recognize the effect of these
conditions on the social develoPment of the poverty community as well as the
threat to the health of the residents" (Northwest Nebraska ('Al' 81, p. 5).

Health care is identified as another major problem. In the,rural CAA reports,
it was consistently noted that the lack of doctors in the areas, combined with the
difficulty of obtaining transoprtation, makes it nearly Impossible for even the
middle income persons to obtain regular medical treatment. The lack of medical

a attention for the elderly was of special concern to rural CAPs. Doctors are not
absent from the Lincoln or Omaha areas, but the cost of health se?vices plaguesurban and rural areas alike. COCA recognizes a need for improved medical.
dental and psychiatric care, a lowering of the "practically prohibitive" costs,and a need to improve Outreach and outpatient services for the lower middle
and lower income groups. In contrast, SENCA describes the public health situa-tion in its area :

"None of our counties hav a-public health department or offers nursing services
to the poor or aged in thello homes, the reason appar`ently being that the county
governments do not feel justified in taxing already heavily burdened real estate
to support these services. Of course, none of the towns nearby is large,'endifgh
to provide such services for its residents. This situation distresses many of the
thinking citizens of this area, but little besides talking has been done about it."(SENCA CAP 81. p. 6.y

Indeed, the reticence of localities to spend money to provide public services' or to match federal funds seemsto be a basic barrier to improvement of assist-
ance to the poor.

Another problem area is provision of legal services for the poor. Legal services
are seen by almost all the CAP's as a necessity in the efforts to improve the,
status of the poor. Especially for minority groups in the state, consistent dis-
crimination might be alleviated to some extent. Rural problems also include a
lack of lawyers and an attitude of alienation among the poor that no lawyer
would be willing to assist them. The latter 'problem is also typical among the
urban poor. COCA also recognized a lack of sufficiently organised and adequate
legal services in Omaha. Problems include lack of legal representation for the
poor, discriminatory bail policies and procedures, racism affecting court deci-
sions, aqd a lack of sf$ecial youth, penal facilities and rehabilitation opportun-
ities. It might be hypothesized that the provision of legal services to the poor
would be a giant step in renewing Identification with the government and courts,
an identification that now seems to be,at a low point.

The lack of community organization- among the poor is seen by nearly all the
CAA.'s in Nebraska as a major drawback tq assistance for the poor. The Nebraska
Panhandle CAP hasaoted the follqwina as among "the major causes being
identified as valid": The lack of the means of acquiring valid and up-to-date in-
formation in regards to the eligibility requiremehts, availability and source of
various goods. services, aides and general information, and the lack of a way of
orgonizing efforts to break the perpetuation of poverty. In addition, the Pan-
hanThe CAP reported that its first goal for the following year was a "CAA re-
structure" to develop an information and reporting system, to provide an in-
formation service to the community by creating the position of Central Resource
Coordinator and to develop a volunteer clearinghouse in each of the five Pan-handle counties.

Mid-Nebraska CAP wrote that community organization was basic to finding asolution to area poverty.
"Much of the low-income populus within this CAA area has become separated

from its communities andthe organizations responsible for their welfare. Many
of these people still do not believe they (lin affect the community in which they
live lack of organization and participation of the low-income aimed to-
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_ward a goal of "self-help" is one of the major - conditions contributing to poverty
either directly or indirectly caused by the luck of participation and influence

by those involved, both low income and non-low income." (Mid-Nebraska, p. 8.)
GOCA also commented on "this problem. It noted a lack of understanding of

antipoverty efforts, and lack of coordination and cooperation of groups who wish
to help. An improvement in this situation was foreseefi with changes in adminis-
trative rules. "One of the most significant social changes in Federal Programs in
the last decade has been the legislative and administrative support of the oppor-
tunity of poor and minority groups to participate in the decisions which affect
their lives" (GOCA, p. 26). The Omaha ('AP also noted that methods of dissemi-
nating information on community services do not exist in their CAA area. "The
causes and conditions of Poverty in this seetion, all of which are some form of
community relations, are primary factors in the existence of racism, bigotry and
prejudice" (GOCA, p. 26).

IV. The general public attitude regarding poverty was mentioned in several
CAP 81 reports as a factor affecting effects to combat poverty. The Panhandle
CAP identified as one cause of poverty the "lack of aatareneson the part of
general public as to the particular qurilities and significance of the low-income
syndrome" (Panhandle, p. 5). The Tack of recognizance among the middle and
upper classes within the CAA area appeared to be a fairly common problem
among rural CAD's. Federal statistics show that percentages of poor in the rural
populations approximate 'those in urban areas, but they are less visible due to
the environment, rural life styles, tynd numbers.

SENCA also cited the general refusal to recognize the existence of poverty as
a cause or condition. "Wet believe that (the) low-wake situation is related to an-
other factor which is observable everywhere in our territory and whith must be
classified-as a cause of poverty : the refusal to recognize that poverty exists. This
is probably also a condition of poverty in that it affects both those who must get
along on low incomes and those who might be able to improve the situation"
(SENCA, p. 12).

The Blile Valley CAA said that the negative attitude toward poverty "still con-
tinues to be one of our biggest problems. So many residents refuse to admit that
poverty exists in our rural area." Statistics point up the fart that approximately
40 percent of the nation's poor are living in rural areas ; and fiscal year 1969,
only 28 percent of OE() funds were allOcated to rural areas VCA, p. 15).

It might be said that the. American economic tradition has contributed to the
lack of understanding of poverty causes by the general publ . For most of the
history of the country. a citizen's financial success was taken to be a measure of
his personal effort. It was not until recent years4hat the general perception of
-poverty as an inherited life style because more prevalent among Americans. Com-
ments on the general' public attitude are perhaps extensions of the problem of
community information fiotwentioned earlier. Nevertheless, it seems necessary
to mention this separately, 'Mee. the educatory process for all citizens, regarding
poverty to America is perhaps the most vital in the effort to promote a long-
range solution to the inequalities of economics and society in this country-.

V. The fifth category of "individual problems of the low income" includes such
items as education, alcoholism, and nutrition. Although sources of the problems
raanot be put to low-income persons even primarily, still these problems are
grouped in this manner because their effects and solutions can be determined
better by the poor themselves.

Lack of education is consistently mentioned as a cause of poverty, mainly be-
cause of its effect on the individual's employment and management of his per-
sonal affairs. The Blue Valley CAA noted that "very little opportunity for school
dropouts to obtain their GED or improve their educational back ound. (There
is) very little opportunity for needed training. However, when penonnel become
trained, there is little opportunity to put their skilled training to use, due to lack
of industry" (BVCA, p. 13). Blue Valley also recommended the implementation
of the adult basic education course for the many public school dropouts in the
area. The Mid-Nebraska CAP concurred, saying that its area has "a large per-
centage of its adult population 25 years of age and over, with less than a ninth
grade education (31 to 41 percent in the five-county rrea). The level of educa-
tional achievement in each county or community is in general a reliable indica-

° tion of socioeconomic status of said county or community" (Mid-Nebraska, p. 5).
GOCA also named educational deficiencies as a contributor to poverty. But that
agency pointed more directly to the school system as the source of the problems.
GOCA charged that Omaha public schools had a $100 less per capita expenditure
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than the national median, difficulty in finding and retaining competent staff, im-
baiance-of services between inner city and suburban schools, and de facto segre-
gation. As with the rural CAP-m, GO(A generally agreed that increased educa-
tional opportunity can do must to alleviate conditions of poverty.

LAP was mainly concerned with high school dropouts and the insiblenim with
voeut iona I training :

"Education problems indicated through the LAP surveys are teacher student
relations, student drop-out rate-and lack of sufficient vocational education
low-income people have become extremely vocal concerning the number of cases

- in which vocational education has not culminated in placement. Several agencies
uud a number of low-income people have expressed the frustration of finding
a need for expanded or addition training courses that are unavailable. There ap-
pears to be a lack of sufficitnt demand in some cases to warrant the expenditure
of funds. I LAP, p. 4.).

Alcoholism was mentioned initially outstate )'Ales as a major 'mildew among
the poor. The disease apparently is must visible in the rural areas in Nebraska,
thus many of those CA P's see alcoholism as a tuajott,&awback barring alleviation
of poverty situations. Alcoholism may well be theNmult of poverty conditions,
not a (guise (proof of this needs to be docutbented, however). Nutrition (or
the lack thereof) was also mentioned us a condition of poverty by many of the
CAP's. Logically, this is- sensible, since the absence of healthy food follows from
an inability to purchase-it or a lack 'of knowledge elant nutrition. it appears,.
that Itupr yetnent of these conditions may be greatly boosted as other poverty
causes at conditions a re at tacked. ,

T e uses or conditions of poverty mentioned in this 'report may appear to
be cot partnientalized, but on the. contrary, they titre, interrelated to an ex:Arena..
Goldenrod I I ills I 'A P writes

,"in the flue- county area served by this CAA, there are 4 lonerons causes and
conditions of poverty. Itifeimm, bigotry, prejudice, suspicion, hatred, apathy, in-
difference, `hostilit., lack' of human eonvern and understanding, and all other
types of negative attitudes are part and parcel of wily poverty 'exists in our
areas. Illiteracy. lack of education, poor public school facilities, lack of higher
education, institutional involvement with the pair, unemployment, substandard
housing, limit- health, failure of public welfare and other social welfare organi-
zations to meet the needs of the poor and numerous other mechanical, technical
bureaucratic reasons for why poverty exists in our area could be listed ."
( Goldenrod Hills ('Al' Ml, p. 4. I

VI. Conclusion. Poverty problems'in Nebraska ore not as complex as in more
,.. (Irately populated states, but nevertheless they appear to be just as difficult to

Olive, This is because of the pervasive quality of the two main causes of poverty
recognized by the ('Al' agencies: the decline of Nebraska's rural economy, and
the decline of the state's urban venters.

The marked decrease in agricultural jobs in Nebraska during the last decade
has been due mainly to increased use of technology and consolidation of farms.
Those changes have been caused by the inereawing impossibility of making a small
operation .pay. Two-thirds of Nebraska's counties lost population during the
last decade, and five counties actually recorded more deaths Phan births during
the 10(10's. This reflects the outaligration of the young people. especially those
aged 25-40, who cannot find work In the outstate areas, and leave because of
-econotpie .recess I ty.

qc) The' problem of disproportionate numbers of elderly persons in Nebraska,
especially in rural Nebraska, is a direct restrit of the outtnigration of the young.
Public support of the elderly and mu:Wm-lip with their social and community
needs is necessary, but as the proportion of that group becomes greeter, and by
all indications it will continue to do so, the burden on wage-earning residents
will become heavier, The proportion of elderly persons will continue to grow as
long as rural eas of the State do as little as they are presently doing to en-
courage dive Amnon and provide colnmunity services for the citizens. ('Al'
reports note the lack of everything' from recreational facilities o doctors in
-rural Nebra ka. As long tis the wage rning young people canno find sufficient
work in %II state Nebraska, they will .ontinue to leave, takin their children.
and leaving a smaller, more unproduet ve population. The eve utility of ghost
towns in many parts of the state is lust a matter of a generatio away.

Rural Nebraska has as persistent a poverty problem as do t cities, but the
poor are not as visible in ruralareas. They are living there, ho ever, and they
are the farmers who are losing money, the Mexican Americans in the western
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part of the state, the Indians in northern Nebraska. While the CAP 81's did
not specificalij, discuss the problems of these groups, the reports reflected their
continuous unemployment, very lciw income levels, persistent dependence on the-
government, and a comparatively unpublicised problem of discrimination that
is very real. The Mexican American population group forms a substantial
minority in the western part of the state. Good community relations between the

. whites and the Mexican Americans, and between whites and Indians, could
provide improvements and assistance for all citizens, but satisfactory relations
are now either nonexistent 'oe deteriorating. Discrimination and ignorance on
the part of whites perpetuates the minority group poverty and lack of oppor-
tunity in many parts of the state. These attitudes need to be drastically revised.
At least one may say of the Omaha and Lincoln black-white problems that they
are recognized by the public, and it has been accepted generally, that action
must be continued to alleviate such situations.

Lincoln and Omaha are growing at healthy rates, attracting many new butii-
nesses and many of the young people who are leaving other parts of the state.
Yet businesses that used to employ semiskilled or unskilled workers in Omaha
are .no longer around, and so whole groups are being left unemployed. with bo
skills, and no prospects for retraining (Manpower Training is functioning in Ne-
braska, but not at near the level required to take care of all who need its This is
apparently a common problem among the states).

Despite all this, the possibilities for progress exist in Nebraska. Hypothetically,
one: might say that states like Nebraska possess- the greatest possibilities for a
closa: cost-effectiveness ratio, greater than the -more populated, more complex

. states. Also, the relative simplicity of governmental setups and poverty situa-
tions (here we stress the word "relative ".) should provide the opportunity in
the sparsely populated states to more easily outline Poverty groupS-and causes,
and determine cures. A study prepared by the Midwest Research Institute en-
titled "State Economic Opportunity Office: An Intergovernmental Study,"
contains corroboration for this hypothesis (see especially chap. VI).

Receptivity of Nebraska residents also may be more positive than many peo-
ple anticipate, because (1) the prospect of assistance to low income people in
Nebraska is not as threatening to residents as it is to people in More urbanized'
areas who feel economically threatened by job competition new sources, (2)
Nebraska's populist tradition may lend itself well to acceptance of grassroots
assistance to the poor, even using money from the federal pocket,as long as it
is locally administered, (3) even though people are not overjoyed at accepting
funds from the federal government, and thus being committed by that accept-
ance, still, money coming into Nebraska is recognized as a good thing for the
state. .

Judging from the CAP reports, the agencies are concentrating on the smaller,
more specific problems within their areas, such as health care, transportation,
and educational improvements. This is to be expected when we consider that
(1) those are the questions of most imm0diate concern to the area citizens, 12)
each CAP can only accomplish what the l&ality will allow, (ii) and public con-
sciousness of less tangible community problems and their causes. is very slow to
materialize. Widening one individual's perspective is very difficultaltering
perspectives of a group is that much more difficult. The thought patterns of
Midwesterners have developed without the benefit of as many alien stimuli as
were available to Easterners or Westerners. Perhaps continuing expansion of
cos s unications will better prepare the isolated inland dwellers for changes

rs to come.
We must ask, however, whether it is the duty of a government to indulge in

attempts to change ideas by direct effort, no matter how odious certain local
concepts may appear to be. The government may present facts and options and
enforce the law of the land, but if finally someone within the government must
make a value judgment in behalf of the citizens,-then the democratic process
has failed. An example of this involves the low-income citizens: the poor minor-
ity is not able to obtain the response from government that other citizens can
obtain. About 20 percent of the population of Nebraska is classified within this
minority. Decisions regarding their relationship with the government and the
kind and amount of services they will receive, are made for them. No consulta-
tion is made prior to instigation of action. One of the bases for development
of the 0E0 approach to local assistance was the democratic premise that local-
ities and.the poor could best determine what needed to be begun on behalf of
the poor. Continued emphasis on this aspect of federal funding and de-empha-
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Ms of nationwide planning would insure more and more citizen participation
4n the deelsionmaking processes of this country.

Governments cannot take it upon themselves to mold the will of the mash
of citizens intone nice, pliable, neutral ball of putty that will aw'ays agree,
never question, and live life In a comfortably uniform manner. But govA-n-
ments can try to make it easier for people to live the way they choose by
providing help to the poor, and by prolit_cting the rights of all citizens.

(Additional statement filed for the reeerTis as follow :)

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL T. rDERUAGA, EXECUTIVE D RECTOR, PLATTE VALLEY
COMMUNITY ACTION, GRAND IOLA D, NEBR.

It appears that the outstanding problem in rural development in this geo-
graphical area in the low prices that farmers receive for their products in
relation to the amount of their cost and labor involved. Agriculture and agri-
culiare related business appears to be the Number One industry in this area.
Through low prices to the farmer the total rural development and income is sup-
pressed. It is felt that since this is the basic problem that many of the other
related problems.of Rural Development are symtoms of this basic problem. e
This problem could be solved over a period of time should farming once again
become a profitable business. Th following solutions to this prqblem are offered : '

1. Raise farm prices to at least VP-percent of parity.
2. Give farmers more bargaining power thorugh the passage of bargaining

bills pending in Congress- and other new legislation that may be made in thisarea, _

It is felt that by attacking this basic problem of inadequate prices to the
firers many of the symptoms of poor" rural, development, such as inadequate
transportation, outmigration of population, lack of adequate health services,
low wage levels, and lack of industrial development, would thereby promote
natural increases i the rural economy. The rural areas bf the country would

on
then be more attr ive to individuals and industry and thereby encourage an
inflow of population rather than the current outmigration. Rural Development
should, therefore, be a high priority. as it could be a major factor in preventing
more urban problems through the balance of population and economy.

Senator Crwris. We now call to the witness stand Mr. Phares, Hon.
Robert A. Phares, mayor, city of North Platte, Nebr. ; Leon F. Settles,
mayor, North Bend; Robert Sargent, mayor; Beatrice; and C. A.
Thomas, mayor, Scottsbluff.

Gentlemen, I believe it would be helpful to the reporter if you
begin on my far right and identify yourself.

Mr. THOMAS. C. A. Thomas, mayor of Scottsbluff.
Mr. SARGENT. Robert Sargent, malDr of Beatrice.
Mr. SermEs. Leon Settles, mayor of Notth Bend. .

Mr. Pirmw.s. Robert Phares, mayor of North Platte.
Senator Ctrims. You each have a stateMent ?
Mr. PitAttEs. Yes, we do.
Senator Cutms. All right, your full statement will be received. If

any of you feel the quickest way will be to read it, that is all right. If
any of you wish to summarize, that will be all right.

We will begin with you, Mi. Phares.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT A. PHARES, MAYOR,
NORTH PLATTE, NEBR.

s

Mr. PHARES. Thank you, Senator Curtis and Senator Bellmon.
r admire your tenacity and patience in hanging on this long and in

that interest I will try to be as brief as possible.
I think many of the things in the written 'testimony have been

touched on today and I want to just talk about two or three things I
think are at least of prime itinportanre in my mind.
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We talk about rural, development as far as industry is concerned,
at least as it relates to a community my size, about 20,1)00, in my par-
ticular area of Nebraska. One of the rearsevere problems we have is
underemployment. People who would like to remain on the small

- farms 'and small ranches in our part of Nebraska simply have not the
capital resources or whatever to expand and continue to stay in as pro-.
ductive membqrs of agriculture. And I think we need to be looking at
the type of industry coming to our area that can offer supplemental
employment and supplemental income to these people.

I share and echo the feelings I have heard today about the type of
industry that can use local products and can continue to stop some of
the outtiow,of products that should and could be processed in Nebraska
providing these kinds of additional jobs and additional industry.

I think we need to throw up a red flag of caution, however, in our
zeal to attract industry. One of the things that makes industry like to
look at rural communities is the quality of life, the nonpollution of the.
air and water, et cetera and I think we have to have a careful and
considered approach to be sure that we do not destroy the very things
that attract industry to come to our communities in our zeal to have
them there. I think we need to be very sure that the type of industry
we try to attract 'is compatible not onl with the land use but compat-
ible with the attitudes of our people db they can be accepted and be
entered into our local community.

One of the largest problems, then, on the other side of the fence and
a couple of things I would like to talk about in that regard, what prob-
lems come to the municipalities if industrial development does come
and more people come within the cities? One of the problems is very
serious at least in our area and I am sure in some of these other gen-
tlemen's communities as well. We have a serious health care problem.
Even in cities of 20,000 as well as those of '2,000 we have a doctor prob-
lem 'of providing adequate medical care for these. people who would

"like to live in our community. The average age of our physicians is
too high;- the patient load is too high, and some way, somehow, we
must find some method by which we can update our facilities and at-
tract more of these medical people into our rural areas. Lthink it is a
thing that is ratidly approaching some crisis areas.

Then in another vein, the communities of our size have a real prob-
lem in dealing with Federal programs that are available to assist us.
We simply cannot afford to have a staff to specifically denote them-
selves to the availability of Federal help and Federal resources in
these areas. Even with the help from our league of municipalities and
from other private companies, we are faced with what seems to .be a
complex and unassailable bureaucAacy .tts we look at the various Fed-
eral progtrams. ThA paperwork is voluminous. Many of the programs
seem to overlap, seem to duplicate ; some are not funded.

I am quite confident that some of the problems we have tried to
solve, there are programs that would have helped us had we been aware
of them. There seems to be a lack of coordination among Federal agen-
cies ,and a lack of one agency understanding what the other agency-is
doing and thereby helping us by referring -us, if we are in the wrong
place, to someone that can perhaps assist us better.

There seems to even be lack of understanding and cooperation with-
in the same agency. Some Federal agencies appear now to honestly
be trying for better coordination and we are as grateful as we can be.
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Our congressional delegation has been extremely helpful in trying to
unravel some of these problems for us and we feel sometimes we have
overburdened perhaps your office in trying to explain to us what is
diffictlit for us to understand about the complexities of these Federalprogins.

I have never questioned the motive of the Federal Government in
trying to assist us with the problem but I have to find some fault with
the method. I am certainly not an expert on how.itought to be done,
but I %Ty stronglA feel there must be a better way' and I think that
the better way we ale hioking for.is some war-in which we can to-

her solve this problem so that it is something that you on ri Fed-
eral Government level call live with and something that we on a local
government level can also live With and even more importantly, sn that
it is something we can understand and therefore something we can
work with and take'advantage of,

I think that the motives have alwayscbeePthe same-'-some way to
build soundly. try to solve problems-Ault I think sometimes our meth-
od has not been quite consistent with out motive, and I would hope that
as we look at new approaches to it---we talk in grand terms about
revenue sharing and I t Intik we need to be careful in this regard, that
we don't swing the peTlultun too far and we don't take some -of these
things that ought to rem*, under Federal, (*nitro) out as a broad
sweep of the brush and sayiliat.all programs ought to be involved in
revenue sharing because I don't believe that. I think sonic of them
justifiably belong under Federil control but there must be a better N
.way in which we can share together.

This is the thrust of the summary that I think I would like to make.
(The prepared statemenOf Mr. ('hares is as follows :)0
Mr..PitAnEs. I shall attempt to keep my remarks as brief as possible

and to address them to-the subjects indicated in Senator Humphrey's
letter 'of invitation although I will be happy to touch upon any area
that you desire in the question and answer period.

In preparation for this meeting I have .met with a cross section of
agribusiness leaders of our local community as well as thsoe people
involved in the Chamber of Coitimerce Development Corp. efforts of
our community and-our city council. I hope what I am going to say will
be an accurate representation of their feelings and will be a bipartisan
report of our attitude of the problem in North Platte, Nebr.

First of all, let nu.% say that we are well aware that out-migration
from rural communities has created problems in varying degree across
the country. The peobletns in our specific community have .been some-
what leas than others primarily because there has been less out-migra-
tion and because the community has moved together to try to do some-
thing about 61> problem.

Our agribusiness people seem to feel that the large capital outlays
required for farming-ranching today plus the small profit margins
seems to require constant expansion in terms of land, equipment, or
now techniques, and process, that is, irrigation, in order to remain,
profitably in agriculture. Many operators today simply cannot main-
tain these standards, cannot find the necessary capital sources -and
therefore drop away and out-migration occurs. Others prefer to ie-.
friain.on the farms and ranches that twe small, would rather stay than
/leave, but badly need sources of supplemental income. Therefore, we

"lb
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feel that lo4alized industry, of the type that c ld use locally pro-
duced products and employ same of these,people to supplement income
should go a long way toward stemming some of this out-migration.
There seems to also be a companion problem of those operators who
wish to stay and expand of finding capital sources, of entering into
Federal programs only to find that their plans cannot materialize be!
'cause the program has no funds, or has exhausted its supply. We
would suggest that another look at the type of programs we are fund-
ing might be in order to be sure we are funding those which offer the
most promise for healthy agriculture.

Actually, gentlemen, we do not feel that we really require any out-
side Assistance in the attraction of industry. We think that our own
efforts of telling people abolit our natural resources, our labor supply,
the type of people that we lave in the Midwest who are cooperative
and productive and the quality of our envi ,sent coupled with in-
dustries obvious desire to relocate in areas ours will solve these
problems.

We are also conscious of the fact that ourapproach to attracting new
industry must be a careful and considered one lest we destroy what we
have to offer, in the process of attracting the people and firms to share

.;) it with us. T,herefore,at least in my community, we have made a con-
sidered effort to determine exactly what types of industry we could

- attract in terms of our natural resources and-labor supply and what
type of industry we felt would be compatible, with our existing land
use, environment, and attitudes of our people. Our industrial flevelop-

Inent efforts have been geared in these directions. We have been suc-
cessful in adding over 300 new families to our community since Janu-
ary of this year and this has gone a substantial way toward reversing,
any out-migration that mien have existed prior to this time.

I should hasten to add that with this kind of success comes theat-
tendant problems that your committee is looking into. We are faced
in North Platte with how best to provide related services to these new
fipple who have come to our .community. We have a problem of hour-

- mg. We do not have an adequate supply of rental housing nor is there
an adequate supply of hew housing in all price levels to tippeal to theie
people. There also follows the related problems" of extending police
and fire protection, sewer, Water streets, ,the construction of schools,
and the providing of medical ficilitieg. to seive an increasing
population. 0

Actually, our most critical probl at the moment in bringing new
people to our community is prove n hein with adequate health care.
We have a serious doctor shortage, a high average age of present
physicians, way too high a patient load per physician and no new,
yoUng physicians coming into the community. Our hospital facilities
are in need of attention: We are, in cooperation with the two hospitals
and the medical society, beginning a concentrated attack on this prob-
lem area. Availability of Federal funds for facilities will be of prime
concern as we progress.

We, in a commnity our size, do not have the staff to have a depart-
ment specifically devoted to the availability of Federal help and re-
sources in these areas and even With the efforts of organizations such
as our league of municipalities and other ,private" companies, we
still are faced with a complex and almost unassailable bureaucracy
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Of various agencies. The paperwork is voluminous. Many of the
programs 'seem to overlap and duplicate, many are not funded and
we are confident that there are several that were designed to help
specific problems that we have .faced that we are not even aware of.
There seems to be a distinct lack of coordination among Federal
agencies and a distinct lack of one agency understanding what other
[Federal agencies am doing, even in related fields. Even further than
this, there seems to be a distinct lack of understanding and coopera-
tion so that sometimes programseven within the same agency
are not always understood by others within thaagency and there-
fore,-.referrals and coordination-do not occur. 4

De Spit(' this our local community, we feel, has been fiiirly success-
ful in our efforts, witli-nmeli help and cooperation of our congressional
delegation, in receivin, a share of our Federal tax dollars r&nrning
to our community to help the local programs. I am not expressing,,my concern because of a desire to achieve more total dollars but
htcause I feel that there are many comniunitieS/Who'have been corn-,
pletelv without assistance and because of my firm conviction that
there must be a better Nvav in which we can more effectively return
Federal tax dollars to thedocal source.

I have never questioned the motives of Federal Government in
wanting to assist both State and local goveynnYent but I must find
some fault with the method that has been chosen. I am certainly not
an expert on.Government prograis or even on fiscal policy but I dO
feel that a more effective job of returning our Federal dollars to .a
local level without the complexities that are 14011. inherent must be
atvoniplished if we are going to really. effectively, help local coni-
infinities solve their. oWn problems. If it follows that we, as local
elected political leaders, are the closest to our constituent geographic-
ally then it should also follow that we ought to be most easily held
accountable for our actions whether it be with paTi`cy or dollars. I
think that this accountability would remain in effect with a more
effective program of re'enne,sharing.

State and laical governmenfs have broadened their tax"base, have
-looked elsewhere for sources- of revenue to support the activities of
local government because of the collective feeling that the property
tax was even presently over burdened. As long as this remains a
prime source of revenue for our schools, so long as our populationc.41

continues to increase and dur edu , tional demands increase with it,
we must continue to find other ways in which at,least some political
subdivisions can become less demanding upon the property tax as
a source of revenue.

-Gentlemen, may I close by thanking you for your interest in listen-
ing to our problems.-I would invite your further questions. I would
request that whatever direction Federal assistance to local and State
communities may take in the future that you keep iin/mind that our
motives are the same, to solve problems and to soundly build for the
fututreand that our methods then must be consistent with those
Motives. I look forward to a time in which a method becomes a reality
that will return Federal tax dollars to local communities to be put
to work through a program that can 1w easily understood, and simply
administered, a program which is Consistent with the motive that
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generates the program, and a program that. can make the motive
become reality.

Senator Cuirris. Mr. Settles?

STATEMENT OF LEON F. SETTLES, MAYOR, NORTH q3END, NEBR.

Mr. SETTLEs. Senator Curtis, Senator Bellmon, Bob Phares and
I soundwhat I have here sounds like we have gotten our heads
together ahead of time, but I think we all realize the same problem.

I no doubt represent a typical small community interest. Our whole
county is not much larger than the ,total population of either one of
the three other mayors' cities. I come from a 1,350 population, 34,000
in the county. Our problems are the same as North Platte's;' except

..a I think a littlebit more of a probl rn.
You are interested in how o ral communities can attract new in-

dustry and how we can stem serious outmigration of our people.
We are faced with inadequacies of law enforcement, medical services,
flood protection, parks and recreation, solid waste disposal, sanitary
sewage treatment, schools, highways and roads, and comprehensive
planning.

Now, the problem of outmigration can be solved purely and simply
by attracting new industry and in expanding our present industrial
firms, but this merely compounds our problems as I mentioned above.
Our runt' communities could support a tremendous

i
is

growth in indus-
trytbut we must ha a better form of government n order to be in a
position .to handle t influx of industry. Our system of small cities
and villages and, sm townships and counties is antiquated and must.
be revised into a mote workable form of government.

Recognizing that we cannot do the job dividually, and we accept
this entirely, the officials of North Bend ha ited with ,the remain-
ing nine cities and villages in Dodge County I ID i - ed an organiza-
tion called the Dodge County Municipal I h cials Association. We
have been working together under this combined unit for about 2 years
on an informal association basis without funds or paid staff.

Our problems are the same as the other towns and villages in. Dodge
County and the other counties in rural America, yet we are not in a
position to each individually solve these problems.

In order to compete with cities such as Lincoln and Grand Island
and Omaha, we must form an organization comparable to Lincoln and
Grand Island' in size and stature. We are going to do the job. The
council of governments, the original council being represented by all
of our small rural cities and villages and counties represented by the
people in these counties, banded together would basically be able to
handle the problem mentioned above. The large cities such as Omaha,
Lincoln, Norfolk and they are small in reality to the rest of the
United

available
men on their staffs whose entire studies are to

secure available grants from the Federal Government and they are
securing millions of dollars for these cities.

Speaking with several of them at the league meetings, even our
smaller cities of 25,000, 30,000 population are getting $6 million and
$7 million in grants per year. Granted these full-time directors on this
are paid fairly well but they are retnrning many times the dollars
spent for them in benefits for the cities.
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It is completely unrealistic t isualize a city the size of North Bend,
being able to compile the paper rk even tasecure one of those grants
However, the council of governments makeup of two or three counties
with'120 or 30 cities and villages could hire the proper person or people
to do this job and secure the benefits. we need.

I propose that steps be taken by the Government to recognize this
foim of government, and they do in a limited way, and to furnish
grants for securing qualified directors and a staff who can act for these
various rural communities.

I also suggest possibly o moneys be made available from the State
or Federal Government to individual cities and counties unless they
are formed in this type of government. It is my hope that this would
begin to eliminate the overabundance of the ihtical subdivisions
with ninny duplicating efforts all drawing n the resources of our
taxpayers.

Wednesday evening the people in Ftemont had a meeting for the
express purpose of performing such a type of government in order
to attempt to solve some of the ru'obles mentioned in the first section
of this statement.

I am happy to say this. My report was made before the Wednesday
night meeting. We were successful. We set up the committee on the
21st of this month and we have the promise from the various cities
and counties that we will have a council of governments.

If fund;i'could be made available for the first years, possibly to
cover the cost of a director and his staff based on the formula of popu-
lation and area, since we deal with more areas mentioned by several
witnesses today. this nucleus could then hire subsequent personnel as
needed to actually do the details and these personnel could be paid
by the assessment levied on the members of the council of govern-
ments. With large unemployment of many qualified teachers and an
overabundance of college graduates in many fields today, a grant to
these people to take courses as mentioned here by Senator Bellmon,
referring to what was being done in this respect, these people could
take short courses to orient themselves in city, county and State gov-
ernment and would be available and qualified for these many coun-
cils of government throughout our rural communities.

It has been mentioned several times here today that medical as-
sistance- Bob touched on it briefly for the rural communities. This
is indeed a real problem and is one of the reasons why many industrial
firms have backed out of a potentially good community because their
personnel do not want to move where they cannot get medical assist-
ance. Yout y doctors and medical students also feel they do not want
to be general practitioners but want to belong to a group of specialists
working for a hospital or clinic. These people coultThe attracted work-
ing for a council of governments.

Fremont now has one rural doctor in the entire Dodge County.
On the subject of good protection, which I mentioned( s ggest

considerable tliouiht be given to the "Operation Foresight rogtam
making it available to do necessary work prior to the actual e ergency
when conditions are ideal, rather than doing the work whe the cost,
of such work costs the Federal Government 10 to .20 times hat that
same work would cost under ideal conditions.
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Gentlemen. I express my appreciation to the subcommittee for ex-
tending me this invitation to appear as a witness and hope my state-
ment will help to clear some of the answers needed in order to settle
the growth of our rural communities and expedite the growth of new
industries in these communities. I feel we must have the utmost coop-
eration and assistance from the Federal Government if we are to do
the tremendous task that lies ahead and we, the officials of the small
rural communities, stand ready to give you any assistance at any time.

(The Imtpared statement of Mr. Settles is as follows :)
Mr. SETTLES. Your subcommittr is apparently interested in how our

rural communities can Attract new industry and how we can stem the
serious outmigrations of our people which have been going op for sev-
eral decades.

in
day we hear and see by the news media the complex problems

in our large cities, and how these seem to get progressively worse.
At the same time, we do not hear very much about the problems of our
rural communities, primarily because we are so small that we are not
making news in the same sense as the big cities. Actually, our problems
on a per capita basis are every bit as realistic as those of our city
friends. We are faced with inadequacies in many areas. Some of these
are: law enforcement, medical services, flood protection, parks and
recreations, solid waste disposal, sanitary sewage treatment, schools,
highways and roads, and comprehensive planning (including all plan-
ning, zoning, and inspection with enforcement).

Now, the problem of outmigration can be solved purelpand sirtiply
by attracting new industry and in expanding our present 7 litlustrial4.'
firms. However. the minute we begin this process, we have cOlupoundea
the problems of all the forementioned areas many times. Our rural
communities could support a tremendous growth in industry,''but we
must have a better form of government in order to be in a position to

Itandle this influx of industry. Our system of small cities and villages,
and small townships, and counties is antiquated and must be revised
with a more workable kind of government.

As mayor of North Bend, a city of 1,350, located in Dodge County,
with a population of 34,782, I am aware that it is just physically im-
posSible for a small city and/or small county to solve the problems I
have mentioned above.

Recognizing this serous problem, we, the officials of North Bend,
have united with the remaining nine cities and lvillages in Dodge
County, in a combined organization called the Dodge County Munici-
pal Officials Association. We have been working together under this;;
combined unit for about 2 years on an informal association basis with-
out funds or paid staff. The problems which face North Bend are no
different than those facing Scribner, Dodge, Fremont, or the rest of
the cities and villages of Dodge County. Yet, we are j;iot in a posi-
tion each individually, to solve these problems.

We must realize that in order to compete with cities such as Lincoln,
Nebr. or Grand Island, Nebr., we must form an organization com-
'Arable to Lincoln, Nebr., or Grand Island, Nebr., in size and
stature. We must form a council of governments or regional council, or
whatever we want to call it, where a representative from each of these
cities and villages, and the county band together with representatives
from other counties and other cities from these other counties to form
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a larger form of .government. It will be basically possible for. this
council of government to handle the problems mentioned in the first
part of the statement.

At recent meetings of the Nebraska League of Municipalities, we
heard from men on the staffs of large cities such-its Omaha, Lincoln,
Norfolk, whose entire duties are to secure available grants for these
cities. These are men who are paid a very attractive wage and in turn
are doing a fine job for these large cities. They are securing from the
Federal Government millions'of dollars in grants for these cities. I
have been told by these men that to secure a gratt for a specific pro-
gram, it normally takes a pile of paperwork 6 feet high. Can you
visualize a city the size of North Bend, Nelai. wilio a total assessment
of $2 million being able to do this job, or even being able to afford a
man to do this job ? ,however, it is feasible to imagine that a govern-
ment of e*o or three counties together with the 20 or 30 cities rend
villages in these counties, representing a population of 75,000 to
200,000 people, could hire the proper person or people to do this type
of job and to secure the benefits that we need.

I propose that the Federal Government take steps to recognize this
form of government and to stand ready to furnish uncomplicated
grants to these organizations so they might secure qualified directors
and staff who can then begin to act on behalf of these various rural
communities (let's say, for example, Dodge County, Washington
County, and Saunders County) in order to secure necessary grants
and other revenues from the State and Federal Government which
may be available. I also suggest, possibly, that no moneys be made
available from State or Federal Governments to the individual cities
and individual counties in these rural communities unless they 'are
formed together in this type of organization and all moneys are fun-
neled to these council of governments which are represented by the
people in a larger voice of government. This could be the beginning
of eliminating the overabundance of political subdivisions, many
duplicating their efforts and all drawing from the poor taxpayer who,
just can't keep 'up with all the demands of all of the many agencies
on his tax dollars. ,

Wednesday evening, September 8, 1971, a joint meeting of all the
cities in Dodge County, Washington County, and Saunders County
is being held in Fremont, Nebr. This joint meeting is being held for
the express purpose of attempting to organize such a council of gov-
ernments in order to attempt to solve some of the problems mentioned
in the first section of this statement.

Again, I repeat, I think that the staff of the council of governments
should be handled by an uncomplicated remuneration grant for at
least the first 2 years,' based on a formula of population plus area.
An organization such as this could employ personnel, one, two, or
three, as needed or they could hire either a profitmaking firm or a non-
profit firm to head up this council and to handle the job for them, and
subsequent personnel needed to actually do the details could be em-
ployed and paid with assessments levied on -the members of the coun
cil of governments.

Questioning where the available- manpower would come from to
staff these councils' of governments, I recall that we are faced with
a huge unemployment made up of many qualified teachers and an over-
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abundance of college graduates iii many -fields. I would think that a
grant to these teachers and other college graduates to take courses
as needed to orientate them in the matters of city, county, and State
government would thereby make them available and qiialified for em-
ployment in the many councils of governments throughout our rural
communities.

I am convinced that once our larger organizations of governments
are established and the personnel are there and the money to pay
them readvailable, these people working full-time, can do much
to solve most a the problems which would be involved trying to get
new industry and in improving the facilities as mentioned previously
toward handling these increased populations. When you realize the
tremendous job being done in our small cities and villages by our
elected officials at no pay or practically no pay, you can certainly visu-
alize the increase in accomplishments-with these full-time personnel.

I think that my, council of governments approach, with Federal
financing, could solve, many of the problems mentioned above, by
being eligible for available Federal grants and revenue sharing and
being capable of competing for these funds.

Speaking on problems of medical assistance for the rural commu-
nities, I know that this is a very important problem and is basically
the reason for many decisions of industry to retreat from a potentially
adequate rural community. However, I think that my concept of a
council of governments

'
federally financed, would be able to compete

with larger cities for these doctors and could attract teams of doctprs
and possibly establish clinics within these smaller rural areas. This
would possibly be a solution to the needed medical services just as it
would for law ,enforcement, sanitary waste disposal, or any of the
other problems plaguing a small independent community. In visiting
with many young doctors or medical students, their feeling is that
they do not want to be ageneral practicing country doctor, but want to
be a group of specialists wiirking with a clinic or with a hospital.

On the subject of flood protection, the city of North Bend ehas
been very fortunate in that the Corps of Engineers have been available
twice in the last 3 years to build emergency dikes for us under the
Operation Foresight programs. However, I question that this is the
proper way to handle flood protection inasmuch as Operation Fore-'
sight is not available until such time as the water is threatening the
rural community or the water is already pouring into the community
or will be there in hours. Personally, I believe the program should
be called Operation Hindsight, although I am certainly not meaning
to find fault with it program which has given us our first flood pro-
tection in North Bend in 20 or 30 years. I would suggest that con-
siderable study he given toward making Operation Foresight available
to do the necessary work prio to the actual emergency when condi-
tions-are ideal rather than doing the work when the cost of such work
will cost the Federal Goiernment 10 to 20 times what the same work
would cost under the ideal conditions.

Gentlemen, I wish to express my appreciation to your subcommittee
for extending to me this invitation to appear as a witness for your
subcomMittee at this hearing and hope that my statement will help to
clear some-of the answers needed in order to accelerate the growth of
our small rural communities and the expedited growth of new in-
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dustry in these small rural communities. I feel that we must have
the utmost cooperation and assistance from the Federal Government
4I we are to do the tremendous task which lays ahead of us and I
am confident that our elected officials and their staffs will continue to
serve our Government so ably. We, the elected officials of the small
rural communities, stand ready to give you whatever assistance we
can at any time or any place.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT J. SARGENT, MAYOR, BEATRICE, NEBR.

Mr. SARGENT. Senator Curtis, Senator Bel lmon, it gives me great
pleasure to have this opportunity to express my views on rural devel-
opment to your subcommittee. Before I go further, I would like.to say
I am a part-time mayor. I operate a retail business and I was em-
ployed in business for 19 years and spent 19 years in the wholesale
field and I am well qualified.to know what the rural people are up
against.

I would like to say our city' of Beatrice is located about 40 miles
south of Lincoln and we have a population of 12,389 potpie. We have
had a little growth in the last 10 years but our county which is Gage
County suffered a loss of people over the past 10 years.

We*lieve that by the nature of our location, the economy of our
city i irrevocably linked with the agricultural economy about us.
In order to improve the economy of rural America, the Federal Gov-
ernment should initially concentrate its efforts to achieve partity of
income for our Nation's farmers with other segments of our national
economy. Our Nation's farmers have been caught in a cost-price
squeeze for nia4y years and increased price supports for agricultural
commodities is an initial step that could be taken and would have
immediate results on improving the economic health of rural America.

Other steps the Federal Government should take to improve a
culture include maintaining the high level of agricultural research to
aid farmers throughout the country and encouraging agricultural re-
search by private industry. The sharp decrease in the number of farm
families must be stemmed in order to preserve a viable rural economy.
Although many parts of the State and Nation have greater consolida-
tion of farming than our area, the increase in the size of farming
operation is readily noticeable here. Low-cost Government loans should
be made available to small farmers in order to insure the continuance
of a well-balanced farm economy and to reduce the outmigration of the
farm family.

Regarding industrial expansion, such activity is mandatory to
achieve a better balanced economy in rural.areas. Our city has several
industries successfully operating at the present time. One area of
industry expansion that is overlooked many times and that should
receive equal consideration to the acquisition of ne, industry is the
expansion of existing industry.

A program providing low interest rate loans to industries expanding
in rural areas or locating new plants in rural areas would definitely
have a favorable economic impact on our area. Such a program could
be administered through the Small Business Administration and if
low-interest loans were made available for these industries, our econ-
omy would become more balanced and as a result healthier.
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I would like to just add here, I think el-Governor Tiemann covered
that subje,ct so well that nothing needs to be said more other than
small industry, large agricultural business, farm-related agribusiness
have been helped but when we are helped on the basis of 8.5 percent.
interest, our profits are almost impossible. So I believe that, there
should be long-range financing through the governmental agencies
that would not be at the premium rates of interest.

I will continue with my text.
It is my feeling that high priority should be placed on agriculture-

related industry such as food and fiber processing, the reason for this
being that4we have the raw materials readily available in our area
thereby eliminating much of the initial transportation costs involved
in other types of industry.

Transportation is another area that deserves high Federal priority
in rural America. Being 40 miles from a four-lane, controlled-access
highway places our community at a definite disadvantage for indus-
trial prospects in relation to those communities located on such high-
ways. State plans for an expanded highway system of this nature have
been formulated. However, additional Federal participation in high-
way funding could accelerate the conttruction of such highways and

, improve our rural economy. Expanded air transportation is also de-
sirable so that easy access to air travel and freight facilities could be
enjoyed by new and existing industry.

The tools are available with which to provide community facilities,
such as schools and hospitals for rural communities. However, the
level of Federal funding for such new facilities should be raised so as
to provide am adequate number of such facilities.

I would like to depart from my text and say in our ',articular com-
munity 4 years ago we were approved for low rents, low-income hous-
ing. We have been in correspondence for 4 yea ... Our pile of corre- .
spondence becomes thicker and the only answer is still no funds. So

ii

this is why we think additional funds, whenthe. are made available
or commitments. are made, we shouldn't have to *nit 4 years to
expedite.

Government programs to train doctors and dentists should also be
examined so that adequate numbers of these professionals are avail-
able to serve rural communities. A Federal program to finance com-
Humility recreation centers would be of advantage to our city. Such a
center could be helpful in attracting new industry and improving the
quality of life in our city.

In summary, increased Federal participation in the economic ex-
pansion for rural America is necessary to retain many fine young peo-
ple that gro up in our communities, but immediately after comple-
tion of college or technical schools move elsewhere. It is my belief that
we enjoy an attractive way of life. However, with9ut.' adequate job
opportunities and healthy economic advantages aiiilderVto new and
existing industry, we cannot expect economic growth norinaintenance
of the present population.

Federal cooperation .with business and local government is necessary
to provide for the future heeds of rural America.

Thank you, sir.
Senator ('mints. Thank you.
Mayor Thomas?
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STATEMENT OF C. A. THOMAS, MAYOR, SCOTTSBLUFF, NEBR.

Mr. TuomAs. Senator Curtis, Senator Be 'mon, I am going to submit
my statement. Much of what. I have to say would be repetitious so I
will just hit the highlights here and say that the only unique thing
about our area is the fact that we are. out in the altitude area where we
are in a seasonal 136-dax growing season. The cost of production of
sugar beets and beans and potatotls, et cetera, is very high and the cost
of producing these crops and thelabor.cost is high and therefore the
return as usual to the farmer is not what it should be.

We need low-income, low-interest loans not to exceed 6 percent for
farmers in order for them to make it today. Our farmers, I think; if
they hadn't saved up dant money in the depression would have a diffi-

' cult t line getting through these good times. However, we have the pro-
ductivn ; we have the fertile valley, ample water. We have new hospi-
tals, too, which are under capacity'. We have power; we have light ; we'
have all the tools except the jobs for the young people when they grad-
uate from our schools. So we -.need preferably not necessarily for cities
butwe have the Geing-Scottsbluff Industrial Development Corp.
who needs the tools to finance industrial sites. You have the IDA bonds
in which you can finance a specific project on an 80-20 basis, but what,
they need is industrial sites and to pipe the sewer water and power to
the sites because today when a,n industry comes on a site they want
right now. What is it going to cost me? How much is it going to be
per acre ? What is the price going to be

If you do not have it immediately available they will look elsewhere.
So we need those funds to develop the natural resources that we have.

We have to the south of us, of course, the wheat table, to the north
of us ranching and cattle. We have adequate packingplants to process
that and they have plenty of room for expansion.

Another thing we could use, we have a $7 million facility out there,
a liberal arts college that is now defunct. It could be turned into an
agricultural college and to keep our young men at home, go to school,
and perhaps who could not afford to come down here to this end of the

- State.
Thank you very much for your consideration.
(The prepared statement of MTThomps is as follows :)
Mr. TtiomAs. The area I rePreient is somewhat uniqtke in that we

live in the extreme western part of Nebraska. The altitude of 4,000
feet presents a short growing season of only 136 days.

We grow sugar beets, corn, alfalfa, beans, potatoes in the. valley
and on the tableland to the northoLmd south of us, cattle ranching and
wheat raising are predominant.

We have an unlimited supply of pure water, air, sunshine, and fine
schools, including four grade schools, a junior high school, a new 2
year junior college, and a new senior high school.

We have a new West Nebraska General Hospital with 117-bed ca-
pacity, financed, with $1,400,000 in Hill-Burton funds and the other
60 percent with first mortgage bonds. We also have the St. Mary's
Hospital with a 100-bed rapacity financed by the Sistek of St. Fran-,
cis. Our new West Nebraska General Hospital is operating at approxi-
mately KO- percent capacity and St. Mary's at 55-percent capacity, so
we have ample apace for expansion.
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Our new junior college -is financed by issuing revenue bonds bearing
4.35 percent interest and paid for by a countywide real estate tax mill
levy of 5 mills.

We have the Great Western Sugar Factory which operates about
3 months out of each year, bean elevators that are seasonal in their
operations. We have four meat packing plants that operate the year
round, and we have one farm machinery manufacturing plant that
employs a good contingent of 500 people the year round.

However, we still lose the majority of our young people after-gradua-
tion from high school due to lack of jobs. We need more solid year-
round employment to retain our young people. We need those .indus-
tries that will package and.sell our natural resources, suc,Jr as food
packaging plants as well as other diversified industries.

- We have ample industrial development areas, ample water, natural
gas, and electrical power at advantageous rates, and a good labor mar-
ket. We are handicapped by high transportation costs due to our dis-
tance from major cities.

Our young rural farm youth leave the farm due to the almost im-
possible cost of purchasing farmland; purchasing farm machinery, and
the high interest rates charged them for farm operatinglapital.

Farm loans now bear interest rates of from 8 to 9 percent, even with
farm governmental subsidies, a rate of 6 percent is all they can bear.
With the high cost of land, machinery, loan interest rates, farmers
today keep renting more land as they must have volume to survive.

Our wheat farmers are getting the same for a bushel of wheat today
that they received 31 years ago. The cost of a tractor 31 years ago Was
at least five times less than it is today, so consequently the farmer must
farm approximately five times as many acres to provide the income
necessary to sustain hi(farm operations.

We need agricultural colleges to train young potential farmers in
the proper management of their farm operations. We have a private
college facility now standing idle, having failed as a liberal arts col-
lege. This facility would be a natural for the extension of our State
agricultural college. Many young farmers cannot afford to travel across
the State to Lincoln, but if -a local 4-year agricultural college was
available, most would take advantage of this educational process- and
equip themselves to cope with today's modern techniques.

Further, our farmers need 90 percent of parity in addition to sub-
sidies to make ends meet.

We have a Scottsbluff Payroll Development Foundation that seeks
constantly to bring new industry to our area and has been somewhat
successful in bringing in a few industries. In a small city, it is difficult
to finance new industrial sites and provide the utilities thereon. Some
form of Government help could be used to finance the purchase of
industrial areas and provide water, sewer, and other utilities until the
areas are developed into actual industrial operations.

Senator Crirris. Senator Bellmon?
Senator BELLMON. No questions.
Senator Clams. Thank you very much. The testimony merits gen-

eral questions to be developed in the record but I hope you appreciate
our situation. We have several people yet to be heard. Thank you.

r. Dale Anderson and Dr. John Felton. We are"delighted to wel-
e you to the witness chair of this committee:, I see you have both

cohlaborated on the same statement. ,
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STATEMENT OF DR. DALE G. ANDERSON, ASSOCIATE PROISO-k)
OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS, AND DR. JOHN RICHARD FEL-
TON, PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS, UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA,
LINCOLN, NEBR.

Dr. Amin:1114°N. Yes.
Senator Cult-rm. You have heard what I said about time schedule.

Your page eals with transportation. How would you suggest that
we proceeds order that yoln might have an oppqrtunity to stress the
points that you wish and at the same time we give what consideration
we-can to-the remaining witnesses?

Dr. ANDERsos. With your permission, I think we probably ought
to try to summarize our presentation.

Senator ('URTt$. All right. Your full statement will be printed in
the record as if delivered.

You may proceed.
Dr. AxoEssox. Senator Curtis, Senator Bellmon, with your permis-

sion, I will summarize the first part of the paper, the part that deals
with some background issues, and Professor Felton then will sum-
marize some more specific problems and some policy recommendations
that we have to offer.

Senator Cuirms. Very well.
Dr. ANnEitsox..I think that one could hardly overemphastie the im-

portance of transportation to economic deve pment. The industrial
growth of the United States back in the 19th ce nry has been attrib-
uted by many to the earlier development of transpo ion, especially
railroad ransportation. The opening of the West I am quite sure was
the primary factor in developing this part of the country. The impor-
tance of transportation to the Great Plains its particularly crucial. Land
which is perhaps our most basic resource has very limited alternative
uses. The products that this land is producing are extremely heavy
and bulky and we are moving these products a very long distance to
the primary consumption centers on both the east and the west coasts
as well as tdexport terminals on the gulf coast.

The railroads are regarded as of paOicular importance because they
are inherently best suited to the transportation of heavy, bulky com-
modities over long distances. The water routes to which we have access
are fairly limited, so they offer only liniited competition.

Highway carriage under even the very best of operating conditions
is inherently a smaller volume kind of an operation and is thus suited
primarily for shorter hauls and for higher value commodities.

Let me offer just a couple of examples of changing technology which
in urn has resulted in changing costs which in turn has induced
cha ges in the rate structure which have had a considerable effect on
our part of the country.

The first example I would like to offer is the shift of flour mills
this has taken.pIace prO;iarily because of change in technology, be-
cause of changing costs, because of induced changes in the rate struc-
ture. Flour mills have moved from the Great Plains country to the
South anA East.

Well, as an example of an opposite /rind of a situation, look at
what has happened to the meatpackingAilities..Here the trend has .

wt7
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been in exactly the opposite direction, and decentralization. Meat-
packing facilities hate moved out into the countryside and again pri-
marily because of the changes in transportation. It has become cheaper
to move the meat than to move the live animals because cilf develop-
ment of improvements in refrigeration, the refrigerated railcar, re-
frigerated trucks and improved highways and the like.

The importance in transportation systems in moving people is
equally crucial, J think. The migration to urban areas from the rural
areas, has left the population extremely sparse in our part of the
country. Some 20 million' people made this shift between 1945 and
1970 in the United States. And s the people who remain have to go1
a long way to do their shopping nd to get their education, to make
use of cultural and professional s rvices. And so transportation be-
comes even more important, more important all the time.

Well, I have alluded, to some of the handicaps but let me suggest
a few handicaps that rural environment has that we consider to be of
a rather inllerent nature. Agricultural productivity has increased sub-
stantially. At the same time the number of farms has declined as has
the number of farmers. This in turn has i ced a reduction in the
sizes of many of our rural communities and vitality of these com-
munities, especially towns of a population 1,000 or less. These
townsa great many of them have actually lost population during
the last 10 yearsso there are fewer customers.

At the same time there are increasing economies of size in many
of the services that these people have need for. The average size of
hospitals, the average size of schools, the average size of all kindS
of businesses has increased, and largely because 'of increased sized
economies.

Technological developments in railroad transportation have had
very much the same effect. Such things as unit transportation, larger
and more specialized cars, increased automation, all of these things
have meant that the railroads also have got to move things in larger
packages if they are going to be competitive.

Well, passenger service has been perhaps even more seriously .af-
fected. We have fewer people in the rural areas but at the sally time
the people who remain have a need and a desire to go longer distances
in shorter periods of time and by modes of travel which themselves
are experiencing ever larger economies of size.

Well, all this presents an extremely serious problem, I might
suggest.

The advent of the private automobile and the airplane have all
driven public surface transportation from the rural scene. Nor are the
air carriers themselves in a particularly enviable position. Their load
factors have shrunk and plane sizes increase as rural populations
decline.

Well, Professor Felton will outline some additional, more specific
kinds of problems and solutions that we think may be helpful.

Dr. FELTON. Professor Anderson has spoken of some of the inherent
handicaps under which we labor and there-may not be much except
without special treatment. Nothing can be done without those. There
are, on the other hand, certain artificial handicaps and we think they
are appropriate for some remedial action. One is discrimination in
railroad freight rates.
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Now, it is true that there have been allegation of discrimination for
at least 100 years and many of them have emanated from this area.

-The problem has always been one of acceptable evidence or proof that
this was so. Ckarly just differences in rates are not sufficient evidence
of discrimination, for different rates may be nondiscriminatory, while
equal rates can well be discriminatory. The test is always one of a
relationship between revenues received and costs incurred.

Well, the Interstate Commerce Commission used to publish data on
railroad revenue cost relationships, both by commodity and by mileage
blocks, and these data do form the basis for an appraisal of the exist-
ence of commodity and price discrimination.

Several years ago I undertook a study of commodity rate discrimi-
nation in which I looked at the ratios of revenue to cost enjoyed by the
railroads both for principal exports and principal exports in the
Dakotas, Nebraska, and Kansas. I found that they were in every case
higher than for the United States as a whole, indicating that some
discrimination then was practiced against the kinds of commodities
which were the principal exports and imports of the Northern Plains
States.

Professor 'Anderson has just published a study last June on Price
discrimination. He found that the ratio of revenue to cost tended to
increase with distance. and since greater shipment distances are typi-
cally involved in this area, it meant that discrimination against the
Great Plains States tended to triple. In fact, he found that the revenue
cost ratio for meat exported from the western territory trunk line ex-
ceeded the ratio for the remainder of the United States by some 11
percent.

What are the explanations for such discrimination' ? Professor
Anderson has already alluded to one: the immobility of resources
employed in agriculture. This means that farmers are not very sensi,
tive to increases in rates because they have little in the way of choice
for the use of their talents and their land than to continue doing what
they are doing.

This is one factor which accounts for discrimination. The other is
lack of effective competition.

Highways, as Professor Anderson noted, tend to be effective com-
petitors only for relatively short distances and water transportation
is by no means a universal alternative in the Plains area. We might
ask why, despite acts to .regulate commerce that date back to 1887,
which contain three provisions against discrimination, that such dis-
crimination should after all this time still be a part of the structure
of railroad rates.,Part of the answer isthat the Interstate Commerce
Commission itself has not. only embrtuN. but in fact been a strong
proponent. of the discrimination on the grounds that it conforms to dif-
ferences in the so-called mail surface and they have continued to
support the value of service pricing principle of rate making. on what

regard, as a somewhat dubiiius theory known as the added traffic
theory. The added traffic theory is that it is all right to discriminate
against A in favor of B. because if you didn't give B reduced rates his
.traffic might not move and therefore the entire burden_of overhead
costs would be borne by A, or, say, the, farmer, in our example.

There are two difficulties with such a theory : The first is that the
fact that lower rates are charged to B, and makes some contribution
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to overhead costs, merely creates the possibility at most of lowering tkre

rates to A, they by no means insure it.
A second aifficulty with this particular theory is that B's rate,

while they may make sonie contributiOn to overhead costs in the short
run; may fall short of covering the long-run investment operating
casts of transporting these goods. Under such circumstances mutually
heneficial discrimination, What we have is A subsidizing B.

I want to address myself secondly to the problem of freight car
sl tages. This is a phenomenon which tends to be characteristic of
the western and southern part of the United States rather than the
East..

I think we can identify three factors primarily, responsible for
freight car. shortages. The first is an imbalance of east-west traffic.
Goods moving east-tend to be bulky,by,and large in comparison with
those moving west. It follows therefore that a given aggregate value"
of goods will require more freight cars for an eastward than for a
west ward movement.

A second factor in the shortage is the existence of destinations
beyond the confines' of the originating i-ailroad's lines which necessi-
tates relinquishing control of its cars to foreign roads.

Third is a car rental or per diem system as it is called which opera s

when -cars are on foreign roads but which has historictdly prt d

inadequate to cover' the prospective owner/shipper costs of 'newly
purchased freight cars.

Under such circumstances eastern. railroads find it clearly more
profitable to div'ert western-owned car's to their own use rather than
to purchase their own.

As for evidence,'I point out that betIveen 1956 and 1967 eastern
railroad owner/shipper declined from 39 percent to 31 percent of
the frei.ght car fleet, that is, the national freight car fleet, #ind this
accounted for some 64 percent of the decline in national freight car
owner-shipper during the decade or during-this 12-year pettiod,-I
should say. .

Asa result, while the 1960 eastern railroads had 8' percent- more
cars on line than they owned, by 1968 it had risen to '20 percent. The
AAR, that is, the Association of American Railroads, and the Inter-
state Commerce Commission have attempted to overcome the defects
Qf the per diem system by what are knowna§ car service rules and
orders but I am-afraid they prove no more effective in solving the
shortage problem tliitt the per diem system.

I would like to make some specific recommendations for legislative
action or at least c-ansidetation.

I think the bdsic provision of the Interstate. Commerce Act of 1887
dealing with price and commodity' discrimination Should be revised
to `require the ICC togabandon value-service pricing. in favor of cost-
oriented pricing,and the Commission should be required to keep vari-
ation's in revenue-cost relationships within reasonably narrow limits.

Second, I believe the Senatfe Commerce Committee should hold
hearings on the feasibility of a national freightcar rental exchange
system, a proposal which I have made elsewhere and which I would
like to fled to the submission to this committee. Under such a system'
flexible 'Ayr diem rates would result and cars would move in accord-
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ance with variations, seasonality, and demaii4; and iry accordance with
geographical considerations as well.

Finally, I should strongly 'urge that the Senate delete a provision
of the proposed Surface Transportation Act of 1971, S. 2362, and
MR. 10146, which would narrow the agricultitral exemption. It is
true that a relatively minor narrowing would occur as a result of this
proposal, but I regard the direction as entirely a wrong one.

Just thg day before yesterday the Department of TransportatiOn
proposed a substantial deregulation of highway carrier control.

I think that we can declare ourselves strongly in favor of such a
proposal on the grounds that it would tend to improve the service and
reduce rates on processed agricultural products and on farm inputs inthis areal .

Thank you.
Senator (7inms. Thank you very much, both of you. We are glad

to have this contribution and we do appreciate it very much.
(The prepared statements of Dr. Felton and Dr. Anderson is asfollows : ) . . . sy

Mr. Felton _ and Mr. Anderson : The impOrtance of transportation
to economic development is well-known. The great industrial growth
which characterized the American economy in the last third of the 19th
century has Icing been attributed to the growth of the railroad network,

land transportation facilities invariably constitute a, major element in
the infrastructure plans of developing countries. While Nebraska andthe other Great Plains States are scarcely underdeveloped areas, as that
term is generally used, they do exhibit a very slow population growth,
relatively meager industrialization, and a per-capita income which is
generally below the national average.

Where, as in the Great-Plains, pinch land possesses little alternative
use except in agriculture, where the products of land are typicallybulky in relation to their value, and where the major consuming
markets for those products are at a considerable distance, transport
efficiency is of crucial concern. Since rail transportation enjoys its
greatest advantage over highway transportation in the movement of
low-value goods over significant distances and since water transporta-
tion is confined to a limited number of routes, it is the efficiency of the
railroad system which looms largest in any consideration of the rele-
vance of transportation to the economy of the Great Plains.

The greater sensitivity of agricultural commodities than manu-factured products to freight rate levels is revealed by a comparison
of the percentage which freight charges bear to the delivered price of
the product. The most recent Interstate Commerce Commission studyof freight revenue as a percentage of the wholesale value of commodi-
ties at their de,sti uticm revealed that almost 11 percent of the deliveredprice of grain co *sted of rail freight charges while such charges ac-counted for only 4 rcent of the delivered price of manufactured/
products and about 6 percent for all products, including grain and
other agricultural commodities.1.

tor
i Bureau of Transport Economics and Statistics, ICC, Freight Revenue and WholenaleValue of .Destination of Commodities Transported by Glass 1 Line-Raul Railroad,. 1959

(Washington. D.C., October. 1961); pp. 16, 20, and 21. Grain is defined here as consistingof wheat, corn, sorghum grains, oats, barley, rye, and soybeans.
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Transportation is also a vital factor in the movement of the in-
habitants of rural areas. The steady migration of persons from rural
to urban areas forces an increased reliance on transportation upon
remaining rural residents. Some 20 million IT.S. citizens moved' from
rural to urban environments between 1945 and 1970.2 In 61 of Ne-
braska's 93 counties population declined by more than 5 percent during
the decade. of the 1960's.3

Relatively low population densities h1 much of the Great Plains re-
(Ore substantial movement of people for shopping, education, profes-
sional services, and cultural activities. Technologically induced size
economies in many of these activities have resulted in an accelerated
reduction in their number. The number of most rural-based commer-
cial establishments has gradually declined. Professional services have
gravitated to the larger towns and cities. More than 61 percent of
Nabraska'sphysicians practiced, in 1966, in either Lancaster or Doug-
las county, Twelve Nebraska counties had no medical. doctor; 25 had
no hospital.' South Dakota researchers found that persons in north-
west South. Dakota seeking medical care outside their home towns
traveled.tin average of 56 miles'

Consolidation has made the one-room country school virtually a
thing of the past : busing of rural Nebraska children to distant schools

.is a normal occurrenctjNebraska country elevators declined in num-
ber from 892 in 1958 to 826'in 1968, resulting in increased average dis-

'tamp from farm to nuirket.6 Many more instances of reduced services
could be cited; all create added rural dependence on transportation.

increases in thrricultura I productivity have reduced greatly the num-
ber of farms and farmers. In Nebraska alone, farm numbers declined
by /pi average of- aboilt 2.000 per year during the 1960's,7 I'he lower
farm population has, in turn, induced declines in the size and vitality
of many of the smaller Nebraska towns. Nebraska towns having a
1970 populittion of between 1,000 and 2,500 grew an average of only
2.5 percent between 1960 and 1970. Towns and cities with a popula-
tion greater than 2,500 increased in size by 19.2 percent.8 Of the 120
Nebraska towns of 1,000 or more persons, 24 lost population during
the 1960's.8 Only 63 towns experienced a gain; population in the re-
maining communities remained stable.

Population of many rural areas has waned while size economies for
business and service activities have increased, thus subjecting these
communities to a-double squeeze. The squeeze has been particularly se -'
vere, in terms of transport resources. A reduction in number of trans-

, U.S. Senate, The Economic and Sooial Condition of Rural America in the 1970'a, Com-
mittee Print, prepared for the Committee on Government Operations, 92d Congress, 1st
Session (Washington, D.C., 1971), pp. 4-6.

U.S. Census of Population, 1960 and 1970,
warren H. Pearce, C. A. McWhorter, Rena Boyle, and Suzanne Remy, Medical Man-

y° rer for Nebraska (Omaha : University of Nebraska Medical Center, no date),_pervices in
p. 6S-70.

Mark Powers, and Leland G. Bierman, Supply and Demand of Medical S
. Northwest South Dakota: An Economic Analysis, Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin

56S (Brookings ; South Dakota State University, 1970), p. 27.
Nebraska (Train and Feed Directory and Buyers Guide (Lincoln ; Nebraska Grain and

Feed Dealers Association, 1959 and 1969 editions).) U.S. Census, op.
a E. S. Wallace, "Population Changes- in Nebraska Cities," Business in Nebraska, Vol.

50, No. 19 (February 1971), p. 3.c, "Rural Population Slide Has Found No Bottom," Omaha World Herald, Evening
Edition, December 2, 1970, p. 1. Information in the news release is from 1960 and -1970
Census of Population.
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port customers has occurred just when a greater concentration of traf-fic is needed to achieve expanded size economies. Economics have
dictated larger trucks, rail ears, aircraft, buses, and the terminals that
serve these modes. Carrie are increasingly finding it unprofitable to
serve smaller rural towns and cities. Provision of efficient and econom-ical transport service to areas of low-population density is clearly achallenge.

Just as technological change and the accompanying greater pro-
ductivity on the farm have had their impact in rural areas, so htis
technological change and greater productivity aagcted the railroads
and the shippers which they serve: e.g. Centralize traffic control, a-
tomated classification yards, centralization, automated maintenance
of way, continuous welded track, larger and more specialized freight
ears, and unit trains. These changes have enabled railroads greatly
to increase per-nian-hour output and to reduce rates on agricultural
products over the course of the last decade."

At least two of the technological changes in the railroad industry,
the development of the unit train and larger and more specialized
freight cars, have. and will continue to have important consequences
for agriculture in the Great Plains area. The unit train of jumbo'
hopper ears can reduce the out-of-pocket costs of grain transportation
to the range of about 3 to 5 mills per ton-mile and promises to expand
the size of the. market for profitable grain shipment from the Great
Plains."

The redaction in the cost of transporting grain relative to .grain
products has induced a shift in the locus of grain milling operations
from locatiOni near rain growing areas toward major consuming
markets.'2 On the other hand, technological-change in the railroad in-
dustry has had precisely the opposite effect on the location of slaughter!
houses. The development of economical and efficient refrigerator cars
has reduced the cost of transporting animal carcasses rehitive to that
for live animals. This, in turn, has induced a decentralization of such
activities in the direction of livestock feeding areas."

The combined effect of the introduction of larger and more special-
ized freight ears and the development of the unit train has been to
reduce the costs of large volume shipments relative to small ones.
Thus, railroads have found it increasingly unprofitable to accept less -
than- carload lots and rto maintain service on branch lines. As a con-
sequence, rail service to communities located on branch lines with

10 Between 1960 and 1969, the index of railroad freight rates for agricultural com-
modities declined 5 percent. Agricultural iffotiatien, 1970 (Washington GPO, 1970), P.
461. During this name period, the average of all prices (the Implicit price deflator for total
GNP) rose 24 percent. Economic Indicators, August. 1971 (Washington. GPO, 1971), p. 2.

II John Richard Felton, "Technological Changes and Internal Economies In Railroad
Transport," American Journal of Agricultural Economics, vol. 50, No. a (August, 1968),
PP. 726-7.

ID Jeff Maillie and Dale Solum, "An Analysis and Evaluation of Factors Which Are
Deletions to the Competitive Interests of the Mid-America Wheat Flour Milling Indus-
try." final report for the Mid-America Governor's Transportation Committee and 14 Mk/-
America Companies, Midwest Research Institute, Kansas City, Mo., July 1, 1968,

the12-48 (mimeographed) : and Bruce B. Wright, "Regional and Sectoral Analysis of
the WheatFlour Economy," Economic Research Service, USDA, Marketing Research Re.
port No. 858 (Washington, D.C., October, 1909). pp. 28-1).

',J. Marvin Skadberg. 'Livestock Producer Marketing Patterns in the Upper Missouri
River Basin," in Thomas T. Stout. ed., Long-Run Adjustments In the Livestock and MeatIndustry : Implications and Alternatives, North Central Regions ~arch Publication109 (Vi ooster. Ohio : Ohio Agricultural Research and Develop ent Center, 1070), pp.

Improvements In trucks and in highways have also con uted to the decentraliza-tion, particularly in more recent years.
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small potential volume of commodities for export has deteriorated in
recent years.

Highway carriage is inherently a smaller volume operation than is
`railroad transportation. Not only is the load unit, the trailer, consider-
ably smaller than a freight car, but also the unit of operation, tractor
and trailer or trailers, is far smaller than a train consisting of a long
string of cars. Furthermore, the completion of the interstate system
through Nelwaskli should reduce highway carrier operating costs
which are, of course, materially affected by the .limited access, non-
stop character of the interstate system. Nevertheless, even under the
befit operating conditions., the line-haul costs of highway carriers tend
to be some multiple of rail line-haul costs." Therefore, even when the
higher terminal and inventory costs associated with raiL shipment are
taken into consideration, the highway carrier is the most economical
mode of transport only for small shipment sizes over short distances.
Where the goods are of relatively low value, such as" rains, the ad-
vantage for shipment sizes of 30 tons or more may be limited to dis-
tances less than 50 miles.'5 In short, technological change in rail trans-
portation has been a mixed blessing to rural areas and hig,lawaysar,-
riage appears to be a high cost alternative.

Public passenger transportation service, whether by air, rail or bus
has been even more seriously affected. First The decline ral popu-
lation has reduced available passenger traffic to and from ura com-
munities. This in turn has motivated carriers to reduce q antity and
quality of service in an effort to maintain profitability to reduce
losses. Deterioration in services discourages still mor eople fro_ m
using public transport, and the situation further worse s.

Secondly, the increased popularity of the private automobile has
diverted traffic from motor and rail carriers to the point that passen-
ger business has all but vanished for these modes. Automobile regia-
trations in the United States more than doubled. from 1950 to 1969.
In Nebraska, registrations increased by 52 percent over the same
period.''

Air carriers have' been responsible for diversion of considerable
long-haul passenger traffic from the surface carriers. Increased speed,
comfort, and reliability of air travel have made this mode particularly
attractive to travelers. Size,economies associated with both aircraft
and airport operations put ready access to air service out of reach of
residents of all but the

put
cities. Even now, persistent complaints

of financial losses are voiced by feeder lines serving Nebraska and
other Great Plains States."

Charges of railroad freight rate discrimination have been voiced
frequently by shippers in many areas. Shippers of agricultural prod-

It Ann Friediaender, "The Dilgmma of Freight Transport Regulation" (Washington,
D.C. : Brookings, 1969), P. 39.

13 /bid, p. 42., U.S Bureau of the Census, "Statistical Abstract of the United States," 1952 and
1970 editions (Washington : Government Printing Office, 1953 and 1970), pp. 498 and

544 respectively."See, for example, "Air Service for .Main Street, U.S.A., Can it Continue?" (Denver :
Frontier Airlines, undated), pp. 3-4 ; and "Subsidy for Public Service" (Denver : Frontier
Airlines, 1971). 16 pp. Losses allegedly incurred in serving smaller Gteat Plains Com-
munities are blamed on sparsity of available patsenger traffic. Frontier maintains the
release of additional CAB subsidy funds is needed to permit continued service to these
communities.
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ucts from Great Plains origins, in ptirticular, have long contended
that i to structures affect them adversely and unjustly.

Co modity and place discrimination, usually referred to as value
of -s' vice pricing, has long had the support of the Interstate Com-

ce Commission."' Pursuant to the value-of-service principle, buyers
of transportation service are segmented into groups having similar de-
mand characteristics. Each group is then charged on the basis of will-
ingnecs to pay. Buyers whose demand s hedules are moremlitstid pay
less than those who have inelastic dem
immobility of the labor and land re,sour es committed to agriculture,

nds. Farmers, owing to the

are a prime example of shippers with an inelastic demand for
transportat ion. 11(

The rationale-far the value-of-service pricing system is, that lower
rates to shippers with elastic demands may actually benefit shippers-
with inelastic demands by reducing the contributions to overhead
which the latter group must make. There are two difficulties with this
argument :

1. The Commission may not, in fact, insist upon the reduction of .

rates to shippers with inelastic demands by virtue of the contributions
to overhead provided by shippers with elastic demands.

2. The contributions to overhead from shippers whose demand for
transportation is elastic may be insufficient to cover the long-run in-
vestment, as well as operating costs associated with such service. Under
such circumstances farmers, rather than enjoying lower rates because
of discrimination in favor of nonagricultural products, will actually
be required to subsidize the movement of many non-agricultural
commodities.

Rate discrimination as practiced by railroads may take one of two
forms. One variant, place dicrimination, exists where a carrier seg-
ments purchasers of its services into geographic markets on the basis
of their willingness to pay. Thus, a railroad customer shipping wheat
from North Dakota to Oregon might pay more than one shipping
wheat from Colorado to Oregon even though costs were substantially
the same for each shipment. A nondiscrimlinatory rate structure would
require equal rates for hauls over which costs are equal, rates propor-
tional to costs where costs are unequal.

The second variant, commodity discrimination, arises where market
segmentation occurs along commodity lines. Thus the ratio of rates
to transport costs may be greater for wheat than it is for wheat flour.
The shipper of wheat then is discriminated against relative to the
shipper of flour.

Great Plains farmers are especially vulnerable to rail rate discrimi-
nation., Their isolation from centers of manufacturing and consump-
tion forces heavy reliance on transportation media. Their resource base,
especially the relatively inflexible land resource, has proven best suited
to the production of the kind of heavy, bulky products which rail:
roads are best equipped to transport. Rail costs per ton-mile are gen-
erally .substantially lower than truck costs for long-haul shipments
of agricultural products. Barge costs are frequently less than for com-

a" ICC. "Value of service Pricing," Statement. No. 5912 (Washington, D.C. : 1959).See especially pp. 357-61.
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parable rail shipments,1° but the limited number of water routes
allows for only limited competition from this mode.

Research conducted at the University of Nebraska provides evidence
of both commodity and place discrimination directed against Great
Plains shippers. Wide differences were found in the ratios of rail reve-
nue to out-of-pocket costs 2° in the exports and imports of the Northern
Groat Plains States in comparison with the United States as a whole.
Indexes of revenues to out-of-pocket costs for the 15 most important
(based on tonnage) commodities tr6.nspor141 by rail to and from each
of the Northern Great Plains States were iffevery case higher than the
ratios for the entire United States (see table below)."

In other research it was found that rail shipments of wheat from
Great Plains origins were discriminated against relative to shipments
from other areas. Ratios of revenue to out-of-pocket costs ranging in
value from less than one to more than five suggest widespread place
discrimination. States in the Northern Great Plains were particularly
disarvantaged. For example, the ratio for North Dakota intrastate
shipmmts in covered hopper cars wit. 4.0 compared with only 1.1 for
shipmeks from Missouri to Louisiana. The average weighted ratio
(weighted by number of carloads) for shipments by common boxcar
from all shipping states was 1.6significantly lower than weighted
ratios for North Dakota (2.2), Montana (2.1), South Dakota (1.9)
and Nebraska (1.7). Ratios for (shipments from Texds and Missouri
were only 1.1 and 1.2, respectively.

TANT C.OMMODITIES TRANSPORTEO BY RAIL TO ANO FROM EACH OF THE N tiNS.STATES ANO
INOEX OF WEIGHTEO (BY TONNAGE) RATIOS OF REVENUES TO OUT-OF-PRCKEPCO 15 MOST IMPOR-

.

FOR THE UNITE() STATES AS A WHOLE (1961)

Biased on tonnage)

Area Origination Termination

North Dakota
South Dakota
Nebraska....

-Kansas
United States. . -

130
140

120
151
113

1 Exclusive of terminations of intrastate origin because such shipments are recorded amongorlginations

1125
1114
1 138

151
113

Source: John Richard Felton, "Commodity Rate Oiscrimination in Railroad Transport," in Jack R. Oavidson and'Howard
W, Ottoson,"Transpodation Problems and Policies in the Trans-Missouri West"' (Lincoln; University of Nebraska Press,

,106/?, 61. Reins Were Calculated from Interstate Commerce Commission, "Carload Waybill Statistics, 1961," State-

,men s SS-2 through SS-7, and "Oistribution of the Rail Revenue Contribution by Commodity Groups, 1961 ' (Washington,

0.C., 1963 and 1961).

Much of the discrimination appeared to be related to intermodal
competition or the lack thereof, Longer hauls, for example, tended to
be' discriminated against relative to shorter haulsa response, per-
haps, to more intensive truck competition for the shorter movements.
Vneat shipmentsto ti gulf coast fared rather well ; barge competi7

" There is evidence that rail rates are highly responsive to competition from barges.
See Friedlaender, op. cit. pp. 57-9.

# -* "Out -of- Pocket costs are the Tee's' version of long-rup marginal coats. This cost
measure has certain deficiencies When uses ,for rate-making purposes, but is useful in
comparative analyses such as commodity Or geographical revenue-cost relationship
comparisons.

Jphn,, Richard Felton. "Commodity Rate Discrimination in Railroad Transport," in
Jack IL Davidson and Howard W. Ottoson Eds., "Transportation Pfoblems and Policies
in the Trans-Missouri West" (Lincoln : University of Nebraska Pres*, 1907), pp. 00-8.
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tion seems the most likely reason. The same general pattern of dis-
crimination prevailed during the 2 years analyzed (1958 and 1966),
indicating the persistence of the practice and the potential for longrun
misallocation of resources.22

While the level of freigftt rates has been a continuing source of fric-
tion between agricultural interests and the railroads, a problem of
perhaps equal intensity and antiquity has been that of car supply. In
the very first case docketed before the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission; several shippers complained that the St. Paul, Minneapolis
and Manitoba Railroad Co. had denied them cars.23 Furthertriore, as
early as 1907, the ICC undertook its own investigation of the alleged
inadequacy of the freight car supply and reported that :

Evidence taken at Chicago related to conditions in the grain gelds of Iowa,
Nebraska, Kansas and Oklahoma . .. All dealers told the same story of the fail-ure of transport facilities . . . Elevators in North Etakota have been closed for
lack of cars to take away their wheat."

Subsequent hearings before the ICC and"congressional subcommit-
tees suggest that the problem has not diminished. his opening state-
ment at the 1969 hearing on freight-car supply, Sen for Hartice
declared : "Since 1966 the problem of freight ca supply has grown
much worse. "" Last year he again pointed to the urgency and persist-
dice of the problem : "We met on freight car shorts es less than a year
ago . . . the situation today is no better. The sho e situation is
worse." 20

The factors which create a shortage of freight cars in the Great
Plains States can be identified as follows :

1. The imbalance of east-west traffic. Commodities moving east are,
for the most, part, low-value goods, while commodities moving west
Are generally Of higher value. As a consequence, a greater number of
cars will be required to move a given aggregate value of commodities
east than west.

2. The existence of destinations beyond the confines of a railroad's
lines so that it must relinquish control of its freight cars to other rail-
roads. In practice, this means that there Avill be more loaded car move-
ments from west to east than east to west. It also means, of course, that
there must be some flow of empty cars from eaNi;;vest.

3. A car rental, or per diem, system which rically has failed to
cover the prospective ownership costs of newly acquired freight cars.
As a consequence, Eastern railroads have found it profitable to divert
'cars owned by 1estern railroads to their own use and pay per diem
charges rather than to purchase their own equipment.

Between 1956 and 1967 the percentage of the Nation's box and cov-
ered hopper car fleet owned by Eastern railroads declined from 39
ercent to 31 percent. Differently stated, 64 percent of the decline in

"Da e G. Anderson and Brian L. Mariska, "Place Discrimination in Rail Shipments or
Wheat rota Great Plains Origins," Agricultural Experiment Station Research Bulletin
243 (Lin ln : University of Nebraska, 1971), pp. 5-6, 29 and 32.

,,., Holbro At. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba Railroad Co., 1 ICC Rep. 102 (1887)
24 In the MattEr of Car Shortage and Other Insufficient Transportation Facilities, 12 ICC

561. 568 (1907).
Cl Freight Car Supply, Hearing before the Subcommittee on Surface Transportation

of the Committee on Commerce, U.S. Senate, 91st Cong., 1st Sess., May 13, 1969 (Wash-
ington, D.C., 1969). p. 1.

ss Freight Car Shortages, Hearings before the Special Freight Car Shortage Subcom-
mittee of the Committee on Commerce, U.S. Senate, 91st Cong., 2nd Sem. March 24, 25
and April 2, 1970 (Washington, D.C., 1970) p. 1,
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box and covered hopper car ownership between 1956 and 1967 is at-
tributable to the Eastern railroads.'" This decline in the proportion of
box and covered hopper car ownership accounted for by Eastern rail-
roads was accompanied by a Aesponding rise in the ratio of cars
on Eastern lines. In 1960 the tern railroads had only 8 percent
more boxcars than they owned ; by 1968 it was 20 percent. touring this
period the opposite trend was manifesting itself in the Upper Great
Plains. There the railroads had about 71/2 percent fewer cars on line
than they owned in 1960 while in 1968 the percentage littd risen to 18."
As a result, the Upper Great Plains railroads were subsidizing Eastern
ones, with Plains States' shippers the source of the subsidy.

A further consequence is the well-known "carshortage," the inability
of Western shippers to secure freight cars in sufficient numbers at the
times and places desired. It is true that the Association of American
Railroads and the Interstate Commerce Commission have attempted
to utilize other means to influence freight car allocation. Both have
promulgated car service rules to induce the return of cars to their
owners and car service orders to require the transfer of cars from
Eastern railroads to Western railroads without regard to ownership.
The evidence to date would suggest that car service rules and orders
have been no more successful than the per diem system in achieving
a rational allocation of the freight car fleet.

It is easier to identify koblems than it is
in

devise sound and ac-
ceptable solutions. It is also easier to engage n special pleading than
it is to render an objective appraisal. Let us emphasize that we are
making no argument for favored treatment to overcome the inherent
dipadvantage,s under which the Great Plains States' perates. After all,
this area also possesses important advantages, suc a fertile soil, un-
polluted air and water, uncrowded communities, willing and able
work force, and good education institutions. If we were to expect
favored treatment to compensa for our handicaps, we might have to
endure compensating penal les to offset our inherent advantages.
What we seek merely is t e amelioration of the artificial handicaps
under which we labor. .Let us suggest a few possible ways in which
such handicaps might be reduced.

The establishment of a cost-oriented railroad rate structure is in
keeping with a national transportation policy that is committed to the
preservation of the inherent advantages of all modes of transporta-
tion. Value-of-service seems highly .inappropriate as a primary rate-
making consideration. Nor has djgaimination been in the long-term
best interests of the regulated. The gradual diversion of high-rated
traffic from the railroads to competing modes is a well-documented
fact. The solution would seem to lie in congressional action requiring
the ICC to abandon its historic adherente to value-of-service rate-
making and to embrace an economic concept of discrimination.

S. 3223, introduced into the second session of the 91st Congress,
would require the ICC to adopt a new per diem system which would
raise per diem rates to the level of the daily reproduction cost of car
ownership rather than the daily historical cost of such ownership.

fn R. J, Tosterud and D. 01! Nelson. "A Base Study of the Box and Hopper Car Supply
Problem in the United States" (Fargo, N.D. : Upper Great Plains Transportation 11101-
tnM, North Dakota State University, Sept, 1969). p. 26.

Ibld, pp. 56-7.

70-116 0-71pt. 5-16
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While We have no doubt that the resulting per diem charges would
more nearly reflect, the relevant economic cost of car ownership, webrave two fundamental objections to this bill :1. It is the prospective daily ownership of newly acquired freightcars which is relevant to the investment-decision process, not pastcosts, whether or not such costs are adjusted for current rice levels.2. No inflexible and rigid per diem system will be satisfactory. Per

° diem rates should be flexible so as to respond to seasonal and geo-
graphic variations in demand. Under such a system rates would rise
during periods of greatest demand and fall during offpeak periods.
Cars would also gravitate to those areas where they have the greatestvalue rather than to any location where the 'value of the tear is asgreat as the per diem rate. It, would also be possible to dispense with
the elaborate car service rules and arbitrary ear service orders, for thecrucial problem in freight car supply is not the return of cars-to their
ownersa' costly and wasteful processbut getting cars to thoseshippers for whom theypossess the greatest value.

Felton has outlined a proposal for a national freight car rentalexchange system which we believe will provide a solution to the prob-
lem of freight ear supply and we should like to add it as an exhibit to
this testimony. At the very least, we think the Interstate, Commerce,
Commission should investigate the feasibility of the proposal.

Problems of tinnily. reliable, and economical small package transfer
have been the subject of much complaint by residents Of rural commu-
nities. Poor service has been, in large measure, due to economic infeasi-
bility of either (1) less-than-ear or truckload shipment or "(2) ware-housing of carload or truckload lots in recipient communities. United
Parcel Service, now operating in Nebraska on an interstate basis, with
service to and from 32 other States, appears to offer some hope in allevi-
ating these problems. UPS will accept packages up to 50 rounds and
shipments up to 100 pounds per day for a fixed weekly fee. Preliminary
reports indicate the service has been quite efficient.

The size and vOeight limitations of United Parcel Service make it
clear that by no means all of the small shipments problems will be
resolved in this fashion. It is our recommendation that the Congress
give careful consideration to the possibility of deregulating highway,
common and contract carriage. Experience with motor carriers operat-
ing under.the agrictiltural exemption suggests that shippers of exempt
commodities receive better service at lower cost. Derecrulation would
extend these benefits to processed agricultural commodities and farm
inputs of all kinds.

In this connection, we view with great misgivings one section in the
proposed Surface Transportation Act of 1971, S. 2362 and H.R. 10146,
introduced recently by Senator Vance Hartke and Representative
Brock Adams. This bill would eliminate the exemption from eco-
nomic regulation now enjoyed by several agricultural commodities.
Nothing, We believe, i§ more antithetical to the interests of rural eco-
nomic development.

Intra-area passenger transportation problems are experienced pri-
marily by the very old, the very young, and the very poor residents.
These are the people who lack access to an automobile. No ready solu-
tions to this problem are in sight. Short of subsidized operations it is
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unlikely that int ra-area bus service will ever be feasible in most of the ,

smaller rural communities.
Quality of int ra-alrea passenger service depends largely on access to

major highways and to airport facilities. Construction of the inter-
state highway system has greately improved the situation faced by
most automobile owners. Completion of a proposed north-south State
interstate highway would be of benefit to many Nebraska residents.

Size economies of airline and airport operation rule out scheduled
air service to all but the larger cities. fichedules to smaller towns now
served by air generally are quite limited; the situation seems unlikely
to Improve. The best hope for the future appears to lie in development
of a much more limited number of very large airport facilities, with
improved surface transportation connections to outlying communities.
Such a plan (a very ambitious one) has recently been promoted for
the Lincoln-Omaha area.2°

The precise effects of iffariy prospective and predicted future trans-
portation adjustments are uncertain. Additional research is needed to
specify these effects and to evaluate policy alternatives. Research re-
cently underway at the university will examine the effect of proposed
abandonments of railroad branch lines on the communities presently
served by these lines.30 Much more work is- needed, however. Trans-
portation research has been badly neglected. Considering the impor-
tance of transportation and the difficult problems faced by the industry
and-by its customers, the neglect is serious. A Stat or regional center
for transportation studies would provide a means wh by researchers
from several disciplines might attack problems of the industry on
a broad front. The Nebraska Transportation Institute, a broad-based
group composed of persons representing shipper, carrier, and aca-
demic interests has advanced such a proposal. The institute itself
might well provide the nucleus for establishing such a center. To
insure objectivity, the research should be carried on under the auspices
of a public institution. The primary obstacle to such an effort is inade-
quate financing.

(The bulletin referred to above is as follows :)

ciGeorge T. C. Peng and Joseph H, Bain, Eastern Nebraska Internati\I Airport
Plan (Lincoln : Mid-America Webpress, 1970). 80 pp.

40 North central regional project NC -112. "Impact of Changing Transportation Systems
upon Local Grain and Farm Supply Marketing Firms." Agricultural experiment stations
at Iowa, Kansas, and Nebraska are cooperating in this newly established research project.
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(Bulletin MP 25, August 1970, University of Nebraska College
of Agriculture and Home Economics.)

The Problem of Freight,Car Supply
By John Richard Felton*

Aummary
As early as 1907 the Interstate Commerce Commission held

extensive hearings on freight car shortages. At frequent inter-
vals ever since, Congress and the commission haiie addressed
themselves to the problem of freight car supply with considerable
vigor but meager results.

Allegations of an inadequate supply of freight cars have
been widespread in recent years. The decline in the number of
freight cars is easy to document : between 1959 and 1968, the
number of cars used in grain transport (boxcars and covered
hopper cars) declined ,by 26 c:.

If, however, consideration is given to changes in car capacity
and car miles per day, then grain car supply, as measure4by
ton-miles of grain transported, actually increased by 14% during
this 10-year period.

Furthermore, a study conducted by the Interstate Commerce
Commission in 1969 revealed that, on an average day in 1968,
there were three boxcars and covered hopper cars available in the
Midwest Region for every one ordered by shippers. Neverthe-
less, on this same average day, shippers received only 75 to 80%
of the freight cars ordered, owing to malfunctioning of the car
allocation system.

When freight cars move beyond the lines of the owning rail-
road, the railroad having possession must pay the owning rail-
road a car-rental charge known as "per diem." The Association
of American Railroads and the Interstate Commerce Commission
have relied upon an inflexible and inadequate car-rental charge
and a comprehensive body of "car-service rules" and "car-service .
orders" to seFure return of freight cars to owning roads or to
points of greitest "need," as defined by the AAR and the ICE.
Thus car allocation, at least during periods of heavy demand, is
reminiscent of the decision-making process in a centrally planned
socialist system.

If a car-rental exchange market were to be established, car-
rental rates would be determined by competitive bidding. Freight
cars would then move toward points of greatest shipper demand

Professor of Economics, University of Nebraska. The research forthis bulletin was performed while the author held a summer appointment
in the Department of Agricultural Economics.
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and the ICC would find it unnecessary to Aloe arbitrary orders
to influence car distribution.

Moreover, whenever such competitively-determined rates
rose above the prospective daily ownership costs of new freight
cars, it would provide an incentive for the acquisition of addi-
tional freight cars. Such a car-rental exchange market could be
administered by the Car Service Division of the AAR, free from
the political considerations which now play a major role in
freight car distribution.

Introduction
With the certainty usually attributed only to death and

taxis; the problem of "freight car shortages" can be expected to
manifest itself in various places and at various times during the
course of each year. Shippers in the Great Plains states, particu-
larly, have had frequent occasion to decry their inability to se-
cure boxcars in sufficient numbers to transport grain at harvest
time. As former Representative Clair Callan testified before the
Freight Car Shortage Subcommittee of,the Senate Committee
on Commerce:

"In my hometown of Odell, Neb., on last Dec. 3 [1964],
there was still milo piled on Main Street. This situation was
duplicated in several other towns. The.Burlington Railroad esti-
mated that more than 20 million bushels of giain sorghum was
piled on the ground in their service area alone because of the
boxcar shortage."'

During the course of the same hearings, Gordon E. Ganka,
then transportation director, Lincoln Grain, Inc., pointed out
that in October, 1964, the railroads were able to supply only 68
cars in good condition to meet the 1,167 requested, i.e. 5.8%. The
follOwing month, November, 1964, of the 1,627 empty cars or-
dered, only 122 cars in good condition, or 7.4%, were supplied.'

The comment of shippers, railroad executives and regula-
tory officials since the 1965 hearings of the Senate Freight Car
Shortage Subcommittee do not suggest that the situation has
improved. In June, 1966; the Interstate Commerce Commission
estimated the daily frei ar shortage to be as high as 15,000
cars, compared with a maximum of 10,665 cars in all of 1965.

'Clair Callan, "Statement," Freight Car Shortages, hearings before the
Freight Car Shortage Subcommittee of the Committee on Commerce, U.S.
Senate; 89th Congress, 1st session, in S. 179 and S. 1098, Sec. 89-23 (Wash-
ington, D.C., 1965), pp. 271-4.

2 Gordon E. Ganka, "Statement," Freight Car Shortages, p. 319. Pre-
sumably, monthly car orders are not cumulative; the November, 1964,
deficiency was 1,627 122 = 1,505, yet the total empty can ordered for
December, 1964, was only 1,497,

4
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The Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railroad, alone, re-
ported a weekly shortage of 3,000 grain-loading freight cars.3

In November, 1968, a representative of the Rock Island de-
clared : "This is ou'r most critical shortage of any time in the
past fi've yearss."

Finally, 54 of 77 large shippers who responded to a poll con-
duced by Railway Age in April, 1969, maintained that the freight
car supply problem was worse than'during the preceding year.
Moreover, the cars iri shortest supply were those employe4 in
grain transport: boxcar d covered hopper cars.5

"Shortage" is not a opular word in the economist's dic-
Iionary and he typically a tributes this to a failure of the price
mechanism to perform its equilibrOng role. Is this the essence
of the problem of freight car shortages? Let us. consider the
nature of the demand for and supply of freight cars and the
operation of the associated price system.

The Short-Run Supply of Freight Cars ,

The "demand" for freight cars can be interpreted both as
the deirnand of shippers-for existing cars and the demand of rail-
roads, car-leasing companies and shippers or new or rebuilt
cars. Thus, there are really two freight car nigrkets, one for the
existing fleet and one for additions to the fleet. Let, us consider
the supply characteristics of the market for the exiting fleet.

The short-run supply of freight cars cannot be evaluated
merely by counting. Cars are not -homogeneous as to type or
carrying capacity and intertemporal comparisons must take into
co.fisideration changes in the capacity of the average car of a
particular type, in the composition of the fleet and in the per-
centage of serviceable cars. Thus, in the tin years from/1959
through 1968, while the total number of freight cars owned by
Class I railroads declined from'1,676,38g to only 1,453,883 or by
more than 13% , the aggregate carrying capacity of these cars
actually increased from 921/4 million tons to 931/2 million tons.°

Furthermore, if the reduction in the percentage of unser-
viceable freight' cars from 7.7% of the fleet in 1959 to 4.8% in

3 Wall Street Journal, June 3, 1966, p. 1, Col. 6.
4 Wall Street Journal, November 6, 1968, p. 30, Col. 1.
"April Traffic Poll: Shortages Continue to Plague Shippers," Rail-

way Age (April 41, 1969), P. 31.
6 AAR, Statistics of Railroads of Class I in the United Sates, Years

1958 to 1969 (Washington, D.C., 1969), p. 9. Class I railroads, those having
annual operating revenues of $5,000,000 or more, account for 99% of allo
revenue ton miles of traffic in the United States. The inclusion of freight
cars owned by Class railr ds, switching and terminal railroads, car-
leasing companies and sh ers would have some minor effect on the totals
but virtually no effect on percentage changes.

5
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1968 is taken into account, then effective capacity increased from if
85' million tons to 89 million tons, or almost 5% during this
period.7,

Instantaneous capacity may, however, be a dubious method
of calculating the short-run supply of freight cars. Shippers do
not demand so much capacity in the abstract but rather the
movement of so many tons of goods from one point to anther.
Therefore, the- short-run supply of freight cars over "any Wort
time period is affected not only by aggregate freight car capacity
but also by the extent of capacity utilized, the time required for
loading and unloading goods, the time spent in classification
yards and on sidings, train speed\ and distance.

Between 1959 and 1968 average train speed, including time
spent at intermediate stations and on sidings, increased from
19.5 to 20.4 miles per Main°

Since the portion of the day spent in. road trains increased
from 2 hours and 21 minutes, on the average, in 1959 to a hours
and 39 minutes in 1968, average daily gar fnileage increased from
45.4 to 53.9, or about 171/2%, 'during this ten-fear period.°

Ton mileage has been further augMented by an increase in
the percentage of capacity utilized by the average loaded car
from 79.1 in 1959 to 80.4 in 1968.10 Also, the length of the aver-
age haul has increased from 448 miles in 1959 to 492 miles in
1968."

A final consideration is the change in the ratio of empty
to loaded car miles. Here the change is unfavorable, the ratio of
'empty to loaded car mileS increasing from 60.5% in 1959,Qto
68:7% in 1968.12

-The net result of all these'factors can be ascertained by Com-
paring revenge ton-miles in 1959 with those in 1968. Revenue

k ton-miles increased from 576,529 million in 1959 to 744,479 mil-
lion in 1968.13

Thus, while the number of freight cars of all kinds decreased
lby more than 13% between 1959 and 1968, the ton-miles per
freight car day increased by 43 %,14 $o that total freight car 'pro-
ductivity increased by 29%.

7 AAR, Yearbook of Railroad Facts (Washington, D.C., 1969), p. 68.
8 Ibid., p. 52..
9/kid., P. 55-
o Ibfd., pp. 50 and 66.

11 Ibid., p. 41.
12 AAR, Statistics of Railroads of Class I, p. 11. The increase in the

' empty-loaded car mileage ratio is probably attributable to increased 'spe-
cialization in the freight car fleet which reduces, where it does not eliminate,
the utilization of cars in back-hauls.

la AAR, Yearbook of Railroad Facts, p. 86i
14 Ibid., p. 66.
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-Of particular-interest in the Great Plains area is the supply
of boxcars and covered hopper cars, since they are employed in
the transportation of grain to consumption and export points.
Between 1959 and 1968 the number of boxcars and covered hop-

. per cars declined by 26% but the aggregate, capacity of these
cars declined less than 13%.

This difference is attributable, in part to the increase in the
average capacity, of boxcars, from 49.2 tons in 1959 to 52.9 tons
in 1968 and covered hopper cars from 68.8 tons to 84.7 tons dur-
ing the same period.: The remainder of the difference between
the change in number and the change in capacity of these cars
arises from the change in the ratio of covered hopper cars to
boxcars. In 1959, the ratio was 1/X1; in 1968 the ratio was 3/10.

Moreover, if the reduction in. the percentage of unservice-
able 'boxcars and covered hOpper cars approximated that for
the fleet as a whole, then available capacity declined by less than
10%. Finally, if boxcars and covered hopper cars traveled at the
same train speed, spent the same portion of the day in road trains,
achieVed the same increase in the percentage of car capacity
utilized, enjoyed the same increase in length of average haul and
suffered the same decrease in empty/loaded car ratio as the aver-
age of the entire fleet, the revenue ton-miles of freight trans-
ported by boxcars and covered hopper cars would have increased
froth 221,964 in 1959 to 253,767 in 1968 or by more' than ,14%.15

Methods of Improving Freight Car- Utilization
While the foregoing considerations provide us with little

evidence as to the adequacy of the freight car fleet, in general,
or boxcars and covered hopper cars, in particular, they do sug-
gest' that the short-run supply of cars cannot ,,be ascertained
merely by a process of car enumeration'. It might also be noted
that potential car productivity cannot be determined by measur-
ing current car productivity.

Principal opportunities for the enhancement of car produc-
tivity would appear to be :

An increase in the percentage of the day during which -a car
is part of a road train.

A decrease in the empty/loaded car ratio.

15 Given the foregoing assumptions, the revenue ton-miles of freight
transported by boxcars and covered hopper can in any year would be the
ratio of the combined carrying capacities of boxcars and covered hopper
cars to the carrying capacity of .the entire freight-car fleet multiplied by
the revenue ton-miles accomplished that year by the whole fleet.
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"Free Time" and Demurrage Modifications
The average freight car moves only about 54 miles a day

which, at an average train speed of about 201/2 miles an hour, it
can accomplish in about two hours and forty minutes. The re-
mainder of the time it is being held by shippers, consignees or
the railroad itself in terminal, classification yards, repair shops_
and' so forth.

One 'device for reducing loading and unloading delays would
be the elimination of all so-called "free time" for such operations.
The present practice of 1, or 2 working days within which one
may load or unload without payment of demurrage provides no in-'
centive for loading or unloading prior to the end of this period."

Either demurrage, which would begin as soon as the car
comes into the possession of the shipper or consignee, or, alter-
natively, a refund of a portion of the transportation charge for
return of the car before the termination bf the existing "free
period," 'would provide an incentive for speedier loading and
unloading operations.

Seasonally Variable Freight, Rates
The portion of,the year which the average freight car is in

the possession of shippers and consignees is greatly exceeded by
the time it is held-idle by the railroads themselves.17

A primary reason for the existence of unused freight car
capacity at various periods would appear, to be seasonal fluctua-
tions in demand coupled with the simultaneity of pioduction and
consumption of transportation service. In 1968 grain and grain
product carloadings in, the week of Nov. 2, the 1968 peak) ex-
ceeded those of the Week of Dec. 28, the 1968 low, by 101.2%,
those of the week of June .1 by 85.9% and ,those-of the average
week by 33%. Furthermore, the second and third weeks' most
numerous grain and grain product carloadings occurred the
week preceding and the week succeeding the peak week."

An obvious method of improving freight car utilization
would be through the institution of seasonably variable freight
rates. Fifteen years ago, George H. Borts pointed out: "If the

18 Cf. John G. Kneiling, "HoW Not to Solve the Freight Car Problem,"
Trains (April, 1968), p. 37.

17 In 1967, inactive car days, including car repair, accounted for 88%
of thd time of the average freight car while only 18% of the time was
devoted to loading and unloading operations. See Patrick P. Boles and John
0. Gerald, "Demurrage and the Freight Car Situation," Marketing and
Transportation Situation, MTS 174 (Washington: U.S. Department of
Agriculture, August, 1969), p. 84.

18 AAR, Care of Revenue Freight Loaded, 1968 -1969, CS 64-B (Wash-
ington, D.C., Jan. 18, 1969), p. 2.
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present (railway) pricing system were replaced by one under
which customers were charged more for service during peak
periods, they would have an incentive"lo. even out their demand
over time.""

More recently George W. Wilson has trgued the case for
seasonal freight rates:

"The problem is essentially this: Marginal cost is higher at
the peak when excess capacity is low than it is at other times
when excess capacity is g ater. Thus, to induce shippers to
utilize transport equipment m e fully during the year, there
should be seasonal rates rising 'th the off-peak periods.

". . . raising the rates at the ak and lowering them at
other times will induce those shippers whose . . , elasticity of
transport demand is high . . . to res dule their traffic insofar
as possible. This will lead to a redu on in peak traffic.

"On the other hand, business in off-peak periods will in-
crease due to two factors : the shift of some shippers from peak
to off-peak and the general increase in demand for transport due
to lower rates at the off-peak periods."20

While seamiatly variable rates would be a novelty in rail-
road transportation, they are a familiar characteristic of the
exempt sector of highway transportation. The Marketing Eco-
nomics Division of the U.S. Department ofl Agriculture, in asurvey of truck brokers of agricultural commodities 'several
years ago, found rather substantial seasonal fluctuations in therates for the transportation of pro ce,and grain.

For example, in 1959, the ran e in the rate for the trans-
portation of wheat from Topeka, Kan., to Atlanta, Ga., was 28%;
the range for oats from Omaha, Nebr., to Dallas, Texas, as40% ; the range for corn from Omaha to Los Angeles was 27%;
the range of wheat from Wichita Falls, Texas, to Los Angeles
was 40%. 21

While freedom from rate regulation, particularly the re-
quirement that rates be published well in advance of any changes
therein, might facilitate the adoption of seasonably variable
rates, it would not guarantee it. On the other hand, the existence
of regulation does not preclude it. William G. Shepherd reports

ID George H. Borts, "Increasing Returns in the Railway Industry,"
Journal of Political Economy (August, 1954), p. 328.

20 George W. Wilson, Essays on Some Unsettled Questions in the Eco-nomics of Transportation (Blooinington, Indiana: Foundations for Eco-nomic and Business Studies, Indiana University, 1962), pp. 74-5.21 Marketing Economics Division, ERS, The Role of Truck Brokers inthe Movement of Exempt Agricultural Commodities, Marketing Research
Report No. 525 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1962)pp. 25-7.
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that about 8 or 9% of the electric utilities which he surveyed
made extensive use of marginal-cost pricing principles, including
peak acid off-peak pricing policies.22 Furthermore, the evening,
night and holiday telephone rate reductions instituted by Ameri
can Telephone and Telegraph Co. were not negated by the
Federal Communications Commission.

The institution of seasonal railroad rates would presumably
depress and spread the peak demand for freight cars. Shippers
with more elastic demands for transport would' either modify
production schedules or adjust inventory practices so as to reduce
shipments during the period of peak derrtand. For grain products
this would most likely entail an increase in storage facilities
near points a origin.23

Seasonally Variable Per Diem Rates
In addition to the improvements in freight car utilization

realizable through peak-load pricing of trans] ortation service,
very significant gains could also be achieved through a similar
reformation of the ear-rental, or per dieM, system.

The earning capacity of a car is a reflection of freight rates
and the extent of car utilization. Therefore, the demand of rail-
roads for freight cars will exhibit the same seasonal pattern as
the demand of shippers for transport service.

Furthermore, the rationale for seasonably variable per
diem rates is identical to the rationale for flexible freight rates.
As Burton A. Weisbrod has observed :

"At whatever level the per diem rental charge may be fixed,
this level will almost certainly be above or below, but not at, the
free market equilibrium price at any particular time. In other
words, an ,inflexible charge, regardless of its level, is both a
ceiling and a floor price and will exhibit the familiar effects of
both.""

Weisbrod hypothesized that, during periodt of greater than
normal shipper demand, a railroad in possession of foreign cars
would find it profitable to divert such cars to its own use and

22 William G. Shepherd, "Marginal Cost Pricing in American Utilities,"
Southern Economic Journal (August, 1966), pp. 64 -6.

23 It might be noted, parenthetically, that the economies of unit train
transportation of grain constitutes further encouragement to the location
of grain storage facilities in grain-growing areas rather than near points
of consumption. John Riehard Felton, "Technological Change and Internal
Economies in RailrOad Transport," American Journal of Agricultural
Economics (August, 1968), p. 730.

24 Burton H. Weisbrod, "The Per Diem Freight Car Rate and Railroad
EfficiencyThe Short-Run Problem," Journal of Business (October, 1969),

p. 883.
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pay the per diem charge rather than to return the cars to the
home road. Conversely, in periods of less than normal demand,
foreign cars would be returned to the home road to avoid per
diem charges. Thus empty car mileage would rise at such time
in the process of transferring cars from one location where they
were in surplus to another place where they were equally likelyto lie idle.

/A comparison of empty/loacTed freight car ratios in years of
expanding and contracting economic activity tended to confir
the hypothesis of an inverse, relation between level of econonicactivity and the empty/i6aded car ratio.23

More than 60 years ago the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion gave serious consideration tw-the adoption of seasonally
variable per diem rates. The commission, in comment' g on the
increase in per diem charges from 20v to 50¢ institutes y more
than 100 railroads, conceded that "this will be effective secur-
ing return of cars to the owning railroads during the few months
of the year when traffic. is light . . , but that it will insure
return during times of great need is not likely, for in such times
the holder could earn perhaps ten times the amount he would be
compelled to pay by using the foreign car."20

N .-

Car Service Rules and Orders
As a matter of fact, the railroLifis have not relied primarilyon per diem rates to govern car allocation. Car movement,

rather, has been made `subject to a cqmprehensive body of regu-
lations of the AssociatioA.of American Railroads known as "car
service rules." The underlying principle of these rules, as
Eugene W. Coughlin has observed, is that "a railroad buying
cars to serve its shippers Is entitled to a reasonably prompt
return of the cars after they have moved beyond the owner's
rails, but that this return should, to the greatest practicable
extent, be under load, to keep empty car haulage to a minimum,
and even though this process of loading might involve some delay

25 Mid, pp. 384-5.
20 In the Matter of Car Shortages and Other insufficient Transporta-tion Facilities, 12 ICC 561, 573 (1907). The commission suggested that

500 might well be regarded as a minimum per diem rate and that a rate
as high as $2 a day could be established during the period of greatest
demand in the latter half of the year. Loc. cit. The Association of Ameri-
can Railroads did experiment with seasonally variable per diem rates for
foreign freight cars during the years 1910 to 1913. The difference between
the March to July rate and the August to February rate was so small, 300
and 350, respectively, that its effect could not have bgen pronounced.
Leonor F.'Loree, Railroad Freight Transportation (New York: D. Appleton
and Co., 1922), p. 389.
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and circuity in ireturning the cars to the owner."27
More specifically, the AAR's rules provide that "foreign

cars shall be loaded to t e fullest extent possible to, toward or
via the owning road, an systeil (home) cars shall not be loaded'
off owners' rails when e use of foreign cars, properly applica-
ble under these rules, k practicable.""

Whatever the merit of the principle embodied in the rules,
and this will be examined later, the rules themselves suffer two
basic shortcomings:

1. They are not enforceable.
2. They are regularly superseded during periods of heavy

shipper demand by "car service orders."
Car service orders typically require Eastern roads to effect

certain reductions in the number of Western cars on their lines
or to deliver a certain number of freight cars of a particular kind
or kinds to specified railroads at particular junctions within a
given period of time without regard to ownership."

While AAR car service orders, like AAR car service rules,
are not enforceable, the Interstate Commerce Commission has
authority to issue binding orders, violation of which will subject
the violator to substantial penalties."

In summary, it seems appropriate to characterize railroad
freight car allocation in the United States as based on the own-
ership principle, modified by notions of efficiency in car utiliza-
tion, and overlaid by authoritative determinations as to shipper
needs. Thus, car allocation, at least during periods of heavy
deinand, is reminiscent of the decision-making, process in a
centrally planned socialistic system.

As a consequence, it 'should occasion no surprise that car
allocation has been the subject of unceasing controversy for
decades, that much unnecessary empty car movement takes place
and that the distribution of cars may bear slight resemblance to
one governed by market principles. The elements of an accept-
able system of car allocation will be discussed after the market
for the sale of new and rebuilt freight cars has been explored.

The Long-Run Supply of Freight Cars
In addition to the problem of effective utilization of the

existing freight car" fleet, there is the crucial issue of the ade-
27 Coughlin, op. cit., p. 6.
2s /bid., p. 9.
29 Ibid., pp. 211-2.
ao The authority of the Interstate Commerce Commission to fix per

diem rates, promulgate car service rules, issue car allocation orders and
impose penalties for violation was established by the Car Service Act of
1917, 40 United States Statutes at Largo, Part I, pp. 101-2:
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quacy of the fleet itself. Allegations of an inadequate total supply
of freight cars have been widespread in recent years. The
Comptroller General of the United States, in a letter to the
Senate Committee on Commerce on March 8, 1965, referred to the
national freight car shortage as a "matter of public knoWledge."31

The following June the Committee on Commerce submitted
a repo hick declared: "Car shortages, which once were con -fine4the Midwest during harvest seasons, have become in-

ingly more frequent, more severe and nationwide in scope
as the national freight car supply has plummeted.""

As to the magnitude of the shortages, the report Maintains:
"Already this year, before the beginning of the harvest season,
shippers are demanding 7,500 cars more daily than the railroads
can provide. Over the past 20 weeks, boxcar shortages have
averaged more than 4,000 cars short per day. Gondola shortages
have averaged well over 1,300 daily and flatcar shortages have
exceeded 300 per-day in this same period."33

The ICC Study of Freight Car Supply
Despite the foregoing allegations, the recent hearings on

freight car supply conducted by the Senate Subcommittee on
Surface Transportation tend to cast some doubt on the thesis that
the railroad industry suffers from a secular deficiency in freight
cars. The Interstate Commerce Commission required all Class I
and Class II railroads to submit information on car, orders and
supply or each of 12 randomly selected days over a 12-month
period, specifically, Jan. 29, 1968, to Jan. 23, 1969.

Although the commission did find the railroadS' perfor-
mance to be "inadequate throughout 1968 in most regions of the
country," it cohceded that "the regional problem is not so much
the availability of sufficient cars to fill current shippers' orders
as the use of the cars within a region."

The commission continued : "Even in regions where the sup-
plying of a type. of car to fill shippers' requests involved the
greatest delay, availability in general was at least twice the

al Joseph Campbell, Comptroller General of the United States, letter
to Warren G. Magnuson, chairman, Committee on Commerce, U.S. Senate,
dated May 6, 1965, in Freight Car Shortages, Senate Report No. 386, 89th
Congress, 1st Session, June 30, 1965, p. 10.

32 Ibid., p. 1-2.
33 ibid., p. 8.
34 Report of the Results of Freight Car Study in Ex Parte No. 252

(Sub. No. 1), Appendix A, Freight Car Supply, Hearing before the Sub-
committee on Surface Transportation of the Committee in Commerce,
United States Senate, 91st Congress, 1st session, May 13, 1969 (Washing-
ton, D.C., 1969), P. 9.
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Table 1. Plain boxcars and covered hopper cars available, orderft
deficiency and surplus in Midwest Repon,1 Jan. 29, 1968, to 'mil
23, 1969

General service boxcars
(unequipped) Covered hopper cars

Ave.
daily

number

Percent
of total

available

Ave. Percent
daily of total

number *VailabhP

In hands of railroads at
beginning of day (a) 16,059 71.7 8,140 72.1

Received by railroads
during day (b) 6,351 28.3 3,147 27.9

Total available
to railroads
(c) = (a) + (b) 22,410. 100.0 11,287 100.0

Cars ordered
by shippers .(d) 6,305 28.1 . 3,624 32.1

Net surplus
(e) = (c) (d) 16,105 71.9 7,663 67.9

Total deficiency (f) 1,567 7.0 748 6.6

Total surplus 4 ..

(g) = (d) + (f) 17,672' 78.9 8,411 74.5
1 The Midwest Region consists of Colorado, Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, Missouri,

Montana. Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota, Wisconsin and Wyoming.
Source: Report of the Restilis of Freight Car Study in Ex Parte No. 252 (Sub No.1),

Appendix A, Freight Car Supply, Hearing before the Subcommittqe on Sur-
face Transportation of the Committee of Commerce, United States Senate, Olst
Congress, let Session, May 13, 1969 (Washington, D.C.,. 1969), pp. 31-2.

'current orders . . . [Ilt appears that, on an annual bisis, the
problem is not primarily one of inter-regional distribution of
cars."a"

Furthermore, where deficiencies in car supplywere present,
they usually were of relatively short dliration. As the commis-
sion put it: "For most car types in most zones less than 3% of
the orders were unfilled after 4 days delay."a°

The relationship of boxcars and covered hopper cars ordered
to those available in the Midwest Region and the days of delay in
filling these orders are set forth in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.
Table 1 reveals that there were three boxcars and covered hopper
cars to every one ordered by shippers on an average day in 1968.
Nevertheless, owing to maldistribution within the region, there
were still deficiencies in car availability equal to 20 to 25 % of
the cars ordered. On the other hand, the delays in filling orders
do not generally seem to have been lengthy. Almost 80% of ciir
orders were filled with less than one day's delay and more than
97% were filled within four days.

35 Loc. cit.
861bid., p. 12.
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Table 2: Plain boxcars' and covered hopper cars distributed by number of
days' delay in Midwest Region. Jan. 29, 1968, to Jan. 23, 1969.

General service boxcars
(unequipped) I Covered hopper ears

Days delayed lr Number I Percent It Number I Percent
Total
No. of days' delay:

Less than 1 day

1,114,290

886,728

100.0

79.6
1 - 2 days 143,424 12.9
3 - 4 days 52,392 4.7
5 - 6 days 11,568 1.1
7 - 8 days 7,968 0.7
9 - 10 days 7,152 0.6

11 - 12 days 1,416 0.1
More than 12 days 3,648 0.3

Ave. No: of days delied 1.06
1 Less than 1/10 of 1%

Source: Report of Results of Freight Car Study in Ex
Appendix A, Freight Car Supply, pp. 50 and

Another reason for doubt as to the existence of a serio s
over-all deficiency in frei t cars is the relative ease with w ch
ralroad equipment can be Yanced. As Gilbert Burck has com-
mented: -

"Since locomotives and cars can be repossessed, financing
them is almost risk-free . . . so during the past decade the
carriers spent" an average of more than $900 million a year on
locomotives and cars. But other investment, such as new yards
and line revisions, had to come largely out of cash flow and
amounted to only $300 million a year."37

739,464 100.0

590,472 79.9
124,680 16.9
12,648 1.7
5,424 0.7
2,232 0.3
2,304 0.3

480 1

1,224 0.2

0.88

Parte No. 252 (Sub No. 1),

The Economic Test of Freight Car Adequacy
While the foregoing considerations may raise doubts as to

the existence of a long-run freight car shortage, they are cer-
tainly not controlling.

The crucial issue is: Do the railroads, as a group, have the
incentive to invest in freight cars up to the, point that the dis-
counted expected future earnings of such .equipment will equal
the prevailing rate of interest?

The answer is: It all depends upon the relationship of the
per diem rate to expected daily ownership costs to the home road.
Even though per diem payments cancel out for the railroad sys-
tem, as a whole, they play a crucial role in the investment
decision process.

If the per diem rate is insufficient to defray expected daily
ownership costs of newly acquired cars, then railroads will need

37 Gilbert Burck, "The Railroads are Running Scared," Fortune (June,
1969), pp. 123-4.
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to anticipate earnings for home line use in excess of the prevail-
ing rate of interest before undertaking such investment.

By the same token, if the per diem rate is more than suffi-
cient to defray expected daily ownership costs of new freight
cars, then aillicipated rate of return for home line use of
less than th6,praailing interest rate will still induce new car
purchases."

It should be emphasized that any "shortage" in the over-all
supply of freight cars is relative to a given level of effectiveness
in the utilization of existing equipment. This follows from the
definition of a shortage as an excess in the expected rate of
return from the home line use of new equipment over the pre-
vailing rate of interest.. Thus, an improve nt in car utilization
could easily transform the shortage in surplus by depressing
the anticipated earnings of further a ditions to the fleet.

The underlying conditions for a shortage would not re-
sumably have been removed by such improved utilization, ow-
ever, and, in the absence of further change, freight car additions
would be curtailed until anticipated earnings from the home line
use of new equipment once moree, rose sufficiently above the
appropriate discount rate to establish a new equilibrium.

From this it can be concluded that a solution to the problem
of an adequate freight car supply necessitates a simultaneous
attack upon car utilization and the size of the fleet itself.

If, for example, the per diem rate is less than the current
expected daily ownership costs of a particular freight car,
equating the per diem rate with such ownership costs so as to
encourage increased car ownership is inappropriate so long as
the utilization of the existing fleet is unsatisfactory. In short,
neither the problem of car utilization nor of fleet size can be
olved in isolation. .-

T e Inadequacy of the Per Diem Rate
The next question is: Has the per diem rate generally been

of sufficient magnitude to cover prospective daily ownership
costs of n uipment?

e answer, it would appear, is "no."
n the basis of a cross-section analysis of the relationship

b een car maintenance costs and car age and of various as-
mptions as to car life, car prices and the rate of interest, Grun-

feld found that the per diem rate in effect from Jan. 1, 1957, to

as Cf. Yehuda Grunfeld, "The. Effect of the Per Diem Rate on the
Efficiency and Size of the American Railroad Freight Car Fleet," Journal
of Business (January, 1969); p. 68.
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Dec. 1, 1959, viz., $2.75, would justify the purchase of a $10,000
car only if the rate of interest were 3% and the certain life of
the car was 50 years. It would justify the purchase of a car last-
ing 20 years only if the interest rate were 3% and the car cost
no more than $7,000. At 6% a $6,000 car could be justified only
if it would last for 50 years .3°

As of Jan. 1, 1964, a system of multi-level per diem rates
was adopted by the Association of American Railroads. Rather
than a single per diem rate, a series of per diem rates, which
varied with the depreciated original cost per car, was established.
The following year, the number of per diem groups was increased
from 6 to 9, with the per diem rate varying from $2.16 for a car
having an unamortized cost of $1,000" to $12.18 for one whose
original cost less depreciation was currently more than $35,000.4°

Robert Tosterud has computed the rate of return to the
owner of a freight car used exclusively on foreign lines, pursuant
to the foregoing multi-level per diem schedule. He notes that, for
a ;19,000 freight car having a life of 30 years, the rate of return,
even with zero maintenance and repair, is still only 3%.41

On Jan. 30, 1968, the Interstate Commerce Commission in
Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad Co., et.al., v. New
York, Susquehanna and Western Railroad Co., et.al.,42 promul-
gated a car - rental charge combining per diem and mileage
charges. Some 21 cost bracket groups were established, the first
bracket -representing cars of less than $1,000 in value and the
remaining brackets cha'racterized by $2,000 class intervals.
Mileage charges were to vary with the cost bracket nd the time
charge with both the cost bracket and the age of the freight car.48

80 Grunfeld, op. cit., pp. 62-3. The average cost of new boxcars at the
time Grunfeld was writing (1959) was $9,851, while covered hopper cars
cost an average of $11,532. ICC, Transport Statistics in the United States,
Part I, Railroads, Release 2 (Washington, D.C., 1960) p. 28. An expected
life of 30 years would probably have been a reasonable one in 1959. While
so'me 22% of all freight cars were 30 years of age or over in 1959, the
average age was 18% years at a time when the freight-car fleet had been
undergoing more or less contipuous contraction for a number of years.

, American Railway Car Institute, Railroad Car Facts, 1959 (New York:
1960), pp. 2-4, and ICC, Transpoyt Statistics in the United States, Part I,
Railroads, Final Release (Washington, D.C., 1966), p. 50.

40 The complete per diem schedule is set forth in AAR, Code of Car
Service Rules, Code of Per Diem Rules. Circular OT-10-B (Washington,
D.C., 1968), p. 6.

41 Robert J. Tostermd, Economics of the Boxcar Supply (Unpublished
M.S. thesis; Fargo, N.D.: North Dakota State University, 1969), p. 136.

42 332 ICC 176 (1968)
43 Aid, pp. 242-3.
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In the future, the mileage and per diem rates were 'to be
computed from cost data for the most recent four-year period"
and yield a 6% rate of return on depreciated original cost."

This most recent system of freight car-rental payments,
while it considers more fully the variables involved in owner-
ship costs, nonetheless continues to construe those costs as past,
not prospective. Certainly, a 6% rate of return on original cost
will not compensate an owner of a new freight car who must
borrow at 81/2% or more.

It should be pointed out, in this connection, that Congress
has conferred upon the Interstate Commerce Commission, pur-
suant to Public Law 89-430 of May 26, 1966, authority to impose
so-called "incentive" per diem charges over and above the own-
ership costs of freight-cars.

The commission could prescribe such increased compensa-
tion whenever, in its judgment, such incentive element would
"provide just and reasonable compensation to freight car owners,
contribute to sound car service practices (including efficient
utilization and distribution of cars), and, encourage the acquisi-
tion and maintenance of a car supply adequate to meet the needs
of commerce and the national defense.""

'In Ex Parte No. 252, Incentive Per Diem Charges, the Inter-
state Commerce Commission on Oct. 3, 1967, discontinued a pro-
ceeding for the imposition of interim incentive per diem charges
on the ground that existing information on unfilled orders was
inadequate to fulfill statutory standards.47

Furthermore, an even more comprehensive study of freight
car supply was ordered by the commission for 1969-1970."
Whatever the study reveals with respect to car deficiencies and
surpluses, it will be of doubtful relevance insofar as determining
an appropriate per diem rate is concerned.

44 p. 230.
45 Ibid., p. 213.
46 80 Stat.- 168 (1966).
47 322 ICC 11, 17 (1967). Subsequent to the time the foregoing para-

graphs were written, a schedule of incentive per diem charges for general
service unequipped boxcars was adopted by the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission in Ex Parte No. 252 (Sub. No. 1). Pursuant to this order, the
incentive charges in effect from September through February of each
year would yield the owners of boxcars on foreign lines an 18% return
during these months, or an average annual return of 12%. The net credit
balance accruing to any railroad from these incentiv\charges is to be
employed only for the purpose of acquiring boxcars over and above such
railroad's average additions in the preceding five years. ICC, Ex Parte No.
252 (Sub. No. 1), decided April 28, 1970 (April 30, 1970), Appendix B,
PP. 3-4.

48 Order, Ex Parte No. 252 (Sub. No. 1), Incentive Per Diem Charges,
1968 (Jan. 24,1g69).
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A Proposed Solution
The customary method for accomplishing the transfer of

privately produced goods and services in the United States is
through the operation of a market for their sale or rental. What-
ever may be the influence of the individual buyer or seller upon
the sale price or the rental charge, all such transactions haste
the important merit of being voluntary.

Owing to the fact that connecting and terminating carriers
of interline shipments are involuntary renters of freight cars,
the utilization of the market mechanism to establish the rental
charge for freight cars would appear, pn the face of, it, to be
ifiappropriate. How can the rental charge be determined by the
forces of the market when one of the parties, the railro receiv-
ing a foreign car, cannot refuse to enter into the tr sacti ?

While the involuntary nature of the existin car-rental sys-
tem would 'appear to weigh against a market or the allocation
,of freight cars, the creation of a market in which prospective
renters and owners would be free to participate or refrain from
participating is, nonetheless, a distinct possibility.

Insofar as the initial movement of aireight car to an off-
line destination is involved, the participating railroads are \still
free to negotiate a division of the joint rate, taking into con-
sideration the rental value of the freight cars employed in trans-
porting the goods from origin to destination. Furthermore,
whatever the constraints on freedom of negotiation in the initial
off-line movement, they are absent for any subsequent move-
ments of the freight car on foreign lines.

Once a foreign car has completed its original off-line jour-
ney, its disposition could then be determined by a process of
bidding for its use. Per diem rates would be established by the
competition of railroads and shippers for cars, and the proceeds
would be paid to the owning railroad or private car company
after the deduction of a broker's fee. Cars would presumably be
rented on a delivered basis, and a mileage payment would be
made to any carrier participating in the movement of the car to
the location designated by the renter.

Under such a system, cars would be classified by size and
type and graded by quality, whenever relevant. Car rental
charges would be a function of these variables, as well as of the
'season of the year and of the distance which the freight car must
travel to reach the shipper.

The Car Service Division of the. AAR or some newly estab-
lished organization could undertake the creation and operation

19
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of a freight car rental exchange. The Automatic Car Identifica-
tion System, which is soon to be in operation,4° should be invalu-
able in the assembly of the information necessary to operate
such a market.

There would appear to be,a 'umber of important advantages
to be derived from the adoption of a market system ktfreight
car rentals:

1. The existing car fleet would be allocated on the basis of
economic considerations of productivity rather than legal con-
siderations of ownership and administrative determinations of
relative shipper need. Empty car mileage should be greatly re-
duced through the elimination of 'rules designed to move cars,
whether loaded or empty, in the direction of the home line.
Nevertheless, owners could always assume possession of their
own cars merely by,,making a mileage payment to one of their
own junctions: Finally,, per diem rates would fluctuate with
seasonal variations in The intensity of demand. .

2. Carriers which might not have participated in the joint'
rate for the movement of a particular carload of goods would no
longer be charged for the priyilege of transporting empty cars
to or toward an owner's lines. As David E. Smucke, Vice Riesi-
dent of Operations, pennsylvania Railroad, remarked in the 1965
hearings on the freight car shortage: "In view of the short haul
we receive in the loaded movement, we should not only be re-
lieved of per, diem but actually compensated by the owner for
moving the car empty in long haul."a0

The rental system suggested here would provia such com-
pensation for all empty-r1 transport.

3. Whenever, despi e improvements in car utilization, the
anticipated proceeds from freight car rental rose above Prospec-
tive ownership costs, railroads would be induced to add to the
existing fleet. Thus, a freight car-rental exchange system would
contribute to the simultaneous solution of the long-run, as well
as the short-run, problem of freight car supply. .t

255

Burck, op. sit., p. 191.
50 David E. SMucker, "Statement," Freight Car Shortages, Hearings,

_pp. 100-1.
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Senator (lulu's. My understanding is that Mr. robert Shively, di-
,rector of .economic development, Nebraska Public Power District of
Columbus and Mr. Max Kiburz,.genehal manager, Loup River Public
Power District, of 'Columbus, are wiling at this time to have their
manuscripts submitted for the record and they will be printed as
though delivered.

If they will come forward and hand these to,the staff, we will ap-
preciate it ,very much. We thank you, and we assure you that they
will have appropriate attention. ,

(The statements are as follokvs:)

STATEMENT OF ROBERT W. SHIVELY, INDUSTRIAL DEVELOP.i.
MENT MANAGER, NEBRASKA PUBLIC POWER DISTRICT, CO-
LUMBUS, NEBR.'

Mr. SnwELY. Senator Humphrey, members of the Rural Develop-
'ment Sabcommittee, arrd friends.

My. name is Robert W. Shively. I am industrial development man-
ager for Nebraska Public Power District. Since 1954. I have been en-
gaged_ in occupations relating to the economic development small
communities in .Wyoming and Nebraska. In addition to My, present,
position with Nebraska Public Power District, I- ,11,111 currently serv-
ing 'as &airman of the b'conomic Development CounOl of the 'Ne-
braska Association of Conunerce and Industry and have just corn-
pleted a term as chairman of the Nebraska SMall Business Advisory
CounciL

Nebraska Public Power District is a statewide, fully' integrated'
electric utility owned by the people of Nebraska, governedby a board
of directors elected by the people, and managed by a professional staff
employed by the board-of directors. We. serve 358 communities in
Nebraska either at retail or wholesale and furnish wholesale 'electric
power to 26 rural power districts. We are dedicated to improving the
economic position of our service area and have-a staff of four in our
industrial development department.

First of all, let me make it clear that we do notadvocate industrial
development or any other economic development program as a sub-
stitute for a sound agricultural economy. Rural America, by defini-
tion, is an- agricultural society, and improvements in agricultural pros-
perity will do more for improving life in rural America and stemming,
the flow of people to metropolitan areas than any other economic
development program. There are others more qualified than I to dis-
cuss the problems of agriculture, however, so I will direct my remarks
to nonagricultural econom"8 development for rural America.

Life in rural America must be in line with and not in lieu of the
Opportunities-hi the cities. RuraiAmericans expect, and have the right
to expect, economid-opportunity comparable to that in metropolitan
areas. Rural Americans expect, and have a right to expect, educational
facilities as good as those in the cities. Rural Americans expect, and
have the right to expect, housing, medical care, and recreational and
cultural opportunities as good as those, availabie to other citizens. We
must be able to enjoy rural living without sacrificing economic oppor-
tunity or educational and cultural ticrvahtages. If people are forced
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to choose between substandard living in rural America and economic
advancement in the city, hey have demonstrated they will choose the
city.

Therefore, FederaVState, and local programs for the development
'of rural' America must have two basic objectives:

(1) To improve economic opportunity and raise per capita
incomes.

(2) To improve the quality of life.
The attraction of industrial payrolls is one way to create economic

opportunity and improve per capita income in rural America. But we
need special help because we hive special problems. Rural America
generally is removed from the .major markets and concentrations of"
population. This is especially true in the Great Plains. In addition to
our distance from markets, we have transportation -disadvantages. Im-

, proved transportation in -rural America would do much to make this
area more atractive to industries. Consequently-, I recomtnend,three
steps be taken by the Federal Government to improve transportation
facilities in rural America.

(1) Following the completion of the Interstate Highway System as
presently planned, freeway/expressway:type highways- should be ex-
tended to rural areas to encourage industry to locate there and to facil-
itate the movement of agricultural products to market. The Nebraska.
20-year freeway/expressway plan scheduled for completion 4'1989
is an example of the highway programs that should be made available
to rural America (see attached map). A highway system like this
throughout rural America would open up vast new areas fotRindustrial
locations.

(2) Thu availability of commercial air service has become a reqUisite
for the location of industry. Many sizable communities in Nebraska do
not have commercial airline service, and several of those communities
presently enjoying it are threatened with cessation of service or a de-
crease in the level of service. It is not economically feasible for many
of these communities to. be served by trunk or local service airlines.
They could, however, support third level or commuter airline service,
providingthe third level airlines receive the same encouragement from
the-Federal Government that trunk lines have received in the past and
local service airlines presently receive. I propose the Federal Govern-
ment adopt a program of encouraging tird-level airline, service to
smfiller communities by providing the same type of subsidy program
for them that helped develop the vast network of commercial airline§
we now have. The extension of commercial service through third-level
airlines would help greatly in encouraging industry to locate in smaller
communities, facilitate the movement of freight and personnel; and
make life hi smaller communities more enjoable by improving their
accessability to metropolitan areas for shopping, business, and vaca-
tion trips.

(3) The present freight rate structure in America. especially that,
of the railroads, greatly discriminates against 'Tura] areas. It was
developed before the turn of the century and was designed to facilitate
the movement of raw Materials frog) the WeSt and Middle West to the,
manufacturing centers of theXastrche same bask rate structure exists
today. It encourages the movement of raw materials from the produc-
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ing areas in the Middle West and discourages the development of
processing and manufacturing plants there. At the same timait encour-ages the further concentration of manufacturing in the established
areas, principally in the East and Northeast. I propose that the Con-
gress authorize a study to determine what steps are necessary to
eliminate the present discriminatory freight rates that encourage the
concentration of industry in a small area of the country and discour-
age the development of industry in rural areas.

If we improve transportation and eliminate discriminatory freight
rates in rural America, we will enable more industries to locate there
and do so on a basis that makes economic sense got only to the com-
munity but to the company and to the Nation.

Another problem facing rural America in its efforts to attract in-
dustry is the shortage of mortgage money. Not only is there a shortage
of capital, but the risk to the investor is greater because of the small
market for a facility in the event it is vacated by the original occupant.
To develop new sources of capital, many States have turned to de-
velopment bonds issued by political subdivisions to finance manufac-
turing plants. While these programs have not been confined to rural
communities, they have found greater use there because of the lack of
mortgage money typical in the small community. At the present time
section, 103 of the Internal Revenue Code limits industrial develop-
ment bonds to those projects requiring a capital investment of $5
million or less. This is Jnsufficient, and I propose that section 103 be
amended to increase the exemption from $5 to $12 million in nonmetro-
politan areas.

Programs that will enhance the quality of life in rural America in-
clude those that will improve housing, water and sewer systems, recre-
ational opportunities, medical care, and educational and cultural facil-
ities. Many Federal programs already exist to help communities solve
these problems, but they are inadequately funded. The first thing the
Federal Government should do is adequately fund present programs
available to rural America for the development of public works pro-
jects, medical facilities, educational opportunities, housing, etc. It
should not launch new grant programs until it is adequately funding
present ones. If it is trying to fund more programs than it can handle,
it should eliminate entirely lower priority programs arid do an ade-
quate job on those remaining.

Establishing grant programs without adequate funding causes com-
munities to line up for the money available, often delaying construc-
tion of needed improvements for several years, stifling local action,
and aggravating the problem the grant program was supposed to solve.

The proposed revenue-sharing program may be the best solution to
the problem of inadequate, funding of Federal grant programs. In this
way each State could put the money into the programs most needed
in that State.

Small towns in rural America have a special need in financing public
improvements such as water and sewer systems. Improvement bonds
in small communities are often difficult to sell, and, consequently, re-
quire a higher rate of return to the investor and a high rate of interest
to the community. In addition to funding grant programs at a higher
level, the Federal Government should create a loan-guarantee program
for improvement bonds issued by political subdivisions in noruhetro-

/
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politan areas., This guarantee by the Federal Government would elim-
inate the risk to the investor, redueing the interest rates now being

paid in rural areas for improvement bonds and increasing the market
for those bonds.

The Department of Housing and Urban Development must become
oriented to rural America or its programs transferred to an agency
that is. For example, our small towns need housing for the elderly
anctlow-income people. Yet HUI) will not approve a multihousing
tioject unless it is large enough to support a full-time manager,
usually a Minimum of 50 units. nost small towns don't need 50 units.
They need 10 units or 25 units. Since this size project won't support
a full-time manager, they are passed over by HUI) in the allocation-
of funds.

Possible solutions would be to transfer all. IITH) housing programs
,for cities Under 10,000 population to the Farmers Home Administra-
tion, or to establish a rural housing agency under Housing and Urban
Development.

The HUD program that has been most ,i,ffective, in rural Nebraska
has been its "new look on Main Street" prOgram developed by HUD's
Chicago office and implemented in Nebraska by HUD's supervisory
architect, Lockwood Martling. Many Nebraska towns have availed
themselves of Mr. Martling's expertise to improve the appearance, of
"Main Street." It has been highly successful in stimulating business
and community morale and confidence. Recently, however, HUD has
indicated it is dropping this program, and I .urge that steps be taken
not only to continue it, but to expand it.

One program urgently needed to improve economic conditions and
enhance recreational opportunities is the complete development of
our soil and water resources. The Soil Conservation Service has been
in existence for nearly 40 years, and yet less than 35 percent of our land
needing conservation treatment is rec-eiving it. The Department of
Agriculture should expand the soil conservation program, and increase
the funding with the goal that all agricultural land needing it will
receive conservation treatment within 10 years. Soil and water con-
servation practices reduce flooding, 'silting, and pollution of our
streams; preserve soil ; improve crop production; prevent erosion; pro-
vide wildllife habitat ; create recreational opportunities; and stabilize
streamflow and water tables. Much of the engineeringwork has already
been done. With adequate funding and encouragement from the Fed-
eral Government, the construction of the necessarrstructures and the
installation of conservation practices would provide an immediate
economic input into rural areas and create recreational opportunities
to improve the quality of life. It would be an investment in .America's
future. In addition to increased funding, the Department of Agri-
culture could encourage the application of conservation practices by
eliminating commodity subsidy programs on crops grown on land not
adequately treated after the 10-year program.

The programs I have outlined would do much to enable rural Amer-
ica to compete with metropolitan areas in the attraction of new indus-
try and the retention of its citizens. But most important is the need
for a national policy designed to preserve and develop the economic
and social life of rural America. Without the establishment of this
policy at the highest level of government, rural America will continue
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to decline as a vital part of the American dream. I hope that as a result
of the work of this Senate subcommittee, such a statement of policy
can be enacted into law and a Kuril Affairs Council be established
with the same authority and prestige as that enjoyed by the Urban
Affairs ('ouncil.

If a balanced growth policy for rural America becomes national
policy, the Federal Government should set an example for private
industry by decentralizing its own offices and facilities. There is no
justification for Federal offices being concentrated in large Federal
buildings in the biggest cities in the country. The Federal Govern-
ment should adopt and implement a policy of locating its offices in
smaller cities whenever possible. It is inconsistent for the Federal
Government to encourage private industry to locate in smaller cities,
when it continues to concentrate its own offices in metropolitan areas.

Finally, Congress should pass legislation giving the Department of
Defense the

and
to require defense related industries to disperse

research and development and production facilities throughout the
country as a passive defense against nuclear attack.

The economic situation in rural America is dire. The continuing loss
of population and, conversely, the contintling.congestion of our metro-
politan areas are problems that must be attacked at the highest level.
of government. I commend this Senate.subcominittee for the interest
you have shown in the problems of rural America and in seeking
solutions to those probleins.
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STATEMENT OF MAX KIBURZ, GENERAL MANAGER, LOUP RIVER
PUBLIC POWER DISTRICT, COLUMBUS, NEBR.

Mr, Kincz. The IAmp River public power district is a public cor-
poration and political subdivision of the State of Nebraska, organized
pursuant to laws of the State of Nebraska.

The district provides electric service in the four counties of Nance,
Boone, Platte, and Colfax in Nebraska. These four counties comprise
an area of 2,198 square miles and have a population of 49,338. The
district provides electric service at retail to over 11,000 customers in
17 communities, and supplies five towns and one REA district at
wholesale. The district is governed by a 10-man board of directors
that are elected by the people from subdivisions in the four-county
area, so that we have one director for each 5,000 people in the area.
The district has no power of taxation, but must be self-sufficient as
an operating organization, and ,does have the power to issue revenue
bonds to pay for construction that may be required.

The Loup district and, in fact, the entire public power,settip in the
State of Nebraska, was born when a group of dedicated Colnbus
people decide, in the depression of the thirties, to pill themselves up
by their own bootstraps. These dedicated people took it upon them-
selves to create work, badly needed work, in this area, by the construc-
tion of it canal and a powerplant which would utilize the water out
of the Loup River to generate power. In order to do this, they had to
work with the Federal Government to get Federal financing under the
Reconstruction Finance Corporation, to get the project' started. Of
course, the Government could not finance the project unless they had
a market for the power, and because of the unwillingness of the private
power companies to work with them, the only way they could find a
market for their power and get their project going was to create the
public power districts and buy out the prifate power companies in the
State. This was the start of what ended up with Nebraska being the
only all-public power State the United States. All of the money
loaned by the Federal Governfewnt to complete this original Loup
project has been paid back to the Fcderal Government.

The electric industry has maintained stable rates over a long period
of time largely because of their rapid growth and the improved tech-
nology which provided each new source of power at a lower cost than
the previous sources. Because of this it is good business for our utility
to work and spend money to promote the grqwth in our area. If we
are successful in bringing a new industry into our area we not only
secure the new electric load which is included in the operation of their
plant but also, over a period of time, we will secure the electric load
represented by the additional residences of those people that are em-
ployed in their plant. An adequate and reasonably priced source of
electricity is of course of prime concern to any new industry Okla would
consider locating in our area. Our utility is in shape to prOvide the
electrical requirements of practically any industry that would decide
to locate in this area to provide electric service for the re dences of
their employees. Our district has rates that are highly comp itive with
other sources of energy and with electricity in the surroun mg areas,
Our district was proud that they could lower their rates by 4 per cent
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on May 1 of this year. The reasonableness of our rates is testified to
by the fact that 80 per cent of the new homes that are constructed in
our area are all-electric. I am sure this would not be true if we did not

t have good and reasonable rates for our electric service.
Our district has been greatly involved in activities that brought new

industries to this area in the past as testified to by the industrial site
on the eastern edge of Columbus which is now full. This industrial
site was promoted and developed by the Loup District. The first
industry that located on this industrial site was the Becton-Dickenson
Manufacturing Co., of New Jersey, which manufactures medical equip-
ment. Since starting operations III Columbus I3 -I) has built plants at
Holdrege and Broken Bow, Nebr. This firm came here ip the late
forties and were first housed in a building which the Loup District
was building for a warehouse and which was later sold to Becton-
Dickenson. Other occupants there are the Dale Electronics Co., which
is a division.of the Lionel Corp.they manufacture electronic equip-
ment; the Behlen Manufacturing Co. was at one time housed on this
site but they are now on an industrial site further east of townthey
are a home grown industry that manufacturers farm equipment such
as grain bins and buildings; Fleischer Manufacturing Co. is also on
this sitethey manufacture minimum tillage equipment for farming;
Columbus Hydraulics manufactures hydraulic equipment; Henke
Manufacturing manufactures farm equipment.
-Ari- 1964 the Loup District acquired another industrial site a few
miles east of Columbus. The firstundustry to move to this Canal Indus-
trial $ite was the Douglas and Eomason Co. This hart manufactures
frames for automobile seats. Several thiQ , conffibuted to bringing
this industry to Nebraska. One was the fact hat the land was readily
available at a reasonable costthey did no haVe to fool around pro-
curing the land. Two, Behlen Manufacturing Co. was equipped to
build them a building so they could get into operation very quickly.
This company moved to Columbus and were in operation in less than
2 months after they made the decision to move here.

The District is a strongligency that helps bring industry here, but
there are many other things that are of equal importance when it
comes to attracting industry to our area. .,

The attitude of the community toward industry is a major factor.
Columbus has been blessed with people who are able to put aside their
pqty differences and work together to attract new industry. Until a
community is willing to (lit this an industry is going to be extremely
reluctant to move to the area. We have also found that some of the
strongest supporters and workers to bring new industries to our area
are the people in the industry that have moved here from other areas.
I think their testimony to a prospective industry cittis a lot more
weight than the people that are in other businesses in die area because
they are saying-to these people, "we made the decision to come to this
area when we were in the same boat that you are and we have been
extremely happy with our decision or we would not.be here asking you
to come to this community also." Columbus firms have fine relationsQ
with their employees; their wage rates are considerably higher than
comparable wages in the surrounding areas and there is a great deal
of cooperation and communication between the personnel people of
the various manufacturing and industrial concerns.
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--Of Course the industries Are vitally concerned as to how much'they
get'Ont of their employees. This depends upon the ability of the
employ4s and the willingness of these employees to put out a full
day's work. Industries have found that people in this area have the
ability to work in their plants. This is because of the way they have
been raised on farms and in urban communities they've had an
opportunity to overhaul their bicycles and their cars; they've gained
a measure of mechanical competence that is probably not found in
very many of the large cities. The willingness to work is also here
for two reasons.

1. Because most of these people have tra4 to work from their youth;
it has been a style of life in their home, :44 2, the.employers have
tried to maintain an atmosphere that will enctinrage them to work in
their plants.

I think one of the most important things is the gookliving for all
of the employees of the concern that locates in this area':',,This takes
on many aspects. If we just look at a few of these in Columb: : which
have influenced this in the past we will find that Columbus
very fine elementary school system, they have just completed a jun t
college which is also strong in vocational 'teaching which is made
available and coordinated with the industries in the area to suply
their needs. We have 4 fine golf course and country club, we have a
fine municipal golf .course. We are accessible to the metropolitan
area of Lincoln and Omaha within about an hour and a half 'drive.
We have very fine hunting in the immediate area.

We have a fine lake ivhich is part of a peaking reservoir owned
by the power district. The construction of this lake is an indication
of the feeling of the power district for the community. This is a
200-acre lake, and the way it was constructed required some wave
protection, This could be done by either concrete walls to protect
the banks or by a gradually sloping bank. The lake was constructed
with fairly flat sloping banks which were covered with gravel so
that we have. a '200-acre lake with a complete beach on all four sides
so that it is a very fine recreation area for this community and this
area.

We have an area here which is basically made up of relatively
small communities sb that practically anyplace in town in Columbus
you can be to work within 5 minutes after you leave your residence;
you have plenty of time to go home for lunch; you have plenty of time
to go out for recreation or for other outside activities after your
normal day of work is done. This is extremely important for some
people.

We have au outstanding example, in our area, of what a small
industry can do to support a small community. This is in the town of
Lindsay (population '291) where the Lindsay Manufacturing Co.,
manufactures irrigation equipment. This town is growing, is prosper-
ous? and has a fine spirit because there is an industry that is pro-
viding jobs in the community.

Our district does many things to promote industry in our area.
Besides having the industrial sites which are readily available for a
new industry that is looking for a place to locate we also had a study
made by. a consulting firm back in 1966 which is an economic study of
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the Columbus region. This is an inventory basically of the facilities,
the raw materials, the railroads and those other things that are avail-
able in this area for an industry that would be interested in examining
this area. -

We have been active in the industrial contact team which is a branch
of the chamber of commerce which is the organization that works con-
stantly to try to bring new industry into this area. We maintain parks
and lakes associated with our hydraulic operatioil so that they are
available for the people in this area for their recreation. We have good
relation with the game ,department of the State of Nebraska to keep
wildlife in this area so that the hunting will be better for the people's
recreation.

We assist in providing scholarships for people in our area at the
college. Some of our employees have served as part-time instructors in
particular areas in which they are competent. We have seen more and
more, as time goes on, that it is necessary for us to develop a region
which works more closely together than it has in the past. This is the
reason that we had the study made by Becks back in 1966 because with
today's means of transportation a community does not stand on its
own feet but must work in coop6ration with other communities in the
area. We know that one *our manufacturing plants ran a survey and
found that they had people working in their plant from 40 different
communities in the surrounding area so Ike feel that in the future we
want to develop a more unified effort from our four-county area to
bring new industry into this area. The study that Becks made in thq
evaluation of resources and other facilities concentrated on an area
surrounding Columbus. Our board of directors come from the four
counties that we serve so that they are in a position to serve as a nu-
cleus to get the area working together. We feel that there are many
industries and branches of larger industries that could work very effi-
ciently and economically in some of the small communities in our four-
county area.

It is r3ot very practical to expect someone to tell an industry to lo-
cate in this particular town.

We hope that our district can serve as a catalyst that draws the four-
county 'area together to make a unified effort to bring new industry to
this area. To do this we expect to have readily available the data on
the resources and facilities in this area that a prospective industry
would consider before moving here. We will try to keep an active orga-
nization that will work with any prospective industry. We will help
to develop a cooperative attitude and a progressive area that will make
an industry anxious to locate here.

Rural America communities are experiencing an outmigration of
population. Declining population in the rural areas is basically caused
by the lack of opportunity for people to earn a respectable living,
while at the same time the United States is presently facing many

or problems in the urban and metropolitan areas primarily caused
by erpopulation and overindustrialization. It appears that a solution
to one biem could actually solve both of these major problems in
the Unite States.

Therefore, e feel this should be a major concern qf every enator,
Congressman, to legislator and city council membr regar less of
size of the area reepesented because the future of our Nation depends
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on the solution of these problems. The problem of rural America is
people without money or just plain no people. We recommend the ob-
jective of this subcommittee to be to create legislation that will bring
or keep people in rural America. The m for objective to be kept inmind in accomplishing or approaching th problem is the creation of
job opportunity. If job opportunities are wed, we will be able to
help ourselves as we already have some governmental tools to provide
housing, transportation, education and medical facilities, but without
job opportunity, rural America and its citizens cannot take advantage
of the tools now provided by our National Government. We, therefore,
encourage this Subcommittee on Rural Development to initiate a
study that would provide incentives for industries to locate in towns
or villages under 25,000 population. Direct and indirect incentives
such as contributions or guarantees for the cost of the land, for capital
additions, for moving expenses, for employee training, and for trans-
portation and marketing expenses will encourage industry to move
out of the metropolitan area and into the rural area. An effective pro-
gram to bring industry to rural America by direct or indirect incen-
tives, in our opinion, will solve many of the problems facing our Na-
tion today including the overpopulation and overindustrialization of
the metropolitan areas as well as helping rural America.

Senator Cuwris. Now, we will call as our last witness Mr. Alan
liansen.

STATEMENT OF ALAN HANSEN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
VISION-17, LINCOLN, NEBR.'

Mr. HANSEN. Senator Curtis, Senator Bellmon, I would like to first
refer to some notes. You do have our written testimony so that we will
shorten that. It is getting late.

Senator CraTts. Would you have your associates identify them-
selves? You are Mr. Hansen ?

Mr. HANSEN. I am indeed. I would like to introduce at my far right
Nfayor Jack Wolken, mayor of Tecumseh, the acting president of
Vision-17, Inc. Next to him ig Bob Peterson, Lincoln, Nebr., who is a
homebuilder an4 has been active in our organization. Next to him is
Commissioner Wfiska of Table Rock, chairman of the Pawnee County
Board of Commissioners, a farmer and a very active citizen.

Senator s. It has. been my privilege to know a little bit about
Vision- ut before you get into the subject would you tell us what
Vision 17 is and what its objectives are ?

Mr. vwszw. The map of Nebraska I delivered to you includes in the
lower righthand corner, southeast corner of the StateNthe outline of
the 17 counties that have organized themselves as a private, nonprofit
economic development organization that is designed to stimulate the
economy of southeast Nebraska, trying to make the 17 counties a
better place for people to live and work and raise children and retire.
The businessmen in the area organized this organization about 4
years ago.

There are 230 supporters I suppose in the neighborhood counties,
municipalities, businesses, utilities, community organizations and
private indiViduals. We are set itp to get action. We are not a research
organization. We are not a planning organization. We are an activating
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organization. 'We are trying to make things happen in southeast
Nebraska, to increase the economic level of the activities there.

All of ,these things are joint efforts. We do not necessarily believe
that wewe know we don t do these things ourselves. We try to work
with the communities, to identify the problems that the communities
have, and then focus the resources of the Nebraska public power dis-
tricts, Nebraska Department of Economic Development, et cetera, to
come in to resolve the problems that we have identified. 0

Working together with many, many organizations, we have been
involved in the Southeast. Nebraska Health Planning Council, for
instance, rural water districts, increased poultry development, pork
processing, rural public transportation, tourism, industrial promotion,
outside the area helping communities have retail services in the small
towns having problems. Most of all, I think we have,created an attitude
of hope and expectation in the sense of communities in 17 counties so
that the people feel maybe this thing is really going to go.

But the things that we have done are really picayune compared to
the things that need to be done and there is a great deal that lies ahead.

You have heard the problem many times: We need more,and better
jo . In order to get those, people have to invest money in the area
but shOuld they invest money in southeast Nebraska? What is the
glory the investment opportunities here ? It, is a very complex psob-
lem. The fact is that neither Vision-17. nor local communities have
the resources to bring in industry. Others do. The department of eco-
nomic developMent, banks,' utilities, railroads, et cetera, are in the
industrial recruiting business. Therefore, what is our role?

Our role then is to work with the communities to make the com-
munities more attractive so that when the recruiters do bring prospects
into the area, we have a place to show them other than Omaha and
Lincoln, both of which are fine places but we would like to get the
rural counties moving, too. This means, then, that the communities
need to be working on industrial sites and housing and vocational
housing and health care and recreation and transportation to develop
the quality of living that would be like the suburbs, the cities.

Rural towns and counties have difficulty getting help. You heard
about that before. Either the Federal programs don't fit the small
towns or the volunteers have neither the tjme nor the resources to fig-
ure through this very demanding process, as you heard today.

As an example last year Mr..' Vrtiska and others in Table Rock
decided to try to build five houses in that community. So they con-
tacted Bob Peterson who is in the housing business. I would like to
call on Bob just to relate to you what happened.

STATEMENT OP ROBERT E. PETERSON, VICE PRESIDENT, PETER-
SON CONSTRUCTION CO., LINCOLN, NEBR., ALSO REPRESENTING
VISION-17

Mr. PETEnsoN. Senators, obviously this is not a comprehensive dis-
sertation on the housing problems but as Al indicated is an example.

Pursuant to inquires from Mr.-Vrtiska and other similar ones over
the years, I have tried to respond to see what could be done for housing
in small communities, believing as a free 'enterpriser, if somebody.,
needs something, maybe there is a chance to make a profit, to supply it.

70-116 0-71-pt. 5-18
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I have identified the problems in my mind sort of as follows: In-
come, cost, down payment, lending policies, appraisals, and informa-
tion flow. Of course, you have heard today over and over how low the,
incomes' are in the areas in question. This, of course. turns up an in-
ability to purchase housing of the desired type.

Now, costs. There seems to be a myth that is prevalent among lenders
and Federal agencies that housing costs should be lower in rural areas.
This is not true, particularly if the area' has a small population that
cannot support its own building industry. It is necessary to bring in a
builder from the'city. He probably will bring his higher priced labor
with him and then the material will either have to flow through a very
low volume local outfit or have to be transported by a builder.

Value, as reflected in appraisals, is likely to be understated because
of the-belief that there are lower costs there when in fact the opposite
is true. Then in addition, there- may be a lower percentage of loan
available because of the supposedly lower marketability in this lower
area.

If fewer people are going to buy this product. then perhaps we
had better value it lower so that we are save on our loans. the type
of thing we are talking about.-

More discouraging yet. I have become convinced that there is reluc-
tance on the part of officials in Housing and rrban Development and
the Farmers Home Administration to make subsidy funds available
in the smallest communities because they are enough of a. free enter-
prise loan-type person to fear for the future of their loan money.'
their principal. They say. "The town niight die. our principal might
be lost." "We are the custodians of public funds." "Therefore we
won't make the loan."

I think this is sad, that the Federal Govanment wont have con-
fidence in the community that is trying to imiTrove itself, and I think
that the attitude ought to be changed.

Nobody wants-to take a chance on the small communities except the
eople that live there, is what I-am-saying. This is the problerq in my

mind.
Filially. there is something in this field that you have heard today

and other fieldsthere is a considerable difficulty in maldng usable
information about applicable Federal housing programs readily avail-
able to local community leadership. most of which is working on a
volugtary basis. don't hai- ,-,, lot of time to dig into the thing, don't
have /a staff available to do it.

Solutions: I think we need a determination. a commitment at the
Federal level to get housing built in rural ounnunities. Possibly we
should identify a portion of- this Notion's housing goal as its rural
housing goal. I believe the figure of 300,000 units every year hriabeen
suggested as one idea, but some figure for -rural housing.

Willingness on the part of the Federal agencies to be a lender of
last resort if necessary and to appraise costs on the basis of true costs
and deemphasize this concept of limited marketability as not valid.

finally. information flow : Improve flow of information and assist-
ance to local community leadership that demonstrates initiative in
solving their local housing problems. This doesn't mean "jam it to
them," but if they are interested enough to ask, have the answers avail-
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able. This should take the .1'01.111 of assistance to organizations .such tis
Vision' -L7 as well as making staff people t va i la ble within these agencies
'oriented toward solving the rural housing problem and have the neces-
sary backgrounds in housing production for advice available front
such sources to enable them to get their job done.

STATEMENT OF FLOYD P. VRTISKA, CHAIRMAN, PAWNEE COUNTY

BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS, TABLE ROCK, NEBR., ALSO. REP-

RESENTING VISION-17

N1r. VwrisK.. Perhaps- I should say that I- am a little bit like the
"go-go" girl at the Sunday school meetinga little bit out of place.
There has been a parade of distinguished people here today and I '

am just a poor country boy that has got a desire to stay,in the country
and try and make a living,

We have talked about economically' depressed areas, rural areas
that are so badly depregsed. Our county is unique in the fact that it
wits declared by the Federal Government as an economictilly depressed-

i area. When we were told o this, and made all the requests and met
with the people from Di uth and they gave us the good news, if you
'want to call it that, th t we were moved up, you might say, in the
ratings because of the condition of our county and our are but then
came the sad news that there wasn't arty funding, and to this day, al-
though the towns thit are in the county, county seat of PawneeI am
from Table. Rock which is a comparatively small town, less than 500
peopleother cominunities have made applications to tile people
where they thought there was funding available, and they found out
through variouswhich has been brought out a dozen times todify
because we are so small, we are kind of looked over and forgotten,
tripped over, and the basic point I would like to make to this cdm-
mittee, and I thhik it .has been stressed but I don't t}eink it can be
stressed enough, is that a town such as I come from, a k'ounty such as
I come from, doesn't have the resources, doesn't have the expertise,
doesn't have the people with the time and the knowledge'to go out.and
fight all this Federal redtape that 3ve have tothat we come into.

I spent a lot of time--I can't complain about the Federal Goven-
ment. I even went to Washington, made a trip there at my own per-
sonal expense, trying to break down some of the barriers on the sewer
system..We were successful coming to the Congress and Senate that
put a pitch'in for us. This thing got hung up for 2-years. When I got
back. people from other communities said, "How did you go about
tins ?" I went to the communities and talked ta. them. and When they
found out all the redtape a d time it took, they threw up their hands in
despair. They were con fu. d. Perhaps I confused, them because I was
confused.

So I think the biggest hing that this organization we are talking
about today can do is h p counties cut this multitude of redtape and
get us to where we want to gain the Attest distance, because the com-
munities like ours can only survive with some type of help, and some-
body that can provide the expertise, and knowledge, without having
to hire and pay for it. .

Senator CURTIS. May I. ask; they report they had no funds. What
programs specifically were you referrin . .
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Mr. Virrtss.A. Perhaps I misstated it. They didn't have funds, but we
didn't qualify. We were talking at the time of three different *rem:
Rural water district, a garment factory in Pawnee Cityand atthe
present time they are stilt in_the worksand industrial development
site in my community.

On every one of these, we have applied through EDA, because we
felt and were told by people from this segment of the Government,
this is where to go, because.they would help us and they had the funds.
But in each case, either. we didn't have the knowledge, didn't have
the expertise, didn't understand ; at least, we were turned down before
we were able to acquire any help.

° Senator Curris. Did you i.cet help for the, water district?
VirpsaA. Right.

.")Senator.Cums. Vision-17?
Mr. vRTisKA. We certainly thank you and your staff and"the people

that put in a lot 9f time. Of course, we went to another agry. We
went to the Farmers

Senator CURTIS. Farmers Home Administration ?.
Mr. VRTISKA. Yes, to get this money. HOWever, there-we were dis-

appointed; I should say that people who worked on .it, because they
felt there was same help kn thisorm of grant.

Senator Crirrrs. And spme agency`Vlowedypu training money for
the garment industry ?

Mr. VRTISKA. Right.
Senator, CURTIS. But did the rment industry ever come ?
Mr. VRTISKA. Yes.
Senator Cv-ims. How manyipeople does it employ?
Mr. Virrisic.A. It is just now being erected.
Senator Cuirrrs. Whereabouts-?
Mr. Virrisxn. In Pawnee City.
Senator Quails. What employment do they anticipate ?
Mr. Vwrifixit. I understand about 50. We, even at the local level in

my community, put together money and got an SBA loait ,to bring,
in a sawmill industry that is employing about eight to 10 people.

Senator CURTIS. I was going to ask abo`ut that. I read the accounts
of it in the press.

Mr. VRTISKA. It now in operation. But my point
Senator CURTItS. It is employing how many people?
Mr. VRT1SKA. They anticipate it will employ 10; they are employing

around eight permanently now, and they anticipate 'employing three
or fotir more.

Senator Ctrims. This is at Table Rock ?
Mr. VansKA: Right. My point, though, that I am sayingand

tojd these fellows I am a poor example to come uplere and complain-
to the Federal Governmentmy only point is, so many of these things
we did acquire, but it takes such a terrific amount of time on the part
of people who are volunteering. We are trying to save it through an
organization such as we are talking about. Some of this could be
done because the people in Pawnee City and the peovle in the county
and people in various towns have had to do it on 'their time, take
time from their jobs. I try to make a living farming. They talk.about
the farm crop report. They talk about the 'price going down, You
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feel it oughtito be going up, what, little you have left. I don't have the
time. These other people who have donated their precious time from
their labors to do a job that is difficult

Senator Cuirris. Well, I don't want to detract from the criticism
of the Federal bureaucracy ; they are entitled to more criticism than
we can accumulate here in 2 or 3 days. As a. matter of fact, you were
kind to mention the work ofmy office in connection with these things.
I hay° a yen, dedicated staff, and they often work until 7:30 or 8
o'clock. But radmire your persistence, and think. Vision -17 has done
a good job. One garment factory, one: sawmill, and your water district.

I didn't intend to do the testifying. you go ahead.
Mr. HASF.N. Senator Curtis, in the Mattel Of housing, I would like

to ask Mr, i Wolken to relate to us very_ briefly the way we went at it
trying to get something done. We knew last year we had a housing
problem, and our board of directors said do something about housing,
&His soon as the State finished their studies, we then began our action
which resulted- in taking the honsing survey that the professionals
of the housing busineSs sa do it, and we did do a housing survey in
the city of°Tecumseli, a would like to ask Mr. Wolken to comment
on that.

STATEMENT OF JACK D. WOLKER, MAYOR, TECUMSEH ;^ NjEBR.,
AND ACTING VICE PRESIDENT, VISION-17

Mr. WOLKEN. Senator Curtis and Senator Bellmon, I think we have
something that is an effective approach to the problem. We are a lo-
cally directed, nonpolitical group. Vision-17 has a freedom and flex-
ibility that Government just doesn't have. And the private group is a
strong advocate to take a position when needed, something Govern-
ment rust cannot do.

I kind of go along with Floyd. We have been working with some
programs with Senator Curtis' office, like the airport we are finally
getting the funds for, but in less than a month, Vision-17, with the
cooperation of the Nebraska Department of Economic'Development,
the city of Tecumseh, the Young Women's Groin.), the Southeast
Nebraska Comtnunity Action, and local workers, were able to conduct
a housing survey whereby they went from door to door, delivered a
questionnaire, explained it to the people, and followed it up by pick-
ing it up ; and we got over 600 questionnaires back, and we delivered a
little over 700. So we worked the town real well.

Of this, the first 500 responses, 127 indicated that they would like to
see a change in their housing. They would like to have some housing
built, .27 percent. And this took us less than a month. We started this
the first of August. We have the information now.

Senator Cum.'s. Have you had any luck Offing any housing?
Mr. WOLIKEN. It is too soon.
Mr. HANSEN. The people in the money business, building business,

said, "First get a demonstrated market. Let us know what the specific
needs are. We know You need housing. How many houses?" This is
what we are getting.

I hope we have a model now that we can use for the other communi-
ties in southeast Nebraska and the State of Nebraska that the depart-
ment of economic development can then take out and start to operate.
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It is this cooperative kind of thing, agencies W'orking together, pub-
lic and private, State, local, and .Federal, that is going to,make a dif-
ference here. And if I Might, I would like to summarize with three
points the suggested role for the Federal Government ;, which is in our
testimony and I will simply read it briefly.

Senator Cuiris. By the way, your entire document will be printed in
the record. I want to commend you for it. You not only have 'a good
organization that is trying to serve the people but you developed your
testimony well.

Mr. RTISKA. Senator Curtis, can I make one comment with your
permission? You asked what iunds were available and the thought
came to me we were talking with- the III7D.people about low-cost
housing. They told us there were no funds available for a town. our
size because of the lack of facilities. We quite frankly received a very )1.-
bad reception. We were kind of received like- a bad relative-. They
were glad to see us but hoped we would leave pretty, quick so they
could get back to their task.

People that are donating like myself and itgreiti many people in
our area, go away with a very saddened heart about the attitudes of
people who display this type of attitude toward us and this is one
thing I wanted to tell you, that we were told there was no funding
available.

Mr. HaNsEpt. There are two points I would .like to summarize, Mr.
Chairman, of our testimony here. One is that colutnunities are not in
a position to be responsive'to Federal programs. You Kaye heard this
today now. particularly from the mayors, the 0E0 people, et cetera,.
We strongly believe that the Federal program very much like the con-
certed services in, training and education program that has been
funded block area 'S. for us through the Department of LabOr should
be made available to each of the rural States in order to activate-eco-
nomic development programs in their block areas, multicounty units
or wherever it might be. A is x staffing, problem. There are no peoplP,
out there. It is cheaper to put tlem out there. These men spend 80
perceht of their time in the local area And 20 percent of what their
agency responsibilities are; they could he effective, could work with
leaders like the gentlemen here, get their organizations going and get
economic developments in their areas.

The second pointI won't mention the third onethe second point
is that the Federal Government should set an example by moving sig-
nificant elements of the Federal agencies into the rural areas. Trans-
portation and communication are such that it is unnecessary and un-
wise to aggregate Federal Rinds in a dozen areas around the country.
It would seem this would be the easiest of steps to be in to realize the
national flow of commerce. There are things you can do at the Federal
level; there are things our State official's can dri at the State leVel; and
there arc things that only we at the cbminunity level can do. The:com-
munity people must have help and I4hink this is the feeling that all
of us have who are trying to work here..

Senator Cunns. Have you had any occasion to explore the possibil-
ity of section 701 of the Housing Act that has a nonmetropolitan
multiple-connty. planning?

Mr. HANsv.x. This may be the result of the next step. We are going
to take our housing survey back to the same group of professionals
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and say you bought to have a housing survey and discuss that with
them.

There are several opportunities that we could, perhaps, avail.our-
selves of. One would be the section 701. Anotherahing might be to
create a housing development authority such that 0E0 funds caw----
housing development corporation that would be a housing advocate
for the rural area. 1 am not sure how we would go about it. I know
there are two or three ways that we can go. 1 want to get the advice ot
these professionalsHUD, FHA, equity money people, savings and
loan people, builders, et cetera, before we take any step amid this is a
group of 30 people that are in the housing business and as a result it
comes to the Tecumseh survey and that meeting, then our next action
step would be to do something, maybe create such an organization as
I infer you are suggesting.

Senator .Cuirris. Now, you mentioned about your activities in John-
son and Pawnee Counties. How about the West End, for Vision -1?
Thayer, Fillmore, and up north, Polk Saunders? Is this typical of
whs t you are talking about, all the 17 counties?

1lAssr.x. Yes, sir ; and I am sure it is typical of Nebraska,
Senator fit-Fri-is. Yes; and what has been your success in getting new

industry in some of these other places, Vision-17 counties?
Mr. ILtNSEN. We have had very little success in getting new indus-

try into the rural areas. I am not referring to Lincoln because Lincoln
has many attractions and it is a good place for industry to locate. We
are not prepared to accept new industry in many of our communities
and this his- tez do with the unattractiveness of either the community
itself or the lack of industrial sites Or the disorganization that volun-
teer, part-time people evidence as a locator comes into town and he
hasa checklist of things he is looking for and says what would this-cost
and all the community can say is well, we will work on it; don't worry
about it ; it is no problem. They don't have, the data, so 166 communi-
ties, 17 counties, it takesit is-a.criticill. mass problem. We are out, as
I say, bear hunting with a switch and we need to have more ammuni-
tion in order to help these communities help themselveis.

There are all kinds of categorical grants and things that could be
worked out but the agency, the poor fellow in the agency, if he his 166
towns visiting -him, no wonder he is' bewildered and each one has
own littlftbing but if we can get organized on a regional basis so that
we can come in collectively on various kinds of problems than I think
we have got a run for it ; but we have a lot of backup work that we
have to do before we can really say we are attractive.

Pawnee City dick- .get 'an industry, Tqble Rock did get an industry.
Plattesmouth has recently obtained an industry. We are working on
the egg production thinzthat would tie in this area. That will employ
130 people, something Re that. We are working on a pork produc-
ing plant that *duces 200 or 300 jobs, I suppose, and thesejire long,
srow, arduous processes involving many people and it-takes manpower
to get those things done.

Senator CURT* Senator Bellmon?
Senator BELLAMN. No questions.
Senator Custts. I hope you will not feel because of the fact that you '

.hays testified late in the evening -.that your testimony is not appre-
sifted. I regard it very highly and do appreciate having you here.
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I don't, want to cut anybody off. This entire matter wilt be printed in
our record.

The printed record will be studied thoroughly and we do appreciate
your contribution to t hese hearings.

Mr. II N'FN. We ha c had good contact NN ith the staff. and have
enjoved this and find it profitable in the same way we have found it
dealing with the people in your officeDon Shasteen in particular,
and we have no fears about the fact that t his will be typical work and
we are honored to be here.

Senator Crrms. Thank you very much.
NIr. I lAssEN. Thank vou.
Vision-17, Inc. is a private, non-profit Nebraska Corporation dedi-

cated to the stimulation of economic development within its service
area. The 17 (rounties of Southeast Nebraska shown in Exhibit I cover
approximately 11),m )- square -miles and contain about 360,110 people
living in or near 165 communities.

Vision-17, during its 4 years of existence, has been supported finan-
cially by about 230 contributors including county government, mu-
nicipal government, banks, utilities, private businesses, civic organi-
zations, and individuals.

The Board of Directors is structured to include three board members
from each county. One is designated by the county Board of Super-
visors and two are elected by non-public members of that county. The
Executive Committeeof the Board of Directors consists of the officers
of the organization and is structured to include one officer from each
of the six Planning and Development Regions coterminous with the 17
county area.

The Vision-17 office is located at 5555 "0" Street, Lincoln, Nebr. The
purpose of Vision-17 is broad development. As described in the Arti-
cles of Incorporation, they are:

(1) To act as a multi-county coordinating unit for area development
of economic growth in the seventeen (17) Southeast Nebraska Coun-
ties of Butler, Cass, Fillmore,' Gage, .Jefferson, Johnson, Lancaster,
Nemaha, Otoe, Pawhee, Polk, Richardson, Saline, Saunders, Seward,
Thayer, and York.

(2) To advance the agricultural, commercial, educational, employ-
ment and economic interests of this area.

(3) To act as a promoter of adult education, job training, vocational
skills and other noncurricular educational assistance for the benefit
of business corporations and individuals in the area of the corporation.

(4) To act as an agency responsible for coordinating the develop-
ment efforts of communities and subregions in Southeast Nebraska
without favoring any individual community.

(5) To do any and all things jaecessary or advisable to carryout
these purposes.

OPERATION

Vision-17 operates as an Activator; an organization that makes
things happen. The method has been to organize local leadership to
set direction and priority for local economic development needs, and
then attempt to focus the available resources on solving those prob-
lems. It is a matter of coordination and leadership. Working with
existing public and private local institutions as well as State and Fed-
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eral organizations in bringing resources to bear on the selected
problems.

Originally, the staff consisted of one man and a part-time secretary
serving the 17-county area. As the idea of an organization like Vision-
17 biwame established in Southeast Nebraska and as the build-up of ,
projects continued, it becanee apparent 2 years ago that the one man
staff Was not going to be adequate to do the work required. An effort
was made to set up county-wide economic development commissions
in each of the 17 counties and to pull the leadership of the counties
together in regular meetine so the Vision-17 staff man could work
with them as county units. The theory was that by helping them with
resources and lending ideas and support, he could magnify his efforts
by what they could Garry out with his help.

It became apparent that, while this is a valid approach, it is far
too slow to get necessary development and to keep people's attitudes
strongly positive so that they would be inclined to pursue additional
projects.

We then concluded that the only way sufficient results were going
to tie obtained in a short enough period of time to be worthwhile was
to nave a full-time staff. It was decided to employ one economic devel-
opment person for each of the six planning and develdpment regions
in the Vision-17 area. Application was made through the Department
of Agriculture to the Concerted Services in Training and Education
Program, a jointly sponsored pilot program to encourage economic de-
velopmein rural counties. While ('STE was unable to furnish us
with tinandal support for six people, they did agree to provide sup-
port for one person. Mr. James H. Childe is now employed in plan-
ning and development region No. 8 which consists of Butler, Seward
and Saline Counties. That funding has been provided by the Depart-
ment of Labor through ('STE to the Nebraska State Department of
Labor who have contracted the work to Vision-17.

Planning and development regions No. 7 and No. 14 have been
staffed by the Community Action Agencies operating in those areas.
In planning and development region No. 7, which consists of Pawnee,
Johnson, Nernaha, and Richardson,Counties, the Southeast Nebraska
Community Action Council, Inc. has employed Mr. George Drake-to
pursue economic development matters. Planning and development
region No. 14, consisting of Gage, Jefferson, and Thayer Counties, has
been provided an economic development director, Mr. Frank Mac-
Knight, through Blue Valley Community. Action, Inc., headquartered
in Fairbury, Nebi.

Further efforts to secure funds to finance an economic development
person in planning and development region No. 4, consisting of Saun-
ders, Cass and Otoe Counties and planning and development region
No. 9, consisting of Fillmore, York, and Polk Counties has been un-
successful at State, and Federal levels. The matter is currently being
pursued through Congressman Charles Thone and Senators Carl Cur-
tis and Roman Hruska. They are working with the.,0ffice of Manage-
ment and Budget to develop a funding pattern.

Although these men 'have been employed only a few months and p
although two of the men are working for agencies whose principal
concern is with the poor, which may impose unproductive postures.on
their work, the results they have obtained have been dramatic. (See
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exhibit III.) It is Hear that these activities would'Very likely not have
been accomplished had it not been for the presence of Mr. Chi lde,
Mr. Drake, and Mr. Mac Knight in their respective planning and
development regions.

A Regional Coordinator, George H. Frye, has been employed by
Vision-47 to assist these men, to coordinate their activities that cross
p1 *ngre on boundaries, and perform other work for the area as a
wh We believe that this pattern of areawide activities such as
hel Ing develop pattern© of health care, vocational education, housing
an industrial promotion, in combination with local activities particu-
lar to each county, is a solid combination. Both levels of activity are
required, just as statewide aild federal level activity is required.

OPERATING PRINCIPLES

The foundation of our country is participatory democracy. The
people are the government. The country is great because of people, not
great because of institutions. Our system. requires a process whereby
people can be adequately informed about issues and involved in he
solution of them. Alvin Toiler in Future Shock, Random house N.Y,
1970, pp. 421-430, says that, "even well-educated, middle class citizens
feel hopelessly excluded from the goal setting process." Ivan Illich,
Deschooling Society, Harper & Row, N.Y., 1971 (reprinted in Intel-
lectual Digest, 9/71), suggest further that institutions are not neces-
sarily good for people and are indeed harmful as they develop remote-
ness from the people and start to develop internally directed goals and
objectives.

In earlier and simpler times, communities had to provide for their
own needs. People were generally, able to work together effectively
because they knew one another well. They belonged to the same farm
organizations, served on various community committees, and were
familiar with the attitudes of one another through many different
formal and informal interactions. That is much less the Ease now. For
one thing, there are many requirements imposed upon a community by
higher jurisdictional levels. The old, one-room school building which
the men of a community easily built themselves is no longer allowed.
Men in the community are clearly not capable of building a modern
school with local resources only. Financing frequently involves the
Federal Government. The process of building a new school, or other
similarly complex undertakings is, generally rplexing and frus-
trating to community leaders. The easy thing do is to call in a con-
sultant, or follow a pattern suggested by State o Federal Government
authorities or agencies. Local leadership is the ft with a negative
impact, that is the knowledge the they have-gone hrough something
they do not understand and som: h g they cannot explain effectively
to the rest of the community. Great el re, patience, and resources need
to be extended to bring issues to the bommunity, help people develop
an understanding of those issues, and ihen carry ut the` ashes of the
community rather than working on projects about which the commu-
nity knows little or nothing and are the ideas of institutionalized
exklerts.

Second, we believe that every effort should be made to work through
existing resoi ces before new agencies and new organizations are in-
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troduceii to attempt to solve problems. This relates to the desirable
familiarity described above. Existing resources have evolved over the
years to meet the needs of communities. People know about them. Such
institutions may well be able to meet the new needs of communities by
either athiressing themselves to those needs, as currently perceived by
community leadership, or by modifyihg their delivery system slightly
to meet the changed conditions. These should be abandoned and-new
institutions developed to solve the problems only if they prove to be
incapable of satisfactory delivery of service.

Unfortunately, the concept of participatory democracy has been
effectively neglected with the exception of the Economic Opportunity
Act of 1964 which, although there is a wide opinion about the effective-
ness of the program, did specify the participation of the people in the
community as a cornerstone of its community action title. People can
run their community; we must develop systems and commit resources
to allow them to do so. An informed citizenry can focus and modify
the resources of existing institutions to solve community problems. It
is of extraordinary importance to boldly reactivate the concept of par-
ticipatory democracy.

RESULTSNS

No one agency can claim full credit for almost any economic devel-
opment activity thatlakes place in a community or region. Vision 17
has been involved in one way or another as an initiator, helper, pro-
moter or a pilot demonstrator in projects ranging from helping to
establish the; Southeast Nebraska health Planning Council, initiating
rural water district development, increasing poultry production, estab-
lishing a cooperative tourism effort, pursuing an agricultural process-
ing industry, organizing post high school vocational and general
education, helping towns in danger of losing retail services, as well
as environmental improvement and industrial promotion.

Through regional seminars, local meetings, and demonstrations,
action has developed in these areas. Most importantly, however, in
spite of a record of dwindling population find economy, a positive
change in attitude has taken place in southeast Nebraska. e know
that we can make this part of Nebraska a sound, thriving area for
men and women to worland raise their families.

PROBLEMS

There are too few people i the rural part of our 17-county area
to justify the kind of service' thathat urban areas require. As a result of
massive technological changes that have taken place in our primary
business, agriculture, rural to urban migration has left southeast
Nebraska with not enough people or production to justify topflight air
and rail service. There are not enough attractive investment opportu-
nities to draw money into the area. There are not enough entrepreneurs
to generate the kind of economic activity that could draw money into
the area. Local government units often serve too few people to be eCo-
nomical. Our social and economic plant, developed to serve an earlier
era, is worn, inappropriate to today,- and expensive. Yet the "Let it
die" attitude is grossly out of place. Every avenue must be explored in
the effort to rehabilitate rural America.
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URGENCY

There is an urgency in the matter of regenerating the vitality of the
rural areas that is related to the age of the rural population. Nebraska
is one of two States with the oldest populations in the Union. 12.4 per
cent of its citizens are 65 years of age and fiver. In communities of less
than 10,000 people, the population age 65 and over amounts to 15 per-
cent of the total. Farmers average about 56 years of age. It is well
known that in many instances children of these peopIt have left the
State. This means estateiLwill frequently be dispersed to other parts of
the country when older. p&ple die., o lose that wealth will wrench the
economy and produce severe hardship. As the buying power generated
by these older people is removed: retail stores and services will suffer.
Businesses will close and result in a further deterioration of commu-
nity services that are already marginal.

New -strength must be infused into the area so inheritors of estates
will be Mined to leave their investments because of anticipated prof-
itability rather than taking that wealth out of the area.

There is an enormous need for immediate and massive action by the
Federal Government to infuse resources into rural America to enable
these areas to regain their vitality vthile they can. Failure to do ,So
could well result in further deterioration of a scale witnessed by the

. outmigation thatlas taken place over the last 30 years.

NATIONAL IMPLICATIONS

There is a y in this Nation that is struggling to express itself.
Leaving asi debates about Vietnam, fiscal, and monetary policy, and
so forth, the vitality of the Nation is being thwarted by ana6surd im-
balance of population distribution. Cities are too heavily populated
and rural are s are too sparse. National economic policies have pro-
duced this im alance and will continue to promote it. A redirection of
that policy to make public cost of industry a part of that industries
inphtnt, cost and to make rural areas more attractive, needs to be im-
plemented within the framework of our freedom of choice heritage.
Such a policy should be attractive to cities because it would relieve
them of pressures that are thwarting their proper operation and devel-
opment because of diseconomies of scale.

Cities are one part of the national problem, and we, in the rural
area, are another part. We are, in fact, the solution to the problems of
the cities.

SOLUTION

It is deceiving simply tp state that what we need in the rural areas
are more and better jobs for the people here. "More and better jobs"
is the result of a complex solution process. It is obvious, for instance,
that there must be an investment made to create -jobS in a rural area.
But why would anyohe choose to make such an investment when he
has a choice of making an alternate investment which appears to have
greater promise of return ? It could he that he'sees a community that
is trying to raise itself by its own bootstraps, where there is an at-
titude of hope and aggressive growth : new water and sewer systems,
a swimming pool, a new school building, modern housing, rehabilitated
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downtown areas, an efficient government system and perhaps the pre?
sence of an enrepreneur who has migrated into the area to develop a
business. It may be that there is a pakicularly good program of vo-
cg,tional training available in the area, or that a community or county
has developed a modern industrial site or built a shell building into
which an industry could move. There are many aspects of what is
really an integrated process, where emphasis on any one will have a
measurable impact on the other elements of the total. The adage that
"a rising tide lifts all ships" is appropriate here. The urgency of the
problem requires that many approaches be taken simultaneously.

It then becomes a matter for various levels of the community to do
those things that each can best do. States, sub-State regions, and local
counties and communities can participate effectively by trying tomake
themselves attractive. They can also work to expand industry that
already exists in the area. It is said that approximately 80 percent of
the jobs created in a given area are developed from resources that
already exist. This is probably more accurate in large,r population
areas than in rural Nebraskabut it does make good sense to attempt
to improve,that which we already have. In the case of Nebraska, such
development clearly should emphasize the expansion of the processing
of agriculture products. Agriculture is our No. 1 business and live-
stock production accounts for approximately 60 percent of that. Yet
we ship altogether too much livestock and feed grain to other areas
rather than extending the processing as far as it is economical to do
so,before the product leaves the State.

At the Federal level, theGovernment needs to enact legislation that
will shape national policy, for the problem is nationwide in scope.
What for instance is the national cost of our huge metropolitan areas?
What is the public cost to a community when a new industry is formed
in an already crowded area ? What is the public cost when an industry
joins others to magnify the pollution of our natural resources? Na-

-tional policy must recognize these factors and put the cost where it
belongs, on those contributing to the problem.

Since at this point there is little indication of national direction
in resolving this problem, it is the position of the Vision-17 program
to approach the matter of rural development from several aspects
and to try to do what the leadership of the area feels needs to be done
within the limits of our resources. The goal statement, "To make the
17 counties a better place for people to live, work, invest money, raise
children, and retire" is intended for the people living hereand to
make it more attractive for those who may come.

PROGRAM

Planning
The August 1971 meeting of the Vision-17 board of...directors to

which other economic development people were invited was the annual
goal setting meeting to plan the,balance of 1971, and the full year of
1972. The following areas of activity were prescribed by the board for
the coming year :

.(1) Water conservation : basin management and conservancy dis-
tricts.

(2) Housing: stimulate new construction in and around rural com-
munities.

2 ,0
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(3) Industrial site development : at least one prepared site in each
county.

(4) Greater participation in the unique Nebraska community im-
provement program.

(5) Transportation for people and product.
(6) Community college : vocational-technical education---help or-

ganize a useful system in southeast Nebraska pursUant to recently en-
acted State legislation.

(7) Tourism: help local communities work together to make at-
tractive packages.

(8) Assist local government in their efforts to modernize and pro-
vide better service.

These will be refined . into specific objectives from which a stated
workUlan will then be developed and scheduled.
?xecution

A specific example of our program processing in housing. The board
of directors had previously indicated that we should do something
about the condition of the housing plant in southeast-Nebraska. Con-
tact with the State department of economic development revealed that
they had been involved since last winter in developing statistical in-
formation about the condition of housing in the State and had de-
veloped recommendittions for what needed to be done abbut it. Work-
ing with Stan Matzke, Director of the Department of Economic Devel-
opment and Ms. Marie Arnot and Don Sievers of his staff, we evolved
an action plan for southeast Nebraska.

The first step was to call a meeting of the professionals in the area
of housing. Representatives of the Farmers Home Administration,
HUD, banks, equity companies, builders, and community leaders were
brought together in a select meeting to discuss what could be done.
(The minutes are included as exhibit IV.) The result of that meeting
was the resolution that we should conduct a survey of specific housing
market demands in a typical community in order that we could move
from the "We need more housing" generality to a specific statement
of what Inds of families with what kinds of income desired *hat
kinds of' ouses. Considerable deliberation led to the selection of the
city of ecumseh in Johnson County as bein probably indicative
of what the housing situation could be expected to be in many other
communities of southeast Nebraska. Mayor Jack Wolken who is lase-
the acting president of Vision-17 this year, was contacted and agreed
to actively assist in such a housing survey. Working cooperatively with
the city of Tecumseh, the State department of economic development'
and the news media, we have conducted that housing survey. The de-
tailed results are shown in exhibit V.

We now intend to reconvene the meeting of professionals held
earlier to go over the results with them and, decide on an action
program to get something going in the housing sector of our eco-
nomic development efforts.

Note: The conversation between Mr. Floyd Vrtiska of Table Rock,
Nebr., an active citizen leader of his community, and Mr. Robert
Peterson of Lincoln, Nebr., a homebuilder, in the public hearing
before the Rural Development Subcommittee of the Senate Agricul-
ture and Forestry Committee on September 10, 1971, will 4editer

28
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appended to this testimony as an integral part of it. They will be
discussing the problems of a community leader and a concerned builder
trying to work together to develop more housing for a rural
community.

SUGGESTED ROLE FOR TUE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

One. Comniunities are not in a position to be responsive to Federal
progrms. We strongly believe that a Federal program very much
like tVe concerted services in training and education program should
be made available to (lieli of the rural states to activate economic
development programs in their rural areas. It is our belief that
although these men might be attached Administratively to State or
Federal agencies, that they should spend no more than 30-40 percent
of their time on projects that involve .areas heyond the boundaries of
their signed development units; 60-.70 percent of their time should be
spent on local development efforts under the direction of an advisory
committee composed of public and privakeltiders within the area.
Our experience indicates that this pattern wofild virtually guarantee
significant economic development in each of .these areas.

TWO. The FNIPF21 I ( ioveninniiit should set an example by moving
significant elements of Federal agencies into rural areas. Transporta-
tion and communications are Ruch that it is unnecessary and unwise
to aggregate Federal functions in a down areas around the country.
It would meni that this would be the easiest of steps to begin to
rea I ine the national flow of commerce.

Three. National policy should be to enact legislation that will drive
financial resources into the rural areas. Congressman Thone's bill,.
H.R. 9693, "The Consolidated Farm and Rural Development Act"
is entirely appropriate as a part of the pattern of the kind of legis-
lation that will be helpful.

Finally there/are a great many people, some paid, some working
as volunteers who are dedicated and extending every effo to develop
rural America. I7nderfinanced communities, counties, a States are
working hard to achieve gain, but they are 'discourage by the .reac-
tion of the Federal Government to these problems. The feeling exists
that although there has been considerable talk about the plight of
the rural areas and the overcrowding of the cities that nothing,rb-
stantive has been done about it: ,

We have great hope that this di'stinguished subcommittee will, as
a result of its current efforts, be able to infuse the Congress with a
clear understanding of the crashing significance of-this problem, and
get action. Visition-17 and the other institutions of southeast Nebraska
stand ready to assist this process in any way within their capability,-,,,,-
Vision-17, Inc.

(The exhibits attached to Mr. Hansen's statement are as follows:)
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FROM THE PRESIDENT

Dear friends:

This has been a significaqt year for So4theaslNebraska:

Significant because we are focusing on trying to improve our live-
stock profitability to better utilize our feed grain and to help
the smaller farm operato

. Significant becaup we b lieve we have found one promising way to
help our manufacturers arid other businessmen increase their
profitability and add jobs to their payroll,

Significant because we are beginning to realize our Tourism and
Recreation potential for income -- business that is here for
which there is great demand, and which has only to be developed
to add jobs in the area, and .

4'

Significant because we have developed the organization plans -and
financial help to work intensively on economic development projects,
and do so under the direction and leadership of interested citizens
working together for the improvement of their towns, their counties
and the region.

The path seems clear, the interest of people in the region and around the
country is increasing significantly and our financial support improved this
year to where we operated in the black for the first time.

'971 will,Pe a year of greater accomplishment. Under the able leadership
of Roger Loerch, Eitcutive Vice-President of the Otoe County National Bank,
Vision-17's Presidtnt in 1971.'1 am certain we will see more and more specific,
development that will form the base for succeeding years of increasing
economic vitality for Southeast Nebraska.

Since elY.

L ster Trussell, President
VISION-17, INC.

2ctio
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Highlights of 1970
Economic Development 'Organization
in Each County

In 1969 we learned that in addition to regional develop-
ment activity like 'helping establish the Southeast Nebraska
Health Planning Council, it was necessary to develop local
projects in each individual county, for much development is at
the local level. Solid waste dispogal, creating industrial sites,
improving shopping areas all these are local in nature.

The cbunty is the natural economic base unit for rural de-
velopment. Most individual' towns are too small to do much
alone, and they are not really isolated.and pdependent from
one another as they used to be. At the county level there are
many issues facing County Boards.where the Supervisors or
Commissioners have difficulty finding out what the citizenship
of the county would wafer be done. It was believed that a
county -wine EconomicDevelopment organization representing
all areas and interest groups could be used by the Supervisors
and Commissioners as a sounding boOrd for new ideas, as well
as the organization to initiate funding and technical assistance
requests to the County Board, the State Or the Federal
government.

It, was decided to Jry to organize county-wide organiza-
tions that would be geographically representative of the towns
and townships, and that would reflect the major organizations
of the county.

Gage. Saline, Butler, Polk and Fillmore Counties have such
organizations, in a variety of forms. Johnson, Pawnee, Jeffer-
son and Seward Counties .have moved toward such organiza-
tion or are considering it.

The Butler County Eco omic Development Commission is
surveying through the Extens n Club to find out what the citi-
zens want dohe to improve the county. They have attacked the
solid waste disposal problem on a county-wide cooperation
basis. The Saline County Economic Development Commission
is exploring ways to develop a- public transportation system.
The Fillmore County Industrial Development Corporation is
considering the-employment of a,full-time development person.
The Gage County Economic Development Organization is
working on a county animal shelter and is now undertaking the
development of recreation and tourism in the county.

These efforts are vital to regional development, for if the
base units the counties are not strongly organized them-
selves, then any projects that need inter-county cooperation
will not be effective.

Involve the Federal Sector
As we worked during the year to-develop county organ-

iizations, and to define and activate local projects, three, ideas
became apparent:

1. That someone locally was going to have to work full-
time on county development if significant progress
were to be made, and

2. We need the resources 'of the federal and state gov-
ernments to help us, and

29.4
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3. We need to have county-wide, citizen-based advisory'
groups to `plan and monitor the work being done by

. the full-timq workers in the County or Planning Block
area.

With those things in mindwo have met with Senator Ciirtis,
and.with Milani' Galbraith, Deputy Under - Secretary for Con-
gressional Relations, United States Department of Agriculture
to discuss our ideas.

We 'were. invited to come to Washington to present our
story, and did so in July. In October, Mr. Earl Pettyjohn, Com-
munity Resource Development Staff Group, USDA, visited here
to review informally our proposal that federal funds be used to
supply full-time community developers for each of our Planning
Block areas.

As a result of Mr. Firattypphn's isit, we were invited to
spend a week in Washington Mt an in r-departmental briefing
where we learned of many possibilit s for federal help in
Southeast Nebraska.

We have now progressed to the point where the federal
and state/governments are meetingo with us to pursue the matter
of havind such staff supplied to us. We seem certain of getting
at least one person soon, and are working to get one person
for oach Planning Block area during 1971. That would mean
that each county would have a man working 1/3 time for that
county instead of having 1/17 of a man as we do now. It will
also mean that the Vision-17 offico will be able to do more to
develop the region as a whole.

Recreation
1. This 4s a doible-barrelled "Sleeping Giant" in Southeast

Nebraska. Recreation improves the Quality of Living for resi-
gents, and also is a money-maker if a county can attract tour-
113ts and week-enders to come, enjoy themselves and leave
money Farmers and town people can both benefit. A regional
seminar was held on May 26 where experts brought out many
excellent ideas about what we can do to develop our recreation
possibilities.

Meetings have been held in Nemaha, Johnson, and Otoe
Counties and in Gage County. Jefferson is planning for a meet-
ing, and there is interest in other counties as well.

There is NOW money in our tourism potential based on our
history of the Old West and our Small Town Friendliness. There
is a Quality of Living for all of us through tba-development of
our small watershed recreation& resources the Blue'Rivers,
the Platte., the Missouri, the Nemahas and the Salt-Wahoo.
Efforts to develop tourism and recreation will be purred
further in 1971.

4
Livestock

This is our Number One Business, and it is a rapidly
changing business. Pollution, marketing, feeding practices and
financing are undergoing such change as to significantly mod-
ify how people make money in livestock. Vision-17 held' a
regional meeting for feeders, bankers and agri-business people
to consider how our livestock businessmen can make more
money in beef, pork and pciultry. Follow-up meetings were held,
in Nemaha, JohnsoA and Fillmore Counties, and Otoe County
organized a Livestock Business tour. Mdetings were suspended
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in the spring-because of the crop season, but a special meeting .1

was, held with area bankers to discuss their reactions to spe-
cific investment and cash flow propositions in beef, pork and
poultry.

.
The State Agriculture -Department has been impressed

with the programs /and is interested to extending them through-
out the state. 1-

Demonstration projects. like the Otoe County National
.Bank's Bank Farm and Hill-Hatchery's poultry operation at
Pleasant Dalet were suggested by the bankers as a good way
to help people get acquainted with new methods, their feasi-
bility and their profitability. Vision-17 will be working on this
in 1971.

Manufacturing

Most of our employment is in small firms and tends toward
food processing, mining and local market businesses. These
pusihesses represent a ajor opportunity to increase employ-

atit opportunities in S utheast Nebraska. .

Vision-17 address d itself to the problem of helping these
manufacturers add permanent payroll in their firms. Through a
process of talking to manufacturers, bankers and consultants
on manufactuiing to sort out the best ideas, two basic direc-
tions are indicated.

' One is to help masnufacturers get the tools they need for
thorough financial control Co make the current business as pro-
fitable as it can be. This will develop additional assets that can
be used in expansion. Theose of computer services is being
explored to provide to any manufacturer the technical financial
know-how in computer programs by installing a terminal and
learning the few simple steps necessary to use. it. Once busi-
nessmen have the data they need for tight control, then work-
shops can be organized on how to reduce inventory, waste,
outstanding receivables, etc., and they can really pay off.

The second -basic direction is marketing. To expand a
Ousiness and add permanent payroll the manufacturer has to
sell more of what he is making and/or add new lines. Most of
our marketing is local or regional; very little-is done on a na-
tional or international basis. Vision-17 is working with the U. S.
Department of Commerce to determine how market expansion
help can be provided our manufacturers. We will be talking
with the Small Business Administration as well to see how we
can work with them,

29 3 .
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TABLE 10
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EMPLOYMENT IN VISION-17 COUNTIES
by kind, by county

1050-1969

BUTLER

CASS

FILLMORE jr

GAGE

JEFFERSON

JOHNSON

NEMAHA

OTOE

PAWNEE

POLK.

RICHARDSON

SALINE

SAUNDERS

SEWARD

THAYER

' TOTAL

1

1269

A J0c 3,0 t. TOTAL AoP1C

3 270 I 90 150 2 851 1.119

1 480 380 4 309 1 041

t
1 310 40 2 961 921.3 160

9 100

4 310

2 780

3 360

6 230
-1

2080

2 530

5 730

4870

4830

4760

3 780

YORK

16 COUNTY TOTAL .

LANCASTER'

17 COUNTY TOTAL

5.060

70 460

51 950

122 410

DOUGLAS - OMAHA SMSA 182 950

Sourco Notpaska Dopartrnont of Labor 1209

MFG

101

I2 250 190

I 260 200

,9.627 1 581

4,133 887 337

'4,

1 150 330 2 770 807 571
. i

1 070 360 4.221 753 414

I 660 1 050 ,164
-1

6319 1 1233

1 170 10 1.856 821 'i
1 250 20 2321 877

1 930 470 4963 1..354 436

1.750 f 600

+

5.239

1 780 340 4.479

-i.-

3

1 790 420 5.237

1 40 140
.4

3.275 1.0795

1.510 200

+

5,73 1,064

24.490 . 5620

NA 8.350 78.900 1,700

NA 13 970 . 374.484 24,656

7.100 32.850 225750 5,750 39,600 j

299

21

1 164

35

1.229

1 254

1 255

955

. 272

355

97

630

10.800

57,3'29

/
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TABLE IV

291

0

MANUFACTURING FIRMS IN VISION-17 COUNTIES
by number employod, by county

COUNTY i

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES

600-P30 r

,
7

1000-2490 TOTAL FIRMS
-I

6
1.0

. .

i0.24 2540

r - 5043 .100.100) 20b..400

BUTLER 4 1 ...

CASS ,,4 I 2 5 1

1

1 , -1 9

'FILLMORE . i 7 1 4F 6 I
8 I

f- .

GAGE ' 4 6 5 4 3 1 1 3

.
22 I

----1.
16JEFFERSON 4 9

JOHNSON I 2 ' 1 ' --- 1 4

LANCASTER 69 24 ' .33 17 14 , 6 3 2 168

NEMAHA 4 I 1 1 2 2

4
9

{ t 1

OTOE 4 7 1 ' 6 I 3 1 1 3
!

.
21 .

1
PAWNEE , 4 1

--v.. 1 I
<2_ 5

*POLK t 2 - 2

1

.,
1 4

RICHARDSON 10 2 4 2 18

t SALINE 3 1 2 2 1
I5_1

14
' SAUNDERS 4 5 4 1 4

t .
SEWARD 4 5 , 3 2 1

11

h---THAYER 1 1 1 1
12

YORK . 6 7 1 1 _ 21

17 COUNTIES

NUMBER

.

157 71 L. 48 42 23 16

.....

4
a

2

.
363

PER CENT 43% 20% 13% 11% , 6% 4% 1% \\0.5% 100%

Sourcir 1117041 Directory of Nebreake Me =Raceme's and Then Products
Nebraska Oepanment of Economic Development
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT .1
VISION-11, INC

November 30, 10715

INCOME: $ 41,549.40

Memberehip Dues $ 41,048 46

Interest on CD#2225 (Aug. 17, '70) 125.70

Other Income 375 25

DISBORSEMENIS: $ 30,379 29

' The Carroll Thompson Co. 12'mo. © $2,066.00 31,992 00

Northern Systems (Bal. of acct.--prtor year) ... 4,666.66

Other Expenses. ... . a 1,720.03 I
BALANCE? $ 3,170.20'

ASSETS:

Cos14 in Bank '
CD #2214 (matures Jan. 27, '71)

Interest on CD at maturity

Note to Otoo County Nat. Bk. (due Jan. 27, '71) r

Interest on note (Jan. 27, '71)

BALANCE:

$ 670 20

5,000 00

253.03

$2,500.00

32.01

S 5,924113

$ 2,532.01

S 3,301.32',

;Piero is a difference of $221.12 between those balances duo to the iredrest on the certificate of deposit
and the interest on the note to the bank, which will not bo gained until Jan. 27, '71.

1971 BUDGETo
December 1, 1070 - November 30, 1971

INCOME5ESTIMATE

Membership Dues. .... . $ 39,308.00

Interest on C.D.'s. 500.00

$ 39,088,00

EXPENSE ESTIMATE V

Management Contract' S 39,880.00 S 39,888.00

$ 30,880.00

Note, This budget provides for the addition of a Regional.Coordinator to work with the Auto Develop-

ment Directors described In the 1071 Workplan.
VISION-17, INC. Is operated under contract with The Carroll Thompson Company, Inc. of Lincoln

who supply Staff and backup service. Offices are at 220 Sharp Building; be telephone is Area Code 402,
477-2234. Alen Hansen is the Executive Director; Mrs. Patricia Peterman is the Secretary.

5
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1971 STAFFING AND ORGANIZATION PLANS

A concontrotod ollort munt.be mado to dovolop more and bettor lobo in Southoost Nebraska by
organcong and carrying out the Job dovolopmont opportunitios that °tent in ooch of our communitioa,
particularly in the primary or boom. coetor, manufacturing, agriculturo, mining`and cOnatrUction Specific,
noods muat bo ostablInhed and commitmonta obitainod'from employers to hire qualified pooplo Thom
Job opporturation Ihon nood to bo translated in training roods with rospoct to tho procent,gualifications
of tho oroo rosidonts Vocational training' programa, nood to bg ostablishod That will pormit thoco inlor
°mod to obtain tho akilla necoonary to scour° bettor omploymont than Choy currontly hovo It is also
important that wo attend to the rolatOd socio-ocohomic factors that have on impact on omploymont
opportunity, and that wo attond to the quality of living to mako this a moro dosiroblo oroo for potential
omployoba to wont to locate hors Finally, it ta important that this tr an action progrorh, not a study
or planning program.

It is ovidont that thoso gooks require too much constant dotoilod offort to bo achloveg th voluntary
groups or by professionals whose principal &hos are othor than thoco. It is not f000lble to try toaccom-

plish them important obiectivoa with the one-mon Vision-17 volt atructuro. Wo thoroloro propose that-
tho lodorai governmont. through tho Dopartmonts of Agriculture, Labor, Hoolth, Education lei Wo Hord
and the Ofice of Economic Opportunity, provido such support as is nocoasary Ovor a five-your poriod to
pormitehe aseignment 01 a full-time staff portion to ooch of the Planningand Development Rogions within
the Vision -17 territory The Viaion-17 Board or Diroctora has aPprovod tho addition of a Rogional Coor-
dinator who would assist the Exocutive Diroctor in training tho assignod btalt, coordinating !how achy-
Aloe ac, other problems or solutions extending boyond the planning block boundary, ,and zolating the
entire effort to concerned institutions at the state and federal govol Those Area Developrnont Specialists.
ooch assigned to ono Planning Block Area 'will work under the close guidance of a Block Area Advisory
Committoe

Advisory Committees,

The Block Area Advisory Committoo in each Block will bo organized from various committees that
exist in the counties now Thesg.vay from Planning Commiaions to informal groups like the Economic
Development organizations developod by Vision -17 in several count= The Block Area Advisory Com-
minces will moot monthly during the first half of the month with-then Area Development Director to re-
view the Workplan 'and agree on the following months activity

The Regional Advisory Committee will consort of on officor of each Block Aroo Advisory Committee,
an offs or of Visloo 'I 7 and tho Slate Rural Devolophteht.Diroctor They will moot with the Regional Coor-
dinator during the last half of the month to review hie Workplan and agree on the following month's
activity

Staff Positions
a

Tho Aroo Development Director is an motion position. Much of the time will be apent meeting withgroups to plan and carry out programs Thiti'i Area Development Directors will develop a Workplan from
auditing pertinent data and from securing lay and prolesaional advice They will than carry out their plans
under the guidance of their Advisory Committee, keeping records suitable for anblysin and evaluation
'They will proper° proposals for Spocifid project development and will exsPodito the funding and acti-
vation of such protects An example of this co Id be that the Area Development_ Dvector would doter-
mine that manufacturers in the area needed training in marketing to expand their volume and add lobo
He would seek assistance through private or state or federal public sources to provido that training.

If such a neod were apparent over several Block Areas, a rogional program would be developed in
the same way bysthe Regional Coordinator and the Executive Director

The Regional Coordinator will conduct a monthly meeting for the Area Devdlopment Directors to
Dimply training and to make plans I or'assisting them He will also work one day each month With each
Aroo Dovelopment Director in his Block Area The Rogional Coordinator will help the Area Development
Director contact state and federal rosourcoa for program assistance He will also be accountable lor
program activitios that are of scope boyond the Block Area The Regional Coordinator s office will be
the source of data and statiattcal information to the Aroa Development Director so that. they do not have
to spend time collocting and analyzing data, but are free to4 pursue their-Workplan activities

3 GO -
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1971 WORKPLAN

11

GOAL

To make this,,17 Gobi* Urban-RuralCommunity a better place to.

r 'Work'
` Invest Money

Live,

RaisetChildren

Retie

N Erin!) or OPFRATiot4

p.

r

It 1. Stimulator` of area development and promotional projects. ,

2. 'Intensify economic development activity In each Planning and Development Region In the area by

arranging Werra financing fitirtdstAnte Development Directors in each Planning and, Development

Region in gum area. rl

3. Training and coordinition of the Area Development Directors.

4. Institutional liaison at the state and federal levels.

I MPII1.SIS

The Board of Directors has designated these target activities for'1&'1:

1., Assist existing industry to add permanent employees; attract new Industry.

2, Stimulate Fklcreation Touriam dekfelopment In MOW-county areas.

3. Stimulate interest in new methods for Livestock Profits". Arrange private demonstration efforts.

4. Assist counties In natural resource development efforts like solid waste disposal, Pollution and water

consenfatlon and control:, td

5, Assist ciluntletrin developing people resources,. especiallOocational Education, Housing and Public)

I Transporbition.
6, Continue to help counties organize Economic Development Commissions to provide guidance ana

leadership for local government.

7. Maintain federal and state contacts to help Implement priority projects in the area. _

Maintain this corporation as a healthy force In this area.

2
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a

1971

dUARTERLY WQRK SCHEDULE

204icambirr -January/- Fob:Cary

Fund raising for Vision-17.
Arrange federal funding to employ an Area Development Director In each of the Six Planning and Decvelopment Regiorp.
Assist in their enibloyment, initial training, and work planning.
Employ Figgional Coordinator for Vision-17 statt.
Plan industrial promotion for region.
Begin Computer dartionstrations.

.. 'Public transpoltatioil meeting.
Continue Livestock Profits tneatings; plan demonstrations.

. Continue Recreation - tourism meetings; plan demonstrations.
Plan Horsing and Vocaticinal Education programs.

' Communications through bl-monthly Board meetings, !tarp releases and monthly activity summaryreports.

Continue Institutional relations program.

March April - May

Continued training of Regional Coordinator a nd Area Development Directors.
Program coordination for Area Development Directors.
Carry ouLindustrial promotion for region.
Continue demonstration projects and meetings on Computers, LivestOck Profits, Trinsportation, andRecreation - Tourism,
Begin Housing and Vocational Education meetings. 16
Continue Communications program.
Continue Institutional relations.program.

Juno -July - August

Six-month progress review; establish tentative 1972 program.
Maintain training and coordinstitn program for Area Development Director&
Continue industrial promotion for region.
Continue demonstration projects on Computer, Livestock Profits, Public Transportation, and Recrea-tion - Tourism.

Begin demonstration projects in Housing and Vocational Education.
Continue Communications program.
Contintle Institutional relations program.

Septembv - October November

Continue staff development.
Continue industrial promotion for region.
Continue demonstration projects.
Continue communications Program.
Continue Institutional relations program.
Plan Annual Dinner.
Plan 1972 Work Program.
Plan 1972 Fund Drive.

3 0 -2
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Exhibit III

Concer:ted-Services in Training & Education
- through VISION-17

C. B. Gilliland, Executive Secretary
C.S.T.E. Task Force.
U.S.D.A. - Extension Service

Jim Childe, Coordinator
Butler, Seward and Saline Counties - Nebraska

Hel Monthly Report forvJuly, 1971

TraininK and Education
A

Met with George Strait, Don Christenson and Martin Kenny of
the State Department of Labor, Division of Eiployment. Discussed
at some length and in some depth the role of CSTE and how it
relates to other on-going efforts. Due to the proximity of the

area to Lincoln and the facilities available through the Skill
Center and the Technical College there, much of the training
needed in the larger, more Complex fields shoupi probably be
referred to Llhcoln. This office can serve well as a disseminator

of info tion and,a publicizer of available programs as well as

coordinat the more localized training needs.

Also a meeting with Dr. Leonard Hill,4Director of the
Adult Basic Education Division of the State'Department-of Education,
wherein we scussed ABE and CSTE.

100 attended monthly CAMPS meeting in Peru.

3

Industrial Development

We continue in our quest for a hog processing plant to locate

in the area. The one who has indicated the most interest is 60%
loaned up and therefore does not qualify for IDA bond financing.
However, he has been referred to a combination bond and stock
brokerage in Minneapolis, with the hopes that they can put together

a package for him. Imo other nationally known concerns have indicated
a preference for locating' within the area and we have contacted

them. Another had a representative come to the office, but left the

tJ
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impression that they wished to acquire an existing plant for
experience, and then expand.

I
Coordinator was also callPed upon to assint in contacting

another natanally known corporation about expanding their
operations to this area and to help put tlge her a funding
package that would enable a food sery ces Ma facturer to move
to here from s City. We have alre.
to train the ersonnel required to sir f the new plant, and

ered CSTE services .

hale been acc

Health

The Seward County Antal Health Kssociation has' asked for
information on federal funding available for assistance in es-
tablishing a mental health facility.

The Seward Child Care Association has been informed of pro-
grams available to them in their efforts to establish a child-
care center.

Recreation

Hosted Del Whiteley of the Came and Parks Commission to tell
Bellwood of possible recreation programs, including swimming
pools and parks.

Water Problems

Have been requested by the Crete Chamber of Commerce to host
a meeting of all interqsted parties up and down the Blue River
for purposes of discussing ,possible fl d-deterrent 'steps. Have
invited Winn Shields of thO.Bureau of eclamation (they have al-
ready been turned down by the Corp Engineers) to speak and
have contacted Merle Mime, Dean (Angst Lowell Rochester, Glenn
Zajicek, Jim Novotny, Frank MacKn ht and Virgil Rossiter to
gather names of those who should he here. Others to be invited
include Senator Curtis, Congressman one, Governor axon, County
Commissioners, County Agents, Mayprs etc.

Housing

Fielded a request from a local utilities company that wanted
to know what they had to do to become the utility supplier for
an' FHA approved subdivision. They had beer to FHA in Omaha and had
complied with what they thought were the requirements, but had
still been turned down. Turns out the had misinterpreted the
requirements, but they had not been a to ascertain this until
they contacted this office.

3O
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Other

Spoke before the Seward Chamber of Cammerce. Was asked

by the Chamber President to gather information on the guide-
lines, criteria, budget, eta., with the possibility in mind of.

hiring a full-time Chamber Secretary.

Testified against the abandonment hf the Seward-Superior
Rail Male by the Chicago Northwestern as requested by Bob
Stbinheider, Goehner Elevator.

70-1A0 0 - 71 - pl. 5 ---20
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Exhibit IV

VISION-17, Inc.

MINUTES OF HOUSING MEETING
LINCOLN, NEBRASKA

7/12/71

Those in attendance woro: Charles P. Wathon, Otls Company; Richard H. Koch, Housing
Urban Development; Don Etmund, Consorvativo investmont Company; Bob Peterson,

Potorson Construction Co.; Goorgo Drako, Southeast Nebraska Community Action Council;
Jo Ann Sharpe, SENCA; Edward Tomok, Table Rock Development Co.; Floyd P. Vrtiska,
Tab lo Rock Dovelopmont Corp.; H. O. PetorsonMilford Housing Consultant; Kon King,
Union Loge& Savings; Harold R. Deitcmoyor, First National Bank, Eioattico; Frank
MacKnight, Biuo Valloy Community Action; Bob Cathorall, Bluo Valley Community Action;
Larry N. Springor, Bluo Valley Community Action; Elmer G. Elmshaeusor, Farmers Home
Administration; L. W. "Bill" Waldo, Farmers Homo Administration; Don Larson, National
Bank of Commoreo; Don Sievers, Nebraska Dopartment of Economic Dovolopment; Jack Wolkon,
Mayor, Tocuml; Merle D. Hlnzo, Vision-17; Doan Honrickson, Vision-17; Dr. A. 0, Gig-
stad, Mayor, braska City; Carroll Thompson, Thompson Company; and J. Alan Hanson,
Executive Diroctor, Vision-17. Tho mooting was oponod by Atan Hanson, who askod ovory-
ono to introduce $hemsolvos and indicato his intorost in sing so that group discus-
sion would bo facIlitTztod.

Ho thon stated as tho purpose of tho mooting to consIdor our status on rural housing
In Southoast Nebraska and to thon define what should happon as a result of this meeting.
Ho thon Introduced Don Skwors, D.E.D.

Don Slovers Indicated that the Department of Economic Development Is charged fo work
on _housing and that undoc the former Governor Tiemann thoy had, with tho State Office
of Planning, comploted "Housing 1" and had now completed the study termod "Housing 2".
The general point to which "Housing 2" addressod itself, ho said, was the quostion,
"Whore are the offoctive marketsfor now housing In rural Nobraska7" Ho emphasized
tho department's Intorost particularly In the rural areas.

Mr. Sievors then introducod the table, attached, "Potential Housing Market in Vision-17.
Ho indicated within the varl6us Income limitations had not boon purified by determining
whether or not they wero actively In the housing market. That Is some would be old'
pooplo who would not be intorestod and others whd had satisfactory housing at this
point, or other roasons, He raised tho question of what the real marke\l' Is within tho
percont of total housoholds within FHA income limitations but who are earning moro
than $5,000 Ineome, and went on'to ask what kind of a network could we employ to survey
and aggrogato a markot of demonstrated demand.

1
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Thorn was some discussion of tho chart, with a number of people: expressing amazement

ot tho largo number of low income pooplo shown. Mr. Slovors suggested that 'yo considor

Operation Breakthrough Housing whore special subsidlos wore available that could reach
people who just couldn't afford th, kind of financing that is currently available.

Morte Hinzo mado the point that local banks don't feel that they can handle subsidy
programs bectluse fhey are hard to process by a lotarbanker.

Kenneth King suggested that we should start by trying to determino the prico house that
peoplo In a town could afford, and not depend on the subsidies that might not be around.
The point was discussed and the general fooling was that WU should certainly take advan-

tage of special subsidies that wore availably. Larry Springor brought out the point

that Saline County has a $4,300 glorago, family income which moans that thoy have real

problums in trying to qualify for housing programs. Potc Potorson askod the question

of how many dollars wore available through Operation Breakthrough. The response indi-

catod that it was anational program and that the money was not specifically allocated

to any state or region. Mr. Potorsom said that the urban areas were jumping In to
talus advontago of Breakthrough and that It we wanted to do something, we had bettor

go ahead. Chita Wathen mentionod that Operation Breakthrough has offered Omaha 20D
units, but the building coda that exists in Omaha prevontod the erection of Brukthrough
housing there, and mado the further Point that In a rural area wa would stand a bettor

chance of puttinq togoIpor an aggrageto market that could avail itself of Breakthrough

'funds, ovon though Breakthrough soemed to be designed more for the urban areas.

Mr. Wathon then mentioned soveral Breakthrough contractors who wore oporating: HBC In

Sedalia, Missouri. Sterling-Homox is shipping up the Missouri. ,HBC Is selling for

$9.00 a squaro toot. Ha mentioned that Levitt and Schulz arc really producing houses.

Ho turthor said that if wo could show a market we could got a Breakthrough plant in

Southeast Nebraska or have units shipped in but wa nepd a demenstratod demand. The

Economics on Broakthrough construction sows to start at about. 1,000 units.

Mr, Wathen mentioned that thorn wore 360 builders ot modular units In the country, four

in Nebraska, soven in Kansas, and six in Iowa.

Mr. KjAg raised tho question ot much would a houso root for in Table Rock, Nebraska.

Floyd Vrtjska said.ho though1350- 75 a month. This was discussed at some len0h with

the conclusion that most rural p °pie simply can't buy available housing without sub-

sidy even though they woulda 25% of their income for shelter,. In order to got the

subsidized housing it would be necessary to indicate to HUD for instance that there

were tivo or more units under a contractors plan in a community area. Mr. Vrtiska

made the point that this clearly discrlminated.against the small, communities, whon

it is difficult to aggregate five.

Mr. Etmund made the point that we need a market survey to Indicate a domenstratod

demand. 0

Elmer Elmshaouser mentioned that the aveyago taxes of about $600 on a typical new houso

was really crushing and prevonted people from becoming home ownors. Jack Wolken said

that most of the people In his area own thoir own homes, even though they might not

ba doilrable. Jack further suggosted that maybe that these people would buy houses

If thoy could sell their oldor houses.

Bob Peterson raisod the question of utilizing mobile homes. The general response to

that was thafctthe interest rate was high and that the shipping charges were high and

that the mobilo homes croatod a burden to the community because thoy did not add to the

tax base but did avail themselves of the community services. Dr. Glgstad pointed out
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that good mobile home courts are attractive and do draw a good class of people Into
the community. Floyd Vrtlska said that there was a heavy demand to rent trailers,
even usod trailers at S60.a month.

Larry SpFinger suggested that we st up 17 county public housingouthority. This was
discwssed at soma length with the general feeling being that wu could do this and that
indeed that this might be the solution to organizing the necessary housing activity
in Southeast Nebraska: Towns that currently have housing authorities will be able to
sign off so that they would n?t nec essarily hay, to participate. Ho said that we
need a vehicle, something that is concrete with power to own or rent houses. He
suggested that we use the Univursify NOVA project to help, in our surveying activities.
Floyd Vrtiska said th)t Table Rock couldn't do it alone. It couldn't bo done locally
with small numbers of units. Wu have to band together regionally in order to accomplish
the solutions to,ppr housing problems.

Kenneth King suggested that public housing is not necessarily the answer. Bob Peter-
son replied that what we probably need Is some sort of a'multi-pronged approach with
public and private housing being part of the action.

Don Larson said we need to survey. We need to go ask the people who are potential
renters or buyers what they want. He suggested maybe the young people are not as
interested in owning a home as wo might think, end further suggested that wo raiso such
guostions as, "Do they want to stay in the community," and "Do they want to own a home*"
Ho made the general point that we have to talk to the people who are going to use
whatover product we deJelop. After some discussion Mr. Larson suggested that maybe
20 people go into a small town on a particular day and run a survey of the housing
demand in that community.

Mr. CatherAl stated that the average yOUng people have not been Jhieking of buying
a house because they have been priced out of the market for the last 10 to 15 years, '

.teat In order to get on owners, we are going to have to morket'housing.

Mr. Springer suggested that the public'housing is probably the major area of solution
and pointed out that it wouldn't really hurt the tax base of the community to novo
public housing because those people are gonerally not paying taxes anyway and that
housing authorities make payments in lieu 'of taxes to the communities In which they're
operating.

Bob Peterson then raised the question about the price of empty lots in the small towns
and It was generally agreed that S1-2,000 for a vacant lot was about right. This
would be impr.wed with utilities, but maybe not curbs and streets. '

Pete Petersen raised the point that middle America is being forgotten In these housing
programs which are aimed generally at the low income people. Chuck Wathen then dit-
ceised the Domino effect: that if a person with a 520,000 house moved into,* 125,000
house then somebody in a 515,000 house could move into the 520,000 house, etc. But

if the $25,000 houses were not available then everybody stayed where they were.

Larry Springer asked Bill Waldo what the Farmers Home Administration would do if
Vision-17 would ser Itself up as the pedlic housing authority. Bill Waldo responded
that they -would be pleased to work with such an organization, the money was available
and that If we could get big projects under a single management we could get the over-
hoed costs down. Kenneth King then asked Bill Waldo what the maximum loan and payments

5
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would bo on a $12,000 houso In ?town Ilk° Table Rock. This was discussed at some

length, resulting in the very general estimato that somowhoro around $110 a month

would be roquirod for principal, Interest, taxes, and Insurance on such a structure.

The discussion then get back to the nood for determining what the aggregate demand

was. Tho idea dovoloqod that wo would pursue Don Larson's suggestion of picking,a

community and a group going in on a particular day with a survey form and surveykng

that community to servo as an example of what tho situation might be in other similar

communities in the area.

00O Siovors IS going to develop a survey form and Vision-17 will sponsor the survey.

it
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Prelimidary)Analysis

TECUMSEH HOUSING SURVEY

Salaries used are based'on adjusted gross income.

2.

Exhibit V

/

-RUBLIC HOUSING

.

Under $5;b00
Income (N023) /

INTEREST ASSISTED
HOUSING

-
$5,000 to

16.210 (I029) :

NON-ASSISTED
HOUSING

1 Over-16,210
Income (N.S0)

Desirea Q

Accomodations

Own' 10 20 39

Rent 13 9 11

Single 19 . 28 50

Multiple 4 1
)

Age
Categories

18 to 35 6 13 21

36 to 6Z 6 16 25

Over 62 .
11 4

A total of 500 housing units received the
questionnaire form. -/One hundred thirty-

six of the respondents replied that they would
indeed be interested in new housing.

Of the 136 affirmative answers, only 109 of the questionnaires were in complete

form. The above Exhibit is based on the answers of these 109 respondents.

<
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Senator Curris. I would like to inform those in our audience and

others that the official record for these hearings will remain open
I, until September 24; therefore, should anyone else individuals or
groups, wish to submit a statement for inclusion inithe record they
may do so. Also, if anyone has testified and would like to elaborate
on some point, they, too, may submit further information for the
record. This should be mailed to the Rural Development Subcommit-
tee, U,S. Senate Committee on Agriculture and Forestry, Old Senate
Ogle Building, Washington, D.C.

Senator Bellmon8,
Senator BELLatog. No questions.
Senator CIIIITIS. We have several statements for the record namely,

one from the Nebraska State Grange, by Mr. Edward Andersen, and
'°one by Mr. Hilary J. Lassek. director. Goldenrod Hills Community Ac-
tipn Council.

r(The statements.are as followA;)

STITESIENT 4A. EDWARD ANDERSEN, MASTER, NEBRASKA STATE GRANGE,
WATERLOO, NEBR.

We believe rural America has been the backbone of our great Country in thepast and will continue to be in the future. Many of our National problems today
can very easily be related to the movement of part of the rural population tothe large population areas in the last 20 years. Total number of farms, in the
U.S. has decreased 20% In the last decade, yet net farm income does not Increase
or keep up with non-farm income. Average farm income (which Includes about6071 from off farm) in 1070 was only 78% of non-farm income. Here lies the

--pr. eatest need and the No. 1 place to' Improve Rural Development. A prosperous
agriculture made up of family sized farms is the greatest asset to any ruralcommunity. An agriculture which derives its production from family sizedfarms is also the most economical for the consumer in the long run. Family
operated farming units will mean the support of schools, churches, community
projects, local merehants, local services, and local government.

We recommend support of the following items to bring about Rural Develop-
ment through a prosperous growing agriculture.

I. 7 l'ERCENT INVESTMENT CREDIT

Reinstate the 7% Investment Credit on a limited amount of new investmentseach year. This encoura s both small business and agriculture producers to
invest in modern equip t, expand operations and improve their standard of
living. Put a limit on the Investment amount, thus, not giving large corporations
or Industries this benefit.

IL MARICLTING AND BARGAINING

Pass legislation that clearly gives Agriculture producers the right to organize
and bargain with handlers and processors as to terms for selling their production.

III. AGRICIIL'TURE RESEARCH

The Federal Government should continue and in some areas increase the
amount of, funding t ward Agricultural research. Two very important areas need-
ing more dollars are, non-chemcal pest control and animal waste pollution.

IV. YHA FUNDING

Because of inflation, high interest rates, the mechanization of agriculture and
the increase in the size of the average farm, it is necessary that the FHA funds
be increased each year for the use of agriculture. This program has been very
effective in the past and will continue to be needed in the future. All programs
for taanctng farm ownership, farm operating, rural home repairs, rural housing
and disaster loans need more dollars. These funds should be earmarked for these

0
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specific pOrPoses. Increasing the amount allotted PEA for assistance a low-
income housing, small town and sewer utilitie,s, and recreational facilities will
help encourage industry and pebple alfie to live in our rural communities.

V. VEDEAAL AGRICYLTURE PROGRAM

A price support program tied to parity and supported by at least 90% of parita,
is very necessary to a thriving Agriculture. American farmers should not be
expected to produce and sell at World price on U.S. production cost.

VI. NEW INDUSTRY

New Industry in rural communities will also help In the development of Rural
America. But.,,,a rural community that depends on one industry does not have a
balanced ecotlothy unless it also has a profitable Agriculture surrounding It-De-
pending on one industry as the source of employment means the area suffers with
the ups and downs of the industry. Rural Nebraska needs industry related to the
developing, processing, and packaging of the gain and livestock own on the
farms In Nebraska. Our Federal government can encourage small i dustry move-
ment to rural communities by special grants, and tax incentives, su as the 7%
Investment Credit on a limited amount of investment each year.

STATEMENT OF HILARY J. LASSER, DIRECTOR, GOZ.DROD HILLS COMMUNITY ACTION
COUNCIL, WALTPITLL; NEBR.

WHAT ABE THE MAJOR CAUSES OB CONDITIONS OV POVERTY IN THE COMMUNITY
SERVED BY THE CAA

The farmer In many instances is receiving less income for his products than
what he received in 1945. Although the U.S. Dept. of Agr. has attempted to
lessen the impact of this decreasing income through various programs (Soft
Bank, Cropland Diversion, Conservation Reserve, etc.) the result of many of
these programs has been the usage of farm land by the affluent as a tax shelter.
The small farmer has not° inc'reased his earning power, but has been forced to
allocate more of his earnings for the purchase and maintenance of his equip-
ment. In an era of five percent increases per year in inflation, and without a
similar increase. in farm prices, today's farmer is engaged in an impossible
venture, the family farm often times is too deeply mortgaged to be able to
"get out from under" his predicament.

While, receiving the same price per unit for his products, as he did 15 to 20
years ago, the farmer is.forced to expend more for items he purchases, thus
he is experiencing the effects of a "cost price squeeze". The U.S, Index Numbers
which compares oripendltures for prOductIon and prices received for comniod-
ides Indicates the. farmer presently must cope with a 75% ratio, or must

expend $1.75 per unit while still receiving the same $1.00 per unit he or she
received in 1920. Jn translating these statistics into daily financial transactions,
the plight, of the farmer becomes painfully apparent. The below chart is used.

oto indicdte the farmers expenditures for production as compared to prices re-
ceived for commodities sold. The years 1910-1914 have been used as the basic
years for determining parity by the Dept. of Agr. 46.

The low Income farmer, lacking a voice through any national organization,
is unable to obtain a cost of production for his prolbet. The inherent pride and
independence of the low income farmer keeps him from trying to form an
organization to price his product and thus in many cases lacks the ability to
organize his own farthing ()Iteration. The low income farmer is situated in a
unique position. He is engaged in if highly complex industry, but has not de-
veloped a method to determine the returns he receives from his various en-
deavors. lie is formally engaged in numerous activities (grain, livestock, etc.)
with each such category involving several different facets. At the end of the
yert he is able to determine his net earning, but is unable to realize which
aspect of his work has been the most profitable. The agriculturist may have
earned a negative amount in one aspect of his year's efforts, but without proper
hootikeeping and cost analysis pr&sesses he may continue this practice in forth-
coming years. The practice of not knowing which of his endeavors are profitable
results in the continuing cycle of low income and noverty.

The lack of meaningful job opportunities encourages out-migration of our
young and perpetuates a marginal level of existence for those who remain. This

313
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lack of availability of other forms of employment coupled with rural Isolationhas substantial Impact on the physical and psychological well-bein of the
residents of this area. There is a possibility that the lack of industrial diversifica-tion In this area could be.alleviated by the formulation of well financed Local
Development Corporations, however there is simply not the the reservoir of funds
locally available with which these corporations could become viable.

Due to the lack of job opportunities in this area, the marginal income earned
by the majority of our citizens, and the large number of individuals Reeking jobsto supplement their family income ; the job market is necessarily small, and
obviously, the wage Structure IA exceedingly low. It is common practice in this
area to offer adult non-professional workerg' very low wages, it is said that the
individuals are forced to accept these joboffers.

The high percentage of elderly has a significant effect upon the low standard
of living in this' rea. The large numbers of elderly impedes industrialization of
this area and contributes to the low level of business activity as the majority of
senior citizens are receiving fixed retirement incomes. Nebraska ranks third in
the United States in per capita ,elderly and it is projected that the number of
elderly. in Nebraska will exceed Iowa and Florida in the next decade, placing
Nebraska first in the Nation in the cillrgory.

The citizens of 'the cOmmtmitiesThave supplied this area with few leaders.
Those individuals who are in places of power are not sympathetic to the needsof the poor and shall have to be proselytized or replaced before constructive
activity can be expected from their offices. TMise community leaders who are
empathetic towards the %needs of the poor often times have not the time nor
talent to effect needed cha'nges.

There is an unreasonably large number of dilapidated,and deteriorating houses
in the area. The return to sub-standard homes which the low income experience
each day denies them any immediate result which our program offerS them. Thus
to relieve the psycholbgy of poverty which the low income possess, it is impera-
tive that action take place to alleviate sub-standard housing.

The low income groups with which we meet give indications a myriad of
conditions, which contribute to poverty in this area. Inherent fro he above
indicated conditions of poverty, there appears to be a strong reoccur ing sense
of apathy and a negative attitude. The condltiops of poverty submitted by the
low income however are not limited to the abov0 Indeed, the less definable, and
more abstruse conditions cited by the poor gain p greater significance when con-
sideration is given to them in their local effect.

Thus in our analysis of the problems which daily confront the low income we
discovered that indeed there is no paucity of the conditions of poverty in thiS
area. These conditions have endured in spite of the efforts of the existing public
and private agencies 'whose purpose has been the alleviation of poverty. Criticism
of these agencies, proof of their inability or unwillingness to act, or the question-
ing of their motives aball not result in their increased compassion or efficiency,
nor, shall it assist in 'the coalescing of these agencies' efforts in the lessening of
the pains of poverty. The conditions which exist demand that immediate efforts
be made by all interested individuals and agencies toward the common goal of
ending poverty.

The existing practice of social service agencies to provide the low income
ephemeral benefits and stop-gap remedies zesults only in tlit prevention of
starvation and the encouragement of dependence.

The Rxisting practice of attempting to -cure conditions, or "Symptoms" of pov-
erty and ignore the causes of poverty has beer; a futile, unproductive and costly
venture. The treatment of these symptoms has only exacerbated the repercus-
sions of the actual cause. Indeed It has been a painful experience to arrive at the
f*tual cause of poverty, but this realization is necosary.

In the past we have cited the symptoms and labeled these conditions as "causes"
of poverty., We have utilized the tools immediately ,available to us to again pro-
vide ephemeral benefits and stop-gap remedies. We have not yet treated tile cause
of poverty in this area. The more secure method would be to continue the practice
of the past, but this is not the path we have chosen.

The primary cause of poverty in rural America, is a lack of self-confidence
by the residents of the area. If this confidence is restored' this rural area will
once again achieve its former viability. If this self-confidence is not restored, this
rural area will continue its present path, that of continuing deterioration. The
symptoms become actual causes for other symptoms and as the pyramidal effect
grows, these conditions and causes compound in their severity. There exists a
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quasi-dialectic form ,of logic in which two forces form a third or new force which
is then, combined with another neiv force. The pyramid thus grows without
trfincation.

The culmination of the conditions of poverty is the lack of confidence in rural
America. The aggregate of clustered symptoms must be inAviduallY examined to
determine the,.depth of the problem, and the exigency of solving this problem.
Below are listed the conditions of poverty which, with their high degree of inter-
action, inevitably force the gradual and continual debilitation of the confidence of
the citizens of this area.

The successful agricultural sector of this nation's economy is limited to corpo-
rate-sized farming or ranching, or to those utilizing farm and ranch land as a
tax shelter. The marginal or unsuccessmul sector of this aspect of the economy is
composed of the traditional, or family farm. It is those in the latter category
who reside in the area ; the family farmer who, living in a period of inflation,
realizes smaller profits and is confronted with higher cost of production. The
plight of the sinall farmer need not be reiterated for the purpose of this report.
Available statistics are cited daily, vhich depict his economic condition. Man),
small farmers however reside n tandard Metropolitan Statistical Areas

o (SMSA) and thereby are able m to Supplement, often times to mulate
the earning derived from their or 'ranch operation. In this isolated rural
area, the time and cost of commuting to SMSA's prohibits this aetivity,lhus,the
small farmer; 'not only must endure the often fluctuating and basically mhrginal
profis of farming, but additionally has no opportunity to supplement his earn-
ings. Thus the low income and high cost of production coupled wit ti the inacces
rlibility of supplemental employment restricts the small farmer's options to the
continuation of a marginal existence for himself and his family, or the relocation
in a SMSA, thereby placing additional burdens upon the urflan area.

The factors, low income, high production cots, lack of supplemental employ-
ment and forced out-migration have had a direct and negative influence upon
the economic well being of the communities in this area ; these same factors have
forced a lessening of /the confidence in this area'efuture by its population.

The governmental agencies and their officers have contributed to the lack of ,
confidence in this area. The apathy and myopia of this entire area is reflected
by our public officials. The major shortcomings of a majority of these officials
are a continuing faith in provincialism, basically stagnated-and non-progressive
philosophies, a high degree of non-professionalism, And the/ inal2ility to 'obtain
competent full time staff due to the low rate of compensation.

Although the necessity of consolidating governmental and school functions is
apparent, there exists an adamant opposition to any such plans of merger. In
most cases local governmental agencies continue to pfovide inadequate services
and administer inefficient programs. Indeed, the small and .inefficient govern-
mental entities are financially unable to employ competent individuals, thus a
large number of the governmental officials are part-time employee'. Those willing
to accept financial sacrifice are employed on a .full time basis, but must resort to
other employment (e.g. farming) and silnply have not the time nor the skill Co
effectively administer their office9. The answer would be the consolidation of
cou'bty and school offices resultant In a 'higher rate of Compensation, more spe-
cialized employees and us, more effective government. ,The present officials
simply have not the ti r skills to be aware of, or effect utilization of the
existing public and pri, at grams available. The result is an inefficient utiliza-
tion of tax dollars, thus a high rate and minimal services fOr the funds expended.
A typical example of this situation may be found in the governmental leaders of
our communities. These communities normally elect as their mayor an individual
with a high degree of civic interest and a sincere desire to improve the status of
the community which they 4rre. These individuals at best receive a token pay-
meift for their services, thereby forcing them to devote a minimum of time to their
efforts on behalf of the community. It Is apparent that these individuals are
simply ill-equipped to compete with the major cities of this nation for the myriad
of Federal, State and private assistance programs which are available, indeed,
the many programs designed expressly for rural America. Many times these
programs appear to be unwanted or unneeded simply because they are unknown
to those for whom they are intended.

The above statements are not intended as-an indictment of the local govern-
Menlal Officials, it is intended as an indictment of the system under which these
officials are forced to wort.
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As above indicated the local economy is forced to rise and fall with the success
of an unstable industry, that of agriculture. Arbitrary Acts of God can provide
"feast -or faiiiine" to those engaged in agriculture, and thus; to the comeunitier
relying upon the trade of the farmers. The lack of diversification forces the com-
munities to depend upon a precarious and capricious industry, and industry
which at best provides marginal mpdes of living. In years of low production the
communities waste away. The answer is simple, establish a diversification of
industries. To effect this solution is nearly impossible because of the seemingly
inexorable inter-action of the chains of confidence existing in the area.

The percentage of parity received by farmers is at its lowest level since 1939.
In Nebraska over 40% of the farmers do not receive $3,000.00 per year moneyed
income. In this area with a high percents* of farmers, the ramifications are
more severe. Thus the extremely low perkiinita earnings in this are stifles the
level of retail activity. The retailers are unable to provide adequate compensation
for their employees due to this low economic level of activity, nor can they carry
an adequate stock in their respective areas of trade. The Inability of the retailers
to maintain an adequate supply otgoods encourages the bfying public to purchase
their items elsewhere on monthly trips to SMSA's. Due to the. comparatively high
overhead and small volume of business activity in the local communities.

The base of the pyramid is thus once again established. Low agricultural profits
results in low retail volume. This combination is resultant in higher per unit
prices and lower wages to sales and service employees. The wage compensation
is indeed so marginal that a married couple with two children cannot adequately
support their family, thus they are forced to out-migrate. This economic situation
stifles "professional" occupations, thus young adults from this area graduating
from universities are unable to return to this area, simply because there is no
opportunity available to them to use their acquired skills. The total result of
thse factors of course is a youth exodus, and thus, a higher percentage of unpro-
dudtive citizens--the aged.

The aged primarily live 'on low and fixed retirement plans (Social Security,
Railroad retirement, etc.), in an era of inflation, thus they reinforce the low
economic. activity, and many times are forced to apply for public welfare. Thereby
placing an increased burden upon the tax base which increasingly grows smaller
as more businesses are forced to close. Those remaining in the area must pay an
increasingly higher percentage of local taxes to support the above indicated ineffi-
cient local governmental entities.

The pyramid thus grows, inevitably resulting in a lack of confidence in the
area. It is commonsensical that a high number of senior citizens in addition to a
youth exodus results in a small labor force. The lack of unionization (excepting
medical, legal and communications personnel) coupled with low economic activity
results in tow compensation. The culmination of these factors results in an in-
ability to attract neNv retailers. The small labor ford and narrow tax base pro-
hibits the entry of industry into the area: This therefore results in fewer jobs and
a lesser tax base. The affluent individuals residing in this area see little promise,
thereby investing their capital outside the area. Thus the triangles of conditions
interact, and culminate in the lack of faith in the future of this area. They pyra-
mid, compounded by the failure of the area to progress, is therefore reinforced,
signaling a further deterioration.

The above was not simply a moot exercise, it is a real and painful evolution.
The aloof academics of the problem end at the point human poverty and degra-
dation begin. The individual inter-actions are apparent to all, the complexity
and severity of their aggregate 'effect -are ignored, less the eventual ramifications
become too painful.

Skiliqd psychiatrists; .psychologists and social workers exert endless hours to
restore the confidence of .one individual. It shall be our task to restore the con-
fidence of communities composed of indlyiduals who have lost their sense of
well-being. This is an ambitious and necessary endeavor.

Such a task will require a commitment of the highest levels of Federal Govern-
ment, to include bold and decisive action resultant in a thorough restructuring of
present programs.

These actions must be immediate and must be comprehensive in nature, ill
acceptance bf the undisputable fact that the programs and policies of the past
simply have not produced the required results. What is required is a fresh in-
sight and innovative look into the basically simple problem.

3=G`
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The problem in Rural America once again is:
(1) People are denied their basic and guaranteed right tolive where they want

and indeed are forced to migrate from their homes seeking adequate employment
to maintain themselves and their families.

Possible solutions which may stem this foicethmlgration,are: ,

(1) Tax incentives for various industries, especially Ag-related and light
industries to move to Rural America.

(2) Offer job information and financial assistance to families wishing to settle
in Rural America.

(3) Awarding of Government contracts to industries located in Rural America.
. (4) Relocation of large Governmental offices and activities in Rural America.

(5) Relocation of foreign and domestic Military Bases to Rural America.
(0) Development of a Workable farm program.
I regret that time did fiot allow a more thorough investigation or.more precise

Vggestions. It is hoped that there is however, some information contained in this
document which ove to be worthwhile.

STATEMENT EDWARD C. COLE, MANAGER, CHEYENNE
COUNTY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, SIDNEY, NEBR.

Mr. Crux. Mr. Chairman, the .ever-increasing problems of major
cities can be traced to the lack of job opportunities in smaller corn-
munities throughout the width and breadth of our great laid. As
stockholders in the greatest country on the face of the earth all citizens
have a right to expect proper consideration of problems of such mag-
nitude as we face in this era.

Considering the fact that Congress has seen fit to put, a protective
umbrella over the finances of industry in the form Of guarantees it is
only proper that Congress and the President shall have the power to
direct industry as to plant location prior to awarding major contracts.
Industry, without question, should be given the opportunity to select,
sites that will meet their particular needs, but they should receive di,"
rection at the Federal level. Each State has many communities that can
and will cooperate and provide facilities that will measure up to the
standards demanded by industry\ and Government regulations. Fresh
clean air, lack of congestion and a willing-to-work labor force is avail-
able aVwage levels consistent with current efforts to curb inflationary
forces that have been rampant over a period of years.

Transportation is a major consideration on the part of all citizens,
It is extremely important that transportation be effectively maintained
if industry is encouraged to develop in rural America. A case in point :
Under the Federal Aviation Act of 1958 the Federal Government ob-
ligated itself to pay subsidies in sufficient amount to provide a fair
rate of return on invested capital for providing public service to
smaller communities who cannot generate sufficient revenue to warrant
proper service without financial assistance. The CAB has consistently
overeStimatvd revenues and underestimated the expense structure.
As a result airlines have been unable to provide schedules that are
consistent with satisfactory service. We respectfully submit that °Gov-
ernment, like individuals, must recognize their obligations as set forth
in the Federal Aviation Act of 1958. Refusal to honor this act, consti-
tutes a breach of faith and this act should be honored as written or
stricken from our statutes of law.

We commend Preside* Nixon for his initiative in recognizing the
problems of rural America. We commend the subcommittee on Rural
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Development for your efforts on behalf of rural areas. We submit that
with Federal direction on plant locations and proper maintenance of

1/4 transportation facilities the urban problems may once again reach
manageable proportions.

STATEMENT OF MORRIS F. MILLER, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD,
OMAHA NATIONAL BANK, OMAHA, NEBR.

r. MILLER. In my judgirlent, the root of the problem of poverty inru I America is the technological revolution in our ability to produce
food and fiber for the Nation's needs. Fewer and fewer of our popula-
tion, aided by large capital investment and by new knowledge of
productive processes, are doing th re-verse this trend, and probably ou d not if we tried. Certainly we
should provide transitional he for the people affected, but we must
not try to keep them in the agricultural production business.

We have Itamed, tragically in some cases, the difficulty in moving
these displaced people to our urban areas. That, too, seems no longer
a valid long-range solution.

The remaining viable solution seems to identify those industries
which will operate efficiently in the rural areas, to stimulate the move-
ment of such industries to those areas, and to retrain the people in those
areas to perform efficiently in such industries.

To the best of my knowledge, no comprehensive study has been
made of those industries best' suited for this purpose. I believe the
Federal Government can aid in making such a study and, upon the
conclusion of that study, provide the necessary incentives to get such
industries, in fact, to move to the rural areas.

And, finally, I believe the Federal Govdrnment can be very helpful
in providing the training or retraining necessary so that our rural pop-
ulation can perform in the industry so identified.

Senator CURTIS. The committee will stand adjourned and we thank
everyone, particularly those who remained all thrOugh these

--''''
long

hours for their assistance.
(Whereupon,, at 6:05 p.m., the 'hearing was adjourned, to recon-

vene subject to the call of the Chair.)
(Additional statements filed for the record is as follows :)

STATEMENT OF HON. ROMAN L. HRUSKA, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF t

NEBRASKA 4

Mr. Chairman : It is regrettable that my schedule will not permit my attendttnce
at the field studies of the Senate Rural Development Subcommittee. Your sub-
jectrural developmentis naturally of intense interest to me as it is to all
Nebraskans. There is no more important long-range problems facing the nation
today than how to successfully stimulate the revitalization of our rural economy
and our rural areas ; bow to make rural living as popular, attractive and profit-
able as it once was in our society.

If I may present a few of my thoughts in a brief
4173

to ent, it would be my:,...
first point that it 'is not our role in the Congress to earings such as these
to express our views to the good people of rural Ame ca. I am sure you agree
with this concept, Mr. Chairman. We are not seeking to sell rural America a
progam of any kind.

What we seek to do it to listen to the people in the ml areas. We solicit the
ideas, of those who have made our agricultural syste tt and rural America the
backbone of our economy and the stabilizing force f t r out. democratic system.
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The people of rural America have demonstrated that when they are given
an equal chance to compete in our economic system, they have the will, the in-
genuity and the efficiency to perform in a superior fashion.

It is my firm conviction, Mr Chairman, that the American farmer does not
want a handout. He wants anlarual chance to compete. Our aim therefore is
not to formulate a plan for ru 1 welfare, but a program which will give these
people the same potential for success which other businesseshave.

Unproved technology has not only enabled the farmer to keep pace with the
tremendous demands which have been made upon him ; it has enabled him to
continually increase his productivity.. Where we have failed him is in enabling
him to convert that increased productivity to more income. Thus the farmer is
falling far behind in the rewards he is receiving from our system.

Better housing and public facilities are part oT the answer to our rural prob-
lems. So are better health care, better ed,ucational and cultural resources and
better Emma of credit. But the real underlying solution is simply more income
for rural people.

It gets back to this matter of equal opportunity. For instance, how many
businessmen could survive long under the condition imposed upon the farmer
that of selling at wholesale and buying at retail?

What can we do about this situation, Mr. Chairman? I am sure we agree that
the mere expenditure of Federal moneys cannot solve the problem. We can
dole out all the money we have, but unless it is properly directed and properly
utilized, it will not accomplish our objective.

Ultimately our program must be a people-oriented program-There is much
concern about People in the urban areas. We have countless people-oriented pro-
grams to help these areas. The same concern for rural peopgs must guide our
thinking as we search for answers to our rural problems.

Much of our emphasis upon rural development has been based upon the premise
that development of rural communities will also help the farmer. There is no
question there is an interrelationship between these elements.

But let us not forget the core of our problemthat of rural income.
One step which should be encouraged, in my opinion, is an intensive search

for ways to create markets in the rural areas foi our raw agricultural products.
Utilization of the, products in the area itself will not only create a better
marketimmune from transportation and other economic problemsbut it will
also bring more employment to the area and evenually upgrade the entire econ-
omy of the area.

I am sure there are many other steps which will be di cussed and which will
have much merit. It is my suggestion, Mr. Chairman, that in the Subcommittee's
deliberations the underlying conviction that the development of the rural areas
is inextricably linked to an improvement in the farmer's economic situation.

Thank you for the opporunity to present these views.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD LEWIS, HOLBROOK, NEBR.

Recognizing that agriculture is aught in a crunch between ever rising pro-
duction costs, and disastrously low prices fOr graids, the Nebraska Legislature
in 1971 passed without a dissenting vote L.B. 776 which provides an incentive
for use of at least 10% anhydrous alcohol in a blend with gasoline. The incen-
tive is an exemption of 30 per gallon of the state tax for fuel containing this
blend using alcohol derived from farm grain.

The Nebraska Legislature, by the passage of this major action, hopes to lead
the nation in assisting in the solving of some of the major problems facing
America today. Those being:

1. The out-migration of its rural population. ft
2. The stifling air pollution brought about by exhaust emissions.
3. The restrictions placed on our farmers ability to produce additional grain.
4. The depressing prices paid to farmers for grain.
We in the Plains States area believe these problems can be solved by utilizing

our vast potential for grain production, by converting a portion of this produc-
tion into fuel alcohol. Using Nebraska as an example; it would require nine
plants, each using 15,000 bushels of grain per day and employing 250 persons
per plant, to produce enough grain alcohol to supply a 10% additive to the
gasoline used in Nebraska.
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Nationally, this 10% grain alcohol fuel additive In gasoline would require theproduction of 500 plants located throughout the Plains States area, and wouldcreate one million new jobs in rural America.
Extensive research Indicates a dramatic reduction in air pollutents in enginesusing a blend of at least 10% anhydrous alcohol in motor fuel.
An exhaust gas analysis chart prepared for the Nebraska Department of Agri-culture and Inspection, by the Department of Automotive Research, Southwest

Research Institute, San Antonio, Texas, is shown on the following page.
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To illustrate the present grain production ability of the

vast Plains States area, we have pioparad grain production, and export

charts, covering a very small portion of this area, the twenty-seven

counties of southwest Nebraska - northwest Kansas.

The grain availability figures presented on the next two

pages are taken from the Nebraska and Kansas State - Federal Division

of Agriculturil Statistics Feed Grain Production Publication of

January 1, 1971 and cover the counties shown within the rod lines.
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. Nebraska counties

Chase
s

Windy.
Frontier -__.-_ __ - -
Hayes
Hitchcock_ -

Keith ..
Lincoln
Parkins ....t
Red Willow
Fortin
Gasper
Harlan

Total

Corn ptro
ductal) 1971

Sorghum pro
duction 4971

Corn and
Sorghum

export 1971
Wheat Oro-

ductlon

4,252,150 239, 250 3, 416,100 1, 393, 010

2, 558, 340 521, 660 1, 964, 000 742,870

1, 593, 480 916, 500 1, 413, 980 1,852, 680

1, 397, 010 352,772 913,762 1,796,640

1, 505, 390 322, 200 911, 590 2,147, $40 \
1, 503, 970 100,680 87,450 2,690, 850

4, 533,no 151, 720 2, 140, 000 1,630, 570

1, 233,100 97, 540 1, 713, 640 5, 486, 090

2,767,930 990,550 2, 295, 580 2, 182, 350

' 2,971,200 1,525,100 2, 258, 300 2, 355, 400

2,989, 890 812,560 2, 762, 470 1, N3,670
3,634, 740 1,251,719 3, 311, 450 1, 749, 680

30, 945, 880 7, 282, 462 1 23, 083, 442 25, 051, 720

Imported.
3 Surplus.

Note: Export figures are not available on wheat. It is assumed nearly 100 percent isexported.

Kansas counties

Corn and
Corn pro- Sorghum pro- Sorghum Wheat pro

ductlon 1971 duction 1971 export 1971 duction 1971

Cheyenne 1, 738, 800
5 1 6Decatur__.

Ellis. 62, 300

Cove 227,500

Graham 740, 000

Logan . . . 662, 400

Norton 298,200

Philips 429, 000

Rawlins 582, 900

Rooks 71,500

Sheridan 1, 501, 500

Sherman 3, 340, 000

Thomas 2, 244, 000

Trego . 232, 000

Wallace 1, 808, Q00

Total 00

763,200
1, 0117, 400

380, 400
1,100,800

1, 798, 0001 z
1, 209, 120

258,625
613,¢55.

3,627, 000
, 746, 000

, 400
78,000

963,200 1, 498, 754 , 131, 000

318, 000 -1,,.. 596, 579 3, 954, 000
1, 138, 500 899,240 3, Ea0,000
1,104,100 937, 830 2098, 000

. 1, 083, 000 1, 391, 360 3, 363, 000
304,500 110,940 3,613, 000

1,825,200 1, 603, 497 3, 490, 000
348, 300 2,521, 000 5,653, 000
698, 500 2, 252, 320 6,653, 000
559, 000 453, 745 3, 558, 000
897, 600 1, 965, 967 2, 210, 000

12, 285, 500 18, 114, 832 56,630, 000

I Surplus.

Americiin agriculture is operating at half throttle due to the limited market
for grain. The chief limiting factor, market-wise, is the high cost of transporta-
tion. Programs such as the grain alcohol fuel additive would allow agriculture
to utilize its total production efficiency, and by processing grain into a finished
product in the area in Which it is produced, the saving in transportation alone
makes this prograra attractive to the producer. This program would also enhance
the livestock feeding industry in the Plains States area because of the amount of
high protein feed by-products that could be utilized in feeding rations.

The Plains States area, the very heart land of America, is blessed with fertile
soil, an ample supply of pure water, and 'industrious people, proud of their
heritage, and who ask only what their ancestors asked, t9 be given the freedom
to bring from the soil all that our individual abilities would allow. However, we
share a problem common with all of agriculture in that available credit is very
limited, and the cost of the additional ve research, and the building of
production facilities to allow a 10% grain.' hol fuel additive to gasoline cannot
be achieved without self help grants by the ederal government.

Further, the one In fifty Americans engaged in agriculturecannot bring about
the passage of Legislation, necessary to implement this program of benefit to all
Americans, without the support of the rural development leadership.

Because the supply of petroleum is ezhanstable, we in the Plains States area,
believe it is in the nation's interest to begin to use as an additive to motor fuel,
alcohol produced from a renewable source and urge that the United States
Senate Sub-Committee on Rural Development encourage the development of the
above propOsal.
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STATEMENT OF WALLACE C. Purges° Li, CHAIRMAN, DEPARTMENT 07 ECONOMICS,.
UNIVERSITY OF NEIMA8KA, LINCOLN, NUR

A STRATEGY FOR RURAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

data now available from the 1970 Census confirm the continuing trend in the
United States toward urban concentration and the consequent loss of population
from the nation's rural areas. The situation is that 73 percent of the American
people live on about 2 percent of the nation's land area. As of 1970 only 20 percent
of the populatidn were living in rural areas, in contrast to 30 percent a decade
ago. "Rural areas" include towns.of less than 2,500, as well as villages and farms.

Nebraska, like the other Great Plains states, is not inImune from these trends.
Between 1960 and 1970, 61 of the state's 93 counties lost more than 5 percent of
their population ; there were only 13 counties which experienced population gains
of more than 5 percent. The majority of these counties are located in the more
heavily-populbted eastern part of the state. Of the other 19 counties, only 6 gained
population, while the other 13 lost people. The state's agricultural labor force
declined from 198,000 in 1950 to 160,000 in 1960, and 108,000 last year. Three
countiesDouglas, Sarpy, and Lancasternow contain about 42 percent of the
state's population.

In spite of these population shifts, Nebraska remains predominantly an agri-
cultural state, a fact which makes the subject of economic development for rural
'areas one of critical importance to the people 'of the state. According to Dr. E. S.
Wallace, Director of the Bureau of Business Research at the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln, manufacturing employment exceeds 2,000 in only 5 of Ne-
braska's 93 counties and in only 3 counties are there more than 5,000 employed
in manufacturing.

Population forecasts Indicate that 100 million Americans will be added to our
total population in the next 30 yearsa development which will raise the na-
tion's total population to 314 million. of whom 85 percent may litre in urban areas
There is a growing evidence, however, that the peak migration out of rural areas,
has passed, a development which may help bring about more uniform and health-
ier growth rates throughout the nation. In spite of this possibility, it is clear,
though, that more uniform growth rates and a better urban-rural balance for
the nation's population will not be achieved without constructive national poli-
cies directed to this end. The time seems especially right for creating new poli-
cies, particularly since many surveys show that a growing proportion of our pop-
ulation prefer to live in rural areas. providing jobs arb to be found.

There are compelling economic reasons why policies must be developed leading
toward an improved urban-rural population mix. The problems and turmoil be-
setting our large urban centers is well known. What, perhaps is less well known
and understood is that "diseconomies" of scale probably increase exceedingly
rapidly, once a city gets larger than 250,000 persons. In nontechnical language
this means that the per capita costs for basic public services exhibit sharp in-
creases, a fact well-known to the mayor of every large city in the United
States. On the other hand, the decline of rural areas and the decay of small
towns entails real cosh to the economy because it leads to the abandonment and
neglect of existing social :'overhead capital" in the form of houses, business and
governmental structures, road systems and other basic facilities. It is uneco-
nomic to abandon such assets at `''n time when we confront excessive urban
overcrowding.

A SEVEN POINT PROGRAM on truant, DEVELOPMENT

There is no single formula which will slow down or reverse these trends and
provide for the healthy, economic development of America's rural real. There
are, though, a number,of specific things that can be done by the F eral govern-
ment to achieve this objective. I wish to recommend the followl seven point
program for your consideration and action.

1. A public policy commitment to family farming.There must be commitment
to the effect that it is the public policy of the United States to maintain and
promote family farming as the basic for production in the agricultural' se&or.
The family farin system should be the foundation for any rural development
program. There is ample hit:1641c precedent for this type of commitment. One
need only cite the National Labor Relations Act of 1935,' which stated it was the
public policy o the United States to promote and protect free collective bargain-
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ing in lalmr-managemeut relations, or the Employment Act of 1946 which held it
to be public policy for the Federal government , to pursue policies leading 0)

nmxiinum employment and purt.hasing pinver.
There are sound economic and social .reasons for such a commitment. In any

economic activity the size of the typical production unit is determined by a com-
bination of factors embracing technology, market structures, and public policy.
In the farming sector there are no compelling reasons stemming from either
technological nor nmrket forces whicfi require that agricultural production be
carried out through extermely large-scale units. (In the contrary, the best of,
modern farm technology permits a highlyVitialent operation to be carried on in
an enterprise which can be operated and managed by the individual family
Thus, public policy Is the real A-up to the kind of farming enterprise that we
shall have in this sector. Given the disenchantment with bigness that is becoming
increasingly pervasive imioir society, It seems that no useful social purpose can
be served by forces which, if not countered, will desj,roy efficient small scale
enterprime,and a valuable social institution as well.

There is another dimension to this type of commitment that warrants mention.
Agricultural production is the key goods producing activity in rural areas and
it must be tirotected in this role if aural development is to be possible. The reason
for this lies in the fact that the American economy is increasingly dominated
by the production of services rather than goods. According to an analysis by the
.United States Department of Labor, wage and salary employment in goods.
producing industries (Including agricuturt) grew by only 5.3 percent between
11347 and 1969, while wage and salary employment in service-producing industries
grew by 81 percent. Through 1980, the Labor Department study foresees tin 8.1
percent growth in the goods-producing sector and a 29.4 percent growth in the
service - producing industries. What is the importance of this to rural develop--
inent1 The answer lies in the peculiar nature of the service-producing industries.
Unlike the goods-producing sector; services do not depend upon some form of
natural resources for their existence, nor can they be exported and imported
between regions. Their essential base is population. if the decline in the number
of goods-producing units in the agricultural sector leads to a poll elation exodus
as has been the historic experience then the et-mimic basis for any expansion
of service-producing sectors is simultaneously destro:.ed. Given, though, the
changing structure of the American economy, economic development in rural
areas must involve a substantial development of service-producing industries.
Rural America is blessed with clean water, 'Wean air, and an abundance of space.
but these things do not yet constitute economically useful resources that can
readily be translated Into the producing of either goods or services that might
employ people being forced out of farming.

2. Immediate improvement in farm income.The continued economic develop-
ment of either a nation or a region is partly it function of the. income being
generated` within that nation or region. Higher income means a, higher potential
for development. Cnrrently median income per farm family is equal to only 70
percent of median family inemne in the non-farm sector. This is not a healthy
condition, particularly because real living costs do not differ by this,much between
rural and urban Areas. This disparity in income is reflected in the fact that the
parity ratio, unadjusted for government 'payments to fanners, was at 70 in mid
June. Mince the parity ratio has steadily declined since 1960. this means that
the "terms of trade"--what the farmer must give up in the way of his production
in exchange for the things he consumeshave worsened for agriculture.

What can be done immediately? Given the .existing legal and economic struct
for the agricultural sector. the- Federal government is the prime instrumen
through which action can be taken to improve the farm income situation. This
would involve increasing support levels for agricultural prices. The approach
to agricultural income through the parity index has been basic policy since the
1930's; it remains as the best single tool wd now have to attain this end, even
though it has limitations, In the long run we need to develop a broader concept
which will embrace Income as well as price parity as a basis for comparing the
economic position of the agricultural sector with the rest of the economy.

In the meanwhile, the case for higher support prices now can be seen in its
proper perspective we compare what has happened since 1947 to food prices at
retail and the prices paid at wholesale to the farmed for his products. Between
1947 and 1970, food prices at the grocery store increased by 62.7 percent. But
prk.es paid to the tanner only rose 1.5 percent.. Prices for all items rose 73.5
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percent at retail and 44.3 percent at wholesale. From these data it a pears highly
unlikely that higher support prices would have adversely affect d consumer
pricks.

One desirable by-product of higher agricultural income would be increased
saving and, thus, higher deposits in the commercial banks in rural areas. Com-
mercial banks are the major suppliers of non-realestate agricultural loans, both
in Nebraska and the U.S., but in recent years deposit growth has been slower thanthe growth in loan demand. Higher agricultural incomes would ease thissituation.

3. Concentrated economic power and rural developmentA development which
has received relagvely little attention Is the growth of concentrated economic
power and the impact this has had upon economic development, especially in rural
areas. Since the early 1950's there has been a wave of corporate mergers in Amer-
ican industry as extensive as any period in our history. At the end of the 1960's,
according to Dr. Willard F. Mueller, former Chief Economist of the Federal Trade
Commission, 200 firms controlled 66 percent of the foreign and domestic adsets
owned by the 200,000 corporations engaged in manufacturing. Of this contem-
porary merger movement, Dr. Mueller said :

"The enormous merger movement in manufacturing is part of a broader picture
of concentration and centralization in the American economy. Increasingly, manu-
facturing corporations have acquired many large nonmanufacturing concerns.
Firms engaged in retail distribution, insurance, broadcasting, newspapers, and
the utilities have been caught up in the movement. Of perhaps greater potential
significanCe for the future, the holding company has returned to prominence as_the
vehicle by which nonindustrial corporations, especially railroads and banki, are
extending, or promise to extend, their control and influence over major industrialactivities."

Mueller's last sentence is in reference to "conglomerates," which have been-the
dominant form of merger in the recent upswing in merger activity.

Contrary to the view widely and skillfully promoted by firms engaged in the
acquisitive process, mergers of the conglomerate type often have not resulted in
improved economic efficiency. Further, their efforts upon employment and income
have generally been adverse, especially in rural-oriented states like Nebraska.
Hard evidence exists to substantiate this conclusion.

In research for his Ph.D. dissertation, Dr. Stanley L. Brue, forMerly a graduate
student at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln, examined the economic conse-
quence of 149 acquisitions of Nebraska firms by other firms during the period
1964-68. Of these acquisitions, I3 were undertaken by corporations outside the
state of Nebraska, and the remaining 66 by Nebraska corporations. Statistical
tests carried out by Dr. Brue revealed there were no significant differences be-
tween employment and payroll growth in the acquired, firms and those of other
typical firms in the industry concerned. Thus, his findings refute the view that
firms acquired by Other firms through merger tend to be slow growing or dying
enterprises which would benefit from an infusion of new management and ex-
panded financial resources.-

The contrary is more likely to be the case. In the mergers involving the acqui-
sition of Nebraska firms by out of state corporations, Dr. Brue found that post-
merger annual rates of growth in both employment and payrolls became negative,
resulting in a substantial loss of income within the state as a consequence of
mergers. Specifically, he found that whereas the acquired firms had a pre-merger
average annual rate,of growth for employment and payroll respectively of 1.257
percent and 6.958 percent, the average post-merger employment rate was 8.353
percent and the post-merger payroll rate 1.592 percent. In 1970 alone, accord-
ing to Dr. Brue's research, the aggregate income loss in Nebraska from mergers
was estimated to be $24 million.

Further, the acquisition of Nebraska firms resulted in an outflow of corporate
control and decision-making authority from the state, a development which
sefved further to concentrate geographically corporate control in this country.
This net outflow of corporate control was also experienced by other, Great Plains
states, according to Dr. Brue. In the period 1955-1968 the states of Nebraska,
Iowa, South Dakota, North Dakota, Kansas, Colorado, and Wyoming experienced
a net outflow of corporate control of 334 manufacturing concerns. This loss of
"corporate control by sparsely populated states serves to undermine the economic
viability of these states . . ."

To remedy the adverse effects that the conglomerate-dominated merger move-
ment is having upon the economyespecially upon less populaad-rural regions
the Congress should consider several things. First,. through an appropriate com-
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mittee it should undertake a new investigation into the concentration of economic
power in the American economy. This should be on the scale of the Temporary
National Economic Committee (TNEC) investigation in the period just before
World War II. Second, the Congress should consider.pew additions'to the anti-
trust laws designed to restore meaningful competitign to major sectors of the
economy. In this connection, the Congress should consider limits on the amount
of assets of other corporationgcompeting and noncompetingthat any firm
could acquire through merger, demonstration to an appropriate public body
the Federal Trathi-Commission, for examplethat a proposed merger would not
lessen competition and was in the public interest, arid, finally a Federal incowo-,
ration statute.

4. Federal locOtion policy.The Federal iovernment should develop a policy'
which takes the lead in the decentralization of government activities. The two
chief means by which this can be done are the location of Federal installations
and the awarding of Federal contracts. This will not be easy to achieve, given the
traditional "pork barrel" approach to the location of government activity. But
the role that the Federal government can play as a catalyst in stimujating the
development of an area should not be underestimated. As already pointed out,
service-producing industries have been growing faster than goods - producing

1 I I * es. Among the fastest growing source of jobs in the last decade in areas
outside major cities has been government. This makes it mandatory that such a
policy be developed.

5. A system of rural development banks.Congress should proceed with creat-
ing a Rural Development Bank system. One of the critical Needs in rural America
today is for social innovation in the realm of finance. A new type of financial
institution is needed to provide long-term, low interest loans for the economic
development of non-urban areas. A Rural Development. Bank system ought to be
organized on a regional basis, using the Federal Reserve System as a model.
OwnershiP of the bank in each region should be vested primarily in the communi-
ties which it serves. This would provide for the maximum of regional and local
control. It would take Federal assistance to get such a system staited, but beyond
that the bank could issue its own obligations to private investors. A Federal
subsidy would no doubt be necessary to keep interest rates at low or moderate
levels on the loans made by the system for rural development purposes, but this
would be desirable because it would reduce the need for the Federal government
to subsidize state and local borrowing by making their obligations tax exempt,
a practice that benefits only taxpayers who are extremely wealthy.

0.' Regional development institutes. The Congress should consider a modern-
day version of the land grant concept by the establishment of a series of Regional
Research Institutes whose purposes would be to provide badly-needed knowledge.
on population, resources, income, and all other facets of development to the
communities within the region. The primary focus of such research should be
on rural development. In the 19th century the land grant concept provided the
means to transmit the fruits of agricultural research of the farm producer. Now
we need a new and cooperative venture which will enlist the talent and energies
available in several states in the problems of development that are common to
the people and communities of an entire region. In the Great Plains area two
such institutes might be created, one to embrace the northern tier of states and
one in the southern part of the region. Through imaginative legislation it would
be possible to link the Rural Development 'Bank and the Research Institutes
together in a new and dynamic social institution which would not be a part of
the Federal government, but a decentralized creative entity which would draw
its basic talent, resources, and energies froth the region it is designed to serve.

7. Government inducements to private industry.The Federal government
should give carefulthough exceedingly cautiousconsideration to an examina-
tion of the extent to which tax incentives and loan guarantee8 might be used to
encourage job-creating industrial and economic growth in rural areas. This

be-
cause experience with the Federal tax laws shows that too offriincentives
approach can be productive, but it must be used with extreme c mply be-

simply turn out to be loopholes that favor firms and groups that already enjoy
special privileges. A recent study by the Associated Press indicated that private
enterprise in America was now collecting approximately 30 billion per year in
subsidies and subsidy-like aid from the Federal government. Such aid goes to
business in many forms, much of it hidden or disguised. The aid includes cash
payments, tax breaks, low interest loans, guaranteed loans, technical assistance,
and grants given through state-andlocal governments. If the Congress is really
determined to do something meaningful for rural economic development, many
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of the subsidies which now exist could be re- channeled or redirected in ways
%silk)) would help rural areas. Such an approach would not involve any increase
in Federal outlaysand hence taxesbut simply a re-orientation of existing -programs.

As Senator William Proxmire of Wisconsin has pointed out, there is now
the extent to which the Federal government is subsidizing private business and
no system of accountability for Federal subsidy programs. No one really knows
for what purpose. 060 of the first requirements here is for the federal govern-
ment to get its own house in order and make it clearly known to the American
public just how much is being spent to subsidize private business and for what
purpose. Once this is done, it would be possible to precede with consideration
of new tax incentive programs designed to stimulate rural economic development.

(The attachment to Mr. Peterson's statement is as follows :)

THE CUISIG IN AMERICAN AGRICULTURE

(By Wallace C. Peterson)

After several decades of apparent prosperity and unprecedented economic
expansion, it is becoming more and more apparent that the American economy
is not only unable to get full employment without inflation, but that it does not
operate to distribute jobs, income, and reasonable affluence to all the population.
As a recent editorial in Idle magazine put it, "Some glib assumptions about

'American affluence have gotten utterly out of line with the, realities of life as
lived by most people." Too many groupsthe aged, the wag earner, the small
businessman, the farmer, and even many of the alienated youngfeel they are
being economically forgotten by What we think of as the world's most productive
economic system. The claim to being economically left mit has special validity
in the case of agricultare, as this statement attempts to demonstrate.

SOME STATISTICAL EVIDENCE

A few statisticssome well-known and some not so well-knownwill suffice
to indicate clearly that American agriculture is not faring well, even though
the nation's real output grew by nearly 50 percent during the last decade. The
health of agriculture is critical to Nebraska, simply because farming is still
the'most important single industry in the state, even though there have been
some important gains in manufacturing in recent years. What is sometimes
overlooked, though, is that most of our employment in not only manufacturing
but also in wholesale and retail trade is directly or indirectly related to agri-
culture.

Now for a look at tome statistics. For example, the medium incomp,per family
in the non-farm sehor of the economy was $8,499 in 1989, in cor4rast to the
medium income per farm family of $5,936. When farm income avVrages only
70 percent of the non-farm income this is not a healthy condition, particularly
since real living costs do not differ by this much between rural and urban areas.

There are some other important statistics which reflect the adverse income
situation between agriculture and the rest of the economy. There is, of course,
the familiar and dependable parity ratio, which has declined from a post World
War II high of 115 in 11)47 to 72 last year. Even if government payments to agri-
culture are taken into account, the farmer's economic position relative to the
rest of the economy is ,much worse than it was Immediately following the war.
Another way to look at this is to examine the price spread between the price
paid to farmers as reflected in the wholesale price index and consumer prices,
including the price of food. Last year the wholesale .price index for farm prod-
ucts was only 1.5 percent higher than in 11)47, although overall consumer prices
were 73 percent higher and food prices at the grocery store 63 percent higher.
Since all wholesale prices went up in this period by 44 percent, farm prices
clearly did not-follow the trend for ,other commodities sold at wholesale. These'
statistics provide verification for what both farmers and consumers instinc-
tively sense, name)" that lower prices on the farm serdom, if ever, translate into
lower prices in the grocery store and meat market.

Another statistic of critical, importance pertains to productivity in agriculture.
Since 1947 output per employed person' in farming has gone up by an astounding

The term "employed" means everyone working on a farm, Including the owner operator.
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287 percent, although real income per farm has gone up by only 36 percent. In a
market economy there should be a better relationship than this between income
and the contribution to output, insofar as the latter if reflected in productivity
statistics. As a matter of, fact, throughout the whole of the postwar era pro-
ductivity in agriculture has increased 'about twice as rapidly as productivity in
other parts of the economy, even though the farmer has been caught in as severe a
price-cost squeeze as exists anywhere, It is the remarkable productivity of Ameri-
can agriculture that accounts for the fact that Americans spend a, sthatier propor-
tion of their incomes for food than do consumers in any other major industrial
nation. -

The foregoing statistics on productivity gains in the agricultural sector put
the costs of governmental programs for agriculture into better perspective. Farm
programs that susthin farm.income are not an excessive price to pay for helping
to maintain this remarkable record of true technical progress. As a matter of
fact, farm program costs appear large only to the misinformed and only when
considered without reference to other items in the Federal budget. In recent
years, Federal, outlays to stabilize prices and farm incomes have averaged about
3 percent of total Federal expenditures, a figure which might be compared to the
approximately 45 percentof Federal outlays going for military purposes, little,
L' any, of which is directly productive. The peaceful purpose of using barely 3
p rcent of our national budget to provide people with food to eat can hardly be
tei med wasteful.

If we want to direct criticism at Federal income support programs it should
not be aimed at their amount, but at the fact that the benefits, like so many other
programs in our national life, flow too often to those who need them least. For
example, recent census data show that there are about 73,000 fi a in Nebraska,
but according to figures released in April by the U.S., Depart 4t of Agriculture
slightly fewer than 9,000 farmers received over $5,000 per fa r in government
payments`from all sources. Farmers getting more than $5,000 per farm,accountea
for approximately 12 percent of the farms in the state, but received 37 percent of
the total government payments. In agriculture, as elsewhere in our economy, pub-
lic policy too Often works to increase rather than to lessen excessive concentration
in income and wealth.

Finally a word about taxes. Although there has been some general recognition
that the prdperty taxespecially as it works at the local level in Nebraskahits
the farmer especially hard, it has been thought.by some that farmers pay less on
the average in sales and income taxes, whatever their' income bracket. Now,
though, a. recent study by two Iowa State University economists casts dOubt on
this proposition, for they found generally farmers paid at most income levels a
higher percentage of their incomes for both sales and income taxes. While this
study was done in Iowa, the results appear applicable to Nebraska.

WHERE DO WE Go?

While* the foregoing s tistics provide hard evidence concerning the worsening ,
economic position of American farmer, they do not give any answer to the
question of what 1 o be done to arrest the erosion of family farming anNthe
decay in the quail y of rural life in America. The powerful economic and social
forces which brought us to the crisis confronting the farmer are still at work.
One thing` we can be certain of, and that is it is going t ake a most determined
effort to change their direction and devise policies whic will insure agriculture
a fair share of the national income. Three routes are open: the first is found in
the programs being proposed by the Nixon Administration ; the second is to con-
tinue to follow' the path trod since the 1939's ; and the third Is to strike out boldly
in a new direction. Let us examine each of these possibilities.

Although the language and rhetoric coming from the USDA in the first years
of the Ntion Administration' tended to confuse and confound rather than en-
lighten, the direction which current' policy is takingds now becoming apparent.
The fundamental intent is to move more and more toward dependence upon the

,market with less support from government insofar as agriculture is concerned.
The Administration argues that ita program will mean more income for farmers
because-they will have greater freedom to produce for the market. Flexible/price
supports are to be the tool whereby American exports. of farm products can be
increased. As a matter of fact the Administration appears to be counting on a
hefty increase in exports to offSet the inevitable income-losses that lower support s
levels entail.
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Will this approach work? The odds are against it for several reasons. Thebasic fallacy is in believing that you can in* rove the farmer's income sitncition
by forcing hiin to, opera le in a more competitive market when practically all
other sectors of the economy are cushioned in one way or another from the
economic effects of unrestrained competition. The historic evidence is that thissimply will not work. The expectation of the Administration that it can expand
our exports, overcome our balance of payments troubles, and increase farm
income by lowering support levels is likely to run afoul of the peculiar nature
of the demand for food and fiber. Lower prices for agricuipral commodities
historically have meant lower Incomes for all farmers, while there is not much
evidence to suggest that this approach will significantly expand our exports,
particularly in view of the strong efforts made by most other nations to protect
their farmers from foreign competition. Further, there is little indication that
the Administration is really 4erioimabout either stemming or reversing the rural
to urban migration. The President's recent and mugh publicized program ofrevenue sharing for rural community development adds only $179 .-million to
sails already being spent.

What of the second route? This is to continue essentially unchanged programsof price supports and acreage limitations which got started with the original
Agricultural Adjustment Act in the 1930's. One difficulty with what now might
be termed the traditional approach is that the Congress has never been willingto move to a 100 percent parity for agricultural prices, although in 1941 the
Steagall A.mendment`to our basic agricultural legislation gua ranteed the farmer
-90 percent of parity during World War II and two years thereafter. Perhaps'
the basic difficulty in this approach has been that it was not grounded in a
clear conception of what kind of an economic and social structure was neededsand desirable in our agricultural ai4I rural areas. The parity idea is a useful
tool for improving the income position of some farmers, but it is not adequate to
solve the income problem for all farmers.

What are-the'possibilities for new directions in agricultural policy? One would
be foolish to be overly optimistic about how much can be accomplished in an
era when, nationally, farmers now represent only about five percent of the labor
force. Nevertheless this five percent has a strategic significance in the American
economy many times greater than this figure suggests. Consequently, strong and
imaginative efforts must be made to establish a new foundation and new direc-
tions for agricultural policy in the United States.

As a first and fundamental step future agricultural policy must rest upon
a national commitment to family farming as the basis for production in the
agricultural sector. What, one may rightly ask, is so special about such a
commitment? The basic reason is as much psychological as economic, for
once the commitment has been made, it becomes easier to find the means to
obtain for farmers a fair share of the national income. There is ample historic
precedent for this kind of commitment ; one need only cite the National Labor
Relations Act of 1935, which commited the United States-as a matter of public
policy to promote collective bargaining in labor-management relations, or the
Employment Act of 1948 which held it to be the public policy for the Federal
government to pursue policies leading to maximum employment and purchasing
power: A national commitment provides the incentive to find the means to
achieve a given social or economic objective. More recently, the commitment
the Kennedy Administration made to land a man on the moon offered a dramatic
example of this procedure.

There are other reasons why this'should be done. It should be evident to nearly
everyone by now that a$ useful social purpose is being served by policies that
continue to squeeze the agricultural economy, forcing more and more farmers
off e land and leaving the small towns without a sound economic base. There
is m talk these clayeabout the need for rural development, but, withoutexplicit ecognition that ,prosperous family-style farms are the key economic
base for tne rural community, meaningful illitural renaissance is not possible.
The counterpart to the rural exodus is the explosive overcrowding which has
developed in our great cities, a condition that must be corrected.

itlb second step is to clearly identify those elements in a national agricul-
tural and rural development policy that not fly are best done by the Federal
government but for which it currently has the clpabilities. Two things fall into
this category."First, the Federal government remains the best instrument through° which price and income support for agriculture can be obtained, whether bythe parity formula or some yet-to-be-discovered new approach. Policy in this
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realm also includes Federal support for private action to strengthen the farm-
er's economic position, an example being the current trend toward collective
bargaining as practiced by the NFO. Second, the Federal government must be
the primary agent for development of a national location policy desiged to

. bring about a better geographic distribution of our population. Some of the
elements in such a policy would include careful decisions about the location
of new Federal installations, judicious credit arrangements and carefully con-
ceived tax incentives, and, finally, subsidies to local communities.

Finally, we- need to assess our need for new social inventions. In the past
unmet and critical social needs have been met by working out new ways of doing
things. For example, when our monetary system in the period before World
War I proved inadequate- for a rapidly expanding economy we invented, so to
speak, the Federal Reserve System. This gave us badly-needed control and sta-
bility for our money supply. Today in the rural America our most critical need
for social innovation is ln the realm of finance finance for an enlarged family-
type farm which may have an investment in'production assets worth up to $100,-
000 and finance for rural development,- including the small towns of rural
America. A new concept which offers an exciting promise is that of a Rural De-
velopment Bank, organized in a regional basis much like the Federal Reserve
System, and funded in part by the Federal government and in part by private
subscription.

In the nearly three decades which have passed since World War II ended,
technological and social change in America has preceded at a dizzy and often
socially-destructive pace, as witness the near-helpless conditions which exist
in most large American cities. But this is behind us and cannot be changed. What
we can do is to try through intelligently conceived policies to master these
forces and channel them in a constructive direction, the aim being to create a
physical and social environment in rural and Urban America alike which offers
to everyone the possibility for a creative and meaningful life.

STATEMENT OF EDWARD H. ELT, LINCOLN, NEBR.

Your committee and Mr. D. B. Varner discussed the possibility of an Institut&
for Rural Development utilizing the University of Plebraska as a vehicle to
carry federal funds for rural development. In my opinion, this is an excellent
approach not only for Nebraska, but nationwide. The methodology of such an ap-
proach might travel a variety of avenues. I would like to outline one approach
along the institute lines which I think would benefit rural America :

Develop a university task force composed of students majoring in study areas
which would be most helpful to the rural community. Permit students to draw on
the vast repository of information at their respective college. For example,
Political Science majorsfor assistance and community leader education in city
and rural government ; Engineering majorsfor help in housing survey and the
mapping and development of utility plans ; Business and Agricultural Economic
majorsto help with industrial-site development planning, attracting new in-
dustry, studying the economic impact of new industry ; Geology majorsto
locate natural resources; Journalism majorsto gain public support. The num-
ber and specialty of students required and lengths of a project would depend on
such factors as size and requirements of the community.

At the outset establish a few, model rural communities to test pilot the projects.
It would seem appropriate that Economically Depressed Areas should be given 4'

priority consideration.
Allow students the opportunity to work with the community. In the beginning,

rapport would be a critically important factor. Students would have to possess
a good attitude plus knowledge and allow any defensive attitudes of the rural
populace to subside. We must recognize the independent nature of the rural
American and his suspicions of change. Yes, it would be a two-way educational
process. Organizations such as the Coalition for Rural America and Vision-17
would appear quite-valuable here in preparing a community for the transfusion
of new ideas.

Assign task force group leaders, possibly professors or graduate students,
to supervise the students in their objectives. Upon completion of the projects,
clear, ,concise, written reports prepared in each area of study would provide
information, reference and future guidance to community leaders. The same
reports could be evaluated by university staff members for credit hour evaluation.

Federal funding might be used to help pay for teacher/student lodging and
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,,,,expenses while they are in the- community. Such a system may seem mundaneto many people. But aren't people the most important resource we have? Iftngal commtuunity models of this type are successful, would youth migrate backto'rural areas? Would they live in a community where they invested part oftheir identity? Would young people establish themselves in a town that wasalive instead of dead? Wouldn't such a system be almost totally objective sinceit would be educational and nonpartisan?
When the students finished their project the community would know whereit stood and what it must do to survive. More importantly the community would'know how to get things done. The leaders would be equipped to-set local goalsand objectives and achieve them. The people would know how to obtain govern-mental monies; how to locally develop indatry or approach outside industry.They would know which industries the towff absorb and what type indus-tries the town desired. No longer would small communities fear the bureaucraticprocess when trying to obtain their objectives. They would understand how biggovernment is designed and how to participate effectively in various interestgroups such as the Coalition Rural America, NFO, Co-ops or whatever to helptheir cause. They would understand such economic tools as Industrial Develop-ment Bonds,
If a community model project failed, find out why, and correct the cause soit wouldn't happen again.
The comment has been made, "How can rural Americans have any faith inthemselves; when the government doesn't have any, faith in rural America?"Such thoughts take on new meaning when viewed from the bottotn of the na-tional economic pile.
The above ideas may parallel those already in existence, however, I submitthem for your consideration.

STATEMENT OF ALFRED T. DRAYTON, PRESIDENT NIOBRARA RIVER BASIN
DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION, O'NEILL, NEB/i..

I am Alfred T, Drayton, President of the Niobrara River Basin Development
Afsiociation. The Association is made up of businessmen, ranchers and farmers
living in and representing the entire length of,the Niobrara River Basin; andencompassing a variety of interests. The common bond at the mOmbers of the
Association is the fact we are from a nearly total rural area. Only-one city inthe entire.Basin has over 2,500 residents. That. is Valeniine, Nebraska withabout 2,800. The Niobrara Basin covers either totally or partly 12 counties in
Northern Nebraska, plus some in Wyoming and South Dakota.

Brown County Nebraska was the only county in the Basin to show a popula-tion gain in the last census. This.gain was in response to a new irrigation project
known as the Ainsworth Unit. Agribusiness has increased through machinery
sales, feed, fertilizers, etc, .Many thousands of rattle are now being fed In thearea and all the grain produced is being used locally.

Here in the Niobrara Basin, another irrigation project has been proposed.It will be known as the O'Neill Unit. This project will irrigate some 77,000 acres
of land In Keyapaha and Holt Counties. It is expected to, through the 160 acreland limitation law, to create between 250 and 300 new land owners. The towns
in the area are expected to grow due to the Agribusiness that the project willcreate.

In at least the last five census reports this area has shown a heavy decline in
population. If one could go back over the years we would see that most of themigration took place in years of low rainfall.-In this area, a good crop is more
Important than high prices. Importing feed always follows a poor economy,In the
livestock industry. Business in the towns lessens and causes the closing of somethat could have remained, had the farmers prospered.

In the past 25 years or so, the migration has been increased by the corn pro-grams of our government. It has been hard for the smaller farmers to benefitfrom the programs, while the large operators collected payments that shouldhave gone to the ones in need. For instance, in Holt County in 1965, six largeoperators collected over half of the money that was made available to 1,200. Wehave large operators that idle land and store grain in large amounts that pro-v ides the money to buy out the small farmers. Limits on payment to farmersshould have set at not over $5,000 from the start. This would not have made the
farm program so attractive to the large operators.
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There Is a considerable difference in the cost of production ou a form of 320
'Acres and one ofsay 3,200 acres. The 320 acre farm on a per bushel of grain
produced, uses more labor, more financing, more machinery, more fuel, In fact,
more id everything connected to farming.

There is only the possible in the life of any nation where large farms might be
a benefit and that would be during a time of all out mat. This is one thing no
one should desire.

Quite often, you hear how Congress has failed in the lulu keeping pollution
of air, land and water under control. Laws were paSsed yeaps ago, tint not en-
forced, that would have gone a long way in preventing the present conditions.
Likewise, deterioration of our cities could have been prevented had proper
measures been taken 30 or 40 years tigo. Now ID light of the figures showing the
expected population growth, this is the time to act,,,to be ready to produce more
human food. It takes 1,0 years to build a project like the above mention,* O'Neill
Unit. It would take several such projects like this one just to stny e*en.

t
'rim SITUATION WE FACE AS EDUCATORS IN COMMUNITY EDUCATION

AND AREA DEVELOPMENT

(By Bert M. Evans, Extension Economist, University of Nebraska,
Lincoln, Nebr.)

The intent of this paper is to cover considerable ground in a fashion that will
evokerdiscussion. I leave more detailed development of Milts to our discussion.

Before I can discuss Connnunity education, I must raise the question : Educa-
tion for what? The same answer that we have accepted for some time in exten-
sion work is: to enable people to make better decisions: We 'Omit in order to
provide the framework of basic facts and alternative solutions within which our
audience con function in the decision-tuaking process.

1Vhat problem or what situation do these people face in community develop-
ment? My definition will he brief at this point with points added from titne to
time along the way. People are faced with situations and decisions relative to the
structuring or restructuring of their community in such wanner as to adjust to
social and economic change, and bring about desired economic and social change,
or said another way, to build the type of community in which they Would like
to live to the extent that they (1) are able to agree upon what they wduld like
and 12) have the power and rapacity to carry out their goals. While this is a
inouthfnl, it still is not adequate working definition for our purposes.

The basic problem people face is one of acquiring the range and depth of in-
formation and understanding about social and economic issues consistent with
the complexity of those problemson a par with the information and under-
standing availaltie to them in their farm production decision making. This
definition g-iVeS DS our goal. it allows us to define not the problem that people
face in community development but the problem we face ,as edui,ators.

Just to cover the familiar terrain as to why we face a problem as educators,
will outline some self-evident forces at work. Professor Montgomery at the

University of Texas always stated the major cause something ,like this: 'For all
scientific and technological change there must be an equal change in the institu-
tional framework." Radical scientific and technological achievements hare, itupli-
cations for major social and economic adjustments. Adjustments must take place
not only in the practical and instrumental ways of carrying out our socio-eco-
nomic activities lint also in the full range of attitudes and perceptions we have
of ourselves, of others and of our society. People can make effective and desirable
institutional change only to the extent that they are informed of the alternatives
We are all aware of ill-conceived adjustments premised on insufficient knowledge.

We face a probicin as educators because We live in a democratic society. Ours
is a nation in which we rely upon the collective judgment of all persons In order
to govern ourselves. A strong factor in judgment is not only a strung base of
Information, but in addition exposure to theories and interpretations of the whys
and wherefores of public nctivitles and the alternative routes in public decision
making.

We face a problem as educators because the United States 'is the lehding edge
of world development. This may sound lilte I am building a "federal" case. but
the goals of our nation and its achievements do affect world development. Many
nations look to us for leadership and assistance. Our leadership and assistance is
directly affected by the way in which informed citizens and governmental lead-

.
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ors carry' out their responsibilities. We educators have the responsibility of in-
forming lay citizens and elected officials alike.

It is not only in rural communities or the subject of atea development that
educators face a problem of providing information. There are the problems of the
ghetto, Vietnam, clogged transportation systems, hippies and drugs and pollu-
tion among many others. Thus, I would argue that the remarks I make apply in
general to the needs of our society as a whole rather than to Wren development
decision making alone. If people are to come to agreement on some of those
vital issues mentioned, they must be sufficiently informed to make moderate ad-
justments before revolution is accepted as an alternative.

The problem we face then can be stated as supplying people with the technical
knowledge and understanding of community problems and issues on a par with
the comple ;ity of those issues an to the depth and degree we have accomplished
this educational process in agricu tural prochiction.

How did we do it in agricultural science and technology as applied to the
farm operation? Let us review. From the beginnings'of the Land-Grant College
system and the Federal Extension Service, farm- people and the agriculturally
related industries and business have been inundated with information on farm
production science and technology. Farm people have even been assisted with
much of their economic decision making as applied to farm production and to a
lesser extent as applied to buying and selling. Not only has the inforination been
forthcoming but also the means of communication of this information has grown
apace with the facts and their application. The communication sources are radio
and TV, local newspapers, farm magazines and weeklies, bulletins and reports
issued by farm organizations and associations, farm supplier publications and .
films and the full range of activities of agricultural colleges to include pegsonal
consultation, workshops, night meetings, field demonstrations and the like. The
great bulk of information communicated through these sources is factual and
shows little bias of selfish interest of the source.

What is the cage with information and education with respect to public
affairs? In my view it has been rather limited. I cite as evidence, the persistence
of a full range of public, unsolved problems facing Communities, states and the
nation. Another way to gauge the differences in level of information supplied
might be to consider the manner in which farmers would be given the results on
corn borer research on the one hand and the results of a trade school research
project on the other hand. As another reference of how Well we are doing the
jo0, consider also the difference in the length of time involved in the decision-
making process in the two cases. ...,

I Would argue that we have not furnished Information for communities on
pubile\ decision making on a par with either (1) that which we have furnished
farmers on farm operations, or More Important, (2) that which is necessary on
public issues consistent with thefi. complexity. It seems to me that putting out
research findings on corn borers is a much simpler matter than putting out re-
search findings on the trade school situation and alternatives. We httve not gone
far enough beyond the educational techniques applicable for fertilizer applica-
tion and herbicide d%e in our attempts to assist the community in their public
decision-maklug process. .

Why are we, not doing the job? Why do we not develop the degree of under-
standing and depth of basic information on the part of citizens that we have done
so well for farm entrepreneurs of the rural community?Why are educational in-
stitutions relucta t to take the leadership in providing solid infottnatign about
school redistrictin two tion and road development as contrasted with fertilizers:
insecticides, herbici es, feeding rations' and the like? ..,,

Without any atte t at ranking, it is obvious that ideas and beliefs are much
more difficult to chi ge than is the case with technical or engineering like
changes. We have be to a degree accustomed to giving people the "facts" on
4-H calf currying. hemtping dresses and fertilizer. application. We feel reason-
ably comfortable in the tole of "expert" with the "right" answerand our clien-
tele likes it that way. It demands less on their part. Somehow this is the nature
of technical information related to things of the concrete world as opposed to
technical information related to institutional arrangements. In this then we find
the tint hint of controversy. What i.,1 "fight" and "wrong" in locating a new
county hosital?

Another factor that makes for difficulty is theory. There are theories in social
and economic problems that we might use and thereby be more aggressive in
our education job. But, there appear to be more gapsysCommunity development,
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for example, suffers from the lack of a comprehensive theory. General theories
of economic development and theories of national development (and these leave
much tiLbe desired) are not fully matched by theories of community development.

Not Snly do we lack the range of applicable theory with which to base the
educational job demanded but also the amount of research and personnel allo-i
cated to our areas of concern are minimal. We Simply do not have the range or
facts and research results available with which to teach as is the ease with hybrid
corn or now whetit varieties.

People hick sufficient motivation to enter freely into the learning and decision-
making process in community, state and national affairs. Motivation is somewhat
more direct in the case of the correct rate of irrigation water. Bushels are easy
to measure and the farm operator has a clear economic motive. We as edticators
have not yet learned how to build in the motivation of people, to learn about
social change, that is so vital to the educational process. I have, found that the
"real" questions and basic opinions are many times, withheld until the second
day of a workshop. Apparently we somewhat haphazardly spent the whole first
day getting people motivated.

At least some universities are still bogged down in the decision making of
whether to help people in an educational sense or an organizational sense. This
point is more directly relate A tp area development. Stated briefly, we as educa-
tors have the alternatives : Itl) Inform citizens on the various issues of area
development to the point that they form organizations, restructure local gov-
ernment and its services or adopt whatever means of change they might find to
begin to bring their community more Cato line with the kind of community in
which they would like to live or (2) assist them in forming organizations and
through the servicing of these orgadizations bring them to the level of under-
standing of area development at which the organizational structure has an jn-
strumental value to them in developing their area. Perhaps some of both o; these
approaches to providing information is the better way, but until we.comPrehend
the difference and weigh each in terms of marginal educational returns to the
limited resource base available, we are apt to be unsatisfied with our resuppi46.

History is against us. Ours has been a society of individualism, strong coif
with private economic gain and at least a bit of suspicion about government
ning. It is difficult for our clientele to welcome with the same enthusimmra ivO5k-
shop on aid to dependent children as would be the case in livestock mrinagemerit:
Not only is it difficult for clientele but also our administrators, and we are Poore
apt to Irrhor more biases and fears in the one case than in the other. And how
about a workshop on world family planning problems, or the pros and cons of
county consolidation? It is easy for our clientele to see direct gain in better live-
stock management, but difficult to see how more meaningful program) of aid to
dependent children might be to their personal benefit.

We do not have the assistance of the business and industry of the agricultural
community to encourage, assist, and which in some caws nearly takes the educa-
tional job- away from us. Businesses have a direct interest in better knowledge
on the part of farmers in many areas of farm production. Their mutual interest
with farmers is not quite so clear in the case of marketing and all too often it
runs counter to farm and rural community interest when we consider such areas
as taxation and road development. Thus, the incentive and reward we might re
ceive from the community at large is of a different prder than if we were to do
a good educational job on swine rations.

Mass media treatment and assistance seem to differ in response to a new hybrid
wheat discrivery and the discovery of tax inequities. Much of the response of the
mass media is, of course, simply the reflection of citizen response. The tendency
is for information to be straight reporting In the case of wheat, while what lit-
tle information there is forthcoming through research on tax inequities is sand-
wiched in among heated statements by persons on opposite sides of the tax issue
when it is at a boiling point.

Public issue type information needs seem to come in a different size package.
Farmers may be able to use information on fertilizer, then on herbicides. then
on methods of liarvesting and the like somewhat separately and sequentially.
What' a citizen need@ to know about school redistricting is almost inextricably
tied un with what he needs to know about road planning and taxation. Commu-
nity education, I would contend, is a much bigger package and unless packaged as
big as it truly is, will be even more controversial than usual.

Not only is it more difficult to seruirate out discrete parts and do them over
time as If they were.mrelated but also the entire community needs to know at
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the same tithe. In the case of fertilizer any one farmer can make the decision
alone, others later and some may be able to avoid the issue forever. The case is
different with school redistricting. The community must make a joint decision.
Votes are not, additive over a 5-year period. This makes the "packaging" even
more difficult.Grossly overstating the challenge, we seem to have the problem of
informing all people on all community problems all at the same time.

One final factor contributing to the complexity of community education or
the education of citizens on public issues; much of the decision making within
a community is circumscribed by national or state policy and by the objectives
of large corporate enterprises. In area development, for example, plant location
is determined by the industrial decision-making process. What a community be-
lieves or understands may have no effect upon whether or not additional job
opportunities are generated in their community. A farm operator, on the other
hand, has the degree of freedom necessary to respond directly to better methods
of tillage. Thus, sorting out areas of educational material that are truly relevant
to the communty is more difficult in the case of community education than in
the application of herbicides.

Plough on the factors that make our education job more difficult, why Is this
responsibility ours? There is no one else to flo the Job. Scholarship for the sake
of scholarship is a .dream of the east. if we continue to generate the' knowledge
that citizens need in community affairs, I. can expect that we also must develop
the means of carrying that information to itizens. Because we know that citizens
need to know more, makes it incumben upon us to inform them. Moreover,
unused research and information contain es a roadblock to further research.

Subject matter areas in community education and area development appear
to me to be obvious. Certainly we can sort out those elements of the structureof communities and the structure of the that people need to know about.
It should not be too difficult for your group see not what people are con-
cerned with at the moment, but those things that will be of concern in the very

, near future. Most important. I hope none of us expect that citizens will articulate
the problems of communities and the state well enough to ask us for what they
need. We must make the offer. In my state it is quite simple to make a fist : (1)
school development to include school redistricting, trade schools, state university
and junior college systems; (2) hospital and medical facilities, development andplacement ; (3) state and local taxes: (4) street,. highway and road develop-Vient : (5) county and local government reform and restructuring; (6) nationalIssues to include farm policy ; (7) all of those things related to job opportunties
and the developalent of n semi-balanced economy at the area level and (8) etc.How are we going to do the job? If we are going to do it, we are 'going
to have to exercise the degree of precision that is now exercised, for example,
in growing irrigated corn. Think of the range of science and technical expertise

-.Implied to irrigated corn of the lilatte Valley of Nebraska. Think of the precision
with which the various technological components and management decisions areapplied : The proper time of plantinglarge machines to do it all within days;
carefully selected variety: precision amounts of fertilizer at the correct soildepth and seasonal timing; carefully researched row sluicing and within row
spacing to get the optimum plant population : herbicides and cultivation control
of weeds and soil minlitions and harvesting at the precise moisture content
levels that can be hopdied by modern drying equipment. Unless we are willingand able to put together a comparable precision package of materials and teach-
ing methods in our subject matter area, We will look like the bne-gallused-run-
down-at-the-heel farmer who still plants open-pollinated corn with a team ofmules.
_ If we are going to do the job, we must adapt the latest findings of educational
psychologists to our situation and the subject matter. We must approach the'subject matter, with an interdisciplinary team. We must choose with utmost
caution the type of setting in which we tench and carefully select our students.
For some topics we will need to reach nearly everyone. For other topics it willbe sufficient to reach a much smaller number. For some topics the multi- county
or area meeting will be correct. Other topics will demand two meetings per
county for the entire state in order to reach enough people with enough material.
In some cases we will need radio, TV, three-day workshops and annual follow-
up programs. In others a one-shot bulletin may be sufficient. Thus, we must
begin to decide curriculum content and method of teaching for adults. Our
piecemeal, supposedly grass roots demand, approach has not measured up. We
must develop subject matter content as an interrelated total entity. Then we
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twist develop materials strategy for motivation, teaching method, number and
characteristics of clientele, class area base (one. county, two counties, certain
groupings and the like), timing and duration, follow-up activities and evaluation
or examination of (lien*.

Tut; row: (*nett 1.1.1 (IF COMM UNITY DEVELOPMENT AND rrs INPUT
RE(, UIREM ENTH

(By Bert M. Evans, Extension Economist, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, , ebr.)

Evans criticizes curze4rreommunity development research and adult educa-
tion as fragmentary and capricous. Ile provides some speOtication and elabora-
tion of the common community development problems throughOnt the midwest.
The substance of education for community leaders, he. asserts, should and would
be similar throughout the midwest if the content were truly derived from the
real development problems faring addwest community leaders, Ile points out
the necessity of interdependence of .research and extension in generating and de-
livering 'relevant subject matter for community development.
Sionilior Community Problems

The proldems that citizens face in community development are very similar
front state lo state and also differ relatively little among communities within the
state. Extension education programs which all hope to assist communities to
level Olt, are on the other hand widely different among states. There are many
reasons for their differences such as staff abilities, administrative attitude, his-
torical and differences in the individual interests of which ever re-
searcher or specialist is providing leadership. However, extension education
programs do not differ because of variations in community education need. The
development problems are Very similareommunity to Ommunity. Only small
variations in priorty of concern exist. These are relatively unimportant because
they imply only differences in the sequence in which the curriculum should be
taught and do not call for alteration of the .total content of the curriclum. Ex-
tension education programs differ among states largely because of capricious
differences in material readily available to extend, There is a lack of cohesive
programs tying research and extension together for adult education needs for
community development. If all midwest states carefully oriented a portion of
university research and education to the real needs of cotninunity development
they maild all have a similat program.

There are many similarities dipong highly independent universities, colleges
and departments in their reqtdrinnents for a cyjlege degree. The colleges and
departments of the North Central and Great Pitfihs states exhibit much parallel-
ism of conviction as to the subject matter and course content needed for engineers,
chemists and teachers. The reason is that the need for curriculum derives from the
need of the'elient student to perfortn in life. The same parallelism among states
would show if a multi-years community development currichun for leaders were
carefully prepared to meet the heeds of communities in different* and independent
midwest states,

There are cotnpelling reasons 'for the similarities among states in requirements
for a community development curriculum. Our economic system is truly an inte-
grated system. The same technology, the same social and economic system dom-
inates all communities. All have the same history and education. There are not
truly separate economic or social systems in different states. We are very closely
tied together by such things as comnmnications, culture, mobility and having a
similar situation and similar coniltunity goals, we have the same community im-
prtaoment problems. Political systems and power structures from state to state
and community to community are actually quite similar, Thus, there are only
superficial differences among the uncertainties and misunderstandings of leaders
who would be the students of a core curriculum in community development.

It might seem that there would be fundamental differences between the prob-
lems of a relatively progressive county with a town over 10.000 with a growing
population and a smaller rural county with no town over 5.000 and a declining
population. Actually there are obvious differences but there still is a common core
of almost identical problems, e.g. In the areas of school management. local gov-
ernment organization, tax revenue, adjustment of too small firms, and labor ml-

Paper delivered to NC-88, "Economic Development of Rural Areas," In Chicago
:Way 5, 1969.
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gration. e variations among communities in form of problems do not presentinsurmou table education difficulties. The community and individual choiceproblems similar and the same analyisis of the problem and the same tech-nical infer akin about alternatives must be given for each situation. After all,
our classroom students end up in a wide range of different situations and yet weexpect them to absorb the same principles and are confident that the basic cur-ricula))) will be adequate for each student.

more legitimate concern is variation among leaders in their background. Stilltli(e information that citizens need is similar irrespective of the level of under-standing at which they begin. The greatest variation among individual leadersis on 'specific facts of each problem area. This variation is large and is betweenindividuals in the same community and is actually a similar problem communityto community. We are highly specialized in our interdependent society but thesame specialization repeats in community after community. The level of Initialunderstanding is based Vhe same observations, the same newspapers but is con-ditioned or filtered different personalities and occupational orientations.
Communities are similar also for physical or geographic reasons. Our climatedifferences. among communities throughout the midwest plains vary only withinrather narrow limits and differ little over several hundred miles compared to the
variation in' many nations of the world. Problem similarities and common educa-tional needs of community development leaders are especially obvious outside the
midwest's largest cities. We exclude the very large metropolitan areas with con-gestion, race and public transportation problems and confine ourselves in this dis-cussion largely to, the counties with towns under 50,000 in North Central andGreat Plains states. -

The core curriculum
The first requirement in the development of a "core curriculum" is to spell outa list of priority problems.
There may seem to be a large numb of spcific community problems and con-sequentlysequently an almost unlimited variety adult educational needs. Actually thetask is not unsurmountable. But we m pick and choose, by some criterion

which problem areas to research and e end. The criteria should be need or
usefulness to community detelopment. We hould not choose solely on the basisof the desire of the extension worker or the researcher's interest-This might al-
low us to avoid the most important of community issues and problems in favor
of the easier, more novel or less controversial topics.

Here is my list of priority problems (not necessarily ordered according to theirimportance) :
1. Local governmentCounty-city-school relations, regional government,

public spending emphasis, competence and efficiency of officials and govern-mental forms.
2. Public financeproperty tax equalizations and relief, city funds, schoolbond issues, tax reform.
3. School organization and developmentdis ict consolidation, quality

eduration, school buses, teacher salaries, teacher ecruitment and turnover.
4. Transportation, roads. communication and p werRailroad closings,

freight and passenger service, rural road closings, oad tax Mild use.5. Hospital and health facilitiesregional hospita absence of local doc-
tors, high cost, care of elderly, increased quality.

0. 'Adjusting community and area economic structure and expanding area
economic base and the employment opportunitiesconsolidation of Arms,capital for labor substitution, industrialization.

7. Farm problems, programs and policyproduction control, price support,
exports, poverty in agricultfire, large farms.

InterrelatednessProblem to problem
In adult education the-above 7 courses would overlap and inte lock. Principles

and alternatives cannot and should not be arbitrarily separated \ nto one or the
other district subject matter areas. Students'of extension do no always "take
the prerequisites," nor remember ao repeating is needed. The co unity leader
needs the whole curriculum however because to understand and ction in an
area such as school district reorganization he needs to understand the require-
ments of increased quality of education, and also, have a grasp of local public
finance, and state and federal assistance. his competence in school district plan-
ning will continue to increase as he studies local governMent, road and )rmmtmi-
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cations Weaning, county zoning and the changing economic structure of the area
and the possibilities of expansion of area economic base and total area employ-
ment. Thus, although the focus might be on improving the education of rural
youth by school district reorganization, there would be some presentation on cur-
riculum development taxes, competing public service needs, and the local econ-
omy. These related subjects just touched on in one course would "advertise" the
nest courses in the curriculum or reinforce past learning.. Subject matter for citi-
zen classes oriented to action must be much more complete and integrated than
is the case in the classroom.

In the development of subject matter material for citizen classes, it is im-
portant to remember that citizens always have some information and under-
standing and usually sufficient to have an opinion of some kind and even enough
to act on if a decision is forced. Citizens fall to act or decide well because of
uncertainties, misunderstandings and the interdependence of decisionmaking in
conununity development situations. The interdependence of decisions is a special
problem for community affairs. For example, a local merchant may want to up-
grade his retail facility. He can quite easily appraise the need for 'improvement
and perhaps also estimate return on such investment if 1) nothing changed or 2)
if everyone else upgraded also. He cannot act, however, because he IS very un-
certain of the factors which affect his decision. His new building will suffer
immediate depreciation in the event a supplementary store closes or a competing
store conies in. If other main street businesses help attract customers by up-
grading at the same time, tie will be highly successful. Thus, his individual de-
cision is foreclosed by the lack of decision on the part of others. Thus, a cur-
riculum giving common knowledge can bring about a pattern of decisions that
reinforce each other and bring development.
Critical mum

How much does any one leader or citizen need to know about one, subject in
order to successfully play his role? If too little is taught no action takes place at

How many people need to know more about a subject? If too few know the
knowledge will be diluted, wither and be forgotten. Should Extension hold a
workshop with lecturing and discussion for one day? three days? or 10 days?
The "critical mass' is reached when the students become relatively self-suf-
ficient in extending his own and spreading to others the understandings. We must
give enough so that a leader's learning process and that of the community "takes
off" and they become able to adequately consume and utilize new information and
Ideas from a variety?' of sources. Ho'w much does It take on one subject to bring
a community to that point? In the case -of a major school organization an "ini-
tial" or "base effort" educational project of 2 or 3 days must be taught and dis-
cussed by at least 1/2 of 1% of the population. Actually extension educators can
determine "critical mass" of information and audience only after researchers and
educators have begun to analyze the problem and specify the body of information
required for "the course."

"Critical mass" of material and audience for economic development Is dif-
ferent and larger than the "critical mass" for fertilizer, seeding rates or feeding
practices adoption. Community development problems are of a public nature
and must be decided jointly. Community development problems are contro-
versial and each decision may benefit some'citizens and harm others. A rather
large amount of understanding must be developed rather widely at the outset
to forestall destructive reaction from those few who may be harmed. Vocal
criticism from a few influencials can reverse the direction of the community
decisionmaking process if too little and too few are educated. "Critical mass"
should always involve most of the relatively few leaders with much informa-
tion and many more citizens with less detailed courses and less depth of under-
standing. Voting on a school bond issue or other public choices cannot cumulate
or slowly add tip over a period of years to get a majority as is the' case in
adoption of a new fertilizer by more farmers each year. Patterns of decisions
such as migration and investment can build up over time.
Course content

The subject matter content of a course in community development for leaders
would be made up of 1) introductory material, usually historical and theoretical
to place the situation and problem areas in sufficient perspective. 2) Description
of current local conditions, description of local organizations and institutions
and comparisons of conditions among nations, states or areas. 3) Identification of
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alternatives, description of each, and 4) discussion of this problem in realtion
to other problems, other expenditures and community goals..) Evaluate com-
munity action alternatives for this topic in context of the political pfocesses in

our society.
Some text book material Is always necessary. Principles and theory are re-

quired. Description and statistical material must be general to give perspective
but also must be specific to describe the state and each local community situa-
tion. Community development requires a great effort to blend together the prac-
tical and the theoretical, the general and the specific, the facts and the prefer-
ences. Reading assignments and lecture-discussion topics are the likely tech-
niques with leaders. Newspapers, radio and TN. are best for citizens. g`he lec-
tures within a course need to connect various aspects of the problems ana pieces
of information. 44 information must he more direct and eonerete than is the

SP with undergiirduate classroom lectures. There must be opportunity for dis-
cussion and even attack of the filets and principles presented. The course content
will not become active and influential without argument. The type of under-
standings and opinions that bring application, adoption are formed through
public debate and critical appraisal of new information and its usefulness in
the community's situation.
The class

In classroom teaching there is little difficulty in defining the audience. Who
needsilo know in community development is not NO obvious. the -appropriate nu(li-
etp differs somewhat from subject to subject, but some of the leadership group

common to all problems. In school organization all parents and adults need
nue information add understanding, but (1) School board members; (2) County

o vials; (3) Farm and business leaders and (4) big property owners need
spec nl attention.

ie subject matter needed, the new research needed, the delivery system and
audience are all interdependent and must be simattaneously chosen. All

rive or are dependent on the topic or course within lb nrriculum to be
ented.

matter
In attempting to discuss needed research we must have the outline, the total

material required by leaders to make decisions and then separate the known
and the unknown. A select committee or task force on a multi-state basis con-
sisting of extension and research probahly need to begin by making an outline of
the issues. This initial step should be taken before beginning to gather audience
or begin research. The task force would need to plan In considerable detail the
edueation in all topic areas ns a preliminary to requesting specific studies or
subject matter. Through discussion a task force could select text books and com-
plete research to be used with only minor adaptation. The information gaps and
the priorities for research would emerge from such program planning. For ex-
ample, I think good information evaluating the impaet of local school taxes upon
economic growth and income level is very crucial but missing. This gap probably
forestalls rational decisionmaking about school reorganization in Nehraska. With-
out information on the relative burden of taxes all other information on schools
and taxes'is noneffective. Equitable and sufficient local tax systems ea of berm
designed without incidenee estimates. Equity in taxation at the 1 cal revel is
at% important goal and school reorganization eannot proceed on a r tional basis
uttless financing is judged to be equitable.
Niimmary

There would be two major benefits to developing a core curriculum, a cohesive
research and a delivery system for community development. (1) The research
director would he able to use his resourees more effeetively, and a scientist would
gain the satisfaction of seeing his work pay off by seeing it used to help com-
munities solve their problems. (2) Extension eould develop a program whose
resource requirements eould be clearly justified and administratives could better
understand and argue for their requests for staff and financing.

It is ohvious there is need, logic and effectiveness in : 1) a core curriculum,
2) cohesive researchextension planning, and 3) division of lahor through sev-
eral states cooperating in community development.
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C. C. KIMRALL COMPAiVT,
Lincoln, Nebr., September 20, 1971.

Re: Economic development of smaller eommunities in the Middle West up to
.andiiicluding cities of 300,000. -

RoBENI. M. DEAVER, Ph. D.,
University of Nebraska at Omaha,
Downtown Station, Omaha, Nebr.

DEAR Mn. DEAVER : There is not a standard formula for success of economic
development in smaller communities in Nebraska or other Middle West cities,
but they do need this development desperately.

I would suggest that through existing agencies, wh should have all in-house
talent to tackle these problems with a little guidance from learned industrial
or commercial oriented brokers. That is the first phase. This problem should be
attacked socially, physically, and politically.

Politically, both Democrats and Republicans Should agree to some formula
whereby government contracts to be granted give preference to smaller com-
munities if the areas considered are of equal abilities and productive means.

Example : Defense contracts, urban renewal contracts, and suppliers con-
tracts for which smaller communities have bid equally well with their larger
city counterparts should be given preferential treatment. All subdivisions such
as regional, state, county, etc. should also follow this formula wherever federral.-
money is used.

The social amenities of larger cities are not so great as they used to be, Pol-
lution, crime, and some of the other involvements that are not desirable may
encourage a man to raise his family in smaller communities in safety. Cities
were originally found for the protection of people from wayward bands of
robbers; it seems that history has reversed itself. Cities also served as market
places, which I am sure they will continue to do. This could be a determining
factor in the relocation of large portions of our population to areas where they
will have equal opportunities at reasonable incomes. This too would be a tre-
mendous help In keeping the slums in the larger communities from becoming
an almost impossible situation.

I would suggest that cities be classified into cities of 3,000; 5,000; 25,000;
50,000 and treated in an orderly manner. The amenities of social life in smaller
communities is somewhat limited. I would suggest that through the help and
influence of existing agencies these smaller communities be encouraged to expand
socially.

The factor of economic plight can be satisfied with new jobs. In most areas in
Nebraska there is an ample water supply and we have high caliber people be-
cause of their enitironment. They basically produce well when given the oppor-
tunity. There is a brain drain. Many places where capable people are needed
seem to be empty because they leave for better opportunities on either coast.
You can not change the flow until you give them equal opportunity in their
place of origin.

Developments such as Devil's Nest within reasonable driving distance for
anyone In northeast Nebraska add much to our pleasure. Nebraska has ample
lakes and streams and a tremendous outdoor activity. We have the water supply,
low land costs, and the people. I would suggest we further expand existing
industries in the state that seem to be succeeding. Also all agricultural oriented
industries should-be encouraged. This can be done.

Example A : Cattle feeders require tremendous amounts of capital. There is
a definite need for Oetter cattle f lots. The local banks are taxed to their
maximum. These operations should and we should allow them a great
expansion, but we also should guard against their expansiOn ruining the country
with improper drainage or other practices which create problems.

Example B: Industries such as machine tool shops should be given preferential
treatment. They should be allowed to supply g;trernment orders. I have several
examples that I could point out ih our area, some of which I have been personally
involved. Such small companies that have the ability to expand should be given
through existing agencies all the help at thhir disposal within the law. All talents
should be coordinated through these agencies.

Nebraska has several misplaced Improvements such as trucking terminals,
mill-type buildings and various manufacturing sites without the ability to find
new u "es at local levels. The local Chamber of Commerce has done a fine Job with
the tools they have at hand, and the real estate brokers also with the-taokrtbey
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have to offer have done a commendable job; but the proper abilities. ate not
available In this market. It seems that if the scarcity of industry in this area
has made it impossible for the person to exist in the middle west. For this reason
many plants are built where they have the most effeetive Chamber of Ccumnerce
and not where they should be. These misplaced improvements after a while die
and the replacetnent industry are hard to find because of their previous expert-
..,-..!...
ences.

There is a systematic means of computerizing all existing warehouses, com-
munities, facilities, people, and resources but no practical method that I have
seen In effect of exposing these figures and pictures to those that essentially need
them. It does not take the bizarre approhch, but it does take an educational
approach t9 see that we need practical involvement In this field of placing
Industry.

I could go to,gfat lengths and expand On this subject. With proper guidance
perhaps some o ese could be used immediately rather than ten years from now.
The impact of g d jobs in small communities would retain this ability in the
Middle West to grow. WithSut it, the exodus will endanger the Middle West
and the U.S. government.

I appreciate our short cofiversation with regards to the economic deVelopment,
Mr. Deaver, and I would be very happy to expand with you on this subject at any
time. Unfortunately, in the real estate field, it is important that we be near our
phone, therefore I would appreciate a chance to meet wth you here in Lincoln.

Sincerely,
GEORGE A..CHRISTY, hroker.

STATEMENT OF HAROLD P. SUTTON, MCCOOK, NEBR.

Mr. Clihirman and Members of the C mmittee: Your presence here and the
tour you are making of this Rural Area which is comparable to other areas with

resimilar pursuits in agriculture and liv el( production evidences the concern
you, and the Congress of the United States have in the economy affecting this
production producer and consumer alike. .

Poi the economy and the good of all. it seems to me we must stop the growth
of our cities and over populated areas; we must find better living and working
conditions where the American family may live and be reared in an environment
of security and well being in the tradition of the Free Enterprise System with
the dedication that every able bodied individual is expected to work rather than
atrept a dole in order to live.

It has been said "The farm, the rural America. is the backbone of the United.
States of America." Our economy deniands that we the people must see the
necessity of rural development. not only for the interests 9f agriculture and stock
raising, but because our urban areas. Must have the food and fiber produced on

The small business and the small farmer eminot pay the wage scales as set up
by the Federal Government on the basiS of prices they now receive for the products
of agriculture. This is driving out the small business and merchant and in some
instances, driving the farmer-stockman off the farm to further add to the increase
of great Urban Areas. There is no logic in our economy that favors any segment
of our population. Somehow we must make It more favorable for all. The small
family business must be perpetuated for the good of all. Our economists tell us
that to support one irrigated farm unit, the services of five other family units

- are required. The mechanic, the retailer of food and fiber, the mannfaeturer,,the
salesman and the financing.

Areas such as this would not be adaptable for a great steel or automobile
industry but could support those industries that compliment agriculture and
stk raising. The western half of Nebraska, and, in particular, this southwest
section, is specially adapted to the raising of sugaf beets. The soil and sun shine
produce big tonnage and high sugar content. The sugar beet is necessary in the
rotation of irrigated crops. A sugar beet faetorLean well be supported at a !crea-
tion in the Republican Valley watershed. This type industry would greatly en-
hance the rural economy and all segments of the economythe families of the
farmers, stockmen and retail supplierskeeping the family at home in the rural
setting in the fresh, clear sun shine and air of Nebraska. Here in the center of
the Great Lakes of Nebraska is a proper plaetl to live and rear a family in the
true Arican tradition, and the economy capable of supporting a much larger
popuiat on should be effected to do SO.

There are over 150,000 acres of irrigated land in this area of Nebraska and
when the Frenchman-Cambridge Kansas River District IS completed there will
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be more than 225,000 acres of laud undei pump and stream irrigat on. On Octo-
ber 1, 1970, there were 254 registered wells in Red Willow Cou and over
35,000 registered wells_ in the state of Nebraska, which indicates substantial
ground water supply. , ' -

The resources at our command should he utilized to the fullest extent.
CHADRON, NEBR., August 30, 1971.

Senator CARL Coons,
Minden, Nebr. '

DEAR SENATOR CURTIS : Thanks for the time you gave me at Fort Robinson last
Sunday evening. I hope you had an enjoyable time.

I atu enclosing a report our agency made up for the TAVfn Lincoln, who in
turn are going to present the composite reports to yOur committee in Lincoln. I
am also enclosing my peisonal report to our committee which is a little more
in detail and farmer oriented than ouncomprehensi ve report.

I hope these are of some value to you. I think the statistics on income per
square mile tell a very interesting story,.

Very truly yours,

(The attachments are as follows :)

A REPORT OF PROBLEMS HINDERING RURAL DEVELOPMENT ILNORTHWEST NEBRASKA
AND SOXLE PROPOSED SOLUTIONS

(Prepared by the Northwest Nebraska Community-Action Council)
Almost everyone who lives in it rural cOmplunity is aware that theta are many

problems which stand in the way of ecorkunic development in the small cities and
towns scattered sparsely throughout a region. The people of Northwest Nebraska
are no different. The problems thatcan be named which contribute to the lack of
development in this area are voluminous. The solutions to these problems are
something which seem obscure toythe "concerned citizens" and of little or no Im-
portance to the politicians. Howe'Ver to we people in Rural Nebraska where the
'out tnigiation' is as high as 14.5 percent, they are of tantamount importance.

In order'to make this report as feasible as ptaisible we have limited our discus-
sion of problems and proposed solutions -to only a very few which +we consider
"major" and can only hope that they will be considered in future legislative
decisions.
Problems:

1. None of the existing laws designed to stimulate the economy are really
adaptable to a rural area. Too many "canned" programs are handed,down from
Washington. These should be locally planned.

2. Some standard other than population should be used as a basis for deter-,
mining eligibility for certain federal grants or loans.

3. Too many restrictions concerning the crossing of state and county lines and
therefore prohibiting a cooperative effort aimed at solving mutual problems.

4. Undeveloped recreation potential.
5. Lack of transportation systems for people and excessive freight charges for

goods.
6. Rigid guidelines of B.I.A. prevent many of the Indian population from get-

ting any type of assistance off the reservations.
7. Lack of .expert advice and knowledge to incorporate many kinds of develop-

ment in the rural areas.
8. Not enough loaning agencies to provide capital needed for agriculture; bust-

ness, and related industries.
Proposed Solutions: f

1. Lower level government designed programs to aid in rural development..
Ig-put from area residents and local' government officials--In planning programs
f their area.

2. Use as a basis for determining eligibility something such as income per
square mile in an area rather than just pdpnlation. For example Douglas County
(Omaha) has an income per fiquare mile of $4,135,700 while Arthur County has
only $2,246. People create income. Legislation which would give people an incen-
tive to stay in or move into the rural areas such as a lower tax base or lower
interest rates would also benefit the small towns.

3. Approach rural problems with an area concept in mind regardless of how
many counties or state fines are involved. Most still have problems In common

JOHN TRUAX..
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and, could be dealt with tpore effectively if they could pool their ideas andresources.
4. "Allocation of federal monies to expand the already existing State and Na-tional parks and other recreation areas to accommodate a larger number of

people. This would help to alleviate the extremely overcrowded tourist attractinnvin other parts of the country. Federal loans or subsidies to private owners of
recreational facilities in order to expand them would also crate more and bettertourist accommodations.

5. Federal loan to incorporate a workable transportation' system in the &a.
The system could be self supporting and still charge minimal fees for usage.
This would also provide additional employment opportunity in the area.

O. Group Heil 1th Insurance plan for members of Indian tribe so they can
receive medical care or hospitalization in /he community in which they liverutther than having to go to the reservation. Legislation which would provide
assistance to all Indians instead of Just those who are on the reservations.

7. De-cetitraliZe the federal government. Locate the U.S. department heads in
a geographic area which is directly related to its field of concern and control.
This would locate individuals with the expertise so greatly needed in the rural
areas closer .to.Ahe problems and tens make the solutions to them closer at hand.

'8. Consolidation of assets from area banks to provide needed development

1970 BUREAU OF THE CENSUS. NEBRASKA POPULATION TRENDS, 1920-70

1920 1970

Rural (total) 891, 079 570, 895
Communities of 1,000 to 2.500(78-75) 116, 304 107,730
Communities of less than 1,000 (404-414) 159, 264 126, 755
Other rural areas 615, 511 336, 410
Urban(55-102) 405,293 912.598

1970
Sioux County'

Area 1,320,320 A.
Population 2,034 21 1970.
Quarter pay period)
Taxable payroll "'
Numbly of units 1-3-161=54
By empl size 4-7 3

1963 to 1967 retail trade 14.3 percent.
1960 to 1969 number of forms 18.2 percent.
Sheridan County: w.

Area 1,578,240. "
Population 7,285 1914 percent.
Quarter pay period 850.000.
Taxable payroll 1-3-133.
Number of units 4-7-36 9-19-27 969.
By empi size 20-49-5.

1963 to 1967 retail trade +3.2 percent. a
1960 to 1969 number of forms 28 percent.
1940 to 19 9 population 8.3 percent. 1960 to 1969 14.6 percent.
Dawes County .

Area 886,960 A.
Population 9,761 +2.4.
Quarter pay pitfall

132 000.Taxable payroll

Number of units 1- 3 133
,4- 7 52

By empi size 12°0-_44 39

1963 to 1967 retail trade 102 percent.
1960 to 1969 number of forms 16 4 percent.

'Box,Butte Coon :
1940 to 1960 population 5.8 percent. 1960 to 1969 0.5 percent.

Area 6822(1 A.
Population 10,094 --13.6'parcent.
?uarter pay period(
amble payroll

I 499 000.

Number of units 1 /.41' 3-1644-- 7- 63 ,
( 8-19- 35 '""".By empi size 1.20_49_ 1

1963 to 1967 retail trade +4.4 percent.
1960 to 1969 number of forms 0.8 percent.
1940 to 1960 population 8.9 percent. 1960 to 1969 5.1 percent.
Out miiratIon 1960 to 1968:

Nebraska as a whole 3.0 percent.
Panhandle 54.5 percent.
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UNIVERSITY OP NEBRASKA, BUREAU OF BUSINESS RESEARCH

County

Per capita
personal

Income 1968
1970

population
Total

income
People per Land area

square mile (square miles)
Income per
square mile

Adams
, Antelope

. Arthur
Banner
Blaine

'Boone
Box Butte
Boyd
Brown
Buffalo
Burt
Butler
Cass
Cedar
Chase
Cherry
Cheyenne
Clay
Colfax
Cuming..,
Custer
Oekota
Cowes. .....
Oawson
Oeuel
Oixon
Dodge
(bugles
Oundy ..
Fillmore
Franklin
Frontier
Furnas_ _.
Gage_ _ _ _
Garden
Garfield__
Gosper
Grant
Gres*
Hall
Hamilton
Harlan
Hayes
Hitchcock _ .
Holt_
Hooker
Howard
Jefferson
Johnson
Kearney
Keith
Keys Paha
Kimball
Knox
Lancaster_ _
Lincoln_
Logan
Loup
Madison
McPherson
Merrick
Morrill
Nance
Nemaha
Nuckolls_
Otoe
Pawnee
Perkins
Phelps
Pierce
Platte
Polk .
Red Willow
Richardson
Rock
Saline
Sarpy
Saunders
Scotts Bluff
Seward
Sheridan

,

1,.

t

.

. ..

...

$3, 365
2, 489
2, 610
3, 820
3, 188
2, 357
3, 213
1,406
2, 248
2, 629
2, 654
2, 583
2, 752
1, 459
3, 471
2, 956
3, 311
3, 111
2, 665
1, 696
2, 707

(I)
2, 506
3, 700
4, 063
1, 955
3, 101 ,
3, 560
2, 688
3, 118
3, 166
3, 038 ,
2, 550
2, 762
3, 959
2, 662
3, 692
5, 149
2, 105
3, 781
2, 903
2, 81V-

- - 3, 604
2, 138
3, 012
2,333
3, 249
2,676.
2, 842
3, 672
2, 252
4, 317
1, 974

.. 3, 745
2, 907
2, 683
2, 907
3, 022
2, 408
2, 597

, 3, 454
2, 044
3, 147
2.643
2, 677
2,438
4, 044
3,186
2, 050
3, 279
2, 917
3, 141
2, 475
2, 195
2, 610
3, 560
2, 549
3, 306
2, 304
2, 998

'

'

30, 553
9, 047

606
1, 034

847
$, 190

10, 094
3.752
4, 021

31, 222
9, 247
9, 461

18, 076
12, 192
4, 129
6, 846

10, 778
8, 266'
9, 498
12, 034
14, 092

9, 693
19, 467
2, 717
7, 453

34, 782
389, 455

2, 926
8, 137
4, 566
3, 982
6, 897

25, 719
2, 929
2, 411
2, 178
1, 019
4, 000

42, 851
8 , 867

',-

1, 530
4, 051

12, 933
939

6,807
10, 436
5,743
6, 707
8, 487
1, 340
6, 009

11, 723
167,972

29, 538
991
854

27, 402
8, 863
8, 751
5_, 813
5 142
8, 976
_7,404
le! 576
4,473
3, 423
9, 553
8, 493
2, 659
6, 448

12, 191
12,277
2, 231

12, 809
63, 696
17, 018
36, 432
14, 460
7, 285

41021 810, 845
20, 517, 983

1, 581, 660
3, 949, 880

2, 706,

19, 343, 830
32, 432, 020
6, 776, 112
7, 039, 208

82, 082, 638
24, 541, 538
24, 437, 763
49, 745, 152
17, 788, 128
14, 333J, 759
20, 296, 776
35, 685, 958
25, 715, 526
25, 312, 170
20, 409, 664
38, 147, 044

24. 240, 538
72, 027, 900
11, 039. 171
14, 570, 615

107,858,982
1, 356, 459, 800

7, 865, 0
5, 371, 166

14, 455, 956
12, 097, 316
17, 587, 350
71, 035, 878
11, 595, 911

6, 418, (182
8, 041, 176
5 246.831
8, 420, 000

162, 019, 631
25, 740,901
12, 282, 383
3, 361, 415

14, 599, 404
27, 650,154

2, 828, 268
15, 880, 731
33, 906, 564
15, 368,268
19, 061, 294
31, 164, 264

3, 017, 680
25, 940, 853
23, 141, 202

629, 055, 140
85, 866, 966

2, 658,
2, 482, 57

82, 808, 844
2, 078, 1

22, 726,
20, 078, 2
10, 510, 48
28, 247 472
19, 772

, 41 , 952
, 905, 174

3, 842,612
20, 435, 854
17, 410, 650
86, 919, 732
1$, 867,456
34, 291;931
30, 385, 575

4, 897, 045
33, 431, 490

226, 757, 760
43, 378, 882

120, 444, 192
33, 315, 840
21, 840, 430

.

,

1,

"

54.4
10. 6

.9
1.4
1. 2

12.0
9. 5
7.0
3. 3

32.9
19. 1
16. 3
32.6
16.4
4.6
1. 1
9. 1

14: 5
23.4
21. 1

5, 5
51. 5
7.0

20.0
6.2

15.7
65.9

162.6
3.2

14. 1
7.9
4.1
9.6

30.0
'1.7
4.2
4.7
1.3
7.0

79.8
16. 5
7.8
2.2
5.7
5.4
1.3

12. 1
18. 1
15.2
13. 1
8.2
1.7
6.3

10.6
198.8
11.7

1.7
1. 5

47.9
.7

18. 2 0
4.1

11.7
22.4
12.8
25.2
10.3
3.9

17.6
14.8
39.7
15.0
17.8
22. 3
2.2

22. 3
266.5
22.4
50.2
25.3
3.0

562
853
704
738
710
683

1, 065
538

1, 216
949
483
582
655
742
890

5, 966
1, 186

570
406
571

2, 558
255

1, 386
975
426
475
528
335
921
577
578
962
722
858

1, 678
569
464
764
570
537
537.
556
711
712

2, 405
722
564
577
317
512

1,032
768
953

1, 107
845

2, 522
570
574
572
856
480

, 1, 402
439
400
579
619
433
885

544
573
667
432
686
550

1;009
575
239
759
726
571

2, 462

$181, 966.00
26, 398.00
2, 246. 00
5, 348.00
3, 825. 60

28, 284.00
30, 452.00
12, 642.00
7, 433.00

86, 494.00
50, 691.00
42, 103.00

152, 736.00
23, 927.00
15, 466.00
3, 342.00

30, 130.00
45, 109.00
62, 361.00
35, 785.00
14, 488. 00

183, 340.00
17, 9.00
74, WO. 00
25, 190. 00
30, 693.00

204, 356.00
4, 135, 700. 00

8, 539.00
43, 964.00
25, 011.00
12, 456.00
24, 484.00
82, 860.00

6, 910.00

11, 180.00
17, 352.00
6. 867. 00

17, 352. 00
301, 723. 00
47, 899.00
21, 988.00

4, 727.00
20, 543.00
11, 545. 30
3, 916. 00

28, 229. 00
58, 807, 00
40, 675. 00
37, 230.00
30, 110. 00

3, 828.110
27, 197. 00
20, 904.00

744, 506.00
34, 012.00

4, 561. 00
4, 360.00

144, 754.00
1, M. 00

47, 265.00
14, 161.00
23, 915.00
70, 493.00
33, 830, 00
67, 460.00
25, 111.00
15, 772,00
56,074. 00
30, 340.00

130, 314. 00
43, 755.00
55, 910.00
55, 193. 00
4, 829.00

58, 203.00
950,000. 00
57, 098.00

165, 961.00
58, 291. 00
8, 871.00
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UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA, BUREAU OF BUSINESS RESEARCH-Continued

County

Par capita
personal

Income 196$
1910

population
Total

income
People per Land area

square mile (square miles)
Income per
square mile

Sherman 1, 965 4, 725 9, 214, 625 8. 3 567 16, 374.00Sioux. 2, 530 2, 034 5, 146, 020 1.0 2, 063 2, 494.00ty Stanton 2, 411 5, 578 13, 448, 558 13.1 431 32, 307.00Thayer 3, 467 7, 719 26, 969, 793 13. 5 571 46,105, 00Thomas. 1, 014 954 3,129, 356 1.3 716 5, 211.00Thurston 2,403 6,942 16,681,626 17.9 3811 43, 014. 00Valley 2, 473 5,783 14, 301, 359 10. 2 569 25, 225.00Washington 2, 850 13, 310 37, 933, 500 34. 5 386 98, 325.00Wayne 2, 054 10, 400 21, 361,600 23.5 443 48, 264.00Webster 2 6,477 17, 215, 866 11.3 575 30, 035.00Wheeler 2, 568 1, 054 2,106, 612 1.8 576 4, 622.00York fr ' - 3, 641 13, 685 49, 922,180 23. 7 577 16, 451.00
196$ Nebraska

average 3, 239
1961 national

average 3.421

I Not available (approximately $3,560).

Note: County data has not been made public for 1969 and 1970. 1969 Nebraska average, $3,642; 1969 U.S. average,$3,680; 1970 Nebraska average $3,700.

STATEMENT of KEITH CARTER, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, OstAHA CHAMBER
OF COMMERCE, OMAHA, NEBR.

The Omaha Chamber of Commerce expresses its appreciation to this committee
for accepting the responsbility of formulating a Rural Development Program forAmerica. We thank you for this opportunity to express our opinion on thishighly significant subject.

The Omaha Chamber of Commerce is veky much in favor of an effective Rural
Development Program. We feel that any program directly benefitting any part of
Nebraska would also be of indirect' value) to all communities in the state, large
or small. In other words, the strength of the whole is dependent upon the strength
of all of the parts.

A strong and imaginative program in rural development would bring more
economic opportunities and a higher quality of life to rural America, as well as to
our metropolitan areas. In our state, rural Nebraska offers tranquility and
generous living space. Generally pollution is not a problem.

Our rural areas, with financial aid, could become much more attractive to
Americans and in turn relieve serious congestion in our larger cities. If a Rural
Development Program was so designed, it would improve education, job oppor-
tunities, health care, housing, recreation and transportation facilities, and
people would be more enthusiastic about living in non-urban areas.

Better roads would make it easier to commute longer distances to jobs. New
and improved rural recreation resources 'would take undue strains off present
urban facilities.

Proper rural development, accompanied by careful administration, could
cause more even distribution of people as well as new industry throughout the
rural as well as urban areas. This new balance would capitalize upon open space,
clean air and water and all the other amenities characteristic of rural America.
Development of new industry in rural areas would reduce overcrowdedness in
the city and provide job opportunities for more people. The Omaha Chamber of
Commerce would be most willing to work with government groups and those
'from the private enterprise sector who would be involved in the planning and im-
plementation of a rural developinent program.

Again, we congratulate you for accepting the task ahead of you, and want
you to know of our willingness to be of assistance.

STATEMENT OF DR. SOBER D. MASON, PRESIDENT, NEBRASKA STATE MEDICAL
ASSOCIATION, MCCOOK, NEBR.

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee : I am Roger D. Mason a
physician in the private general practice of medicine here in McCook. In
addition I am presently serving as president of the Nebraska State Medical

.
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Association. I am very pleased for this opportunity to respond to your inquiry
into rural America, its problems, and possible solutions to these problems.

There can be no doubt that Nebraska 'shares with the rest of the rural
United States a need for an improved economic base. This should include not
only an expansion of agriculture, but also diversification with location of appro-
priate other industry in America's more sparsely populated areas. However,
my purpose in being here this evening is to stress the importance of community
services in general and health needs in particular if we are to stem the tide
of migration from rural to urban areas.

I am sure you will recognize the parallels between my comments on medical
and health needs, and other areas such as education, transportation, communica-
tion, church facilities, and general commerce.

First, let me say that Nebraska is much like the rest of the United States
in that the problems of health Dare delivery are quite variable in different
sections. Providing for the care of the sick, injured or aged in eastern Nebraska,
in relatively close proximity to Omaha or Lincoln, is quite different from pro-
viding that same service in the sandhills or here in Southwest Nebraska.
Outstate Nebraska, that area outside metropolitan Omaha and Lincoln. is
made up of about fifteen minor population centers each serving a relatively
large surrounding agricultural territory. In eastern 'Nebraska we have two
Indian reservations presenting their unique problems and along the North Platte
River through the Panhandle there is a concentration of transient Mexican-
American population. Many of the service communities in Nebraska are close
to bordering states such as McCook, Scottsbluff Hastings and Beatricewhich
creates some problems in programs such a Medicaid.

While discussing Nebraska's problems, medical manpower and manpower dis-
tribution must be considered. In this regard, I would like to present a few
figures which will illustrate my point, I think. On a state-wide basis in 1940,
the physician population ratio was 1 : 940 and in 1970 this ratio had dropped
to 1:925. However, in the - same thirty years, the area outside Omaha , and
Lincoln went from a ratio of 1:1149 to a physician-population ratio of 1 a405.
What I'm saying is that state-wide we have done a good job in retaining
physicians in Nebraska but the rural areas have lost ground.

In considering these figures I believe they should be tempered with con-
sideration of improved medical facilities, better transportation, etc., which has
Increased the productivity of our physicians.

Nebraska medical manpower discussions in the past have usually come around
to mention of the fact that thirteen of our ninety three counties have no physi-
cians. It should also be Indicated I believe, that nine of these thirteen counties
have a 1970 census of 1,064 or less. With fairly adequate roads and transporta-
tion most of these areas are reasonably close in time to surrounding medical
facilities.

. Throughout rural Nebraska, we have have some lifficalty in providing allied
health services, notably in the fields of social workers, physical therapy. and
neurology. At present, these se ces are available but primarily only with con-
siderable expenditure for trave

After mentioning some of e problems in health care- in rural Nebraska, I
would like to briefly mention some of the existing programs aimed at solution
of these problems. In order to reduce the time involved in giving Illy oral
remarks.} have here some material prepared by the University of Nebraska
College of Medicine and the Nebraska Regional Medical Program. I would like
to ask that these reports be added as an appendix to my remarks.

To first mention some of the programs which we in Nebraska feel are of
proven value, I would like to discuss the preceptorship portion of the University
of Nebraska curriculum. This is a four week required exposure of senior medical
students to rural practice. The student may Select any of fifty practicing physi-
cians in outstate Nebraska to spend this period of time with. We feel this
program has been instrumental in locating younger physicians in rural
Nebraska.

Rural Health Day is held once a year in Omaha as a cooperative effort between
the University of Nebraska, Creighton University, The Academy of Family
Practice, and the Nebraska State Medical Association. Every town in our state
is invited to send representatives to discuss possible future location with the
medical students. This program too has been effective in securing physicians-
for rural Nebraska. One important ancillary benefit has been that the students.,.\
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have educated the communities as to factors important in attracting todaysyoung physician.
The new Action Agency program recently inaugurated as a consolidation ofVista and the Peace Corps is being promoted at the University of Nebraska

College of Medicine. In our state, this is known as NOVA (Nebraska Opportunity
for Volunteers in Action). The target date for these students to begin service
is September 26, Just 17 days from now.

There are two unique programs in Nebraska aimed at improving medical
services in rural Nebraska which I would like to mention. Creighton University
has recently begun teaching some of their medical students to fly. The purposebehind this is to increase the rural physicians access to surrounding medical
centers for referral as wall as post -grad to education.

In addition, and under the sponsorship of the Nebraska Regional Medical
Program, a 12 foot by 60 foot mobile trailer unit is opeational in NebraSka.
This is a cancer screening unit aimed at the most common cancer sites. This
unit is programmed to Supplement the care of patients in areas of low medical
Illanpower as well as the Indian reservations. It will also supplement service to
the migrant worker population.

One additional prograth deserves mention since it is aimed at improving the
quality of care as opposed to programs aimed at the quantity of health services.This is the Coronary Care Training Program, ag n under the sponsorship of
the Nebraska Regional Medical Program. To date nurses and 55 physicians
have been trained in the newest techniques of caring r the patient with coronary
occlusion.

Mr. Chairman, I can sum up my remarks by saying that the provisions of
services and improvement of the socio-economic status of out-state Nebraska
is a pre-requisite for preventing the loss of population in our rural communities.
These problems are complex to identify as well as to solve.

Thank you for the opportunity to present this statement on behalf of the
Nebraska State Medical Association and the people of ¢outhwest Nebraska.

(The attachments to Dr. Mason's statement are as follows:)
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SUMMARY REPORT, NEBRASKA REGIONAL MEDICAL PROGRAM

SUMMARY

The Regional tedical Program started in this Region in 1967.,
as Ahe Nebras a South Dakota Regional Medical Program and was
given a three-year planning grant. The Grantee for the pro-
gram has been the Nebraska State Medical Association.

In January 1970, the Regional Medical Program became operational
with three projects; the Coronary Care Training and Support
Program, the Communications Facf4lity Project, and the Mobile
Cancer Detection Project.

On July 1, 1971, the Nebraska-South Dakota Regional Medical Pro-
gram was divided into two programs, with each state becoming a
separate Region. The main office for the Nebraska Regional
Medical Program is located in Lincoln, Nebraska. A planning
office is located at Creighton University School of Medicine
and the University of Nebraska College of Medicine, both lo-
cated in Omaha, Nebraska.

The Regional Advisory Group is the governing body of the Program,
originally comprised of 70 members from the states of Nebraska
and South Dakota.' As of July 1, 1971, it is presently com-
prised of 34 members. Representation included practicing physicians,
nurses, physical therapists, pharmacists, hospital and nursing
home administration officials, members from the voluntary health
organizations, Comprehensive Health Planning, and members of the
lay public. The members of the Regional Advisory Group are
geographically represented throughout the state of Nebraska. Close
cooperation has-been established with Comprehensive Health Plan-
ning, the State De'partment of Health, and other health related
organizations. Examples of the cooperation between agencies such
as Comprehensive Health Planning and the Regional Medical Pro-
gram is the research project being developed by the Comprehensive
Health Planning on health needs for the state of Nebraska. On
the committees of the Comprehensive Health Research portion are
members of the Regional Medical. Program staff. As needs have been
developed by either Comprehensive Health Planning or the Regional
Medical Program, a cooperative effort has developed between the
two agencies so that therg is no duplication. The information is
shared between the two. Additional cooperation is provided by
Comprehensive Health Planning "A" Agency and Comprehensive Health
Planning "B" Agency representation on the Nebraska Regional
Advisory Group.

The Program since becoming operational has involved itself in
three major projects and several feasibility studies, pilot pro-
jects and workshops.

3 4 )
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The Coronary Care Training.and Support originally located in
six training institutions in the two states has given formal
courses for physicians, nurses, and technicians. A total of
55 physicians have been trained in three and five-day work-
shops at various locations. There have been 402 nurses trained
in 23 courses. In 9 cburses, there have been 47 technicians
trained. There have been 8 External Cardiopulmonary Resusci-
tation Courses given in cooperation with the Heart Association
involving 251 medical personnel. These courses have been given
in rural communities in Nebraska.

In August of 1969, a training system for Intensive Coronary Care
was purchased by the Regional Medical Program and distributed
throughout the states of Nebraska and South Dakota. A total of
three training systems was purchased by the Program and at one
time three additional systems were loaned to the Regional Medical
Programby the company producing the materials. Using this
material, a total of 806 registered nurses and licensed practical
nurses have been trained throughout the state of Nebraska at a
total of 16 locations. The program has been extremely well re-
ceived by the participants with a very low attrition rate among
the participants. We have case studies in the files showing that
the training received in these courses have been responsible in
physician opinion for the saving of patientS. lives in small rural
communities.

These training systems have been-rotated in approximately three
month sequences to these communities. Placement of the system
will c tinue throughout the state either to new 'communities or
as a V at to communities who have previously used it.

The Communications Facility Project involves three aspects of
continuing education. A media library service by which inservice
training may be given in medical locations scattered throughout
the States of Nebraska and South Dakota by utilizing filmstrips,
films tapes and other media material available from the library
located in Lincoln, Nebraska. A total of 3,100 requests have been
received since the library service began. A consultation service
for inservice directors of training in various small hospitals
in the two states is also provided.

A second service of the Commupications Facility Project is the
Drug Information Service which has received a total of 1,660
drug information requests from the states of Nebraska, South Dakota,
Kansas and Iowa since the. beginning of the service on August 17,
1970. These requests have been received from physicians, nurses,
pharmacists, dentists, veterinarians, and osteopaths. The service
is ,primarily provided by drug information pharmacists backed up
by clinical pharmacologists from the two medical schools in Omaha.

35O



The'Third service of the -CommunicatiOns Facility Project is a

Tape Library Service. The main body of the tapes in this service
are located at the University of Nebraska College of Medicine
Library, using the facilities of the switchboard of the Regional

Medical Program as calls are received from the states of Iowa,

Kansas, South Dakota, and Nebraska. The tapes of approximately
5 minutes in length may be played immediately to the requester

over the telephone lines giving the outstate physicians and nurses

up-to-date medical information.

At the present time, a great deal of emphasis is being placed in

the area of drug abuse throughout the state of Nebraska. The

Regional Medical Program because of its involvement with drug
information is providing a great deal of background information
to communities in the state setting up drug abuse programs in

particular with the Junior Chamber of Commerce whO is attempting

to utablish a state -tide drug abuse program.

The Cancer Detection Project became operational in 1971. During

the months of July and August, a total of 477 patients were
screened with 73 suspects being found. These suspects have all
been referred to their family physicians in that area. Inquiries

have been received from physicians it/ 'small rural areas requesting
the services of the Mobile Cancer Detection Unit. There requestt

are being reveiwed for future placement of the unit. This unit

is staffed )argely by medical personnel from the Creighton 4ni-

versity School ;of Medicine.

In addition to these three projects, a number of workshops, seminars
and telephone conferences have been presented in the two states.

There have been 1,987 medical personnel partiOpating in these

programs. A programmed course An Electrocardiography is currently

being offered to 352 nurses and 161. physicians through the mail

from the central office in Lincoln.

Additional staff activity of the Regional Medical Program is

currently being directed to the study of kidney disease and diabetes

using Ad Hoc Committees of the Regional Medical Program.
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INTRODUCTION

The Regional Medical Program started in 1967 with a planning
grant for three years under the title of the Nebraska-Sout17
Dakota Regional Medical Program. The grantee for the program
has been'the Nebraska State Medical Association. In January
1970, the Regional Medical Program became operational with
three projects:, the Coronary Care Project, The Communications
Facility Project, the Cancer Detection Project. On July 1,
1971, the two states divided their Regional Medical Program,
so there is now a Nebraska Regional Medical Program and a
South Dakota Regional Medical Program.

CORONARY CARE TRAINING (ROCOM)

Map Dhows the sites where a ROCOM training system for In-
tensive Coronary Care has been carried on by the Regional
Medical Program in the rural areas of Nebraska since August
of 1969. Those sites circled in red show the location where
the ROCOM training system was actually located. Th se sites
indicated by 6'black circle are the communities fro which
participants i the program came.

The ROCOM train g sessions were well received within the com-
munity, as can be testified to by the low percentage of attrition
\from the beginning of the course to the end. In some cases,
these courses lasted as much as two months. For example, in
the community of McCook, Nebraska, the program started with 72
nurses and LPNs;'and finished at the end of the two months with
7T. The one person dropped out because of surgery. The highest
per cent of attrition at any of the ROCOM training courses in
Nebraska on tabulations presently made is 13 percent. This
occurred during winter months when people had serious difficulty
commuting the long distances.

A total of 806 participants have been involved in the ROCOM
training utilizing this method of bringing coronary care edu-
cation to the rural community. The following
by community of the number of participants:

Blair 25
Atkinson 64
Burwell 51
Nebraska City 38
Chadron 22
Valentine 16
Kearney 56
Scottsbluff 69

is a breakdown

9,

A
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McCook 74
Beatrice 63
Sidney 27
Crawford 23
North Platte 68
Friend 50
Norfolk 110
Alliance 50 .estimate

Total 806

The ROCOM training systems at Friend, Norfolk and Alliance are
currently in operation.

In addition to the locations shown in Nebraska, the ROCOM
training system has been placed at 15 sites in the state of
South Dakota, when this was a joint Nebraska-South Dakota
Regional Medical Program. There re 419 participants involved
in those 15 sites.

The Coronary Care Training land Support Program has trained a
total of 402 nurses in 23 courses and 55 physiciais in three and
five-day workshops. There have been 8 External Cakdiopulponary
Resuscitation Courses given in cooperation with the Heart Asso-
ciation involving 251 medical personnel. These courses have
been given in rtkral communities in Nebraska.

a
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HOSPITALS VISITED

Map II shows the various locations of hospitals in the state of
Nebraska. There are 13 counties in the state of Nebraska in
which there is no hospital. Cities indicated by a red circle
show the locations of hospitals that have been visited personnally
by the Regional Medical Program staff. Those indicated by a
black circle show the ones that have not yet beerd visited. These
visits have attempted to help the staff of the small hospitals in
Nebraska set up programs of inservice training, so they may do
much of their own training. There are some extremely competent
individual located throughout the communities in Nebraska and
what they basically need is enabling support and back-up from some
organization such as the Regional Medical Program to help them do
their own training. Secondly in operating in this manner, these
communities receive the types of trajning that meet the needs
they have and not those needs as dictated by some larger organi-
zation. For example, in Auburn, Nebraska, (Namaha County) the
staff has been of conslIterable asjistance in organizing training
programs in Coronary Care, both for nurse aides, LPNs and R.N.s.
In Bassett, Nebraska, the needs were considerably different. A
three-pronged program has been instituted in the hospital through
the help of the Regional Medical Program: Nurse Training, Food
Service, and Housekeeping. This effort to individualize services
has been the general trend of the visitation by our staff.

tt

MEDIA REQUESTS

Map III shows the communities that have used media in Nebraska.
Media requests have been received from the inservice training
directors of numerous hospitals in Nebraska and South Dakota.
The media consists of overhead transparencies, film strips, re-
cords, 8 mm. films, and 'audio tapes. Since the conception of the
media center, there have been a total of 3,100 requests for media
from communities in Nebraska and South Dakota. Approximately 60
percent of current requests are coming from Nebraska; the other
40 per cent from South Dakota. This has been true for the past
few months.
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(DRUG INFORMATION
,

Map IV shows areas thrbughout rural Nebraska receiving drug
Information from the Nebraska Regional Medical Program Drug
Information Service. This service started basically with
Nebraska and South Dakota and quickly spread to Iowa and Kansas,
and affects the rural areas in all four states. The Drug In-
formation Service utilized the resources of Nebraska and South
Dakota in the following manner: jhere,are six locations where
the questions on drug information may be answered. the main
office is locked in Lincoln, Nebraska, and is staffed by a
registered pharmacist 8 hours a day, 5 days a week. .During
the night and week-efid hours, there are five subcenters that
respond to the questions. Those subcenters are located in the
Pharoacy Department of Bryan Hospital, Lincoln, Nebraska; the
University of Nebraska College of Medicine, Omaha,Nebraska;
Mary Lanning Memorial Hospital, Hastings, Nebratka; St. John's
McNamara. Ho Hui -, Rapid City, South Dakota; andMcKennan Hos-
pital in S oux Falls, South Dakota. Four example, if a physician
in Grant, Nebraska, requests information on drugs in the evening
hours th t answer may welt be answeredby Rapid City, South
Dakota. 'All he has to do is call ,the WATS line number given to
him and the switchboard operator wilf connect him with the proper
responding subcente He has no other further telephone con-
nections to make to get, the answer. ft- is felt that'bythis
method a 'greater use of existing resources in fhe state is dis-
seminated throughout the Region. At the present time, there
have been 1,660 drug information requests since the Drug Infor-
mation Service started, on August 17, 1970. The pircentages of
these requests are brOken down as follows:

.

55% of the calls from Neb'raska
, 13% of the calls' frem...Snuth Dakota

8% of the call's frbm Kansas
23% of the calls from Iowa '

In the state of Ilebraska, 42p("Cent _of the population reside in
Lincoln and Omaha, with 37 percent of the drug inforMation calls
coming from those two cities This shows that there is ,a greater
proportional usage of the Drug Information Service fh rural out-
stetelebraska. The Drug fnformation'Service is available to
physicians, pharmacists, dentists, osteopaths, veterinarians and
registered nurses inthe states .of Nebraska, South Dakota, Iowa
and Kansas.

3 tri'
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CANCER DEATHS

Map V shows the cancer deaths by county for 1970. The Cancer
Detection Project was funded in early 1970. The construction
of a mobile unit, the first of Its kind in the United States,
and hiring of personnel was completed in early 1971.

The unit is 60 feet long and 12 feet wide. It contains a *re-
ception room where automated histories are taken, two rooms
for proctosigmoidoscopy, two rooms for pelvic examinations, a

dental room for oral cancer screwing, and an x-ray section for
performing bilateral mammography:

A physician mans the unit at all times and is assisted by a
dentist, a medical social worker, a sociologist, two registered
nurses, an x-ray technician and one or more physician volunteers.

Automated histories are programmed and stored in the computer.
They are used primarily as an initial guide when examining
specific areas in each particular patient. The history is
directed primarily toward the major cancer target organs to
be screened such as. the rectum, sigmoid colon, uterine cervix,
breast, skin, and oral cavity.

A patient receives cancer screening 04 the above designated
sites withiR a period of approximately 45 minutes. The his-
tory plus any positive findings are referred to the patient's
family physician within a period of 48 -.72 hours. If the
patient has no family physician, he is referred to a physician
of his choice. A follow-up procedure to insure patient and
family physician -response is built into the project.

All services offered by this unit are free of charge to the
patient. Although the unit is designed primarily for under-
privileged individuals and the rural population, all patients
are welcome to utilize the service of the unit.

The initial screening program began on July 19, 1971, on the
Indian Reservation Area of Macy, Nebraska. On August 16, 1971,
tge urtit was moved to a similar area at Winnebago, Nebraska.
During this period of time, 477 patients were screened with 73
suspects being found. The suspects have all been referred to
their, family 4hysicians.

Written requests regarding the availability of the Cancer De-
tection Unit have been received from Tekamah, Creighton, Lynch,
South Sioux City Ralston, Nebraska.

In assessing Map V, it can be seen that there is an even dis-
tribution of death by county throughout Nebraska based on popu-
lation. Based on present knowledge of the State Department of
Health Death Certificate Registration, cancer is exceeded only
by heart disease as a cause of death.
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TIlE UtlIVERDITY oiT NEDILASICA MEDICAL CENTER

CONTIIIIICTION TO MEETING IIEALTII NEEDS IN al/IIAL NEDLIAGICA

Introduction
The University of Nebraska helical Center has from its beginning Percelvell

its educational and service missions as being state-aide, in scope.
Consistently more than 90 per cent of its student body are Nebraskans.
More than half the patielittaStreated In the University Hospital and Clinics

come from outside the Omaha Metropolitan area.
Seventy-tIVOlier cent of the practicing physicians in Nebraska communities

of less than 10,000 were trained at the College of Medicine. Fifty -seven per
cent of all practicing physicians in the state are Nebraska graduates.

Those are just several statistics to indicate that the commitment of the Med-
ical Center to health needs through Jut the state I strong and constant.

At the same time, we recognize that Nebraska's health needs are not now
being fully met. And we accept the responsibility to commit the full resources
of the Medical Center to help meet those needs.

Viewed one way, the problem can appear simple. Nebraska needs more physi-
cians, nurses and other health personnel, particularly in the non-urban areas.
I Appendix A).

As a beginning solution, the Medical ('enter has doubled Its student body in
recent years. This has helped, but not enough. For while the Medical ('enter can
fulfill one of its primary objectives- that of offering educational opportunities

another primary objective--that of providing the lies th manpower needed in
to young Nebraskans interested In health careers may not be fulfilling
the state.

Graduates must be encouraged to remain In the state. the Medical Center has
several effective programs designed to provide that encouragement. New pro-
grams are just getting underway. And more programs are planned. Thesewill
be discussed in detail later in this report.

Family praeti(e has been and will continue to be gressed in the educational
program at the Medical ('enter, since it is this type of physician most suited
to serve community needs. Specialists are needed outside the metropolitan areas
too, however, to provide ready consultation and assistance to the family physi-
cians ih each geographic area.

Finally, we must realize that despite all other efforts, there will remain
vaceituns of health care in Nebraslca. The Medical Center must and will address
itself to those vacuums with innovative prograins, in cooperation with health
planning agencies, professional organizations and headers in state and local
government.

The Medical Center Is working closely with the Office of Planning and Pro-
gramming, Comprehensive Health Planning, first to determine realistic health
needs of the state, and then to investigate methods of meeting them. A contract
has been negotiated by C.H.P. to develop a model for innovative health care
delivery in the state. (Appendix B).

The Medical ('enter cannot ignore in its planning national trends which make
it difficult to predict how health care will lx ;:,.ievereel and funded in the future.

The impact of recommendations made recently by The Carnegie Commission
in its report on Higher Education aml the Nation's Health also cannot be ignored.
Specific recomendatlons which have direct bearing on the Medical Center's
planning are summarized in Appendix ('.

This report will summarize the potential of the Medical ('enter to assist in
solving Nebraska's health care problems.
ftelfedical CenterThen and Now
In 1964, the Joint Committee on Accreditation sent a team to the College of

Medicine to determine its eligibility for continuing accreditation. The Committee
determined that serious deficiencies existed that required correcton. Three major
deticencies:

A." A. An inadequate and obsolete physical plant.
B. Insufficient faculty to teach and provide patient care.
C. Insufficient educational administrative staff.

It Wag obvious that under conditions 'existing at that time,. an increase in
training or service programs would be difficult. Any effort to reach out to the
communities of the state would be Self-defeating.
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In the ensuing seven years, major changes at the Medical Center were achieved
throtigh a blend of state, Federal and private resources:

A. A new University Hospital was built, vffering an environment in Which
excellence in clinical teaching can be blended with the best of patient care.
A new Brink Science Building was compiVed. In 1971, onstruction began on
the Eppley Science Hall. This six story building will be completed in 1972 and
will provide much needed additional space for cancer research, continuing
education activities, classrooms, and laboratory areas for teaching. Expan-
sion of the Meyer Memorial Building, which houses the Children's Rehabili-
tation Institute is underway.

B. Faculty was strengthened concurrently with the development of the
physical plant, nolicoincidentally. As each department filled vacancies, not
only was the abjlity to offer the proper range of medical skills realized,
but the newly strengthened faculty was able to teach more students.

C. State and Federal funds combined th contributions of alumni and
friends enabled the Medical ('enter to I Id a new Library of Medicine, one
we believe is unexcelled in the countr

Curriculum and Students-'eCollege of edithic
In 1964 the entering class of feat students numbered )17. Next fall the

College of Medicine plans to adm 140 students. Within several years, the fresh-
man claSsi:Ould total 150 studen s.

The College of Medicine c riculum has been streamlined in the past several
years.

Last year f 1970) a spec II Augmentation Class of medical students began their
studies. They will coin ete their course work in three years instead of four.
Their education will niphasize the clinical practice of medicine, Particularly
with the goal of pro icing more family physicians.

An American N Seal Association study indicated that the medical school
graduate most I ely to practice in rural areas is the man or woman who was
raised in a lo income family in a rural area. Medical education is expensive to
the student a well as ttl the medical t4(1100i. ( Appendix I)).

The Univ natty of Nebraska Medical ('enter is proposing a forgiveness loan
program ( signed to, help the student with limited resources and to encourage
more graduates to practice in rural areas. A student would qualify for .a loan
i(ranging from $3,600 a year for a single student to $6,000 a year for a married
'student with two or more children) by agreeing' to enter the three-year acceler-
ated program of medical study. The loans would carry prime interest rates. If
the student serves his internship or residency in Nebraska and practices at least

/three years in a community of less than 7,600 population, the, loan would be
written off. If he did not satisfy those requirements, he would repay the lOan
with the accumulated interest.
Specific ProgramsCollege of Medicine

An example of how an individual department Teaches out into the communities
of the state to support improved care is illustrated by the Department of
Pediatrics.

Members of the department worked for a year assisting in the egtablishment
of a High Risk Newborn Center in St. Elizabeth Hospital in Lincoln.

University pediatricians maintain a schedule of consulting visits to other
hospitals helping to develop similar centers. Requests for consultation on obstretic
and newborn services have been received from 45 Nebraska hospitals in recent
months.

The Department of Neurology sends a staff member each month to hospitals
in Scottsbluff, Kearney, Hastings, and Norfolk. These neurology clinics see
patients from almost every county In Nebraska.

The Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, in cooperation with state and
local health agencies, has established a series of family planning clinics to serve
medically indigent women in areas other than Lancaster and Douglas Counties,
where such services were already available. (Appendix E). ,

Family Practice
The University of Nebraska Medical Center has long been aware of the increas-

ing need for family practitioners of medicine, The programs of the new Depart-
ment of Family Practice are important in the provision of rural health care,
because the family physician Is unquestionably the keystone of rural health.
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The residency training program for family practitioners opened with three
resident/4 in the fall of 1970, Sixty residents are expected to be participating in
the three-year program by 1975.

Each resident is assigned to care for 40 families in the family practice clinics
at University. Hospital and the W Street Clinic hi Omaha, In their second IS
wont ho, the residents will design their °an scheduler, which will include a non:-
month experience in one of the affiliated outstate Nebraska hospitals. The final
six months of training will be spent in Instruction for management administra-tion or In additional outstate experience under the Locum Tenets) program.

The Locum Tenens plan in designed to give the outstate practitioner an
opportunity for flexibility in his practiee schedule, an well an to give the resident
physician valuable Wiptbrience and insight' into the health problems of a ruralcommunity. Under the program, a third-year resident covers the outstate
physician's practice for a period, allowing the busy practitioner to take a
vacation, attending continuing edueation meetings, or undertake a period ofintensive Study at the Medical ('enter.

Interest in family practice in also being encouraged on the undergraduate level
at the Medical Center, with students making home visits, spending regular nes-
Mons observing activities in the practicing physician's office, and participating in
seminars on family practice. The students themselves have evidenced much inter-est in these programs. Outstate physicians, too have been most enthusiastic, vol-
unteering time and effort to present these seminars,
Preoeptorah(p program

An important community-based program is the preceptorship program. A four
week preceptorship experience is required for all students. This experience occurs
sometime during the years devoted to the students' clinical studies. We believethere is no comparable way for the students to observe the physician in his
medical, ethical, and community relationships. This program is becoming in-,
creasingly popular with the students and each year, more students are electing
to take additional time beyond the required four weeks. Additionally, the fresh-
man and sophomore students are finding increased opportunities to work with
outstate phySicians in cooperative programs with the Nebraska Academy of Gen-
eral Practice. Over 75 physicians, all members of the volunteer faculty of the
College of Medicine, participate as preceptors in this program.
Model rural health rare system

An itnportant recent development has been the efforts made to establish a
Model Rural Health Care System. In the summer of 1971 the Board of Regents
of the University of Nebraska entered into an agreement with the,.Trustees of
the Commimity Hospital, Inc. of Broken Bow, Nebraska, to provide for a joint
cooperative progranPfor the development of such a system. The program encom-
passes several goals and objectives.

The program will have, among its objectives, 1) the providing of the same
quality of health care to persons living in the area served by Community Hos-
pital, Inc. as Is available to persons living in-the metropolitareareas of Nebraska,and 2) the training and education in rural health care of medical and nursing
students, graduate physicians, and allied health personnel at the University orNebraska Medical Center.

The Program is under the directiort and supervision of a coordinating commit-
tee consisting of the chairman and four additional members. Two of the four
additional members of the committee are appointed by Community Hospital,Inc. and the remaining two members of the committee are appointed by the
Chancellor of the University of Nebraska Medical Center. It is expected that the
program will facilitate the availability and accessability of health services in a
representative rural area using the cooperative efforts of federal, state and local
governments, the University and individual physiciat in other private sectors
of the community. It should provide for the reeducati of health care providers
and consumers toward more efficient use of the variety of health resources avail-
able. It should also provide quality health care at r duced cost through preven-
tion screening, early diagnosis, and increased use of a bulatory care.
Nebraska Opportunity for Volunteers in Action (A'"0 A)

Students at the University of Nebraska College o Medicine participate in the
University's system-wide, federally-financed volunteer services program known
as Nebraska Opportunity for Volunteers in Action (NOVA). NOVA is sponsored
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by ACTION, a federal agency which combines-the Peace Corps, VISTA, and other
volunteer service agencies. The medical students will begin their v olunteer service
about October 1, 1971.

Three projects are being developed for student placement in the program.
Five students will be at the Douglas County Hospital Annex and the pavilion
section of Douglas County Hospital which have a patient population of over
300 persons, Each medical student will be in charge of a section, and will serve
with a medical faculty supervisor to help provide care fur the patients as well
as coordinate the activities of allied health professionals and other NOVA work-
ers who are oriented toward the social sciences. One student will be at, Broken
Bow, Nebraska and wilt study ways, under local physician supervision, to co-
ordinate the delivery of health care with the activities of sevetal health and wel-
fare agencies. Subsequent% volunteers at Broken Bow would then, under super-
vision of local physicians, deliver the health care called for in the first organiza-
tional plan. Six students would be assigned to the Winnebago and Pine Ridge
Indian reservations and the migrant Mexican-American residents in the Scotts-
MUM Nebraska, area to work toward the development of public health nursing,
well baby care, nutritional education and sdPial agency coordination. These
students would also work under local medical sUpervision.
Graduate Education

Graduate education in this context refers to training received after graduation
from medical school to prepare the physician to enter practice. Until recently,
the medical school graduate,took a one-year internship in a hospital. After this
internship, he either entered general practice (It took further training in a spe-
cialty field, that is a residenefe two or more years.

Graduate education has a significant bearing on the retention of physicians in
Nebraska. A medical manpower survey disclosed that four out of six physician&
who remained in the state to complete their graduate education also remained in
the state to practice. Yet only one out of six physicians who went outside the
state to obtain intern lud residency training returned to Nebraska to practice.

In the 1960's, a total of between 50 and 60 internships were accredited in
Nebraska hospitals. No hospital was able to attract enough medical school grad-
uates to fill those accredited positions. (Appendix F). Yet the two medical schools
in the state were graduating more than double the number of students than the
number of accredited internships.

In the past few years the University has strengthened the qutillty of its intern-
ship program, and now has 41 accredited positions. The University has been able
to recruit all,the interns it can fund.

Anticipating the years ahead, the Medical Center is phasing out one-year
internships; affiliating with Omaha community hospitals to offer cooperative
graduate Prngrains ; working towardr similar arrangements with Lincoln hos-
pitals; and affiliating with community hospitals in Kearney, Scottsbluff, Crete
and Friend for the family practice residency program and later for the training
of medical students. Other Nebraska communities have expressed interest in
similar programs.
Continuing Education

All heaia, professionals are confront&I with the dilemma that there is too
much for them to know and too little time to acquire this knowledge. The Uni-
versity of Nebraska Medical Center has recognized this problem, and its De-
partment of Continuing Education has organized and presented many programs
to provide health professionals with the up-to-date information they need,
through means that are convenient for them to use.

Many of the courses and seminars have been taken into the home communities
of the professionals by telephone networks, travel by University faculty mem-
bers to the outstate locales, and the employment of various educational media
such as audio tapes, closed circuit television, and slide-sound programs fOr use
in community hospitals or physicians' offices. These programs are designed to
meet specific needs and desires expressed by the community professionals. In
addition, numerous programs open to all practitioners in the stag are held on
the Medical Center Cainpus.

The University is exploring the possibilities of establishing a second con-
tinuing education center in Western Nebraska, making some of their programs
more accessible to physicians and personnel practicing in the area. The school
has received an offer of land to be used for such purposes.
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THE LIBRARY OF MEDICINE

The Library offers complete services to all of Nebraska's practicing physicians,
as well as to other health professionals in the state.

Requests for Information, often TWA to practice situations, are received bymail, telephone or teletypewriter. Any physician in the state can dial a tele-
phone number, choose a specific medical topic, and listen to a five-inute tape
on the subject. in many areas he can go to his public library and teletype a
request for printed information, which, if it cannot be transmitted electronically,
will be dispatched by mail the same day.

Plans to extend further the resources of the library to every section of the
state include the establishment of biomedical information stations, linked by
teletypewriter and facsimile ; and the development of core libraries staffed by
trained technicians to make information more easily available.

The library is an integral part of the national biomedical library network;
thus virtually any relevant medical information Is available to any health prac-titioner in Nebraska.

SCHOOL OF NURSING

In response to the shertage of nurses, the School of Nursing's four-year Bac-
calaureate Program has more than doubled its student enrollment since 1965
while using essentially the same- space. The School has had to curtail enroilmeit
because of the limited physical facilities available.

This past year, the School begttn its two-year Associate Degree program,' en-
tering a beginning class of 65 students. The Associate Degree program was
begun at the direction of the 1969 Legislature, concerned about the closing of
several hospital nursing schools in the state. The need for the program is re-fleeted by the large number of qualified applicants whose number far exceedsthe number of positions available.

Graduates of both programs are eligible for licensure as Registered Nurses.
The first students enrolled in the new graduate nursing program in 1969, and

now both full and part-time students are working toward Master's Degrees in
Medical-Surgical and Psychiatric Nursing.

The School of Nursing is planning several programs to serve better the nurs-
ing needs of the entire state. In a recent survey (Appendix 0), two-thirds of
the respondents recommended that rural community nursing be added to the
curriculum of the School.

In the summer of 1971, a faculty committee conducted a. demonstration proj-
ect in rural nursing in Ogallala, Nebraska. Four students spent four weeks in
the community..The project will be extended to other communities and the pro-
gram will.be included as an elective in the curriculum. Once established, such
a community center could become a place for continuing education for local
nurses.

The School plans to establish 10 nursing fellowships, awarded after gradua-
tion to nurses who will spend a year in an affiliated hospital in the community
in the state. They might serve as instructors, in the communities where students
are having educational experiences.

One of the major planning proposals is a Magnum School of Nursing within
the University, which would enroll. nearly 800 Baccalaureate, Associate Degree
and graduate students, using resources of the three University campuses as well
as clinical facilities in Omaha, Lincoln and other communities in the state.

THE NEBRASKA PSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTE

Service and educational programs of the Nebraska Psychiatric Institute offer
an example of how a single center can' extend itself to serve particular health
needs of a state. .
. In 1950 a national study committee recommended the construction of a new
1,800 bed mental hospital.in Nebras to relieve overcrowded conditions In the
existing hospitals. Th&Xniversilw ,oposed instead building a psychiatric in-
stitute of only 100 bed$ ti rain needed manpower and apply modern
methods of treatment. 'Piet ufe waft built, and the census in the mental
hospitals began declining.

Part of the prograin was the development of a system of mental health clinics
throughout the state. They were developed by N. P. L's Community Services
Division. By 1968, the system had proven itself and the operation of the clinics
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Was turned over to the Department of Public Institutions. The Community Serv-
ices Division became the Division of Preventive and Social Psychiatry, which
continues to assist communities in mental health planning.

In addition to offering psychiatric courses to medical and nursing students
and traning psychiatrists in residency programs, the Department of Psychiatry
conducts programs for family physicians who are often on the front line in the
recognition of mental illness. Ninety-five physicians from 45 counties of the state
have taken a special course given a full day each month for a year.

In order to respond to the changing menial health needs of the state, the In-
', stitute will shortly augment its existing facility for the treatment of disturbed

adolescents and for patients suffering from drug abuse. Soon, a second adolescent
\ unit will be Opened to provide short-term crisis intervention type therapy plus
\total diagnostic screening on these patients, and a research and treatment Mat
viii go into operation to provide added services for patients with problems of

ug abuse.
Finally, to streamline its services and provide more efficient service for the

ei izens of the state, a centralized admission unit will soon be in operation. This
un t will examine all would-be patients and if the Institute is unable to accept
the patient because of lack of bed space, it will have the responsibility-of finding
an ternative source of treatment for the patient.

CHILDREN'S REIT ABILITATION INSTITUTE

The C. Louis Seleye0 Children's Rehahibitation Institute provides diagnosis,
assents ent and selective therapeutic services for children with physical, sensory
or neu odevelopmental bandleaps. There are no eligibility restrictions and chil-
dren uil\ to age 10 are admitted on referral by the family physician or other
agencies after the Institute's staff has determined that the child's needs can be
nerved aitpropriately at the Institute (Appendix H).

ExpanSion of the Meyer Memorial Building is underway. The purpose of this
expansion is to enable the Institute to provkide for all types of physically handi-
capped and mentally retarded preadolescent and teen age youth from through-

, out the State of Nebraska the necessary prevocational and counseling, medical
rehabilitation and behavioral rehabilitation which can lead to better personal,
work, and life adjustment. In addition there will be a major expansion in be-
havioral evaluation and family education and training throughout the develop-
ment of a behavioral evaluation laboratory.

BIOMEDICAL COMMUNICATIONS

The Biomedical Communications ('enter at the University of Nebraska di-
cal ('enter is responsible for the production and/or utilization of audio-visual
materials including 16 and 8 turn motion pictures, slides, transparencies,
graphics, still photographs, and audiotapes. It is also involved in the extensive
use of closed circuit television and videotape.

Long established as a producer of mental health films, the Communications
Division has pioneered in other areas as well. Nebraska Psychiatric Institute
was one of the first in the United States to use a telephone conference network
to bring educational activities to the staffs of outstate Nebraska mental hos-
pitals. The division has also been a world leader in its use of closed circuit tele-
vision and videotape in psychiatric teaching and research programs for nearly
twelve years.

Under a six-year federal grant the Communications Division established the
first two-Way closed circuit medical television system in the country between the
University of Nebraska College of Medicine in Omaha and Norfolk State Mental
Hospital 112 miles away, This project made it possible to assess the tremendous
potential of electronic face-to-face communication in taking services and people
from the Medical Center to those in need of such services outstate. A two-way
TV connection, tying the Medical Center to the Omaha Veterans Administration
Hospital and the VA facilities in Grand Island and Lincoln has been operational
for two years, and a connection with Douglas County Hospital is alsO in use.

The Communications Service, at the present time, makes its consultation and
production services available to physicians, nurses and other health care pro-\
fessionals across the state.

At the present time, the Medical Center 1s Investigating the potentials of
modern electronic communication facilities to tie the Medical Center to remote
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areas of the state, to serve the health Information and care needs of the pro-fesaional and the public.
ALLIED HEALTH

Today the health care delivery system involves many medical specialists andtechnieldiks, and much sophisticated ettuipment. Many types of allied healthprofessions have been developed to provide aid for the busy physician. One sug-gestion now being planned by the 1 nivtbroity of Nebraska Medical Center is thetraining of physician's assistants. These assistants would work directly underthe supervision of the physician, doing such work as: 1) collecting historicaland physical data, 2) organising and presenting the information in such a waythat the physician can visualize the medical problem and determine diagnosticor therapeutic steps, 3) assisting with many medical procedures and coordinat-ing the work of technicians, 4) providing information, education and explanationto patients and other aids, and 5) handling many of the physician's paper workduties.
This help for the physician could take place under many different conditions.For Instance, an assistant could be trained to operate in an isolated rural com-munity, even though his supervising physician is in another town.
The University of Nebraska Medical Center has also been active in trainingvarious other types of allied health professionals. The Medical Center has train-ing programs for medical technologists, radiology technologists, and. physicalthkapists. These established programs are expected to undergo substantialgrowth in the future. Another proposed program would train technicians to assistmedical records librarians. Additionally, plans are being formulated for a pro-gram to train health services management personnel for middle managementadministrative positions in hospitals, clinics and related health areas.

DIVISION OF RURAL HEALTH

Rural communities today are changing in countless ways: In numbers and ageof the population, technology, social organizations, and sophistication in demandsfor all types of services, including health care, and improved access to these
,services.

Nebraska is faced with the related problems of a shortage of physicians inrural areas and the aging of thos doctors who are available. Compounding theseproblems are the special health eeds of rural areas, incurred because of recrea-tional developments, ental hazards of agriculture, and the high acci-dent rate among farmer!
A new approach otters promise for the future. In August 1971, the Universityof Nebraska Board of Regents created a Division of Rural Health at the MedicalCenter. This division will include faculty members from the departments offamily practice, internal medicine, pathology, obstetrics and gynecology, pedi-atrics, psychiatry, surgery, radiology, and preventive medicine. In addition, ad-visory representatives will be sought from the State Health Department,Com-

prehensive Health Planning and the Welfare Department.kTo work toward thegoal of improving health care in rural 'areas, the division plans to undertakeseveral.types of programs.
1. A model community health program. The Medical Center has the resourcesand personnel to make necessary observations and offer a basis for comprehentsive health services. There is indication that communities needing services willbe Interested in collaborating such as haa already developed in Broken Bow.Plans are being made to use modern technology to bridge the communicationsgap between the Omaha Center and the rural area, thereby offering the latestservices and information to the rural community.
2. A public education program will be necessary to sfilwr individual rural com-munities the advantages of health care centers utilized by several communities.These educational efforts can help the community understand the benefits ofrecruiting groups of physicians on an area-wide basis, rather than striving forone physician in each community. This program will be coordinated with thenewly established Physician Information Exchange of the College of.Medicineto match communicated requests for physicians with medical students interestedin community practice.
& Each community must critically appraise its situation to determine the most

feasible arrangement for meeting its health care needs. The Division of Rural
Health would work with the communities in outlining their needs.
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4. Most patients can travel some distance to a physician without undue hard-
ship. However, when age, infirmity, or depressed economic conditions make it
impassible for a person to go to a physician, a mobile health office with allied
health professionals and a simple laboratory might to the patient. In come very
Isolated areas, it might be moat practical to design permanent satellite clinics
staffed by physician's assistants, jerving like corpsmen in an isolated military
pont or on a ship. Other allied health professionals could 1w added an needed.

5. Modern methods of communication can provide rural physicians with more,
information than any one of them could retain or even file. Inforthation regard..
ing patient history, or consultation with experts Is possible with an adequate
communications system. Reviews of medical topics, seminars and lecture courses
can also be transmitted long distances without the need for the participants to
spend time in travel.

APPENDIX A

Distribution of non-Federal physicians per 100,000 population

State: Number state : .. Number

Colorado 187 Nebraska 120

Iowa 119 Oklahoma 118

Kansas ., 119 South Dakota ,_ 87

Minnesota 159 United States ., 148

Missouri 159

APPENDIX B

PROPOSED CONTRACT To DEVELOP MODEL OF HEALTH CARE DELIVERY SYSTEM

ARTICLE IDESCRIPTION AND SCOPE OF WORK

A. The Contractor shall develop a model for an innovative health care delivery
system for the State of Nebraska and determine the feasibility of its implementa-
tion. The-model health care delivery system should be designed to equalize access
to services, maintain quality, and moderate the costs of health care.

B. In performance of this contract, the Contractor specifically shall :
1. Assess the current health care delivery system and health care requirements

in the State including:
(a) Facilities for providing health caretheir location, capacities,, and

utilization.
(p) Manpower resourcesincluding professional and non-professional.
(c) Sources and mechanisms for health care financing.
(4) Organization of health services in the State including organizational

relationships of health facilities and services, and patient utilization and now
patterns.

(e.) Estimates of the health care needs of the population of the State.
2. Design a model health care delivery system which would provide greater

access to people in all areas of.the State. This model shotild consider, but not
necessarily be limited to, the following components :

(a) New kinds of health manpoWer required; their distrl"tion, and the
extent of training involved.

(b) Ways for financing the system including sources of public and private
capital.

(c) New kinds-of inter-institutional arrangements, shared services, and
ambulatory care systems.

(4) A comprehensive health service data system for monitoring and man-
aging the total system which also can be used to evaluate the impact of the
experimental system in increasing access, containing costs, and maintaining vP,

quality.
(e) Methods for assuring quality and effectiveness of care provided

throughout the system.
(f) Methods for linking providers, consbmers, patient recordspetc., into a

communication and transportation network.
3. Involve all major health care provider groups and appropriate consumer

groups and third party payers in the development of this model.
4. Ascertain the degree of acceptability of the model to both consumer and

provider groups.
5. Determine resources needed to implement the model health care delivery

system in the State.
70-116 0-71pt. 5-24
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6. Determine tlfe changes necessary in State law to implement various aspectsthe model syste.M.
7. Determine a time schedule for implementing all components of the healthcart, delivery model.

ARTICLE: 11---ARTICI.Eti OR SERVICES TO III' Ft7RNHilIED AND DELIVERY TIME

The Contractor shall submit to the Project Officer, National Center for, Health
Services Research and Development, 56(X) Fishers Lane, Rockville, Maryland20852, the following items in the quantities and during the time periods listed
below*.

Item Description

I Progress reports to report progress on art. I and elaborate on
difficulties encountered and their resolution.

2 Final report to encompass a detailed description of: (a) The
assessments of the current health cars delivery system and
health care requirements as outlined In art. I, 81 (b) The
modal health care delivery system and evaluation scheme
outlined in art. I, B2, 3. (c) Plans for implementation of the
model system outlined in art. I, 04, 5,5, aqd 7

Quantity Delivery time

20 4 months from effective date of
contract and every 4 months
thereafter.

20 12 months from effective date
of contract.

APPENDIX ('

VEALTH RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE ('ARNEOIE COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION
( SELECTED SUMMARIES)

1. Increase number of medical school entrants to 15,300 by 1976 and to 16,400by 1978. Accomplish this by (1) an average expansion of 39-44% in existing and
developing schools, and (2) creation of 9 additional schools or 8-113% expansion.

2. Develop programs for the training of physicians' and dentists' assistants andassociates.
3. Accelerate pre-medical and medical education. Shorten pre-dental and dental

education where unnecessarily prolonged. Conunission favors 3-year programfrom B.A. to M.D. or D.D.S. and it 3-year residency (instead of typical 4 years ofinternship and residency).
4. Develop the concept of the University Health Science Center with the medi-cal school at the core in areas with a population of at least 350,000. t'IIS( "s

should be responsible, in their geographic area, for coordinating the education of
health care personnel and for cooperating with other community agencies in im-proving the organization of health care delivery. All n't,w medical and dentalschools be parts of centers. Commission recommends 9 new centers bringing totalto 129.

5. Develop the concept of the area health education center in sparsely popu-
lated areas at some distance from I'IIS(' and in a few large metropolitan areas
needing additional training facilities. ('ore would be a community hospital. Thesearea centers would be affiliated with the nearest rlISC a ml would perform
somewhat the same fur.," except that the education of MI)find DDS candi-
dates would be restricted to a limited amount of clinical education on a ran-
tional basis and research programs would be largely restricted to the evaluation
of local experiments in health care delivery systems. Conunission recommends128 centers (apparently 2 already exist).

6. Student grants for studetts from low-Income filmilies.
7. Improve residency training to include community hospitals, neighborhoodclinics, etc., as well as teaching hospitals.
8. States should provide major support for house officer training and the edu-cation of allied health personnel.
9. Reduce period of M.D. study front 4 to 3 years.
10. Reduce residency and internship period from 4 to 3 years.
11. Reduee.ratio of faculty to students (med. school).
12. Enter 2 classes per year to make better use of laboratory facilities and

teaching personnel.
13. Increase the number of allied health personnel to raise productivity ofphysicians and dentists.
14. Use outside hospitals for clinical training rather than, or in addition to,

subsidizing it university hospital.
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v. APPENDIX 1)

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION', AND WELFARE, NEWS RELEASE,
NOVEMBER 24, 1970

The average amount spent for Tieing and educational expenses by students
atteuding medical school in 1997- 98 was $4,394. Far single stinlents the iverage
was $3,421 and for married students the average ranged front $5,727 for those '

with no children to $6,310 for those with two children or more
These figures are from a survey of medical and ostelipathic students in

schools made by the Bureau of Health Manpower Education of the Notional
Institutes of Health In cooperation with the AssociatiOn of American Nlisikal
Colleges and. the American- Association.of Osteopathic Colleges. The results of
the survey are revealed in a new publication, Hoe. Medical Ntudents Finance
Their Education. The findings update an earlier study made prior to the imple-
mentation of the Health Professions Educational Assistance Act of 1963.

Medical arid osteopathic students utilized u number of sourced to meet their
school- and living expenses. About one-fourth of medical students' income was
supplied by their families as gifts and loans, and an additional one-fourth came
from their own' earnings and savings. Married students relied heavily on their
spouses' earn4ngs, the contriliution front this source ranging front one-fourth of
total income for married students with two, children or more to more than one-
half for those with n children.

-
Loans front fund.simade available under the HPEAA accounted for eight per-

cent of medical--gfiidents' income: loans from other sources outside their families
accounted for about four percent,

Among the significant findings of the survey are
Two out of three medical students had financial help front their families

and two out of every five students had loans front non-family sources. Loans
received averaged $1,471) per student, as compared to $1,720 requested.

One out of three medical students .receh ed_a non-refundable groat for the
1967-98 school year. The average amount reported from this Arne was
$1,057.Twenty-three isbrcent of all medical students worked during the school
term, but the proportion who worked increased as family size increased.
Among single 'students, one out of five students worked an average of 12
hours per week. For married students the proportion who worked was 24
percent for those with no children and 42 percent for those with two children
1. more. The former grim!) averaged 11 hourtiwork per week while the latter'
group a veraged" 15 hours."

Whip 21 percent of the medical students reported debts for college expenses
averaging $1,6:16, the proportion with debts for medical school expenses ranged
from 2.5-percent for freshmen to 52 percent for seniors andthe average amount
owed ranged from $1,5:i7 among freshmen to nearly $4,400 for seniors.

One out of fire students in medical schools came front a family whose annual
'income was $25,1100 or more although only oneout of fifty famillemin the United
Stutes-had incomes this high. The prOportion of medical students' fathers who
had graduate or professional education beyond college was 7 times the proportion
for AmeriCan males 21 years old or older.

Educational and living expensesfor students in okteopathic,schools averaged
$,21r2 during the 1997-98 school year. For single students the average amount
spent, was $3,815 and among married stialents, the average ranged from $9,180
for those with no'children to $9,944 for-those with two children or more.

Simrces of income for osteopathic students were similar to those for medical
mtwients. A smaller proportion of osteopathic students' income was contributed by
families than for medical students 'and a comparatively larger proportion was
derived from loans outside their families, especially' loans front HPF.AAfunds..
More than one-tali of all osteopathic: students had debts for college expenses.
Seven out of 10 seniors forted debts averaging over $5,500 for osteopathic
school expenses, and 2 out hf 10 reported an average debt of $2,771) for college

expenses.
Single copies of flow Mcdica4 Studentn,Finattec Their Education are available

from the Information Office, Bureau of Health Manpower Edtication, BtOlding 31,
NM. Copies may also be purchased- from the Superintendent of Documents,
Government printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402 at $1 each.

3 I...,
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APPENDIX E

STATEWIDE FAMILY PLANNING

The rnivegity.of Nebraska Medical Center in cooperation with state and
local health and medically oriented agencies expects to provide family planning
services including advice and ,contraception to medically indigent women and
men via pilot locations across the state. Where possible these clinics will be it1
full cooperation with a private practitioner and held in his office. Emphasis will
be on counties other than Laocaster and Douglas.

Objectives will be : .
I. Reducing infant and maternal mortality by spacing of children and limiting

of family size.
2. Reducing incidence of illegal abortion. .
3. Providing a' basis for entry Into a general comprehensive health services

program for medically indigent families.
4. Providing interconceptional care rto women of child-bearing age.
5. Providing opportunities to low-Income individuals and families to improve

their social and economic conditions by limiting unwanted fertility and as a
hopeful result lift them from their present poverty statfill.

APPENDIX F

FIRST YEAR HOUSE OFFICERS IN NEBRASKA THROUGH NIMP--1060-70

O. Sought
1969-70

Filled
1970

Lincoln:
Bryan 10 6
Lincoln General 6 3
St. Elizabeth 6 0

Omaha:
Childrens_. 4 ,

0Creighton__ 0 39
Immanuel 10 0
Methodist 12 12
University of Nebraska. I 47 35

Total 134 64

e
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RESIDENCY PROGRAMS IN NEBRASKA AMA APPROVED 1969-70

Number of
residents
1970-71

Hospital. Program

Number or
approved
positions

(Ware:
Children's._ . Pediatrics__ 4

4 Creighton_ Medicine_ . 20 6
-

Surgery._ -
11 6

OB-GYN___
pathology__ .
Radiology -

6
10

6

3
5.

4

Total. _____ 53 24

Clarkson. .. Pathology 8

Methodist do .
3

University of Nebraska._ _ Medicine_
24"

17

Surgery- 15

08-GYN 9 9

Pediatrics__ _.
Pathology

12
8

7
7

Family practice... -12 4

Radiology _____ 10 - 10

Neurology. 9 0

Ophthalmology._ 4 4

Orthopedic surgery__ 6 5

Otolaryngology- 12 7

Psychiatry._ 24 23

Child psychiatry _ 6 4 2

Anesthesiology._ 9 9,

Total. .. . 158 119

Lincoln:
Lincoln General-, Pathology__.. 1 1

Nebraska Orthopedic_. --
St. Elizabeth . - . Pathology----- . .. . .

Veteran's Administration... , Surgery_ . 10 4

Total.. 135 155

There re no approved programs
A.M.A. recognized specialties:
Colon & Rectal Surgery
Neurosurgery
Pediatric Cardiology
Plastic Surgery
Pediatric Allergy
Aerospace Medicine
Pdblic Health

at this time in Nebraska in the following

Urology'
Dermatology
Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation
Preventive' Medicine
Occupational Medicine
Thbracie Surgery

t
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PAGE 3 APENDIX F

PROJECTED INTERNS AND RESIDENTS AT THE UNIVERSITY OFOEBRASKA MEDICAL CENTER

Residents

A no stnes IC
Internal melttIne

vh,
Ophtaimelogy
Oral
Orthe is surgery
Otorhin laryngct:gy.
Pathology .
Pediatrics .
Pediatric allergy__
Pedoilontics
Radiology...
Surgery..
Family practice
Psychiatry
Dermatology
Urology.
Neurology
Interns

1964 965 . 1966

3 2
11 10
7 6
4 3

4
9
6
4

2 3 4
12 10 12

24 16
1 1

8

9 6 9

77 64 66

'1957 1958 1969 1970 1971 1972

8 8 9 10 10 'II12 - 12 10 17 29 38
7 7 9 12 10 10
4 4 4 4 5 6
3 5 7 6 6 6

3 5 8 8 9
8 5 7 7 6 6

3 4 8 12
0

16
1

1 2 4 4 4
4 6 9 12 12, 12

12 le 14 15 15 15
__,.. . 4)ir 6 14

10 11 14 23 33 33
0 2
3 3

1 2 3
10 9 23 34 9 9

81 90 120 170 179 207

It is projected that atter 1971 the "Internship" may no longer exist, but rather these individuals will be 1st-yearresidents.

APPENDIX G

UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA SCHOOL OF NURSING, STUDY OF GT ADUATES
In the fall of 1970 questionnaires were sent to '242 graduates of the baccalaure-ate program in nursing. Questionnaires wets returned by 185 (76.4%).'

I. Marital status' and- occupation of parents ,and husbands
More than three-fourths (144-or 77.8%) of the respondents were married. Ofthese 66,.445.8 %) were married to professional men and an additional 18 (12.5%)were married to graduate students who will enter the professions upon complet-ing their education.
The occupations of the htisbands present a marked contrast with the occupa-tions of the fathers. Only 27.(14.6 %) of the fathers were engaged in the profes-sions, whereas -106 (57.3%) were in farming, business or managerial positions.

Farming was the single occupation employing the greatest number of fathers(69 or 37.3%). Only tour graduates were married to farmers (2.8%).
It is obvious from Fig. 1 that the respondents tended to marry husbands who,

like themselves, were professional workers and who were employed in occupa-
tions that would necessitate leaving the farms or small communities.

The findings also suggest that nurses come from middleklass families who hold
the values of the middle Miss and of the rural communities, yet following mar-
riage they become members of a higher socio economic class.

QuestIonnalrea were net to all graduates from 1959 through 1070.

ti
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'FIG. 1. OCCUPATIONS DF FATHERS AND HUSBANDS OF 185 GRADUATES OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA
SCHOOL OF NURSING

Fathers
N

27

12
4

3
3
3
1

1

0

106

69
26 .

11

(II =485)
percent

Husbands
N

N ,=144
Percent

I. Professional.. -

Engineers..
Teachers
Doctors..
Lawyers . .

Ministers
Dentist.. - .
Personnel. .
Other..

..,

II. Farmers, business .

Farmers
Business.
Managerial

III. Clerical and sales. .
IV. Skilled...
V. Unsiolled. -

VI. Others.

Forester-
Armed Forces. ..
Students.

Total.- '

14.6

57.3

37.3'
. -

.

66

16
13 .
7 .

5
2

2 ........
26

4
7

15_

. 45.8

. .

.

...._
18.1

(2.8)
. ...

20
18
10

4

.

185

10.8
9.7
5.4
2.2

_ . . . .

17
9
3

23

5
18

11.8
6.3
2.1

15.9

(12.5)

100.0 144 100.0

Like graduates throughout the nation, approximately two-thirds (120 or 68.2%).
were enlployed either full or part -titre. 'There are marked differences however
Between the employment patterns of married and unmarried nurses and nurses
who are married and have children.

'EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF NURSES

Full time Part time Unemployed

umber Portent Number Percent Number Percent

A. All nurses (185)
B. Married (144):

With children (99)
No children (45)

C. Single (41).

95

22
35
38

51.4

, 22.2'
77.8
92.7

31

25
3

3

16.8

25.3
6.7

59

52

70

31.8

52.5

#4 5

EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF 99 GRADUATES AND AGES OF CHILDREN

Ages of children _ -
-1 year Ito 5 6 to 10 _ __

10 plus \
Number Percent Number Percent Number es rcent Number Percent

Ma riled nurses:
Employed_ 4# 16 25.8 33 53. 12 19.4 I. 6

Not employ 25 31.6 38 48. I 16 20.3 0 0

3 t
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It Is obvious that nursing and the community must make it possible for the
married nurses to work if their untapped skills are to be used in alleviating the
nurse shortages.

*FIG. 4. RESIDENCE AND EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF 185 GRADUATES (SINGLE AND MARRIED)

Married Single

Full-time Part-time Part-time
employment employment Unemployed employment employment Student

Nebraska (not including
Omaha)

Omaha
Other States and UM-

MOs .

Num-
ber

Per-
cent

7.0

7.6

16.2

Num-
ber

Per-
cent

Num-
ber

Per-
cent

Num-
, ber

Per-
cent

Num-
ber

1

0 .

2

Per-
cent

Num-
ber

Per-
cent

13

14

30

7

6

15

3.8

3. 2

8. 1

12

6

39

6.5

3.2

21.0

4

19

15

2.1

10. 2

El, I

0.6
(. 54)
..

1.0

1

0

1

0.6

.
(. 54)

(. 6)

The first two maps show the residence and employment of graduates of the
School. The last two maps show the areas of the State from which present stu-
dents in the School (baccalaureate and associate degree) have been recruited.
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APPENDIX H

THE C. LOUIE /MEYER CHILDREN'S REHABUSIATION INSTITUTE

The C. Louis Meyer Children's Rehabilitation Institute provides the State of
Nebraska with the highly specialized services needed for the diagnosis, evalua-
tion, and treatment of children with handicaps. The majority of the children
served suffer from one or more of the developmental disabilities, such as mental
retardation, cerebral palsy, or one of the many types of birth defects. The In-
stitute also serves children burned or crippled lb accidents.

clinical services include complete evaluation and/or treatment by especially
trained pediatricians, psychologists, nurses, speech pathologists, audiologists,
social workers, physical and occupational therapists. Other medical specialties
and complete laboratory services are available through the'Medlcal Center. Re-
sidual facilities for those children who must stay at the Medical Center are
available in thelidjacent Hattie H. Munroe Pavilion.

A special therapeuttg nursery school serves multiple handicapped children in
the preschool age. By combining the benefits of early education with the spe-
cific therapies needed, each child is provided the opportunity to achieve his or her
full potential. The Institute now serves the center for Nebraska's young children
who are both deaf and blind. Six children with clhis catastrophic disability are
now attending this unique program at the histitute.

The basic objectives of the Institute are to:
(1) Demonstrate the value of early, intensive interdisciplinary programs as a

means of preventing or ameliorating handicapping conditions, and preparing the
child not only physically but educationally and psychologically for a satisfying,
productive life as an adult.

(2) Make possible the interdisciplinary education of personnel from the
health, education and vocational fields thus helping to reduce the critical short-
age of professionals specializing in the rehabilitation of children while at the
same time demonstrating to them the inter-relatedness of the disciplines in the
total rehabilitation of the child.

(3) Provide a base for carrying out both basic tufeellnical research on the
causes of various handicapping conditions and to seek better methods of treat-
ment so that secondary effects of these handicaps may be prevented or cor-
rected. Psycho logic research is conducted to find better ways to prepare the handi-
capped person to take his place in society and to prepare society for the ac-
ceptance of the handicapped individual.

The three-story C. Louis Meyer Children's Rehabilitation Institute is located
on the Medical Center Campus. It contains administrative offices, examination
and testing rooms and equipment for the variety of disciplines serving it, class-
rooms, a swimming pool and a hydrotherapy room. The Omaha Hearing School,
which is affiliated with the Institute, is on the third floor and provides pre-
school education for the deaf child. The building is connected to the J... P. Lord
School (the Omaha publics school +for physically. handicapped children) by en-
closed passageway, and by tunjiel to Childrens Hospital. It is also connected by
enclosed passageway to the Hattie B. Munroe Home, which is the residential or
ettended care facility for children participating in the Institute's program.

The underlying philosophy of patient care at the Institute is to consider the
whole child and his family rather than focusing exclusively on the child's
handicap.

The basic goalsof the training programs for health personnel are to :
(1) Provide a setting which will demonstrate for students from the various

health and kincation services professions the multi-faceted aspects of the re-
habilitation of children with physicll and/or mental handicaps, and do this in a
way which will induce many of the students to return for specialized training
in their area.

(2) Provide specialized, individualized training programs in the several dis-
ciplines needed in the health care and special education of the child with
handicaps.
- (3) Whether orientations, demonstrations or individualized training programs,
stress the value of early intensive interdisciplinary management and the Im-
portance of each professional keeping clearly in mind the needs of the whole
child a they may relate to his own particular efforts.
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STATEMENT OF JACK W. VAUGHN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, HOLDREOE INDUSTRIAL
AND DEVELOPMENT CORP., HOLDREGE, NEBR.

Chairman Humphrey, Senator Curtis and Senator lielimon : There is a cryingneed for industrial development and new job opportunities throughout Nebraska.
Nebraska cities and towns seeking to help finance industry to provide jobs needfinancing sources. Country banks urernot the sources for long. term capital In-vestments. Bankers in rural Amerfettn are being called upon today as neverbefore to finance loans to farmers.
This wasn't always true, Farmers were at one time lending money to banksrather than borrowing from the banks. Farmers' loans since MO have soared tohalf again higher than their deposits.
We would suggest increasing the present Congressional limitation on Issuanceof Industrial development revenue bonds by municipalities and counties from the

present $5,000,000 ceiling to $10.000,000 for each plant located.
In urging the Congress to increase the ceiling to $10,000,000 It Is strongly feltthat this move 'VVould encourage industry to disperse from antiquated, deterio-rated plants, some of which now pollute the air, water and land. Conversion to

environmentally clean plants would provide jobs In rural American and, at the
same time, ease the pain of dying, deteriorating cities.
, The Industrial development revenue bond In many ways Is comparable to aninvestment tax. credit. It brings an investment in new jobs, new payrolls, new

Income for governmeptal subdivisions. Through the Increased ceiling, there could
be brought about n more normal balance in the development of the nation's econ-omy and population distribution.

Rural residents Invest capital in school district bond issues, municipal bond
Wines aqd other similar financing by governmental subdivisions. Is It unwise to
invest In a newfhigh school and suffer the brain drain through outmigration ofIts youth or to keep Its youth vv10 jobs created through Industrial revenue bondissues?

We would further recommend and urge that If the increase In the ceiling
for Industrial development revenue bond Issues Is approved that such ceiling
apply only to towns and counties under 25,000 population.

Thank you very much.
NEBRASKA BANKERS ASSOCIATION,. INC.,

Omaha, Nebr., September 29, 1971.
Hon. HUBERT Ilumenavr,
Chairman, Senate Subcommittee on Rural Development,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR HUMPHREY On behalf of the Nebraska Bankers Association, Iwould extend our thanks and appreciation for holding the record of your
Subcommittee Hearing held In Lincoln, Nebraska, on September 10, 1971 open
to allow us to comment In regard to the development of Rural America of which
we are a proud part. We commend you and your committee for your sincere
approach to our problems.

We would agree that some types of rural non-farm properties are somewhat
difficult to finance, as all private financing must be governed by the market
available and demand for such properties, i.e., rural non-farm homes. We are
also of the firm opinion that any attempt to stimulate additional help in this
area must be done through existing lending agencies, preferably through guaran-
ties and reserve rquirement adjustments, coupled with regulatory understanding.

Our economy historically has been based upon personal contact and judgmentand we must be very careful not to upset the delicate balance through an
Irresponsible approach to financing leading to mall order judgment of credit and
the consequential deterioration of the quality of financing,

Thank you again for you and your committee's consideration. I remain,
Very truly yours,

STATEMENT OF NEBRASKA PANHANDLE COMMUNITY ACTION AGENCY,
GERING, NEBR.

The problems of poverty in our rural area of western Nebraska must be Sepa-rated into two distinct areas.
First, there are low - income families who (since being displaced from small

farms and businjmses because of todays' economics) are underemployed because
they lack skills and training needed for todays'. technical sdpiety. There are other

JOHN W. CATTLE, President.
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sectors of low-income families which consist of those born and raised in a 'cul-
ture of poverty,' whose families have always been basically poor, uneduCated,
untrained and living in substandard housing, an substandard income. Com-
pounding the later problem are the problems which are inherent in minority
ethnic groups such as language barriers and (only) seasonal employment as
farm laborers. ,.

There are other ranges of economics in our rural areas Such as the border-line
dry-land farms ; low wage rates for most unskilled or semiskilled workers ; many
retired persons existing on small pensions and/or Social Security ; and farm
prices for produce, crops, cattle and hogs that do not produce adequate profith in
order to provide a substantial income. There is also a severe shortage of industry
to absorb either skilled or unskilled workers.

'Th
Social and political apathy are characteristics of people who are trapped in

poverty. This results in a lack of participation in decision making processes at
all levels of both community and government action. The result then, is a break-
down in communication and full involvement in our democratic processes and an
influence of the decision making processes by socialistic-leftist individuals who
are not really concerned about the poor people.

A consequence of this apathy is that these individuals will frequently follow
the direction and ideas of a more vocal outside individual who will lead them.
Even though the direction they are lead may in turn lead to their ultimate down-
fall and further entrapment in poverty. Development of true democratic leader-
ship from their own ranks is certainly an essential step to slow the poverty
cycle.

Family structure in the rural poverty areas, like those in the urban areas, is
frequently unstable and disorganized. There Is generally a weak personal iden-
tity, weak self image and a general feeling of helplessness, dependency and in-
feriority. The family structure includes then the hopelessness and the sense of
isolation which then results in other social ills such as alcoholism, illegitemacy,
high divorce rate, poor school and job affiliation.

These social ills however, would not necessarily disappear even if all poor
people were simply given money. They must be allowed the chance for educa-
tion, jobs, better housing, sanitation, better food, medicine, medical care, ade-
quate clothing and finally, individual and family counseling 40 help overcome
the mental attitudes that develop in the 'Ctillure of Poverty.'

*-The major causes or conditions of poverty in the rural areas and communi-ats served by the NPCAA are listed in order of priorities :
(1) Depressed economy resulting in 'extensive unemployment and underem-

leyment.
(2) Lack of adequate education and training.
(3) Insufficient incomes to acquire adequate f d, medicine and medical care.
(4) Lack of means to acquire adequate in rmation on eligibility require-

inents for various social agency services. .
( 5)ila'oor transportation facilities.

' (.0)-:Lack _of means to up-grade substandard housing at a price low-income
people can afford. Poor migrant housing.

(7) Insufficient community organization to assist in,,preaking the poverty
cycle._

(8) Reduce discrimination, if occurring, because of age, sex, and ethnic
groups.

(9) Problems of the aging.
.(10) Lack of adequate legal counsel in some areas.
(11) High birth rateald low-income families.

e- 'Many of these causes-or conditions exist in all rural areas. However, in addi-
tion to the conilitiOna of, peerty in rnFal Nebraska, there are .also significant
problems affectiateeTtilt f s'eulture and economy of all citizens residing here.

inent amogg 'eft tire those of drugs, .juvenile deliquency, high taxes, in-
dequate highWtlyhtlehighway safety, high welfare costs tion, other

-environmenital g dins and racial tensions. ,,-

'A' Therelii* pro tem inithe community or rural a at does not affect that
' area completely and result in worsened economic pro ems.

Our Information used here was compiled through the NPCAA CAP 5 data, Community
Interest Survey of KDITH-TV (copy attached), land through the needs of file poor as
expressed in meetings of low-income planning councils, forum meetings, advisory groups
and low-income Board representatives.
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Drugs, alcoholism, delinquency, highway 'deaths, welfare payments, and pol-lution all cause or contribute to high taxes and the wading of our money; nat-ural resources and manpower.
Underemployment, inadequate education, lack of employment skills, poor nu-trition, inadequate medical care also wante our most essential natural resource,human beings. Also families should not be put in a position of falsIfYing infor-anon to receive assistance through migrant program, Self-certificatibn shouldabolished so that the certifying worker can be eoordinated Ifth employmentailable in the area.
Due to deifressed farm and rural economic conditions, many families seek thecities and cunploynent, only to find more poverty and unemployment.
Solutions are certainly not as easy to elaborate as the problems, however cer-tain basic steps should bedmplemented on a crash basis(1) All necessary measures should be implemented to promote full employment at once for those having marketable job skills.
(2) EdUcation and manpower skill-training programs should be stepped upimmediately and continued indefinitely for all persons chronically underemployed

or seasonally employed and lacking skills.
(3) On the job training-employer oriented.
(4) Day care centers to free working or trainable women job candidates shouldbe formed and the children given cultural and educational opportunities to pre-pare them to compete in the education experience at a later time.(5) More adequate health care and nutritional programs should be availableto improve bask health standards.
(U) Better lines of communication between public agencies and recipients, plusbetter trained social workers.
(7) Improved, lower-cost public transportation.
(8) Improved and expanded housing programs with new, daring innovations,

plus more programs such as the Scotts Bluff Housing Authority has formulated
and -successfully completed.

(9) Reduction in discrimination, wherever it might occur.
(10) More adequate incomes, health care and.housing for our senior citizens,
(11) Improved legal counsel for low-income citizens in the area of contracts,

installment buying, interest rates, etc.
(12) Family Planning and Birth Control.
These solutions will not completely abate the economic and poverty problems

of Western( Nebraska. However, they would represent a significant and humani-
tarian approach to the problems. The price tag will be high, but it is impossible
to put a price tag on human resources. Wars have cost us'dollars and lost many
lives, The "War on Poverty" may cost many more dollars but could Salle lives, It
could save the lives of todays' parents, their children and grandchildren. Solu-
tions should be found for poverty probler which will ultimately reduce the wel-
fare case load significantly.

Significant as the accomplishment of man on the moon ,,may be, holy much more
significant the accomplishment of .a return of human dignity to all men, of every
race, creed and color, regardless of - religious or political convictions would he.
Then, and only then, can the Ametican Dream become a reality, anollow all
human beings to live with self-dignity and pride.

STATEMENT OF Scorns BLUFF COUNTY (sEIML ) COMMISSIONERS, GERING. NEBR.

We would like to submit our views on rural development in Western Nebraska.
Agriculture is the largest single business in the County. Currently agriculture Is

at an all time low In relationship to the rest of the economy. Until specific prq
grams are adopted to bolster agriculture it will'continue its dramatic decline as-a
dominant force in or local economy.

There is no question this same statement is true in all other parts of the
country.

The following suggestions we feel should be considered In improving the status
of agriculture in this area.

1. Increasing the government subsidy payment to farmers on sugar beets.
2. Insure equitable competition between foreign sugar producers and domestic

sugar producers.
Programs currently in operation that have been successful in rural develop-

ment are :
1. Multi -low cost housing.
2. Family planning clinic.

V
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3. Vocational training centers.
4. Subsidized employer training program.
5: Neighborhood Youth Corps Programa.
The above' prognams have been flair ly successful ip eliminating poverty in our

area and ip turn contributing to positive rural qovialopment
More emphasis has to be given to on the job training by employers subsidized

by government This is one program where the administration costs are kept at a
niinintal figure in relationship to other federal programs.

Most of the items mentioned have to do with things the government should be
doing. To be successful iz11 the training programa must instill in the individual
job appreciation an*the, desire for continued improvement.

STATEMENT OF Da. CHESTER H. GAUGHAN, CENTRAL NI9RAGICA TECHNICAL COLT GE,
IlAsmari, NEBR.

INDUS'PRIAL DEVELOPMENT AURAL AMERICA

,VOcational-technical education in the technical colleges of Nebraska is a major
factor in the industrial development of this State. What hz happening in one area
of the State, in the field of technical-vocational education, can be identified by
the progress story of Centrai Nebraska Technical College at Hastings.

The College began °iteration in 1966, at the former Naval Ammunition Depot,
with an initial enrollment of 196 students In September, of 1966. Since that time
the College has grown so that during the calendar year of .1970-71 a total of
2,279 students enrolled. The p 'edicted total enrollment for the year 1971-72
is 3,027.

The College offerg programs o nstruction in 32 occupational areas, including
the broad categories of agricuit re, health, industry, business & office, and
tprvie occupations. The College mists of being a Nebraska College for Ne-
braskans, in that fewer than 2% of the total enrollment of the college comes from
out of the State.

The college is supported by a twenty-county area with a local tax levy of L92
mills for fiscal 1971-72. The local tax provides approximately 59% of the total cost
of operations. State support and tuition accounts for approximately 33%, and
federal and other sources the remaining 8%.

The impact of the College on the-industrial development of the area can be
analyzed by a .brief report of the students who completed courses of study at the
College r the 1970-71 year. A. total of 452 full time students completed their

In program of study during that year. Of this total, 92% found immediate employ-
ment, e tered the military service, or continued their education at four-year
colleges. Five percent continued their education, 8% entered the military, and
81% to immediate employment. Of the 836 full time students who found
immedia e employment, 275 or 82% found employment in the twenty-county area :
312 or 93 found employment in Nebraska.

These s udents 'were employed in many types of opportunities. Some of the
major industries of the Central Nebraska Area employing graduates were : New
Holland, Grarid Island; Mason-Hanger. Grand Island ; Holiday Mfg., Alda ; Dale
Electronics, Inc., Columbus; Douglas SI Lomason Co., ,Columbus; Becton, Dick-
inson & Co., Holdrege & Columbus; Behlen Mfg. Co., Columbus; Monroe -Auto
Equipment Co., Cozad ; stings Industries, Inc., Hastings ; Western Land Roller;
Hastings; Baldwin Mfg. Co., 'Kearney ; Eaton Inc., Kearney ; Rockwell Mfg.,
Kearney ; Meat Animal Research, Clay Center.

Jr' addition to the full time course offerings, 94 evening classes enrolled 1,045
part time students in programs that upgraded employees in their present occupa-
tions.

To insure that the programs of the college meet the needs of the area, a research
project is now in progress which will provide a computerized county by county
analysis of jobs. A 33%% sampling of all employers in the twenty county area is
being made. Objectives of the project are :

1. Provide information on, job opportunities iq the area.
2. To stimulate educational programs at the college to meet these job require-

ments.
One of the major problems facing all institutions of vocational-technical educa-

tion is encouraging high school graduates to enkoll- in occupational education,
70-116----71at. 5-25
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Central Nebraska Technical College has been reasonably successful in this en-
deavor as indicated in its continued growth pattern. The college is now engaged
in an exemplary program with federal assistance that provides super 8 mm films
and accompanying tapes tAken directly. from business and industry showing the
types of jobs that people are actually doing, along with verbal erplanfttions ofthe skills required.

The objectives of the program is to provide up-to-date occupational film-tape
libraries for each of the 86 high school's' within the district. This prograel provides
each student with an opportunity to study occupations at a time when he is
making decisions relative to his future.,

Central Nebraska Technical' College provides programmed individualized' in-
struction to each of its students. Students.may enroll on any day and complete
their education at any time during the year. This provides industry with 'a con-
tinuous Sow of graduates throughout the year, rather than only at one specific
time. Students proceed at their own rate providing opportunity for students of
varied ages, educational backgroufids, and skill capabilities to receive an occupa-
tional education tailor-made for the individUal student.

STATEMENT OF H. L. GERHART, JR., PRESIDENT, FIRST NATIONAL BANK, NEW M AN
GROVE, NEBR. 0

It seems logical that the most effective and far-reaching type of rural develop-
ment would be a program involving rural bank participation. Practically every

c. small town has a bank and thee bank is vitally interested in the development.of
its town. That banker has a broader understanding of that community than some
employee of a far-off bureaucracy.

It should folltw, then, that the rural development bank should help the rural
bank help his Community. High-risk credit is necessary to induce industry in small
towns which are usually not attractive to General Motors, Ford, United States
Steel, aad other industries of that type. They must instead depend on smaller
higher-ask type industrial prospects. It is here that the rural bank needs help
from the rural development bank to guarantee and participate in industrial loansgenerated by the rural bank.

Parks, community facilities, etc., are fine, but the basic problem is to get-indus-
try and jobs to replace those jobs being lost in rural communities as farmers leave
the land. Our Independent Bankers Association Sub-committee is presently in the
process of studying the Rural Development Bill. There is some concern among
bankers that this may set up another Farm Credit System type bureaucracy
which would cumpetewith rural banks rather than supplementing their efforts to
attract industry. T)tere are several sections of the bill which we think need some
changing and are currently conferring with Mr. Baker who assisted in drafting
this bill.

STATEMENT OF LEWIS E. HARRIS, PRESIDENT, HARRIS LABORATORIES,
LINCOLN, NEBR.

It seems unrealistic to devote efforts at our agricultural colleges in promoting
better yield from crops, better varieties and improved nutritional value of such
crops. We are now producing more crops than can be used and could, of course,
produce a much larger quantity if acreage restrictions were to be removed.

Therefore, it is my opinion that emphasis should now be placed on two areas.
First, the development of processes to convert agricultural products into other
marketable items and, second, the need to stimulate establishing highly diversi-
fied manufacturing operations in the rural communities.

We cannot, of course, completely ignore the need for improvement of agricul-
tural production but this is of little value unless we tine ways to export more of
these products or develop means of utilizing them in non-agricultural areas.

Therefore. I would propose that some of the funds now being utilized for the
space program and the military areas be diverted to applied reSearcliglo agricul-
tural product and hi- product utilization. Further, all industries should be en-
couraged to devote some of their energies in agricultural research by some typetax credit or other incentive.
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ST AT r: OF FLOYD D. if EIIIA AN, W I LBER, Nhnn.

Honorable members of the committee: My name is Floyd I), Herman ofWilber, Nebr., farmer, bank director, and song time directo of many of the
largest regional and inter-regional cooperatives in the U.S.A.

I present this material with a feeling of fruhtration and futilify partly becauseof the-refusal of a majority of people to honestly face up to the realities of the
problem. The following material and comments are not lambc with the intent to
criticize or malign any individual or party but to honestly present-the problemas I see it.
--The deterioration of Our rural areas is the payment exacted for creating animbalance in the payment to farmers in order to insure cheap food for the con-
sumer. President Abraham Lincoln and the Congress launched the prime politieswhich led to the conditions which now exist in rural America. The homesteadAct and the creation of 'the land grant colleges with the tax stfpported experi-
ment stations and the extension service, dedicated to an echunflance of cheapfood carried on to tills day with no attempt to mo y or bring into balance theability to produce and the ability to distribut nd consume, are the prime fac-tors leading to the bankruptcy. mf rural Au ca.

Orville Fretman, while Secretary of Agriculture, in several speeches which Iheard said that Americans were spending 17V2% of their income for food andthat by 19Y0, it would be 17% (I saw a figure of 161/2% recently) and that this
meant that the avenge eons_pmer would have about $240 to spend on other
things such as vacations, motorboats, TV's etc. During this same time the aver-
age farmer was producing enough food for himself and 36 other people. Ile now

vroducing enough food for himself and 45 other people. This 10 person Increase
Brills productivity multiplied by the $240 decrease in the eonsurner's food billamounts to a $2400 subsidy paid by each farmer as his REWARD for his in-creased efficiency. Yes, these are phantom dollars which the farmer never sees!
This efficiency is developed and promoted by the Lund Grant colleges and the
extension departments and insured of R6PUt3 by the presSure upon farmers to
produce more for less in order to Increase the flow of dollars to try to keep fromgoing broke.

This outudgratiou of newly created wealth, without adequate colopensntion,froin the rurakareas is Direct], responsible for the outmignalon of rural people.
Let us look at the Farm Credit System. E. A. Jaenke, Governor of the Farm
Credit Administration, at a recent meeting in Fort Collins, Colorado, announccrt
that the Farm Credit SYstenes fanner-owners and their farm cooperatives bor-
rowed $13.6 billion through the system during the 12 months ending June 30.
1971, an increase of 19.3% from a year earlier. lie also announced that loons
outstanding from the system at June 30 totaled $16.1 billion, an 11.S% increase
from the year earlier. Commenting on tke increase in the Farm Credit Systemlending, he Said, "reflects a combination of factors, including increased use by
farmers of more purchased inputs, higher prices due to inflation, a resurgence
of lending postponed by last year's high cost of money and the continuing sub-
stitution of capital for labor in agriculture." Nothing In this statement explains
the $16.1 billion outstanding which can only.be the inability of farmers to pay
back their borrowings (with interest) with the prices they receive for the cheapfood they produce for the consumer. H. W. Cox, President of the (Minim Bank
for Cooperatives came closer to the facts when by wrote to the borrower. locllcoop managers and directors the following: "We are particularly concerned aboutaccounts receivable at this time for two reasons. First, the increased acreageplanted to row crops, coupled with the high cost per unit of agricultural chem-icals, has greatly increased your exposure to each patron. This requires constantsurveillanee of your accounts during the peak, stiles period and might even sug-gest a request for payment before the patron reaches the cut-off date in yourcredit policy. Second. many fanners haveOver-extended ,themselves and are
unable to arrange for adequate credit through customary channels. Part of thisis a result of low hog prices and an unfavotable corn-hog ratio during the year.We have an Indication from lenders providing operating capital to farmers that
the quality of their loans is not as good Oils year as in the past because of thisfact." End of quote. I should like to point out that In addition to being proof
positive that the farmers are in a severe financial position with $16.1 billion of
loans outstanding to the Farm Credit System alone. The $13.0 billion of current
borrowings requires an interest payment presently of about 0% 0.1225% for the
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Iasi debentures split about August 1,' 1071) or $816 million for the interest which
leaves the rural community.as a consequence of the Farm Credit System's hc/if
to the farmers. A rural development bank, Mr. "Chairman, would make a like
contribution to the outmigration of dollars from rural America. The opportunity
for satisfactory net Margins must he present before money can beomeltrfaetor
In successful management. Governor Jaenke, like.other "members of the estab-
lishment", avoids in his iteport and purls statement any mention to the way it is,
which la that the 70,,Y, of parity Imbalance in the prices farmers are receiving
and have received for many years is why they are borrowing themselves deeper
and deeper into debt. The Farm Credit System can be a helpful tool if the farmer
receives an adequate price, but where the farmer is restricted by national policy
to 70% If parity, he cannot pay.for borrowing money.

Marvin Russell, editor of the Nebraska Farmer, in an interview with Clarence
Palmby, Under-Secretary of AgtIculture, asked : "Doesn't -the likelihood of a
tremendous feed grain crop this year put us under the threat of disastrous sur-
pluses and consequent ruinous prices?" Paimby's reply was that the set-aside
payment can be placed higher at the same time the set-aside acreage is Increased.
For instance, the guarantee to the farmer might be set at $1.50 (instead of this
year's $1.35) on the normal yield from half his corn base. That $1.50 was the
figure used by ASsistant Secretary Palmby in illustrating to us what could be
doneit's not to 'be taken as official because there are many things to be con-
sidered before the final decision is made. However, Palmby said : "We have the
authority to increase the set-aside, and we have the money to pay for it".
The above is proof of farm prices being administered in Washington and
the fact still remains Cheap food still comes first.

Mr. Chairman, in a speech in Omaha, Neb. at a Democratic rally durin the
19118 campaign, you said that it takes an average of 13 years from ins oc to
realization of significant legislation. It seems that you and your -coma tee h ve
in mind this kind ordegialation in the holding of these hearings, an to
Lay forcefully that n ither we farmers nor the nation can afford to nit 13 ore
years for the correction of the rural problem. We do need-the este Iishmen, by
Congress of a strategic reserve of adequate food supplies so that the depart ent
of agricniture can be at !liberty to more closely gauge the production r tare-
ments and keep in closer balance supply and demand. We already have the legis-
lative machinery to price agricultural commodities in balance with the rest of
the economy, Congress dust take steps to force the Bureau of the Budget and the
rest of the Administrative branch of the government to establish full parity
as the only answer to the outmigration of rural people and the ultimate deteriora-
tion of rural America and finally America itself.

It's Inter than you thinit! Here in Nebraska, we have not only been mining
our spits of fertility and replacing only some of it (without any depreciation
allowance) but also mining our water supply at an alarming pace. Neither
the Corps of Engi ers nor the Bureau of Reclamation sees fit to help even with
the salvage of runoff water which would help to replace some of the ground
water and also lessen the demand upon ground water usage. When the water Is
gone, Nebraska will be the desert which it was called when it was first explored.

Rural America is losing faith in our political system and the apparent indif-
ference of either party to its plight. It is becoming Increasingly difficult to band
people together for any reason. These are the beginnings of anarchy in rural
America.

I have not gone down the side roads that this material passes because I feel
you are intelligent men and can see the mark:Ruts as you read by. I would, how-
ever, welcome any opportunity.' might have to expand my observations of the
causes for the deterioration of rural America and to point out ways to reverse
this tragic situation. 'thank you. .,

STATEMENT OF ROBERT B. MACKEY, DIRECTOR, NEBRASKA INDIAN COMMISSION,
LINCOLN, NEBR.

Nearly 200 years of American History shows that the status of the American
Indian has remained relatively unchanged.

The whiteman began taking the Indlaris lands froth the time of the Pilgrim's
landing at Plymouth Rock some 350 years ago.

Varying degrees and methods of genocide was practiced including outright
killing of men, women, and children to Treaties which were designed to separate
the Indian from his Lands. Land Allotment Act of 1887 also designed to take
Indian Lands, isolation on miserable Reservations, removal of the Indian chil-
dren from their homes and placed in government Boarding Schools where the
children were forced to surrender their Indian culture by threats of extreme
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'relocation programs by removing entire Indian families alid dumping
them into huge metropolitan areas:with no followup program or transitional
orientation, and finally Termination was attempted by the Federal Goverpment
to avoid its responsibility for the Indians, by continuing a plan to make the
Indian into a white.

Today, the Indian's status is the direct result of.this deliberate act of sup-
pression, discrimination, brutality, and denial of first class 'citizenship, here in
the state of Nebraska.

There are over /4.514 Indians living within the state of Nebraska, representing
the Omaha Tribe and Winnebago Tribe in Northeast Nebraska in Thurston
County, and the Santee-Sioux Tribe in Knox County, and those Indians living
in off-reservation communities and metropolitan areas.

There are only 2,244 Indians residfilg upon the three reservations, occupying
approximately 50,000 acres of typical, isolated, desolate, and unproductiVe lands.
There are single ranches that have 50,000 acres or more operated by white,
single families. The Pest of the Indians are forced into involuntary relocation to
nearby communities, to rural off -reservation areas, and into metropolitan areas.
The Government Policy' will not allow survival assistance to these Indians; who
had to seek an exiptence off of the reservation and are apparently regarding.these
off-reservation Indians as being less Indian by having had to relocate to survive
in the gbettos of the towns and cities; where he cannot compete with the white
man forjobs other than entry level Jobs and in moot cases at lower wages than a
white man doing the same task.

The Indian is handicapped. because he has of been educated or trained ade-
%lately 1n government schools and public schools?. The Indian is at a disadvan-
tage because he does not have adequate housing. The Indian cannot compete be-
cause of limited medical and dental care which has reduced his life expectancy to
some 40 years of age, and the Indian does not have any Legal Services that can
meet his needs in the courts and he winds up paying unusually high fines for mis-
demeanor offenses or serving unrealistic jai} terms whereby white, offenders
never reach the courts in most cases. There if) a 41,11,v on the Nebraska statutes
which amounts to an Indian Bounty Act as it allows the Thurston County Sheriff
to collect II day for each Indian prisoner who is fed In his County jell. from
the Stateof Nebraska. The Omaha Tribe of Macy, Nebraska in Thurston County
have been forced to seek "Retrocession" placing the Federal Government in the
position of Law Enforcement over crimes committed by Indians on Indian Lands
also located in Thurston County are studying' the possibility of seeking
"Retrocession."

There are federally funded programs in all are where Indians live, whether
it be in the reservation areas or in the towns and cities and outside of Head-
start Programs, there are no specific programs designed to meet the many needs
of the Indians nor will any Indians he found in staff positions where he might
he Involved in policy making or decision making for his own laud of people who
have unique efiaracteristics and behavioral traits that are peculiar to Indians,
the most Important of these is the Indian Value System that the non-Indian does
not understand or take into consideration. Unfortunately, most of these federally
funded programs are staffed by incompetent political hacks who in most cases
do not have the capability to initiate appropriate anti-poverty programs for the
Nebraska Indians.

' During a recent survey of monies coming into the State of Nebraska for the
services to the three Indian reservations indicated that for the &eat year 1071
Ore Bureau of 'Venn Affairs budget totalled $1108,000 and the Indian Health
Services U.S. Public Health Services---Winnebago) revealed a budget which
totalled $1';405,000. In addition to this there are probably over $6,000.000 in
grants and programs from Ilealth-Educatilin-Welfare, Housing and Urban De;
velopment, Economic Development Administration, and othew. federally fund-
ing sources.

With all of the above identified funding sources and programs for 2,244
Reservation Indians in the State of Nebraska, there is still the need for major'
Housing Programs for'Indians on all three reservations as well as those Indians
living in off-reservation communities, in Western Nebraska, and those living in
the metropolitan areas and are excluded from all services by the Burku of In-
dint Affairs, there is n need for a realistic- weifnre program to offer
supportive servicesto those Indians who live off, of the reservations }n volun-
tary relocation, seeking a better life and have yet to find this dream, there is a
need for a total inediCal-dental program to meet the care to enable the
Indian to live longer than 40 years. there is need for an Educational-Train-
ing program to be competitive in Industry, there is a need for equal employment
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opportunities, and ttofro is a need for a comprehensiveNegal services program]to meet any legal aasistance necessary to fiermit an Indian a fairday in court.
It is recommended that all of the State ancl Federal Agencies and Resources;be mobilized into a task force and coordinate a plan of action involving the Indian

community and bring about the provision ,of housing, med1M-dental care; edu-
&ion-training, employment projects, and legal services.

The 'Indians of North America and Alaska have paid too great a price to be
denied these survival-support services by the Federal (lovernMent who have the
responsibility through 'countless .Treaties with the American Indiana in ex-change for valuable lands and minerals which once provided for all of the
Mans needs and now relegated to Political Prisons called Reservations where thediabolical plan is designed for the Indiana extinction.

(The attachment is as follows :) \.\ e
Attempted review of dollars expended in northeast Nebraska primarily'antimg

the Omaha, Winnebago; and Santee Sioux Tribes

1. The Winnebago Indian Agency (Serves three tribes) :
Fiscal year 1971:

A. Education $464,0(x)
B. Welfare I

347, 0(X)C. Housing 126,000D. Employment assistance 41, 000E. Law and order..., 117, 0(X)P. Forestry 27, 000G. Soil and moisture conservation ,_ _.. 63, 000H. Maintenance of roads 41, 000I. Management of property_ 39, 000
J. Repair of buildings and utilities, BIA 59, 000K. Buslileas development program_ 28, 000L. Major alterations 15. 000M. Road construction ,

Total 1,

95,000-----
508.000

2. Indian Health Services ( cspils Hospital -Winnehltgo)
A. Health 1, 176, 000- B. Construction of Facilities 229, 00

Total 1, 405, 000
3. CAP Agency at Walthill, Nebraska (Serves the five-county area ) 650,000
4 Johnson-O'Malley Educational Funds for Indiana 464, 000
5. HUD (Housing Authority programLunder review) 1, 821, (MX)

6. Public Law 185:
A. Omaha Macy School 800, 000
B. Winnebago School Grant_ ., 1, 50(.000

1 --
Total _ ___

7. An Industrial Plant Loan from the Small Business Administrtii ). I"
_ _

2' 3M
Lion 0

170, (loo
S. Winnebago Multi- purpose Community Center :

A. Economic Deielopment Administration
UB. HD

.

224.
673,

50 0
500

.."'-
Total -0-

9. Home Improvement Programs_ ___
10. Head Start- Program .:11, Santee Cap program
12. Santee School Grant .
13 Four Santee Water Wells

..IT. :16 Santee Housing Units__ __

898, 000
63,000
11, 000
25, 000
15, 000
12, 5(X)

718. 824
NOTE.A. Reservation population :.

Omaha _ 1.100
Winnebago _ 1114 --:- 877
Santee Sioux 247

B. Total Nebriwka India Population 14.000
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SI AIEM1-sh (OF [Ill. l'A 1 1: 11, GE:Oit4A MAN, EXIENSION l':(11NONII5T., NIVELISITY 1W
1 - Al..1111.1/1 K,t, 14 \ I ool.IS, NEItil. .

.'e .
It Ural development tin rapidly, increased is DrOnninence is L II. 11.(1.11L /MIA.

)general
II Pill'', interest -in rural (ley tdopinent has been based upon aWerti for the

ir general w oll-being if alAait ti:»Itillion people living iii noilintotro»litan -Ainerieti.
.1thlitionally, recognition of the relationship hely% 1411 1 kV 1111)lop.Illti and IllIFeSL
of the, dies mid the iechnolegical displacement of millioart, tit' agrieult aro %%9rlierh
has roO11s(41 attention spun iolentif)ing tiller natives to the continued rural-urban
migration. Sinitiltaiwous13 witli this belled recognition of the extent of problems
soratiptin3 nig continued migration-10 the cities, we have begun to recognize the
associated problems °tensioned by depopulation of rural areas. The crisis In
supply lag public and I hi in - I Pi 1 bl ir services in rural areas has dramatized the
disparity between the amenities of life available in urban and rural areas.

Itural development has been primarily vont-emelt with provioliqig improved em-
ployment opportimitie:. Improved levels of income, and, improved quality of life
in rural areas, i.e.; nothing the rural a rea.4 a better place i II 1%11101 to live. Aeti% I-
f it-:1 to improVe these tosissis of rural lite halve included ninny industrial develop-
ment elloorts deigned to provide off-farm employment for underemployed Alld

-11M41114(13 POI rural workers. hi some instances, (hese efforts-have been successful.
11111111113 other cases, the industries so eagerly sought- loy' 1.10111 communities IIIIVI,
104'11 IIIIIrgill/lily viable and ha VI, Oftell produced external effects detrimental to
the onto mind) or surrounding area. 111 some circumstances, the total effect has
been tieg.itive with somewhat improved emplo3 merit opportunities and incomes
1101 II.% 141 /I 1 `,IIIOSt II lit ill 1 plitolic coSt, mid ( smilethiles) degradation of the
environment . .

Government programs contributing to rural development efforts'sire numerous.
lit,st .lit'noia .3 1.1371 couipilatimi loascd on "toe Catalog of Federal lhoaciffie Au-
xivlanre. P: elision Service."( l'S1).1,} identified 70 non-U:4lb% federal programs
yy idyll were smsidered primarily applicable th nonmetropolitan areas. SLMIe of
tio.e., such as Fib, grant and loan program's or the IIIII-Ilurton program for .
construction of health care facilitil's. are directly applicable to rural develop!
meld. (Ithers contritotite .111olirectly, or not at all to rural development- efforts. ..,
.k substantial portion of SIIA progninis tail be identified as rural development 'f
oriented rift-ring as criteria the enntributinn of the program to improvement I if mot
employment opportunities, levels of lissome, and the quality of -life In rural 14,
areas). !however, these programs taken singly or in comhination have not proven
MI1411111 tI. to stimulate rued development' where and when It is needed.

Numerous legislative proposals related to rural development are currently be-
fore Congress. Three mafor pieces of this legislation are President Nixon's In
gram or revenue sharing for rural droyeloitment. his proposal for governmental-
reorgattivalion. and the proposal introduced to Senat ()I's Ilmnpliroy and Talmadge
for estahltshment of i t rural development credit system .The last of these proposals
also stalls for sulostatit MI -reorganization of WWII' 1",-;IIA functions.

hile no definite action has yet been taken MI tIII..se three major turns of
legislation. it now ilkpill.11I'S that the probability of their passage In present form
is extremely low. Some Nem-hers of Congress, substantial numbers ore,:oters,,ami
many goy ernment agencies are far from entliti.olastip over l'I.Venut. 41111ring and
goverrimental reorganization. The administration has provided testittamy strongly
critical of the rural development credit system proposal. Bearings an41 debate In
nauzre4s %% Ill pri.vidi. the fmlun for a(Iiii.f nicht and (.1unprian1.4. in Ilii.m. I truth

other proposals .

A number of factors can he Identified swhich have pontritoutood to the less than
spectacular success of rural development efforts. Foremost among these has been
a Melt of agreement among practitioners anti agencies regarding what rural de
velopment Is. This controversy Is not yet resolved, but indications are that in-
creased emphaAls will he placed on updating their decision-making framework
to enable rural people to Make better individual and group (Nekton Any 44111(.11-
(1(mo' program -required for such a transformation would, of necessity, be long
term. and would require substantial commitment of resources. (As a person di-
rectly involved in education. I hope that this statement is a realistic apprait.,n1.
not Ink wish - fulfillment.) .

Fommerciai agriculture has not yet indirnted Ito nereptance and support of
rural developinent. As a group, those persons engaged ifi commercial agriculture ikl
have not supported rural development efforts. perhaps because they do not Want
to vie for land, labor, and capital in the competitive markets which would be so

by-products of strecesrdnI rural development. Additionally, they may fear the
.1 s
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loss of control over local affairs and governments if nonfarm population increasesas a result bf rural development. Without rural development the `deterioration ofsocial and economic systems and the decline in public services resulting from
depopulation may cost commercial agriculture more in the long run any conceiv-able changes in factor market prices.

Only limitki developmental progress is possible regardless of the' availabilityof government programs if a community or group of communities (or even a 'tAlite) is alone in its efforts. In the absence of national pidicies to promote in- °
vestment in employment deficient areas, to reduce the barrierb of inequitable
transportation costs where these exist, and to qqualize opportunities for adequate
levels of income, rural development efforts will be of less than desired effective-
ness..Efforts on a regional basis directed toward the development of a broaderframe of reference for decision-makers could serve to reduce rivalries and pro-'
mote the development of a regional sense of identity. Regional efforts to secure
fayorable governmental policies and to secure Industrial developments beneficial
to the region would almost certainly be more successful than the more iocallred
efforts presently being carried out.

Congress, through its inclusion of Title IX in the Agriculture Act of 1970, rec-
ognized the Beed for a more effective means of rural development. Section 901(a)of Title IX stater( :

"The Congress commits itself to a sound balance between rural and urban
Anterior. The Congress considers this balance so essential to the' peace, pros-
perity, dnd welfare of all our citizens that the highest priority must be given to
hie revitalization and development alf rural areas."

In addition to this declaration designating rural development as a national
policy concern, Congress also set up provisions for regular reporting of the im-
pact of governmental actions on the development of rural America.

The National Goals Research Staff in their report entitled, Toward Balanced
Growth: Quality With Quantity, suggests that movement toward balanced growth
can be achieved by replacing programs of low social worth with those of higher -
social value. As the report goes on to point out, balanced growth will not come
about from a single policy formulathdn. It will instead result from a collection
of policies directed toward satisfaction of the quantitative and qualitative de-sires of our population.

*.Rural development is one aspect of at collection of policies. If rural devel-
opulent is effective on a nationwide basis, it will be because the Ameliican peo-
pip, the Congress, and the Executive branch of government choose to carry out
the commitment spelled out in Title IX.

- Effective rural development will result in increased nonfarm populdtion 'win'
resulting competition for all resources including hand. In mkny,, areas it witl
accelerate the process of urbanization of the countryside, and will provide an
adequate population base upon which to base many of ,the-amenities and Serv.0
teen desired'by rural peote. But, the increased rural population will result in
conflicts in land use, the dilution of political power of those engaged in commer-,
Mal agriculture. and the decnise of many soda' structures and institutions held
over from the "good old days" of the FM. Hopefully, it will also being permanent
relief from the privations and deprivations presently, experienced by a large
proportion of our rural population. ,
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STATEMENT OF W [ILIA M R. S FM PSON, PRESIDENT, _DALE ELECTIIONIfy,
COLUMBUS, NEBR.

As a Nebraska employer in a small town for a number of years. I have had an
'opportunity to ,,experience the rural-problem in maintaining adequate growth
through available jobs. Our personal growth in the last ten years has tripled to
a Nebraska employment of just under 2.000 people, We have actively partici-
pated through state and cominunikyganizations in interesting other industries
to locate in Nebraska. We are emphatic about the availability of highly intelli-
gent and trainable rural Nebraska people and believe we have sufficient other
experiences to verify it.

There- is little reason for me to go into the migration problems faced in rum
communities due to shifts in twricultnral production. nor the fact that yebra-
kilns have expended considerable sums to highly professionalize our Aildren
for which there is not a comparative job opportunity within the state. I nin sure
that there are veople who (an statistically make these points more drama-tie to
you than I can.

However, I feel a point historically missed is the effect of World War Ii; and
the ensuing technologieal pursuit combined With the changes in agriculture as
mid on rural middle states. These past three decades have seen an unconscious
subsidation of industrial growth through government procurement to coastal
states that was not equaled in the middle states, The government has been such
a major influence thigh its procurement that any natural industrial develop-
ment that may have occurred in the middle states was distorted.

The continuing migration of people from a rural to urban area is a needless
added eost) society :. multiplying the urban problets. taking people out of their
natural proactive environment and placing them where they betome a burden
rather than a contributor. Such large movements of people as we have been
experiencing does not stem from deep-rooted voluntary acts but from economic
pressure.

Statistics I have seen indicate that an 83,000 aflult lithos force will be made
available in Nebraska through this decade (U.S. Department of Labor.) This
figure takes into account. Agricultural displacement. U.S. Department of Com-
merce figures show the productivity of Nebraska people. The uer employee value
added in manufacturing is 10.9eir above the national aveyage.,For eve $1.00 of
payroll of all U.S. industries. the value added is $1.98 as compared to $2.38 for
Nebraska on the average. tt/vvould be a social shame to fr.',Ce these pe le frqin
their natural productive environment int() ail instable condition not of their need'or real free choice. di

The ohvions answer is to Provide new industrial job opporOunitie& in replace-
, ment of the disappearing farm occupations.

Government agencies appear to be almost exclusively concerned with salving
urban transportation problems. I can appreciate the engineering challenge but



talcht better nolve the problem by better, spreading induyrial job oppor-t [mitten then only have to improve our prothict to market capacity. A mucheit.ter problem
rt, 111) motervation rural -Atzterien has been continually face over the pastlay, d.. %1111 ,t detorinraliug transport system at extreme increased cost.I .1111 yore the e.,thiffitte4. linm,s that even during an every year known occurrencee have not been able to procure adequate servfee for our agricultural products.t,a_7 .1ance in the .trea of improved. market transportation would be substantial,aloe to the rural areas. This may take the form of more equitable substantive;14th. s or ft...alit rate changes. L believe both should he Considered. This couldpro% ide r:ome himiediate incentive for industrial development in the rural areas.limo! problems should he consideredta part of the total transportation issueunit cslitrit font ress has' been tusseling.
lnother immetliate inzifior assistance could chine in the form of increasing the8.; 01111ion Industrial revenue bond limitation to $10 Million: This is needed fromt%o ,'ices points Extensivi, inflationary Cost increases in construction for whichthe Impart are utilized, plus the fact that manufacturing facilities utilizing ourilart1411turcti ['naiad's require high capital investment.

'There 1110 be Several other methods that would encourage Meal and industrialde% elopmenz alum er training programs are fine, but provide little totalnIdtitifm ahtitoot good market availability and substantial inducements to providea job Its I be first place.
We to the middle states deeply appreciate the Senate's interest in the problempreoonted by the evolution of the eeonoznie structurtf our country that has sodramatically affected our natural growth. It would seem that a much greater con-

, cern and encouragement of growth in rural America through the introduction ofImitaartal occupations would eventually aid in solving many problems fac:ed in,
other areas and would .at least posAibly stymie increased pressure of the urbanproblems

Your consideration of this statement is much appreciated. Thank you,

ALLIANCE, NEBR.. September 10, 1971,Senator CAUL T. ruirts,
tlecote, Washington. I.C.

Dedin Onnivroa Contra I am in receipt of your letter dated September 2 .1971.I would be moat happy to give you some of my Meas on developing rural areas.
Since Allinnee'n economy is based primarily on agIculture and the income of ourfarmers and,ranehern pretty well dictates business growth, I definitely feel some-
thing nimuld he done to prhmote job opportunities in Alliance and other townswho have the came type income structure.

One of ray Wean, and I'm sure it is not an original thought, is decentralization
of our Government facilities and disperse them into our rural areas. If, for instance, an act of aggression was *aged against us by a,foreignAmwer and Wash-
ington wan on the receiving end of an armed attack, all our records and data
could pot-Ably he dentroyed in one small period of time. If these offices were de-
eentralle.7.ed thin eouldbe averted. With our communications systems being as effi-cient an they are today, none of these facilities would suffer from not being
within "walking dintance" of each other.

It In air-a) a thought that the Government could be more helpful in furnishing
financial anninta nee for on-the-job training and/or vocational education.

Lant but not leant, I think something should be done about our welfare pro-
aramn. People on welfare should be required to do something productive for
thelyzelven and for the community in order to qualify for their welfare payments.I hope the ideas I have mentioned above will by of some help to you and the
committee. If you should be in need of additional`informatIon, please don't hesi-tate to contact me.

Sincerely,
B. L. CHAMPION,

President, Alliance Area Chamber of Commerce.

STATE LIG nY /F R. R. JOHNSTON, EXEL 1..1 i vE SECRETARY-TREASURER, NEBRASKA
LIVESTOCK FEEDERS ASSOCIATION, SCHUYLER, NEBR.

The Officers and Members of the Nebraska Livestock Feeders Association ap-
precInte very much the opportunity of submitting a statement relative to the
devetipment of Rural America. The livestock feeders of Nebraska are vitally
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interested in maintaining a rural ec(010111y'and atmosphere that is conducive, to
growth stud prosperity. - a

6Livestock Feeders' are basitally strong willed individuals with the pride of
freedoin'of development in their systems. They feel/that PRICES are the basic
element in devtAoping the rural evimonly and keeping -people ipi,the rural areas.

Why do people leave the rural' areas.! They leave for thtnIgh wages and
security' of the iirball ageas. They leave because of low wages and.the uncertainty
of the farm S and small towns. "

We definitely do not want go 1' rmnent hantliilits."11'elfam for rural areas is not
the aliss%er as it has I keen SO plainly proven in the urban areas. Another thing we
do not need is a new bureaucracy designed to "Help" the rural area. Inthese
caw, the only ones that'are helped are the employees of the bureaucracy.

lau the positive side we will list some items that need the support of our
Federal Government :

I., Continue to support the Institutions that have been proven worthy of their
re.Isaisibilities. such as; the Land Grant Colleges, the Cooperative Extension
Se r vice, the Soil Conservation Service, the Farmers Home Administration and
REAP funding. Keep these programs funded fully ax in'some.cuses these should
be increased.

:!..Create a 'paid (Si momic climate in the rural areas to encourage agricul-
turally related industries to settle in rural areas where the source of sualy

itexists. Then, encourage these industries to completely process their product at
this same rural site. In some cases unions may have to be legislated in order to
allo this to happein,;

3. The government must exercise every available effort to stop runaway infla-
tion. No segment of the economy is affected noire by inflation than the agricul-
tural community. The price-wage freeze is a start. The Legislators ,should see
that positive anti-inflation measures continue.

1. Support higher prices for agricultural products. This can be done without
controls, etc. It can be done by supporting legislation that is not detrimental to .
the agricultural producer. All legislators and governmental officials mull stop
their conIept and thinking that food must be held down as the lowest priced
commodity offerefrto the people. Food must be kept in perspective with the rest
of the (slummy. Profit-taking het ween the farm and the conSumer should' be
under au eiTnstant su"veillance.

5. Urban legislators must he convinced that they are helping their own urban
areas when, thoy heip 'the rural areas. If the rural people are driven to the city
anticipating better jobs and wages It only complicates the urban problem. The '
Federal Government is no place for men with selfish interests. The country as a
whole is at stake. If one segment of the economy is sick, the entire country will
feel the effects.

For example. support the investment tax credit. This will be extremely helpful
to our farmer-feeders In the purchase of new machinery, needed so badly.

(1. There is a sitUation in the agricultural arra that could end the free flow
of abundant food, in the United States. This one item could spell disaster to the
United States. This is the unethical tactics under the guise of a union for agri-
cultural vkrkers. It is fitrange that the methods, emnplo'ed to force both workers
and producers to do what they do not want to do, can ibontinue to exis in a free
country such as the United States. All the forces of our entire gOirernMent should
be employed to stop this cancer before it spreads to all segments.ef agriculture.
Right to work laws must be passed and enforced and the Government must pro-
vide ways to stop secondary boycotts of agricultural products.

CONCLUSION

Again the Association expresses its gratitude for allowing us the opportunity ,r
to place our views before your sub-committee. We recognize the thenninenfal
task that lies ahead for you,We trust that unselfish wisdom will prevail.

STATEMI3NT OF CYRIL P. SHAUGHNESSY, ATTORNEY FOR THE Twl-N LOI7P8
RECLAMATION DISTRICT, ST. PAUL, NEBR.

o Mr. Chairman and Senator Curtis. My name is, Cyril P. Shaughne*y.of St.
Paul, Nebraska. With me are Mr. Henry Lahge of Ord, President of the Twin
Loups Reclamation District, and Mr. William Schudel of Ord, President of the
Twin Loups Irrigation District.
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`I have lived all of my life in Howard County, Nebraska. When my father
moved toIlmtard County by horse and wagon in 1900 to sell Watkins products
at farm homes, there were 'already over 10,000 persons in the County, Most of us
today look back to that period and think of that era as the pioneer age, but today,
there are less than '7,000,persotis in this County. From 1910 to 1960; we have
experienced a steady loss of population ; but from 1960 to 1970; we finally leveled
off and actually gained about 390 persons. Those of us intimately associated with
this area realize that the construction and operation of the 50,000-acre Farwell
Irrigation project is the principal reason we have stopped our population loss.
For 6' years now, this project has increased businessjn the local area and in the

_*ate by more than $25 million each year. Sherman Reservoir provides recrea-
tional opportunities previously unavailable for persons living in this area. We
believe Howard County has indeed been fortunate to have guch a Federal
project.

Let me dad. however, that several other central Nebraska counties are faced
with a rather bleak fillture unless we are able to authorize, construct, and oper-

.., ate some of the multiple-purpose projects.
We recognize that most of the Nation's large industries, great service facilities,

and learning cente A. are located in our larger cities. We find no fault with this,
in fact, we` believe this is how it will continue to be for a long while.

But, we do feel that we, too, as contributing to our Nation by supplying the
food needed by all those tens of millions of ,persons who live and work in our
cities. To continue to supply unlimited varieties and quantities of food, we, in
the rural areas, must somehow share in the prosperity that is apparent in other
partS of the Nation.

We, of central Nebraska,. believe there is'a method to help not only Nebraska
business, but industry,IoNited throughout the United States. This method is to
provide legislation to authorize and -funds to construct our needed water re-
sources projects.

We have an inventory that includes thrifty and industrious people, inherently
fertile farmland, and ralliions of acrefeet of unused water. Harnessing of these
into a coordinated team will allow the experienced farmer already living on the
land to produce enough year after- year to support his family.

This is not a purely selfish wishwe know from a study by the University of
Nebraska that for each one dollar of.-increase crop production by irrigation, a
total of $6.68 of new bUsiness 18 generated within Nebraska. Additional dollars
of new business are created in other parts of the United States, but the study
did not Catalogue the areas or the benefits;,;.

The North Loup Division of the Pick-Sloan Missouri Basin Program is good
example of a project that is desperately needed to help not only the farmer, but
a five-county area in central Nebraska. Bringing an assured supply, of irriga-
tion water to over 50,000 acres of irrigable farmland and furnishing needed
recreatjonal opportunities- would provide° the same stimulus for the social and
economic stability to the area as the Farwell Unit has provided for Howard
County.

This year, in particular ,the last six weeks, provides a /rather 'saddening ex-
ample of how severe the weather can be to farmers in our part of Nebraska.
Millions of dollars of on& dryland crops' have been lost as we have just passed
a long period Of almost no rainfall and several days with over .100 degree
temperature.

To us, it seems wasteful for man to allow a resource such as water flow unused
to the ocean while, withlit_a few hundred feet or a few miles, crops and live-
stock are suffering the plague of hot temperatures tind seering winds. We believe
authorizatfon of ,the North Loup.,Division would be an effective way 'to avoid
a lot of this annul loss.

Mr. Chairman, we are pleased to say that several of us in central Nebraska
have underway. a small study that we believe will show the tremendotis social, .
economicrenvironmental benefits that irrigation brings to the people of the
area. This study should be complete in the very nearvfuture, and we would
appreciate your consent for us to have this included as fiart of the record. .

We who have lived in the rural parts of America are grateful to you for
the efforts you are making to allow our areas to continue to survive and to be
a part of a prOgressive Nation.

Thank you.
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STATEMENT OF MAGGIE MALLOY, LINCOLN LEGAL. SERVICES, LINCOLN, NEDIL.

NEBRASKA'S HOUSING PROBLEM,: THE LEGISLATIVE PERSMCTIVE

The legal) and legislative processes have traditionally been the vehicles by
which citizens have sought, and in some cases produced, change. The whole demo-
cratic process is based on this concept. Yet when a problem such as Nebraska's
housing situation readies near crisis proportions, one begins to wonder whether
the process is working.

Nebraskli's legislation in howling and landlord-tenant law reflects the-`state's
overall housing crisis's It is stop gap at best ; more Often it is non-existent. Of the
1042 billiintroduced in theullin legislittiie session, only flute dealt with housing

. and tenants' tights. And the fate of those bills was pretty discouraghig to tenants
and other citizens in the state who aie concerned about decent housing.

the most serious 'setback was that the legislators repealed the stare's minimum
housing code. But late in this year's session,Q.LB 747 was passed. Theaaniended.
version of this bill states that housing codes are now requited only in ctimmu-

, nitieS-Mich have submitted or are preparing a workable programto date, only
three cities ip the State! In effect, this.law niow allows. the state to ignore thou-
sands of substandard dwelling units, and pretend they don't exist.

There were, however, two bills that did pas that should Offer some relief to
tenants. One, LB 190, profides for payments, to persons displaced from their

-homes by any federal, state, of local government agency needing the land for
a program or project. Lincoln tenants should now be able to receive payments
for the city's NortIleast.ltadial Project. The law covers payment for property,
business, and moving expenses.

The _other bill repeals the Ben law. This law MO required the county to file
a lien on property when welfare assistance is givEn to aged, blind, or disabled
citizens. This law was considered by many to be discriminatory and demeaning
to people receiving welfare.

Aside from these two bills that passed in the legislature, other housing bills
met with little success. The, most noteworthy example was the Statewide OMB-
ti for Housing's package of three bills which attempted to secure protection

pn rights for' tenants. Two of the bills pertained to housing authorities: LB
as enabling legislation, that permitted tenants of public housing to serve

on housing authority -boards without conflict -of interest. LB 898 was a stronger
bill that reqUired one member, of each housing authority board to be atenant of .,
sualf housing. The third bill,. LB 901, created' enforcement procedures for the
state's minimum housing standards. These procedurei would have denied land-
lords the use of retaliatory evictions, and would have provided tenants such rights
as rent witiiholding in certain cases, and recourse through the courts in others.

The life of the Coalition bills was very short. All three bills were killed by the
Ljblic Health and Welfare CommitteeThe Coalition did make its presence felt
at the committee's public hearing, and brought in" tenants and representatives
from various church, professional, civic, and community groups throughout the
state to endorse the bills. But the testimony of the People was Overshadowed by
the powerful lobbying efforts of banking and real estate Interests, and even the
'various housing allithoritietin the state. They were all QPponents of the bills, and
judging from the committee'sdecision, they were clearlithe 'winners.

So what can be said about the state's housing legislation after the '71 session?
In summary, Nebraska's housing situation took twp steps forward with the pas-
sage of the bills to provide relocation payment and to repeal the lien law. But it
took a giant step backward with the loss of the state's minimum housing stand-
ards: If such a code, and its enforcement, can be considered to be one of the beide
,needs to insure decent housing, then Nebraska is surely regressing. ..

Yet one my, of hope remains from the past legislative session. And that is the
work and potential of the housing coalition. For perhaps the first time hi the his-
tory of the Nebraska Unicameral, a people's group organized around a specific
problem, and introduced and supportedlegiskition that would alleviate it. To he
sure: the'coalition's first attempt failed. It wOrquite obvious that although some
legislators listened to the group, they did not look upon it as nn influential orga-
nization. Perhaps it was because unlike other special interest groups, the coalition
has no money to make its influence in the legislature felt financially. The coalition
is not motivated by business and monetary gains, but by a sincere desire to
improve, the state's critical housing problem. Thus, to be effective, it .must find



a way to inform senators of the growing dissatisfaction of low- income tenants
and their supporters throughout the state. and their interest in seeing housing
legislation enacted.

In the !Anal analysis, it Must do nothing less than wake the democratic process
work by 11121kkng the state legislature restamsive,to the needs of the People, All
power to them.

45

. The att-itchrnents to Miss Mallow's statement are as follows :)

itovsiNo Ni:tns AND rNIVERSITY REtirONSIBIV,Y

(yrep9red by Linda )Schaefer, December 1970)

The LIncoln-Lancaster County Health Department in cooperation with the
National Communicable Disease Center, United Statesliublic Health Strvice, did
a random seleaecI, sample Community Health Survey in 1964. A resurvey was
done in 196g'to evaluate prOgress and the changing characterigtics of the City,
during the intbrvenlug four years. From'the data collected, geographical areas
within the ('ity were stratified as either upper socio - economic, middle socio-eeo-
nomic, or lower socio-economic. The survey made clenrahat the condition of
the .housing within an area is a reliable index for determining the socio-economic
'level pf a given area. Only Part I, a.-e., which deals with housing, is being/quoted .
herefk-

High Middle Low

1. Community block data 1964 1968 1964 1968 1964 1968
a. Percent sound hooves 94.6 91.9 57.0 36.8 22.4 14.4
b. Percent deteriorating houses . 5.1 8.0 410 60.8 S 62.4 72.3 I,

c. Percent dilapidating houses __ ... .3 .1 3'0 2.4 15.4 13.3

The data an.11:,sis of the entire survey revealed that Lincoln's major health
problems are largely clustered in the lower socio-economie areas with sonic over-
lapping into the adjoining middle 8064-mm0n-tie area. The survey rconeludes that
if a lower disease rate is to lie attained it seems necessary to improve housing
condltions,in these areas)
"l'here are several factors that are contributing to the difficulty Lincoln's low-
income people find in locating adequate housing. Most low- income people are
forced into a rental situation. The housing problem becomes most acute for Meth,
when an immediate' transfer is desired. The vacancy rate fop standard, single-
family rental units *which poor people can afford is estimated at 1.6%.2 With
'students added to this tight market. some 10 w -into 1te famtlies are forced into
doubling-up In houses or living in substatidan.1 units. The vacancy rate in rental
property for Lincoln in 1969 was estimated at 65-.3 This last tigureS, however,
includes substandard units: less than 6% are habitable.

-Demolition activities in Lincoln have further contributed to a tight rental
market. Fifty tomes have been torn down by fhe City of Lincoln in the Clinton
Area. which is bounded by 18th Street on the west, Cornhusker Highway on the
north, 3rd Strefft on the east, and 'Y' Street on the south. These have been
removed due to plans Mr -a tew highway, termed the Northeast Radial.oThetni-
versity of Nebraska tears down virtually all the homes it purchases as It expands
ea st wa rd.5

Most of the building that is taking place now is for moderate and above income
families. There has been a significant number of dwellings which have been con--

the - student
from single family dwellings to multiple family dwellings In order to serve

the.student market. frequently at the expense of the low-income market and the
University; hits played a part in removing housing from the pool of housing usable
for critical needs.'1 The expansion of Lincoln's downtown area has also removed
available housing.

A

"19414 and 1968 Community Health Survey, A Report to the Fqople," Lincoln- Lancaster
County Health Department.

't Figure onurtesy of Herald Henderson, Relocation Officer, City of Lincoln.
s "Housing One, Nebraska State Office of Planning and Programming, November 6, 1970,

p. 21.
t Information courtesy of Sue Scott. director of Home and Neighborhood. Development.
6 Information courtesy of Ron Wright, Assistant Director of Business and Finance,

AtUniver,tity of Nebraska.
'Information courtesy of Carl Kopines, ITonsing Administrator, City of Lincoln.
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I is generally agreed upon by-various groups Working in the area of housingtha no family should spend more than 25 percent of their income for housing;yet; low-income people trequently spend between 31-3i percent of their income totili t is need. This forces the nuttily to make cats elsewhere in their budget whichcan reduce such serious side ellects as lila hilitillion.'As reviously mentioned, the City of Lincoln, has begun purchasing propertyfor th construction of a new highway, termed the Northeast Itadial. Most of the4 porch ing has taken place in lis'llase I of the project, which runs twin 22nd andIlildre e to 35th and Adams. A survey was conducted by Home and Neighbor-hood D welopment to find the number of families who-would be affected by thisnew hii, sway construction in the Clinton Area. (See enclosed arett on Map-No. 1for rough ko)nularies of the Clinton Arch.) It was found that 166 families wouldbe affected, and approximately half of these had already sold as of the summer ofIlri 0 when the survey was taken. These families sold at fair market vatue, but
frequently replueement costs were, higher than the price the family received fromthe city'.? The city's activities in this area have contributed to the problems facedby Lincoln's poor people, as it haS frozen the area in providing further rental
needs and foked families to sell their homes in a situation which amopnts tonsloss for them. The city has (ateau, survey to assess the total number of families.who will be afieeted by the completed eonstruetiOn of the highway.

A research project. was done In May; 1968, concerning the experiences Of thepeople in th Malone Area who 'were involved in a relocation process due toUniversity of Nebraskit expansion. This was done by a group of graduate students
from the Gra( nate School of Social Work, University of Nebraska. The informa-
tion which fol (ws is taken front that reporr.

The Malone rca wits &tints' in the study as that area bounded by 19th and
23rd Streets at 'It' and Vine Street. Sixty-three percent of the former residents
relocatts1 -witld the area bounded by 17th to 33rd Streets and, '11' Street to the
railroad tracks orth of the Maione'Area ; this placed tunny- in the Clinton Area.
Seventy-one per( nt of those who located within that, area, relocated within six
Idoeks of the per meter of the Malone area. Sixty-nifie percent of the non-white
fornwr residents relocated in the above area. Although 52 percent of the former
residents felt positive about their relocation, 45 per cent of the non-white
former residents either experienced or feared discrimination. The former resi-
dents were primarily non-white, 177%). Forty-five percent of- the former resi-
dents were home owners while in the Malone area, after leaving the area the
percentage of home owners was 4t percent. One-third of the former residents
said they would have relocated elsewhere but for a lack of funds, discrimination
or difficulty in finding a residence large enough for their family at a rate they
(-0111(1 afford. About one-fourth looked extensively for housing, many rap into
difficulty finding a new residence close enough to their jobs andidransportation
services. Twenty-eight percent were unable to make it satisfactory move the first
lime and moved at least miee more. Sixty-nine percent reported that they re-
ceived no help in reloea Mg.

Concerning present silents. (at the time of the report), 73 percent were
non-white; 50 percent were home owners. Half 1111d negative feelings about-
relocat ing ; the non -wilt' respondents and thbse over fifty yeiers of age were
more likely to have negative feelings about relocation than the white or younger
respondents. As with forcer residents, money was a factor with the present
residents; the lower a person's income, the more likely he was to indicate a
need for help with relocating.

There has been much discussion by Malone Comatumity Center officials, resi-
dents, nod other groups involved in this process .concerning the fair market
value which is paid for the homes. Many of the families had difficulty finding
conq(arable housing elsewhere in the city ; the problems multiplied for the
elderly and the welfare recipients who are on fixed incomes.

A char( was drawn up for this survey of the total number of houses in the
lIalone Area and how many had been purchased.- The total number of houses
was listed :1s approximately 332; University of Nebraska purchases as of April,
1965, were 67; new fraternity purchases were 18 ; City of Lincoln purchases were

.1: for a total of 59, with 243 houses remaining. Of these remajning houses, 76
wcsc to he sob' to Ha' City. 3 were to be sold to fraternities, SS were in areas
out -likely to be sold, and 76 were to be sold to the University. As of December,
1970, the University lists 58 houses yet to he purchased as well as 11 vacant

figur,s tool Itt forma t ton courtesy of Sue Scott, director of Home and Neighborhood
()el elopment.
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lots. (See Map No. 2 for area In which these purchases are to be made. This
map is reprinted from a University expansion study which will be extupined
later in this report.)

This study has adequately documented the kinds of problems low-income
people are forced to cope with as a result of the University's expansion efforts.

In 1966 the Lipeo ln Houskpg Authority received the right to partieipato In and
receive federal assistance in public housing. It now operates a lease-rental pro-
gram whereby the Authority leases from Lincoln landlords available units that
meet required standards, renti hem to low-income families at a rent constitut-
ing 20-25 percent of the faint ome, and then makes up the difference with a
subsidy from the federal go ent. As of November, 1970, there were 1,100
units under this program ; of total, 467 were married student families, 866.
units were being rented to the elderly, and 277 units to low-ificome families.
This does, not include approximately 400 units which are rented to students at
the Lincoln Housing..Authority, Arnold Heights (Air base). The average number
of families on the waiting list at all times is 230.* As is evident by theseflures,
a major service is being provided by the Lincoln Housing Authority to he Uni-
versity by housing this number of student families. This can be directly con-
trasted to the number of units the University provides for its married student
families ; which comes to a total of 40 units on East Campus and 17 units on
City Campus. The chart Oven below is provided in order to compare the units
the University maintains as compared to other schools in the Big Eight.

Permaneb .unito--InitituHon

Married apartment etatisties 1970-711°
Occupancy of married units

fall 1970No. occupied
Colorado 510
Iowa State 891Kansas 300Kansas State 596
Missouri ip

360
Nebraska 57
Oklahoma 757
Oklahoma State 676

Apparently the University has not as yet felt that it s necessary to house
more student families, even though the nuudber of mart.' students on the Lin-
coln campuses has increased, as has the total enrollmen irst semester, 1960 -61,'
the enrollment figure was 8,281; married men nu red 1,192 married women
number 341. Enrollment figures for first semester, 5-66 were 15,217 ; married
men numbered 2,151, married women numbered 780. nrollment figures for first -

semester, 1970-71 were 20,170; married men number 2,911, married women
numbered 1,138." Most (77.6%) student families ar not provided housing-
through the University, but are thrown out into the r ntal market to compete
for housing with Lincoln residents; and 21.3 percent, r about 800, of the total
number of student families have found housing thro gh the Lincoln Housing
Authority's lease-rent program, which was previously described.'

Out of the 16,121 single men and women students enrolled at the University
first semester, 1970-71, 4,364 list their residences as apartment/room.' Students
should have the-right to preference the type of housing they wish to live in, as
should any group of citizens! Yet, an effort must be made by, the University to
examine the effects of the studenippopulation to the low-Income community as
regards housing.

Students have forced rental rates up in situations where a group can live to-
gether in a large house, enabling the landlord to collect a sizeable rent. This
creates an additional burden, because large rental houses are extremely scarce
and are needed by large families. Gerald Henderson, Relocation Officer for Lin-
coln, has noted numerous cases where apartments wore left vacant in the summer
because of students. who had signed contracts for the apartments but had left

La test fi gures courtesy of Ron Wright, Assistant Director of Business and Finance,
University of Nebraska.

° Fign res courtesy Doris Conkel, Secretary, Lincoln Housing Authority.
Vi B1 g Bight University Housing Statistical Survey. Nov. 1970.
II Figures, courtesy Student Housing Office, University of Nebraska.

"NU Meet Will Air Increases in Rent," article in Lincoln Journal. August 0. 1970.
11 Where Students Live, report by the Student Housing Office, University of Nebraska,

1st semester, 1970-71.
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Lincoln for a Period of three months. Yet, this is housing that could have met the
^ needs of low-income people.

In 1964 the University retained Taylor, Lieberfeld and Heldman, the., educa-
tional consultants, to undertake a detailed space study of the University, and to
determine the needs to accommodate a projected enrollment of 25,600 students.
-Recommendations and findings from that study included these points :

1. Enrollment was anticipated to hit 25,000 during the 1970's.
2. University plans should anticipate space for housing up to 505, of the

student body, not including requirements for fraternities and sororities,
when enrollment reaches 25,000."

NOTE: Total residence hall capacity can now accommodate 5,621 students."
In 1966, Caudill, Rowlett, Scott, architects, planners and engineers, was em-

ployed by the University to implement the above program through the develop-
ment of a Comprehensive Campus Planning study. Recommendationefrent that
study include the following :

City Campus-
1. The plan shall make provision for housing 12,500 undergraduate stu-

dents, should the need arise.
2. Housing for 900 graduate students will be planned.
3. Most of the fraternities and sororities will be relocated east of the pro:

posed campus.
4. flan for acquisition of all land necessary to' fulfill the programmed

requirements. '
East Campus

1. The ,pan will have provisions for 400 units of married student housing,
should the need arise.

2. Dormitory facilities will be provided for 500 additional undergraduate
students, should the need arise"

The study explains that the city campus will occupylkhe area between 9th
Street and the Northeast Radial, and between Holdredge and Q Streets. .(See
Maps No. 2 and No. 3). The University, through land acquisition and develop-

* meat, has already woven itself into the Central Business District botween"R' and
'Q' Streets... The study goes bn to state that the city campus should, at the 28,000
level, contain the primary academic area, support facilities andehousing for
single students. The existing fraternity and sorority houses located in this area,
plus the athletic facilities, will be relocated. The study suggests that the area
between 'Q' Street and Holdredge, east of the Northeast Radial to 27th Street,
be redeveloped as a fraternity-sorority area and a high-density residential area.
This high-density -residential area is' to provide housing for married students;
faculty apartmenIsPctnd for those persons who work in the Lincoln Business
District.

It is apparent that the University has and will continue to have a wide im-
pact on the surrounding community. It must be made aware of the problems
it presents to the alow-income community as regards housing needs. A critical
housing shortage exists now for low-income people, and the University is di-
rectly involved in this problem. A Housing Conference, sponsored by the Better
Lincoln Comniittee, was held Nov. 1 1970. in which various suggestions were
made concerning the housing short-die. These suggestions included a recommen-
dation that the University have a program to provide more housing,for its mar-
ried students. It is time now for the University to become a more responsible
institution in thecomraunity.

(The maps referred to above are on file with the subcommittee.)

WHY TENT CITY?

Safe and decent housing is a human right. This right has been denied to the
low-income families of Lincoln. Today we have chosen to live in tents because we
cnn no longer remain silent. We have seen the University step by step destroy
the entire neighbothood in its path to the east. And what do we see where peoples
homes once stood and children once played? We see parking lots, fraternity
houses, and empty space. The city of Lincoln has chosen to spend.20 million

"c'emp;qabensive Campus Plan, "Prior Program Development," p. 13, Caudill, Rowlett,
Scott, 1967.", Big Eight University Housing Statistical Survey, p. 13, Nov. 1970.

"` Comprehensive Campus Plan, "Program," pp. 14-15, Caudill, Rowlett, Scott, 1967.

70-116-7ipt. 5-26
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dollars for a high0ay which has already destroyed 135 homes in the Malone.and Clinton areas. Neither the city nor the university has replaced the homes
they have destroyed, Yet the city will eventually destroy nearly 500 homes and
the Malone community center for the highway, and the university continues to
expand. Where are we to go with our children? We have seen the Llneoln hous-ing authority house over 400 University of Nebraska students while they turn
away low-income families. The saline university that destroyed peoples' homesand rends their students to the housing authority for assistance has built Only
57 was of married housing for the more than 4000 married students. FamiliesUe already doubled up because housing just rennet be found. Landlords com-md h1g rent for substandard houses and we are famed to sign unfair leases
because eve have nowhere else to turn. We are trapped in-substandard housing
because the alternative.tor us is no housing. We have turned to the city for helpand they gather statistics while our children grow in over crowded and decay-
ing homes. We have turned to the housing authority for help and they tell ustitudentik are better housekeepers. We have turned to the university for help and
They appoint a committee. Our situation is desperate to we turn to you, the
ia:ople, for your help and understanding. We have nowhere else to turn.

A, 11114013Y OV 110rOIFJp PV.0111,VMO AM/ THE HOUSING ArTIMIIITY

The issue of 'homing for low income people in LineoIn became an oflielargot-, ernment function with the creation of the Lincoln Housing Authority on June 3,
1946. The city council passed on that day a resolution stating ". . that the citycouncil finds la ) that unsanitary and unsafe inhabitated dwelling accomodations
exist 4n the city of Lincoln and I b) that there is a shortage of safe and sanitary
dwelling accomodations in the city of Lincoln available to persons Of low incomeat rentals they can afford . ." The expressed purpose of the authority wan to
construct both temporary and long range low cost housing. The Authority's'first
function to this effect was to speure 12 surplus trailers to use as stopgap housing.

The Housing Authority took over the operation of several types of housing at
the Air Force Base after a contract was entered Into between the FAA;and thecity of Lincoln on Sept. 3. 1946 turned over federal housing to the city. This
agreement riiquired that Yeterans should have pridrities In housing. For several
years the University of Nebraska operated knumber of howling projects at thebase, anti oh Nov. 3, 1949, turned over gtut projects to the Housing Authority.This agreement set forth certain priorities for married ntudents faculty, andadministrative personnel.

On April 24, 1950 the city entered Into an agreement with the 'bthing Au-
thority, under which the Housing Authority purchased from the city all of the
buildings in several-Base housing projects for $116,070,00, Among the huildings
purchased are those in the area known as "Huslierville". These units were used
art that time to house only people with an emergency housing situation,

Meanwhile, the Congress had passed the Housing Act of 1949, which provided
for financial assistance from the Federal Government to the "lousing Authorities
for, the construction of public .housing. Tlre Lincoln Housing Authority at that
time. believed that a Public Homing projeilt was necessary if adequate housing
was to he provided for the low income families of Lincoln, The City Council ap-
parntly agreed. An application for a reservation of 700 low rent public units
was prepared and approved by the City Council on Sept. 26. 1949. But, the pvers
that he In Lincoln did not approve of the pied for Public Housing, and they. as
now, were able to preyed the construsggetif much needed Public Housing,

Early in 1950, a group of Lincoln i'eAltors approached the City Council and
promised to construct low income housing with private funds If the Council
would reverse their deeision. Lincoln Housing Inc. was formed in March or 1950
to fulfill this promise. The City Council reversed their decision to provide Public
Housing, hit Lincoln Housing Inc. was dissolved in August of 1951 without having
constructed a single house. The Rousing Authority was still convinced of the
need for Public Housing, and contracted the 'Economic Research Agency of
Madison to do a study of housing problems in Linc,oln in 1950. The report, com-
pleted in 1950. indicated Lincoln indeed had a critical' shortage of low income
housing and recommended Public Housing. A goo deal of publicity was generated
by this report. An article appearing in the Lincoln Journal in 1951 stated, "If yon
ever enre to analyze the worn out- and ambiguous phrase 'substandard hous-
ing' . . . to translate it into pale thin children, filthy black wallpaper. blazing
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but f(111111.1' illiC11111 111HI's 1111H1 ..bilge, SS about sanitary tacilitte,, but for %%WO
relit I. charged, titer' Just visa Ivrtaitl part of Lincoln.- Prank Edwards of
Mutual Itrctaticast in 151, stated in it national broadcast that 1111. misery of the.
poor Using in Lincoln, Nebraska sus t111. )411111e as theanisery of the poor in the
slime. of Clese land and Chicago 'rho NItiyor sari apparently not convinced such
problems eNt-tisi and requested H report ()II line M111044t from 1/111)1111 HMI private

elfit re agencies of Lincoln.
The itort was coinuleted- iii Veit., 1952. It PIA t oil ". . It IN the belief of

0eltiart7)gctictes from the studies made that 11 is clearly evident that there is
definitely needed lit Lincoln n Public Dousing program for low blom.
people. . .". The city's tell year plan that sits published in 10:52 stated ". . it la
necessary to provide a large uu1ount of 0NatIsrlictory low Income rental bows-
aw.. . and suggest Piddle Housing". 4

Perhaps fearing another vote on Publie Housing, the Horne Builders Associa-
tion of Lincoln made a cecond proposal to construct private low-Income housing.
resident Er in C. Peterson promised the council that 150 units would be eon-

strucleti Wit hin sin months, at no 'troth to hailderif with the understanding
that the IlonSing .1tithorlry would construct no Public Housing. The 150 units
sere never built.

By 11154 the Housing Authority had paid to the City all but $55,604.21 on the
purchase price. ini .11111e 1, 1954 Ow balance ss 11N paid to the city and a arts leasing
agreement vsascentereol into, .

In 1;'49; the 1.11woln iloutsing .1ittliority revels NI the right to participate In
and receive federal assistance in piddle housing. II now imeratea a lease-rental
programs hereby the Authority leases from IAncoltt landlords available units that
IHIPt tequirtsi standards, renting to low-income (Halides at a rent constituting
20 25 percent of the families' income. The difference between this amount and
the lease with the landlorils Is made up with a subsidy from the federal govern-
ment. The Housing authority is presently authorized to have 1,350 units In this
program, bat has only about 1,100. Of this total about 457 units are rented to
married student families, 366 units are rented to the elderly and 277 units are
rented to the involuntary low income, families of Lincoln. It In evident that a

'major +trs ice is being provided by the Lincoln Housing Authority to the Uni-
sersity by housing this number of student families, The University provides only
57 units:4 married student housing. .7

The second lowest total of marrits1 student housing provitio.ti by a big eight
school Is 300 at the University of Kansans. Are ad, 457 student' families really
an In need as the hundreds of involuntary low lneome families of Lincoln? They
Not borrow on their future earning power and many receive money front their

--parents. The Housing Authority hits n long salting list for f,atitilies who qualify
for subsidized housing. How do students get lo the top o't the waiting lints?
Many are not VVVII from Nebraska. The lItaisint authority rtlits; to divulge
their selection method. it is not first eM111 first served.

In 196 a special act of the l'iiicanieral allowed the Housing Authority to
purchase government housing that south' not -cyse loss income people. II should
he noted that Dousing .%uttioritlest art slippo-ed to exkt solely to provide 11011P
big for low incase peopItt so this is eery unusual. Why v as it passed?
the owners of the Air dark, wanted to sell the Air Park !loosing The City
Council and (lousing Authority members rot that 1(11111 units dumped on the real
estate market in Lincoln wont(' depress 'property values in Lincoln. The Clonal'
and the Housing Authority decided that t lie Dousing .iit hority should pur-
chase the Air Park and release the units on the private tintrket -loss ly. It may he
interesting at this time to examine the timice-up of the present !loosing .%lithority
tb better understand their concern for property values in Lincoln.

.tieing the housing Authority Commissioners there is it president of 'Union
Loan and Savings; it past president of 1st National Bank, o lawyer who does
legal work for Woodman Life and it former builder anti developer. These posi-
tions would certainly merit an interest in prescrileng property sallies in Lincoln,
but is that a legitimate function of the Housing Authority?

It should be emtsbiered also that Eincpin already has the 3111 highest property
values in the..U.S.A. (behind Washington (1.C. and San Francisco).

In order to purchase the .Mr Park, the housing Authority floated $1,500,000
worth of bonds which were purchased by ISHIII:ers Life. 'Phis money was used to
put down a payment with G.S.A. The remainder of the 5.5 million purchase prie
Is being paid over a 20 year period by the Housing Authority.
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The day thee units became the property of the Homing Authority, renkin-
ereapp were announced on all units. Increaseo hit low income residents ate
hardest. Increases of up to 40% were enacted on the Woo expensive IMits. A
citizens group called the Air Park Citizenn Organization formed to potent the
hikes, and an a form of appeasement the Housing Authority placed 150 of the
units under rent subsidy. Since rent subsidy cannot be given to anything but
privately owned homer], a *eclat corporation wan formed consisting of members
of the Housing Authority and the City Council. This non-profit, private corpora-
Lion served no a legal maneuver to transfer 150 air park lea= to the private
sector. It is interesting to note that the Housing Authority, through a special
act of the Uniameral, avouneed ownership of 1,000 units of housing which is
predominately middle and upper middle income housing. The net result of their
action was to reduce the low fficome rental .marliet in Lincoln by 100 homes.

The functioning of the Lincoln Housing Authority in unique in this country.
Xiousing Authorities are supposed to concern themseiveS solely with low income
housing, yet in Lincoln wo see the Authority managing no .units of middle and
upper middle income housing, and providing subsidized housing for students
who are voluntary low income at best. They do propose to build a high rise 150
unit building for the elderly, and 15() units of scattered sight "Turnkey" housing
for moderate income families coon, but thin will not begin to solve the crisis of
low income families in Lincoln.

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEDRAINIA'D IlIPAOT ON LOW INCOME noisome

The presence of the University df Nebraska in Lincoln is contributing signifi-
cantly to the problems low income people face in securing adequate housing in .

this city. By .dividing th,,d, problems caused by the Univernity into' wo distinct ,

categories, we can see that the University is directly involved in creating Lin-
coln'o housing shortage.

First, University expension has torn doyen several dwellings which have not
been replaced and secondly, the University is currently providing housing for
only about 25% of their total enrollment.

Examining the first category, we find that the University boa acquired a great
deal of property to the east of the city campus. To date, the University has
either purchased and demolished housing, or holds options on property through-
out the Malone area (bounded by 19th street on the west, R street on the south,
23rd street on the east, and W street in the north). With a few exceptions, the
University has torn down virtually all of the homes it has purchased. Such a
policy has created multiple problems for low income persons, for many people
fearful of an expanding University sold cheaply, and renters had their homes
sold out from under them.

To further complicate an already critical housing' Shortage, the University cur-
rently provides 57 units for it's over 4,000 married 'students. -This, plus the fact
that Housing Authority leases approximately 40% of it's units to students, puts
low income families at a serious disadvantage. By tacitly using the Lincoln
Housing Authotity to house its married students; the University of Nebraska is
depriving 1pw income families of safe and decent housing at reasonable rent .
rates. The University has forced almost 75% of the student Ovulation to com-
pete with the low income families for a precious few low rental units in Lincoln.
This condition is created by dorm rules and regulations that are unacceptable to
many students and by not providing enough married student housing.

The University of Nebraska has a responsibility both to it's own students and
to the community of which it is a member. They,can satisfy both responsibilities
by providing housing for their students. The Iinive,roity has at it's command sub-
stantial resources including Federal funds from the Department of Housing
alid Urban development. This would be a direct and immediate relief to the prob-
lems faced by Lincoln tenants. It is unjust to pit student against poorit is most
unfair to the children.

PROBLEMS OF THE NORTHEAST RADIAL

The proposed Northeast radial is a plan intended to develop 8.2 miles of
freeway and 2.4 miles of arterial streets to handle traffic flowing from the central
business district to the north and east. Current considerations indicate that the
radial will be constructed from the present one -Way P and W streets along a cot.;
ridor running north between 21st and Vand streets to Holdrege street. From
Holdrege, the proposal calls for Mg freeway to cut a diagonal path to the North-

,---
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cast paralleling the railroad tracks to 48th street. From there an arterial run-
ning east along the present Freemont Street will run to 84th street. An arterial
extending Holdredgo street west to 14th and 18th streets around the University
of Nebraska campus is also planned.

, Although the concept of a major arterial from the central business district to
the general Havelock area dates back into the 1940's, the first concrete proposal

-for building the radial (to our knowledge) appeared in the 1961 Comprehensive
Regional Plan The project was again mentioned in the Metropolitan Area Trans-
portation Study of 1966. In 1967 two major studies were undertaken. The first
was a preliminary Right-of-Way Appraisal Study, North East Radial and Hol-
dregeBypass by George Hancock. The second is entitled the "Northeast Radial
Study" by Wilber Smith and assnclates. More recent information appears in the
191P4 "Topics Plan ", and the 1971 Railroad Transportation Study.

The 1967 Northeast Radial Study lists the total cost of the project alluhat
time as $19,275,700. Of this amount $12,083,200 would be required for coin( c-
tion costs, and $7,187,500 for right-of-way costs. Construction costs have risen
sharply since 1967, and an act of the Unicameral requiring the city to fully, reim-
burse dislocated families for the cost of retocatiotl ,will greatly increase Right-
of-Way costs.

The city of Lincoln has to date purchased approximately 800 "tracts" of land
to secure Right-of-Way for the radial. The cost to the taxpayers of Lincoln for
these purchases has been approximately $3,000,000. Two hundred of these pur-
chases were In phase one of the Radial (P and Q streets to 33rd st.) Within
this pliant the city 1111a demolished about 135 homes, and is currently leasing forty
units, Of homes pure() aced in phase two, 70 homes have been demolished, and
45 are being leaned. It in estimated -that an additional 200 Units be pur-
chased ( totaling approximately 500 units) before construction of the Radial is
complete.

To this date all monies spent off this project have been provided by the Citk
of Lincoln, in other Words by you, the Citizens of Lincoln. It has not yet been
deterrilined what percent of4the total cost will be financed by the City, what
percent by the state, and what' percent the Federal Government will provide.

4
It in certain that a large percent of the total cost will be the burden of the tax
pa3ers of 1,incein. We feel therefore, that citizens of Lincoln should concern
themselves with the following questions :

. A large portion of the Northeast Itadiai proposed route neatly parallels the
Cornhusker Highway. This raises the general question of nhether both highways
are essential. Should Cornhusker Highway be improved, or can present arterials
handle the projected traffic flow?

Is Lincoln constructed In such a way to warrant channeling this amount of
traffic into the Central Business District, or will the construction of the radial
force the city to develop in this manner. Since the original plans for the Radial
were planned there have been shopping center8 outside, the Central Business
District developed, which has decentralized some of the shopping habits of
suburbanites.

There are problems which channeling additional traffic into the Central Busi-
ness District will create warranting additional costly development to handle in-
creased traffic and parking. What will the costs be?

Are other capital improvements planned for Lincolty'such as road construction
and repair, storih sewer construction, street lighting, etc.'suffering because of
large amounts of City money being spent on the Radial?

With the recent improvements of "0" Street developing it as a major artery,
will the Radial really be necessary for the same purpose?

Why does the Radial feed directly into the Stevens Creek area where the City
has not established plans for developing. The Stevens Creek4rea is within the
IBM landbank. Does the city anticipate development of that area for residential
or industrial use? Citizens should understand that the Stevens Creek area is a
different watershed area that Lincoln, making provision of City sewer lines,
Water lines, and other Utilities extremely costly.

What and who will this Radial serve? It will provide a quick access route for
suburbanites to the University of Nebraska and the Central Business District,
but for people living in the Malone and Clinton areas, it has already meant dis-
ruption of neighborhoods, and many families losing their homes. Until recently
those people dislocated by the cities acquisition of their homes were not reim-
bursed for the full cost of relocation. They were simply given the market value
of their homes.' They did not chobse to move, or have their neighborhood de-



atroyed, yet were forced' to move and quite often assumed a financial loss. It took...pecial act of the 'Unicameral in 1971, , to require the city to reim-burse dislocated families for the full costlof reloeation Thin bill is ton late tohelp alri;loh forced from their homes It shioild he eonsideredolso that any fattillik:n dislocated by the !initial were previously dislocated byUniversity expansion into the Malone Area hid the City consider these humancosh; when the Radial was planned?

TAN IIIWAHS

There is another process taking place that is rapidly destroying the low andmoderate income neighhortnanis In' Lincoln. An property In these neighborhoods.is 1./1:1(441 WI the market, it is purchased by builders interested In constructing..apartment tdillgS As enough land Is acquired, the City counell In approachedto rezone the land for this purpose. The City ('on nch hag been very genermai:;Othsuch requests, which ban resulted in /I large number of new upartment bulld-hu Ming (xnstrin fed recently. These apartmenta serve stiniento and secretariesworking in the central bushiems dint Het but are/0o expensive for low income fam-ilies. Many of these apartment buildings are built 'not to serve the need in Lin-coln, but to provide a tax shelter for builders'iltal Investors. The federal Incometax laws allow builders to protect or shelter much of their income' from taxesby Investing in new apartments. The tax law allows these developers to assumefor tax purposes that the value of their new buildings declines or depreciatesdrastically in the early yearn of the building's life. This depreciation can then..be treated an a loss of incoine when they till out ,their income tax returns. Thisquentionable."loss" of income caneehroutipart of 'their real income Mid' 014 paylean taxes. A comparison of thojittAtind 1970 Census of thinning Indicates howthe high returns realized 16:111;111 priced rental units has affected the Lincoln
housing Picture. Units renting' fin' under $40 a month decreased rio%, $40 to $59
a month nitila,t)ev4eased 24%; $00 to $79 a month units increased 10%, $89-$99 amonth units decreaSed $33%.

.On the other end of the scale, units renting at $150 to $199 a month Increased'47/i per cent. Though the greater need for housing was for low income units, thelarger profits realfgod in hignlaillced units resulted in neglect- of low incomehousing. s'
Not only Mi high priced apartments not serve low income families, they disrupt

neighborhoods and decrease the possibility of rehabilitation of the neighborhoods...

coNet.rstos
In recent years low income tenants have approached the !hming Authority inattempt to crange their policies of housing students. Students have supportedlow income tenants efforts and have approached 'University (Acquit) with their

concerns over Melt of married student housing and the University's expansioninto the Malone area. Their activities have been for naught. Tenant groups haveintroduced legislation to the UnIcomeral.
We feel that one reason we have had such a lack of support from the Univer-

sity, city' officials, and the Housing Authority is the degree of control and influ-
ence of nuance companies, builders and developers. In order for the problems of
low income families to demand attention of the people in positions to improve the
situation,bere must be pressure applied: We appeal to the public hi support thefollowing proposals.

1. That the University provide adequate housing for married students and the
Housing Authority discontinue its policy of subsidizing student families.2. That the University accept student demands to liberalize dormitory rules
so that dormitories do not operate at a high vacancy rate. This forces studentsto compete with low income families housing when they could be housed inthe I'niversity ormitories.

3. That the niversitY assure a most responsible rote for their depletion of
avail-aide tow income units in its ekpansi n to the east. Their influence could be
lorought to bare on city and state ottleinis and the Housing Authority to replaceunits destroyed by University expansion.

4, That the city reconsider its plans for the Northeast Radial to determine Ifit is really needed.
5. That the city seek out families who incurred a financial loss due to their

relocation in right-of-way purchases for the Northeast Radial and reimbursethem in the amount of their lass.
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6. That the City Council give more attention to the cost to neighborhoods ttbeu
granting rezoning to developers interested In the profits of high rent apart mods

7. That the Housing Authority extend the same energy in securing federal' and
private monies to provide sufficient loNN cost units us it has in preserving propyrty-
Valtlea III Its operation of the Whiffle illcoDw units III the Air I-ark.

S. That the state la WS are ch.inged to make the I lousing Authority. responsiide
to the City Council. 'riot i,rosottft,, do not nnsaer in any sleeted gavials nisi
therefore, do not have to 011 ti; the public. t

STATEW.NT OV CHARLES E, CII A( t., EXEC 'FIVE DIRECIOR, NERBASKA PETROLEI I

MN( II V, NEBR. :-

Senator Humphrey. Senator Curtis dm Senator Bellmon, my name is Charles
E. Chace and I am the Executive Direct or of the Nebraska Petroleum Council.
The Petroleum Conencil is a stateside trade association representing all phases
of the petroleum industry (111411(1121g production, marketing, refining and trans
.portation.

(Mr Industry Is most interested in the deve,firpment (itsrural America and the
promotion of Job-creating industries In, the rural areas.

It is our opinion that one of the best oppor.tunities for new jobs in the mid-
west is the promotion of Tourism on all levels. It is amazing that many knowl-
edgeable people do not look toward Tourism as an industry but I can assure you
that without. doubt tourism can soon be the sewn(' largest Industry in Nebraska.

While almost every eonununity is looking for a "factory" etc., too many Hr.*
-they fail to realize that tourism is an industry'witrat is Meanly hereif the
community would just (organize and do something.abrout taking care of the many
people that are going through their towns each day. Any community that is
properly organized can create new jobs and new payrolls of a sizable nature.
Tourism is an IlithIstry that you don't have to go out and look for, it is an indus-
try that you don't have to build buildings for. that don't cause you to build new
streets, new schools, new water mains and sewers and give tax incentives, Tour-
ism will bring new tax dollars instead of being ft "tax spender."

As one of our Piddle Service programs, the Nebraska Petroleum Council will
stage "Tourism Clinics" in any Nebryska Community. 1 11211 enclosing a "flyer"
showing' an outline of-such a clinic. We will he happy to furnish, any more infor-
illation on this subject you .might desire.

TDURISM Cu INIC

AS CONDUCTED BY THE NEBRASKA errituf,Erst ( ouNcti.

Rubjecix covered:
1. Nebraska's renewed interest in tot ristn.
2. Reasons for enthusiasm and leader ip.
3. Overcoming the negative attitude Wi positive program,
4. The Ten Commandments of Tourism.
5What Is a tourist, what do they want, how to serve them.
6. Requirements necessary to Blake your town a tourist stop.
7. What attractions does your community have to offer.
S. What attractions does Nebraska have to offer.
9. What does tourism mean in dollars to a community.

10. What is our responsibility as progressive citizens.
11. Showing of the film, "The Broken Bow Story."

When held:
We have conducted clinics in the morning. afternoon, or evening. The clinic

lasts about two hours and evening has prOven to be the best' time. Any day of
the week I's all right.
Who sponsors clinic:

Any group interested in-promoting tourism in the town. The sponsoring group
is responsible for publicizing the elinie. arranging for a meeting place. and han-
dling local details.
Who attends:

While the school is aimed at providing training for the people thatiiave the
first chance to reet and greet the tourist ; such as the service station attendants,
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waltre=va and waiters, retail clerks, police officers,
tenders, etc, actually the training is good for anyone
em pi 03, ers Driven t an employees.
What /a fix road:

All that wo ask of tile community is to provide
meeting place, proper publicity, and the coffee brea
all of the other materlala.
//ow ran ere go about having a tourism clinic:

motel and hotel people, bar-
and we like-to have as many

at least 50 to 100 people, a
k. We provide the staff and

Contact the Nebraska Petroleum Council, 334 So. 13th Street in Lincoln, Ne-hritsko, l'elephone 477-4449. Arrange a date, set up a committee, and handle
the above details. We will do the rest.

NTATEME14 r 0E7 JAMEO W. MONROE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, OMAHA ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL, OMAHA, NEM.

I am Joiner) W. Monroe, Executive Director of the Omaha Economic Develop-
ment Council. Prior experience includes having been Director of the Nebraska
Department ofEcotionic Development and Director of the South Dakota Indus-
trial Development Expansion Agency, In the latter positions, I was primarily re-sportAible for developing and Implementing programs to assist roiral communi-
ties, onion unities of under50,000 population).

I am firmly convinced that Congress must develop a national community de-
veloptdent looney r.hlch includes policies and program guidelines or both ruraland urban colonunities. Unless the growth problems of all chlionunitles are
treated simultaneously and in concert, we will continue to see special purpose
programs ca latch often times benefit only a relatively few communities at the
expense of all coulamnities. For example, disparities exist in financing housing

.'1.(111A H Ft)) Inrural and urban communities and also in grants and loans'irliA & Ell)) for infra - structure development in our small and large
Alpo, the Economic Development Act programs administered by the Economic De-
velopment Administration have proven valuable to areas with high unemployment
but have not applied to areas which have experienced significant net out-migra-

e' tlon. Many counties in rural states should be eligibie for EDA financial assis-
V3-, tamp due to out-migration but having low unemployment.

The National Governors Conference developed and adopted in 1909 a National
Community Development Policy Frameworlc, which provides an excellent start
In shaplfig progrio nos and legislative action needed to assist rural and urban com-
munities. Review of thin document by committee members and staff should prove
fruitful as conrolderable time and effort was put into its making by a large num-
ber of knowledgeable people representing all levels of government.

I respectfully submit the following suggestions :
1. Growth rrndera.In 1967, each state was asked to delineate planning and

development regions for the purpose of guiding State and Federal programs and
funds, thus eliminating confusion and duplication of efforts. In the process of
delineating planning and development regions, many states identified growth
centers or perace centers within each region. These centers represent the major
communities which have growth potential and which can best provide medical,
educational, employment, and cultural opportunities. Future rural development
programs should focus on these centers as it is impossible to help every small
rural community. many of which lack adequate infra-structure and are too remote
from transportation and other services to attract new business and industry even
if ronarpcan provides financial incentives. It seems logical that the airline industry,
for example, could do a better job of serving the people if airports and air pas-
senger cervIce were developed on the growth center or regional concept. The same
would hold true for medical and educational evocational training) "services. I
suggest that the Subcommittee on Rural Development urge State governments to
adopt regional planning and the growth center concept.

2: Wale ronamonity development policy.Each state should he called upon to
develop a' rotate policy on community development in which specific assistance
programs are identified and funding needs 'determined; A compilation from all
states would provide the briPis for future Federal programs and necessary finan-
cial support.
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3. doedotonco go local development corporatitonet -Many small communities
rade', have growth potential do not have ddtquate funds to acquire and fully
develop industrial parks and to gonstruct obeli buildings in order to be prepared
to compete with larger cities for new industry. Often times industry locates in a
community primarily because of the availability of a shell or good existing
building.

I suggest that the Small Business Administration be authorized to make low
interest rate loans to local development corporations for site acquisition, develop-
ment add construction of shell buildings. Under current programs, a tenant must
be in band before funds are available. (This could be started as a pilot program.)
Pigments on interest and principal should be deferred for two years unless a
tenant has been obtained in the interim. A loan program of this type would be
more agreeable to everyone than a give-away program.
P4 Technical assistance to small industry.The State Technical Services Act

of 1965 should be revised and funded at a higher level Viith administrative respon-
sibility delegated to the State Departments of Economic Development. There la
wide spread support for this program which proved of great value for sever

smallto sall Industries throughout America, but the Program was'iterminate
before its tall impact could be realized. In fact, the State Technical Services Act \.
of 1965 provided for the first time, in many states, assistance of a technical nature
to small business and industry. Many small indUstries do not have technical staff
capabilities to cope with or take advantage of the new and fast changing tech-
nology currently taking place. A revised STS program Could marshal' the efforts
and expertise of our institutions of higher education, governmental as well as
private research and technical resources to expand capabilities of small indus-
tries, many of which are located in rural communities, thus creating additional
jobs.

5. Create an awqrene.98 of -adpantages in rural America.An awareness pro-
gram is needed whereby public %-ervice time is provided by radio, T.V. and news-
papers to help convey the true image of rural America and the potentials and
opportunities available in small communities.

Programs implemented to help small communities must be a part of a National
Community Development effort which will relieve the pressure qn large cities
but not to the detriment of the latter.

U.S, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE,
BUREAU OF THE CENSUS,

Washington, D.C., November 10, 1971.
Hon. HUBERT H. HUMPHREY,
Chairman, Rural Development Subcommittee,
U.S. Senate, 'Washington, D.C.

Dan SciffTori HUMPHREY: This is in respase to your communication of
October 22 requesting our reaetion to the accompanying statement by President
D. B. Varnet of the University of Nebraska regarding the establishment of. Rural
Development Institutes in connection with State Land Grant Colleges and Uni-
versities and the Cooperative Federal-State Extension Services."

The Bureau's primary functions and areas of expert knowledge are those
related to the determination of data needs, the collection and processing of
needed data, and the analysis and publication of the results. From this back-
ground we note with particular interest President Varner's proposal that The
College of Business Administration, through its resources for business research,
marketing studies, transportation research and systems analysis, participate in
a program directed to the strengthening of existing businesses and the creation
of new job opportunities. Such a program, as President Varner notes, could con-
tribute significantly to rural development. The Census Bureau would be glad to
cooperate with the College of Business Administration in the development of a
data program designed to achieve these objectives.

If I can be of assistance in any other way, please let me know.
Sincerely,

GEORGE H. BROWN,
Director, Bureau of the CetIRIlq.
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